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British Sociology 
D/ 

? Hills ahead. — The present chapter marks a turning point 
in the method of exposition we have thus far followed. It 
seems inadvisable to skip from country to country in trac¬ 

ing the more recent development of sociological theories; hence¬ 
forth we shall permit national boundaries or the limits of lan¬ 
guage to define the fields surveyed. Undoubtedly the gain in unity 
possible within each chapter is partially offset by the inevitable 
lack of connection between chapters, but alternative methods 
impose even greater costs. Science should of course recognize no 
restrictions other than those imposed by its own nature, and in a 
number of the natural sciences, particularly physics and chem¬ 
istry, it makes little difference whether a theory is set forth in 
England or in France. These sciences, however, possess an 
elaborate set of symbols that carry the real burden of theoretical 
communication; the various languages on which these symbols 
are suspended, as it were, merely serve as scaffolding. The situa¬ 
tion in the social sciences is at present altogether different. Here 
the central core of any theory one cares to name is almost insepa¬ 
rably connected with the language in which it is formulated; even 
statistical generalizations provide only a partial exception to this 
rule. Not only this: the cultures of the diff erent countries in which 
the social sciences have developed possess a number of aspects 
other than language which vitally affect the sociological theories 
that develop within them. It may some day be possible to tran¬ 
scend such “ cultural compulsives ” — indeed, works like this his¬ 
tory of social thought may eventually provide the necessary in¬ 
ternational or supranational footing upon which we may erect 
social sciences that are not so historically relative as such sciences 
now are. Until that great day comes, however, we must continu¬ 
ally remind ourselves that the cultural settings in which sociologi¬ 
cal theories are placed oftentimes make writers whose points of 
view are widely separated, but who share the same culture, much 
more like each other than like those holding apparently similar 
views in widely contrasting cultures. 
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Not only does the present chapter mark a turning point in tin 
respects just noted, but it also involves a transition to a somewha 
higher plane of description and analysis (marked by the omissim 
of chapter “summaries,” among other things). We have hereto 
ore directed our discussion to the intelligent reader who possesses 

no specialized knowledge of sociology, and it is hoped that our 

aim has been measurably successful. We also hope that this ami 

Stuf snmf erVW1 1 t0° Pass his in- 

™ %*£ f°T°“ ah-eadjfhavmg some' .uckgrll'E 

Sij 1,brilr)r Cl""0t b<-' w’tllin „l 
of treatises tha* auxiliary use will be made 
cries House? * fC°n*e™Porary Sociological The- 

■ i n , , s Development of Sociology, Karpf’s American 
ctalPsychology and Parsons’c Tl,» ti * V . , . TH an 
to mention thcEnctln^T /Ju P?T£ °f &<H w! "<* 

, J- fk ,°/ ,e vanous writers named. *» 

I to begin a survevol£n^”*7“ **,sdisconcerting 
! statement that it is almost S ?,r!tam w,th tJie necessary 
!doubtIe«i3rea^tr ^ There arl 

the consideration of two: (i) the^MrS e »?**?Ct wVrsd7* 
versity education- and (A lu u £e"era cuhural setting of uni- 
has soBered becaLe „/l2 th'h“d'“P whid, aLmlogv 
other thinkers outstrip th 6 ^ association with Spencer and 
dition ,dC <he l*1' °f '»>' OxforJ-Caratridgc tra- 

the importance of ou^discblb^+if16 td’*rKe over-estimating 
elusion of sociology in the suhWt. hr°“gh. ““f *”mion 'hat iit 
symptom of coSH‘S'? °f ac.ad5"* ™™«i„n is one 

ww wuxi me notable exceotfnn nf tt • r* f*?*"*** 

don and a few other municinal 21 v the University of Lon- 
pool, Manchester, Leeds and rZ ^i*^,** tbosc * aver- 
strongly medieval and himaniSc If"’ cducation is *»«» 
the classics and recondite specula '"S.ch*efiy concerned with 
the place where all good German ^P80?!111*8* 0xford may be 
but it nevertheless enjoys P *'hen die, 
the ^tared gentleman, if terms ,1 ,dea 18 sti!I *»*«in 
ture. That is to say the obW f-the older criteria of “ oil¬ 
man, to move ’ j , j c.tive 1S to prepare the iiniuar.;^ man to move easily and urbanelvJn f ° PrePafc th 
than actually to understand the nm f°rmaJ ®oc,aI c« 
he ta polite society rather tk»1,hf?W of human 8 

/ han to understand social lif 

spare the university 
social circles rather 
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aristocratic groups in the colleges look forward to public life, and 
the rhetorical and dialectical technique is viewed as the main 
means of worldly success — and not without reason. Men are 
trained to argue with charm and lofty detachment rather than to 
investigate with precision. The subject-matter may be trivial, but 
if the literary finish is glossy, all is well. The whole process is a 
dignified and seductive flight from reality. In contrast to this 
polishing process undergone by the British gentleman and liter¬ 
ary philosopher stands the specialized training of those going into 
the civil service and the various professions. These persons sel¬ 
dom have either time, inclination, or capacity to work out for 
themselves any general theory of the fundamentals of social life, 
and there is nobody to work it out for them. Further, the en¬ 
trenched position and prestige of history, political philosophy, and 
economics in Great Britain have made it difficult to press the 
claims of a science which seemingly infringes upon the jurisdiction 
of these older disciplines. Again, the social reformers, engaged in 
partisan struggle, cannot well be expected to pause for sociologi¬ 
cal orientation unless they have previously been accustomed to 
such assistance by systematic instruction, and the same is true of 
the social workers. The upshot of it all is that there is little or no 
public demand for the offerings of sociology. 

Let us now try to discover why there has been such slight de¬ 
mand within academic circles themselves. Early in the 1920’s, it 
was said that looking for snakes in Ireland after the ravages of 
St. Patrick was a hopeful task in comparison with the search for 
British sociologists having official status. This may seem extreme, 
but Harper’s recent survey (1932) reveals a somewhat discour- 
aging state of affairs: 

Modern scientific and academic sociology was discovered to be in a 
rather undeveloped and even moribund condition. It was-a distinct shock 
to learn that only a single chair of sociology existed in the universities of 
Great Britain. The professional association seemed below par and its 
journal certainly not up to the standard of the earlier Sociological Papers. 
Some work was being done along the line of local studies, but on the side 
of theory, research, and teaching, sociology m England appeared defi¬ 
nitely weak. Perhaps it would be fairer and more exact to say that it ap¬ 
peared to be rare. 

After several months spent in visiting classes, reading publications, and 
consulting teachers, officials of the u Institute,” and others, the following 
conclusions were reached: First, that a official ” sociology in England at 
the present moment is largely non-academic. Further, that most of the 
writing labelled sociological during recent years has been of a general 
philosophical and individualized type rather than scientific, and that pro- 
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fessional interest has centered largely in practical a |p i''t j on 
technical local community investigations, and training institutes. Sec¬ 
ondly, in so far as it is academic, with the single exception of the London 
School of Economics where there has been a steady development^ soci¬ 
ology is not to be found as such but only in the institutional disguise of 
“ social science ” (social work), or in such related departments as anthro¬ 
pology, ethics, political science and philosophy.1 

How has this come to pass? There has been no lack of eminent 
individuals: Carver, for example, still declares that Spencer’s 
Principles of Sociology is the greatest work ever written in the 
field; Laskiproclaimed Graham Wallas (1858—1932) be “ 
wisest of sociologists ” after the latter’s Our Social Heritage ap¬ 
peared in 1921; and as recently as 1929, the year of his death, 
many American sociologists would have placed Hobhouse in the 
foremost rank of the world’s contemporary sociologists. Never¬ 
theless, the stubborn fact remains that only Ginsberg, occupant of 
the Martin White chair at the University of London, and one or 
two German emigres such as Mannheim, can now be classed as 
sociologists in the strict sense, if we mean by that either compre¬ 
hensive systematizers like Park or specialists with a previous 
broad training in sociology like Bernard or Ogburn. 

The reasons for this are not far to seek. As we have already 
seen, Spencer was really a cosmic philosopher who turned his at¬ 
tention to sociology as one phase of the application of his evolu¬ 
tionary formula. He called this department of his evolutionary 
encyclopedia “ sociology ” only because Comte had used this 
Latin-Greek hybrid to christen the socio-theological utopia em¬ 
bodied in the Positive Polity. This is not to belittle Spencer, who 
undoubtedly was one of the greatest thinkers of his time, but it is 
intended to show that he was not a professional sociologist, and 
that only a portion of his writings were even incidentally socio¬ 
logical in character. Similarly, Hobhouse was primarily a phi¬ 
losopher, although his outlook was freshened and his material® 
rendered concrete and vital by the great range and dep 
information in biology, psychology, anthropology, and 
science. It would certainly be difficult to prove him more < 
a sociologist than John Dewey or Bertrand Russell. 

The mere fact that he held one of the sociological p 
ships at the University of London does not prove that h< 
more of a sociologist than the ethnographer, Edward 

rck, who held the other Martin White chair. Indeed, 
tence of these two professorships was but a fortui 
ic accident, and the funds available have so dwind 
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tively speaking, that they now support but one exponentofso- 
ciology, Ginsberg. Once more, Graham Wallas was first of all a 
“ publicist ” with a penchant for a somewhat archaic psychologi¬ 
cal type of analysis; his specialized knowledge related almost 

exclusively to the social philosophy and public figures of Ben- 
tham’s period and to the evolution of English local governmen . 

Still further, the London Sociological Society derived the greater 
part of its spiritual heritage from the French social philosopher, 
Comte, from the French social economist, LePlay, and from the 

French snthropOffeoPTcipher, Demolins. 
Likewise, although much valuable work has been done by spe¬ 

cialists in other brands of social science having sociological im¬ 
plications, hardly one of these specialists has been adequately 
oriented in any of the various types of sociology, and as a conse¬ 
quence the problems selected and the results achieved fall far 
short of sociological requirements. As a consequence of all this, 

any effort to write the history of sociology in Britain must be 
chiefly a record of the development of more adequate knowledge, 
more precise methods, and more fundamental orientation in the 

special fields of anthropogeography, biology, psychology, anthro¬ 

pology, history, economics, political science, and social retor™- 
Such specialized endeavor has led to the accumulation of a wea h 
of material that may be utilized by contemporary and future 

British sociologists, but a tremendous amount of labor will have 
to be expended before the harvest. 

The Development of British Social Science before 1S50. — 
Although the line is necessarily vague, one may divide the devel¬ 
opment of British social science into two general periods, i e 
first, from the middle of the eighteenth to the middle of the nine¬ 
teenth century, marks the gradual transition from an almost ex¬ 
clusively speculative type of social philosophy to social sciences 
granting a fairly large place to empirical investigation. The sec¬ 
ond stage extends from approximately 1850 to the present time, 
synchronizing with the increasing sway of the evolutionary theorv 

of man’s origin, the growth of the genetic method of dealing with 
social issues and sociological problems, the advent of more ac¬ 
curate and profound psycho-sociological analyses of human mo¬ 

tives and behavior, and the introduction of the more exact sta- 

! tistical methods of dealing with social phenomena. _ ■ 
Among the tendencies in social philosophy before 1850 that 

have proved sociologically relevant were Deism and rationalism, 

for they helped to generate interest in the study of man s secular 
conduct and in “ the quest for secular salvation.” One of the first 
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sciences to yield hypotheses of sociological import was anthropo- 
geography, which in the eighteenth century escaped from the 
rt/v'nlf rp^ilm dnminafprl fiv asfmlotrv sinrl I.Ifnnnrra*Ir 
O-O X J 4 <f I 

occult realm dominated by astrology and I lippocratic medicine. 
Mead and Arbuthnot developed a sort of “ meteorological de¬ 
terminism ” which was not without its effects on Montesquieu and 
Ferguson. British explorers also played a large part in that ex¬ 
tension of geographical knowledge which eventually enabled Rit¬ 
ter to establish scientific anthropogeography. Social biology was 
another outstanding development, particularly in the field of pop¬ 
ulation theory. In addition, a great deal of spadework for later 
evolutionary hypotheses was accomplished, and the early physical 
anthropologists, among them Barclay, Grattan, White, Al u!ii, 
helped to found anthropometry, so indispensable for any scientific 
study of race. 

As was abundantly demonstrated in earlier chapters, British 
thinkers made numerous contributions toward the isolation and 
analysis of psychical factors in social life. One need mention only 
the names of Hume and Smith, among a host of others, to sub¬ 
stantiate this statement. The modern time-perspective of social 
development, so different from belief in the chronology of Gene¬ 
sis, was greatly furthered by British geologists (Woodward, Hut¬ 
ton, and Lyell were among the most important), biologists, ar¬ 
chaeologists, and physical anthropologists. Ferguson’s work was 
a great step forward in historical sociology from the standpoint 
of both scope and attitude, and Burke helped to initiate the 
genetic point of view with respect to social institutions through 
his sweeping criticism of the rationalistic social philosophy of the 
b rench Revolution. The accuracy of historical method and docu¬ 
mentation was notably furthered, in the interval between the 
Humanists and Ranke, by Gibbon, Robertson, Ilallam, Mackin¬ 
tosh, and Grote. 

The economic philosophy of the age, associated chiefly with 
• t Tn mS.s °* /Adam Smith and the classical economists, was 

rich in sociological implications. Smith, for example, was defi- 
forerunner of Sombart, Weber, and other economists 

. Je r.ecentlY ms.lsted ,uP.on the necessity of a sociological 
nv, , m ec5n,omic anatysis as opposed to the exclusive cm- 

for hnprareT sPe,cuLIatl0ns concerning value and distribution 
MalthuS S? FT hw, successors were responsible. Again, 
attitude °f P°P?Iatl0n were an outgrowth of his 

contemporaries with the mobl°emsnfand ‘n C.°nccrn [>f hh 
derstood onlv ;n ru. r uF r !em8 801<;ia^ legislation can be un- 

y light of the contending economic interests of 
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the time. The studies conducted by the factory investigating com¬ 
mittees and like bodies brought together a vast amount of in¬ 
formation of relevance to social economics, and indirectly, to so¬ 
ciology. In the field of political philosophy, the varied types of 
speculation and analysis that were current had a common denomi¬ 
nator in the tendency to look upon political institutions as out¬ 
growths of more general social situations. Again, the in 
crease of social problems forced upon the attention of Great 
Britain by the onset and course of the Industrial Revolution sug¬ 
gested to Bentham the necessity of working out a science of social 
reconstruction that was later to stimulate writers like Graham 
Wallas. The same social problems also impelled Chalmers to 
formulate those principles of case work which later exercised so 
powerful an influence on social technology. 

The Place of Spencer in British Social Science. — The develop¬ 
ment of the social sciences in England since 1850 has consisted 
essentially in further progress along the lines of the specialisms 
iust described, but before resuming the story we may pause to 
indicate the contributions to sociology made by Herbert Spencer 
in his cosmic philosophy as applied to an interpretation of social 

Pt Inanearlier chapter we quoted at length from Hankins’s co- 
crent summary of Spencer’s theories, and the reader will probably 
agree that his estimate is both just and comprehensive. It might 
be well, however, to recall to mind the fact that in another sum¬ 
mary we emphasized, somewhat more than did Hankins, Spen¬ 
cer’s persistently reiterated generalization that social or institu¬ 
tional evolution is part and parcel of cosmic evolution as a whole, 
and hence cannot be successfully controlled by artificial human 
intervention and guidance. This is the core of all of Spencer s 
sociological and political writings. Again, it is necessary to insist 
upon the utterly inadequate impression of Spencer s sociological 
theory which is offered by such presentations as those of Small, 
where Spencer’s sociology is represented as largely identical with 
the elaboration of the organismic analogy. The discussion of so¬ 
ciety as an organism was but an incidental, unimportant, an 
rather illogical phase of Spencer’s social philosophy. Finally, the 
writers believe that not enough has been made of Spencer s gen¬ 
eral observations on sociological attitudes and methodology in 
his Study of Sociology. This little work will probably come to be 
regarded as Spencer’s chief, if not, indeed, his only enduring work 

in the field of sociology. 
Spencer affected but little the growth of sociology in Great 
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Britain, yet he had a tremendous influence on its subsequent de¬ 
velopment elsewhere. Not only did he have enthusiastic followers 
on the Continent, but the early American sociologists —- Ward, 
Sumner, Giddings, and Small — were profoundly influenced by 
him. Giddings’s early work was chiefly an original synthesis of 
Spencer’s physical philosophy with the psychological conceptions 
of Adam Smith and Gabriel Tarde. Carver seems to retain as 
fresh and unabashed an enthusiasm for Spencer today as (mldings 
exhibited toward him in 1894. Nevertheless, Spencer's influence 
on academk social science in Great Britain was almost negligible. 
The prevailing trend toward somewhat narrow and uncoordi¬ 
nated specialization was not paralleled by a more general sy stem¬ 
atic tendency. Moreover, the one British writer on sociology 
since Spencer who made any effort to systematize, Leonard Trc- 
lawney Hobhouse, differed diametrically from him In nearly every 
phase of his doctrine except in the adoption of the evolutionary 
approach. While there were many factors which help to account 
for Spencer s strange lack of influence in Great Britain« if; would 
seem that the following are the most important: (1) the type of 
mind which tended toward calm reflection and broad generali/a- 
tion in the field of social science was still under the spell of 
Thomas Hill Green and the Scottish dialecticians; (2) the spe¬ 
cialists were too narrow or too absorbed professionally to infer- cialists were too narrow or too absorbed professionally to inter¬ 
est themselves m Spencer’s sweeping generalizations and grandi¬ 
ose formulas; and (3) the reformers and uplifters were repelled 
by his harsh, uncompromising, and mechanical individualism. 

JXu -pencer remalned a loneIy and isolated figure in British 
social science. ° 

JfrlTalll Pelevant phases °f British Social Science after 
the nntof-o A’ $ j n,ow endeavor to trace briefly and concisely 
general baek!!?n C^e °Pm®nts ?ince Spencer, keeping in mind the 
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phase of the quantitative method as applied to sociology which 
has been worked out in England has been due to Karl Pearson, 
whose biometrical concepts and coefficient of correlation are 
world-famous.2 Statistical techniques for “ social measurement 
have been applied to contemporary social problems by a host o 
English students; and we have seen in Chapter Twenty that 
Hobhouse made an effort to introduce statistics into the study 

of material culture and social institutions. 
Frederic LePlay, the French social economist, exerted a wide 

influence on British social science. His technique of the social sur¬ 
vey was elaborated and applied in patient detail by Booth, Rown- 
tree, and others in their classic investigations of poverty in Lon¬ 
don and York. His regional plan for social reconstruction was 
warmly espoused by Geddes, Branford, and others, and as we 
shall later note, Geddes achieved no little practical success in 
applying these doctrines in Edinburgh and elsewhere. 

The study of the influence of geographic factors on social 
processes was initiated in the modern period by a philosophica 
historian, Buckle, a much misunderstood and misinterpreted man. 
Writing to prove the growing primacy of cultural and psycho¬ 
logical factors in human society, he has most frequently been in¬ 
terpreted and condemned as an unthinking and uncritical apostle 
of geographical determinism. In anthropogeography the tren 
since Buckle has been away from the well-intentioned efforts of 
amateurish physicians, philosophers, travelers, and historians to¬ 
ward the work of well-trained and socially oriented geographers. 
Herbertson, Cowan, and Fairgrieve have presented illuminating 
and balanced descriptions and analyses of the manner in which the 
history of human culture has been conditioned} rather than de¬ 
termined, by geographic factors; George has dealt with the 
geographic conditioning of military history; Payne has written 
on the geographic factors involved in the European settlement 
of the New World; and Newbigin and Mackinder have elucidated 
the geographic influences in the ancient and modern history of 
the Near East and the Balkans. Mackinder especially stresses the 
crucial importance of the possession of this pivotal area in the 
Near East for any state desirous of maintaining supreme po¬ 
litical power in the Old World. Lucas has inspired and edited an 
extensive work on the geographical basis of British colonization 
and imperialism. Geddes and Branford have accepted the geo¬ 
graphic basis of LePlay’s regionahsm as one of the chief clues 
to the reconstruction of contemporary urban and industrial so¬ 
ciety, and Chisholm and McFarlane have treated in detail the 
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general attitude toward birth-control and other sexual aspects 
of social improvement less hostile. Neo-Malthusian writing in 
England has varied from the erudite and specialized wor 0 
Carr-Saunders to the effective propaganda of Swinburne and Cox 
and the introductory but comprehensive textbook of Wrig . 
indispensable data for both quantitative and qualitative social 
biology, students have been able to draw on the vital statistics 
ever more accurately and thoroughly compiled by government 
agencies and sifted and analyzed by such authorities as IN ews- 

holme and Hogben* . , 
In the study of the psychical aspects of social phenomena the 

most important development in the last three-quarters of a cen¬ 
tury in Great Britain has been the annihilation of the mtellectual- 
istic psychology, exemplified by the Benthamite “ felicific calcu¬ 
lus.” This not only furnished the philosophico-moral basis ot 
Bentham’s elaborate series of social inventions and reform 
schemes, but also constituted the foundation of most of the so- 
called psychological economics and political science. Destruction 
was imperative; it came through the spectacular labors of 
Graham Wallas, in his Human Nature in Politics, of McDougall, 
with his emphasis on the importance of non-rational impulses, ot 
Tansley, Rivers, Hart, and others who have exploited those types 
of social psychology which stress the importance of subcon¬ 
scious ” factors in human behavior, and of the social psychologists 
and anthropologists who, from Bagehot’s day onward, have em¬ 
phasized the importance of custom, habit, and convention m con¬ 
ditioning the thought and conduct of man. One of the earliest 
dissenters from the orthodox doctrine of instincts promulgated by 
McDougall was Ginsberg, whose Psychology of Society appeared 
in i92iS Important also has been the defense of the social im¬ 
portance of sympathy and altruism by Drummond, Kidd, Suther¬ 
land, and Spiller, all of whom oppose, rightly or wrongly, the 
egoistic premises of the u felicific calculus and the bellicose as 

sumptions of social Darwinism.0 , 
As in America, the cultural analysis of social processes and 

institutions has been established chiefly by the ethnologists. The 
older evolutionary or comparative approach was espoused by 
Aveburv, Tylor, Frazer, and others. The opposed or diffusiomst 
position7has7been exploited moderately by Haddon and Rivers, 
and with naive exuberance by Smith and his disciples, such as 
Mackenzie and Perry. A more critical and tentative viewpoint, 
roughly resembling that taken by Boas and the American school 
of historical ethnology, has been maintained by Marett, G. Lane- 
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Fox Pitt-Rivers, Malinowski, Radeliffe-Brown, and Bartlett 
There has been no British sociologist to take over and utilize the 
technique of cultural analysis for sociology after the manner of 
Ogburn and his followers in the United States, although Hob- 
house was cordial toward the cultural point of view and made 
wide use of it in his writings.4 

The genetic study of social institutions and cultural develop¬ 
ment has been pursued by a varied group of scholars. John Rich¬ 
ard Green repudiated Freeman’s episodical political history and 
his dictum that “ history is past politics,” and wrote a history of 

English social life and culture. Following his lead, the contribu¬ 
tors to the Traill and Mann series have compiled a vast social and 
cultural history of England; Maitland and Pollard have founded 
an institutional approach to English political history; and the 
Webbs, Ashley, Tawney, the Hammonds, Slater, Knowles, and 
others have made precious and voluminous contributions to our 
knowledge of the social and economic history of England.’ The 
ethnologists previously mentioned have amassed a vast body of 
material on cultural and institutional origins, and physical' an¬ 
thropologists such as Arthur Keith, as well as a large number of 
competent prehistoric archaeologists, have clarified the compli¬ 
cated problems relating to human origins. The history of institu¬ 
tions has been ably dealt with by Maine, Maitland, Pollock, Vino- 
gradoff, and others in the field of legal origins; by I tollhouse and 
Jenks in tracing the evolution of the state; by a large number of 
competent economic historians and genetic economists, Ini by 
Archdeacon Cunningham, in analyzing the evolution of economic 
life; by Westermarck and Briffault in their studies of the evolu¬ 
tion of the family and human marriage; and by Lang, Frazer, 
Marett, and others in the field of the history of religion and 
comparative mythology. Marvin has done more than anyone dse 
in England to arouse an interest in the “ new history,” associated 
in this country chiefly with the work of Robinson and his dis- 

? s’m kls ®uttine of History, has effected a juncture 
between the competent professional study of the history of civi¬ 
lization and the popular appreciation of his novel type of histori- 
is epoch-making significance for historical sociology 
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Toynbee is simply stupendous; he can be compared only with 
Weber and Sorokin. This range enables him to employ with 
marked success a method of culture case study essentially ^ akin 
to that advocated in the chapter just noted. In studying __ e 
stimulus of penalization,” for example, he takes the obvious in¬ 
stance of the Jews and compares and contrasts it with a number 
of others far from obvious that provide almost an experimenta 
check on his generalizations. American sociologists must at once 
avail themselves of his methods and data if they are to continue 
to act as “ the grammarians of the social sciences ”; otherwise the 
historians will take over that function, to the general detriment of 

the scientific division of labor. _ . 
Certain contributions to contemporary British economics have 

been of some indirect significance for sociology. Among these we 
should perhaps list Ashley’s achievements in genetic economics 
and economic history; the institutional economics of the Webbs, 
Tawney, Clay, and others; the work of Pigou and Hobson in 
welfare economics; and the functional approach to socio-economic 
life represented in the methods and assumptions of Cole and the 

guild socialists.8 .... , . , 
There have been many phases of British political science which 

have brought forth material usable by sociology. Maitland, Po - 
lard, Jenks, Hobhouse, and others have devoted themselves to 
the study of the historical evolution of political institutions. I he 
pluralistic revolt from the conceptions and practices of the ab¬ 
solute and omnipotent state and from the doctrine of unified, con¬ 
centrated, and unlimited sovereignty was organized in England 
by Maitland under the inspiration of Gierke. This movement has 
been further developed with particular reference to ecclesiastical 
groups and interests by Figgis, and in relation to professional 
and vocational groupings and programs by Laski. Particular em¬ 
phasis has been laid by Maitland and Figgis on the real per¬ 
sonality ” of the corporate group, and this dubious contention 
has been utilized as the basis of a skillful argument for a certain 

amount of group autonomy.9 _ 
The psychical factor in politics was discussed with great acu¬ 

men, if with imperfect psychological knowledge, by Walter 
Bagehot in his Physics and Politics, where he stressed in particu¬ 
lar the operation of imitation and discussion. Graham Wallas 
dealt the death blow to political rationalism and intellectuahstic 
psychology, but his efforts to suggest a constructive way out of 
these perplexities were less successful than his critical work. We 
cannot fail to mention here the important work of Maclver on 
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study of human evolution in terms of psychology and anthro- 

F The title of the book last mentioned gives us a clue to the gen¬ 
eral theory underlying the greater part of Hobhouse s wor 
Like Spencer, he developed his sociological system as a part of-a 
general philosophy of evolution. There is a still more intima e 
similarity between the two systems, in that although Spencer con¬ 
ceived of the evolutionary process as one of progressive diiteren- 
tiation and adjustment, Hobhouse viewed it as a growth m 
correlation and harmony, and both looked upon society as an 
organic unity. But here the resemblance ceases. Spencer held 
that the course of evolution moves on automatically regar ess 
of the interference of man, believing that the latter could at the 
best have only a slight beneficial effect and was extremely likely 
to hinder the process. Hobhouse claimed, on the contrary, a 
however much the evolutionary process may depend upon auto¬ 
matic ” factors, such as the struggle for existence, social evolu¬ 
tion has come more and more to rest upon conscious control. He 
held that, from this stage on, progress must depend primarily on 
the conscious direction of social conduct by the. social mind. 
Again, while Spencer’s conception of the organic nature of so¬ 
ciety rested on a large use of organismic analogy Hobhouse es¬ 
chewed the use of biological terms and implied only the essential 
unity and interdependence of social life. One thus finds in Hob¬ 
house the interesting combination of a writer who approached 
his problems from the standpoint of a philosopher of evolution 
of the most thorough and recent type, of a social philosopher un¬ 
surpassed in any country for breadth and profundity of learning, 
and of a liberal democrat in politics. . 

Hobhouse carried his general evolutionary doctrines over con¬ 
sistently into his sociological system as a means of interpreting 
social processes. His specific sociological doctrines are to be found 
mainly in his suggestive little work on Social Evolution and Po¬ 
liticalTheory and in his more recent Social Development, which 
may be said to bear much the same relation to Spencer s Study 
of Sociology that Hobhouse’s volumes in the philosophy of evolu¬ 
tion do to the Synthetic Philosophy. . . 

In the first place, as to the general field or scope of sociology, 
Hobhouse holds that it may be regarded chiefly as the science of 
human progress. He says: 

To form by a philosophic analysis a just conception of human progress, 
to trace this progress to its manifold complexity in the course of history, 
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to test its reality by careful classification and searching comparisons, to 
ascertain its conditions, and if possible to fi thr ftitim* ™ this is the 
comprehensive problem towards which all Miemr convert 
and on the solution of which reasoned sociolnjncal effort must (nuillv tie* 
pend.13 

Progress, which is the prime object of sociological study, is 
not synonymous with social evolution.1* The latter term is the 
wider, and may include retrogression as well as advance. “ By 
evolution I mean any sort of growth; by social progress, the 
growth of social life in respect to those qualities to which human 
beings attach or can rationally attach value." 15 Nor is social 
progress primarily dependent upon biological factors. It is al¬ 
most exclusively a result of psychical and social forces: 

Thatis to say, there is progress just where the factor of Aortal tradition 
comes into play and just so far as its influence extends. If the tudition 
is broken, the race begins again where it stood before the tradition was 
formed. We may infer that while the race has been relatively starttam, 
society has rapidly developed, and we may conclude that, whether for 
good or for evil, social changes are mainly determined, not by altei atjons 
of racial type, but by modifications of tradition due to the interactions of 
social causes. Progress is not racial, but social.** 

Social progress, in last analysts, Hobhouse regards as the 
growth in the harmonious adjustment of: (i) man to society, (2) 
the different types of social organization to each other, and (jt) 
society as a whole to its environment. Social progress may be 
regarded as development of the principles of union, order, coop¬ 
eration, and harmony among human beings.” The ideal society 
toward which social progress should lead is one in which harmony 
1S realized. “ The ideal society is conceived as a whole which lives 
and flourishes by the harmonious growth of its parts, each of 
which in developing on its own lines and in accordance with its 
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The most significant fact in the modern stage of civilization is 
that we have now reached the point where the social mind has 
obtained control over the external conditions of lifo*. The dis¬ 
tinguishing characteristics of our time are that civilization for 
the first time has the upper hand, that the physical conditions of 
life have come and are rapidly coming more and more within hu¬ 
man control, and that at least the foundations have been laid for 
a social order which would render possible a permanent and un¬ 
broken development.”21 (These lines, it should be remembered, 
were written before the outbreak of the World War.) 

The aversion for sustained thought manifest among many 
contemporary American sociologists has led them unduly to'dis¬ 
count Hobhouse because of the marked philosophic cast of his 
researches; the emphasis upon “ work ” as opposed to arm¬ 
chair speculation ” has gone so far that it is considered quite 
proper to be wholly ignorant of the really great minds of the past 
if only one knows the number of fireplugs in Ashtabula on Janu¬ 
ary 16, 1934. Let it be proclaimed from the housetops that for 
all the social philosophizing in which Hobhouse indulged, he 
never was guilty of mere speculation: “ He fed on factual ma¬ 
terial which he digested with the aid of brilliant hypotheses. 
Social philosopher he undoubtedly was, and not a sociologist in 
the strict sense, but the most rigidly scientific of social scientists 

can learn much from Hobhouse. 
Westermarck, Darwinian Ethnologist. - Although not a Brit¬ 

isher by birth, the Finno-Swedish scholar, Edward Westermarck, 
was a colleague of Hobhouse for oyer a quarter of a century, and 
hence may properly be considered here. 

In the academic year of I9°3"~4> Westermarck, Hobhouse, and 
others gave several short lecture courses on quasi-sociological 
subjects at the London School of Economics, and the following 
year Westermarck was appointed University Lecturer in Soci¬ 
ology for a three-year period. Shortly thereafter a Maecenas in 
the person of a Scottish merchant and member of Parliament, 
Martin White, endowed the chairs of sociology to which we have 
already referred. Westermarck was also at this time professor 
of moral philosophy in the University of Helsingfors, and since 
Hobhouse’s death in 1929 he has devoted all his efforts to the 

latter institution ^ 
Unlike Hobhouse, Westermarck was not rationalistically in¬ 

clined; instead, he was dominated by those phases of Darwinism 
most clearly evident in The Descent of Man. Curiously enough, 
however, he became interested in the nature of morality at about 
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of it. It is also interesting to note that although the methods used 
in the two treatises differ considerably, similar conclusions art 

reached. 
Westermarck was not interested in setting forth a coherent 

sociological system; he was content to study more or less discern 
nected social institutions. His biologistic Darwinism was quit* 
marked in his persistent attempt to find the “causes ” of institu 
tions in the instinct of jealousy and like psychical factors sup 
posedly perpetuated by the survival value of the institution ir 
question. Failing to distinguish between institutions and soda 
structures, he defined the former as forms of soda! relationship! 
regulated and sanctioned by “ society.” Society, in turn, wa: 
vaguely described as a grouping characterized by some degree o: 
cooperation, hut in which spatial nearness is not an absolute es 
sential. The origin of the cooperative activity that constitute: 
society, said Westermarck, was probably the parental impulse: 
(here the reader will recall John Fiske) and the mutually bene 
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Almost ten years before his association with the London St 
of Economics, Westermarck won a considerable reput 
through his pioneer work, The History of Human Marr 
this was the first well-rounded attack on the theories of on 

organ and like devotees 
•ek maintained that the 
ists really had to do with 
y instead of unregulated 
Communist who has at- 
;an, has made a frontal 
las encountered a stub- 
, Inasmuch as both writ- 

°\unilinear social evolution. Westermarck maintained that the 
evidence presented by the social evolutionists really had to do with 
cases of fraternal polyandry and polygamy instead of unregulated 
promiscuity. Ur recent years, Briffault, a Communist who has at¬ 
tempted to revive the doctrines of Morgan, has made a frontal 
attack on Westermarck’8 position, but has encountered a stub¬ 
born defense and slashing counter-attack. Inasmuch as both writ¬ 
ers make use of the illustrative method, the critical sociologist is 
necessarily somewhat wary of taking up the cudgels in behalf of 
either opponent. Nevertheless, this much can be said: Briffault is 
wrong in thinking that Westermarck had theological or t radition- 
al y moral reasons for his hypothesis, inasmuch as lie has been 
an unsparing critic of religion and the church, and has recently set 
ort , in his Ethical Relativity, a theory that runs counter to all 
orms or moral, ethical, or religious absolutism. 

ranford and Geddes.—The French social economist Fre- 
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deric LePlay (1806-1882), of whom we shall later have more 
to say, was a contemporary of Comte. His name is. mentioned 
here because his formula for description and.analysis-—Place, 
Work, Folk; his interest in regional studies; his emphasis on the 
family as the basic unit of society; and his zeal for social reform, 
were all absorbed by the English railway director turned social re¬ 
former, Victor Branford (1864—1930), and the Scottish natural¬ 
ist and mystic, Patrick Geddes (1854-1932)- Branford devote 
his energies and personal fortune to LePlay House in London, 
a sort of settlement which also serves as a sociological laboratory, 
and Geddes established the Outlook Tower as an experimental 
center for “ sociology and civics ” on the Castle Hill of Edin- 

There can be little doubt that the strongest force behind British 
sociology of recent years has been the Sociological Society, of 
London. This has done much to promote sociological discussion 
in the strict sense, and in addition to encourage social reform and 
bring prominent persons together for at least the ostensible pur¬ 
pose of dealing with social problems. Moreover, until the estab¬ 
lishment of the Institute of Sociology in 1933, it had control of 
a useful journal, the Sociological Review. We may therefore say 
that the name of sociology, at least, has been kept alive in Great 
Britain by Branford and his associates, but we must also say that 
the society has done little to make the substance of sociology more 
acceptable to the British academic world. To begin with, until 
quite recently it has been rather provincial and. out of touch with 
sociological developments elsewhere. Further, it has been heavily 
handicapped by discipleship; many of the members have been so 
engrossed in making genuflections before the great god LePlay 
and his prophet Demolins (with an occasional bow toward Comte 
and his emotionally surcharged Positivistic religion) that strictly 
scientific endeavor has been slighted. Moreover, the overmaster¬ 
ing interest in social reform, particularly in regional planning for 
urban reconstruction, and in the various phases of social work has 
prevented theoretical discussion of major sociological interests 

from gaining headway. , . . , . , „ . 
After the death of Branford in 193° tbe Sociological Society 

and LePlay House were merged to form the Institute of Soci- 
oIopv The vigorous policy of Farquharson, the interim editor of 
thSociological Review, the election of. the ethnologist Marett as 
president, and the setting up of an editorial board composed or 
eminent social scientists has led to an extension of interests and 
activities that augurs well for the future of the Institute. The 
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Sociological Review, for example, has been rejuvenated; 
over, its dilettantish flavor is in process of disappearing. 

Geddes earned a great biological reputation through his earl 
work with Huxley, Haeckel, and Virchow, and his later cull a bora 
tion with James Arthur Thomson. In the latter half of his life h 
threw himself into the study of the social sciences, led an onslaught 
on the slums of Edinburgh, preached tin* gospel of workers' edu¬ 
cation, helped to found the eugenics movement, became the first 
outstanding exponent of city planning, and great Iv advanced the 
method of the regional survey. When the Great War stultified 
his work in Europe he turned toward the East, spent several years 
in India as a teacher and social planner, ami then found at Jerusa¬ 
lem the opportunity of designing the I Jehrew l ‘niversity ami its 
environs. His last enterprise was an attempt to revive the old 
Scots College at Montpellier, France; he hoped to relate it di¬ 
rectly to such organs of a “ renascent Asia " as Tagore's inter¬ 
national college in Bengal. 

Here certainly was a Diogenes Teufelxdrockli in the flesh, an 
unrivalled example of the Professor of Things in General. The 
flaming energy of Geddes seems, to the academic sociologist at 
least, to have been tragically wasted through incessant change of 
direction. Nevertheless, we cannot impose academic criteria upon 
a man whose genius was primarily inspirational; as an ardent 
follower has put it: 

He was wonderful and inexhaustible: ;t brilliant intriliprm e, a spirit of 
the finest temper, a maker of visions, a weaver of And for ,.,me 
thousands of men and "woiieich. scattered about the woild hb menu>iv k 
a possession that can never fade or be impaired. He toed to on- that he 
was known as the fellow who pulled the bell and ui aw.tv. He friend, 
were apt to put it otherwise. They said he had foreseen more, ami "Started 
more creative enterprises, than any man of his epoch/* 

is all true, and it is well for the world and 
credit of Geddes that it is true. Still — and here 

repeatedly confronted hi this 
very genius of Geddes provided still another rea- 

;SSt„ent neAect of •"*** by British universities, 
is a science* a philosophy, a religion, 

upon Messianic leadcr- 

said ofTt^11 % ^00^50^ wbt'n these things can be 

re tvnp nf "*T°the pre8ent writcr> «* s«cms obvious that only 
type of sociology represented by Morris Ginsberg am even- 
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tually gain acceptance in Great Britain. When Hobhouse died and 

Westermarck retired from England in 1929* Ginsberg, who had 

been closely associated with them both, became the successor or 

both in the way already indicated. His works show a wide range 

of interests, for they include a Psychology of Society, Dialogues 
on Metaphysics, a painstaking statistical study in collaboration 

with Wheeler and Hobhouse, The Material Culture and Social 
Institutions of the Simpler Peoples, and recently a biography, 

L. T. Hobhouse: His Life and Works (with J. A. Hobson). He 

is on the new editorial board of the Sociological Review, and is 

also one of the editors of Politica, a promising new social science 

journal sponsored by the University of London. 
Ginsberg’s definition of sociology shows the influence of Hob- 

house (and secondarily of Westermarck), for he regards it as 

“ the science of social institutions.” Nevertheless, and although he 

severely criticizes Simmel, he qualifies this definition in such a way 

that it closely approaches Simmel’s conception. To wit: Sociol¬ 

ogy is . . the science dealing with the forms or modes of social 

relationships. . . .” Let us hastily add, however, that he does 

not agree with Simmel’s restriction of sociology to the study of 

these forms, for he feels that sociology runs a grave risk if it as¬ 

sumes that the content of social relationships is the same as that 

dealt with by other social sciences. In other words, he does not 

agree that sociology should restrict itself to data which are also 

utilized by such special social sciences as economics or govern¬ 

ment, merely dealing with this material in its own characteristic 

way by subjecting it to sociological categories — e.g., to competi¬ 

tion, conflict, and so on. He therefore qualifies the clause just 

nuoted by adding “ as they are exhibited in the civilization or cu - 

ture of a^people.” From this it is clear that he lays considerable 

stress on content: sociology, he holds, should collect its own typi¬ 

cal data and also apply sociological analysis to social data in 

general. The upshot of this and similar qualifications is that so¬ 

ciology is not regarded as a special social science, as in Simme s 

version, but as “ the science which deals with social life as a whole 

in contradistinction to the special sciences which deal with special 

aspects of human life.” Ginsberg therefore may be regarded as 

in favor of a type of sociology which utilizes the results of the 

more specialized social sciences, but assigns them to their appro¬ 

priate niches in a frame of reference composed of the broader 

principles of social organization which often escape the special¬ 

ist.” This is not mere encyclopedic eclecticism, however; he aims 

at the interpretation of social life as a whole, not at a summary 
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this point of view, therefore, such stnvialisrm as ethnology 
political science may be regarded ns suhdn ision-, uf tin- broader 
sociological field.26 To quote Harper's interpretation of Ginsberg: 

Specifically the objectives of sociology are: (i} T.. drtrnnim* the na¬ 
ture of the various social groupings and trace their drvr!«»f>m«u; (j) tl, 
determine by comparative method and quant iur >>, >■ <;•> •, men,mi. a* far 
as possible, interrelations between institution., It) n< f, i-ndatr nupiit- 
cal laws, and (4) to interpict tfiese law*, m the licit *-f i ? .,* unae nititnate 

^ hh- and mind, and discover the re! ,u ;*U of facts u, 
civilization as a whole, primitive and modern.3* 

Many American devotees of raw empiricism would probably 
use the rubber-stamp l* i 'l l philosophical " to characterize Gins’, 
bergs approach. Properly understood, philosophical it may in- 
deed be, but it certainly is not arbitrary fiat or grourulicss specula¬ 
tion. Factual material plays a large part in i fiusbero's work, as 
witness his use of ethnographic data. Moreover, he iNmesses 
sound Knowledge of psychology, and it is interesting to rwte in 
passing, that he is quite sceptical of the doctrine onnstimtsor 
propensities advanced by McDougall and still reverentially ae* 
jeP,e “7maqy British psychologists. Again, he commands a great 
deal of historical information and has provided some of the most 
thoughtful analyses of the relation of history and sociology now 
«ttant. Finally, he manifests great familiarity with the writing of 

' tf‘ characteri/e f tins- 
ihisophiia! it may in- 
or groundless specula- 

*§ f > m 
Ulltf. 
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associations with Karl Mannhc 
prochement even more fruitful. 

With all due respect for Gi 

all and still reverentially ac* 
Again, he commands a great 

is provided some of the most 
of history and sociology now 
amliarity with the writings of 
1 sociologists, ami his present 
..*11 .. I ' * * a M* * 

With all due respect for Ginsberg, however, we cannot help 
voicing the fear that the very catholicity of his sociological theory 

STromthe8^ kS- aCCeptanCC in aw^^ieeirclat for differ- 
With son al a nr? ti 1*1* 1 * *| thereby minimized and affinities 
Bkee W a”1 pohtlcal philosophy stressed, leaving little or no 

Susivfki^n°°%aS 3 ur,lCtly Crated science with a field ex- 
uus veiy lts own. Nevertheless, we sincerely hope that these fore- 

LMnicbainun-tlfieV anduhf th-C hi8hPrmik* hcW *wth hY 
Li.nl pi nV^ltleS’ *¥ !?.stlt?ftc Sociology, the AVm- 



CHAPTER XXII 

Sociology in the French Language 

FRANCE AND FRENCH SWITZERLAND Retrospect and prospect. — French sociology has beenno¬ 

tably characterized by that logical keenness and subtlety 

u which has often been asserted to be typical French thought 

generally. From this follows three of its major peculiarities: rs , f great dependence on analysis and abstraction, and compara¬ 

tively little aimless fact-gathering; second, an awareness of the 

full implications of a theory, and hence a tendency to push 1 

its extreme, thus ending in a position which is apt to be startling to 

naive common sense; third, a markedly controversial tone, the 

clear recognition and elaboration of theoretical differences, and 

the tendency to line up in opposing schools. 
No country has played a more important part in the origin of 

sociology than has France. Descartes, in his proud reliance on 
Lumanfeason, his methodological doubt, his insistence: on-univer¬ 

sal, invariable law, prepared the stage for a break with tradition¬ 

alism in social matters, for a felt need to rationalize politic 

economic institutions, and for an attempt to extend to the dom 

of social facts the same systematic modes of mterpretation 

terms of natural law which characterized the emerging physical 

^Montesquieu, in his Considerations on the Greatness “^ De¬ 

cadence of the Romans (1734) and his Spirit of Laws (m8)- 
insisted that political and social phenomena are sublet to general 

laws much aSF are those of physics. In particular he stressed an^ 
popularized the role of climatic and geographic factors being 

this way an important precursor of tbe LePJay *ch°°! ri_ 
social geographers. Voltaire’s Ess at sur les Mceurs and his van 

ous historical works offered a general history of civilization a.n 

embodied important sociological theses as to the role of religion 

and war in social development. He conceived^them^ moreover m 

a thoroughly naturalistic spirit, insisting on explanations in terms 
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of efficient causation, and challenging directly Roquet's mterpr 
tation in terms of a provident ial final causation. This general point 
of view was characteristic also of Diderot, D'Alembert, DTlol- 
bach, Helvetius, and the other leading Fnr\, lopedists, who, in 
addition, brought into the open the attack on traditionalism im¬ 
plicit in Descartes’s rationalistic insistence on rigorous demonstra¬ 
tion in all things. Helvetius and I)’I lolb.uh, moreover, insisted on 
the importance of the cultural factor in the shaping of human per¬ 
sonality, the latter suggesting u theory of the social importance of 
imitation foreshadowing the one later elaborated hv Tarde. 

The Physiocrats — Quesnay, Mirabcau, Mcrcicr tie la Riviere, 
and the others — concerned at first with narrowly practical eco¬ 
nomic interests, were led in the elaboration of their v‘ 
theoretical analyses of considerable sociological significance, deal¬ 
ing in particular with the social role of the institution of private 
property. Somewhat later Saint-Simon, developing a hint of Con- 
dorcet, insisted on the importance of prevision and prediction as a 
test of our understanding of social phenomena, and attempted to 
discover a law of history which would make such prevision pos¬ 
sible. With this objective he worked out a " law ’* of the alterna¬ 
tion of periods of organization or construction with those of criti- 
cism and revolution. He also envisaged the profound social 
changes to be brought about by the rationalization of society in 
accordance with modern science. 

Auguste Comte has been generally considered the intellectual 
father of Trench sociology. He contributed the first clear view as 

to the nature of «odologfa. a specific science and Sts place in the 
terarchy of the sciences. His discussion of sociological method¬ 

ology is distinguished by catholicity and insight, and is vastly su- 
perior to many recent one-sided theories in this field. 11 is insistence 
on the specific reality of the social fact, its irmhidbilitv to the 

or biological reality, coupled with his omission of psy- 
trom the list of the sciences (except as a part of phvst- 

•„ ’18 a" essential factor in the rise of the sociologistic school 
mn oance' y'ls° “nportant in this connection was his theory of 

fZS W raLd Tei7 TPortant Whistle implications, the 
nfT! Jm601!t.hc.1Jaw of the *rce stages is a brilliant analysis 
r me role of basic ideas, and in particular of stmermtur ilistic 

"s-*-*-1* JXZ2E23SZ 
useful"e88.for sociology of knowledge, If 

conceived 9n^ cwTnta^Sl^! 8ta^e ^w^*c^ ‘s °niy negatively 
conceived and sketchily treated), then the ’ ' * * 
.neoloairjil j^n.d Dositiv#^ ***-—**.*— * .• * 

w 
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miliar ideal-typical antithesis of the sacred and the secular so¬ 

ciety, Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, and similar dichotomies 

The importance of these and other contributions of Comte wi 

perhaps become more manifest as we trace out his influence on his 

prenc n successors. 
For purposes of convenience we may roughly classify all French 

sociology under four main heads: (1) geographic and environ¬ 

mentalist theories, (2) biologistic theories, (3) sociologistic the¬ 

ories, and (4) psychologistic and individualistic theories. Uur 

principal attention will be focused on the two latter groups, which 

have probably been the most important in contemporary trench 

sociology. In the second division of the chapter we shall deal 

only with sociology in Belgium1 (French Switzerland being in¬ 

cluded in the first division for the sake of simplicity and conven- 

icncc) 
Evironmentalist Theories: the LePlay_ School.2 — By en¬ 

vironmentalist theories we mean all those which use as an ultimate 

explanatory principle in sociology some condition of the cosmic or 

physical milieu, whether astronomic, topographic, climatic, agro¬ 

nomic, or the like. It seems wisest to classify the LePlay School 

and its modern followers, L’Ecole des sciences sociaux, among te 

environmentalists, in spite of their considerable eclecticism. 1 he 

basic formula of the school, “ Place, Work, Folk (Family), 
means that the general characters of the physical environment dic¬ 

tate the economic life of the people, which in turn determines the 

form of the family and the general characteristics of the society. 

This is, in a wide sense, historical materialism and economic de¬ 

terminism; it is in many respects similar to the logical structure ot 

Marxism. Never, however, have systems starting with common 
methodological premises arrived at such startlingly different con¬ 

clusions. LePlay, Catholic and extreme conservative, defended 

all the typically conservative institutions: religion, parental au¬ 

thority, nationalism, and hereditary social classes. The method 

bv which the divergence occurs is not difficult to perceive. Marx 

focused his attention on social classes and the class struggle; 

LePlay concentrated on the family as an essential element in social 

solidarity and stability. . , , ^ 1 1 j 
Perhaps the most important and certainly the most celebrated 

contribution of the LePlay school is to the technique of social 

research. The family is selected as the unit of investigation, and 

the family budget is systematically analyzed as a quantitative ex¬ 

pression of all aspects of the family life.8 This clearly reflects the 

materialistic presuppositions underlying both the methodological 
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and substantive doctrines of LePlay, which have attracted some 
criticism even among his own followers. 

LePlay and his followers prepared a large number of mono¬ 

graphic studies of the socio-economic aspects of family life in 

specific regions of France and elsewhere, and LePlay embodied 

the practical and theoretical results in a number of extensive 

works, among the more important of which were: Lcs Ouvriers 
Europeens (1855); Les Ouvriers des deux monies (1857); La 
Reforme sociale en France (1864) ; UOrganisation de la famille 
(1871); L’Organisation du travail (1870) ; and La Constitution 
essentielle de ihumanite_ (1881). LePlay also founded, in 1881, 
a journal devoted to social and industrial problems, La Reforme 
sociale. In the hands of LePlay’s chief followers, his methodology 

was considerably transformed: it was given a broader and more 

systematic character and a comprehensive nomenclature. A de- 

ense and characterization of the revised method and nomencla¬ 

ture from the pen of Paul Bureau (1865-1923), one of the latest 
of the followers of LePlay, follows; 

Just asyt stands, this brief questionnaire is . . . a valuable instrument 
ot analysis and doubtless this will soon be realized if students will consent 
to toiiow Lerlay s recommendation to study the working-class family, 
i am aware that this method seems to some discredited and antiquated. 

evertneless, the analysis of wisely chosen samples remains the favorite 
and most certain method m all empirical sciences. ... As has long been 
said, the working-class family, that is to say, the family which draws its 

ans of subsistence largely from the manual labor of its head or of its 
members, furnishes an excellent introduction to the general study of so- 

LrLtl ^ , ° e' ■? the or8amzation of private life occupies such an 
cZdW™!!? £ t-he generral economy of society, no better avenue 
cl ‘rl h • m-en°I °? fciety itself ^and the choice of a working- 
and becanol* f v GW1Se Jus^fied by the fact that, alike because of its work 
under tL ^fl, mef ? °f ex.ls?ence’this family, more than any other, is 
tion Bv v;rt!rnfCtt°f ete™mm? eIements of the group under observa- 
in moderate ™ 15^ mtellectuaI culture or material resources, families 
of these element* T“rcumst.ances can ra'se themselves above the action 
cumstance TnTh ^ working<Iass family is more the prisoner of cir- 

environment CrenCe t0 11 °ne Can best Perceive the action of the 
to say that the rr?r7,e-r’ to/eC<?Tend monographic method is not 
trary it is advantao 6 °f 3 single:monograph is sufficient. On the con- 
can be said is i-W Je0US t0 r?new observation of the first study. AH that 
than any other croceth™^lous analysis of a well-chosen sample, better 

fastnesses . . . where tiT’ pe™lts ^ penetration of those mysterious 
ganized.4 ' e socia de °f a people is developed and or- 
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Demolins (18*2-1907) specialized on the effectof the physical 
Demolin f 5 9 1) F f civiHzation. His Com- 

environment on society ana tne niscui y , - , . h „ 
merit la route cree le type social would appear from ‘hetitleto 

specialized treatise dealing with the social influences 0 
travel but it is a far more comprehensive affair, being really 
suggestive manual of anthropogeography with emphasis on opo- 

graphic factors. With Demolins, la routet tends to beJT® P.rac" 
tically the whole physical environment. In his: Gromh / 
Modern Nations, DeTourville gave special attention to the <lc 
velopment of the chief types of the family and social groups, de¬ 

voting himself particularly to the origins of the modern farm y 

among the Teutons and its triumph over the patriarchal family 

organization. Paul Bureau, in the generation following Demo¬ 

lins and DeTourville, still further improved the methodology 

of the LePlay school and freed it from the somewhat narrow 

materialistic limitations which had characterized its ear itr 

T'he LePlay approach secured many converts among British 

sociologists, the leaders here being the distinguished Scottish 

biologist, Patrick Geddes, and the English social philosopher, 

Victor Branford, whom we have already discussed. Geddes and 

Branford’s The Coming Polity (1919) is the best British adapta¬ 

tion of the LePlay conceptions. The Sociological Society of Lon¬ 

don as a whole has shown much interest in the LePlay methods, 

and members of the society have recently prepared an English 

edition of Demolins’s classic work. Highly significant is the re¬ 

vival of LePlay in America by the eminent rural sociologist and 

authority on family budgets, Carle C. Zimmerman. In a recent 

book5 he includes a condensed translation of a large part of Lc- 

Play’s most important work, Les Ouvriers Eurapeens, and at¬ 

tempts to apply its fundamental ideas to an analysis of some ur¬ 

gent contemporary problems and to a severe criticism of some 

of the rural reconstruction policies of the present political regime 

in this country. 
Human Geography in France.—The LePlay system gave z 

definite impulse to the further introduction of statistical 

niques. Moreover, it also had a great deal of influence on ‘ 

tablishment of regional geography. Paul Vidal de La Blat 

founder of French regional geography, was as much influenced 

the regional orientation of the LePlay socio-economic investi 

tions as he was by his work in physical geography. The other chi 

stimulus to human geography in France came through the mor 

natural and conventional channel of physical geo graphy. Th 
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great figure in the establishment of physical and descriptive geog¬ 
raphy in the French-speaking countries was the Belgian, Elisee 
Reclus (1830-1905), who combined in his work much the same 
achievements as those made by Ritter and Ratzel respectively in 
Germany. His physical and descriptive geography, perhaps un¬ 
equaled as to scope and precision by the work of any other single 
author of his period in this field, was embodied in his monumental 
series, La nouvelle geographie universelle. His chief work on 
anthropogeography, which also contains much physical geogra¬ 
phy, is L’Homme et la terre, in some six volumes. The ablest and 
most discriminating modern French adaptation of this rather gen¬ 
eralized anthropogeography of Reclus, it t 2# c# 11 si. n d ^ e ji s 
probably to be found in Camille Vallaux’s two books, Le Sol et 
lEtat and La Mer, which make up the two parts of a general 
Geographie sociale. 

The reaction against this ambitious effort to present a highly 

generalized anthropogeography was led by Paul Vidal de La 

Blache, regarded by many as the leader of French anthropogeog- 

raphy m the generation after Reclus. It was the contention of 

Vidal that geographic science was not yet sufficiently developed 

to allow of the sweeping formulations of a Ratzel. Not only did 

the doctrines of Ratzel and Reclus rest upon inadequate informa¬ 

tion; they were so generalized as to admit of many exceptions, and 

they tended to make the followers of such writers satisfied with 

accepted formulas instead of eager to test existing hypotheses by 

e accumulation of additional facts. The regionalist criticism of 

the Ratzel method is well summarized in the following quotation 

from Lucien Febvre s A Geographical Introduction to History, 
^e work of an enthusiastic follower of Vidal, and the best treat- 

ography • 6 the0retical PrmciPles of *e regional anthropoge- 

th^nelSJ^tomS’ particuIar <*aracteristics, and his mode of life are not 

“environ3 °nSeqUTue °f th\faCt that he is ^uated in this or that 
is no lone-er rm«;Kl"0 \ ^ ai?r ^ c°nsequences of his own nature. It 
such a modePof life ,m° ‘ Such a re^ion inevitably forces 
organized and svstpnf't” 'nbabltants” Under the powerful action of 
deeper grooves and ;Tr,JtlZe^habltf’ whlch continually wear deeper and 
sive generations puttfn^th T Wlth increasinS force upon succes- 
forcef 0 We’s ^mark on natality and turning all the 

changed,^may^e pmfofnd^ ^ °f 3 “7 ^ * 

iHthont drSJrfTSr. t*‘ “ ha" tI,e risht t0 - ■ - for regard due human aspect i, would turn Into , ,KriIe 
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routine, to a monotonous chant of old Ratzelian litanies or o[ as^0'°SlcaJ 
formulas inherited from the distant past. We also feel justified m baying 
that geography has a duty to history, for the progress of the two disci¬ 
plines is closely connected; they must march side by side. ... 

Against the spirit of premature generalization, Vidal de La Blache long 
ago said that the best defense is to make analytic studies, monographs 
where the relations between geographic conditions and social facts are 
viewed at close range on a well chosen and limited field. This program is 
still excellent. It remains only for us to be inspired by it.6 

Vidal de La Blache first stated the basic conception of regional 
geography, with its insistence upon intensive study of natural geo¬ 
graphic units and their effect upon society and culture, in an article 
on Les Divisions fondamentales du sol frangais, published in the 
Bulletin litteraire in 1888. He set forth the program of work 
much more thoroughly later in his La Ftance: tableau geogta^ 
phique, and his followers have executed a large number of remark¬ 
able studies in the regional geography of France and outlying dis¬ 
tricts. His general principles of work and such generalizations as 
he brought out of his researches and those of his pupils are con¬ 
tained in a posthumous treatise, Principes de geographie humaine 
(now available in English translation). Vidal’s regional approach 
has been broadened to reject the notion of geographic determinism 
and to accept the cultural point of view of the historians and of 
Durkheim and the cultural sociologists. In this process of amend¬ 
ing the methodology of Vidal’s school, the best general presenta¬ 
tion has been provided by Lucien Febvre in his above-mentioned 

work. 
It will probably be conceded that the outstanding living repre¬ 

sentative of French anthropogeography, conceived of from the 
newer regional and cultural point of view, is Jean Brunhes, whose 
chief general treatise, La Geographie humaine, was translated 
into English in 1924. He also collaborated with Vallaux, who 
has of late come to espouse the regional approach to anthropo- 
geographical problems, in an extended interpretation of history 
from the geographical point of view, La Geographie et I’histoire. 
The regional conceptions and methodology in geography have 
been adopted not only in France, but in England, Germany, the 

United States, and elsewhere. Ferdinand von Richthofen has been 
the leader of this movement in Germany, Jf. Ifl 1* I5 c. t ^5 cj n ^ 
England, and J. Russell Smith in the United States. Nowhere in 
the world today is anthropogeography more highly developed or 

more extensively cultivated than in France. The movement 
launched by Bodin and Montesquieu has traveled far to bear fruit 
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in the works of Reclus, Vidal, Brunhes, Febvre, Vallaux and 
DeMartonne. ’ 

Biologistic Theories in France. — By biologistic theories we 
mean those which base their explanations of social facts on some 
element of an essentially biological nature, or which interpret 
sociai reality in terms of analogies drawn from the science of 
biology. Historically there have been four main varieties of biolo- 
gistic theories: social organicism, social Darwinism, social demog¬ 
raphy, and racialism. b 

As we have already noted, several French writers followed the 
false lead of Luienfeld and Schaffle in turning sociology into a 
recondite branch of biology by the use of the organismic analogy. 
Curiously enough, however, the second of the earlier manifesta¬ 
tions of biologism in sociology, namely, social Darwinism, was 
never espoused by any prominent French sociologist. In part this 
may have been due to the fact that the theories of the Rassen- 
ampf and of the struggle for existence were extensively popu- 
anzed by Germanic writers. But it was probably much more 

rWC ?SU t the| unremitting warfare started in 1884 by 
Gabriel Tarde against all forms of biologistic sociology, and espe- 

two brilliant articles by Celestin Bougie in thcRevue Pki- 

contmtpre" T in?0 19°1 which disposed, with remarkable 
arvumlnL Skl 1’,°f tl?e,whoIeJsocial Dar^inist position. These 

cSTlZillTnct and ',<panded !n his La Oimo- 

stud?M t0 •S°,da! D?rwini™ ■» » be found in. 
writino-sof Pm Ft* t" SjC^ Tsre ectl0n> best represented by the 

g of Paul Jacoby and G. Vacher de Lapouge. In his fJudes 
sur la selection dans ses rai^nrt' pu ' t „ fjluaes 

to bioWir^ “ I k th» Pu0Sltl0n that clv'bzation is antithetical 
biological rWp?; °^ss’ ^at social evolution is accompanied by 

tend to restric?hfrtol10n'^S -CU advances’ the upper classes 

in biological deLiL^ion and^hfn^ °f ^ Wi”Ch r£SuIt 
of the social **,.„„* , , hence the more important parts 
tonnW • • st^ctur® steadily crumble until the whole finally 

ptoce" L ™p‘e"aS' *"• an°th'r 

works' arg6 Tr at- efIua^y pessimistic conclusions. His chief 

£T::::eiTs (i8?«v va^- «• ^ 
thus set forth his leading conceptions • (l9°9)’ HoImcs has 

i.e.^mUita^ap^it;ca^e^Heiomerat*OI1i0i SeV,£ral forms of sodaI selection, >7, political, religious, moral, legal, economic, and systematic, 
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all of which are brought into play as a consequence of the development of 
civilization. Military selection, according to the author, eliminates the 
best of the race; political selection, through the effects of civil war, the 
prison, the scaffold, and exile, gets rid of the more independent spirits 
and tends thereby to render the population submissive and tractable, 
religious selection, through the celibacy of the clergy and by persecution, 
tends to effect the elimination of the more intelligent and independent 
minds; moral and legal selection in general produce dysgenic effects; and 
economic selection, while operating in many different ways, acts on the 
whole, in the most destructive manner, upon the superior elements of the 
race. As civilization becomes more advanced, the evil effects of the vari¬ 
ous forms of social selection become more intense. The racial influence of 
civilization is therefore bad. ... 

There is only one way by which these destructive forces may be ovei- 
come and that is by conscious, systematic selection, or, as we should now 
call it, eugenics; but Lapouge is not sanguine over the prospect that hu¬ 
man beings will ever bring themselves to supply this remedy in a really 
effective manner.7 

Lapouge, like most writers of this school, intertwined the no¬ 
tion of socio-biological selection with conceptions of racial su¬ 
periority. Essentially similar in his basic outlook to Gobineau, al¬ 
though perhaps a bit more sophisticated in matters of method, he 
identified the social and biological elite with the “Aryan race.” 
He then went on to show, to his own satisfaction at least, how the 

process of social selection operates with a peculiarly disastrous 
effect on the “ Aryans ” or Nordics, gradually leaving the unpro¬ 
gressive and generally inferior brachycephalic Alpines in a posi¬ 
tion of social ascendency. It has been unfortunate that Lapouge, 
like Ammon, Schallmayer, and even Pearson, confused the fertile 
field of research into the biological history of man and the physi¬ 
cal effects of cultural evolution with the vague notion of definite 
bio-psychological differences (in terms of superior-inferior) 

among the sub-branches of the white race. 
Other influential studies in social biology have been in the field 

of demography. One of the most prominent French representa¬ 
tives of this subject during the late nineteenth century was Adolphe 
Coste (1842—1901), whose doctrines are presented in his two 
books, Les Principes d’une sociologie objective (1899), and h Ex¬ 
perience des peuples et les previsions qu’elle autorise (1900). As 
set forth by Coste, the degree and the type of social evolution are 
causally connected with the growth and density of population. 
This bears some similarity to the thesis defended by an earlier 
writer, Paul Mougeolle, who in his Statique des civilisations 
(1883) maintained that the progress of civilization is correlated 
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with the growth and density of population. Whether or not 
Mougeolle influenced Coste is uncertain, but we can at least say 
that it was on the basis of an assumption much like this that Coste 
set forth an equation of “ social power ” in relation to the rapidity 
of increase and density of population in the various states of the 
world. He also used this formula to construct an index of national 
power, with France as the base of 100. Coste represents one of 
the most extreme developments of demographized sociology and 
of the opposition to Neo-Malthusianism,'and he did his share to¬ 
ward arousing French public opinion to the alleged dangers of 
the discrepancy between the birth-rates of France and Germany. 
A viewpoint essentially similar to Coste’s is at present represented 
by the eminent Belgian sociologist, Eugene Dupreel. 

Another famous French student of population problems was 
Arsene Dumont (1849-1902), promulgator of the so-called 
“law of social capillarity” of population growth. This was ad¬ 
vanced in his book Depopulation et civilisation: etude demogra- 
phique (1890). Briefly stated, Dumont’s “ law” is to the effect 
that the tendency to restrict the birth-rate bears a direct relation 
to the degree of opportunity for individual achievement and 
advancement in the social scale, i.e., the greater the degree of 
freedom to rise through individual effort, the greater the 

y ^ rrencn equivalent or bpencers individuation 
versus genesis.” 

The French demographer and social historian fimile Levasseur 
(1828-1911) was quite optimistic regarding the relation of dense 
population to social well-being. Although he did not deny the evil 
effects of overpopulation where it actually existed, he contended 
in his three-volume work, La Population franqaise, that the re* 
maskable technological developments of the nineteenth century 

a increased productivity, potentially at least, so as practically 
o suspend indefinitely the operation of Malthus’s law* Mon- 

economic considerations, particularly of a military sort, probably 
ouiKed. very large in inclining these theorists to stidi a* f*a%^cirstlilt# 
view o e effects of population density. Such considerations are 

course not lightly to be dismissed, but it would seem to be 
preferable to present them explicitly. 

Comtean Tradition. — By socio- 
snriVi-ir' e0ne®.we meani in general, theories which assume that 
if-s „iT 1S f rCa 5m 9eneri)> a°d that sociology must adopt as 

• 1 e 5XP anatory principle some element which is itself 
is o vious that what is understood by “ society ” and the 
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“ social” is of the greatest importance in this connection. It will 
be maintained here that the sociologistic tradition in France has 
confused in varying degrees two different senses of these key 

terms. In the first senS-e*.-th£-.“ social ” fs toj^cflnjxasted pi imarily 

. with the .‘^psychological.” Within the humay^ 
"elements which are analytically but not e_mpiricaily._separable. 

“One is native, genetic, hereditary, comprising such things as 
instincts, prepotent reflexes, inherent capabilities, and the like 
in short, the generic element of “ human nature.” This is the psy¬ 
chological element. The other is intrinsically cultural,. i.e., 
transmitted from individual to individual and from generation to 

generation, not through the germ plasm, but by means of imita¬ 
tion, teaching, and deliberate imposition. It is this element which 
is thought to be social; and it comprises such things as religions, 
sciences, philosophies, arts, mores, practical techniques, and insti¬ 
tutions. In a second sense, the “ social ” is opposed not to the 
“ psychological,” but to the “ individual.” The social is that which 
is not individual but characteristic of the group; it is an entity 
sui generis, an emergent reality qyeated by the association of indi¬ 
viduals. Thus in the first sense, “ social ” means cultural; in the 
second sense it means collective. The sociologistic school has in 
general, as we shall see, tended to confuse these two senses of the 
social, and has therefore fought two different antagonists simul¬ 
taneously; it has beei? at the same time anti-psychologistic and 
anti-individualistic without attempting to distinguish between 

the two. 
Comte is the true founder of the sociologistic school in France, 

and both these elements are clearly present in his thought. The 
first view of the “ social ” is implicit in his omission of psychology 
(except as a part of biology) from his original classification of 
the social sciences; and in his conviction that each level of reality 
must be understood in terms of the laws of its appropriate science, 
and that therefore social facts must be understood primarily on 

the basis of sociology and not of biology. The central explanatory 
categories of his own sociology, the supernatqralistic and natu¬ 
ralistic Weltanschauungen, are completely cultural and are pre¬ 
cisely “ social ” in this first sense. The second view of the social is 
implicit in his thoroughgoing anti-individualism (inherited no 
doubt to a large extent from DeMaistre), and in his quasi-organ- 
ismic view of society as an independent reality, individuals being 
only abstractions from that reality. It is evident in his insistence 
that in so far asthere is any social unit, it is the family and not the 
individual. It also lies back of his profound preoccupation with 
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the problem of social control and the reestablishment of social 
consensus. 

Neo-Comtean Theories: DeRoberty* — Eugene Valentino- 
vitch de Roberty (1843-1915), the Russian Neo-Positivist and 
inventor of the “ bio-social hypothesis,” was educated partly in 
Germany, and lived and taught in France, Belgium, and Russia. 
The reasons for treating him in this chapter are at least two! 
First, most of his work was written and published in French. Sec! 
ond, his sociological work is an essential part of the French socio¬ 
logical tradition, and could hardly be understood in abstraction 
from it. It is deeply influenced by DeBonald and Comte, and 
forms a connecting link between the system of Comte and the 
system of Durkheim. DeRoberty’s main sociological contribu¬ 
tes may perhaps be summed up under three heads: (1) the bio- 
social hypothesis; (2) the classification of the four types of col¬ 
lective knowledge; and (3) the sociologistic theory of morals, 

in 1872, DeRoberty became one of the two foreign members of 

u jj u °t*- S0c'10^°9xe, a circle of Neo-Comtean positivists 
headed by Littre. In 1878, he first sketched the ground plan of his 

bio-social hypothesis.” 9 He took a firm stand on the specificity 
of the social and its irreducibility to the biological Over and above 
the biological and hereditary faculties of memory, association, 
an sensation, there is, he claimed, a social or cultural element 
w ic cannot be reduced to it. The mind as we now perceive it, 
m concretof is the result of the interaction of both elements. The 
science which studies the concrete mind as a whole is therefore a 

Z"fZXl • , dePendent science resting on biology on the one 
<j ®°clol°gy on the other. This science he calls psychology. 

, ysis has ru,n rouShIy in terms of the distinction 
n origina nature and culture. At this point, however, we 
.r^er*10n t0 the second type of distinction, that between 

the individual and the group; 

lowSUrlyaSLbti0l°g,icaI,IndIvidua1, or the. individual isolated from his fel- 
aresultofs^nriT7 ^f,17 P8ychic properties. . . . However, as 
Studied in ,fV.-1ac1°n,whlcLhbe onf?to the particular order of phenomena 
markable omwtl, ciei^:e’tiie psychic phenomena of all types show a re¬ 
brought into tlm mir fvei°Pment; the biological individual himself 
affective faculties • b k**’1S radlca Y transformed in his intellectual and tecuve taculties, he becomes a social atom. 

lows from^he^”^ * second distinction by no means fol- 
strictlv soeZrTGUS°ne a/?d,is even incompatible with it, for 

y P g, here is no biological individual, but only a bio- 
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logical element in the human being, which must be supplemented 
by a cultural element if we are to have a total person. The histori¬ 
cal cases of various feral children demonstrate that, lacking con¬ 
tact with a culture, a truly human personality cannot develop. 
Now this contact with a culture is not the same thing as mere as¬ 
sociation; there will arise no culture through association unless 
the individuals in association are already social and not merely 
biological (or, as we would say, psychological). 

In a discussion with DeRoberty, Tarde once expressed this ob¬ 
jection very decisively: 

If you pretend to found social science on simple biological, or—-a 
fortiori — physical interactions of organisms., you are mistaken; from 
the physiological fact of association, if nothing intermental [i.e., social] is 
added to it, you can get forth absolutely nothing which differs essentially 
from the other intraorganic facts.10 

We have seen that Comte made intellectual evolution the pri¬ 
mary factor of general social evolution. Here DeRoberty re¬ 
mained in basic agreement with him.11 But Comte had thought it 
was ultimate philosophical ideas, naturalism or supernaturalism, 
which played the dominant role. DeRoberty, on the contrary, 
insisted on the primacy of scientific thought.12 Philosophical sys¬ 
tems resulted rather from scientific ideas, the gaps of which they 
filled up and the conclusions of which they synthesized. 

DeRoberty divided the totality of culture into four great 
classes, ranked in accordance with their evolutionary importance 
and causal priority. 

We can, we believe, distinguish four principal categories of facts form¬ 
ing the framework of four kinds of intellectual evolution: (i) the evolu¬ 
tion of ideas which have for their object the analysis of phenomena of all 
sorts, and their partial synthesis ... in smaller or larger aggregates 
fsdencel. (2) The evolution of ideas which are concerned with the unity 
or the universal synthesis of phenomena [philosophy]. (3) The evolu¬ 
tion of ideas which tend to reproduce in an artificial manner the emotions 
naturally evoked in us by the objects of the two preceding evolutions 
[art]. (4) The evolution of ideas which seek to satisfy the needs engen¬ 
dered by the three preceding evolutions and their objects [applied science, 
technology, or “ action ”].18 

A third important contribution of DeRoberty was his sketch 
of a sociologistic theory of morals. Comte had already given the 
hint by suggesting that morality equaled sociability, that the de¬ 
gree of the moral was also the degree of the social. It is obvious 
that here he was thinking of the social in the second sense. Mo* 
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rality is the subjection of the individual to the exigencies of group 

welfare and his regulation in accordance with the facts of group 
structure. DeRoberty further explores the implications of this 

view, concluding that morals is a science of empirical observation 
which does not rest on any absolute, but on the sociological data: 

Truly, it seems to me impossible not to perceive that the only accept- 
able objective basis for the principles of morality . . . can be nothing 
else than the organization and detailed structure of the society and the 
laws which regulate this structure and its natural functioning.14 

We have here the essentials of the sdnice ties mtvurs later elabn 
rated by LevyBruhl, Durkhdra, and Bay*. 

. The Development of Social Realism: Espinas and Izoulet. ~~ 
Similar in many respects to the theories of DeRoberty were’the 

sociologistic theories advanced by Alfred Espinas (1844-1922). 
An early and classical study of animal societies,18 strongly organ¬ 

ic?110 in flavor, was much influenced by Spencerian evolutionism 
He even goes so far as to state that “ a society is a living con- 
sciousness; or an organism 0 f ideas.”18 b 

Whi!e Espinas never repudiated this early organismic ap¬ 
proach, he moved closer to the sociologistic position, and later 
devoted himself to a number of brilliant empirical studies in 
wnten the sociologistic assumptions emerged more and more 

C e^r.^' technologic 1T he adopts a strongly 
an 1 m m ua istic point of view, insisting on the role of the col- 

ec m y in the formation of technics. The arts are collective 
habits, analogous to instincts in the biological realm, and sod- 

fnr^1S’ln Par^ * e srtudyof these collective habits. The reverence 
, i*a §lven stage of technique as sacred, necessary, and Immu- 

Dbas i™? amu”8 Prellte^ate peopjes, consists at bottom, Es- 
thp ;n4,\ -ii111 ?onnectIng what is orderly and permanent in 

p. 1 ua wd.Wldl a°d the wisdom of the group,”18 
e^cee,d!ng.eY“ Espinas in moral earnestness and deep- 

author nf d 3ndl-duahsm was Jean Izoulet (1854-1929), 
DeRobertvN W * * m.°^ne> ™etaphysique de la sociologie. Here 
and with rnnciriA Sua ,was exploited with intense zeal 
sociation in .VcaK -C • e"clenfes. *n caut»on and perspective. As- 
powers On a bini’ with mysterious or even magical 
oSSsms wh ?8lcal level, it is the aviation of unicelfular 
CaSj; r«Pr:M; the evolution of anim 

PAnM™ ^ ““ m 1S° a“°n " °n'y “ anthroPoid = 
« language. Hi 

P • uikt the animal he has sensation and i 
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cal expression, not reason and language. How do^ reason and speech 
arise. - . ? In and through association. . . . By an inexplicable miracle, 
society, which is constructed out of anthropoids, in the very act of con¬ 
structing itself, transforms its materials and changes “ anthropoids mto 
“ men ” — like a building which builds itself and nevertheless transforms 
its material from ordinary rock into precious marble.10 

The individual, then, owes to association, to the group, his 
very mentality, his soul, as well as his real liberty — herein an¬ 
ticipating Mead and Cooley. Nevertheless man often shows him¬ 
self ignorant of his debt to society and ungrateful for the benefits 
it has conferred on him. He revolts against group restraints, 
scorns group mores. He supposes that society is merely a con¬ 
venience, a device for economic cooperation, which can be repudi¬ 
ated without any spiritual loss. Izoulet never tires of denouncing 
and castigating this view, which he takes to be characteristic of 
the individualistic tendencies in modern thought.20 (A more de¬ 
tailed discussion of the ways in which association has developed 
human intelligence, treated in another chapter, is the main con¬ 
tribution of the Rumanian writer, D. Draghicescu.) 
.-'The Sociology of Durkheim.21 — There can be little doubt 

S that the dominating individual figure in recent French sociology 

was and is Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), formerly of the Sor- 
bonne. In spite of the opposition of vested educational interests 

(he was the son of a Lorraine rabbi), he rose to one of the most 
important professorial positions in France. His influence on his 
contemporaries and on later French sociologists has been enor¬ 
mous. Most of the latter have been either fro- or anfi-Durkheim>< 
and very few of them have been unaffected by him. He gathered 
in his train a group of capable and energetic collaborators, many 

' of them specialists in the allied fields of ethnology, history, psy¬ 
chology, juristics, economics, languages, and religion. The mem¬ 
bers of the “ school ” formed a well-disciplined and cooperative 
research group, guided for the most part by the main framework 
of his thought. One of the fruits of their joint labors was L'Annee 
sociologique, edited by Durkheim from 1898 to I 121 and tsfcsini 
up again for a short period by Mauss in 1924-1925. This may 

legitimately be considered one of the most com 
scholarly sociological reviews ever published. 

Durkheim’s own work is marked by extraordinary 

dialectical gifts, coupled with a quite unusual erudition, attested 
**•“*“"**** , ¥ 1 *' » -j7* ' J, m • 1 t * 1 /• ,* 1 -f ' . I * f » 

by the wide range of empirical material found not only in his 
books but also in his numerous studies and reviews in UAnnie 
sociologique. His originality is great, though his dependence on 

;ve a 

logical and 
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his sociologistic predecessors, particularly on Comte, is undoubt¬ 
edly very considerable. (The influence of Ge: rman sociology, made 

so much of by Deploige in Lc Conflit dc la morale et de la sociolo- 
gie, is perhaps less important.) From Comte, Durkheim prob¬ 
ably inherited the two central and basic tendencies of his own 
thought, i.e., positivism and sociologism. Comte, however, was 

. primarily interested in social dynamics, whereas Durkheim is al- 
Imost exclusively interested in essentially static problems of so¬ 
cial structure and social control. 

Sociology, according to the view held by Durkheim, is more 
a system or a method of investigation of social phenomena, per¬ 
meating all the social sciences, than it is a definite and independent 
body of knowledge. The fundamental task of the sociologist is to 

linfuse into the special social sciences the sociological method of 
procedure.'This would prevent the social sciences from being de¬ 
tached, isolated, or a priori bodies of knowledge, and would weld 
them all into a coherent system and allow them to contribute to 
their mutual improvement. Though there may be in the future a 
place for “ general sociology,’’ in the sense in which this word 
is used by Giddings, Small, Wiese, and others, its data must be 
provided in advance by the special social sciences. 

Certain interpreters of Durkheim have insisted that his gen¬ 
eral theories have been generated primarily out of certain bask 

(methodological assumptions or intuitions.*2 Beyond doubt this 
element is important/Durkheim begins with a strong desire to 
make sociology a “ positive ” ^ 1 Cr c m In lin ie with a positivistic 
theory of methodology he wishes to treat social facts “ as things,’’ 
comme des choses. As in the physical sciences, all explanation must 
be mechanical; teleology is to be excluded. On this basis it is easy 
to understand Durkheim’s clear-cut opposition to the use of intro¬ 
spective psychology. 

By a second line of thought23 starting from the same methodo- 

f* /i* •, .1 ^^ arrives at an equally vigorous anti- 
lndividualismHrhe sociologist in treating social facts comme des 

C .treats ”lem as having an objective nature of their own 
w ie is not affected by him and does not respond to his wishes, 

n an unconscious transition^ Durkheim now shifts the center of 
e erence rom the scientist who is studying society to the indi- 

vi ua w q is< acting in society, and assumes also that the social 

rln S a]v Sj™ j , j)£ePendent of and unresponsive to the voli- 
m mduals? They are sui generis, in a realm which is dif- 

, • c.r0m.^n^ efternal to the realm of individual phenomena; 
ju as e scientific facts constrain the scientist to think in 
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certain ways which are conformable to the order of these facts, 
so the social fact must be understood as constraining the indi¬ 
vidual to conform to them. Some critics, thinking of the large 
part that constraining ritual observances play in the life of the 
orthodox Jew, have called Durkheim’s system “ Talmudic soci¬ 
ology.” What has already been said about the irrelevance of 

origins with regard to validity should be recalled here. 
Thus we have here what were for Durkheim the two dis¬ 

tinguishing characteristics of the social fact, u exteriority and 
“ constraint.” He arrives at them not only by the indirect route 
we have just sketched, but also as a direct implication from his 
sociologistic position itself. Society is viewed as an emergent 
reality, rising out of the collocation of individuals but with prop¬ 
erties which do not depend on those individuals. This new reality 
sui generis is primarily a psychical, though not a psychological 
reality. As a conscience collectivey it has ways of acting, think¬ 
ing, and feeling ” different from the ways of the individual minds. 
Hence psychology, as the study of individual minds, can 
no clue to it. It is “ exterior ” to the individual mind only in the 
sense that the two are numerically distinct and on different planes 
of reality, not in the sense of spatial exteriority, which would be 
a meaningless kind of relationship between two psychic, non¬ 

material entities. 
i Society also “ constrains ” the individual, and here Durkheim 

uses the term in at least two senses. First, the group coerces the 
individual and forces him to obey legal and moral rules by the fear 
of sanctions to be applied by the police courts, and public opinion 
respectively. Second, the culture determines what ethical ideals 
and what conceptual formulations the individual will have and 

hence indirectly how he will act. 
/From this there follows the methodological corollary that a 

social fact must always be explained by another social fact and 
never by a fact of an individualistic or psychological order. Thus 
the various elements in Durkheim’s thought are synthesized in 
such a fashion as mutually to reinforce one another. The manner 
in which they are applied to the interpretation of concrete social 

phenomena we shall now examine. 
The Division of Labor in Society: a Theory of Social Solidar¬ 

ity. — Individualism itself is a social phenomenon in the sense 
that it is an emanation of the morphological characteristics of the 
social group. This is the challenging conclusion of Durkheim’s 
first major work, De la division du travail social. The respect for 
individuality and personal development, the tendency to judge 
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men on the basis of innate worth rather than hereditary status 
the narrowing down of moral and legal responsibility to the acting 
agent himself apart from his affiliations with family or regional 
groups, the right of the individual to express and embody his 
personal volitions in contracts, and the enforcements of such con¬ 
tracts by the legal system — all these are elements in one par¬ 
ticular kind o^group solidarity which Durkheim calls “ organic ’’ 
solidarity. This kind of solidarity is necessitated by and function- 
ally dependent upon a particular state of group organization, 
namely,%pon the extensive development of the division of labor 
(one of the characteristics of our “ secular society ”). 
•^When division of labor is relatively undeveloped, the individ- 

uals are undifferentiated and largely lacking in individuality. 
Hence,the solidarity which binds the group together is “ mecha¬ 
nistic,” based on the mental and moral homogeneity of the com¬ 
ponent individuals. Since the members of the group lack indi¬ 
viduality and self-determination, moral and legal responsibility 
is collective, social status is apt to be hereditarily fixed, and a rela- 
tively small part of social life is ordered by the contractual prin- 
ople Jthus resembling, in some measure, our “ sacred society”). 
The mechanistic ” and the “ organic ” types of solidarities thus 
characterize two antithetical types of social orders. 

Individualism is Inevitable and necessary in a society consti¬ 
tuted, as is ours, on the basis of the division of labor Jit teaches 
the individual to develop his own particular potentialities and 
to respect those of other men. All this looks at first sight very 
jnuch like an apology for individualism. But it must be noted that 

k® is a very special kind of individualism. It is a new kind of duty 
w ich the group imposes on the individual whether he likes it or 
po , it is thus exterior to him and constrains him. Moreover, 
Wprkheim is quite insistent on demonstrating that even this kind 
o in lviduahsm is not by itself a sufficient principle of social 
co esion, and is not an adequate explanation of the forms of so- 
cia organization, even in our contemporary society where it does 

CalH 'Ud vi ar^e P ac5'. an jntensive analysis of the most typi« 
i ^ P! ua 1®tlc | institutions, i.e., contract, he attempts to 

istir ; f-feJ-en , rf t^ere are present important non-individual- 
_p1 ’n® 1 “ lonal eiements.Tndividual interests cannot in them- 
aetb^r onf * an en^ing soiidarity./*They bring individuals to- 
VrK k • tempora.nly and cr.eate only an “ external ” bond. 
;nrrp„ ° -V1°.US fe.s^°nnow arises as to what has caused the great 

findTilhe dTIOnof labor-Ifc was difficult for Durkheim to 
y socio ogistic answer to this question* His system is 
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monistic and static: it is society itself which explains everything. 
But this makes it difficult to explain diversity, and above all to 
explain change. Moreover, it was necessary for Durkheim to dis¬ 
tinguish his position carefully from that of the utilitarians (e.g., 
Adam Smith and Spencer), who also had insisted on the central 
importance of the division of labor as consciously adopted for 
economic efficiency. Durkheim’s objection to this sort of explana¬ 
tion is that it involves both individualism and teleology. Hence, 
as his first step in establishing a sociologistic explanation by the 
process of elimination, he feels it necessary to destroy the theory 
that the division of labor has resulted from the pursuit of human 
happiness. 

•The main argument is that the division of labor and the com¬ 
plex civilization which it makes possible have not in fact made 
mankind any happier.-Trimitive peoples seem just as happy as 
we. This argument appears decidedly weak; and considering how 
central the point is, it is astonishing that Durkheim could have 
been satisfied with it.2> Failure to reach a goal does not necessarily 
mean that efforts toward it have been lacking. His subsidiary 
arguments, though more subtle, are likewise shaky."* 

Having thus dismissed individualistic and psychological ex¬ 
planations of the division of labor, Durkheim gives his own ex¬ 
planation. The division of labor varies according to the size and 
density of a society, that is to sayfin accordance with the number 
of people in the group and the number and intensity of social 
interactions./The basic cause of the division of labor is a great 
increase of population, which intensifies the struggle for exist¬ 
ence, increases “ social density,” and makes further division of 
labor necessary if the standard of living is not to be depressed. 
That Durkheim should have picked on population increase and 

A A A ^ 

intensification of the struggle for existence as the basic explana- 
OO m f 

tory factor is highly interesting, and shows how central was his 
anti-individualistic bias. But a demographic fact is, after all, bio- 
logical and not social in the mental or cultural sense of the latter 
term. The use of this type of explanation has caused Durkheim, 
over his vigorous protests, to be classified as a materialist in cer¬ 
tain quarters.28 

Not only is this demographic explanation incompatible with 
important elements in Durkheim’s own position, but it is also very 
weak in itself. In the first place, we cannot any longer believe in 
a universal natural tendency for population to increase. As was 
pointed out in Chapter One, recent ethnography has shown that 
most preliterate peoples use abortion, infanticide, and other de- 
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vices for maintaining a stable population.*7 In the second place, 
any de facto increase in population might just as easily be dissi¬ 
pated by emigration and warfare as by division of labor. In the 
third place, in so far as division of labor is deliberately adopted 
as the most desirable of possible alternatives by which to miti¬ 
gate the severity of the struggle for existence, it involves teleo¬ 
logical activity in the pursuit of happiness. It is just this type 
of explanation which Durkheim rebuked the utilitarians for 
adopting. ? 

Social Pathology and Therapy?* Although Durkheim in¬ 
sisted on the autonomy of objective and impersonal scientific re¬ 
search in sociology, and warned against subordinating this element 
to the demands of social practice, his fundamental interests were 
moral in nature/He insisted that sociology would be of no value 
if it did not offer some guidance for action, and he was tremen¬ 
dously concerned with the problem of social control and the main¬ 
tenance of social stability. The primary criterion of the health or 
“ normality ” of a social fact was, he decided, its generality. On 
this basis he classified crime as normal and not pathological. We 
now turn tp Durkheim’s diagnosis, on the basis of this theory of 
pathologyj of the ills of contemporary society and his suggestions 
for their cure. 

* If the later and more advanced type of organic or functional 
solidarity is prevented by external or artificial interference from 
developing in proportion to the decline of repressive or “ me¬ 
chanical ” solidarity, social cohesion and social control will be 
weakened and abnormal conditions will arise in society. The in¬ 
dividual accustomed to the external and authoritative control of 
the sacred society finds it hard to adjust himself to the extremely 
complicated relations of modern secular life, and the functional 
solidarity of the secular society either has not developed enough 
as yet to furnish the necessary guidance for the individual, or else 
it has assumed such repugnant, forced, and unnatural forms that 
the individual rebels against it; We have in modern society, there- 
fore, the growing prevalence of suicide, the antagonism of capital 
and labor, social anarchy, and general social maladjustment. This 
emg the case, the abnormal conditions of modern society can 
e remedied only by strengthening the functional type of social 

so ldarity and by making it possible for it to assume more ade- 
quate and equitable forms. Since the family is too narrow and 
unsta le a. group upon which to base a firm and comprehensive 
sys em of control, it is to an improvement of the occupational 
group that the practical reformer should direct his efforts. The 
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nminational group is not only well adapted to enforce an ade- 
nuate type ofsocial control, but inaddition this is likely to be 
more agreeable to the individual than the authority now made- 
nuately exercised by the state, in that the individual can always 
be much more conscious of his interests in the occupational group. 
This last point leads directly to the proposals strengthen the 
occupational group at the expense of the economic functions of 
the state, and to make it the basis of representation in the law¬ 
making body. The similarity of Durkheim’s suggestions to those 
of syndicalism should not be taken to imply any agreement wit l 
socialism, guild or otherwise, on his part, although he had from 
the beginning been interested in socialism, and gave a course on 
the subject in 1895—1896 (edited by Mauss and published 
in 1928).29 Durkheim finds himself in opposition to socialism 
because its main goal is the maximation of individual-want satis¬ 
faction; it differs from laissez faire theory only in supposing that 
government ownership and control is more efficient. In sharp con¬ 
trast to socialism Durkheim conceives “ communism ” as inter¬ 
ested in the state regulation of the economic life, not in order to 
make it more efficient, but to prevent its naturally anarchic char¬ 
acter from destroying social stability. In this sense, Durkheim s 
sympathies are clearly with l< communism as opposed to so¬ 
cialism,” and it is here that the possible influence of Tonnies comes 
to mind (see Chapter Twenty-three). 

A Sociologistic Theory of Suicide 30— Wc have seen how, in 
his previous book, Durkheim boldly challenged individualism and 
psychologism on a decisive issue by proposing a sociologistic the¬ 
ory of contract, and hence of individualism itself. Now suicides, 
which are usually conceived as individual acts of intentional self- 
destruction, seem at first sight equally unsuited to any but an in¬ 
dividualistic and a teleological explanation. Yet it is characteristic 
of Durkheim’s intellectual courage and insight that he should have 
again waged his controversy with psychologism and individualism 
over a particular issue which at first seems most favorable to their 
position. 
^To begin with, Durkheim refuses to define suicides as inten¬ 

tional acts of self-destruction. Intentions, he obj cct$> 3.rc capn 
cious, unreliable, and not scientifically observable. Moreover, h< 
wishes to include as a special type of suicide, ^ 
deaths resulting from the willing sacrifice of the victim. (Charles 
Blondel has formulated some crushing retorts to these ol ' 
tions.)81 

What are the causal factors on which suicide rests ? Durkheim 
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- is probably at his best in his brilliant statistical refutations of 
theories which allege racial, hereditary, cosmic, or psychopatho- 
logical factors to be the exclusive or main explanation of the 
suicide rate. There is also an excellent criticism of theories of 
imitation (which we will take up in the section on Tarde)- His 
assertion that individual motives, such as disappointment in love, 
failure in business, and so on, are not real causes of suicide, is, 
however, less plausible, and it is significant that his disciple, Halb- 
wachs, refuses to follow him on this issue.82 

In Durkheim’s own theory, suicide results mainly though not 
exclusively from conditions relative to the structure and function¬ 
ing of groups. He makes first a number of statistical observations. 
Catholics have a lower rate of suicide than Protestants, who in 
turn have a lower rate than freethinkers. Married people with 
children have a very low suicide rate, and childless couples and 
widowers have a lower rate than the unmarried. Periods of po¬ 
litical crisis and consolidation of in-groups, such as are produced 
by wars and revolutions, are characterized by abnormally low 
suicide rates. By a series of extremely ingenious statistical and 
logical arguments, Durkheim then tries ?to demonstrate that these 
facts can be explained in only one way rtke suicide rate is a func¬ 
tion of the degree of integration of the group,** 

Insufficient participation by the individual in the life of social 
groups, or insufficient integration of the social groups of which 
he is a member, is in Durkheim’s opinion the main cause of that 
variety of suicide he has called “ egoistic.” The intellectual, the 
dreamer, the sceptic, are peculiarly liable to this form of suicide. 
Side by side with this is another form of suicide which Durkheim 

icalls normless (anomique); this is more apt to ajttack the 
worldly man of affairs, particularly the business man. It arises 
irom an insufficient regulation of the individual’s moral life by 
the norms of a collective order. Rapid changes or crises may 

* -.i i> colle5tiv!2 orc^er so that it is powerless to regulate the 
m m ual s aspirations; “ normlessness’’ (anomie) prevails. Sui- 
ci es o owing business depressions are the perfect example. It 
is not t e loss of wealth itself, however, but the moral disorder 
incidental to the crisis which Durkheim thinks is basic. He at- 
emp s to olster this by the assertion that “ crises of prosperity," 

economic booms, also increase the suicide rate*®* 
1 n ^^'individualistic thesis of Durkheim’s study must now 
rpnfc^” C e^r* Suicides, he insists, are caused by “suicidal cur- 
1 \C0UJants suedogenes), which act mechanically, and must 

conceived as strictly analogous to physical or chemical forces. 
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The action of these suicidal currents predetermines for each so¬ 
ciety a fixed and necessary yearly quota and distribution of sui¬ 
cides. The individuals who commit suicide are merely those who 
oppose the least resistance to these currents. 

YA Sociologistic Theory of Religion and of Knowledge. -— 
Durkheim’s last work, Les Formes elementaires de la vie reh- 
aieuse (1912), carries the sociologistic point of view into the ex¬ 
planation of religion, and sketches a new theory of knowledge. 
Religion is defined by two elements. First, it establishes a complete 
and absolute heterogeneity between the two realms of the sacred 
and the profane. The sacred is that which is set apart and for¬ 
bidden and which inspires a particular sort of reverence (not in 
all respects the same as our usage of “sacred”). Second,. a 
religion unites its adherents into a group or a moral community 
which is called a church. As usual, Durkheim’s first step is an 
attempt to do away with the rival individualistic and psycholo¬ 
gic theories in the field, in particular with the animism of 
Tylor and Spencer and the naturism of Muller (see Chapter 

One). . 
Durkheim attacks these theories on a great many points, but 

only his fundamental objections can be noted here.*hirst, these 
theories do not explain the absolute heterogeneity between the 
sacred and the profaneT'Second, they view religion as founded on 
illusion; tjiey “ explain religion away.” He contends that on the 
contraryin adequate theory of religion must explain the sacred- 
profane antithesis, and must assume that anything so wide-spread 
and so long-enduring as religion has some basis m reality and in 
experience.35 

With individualism and psychologism dis ?poscd of* to Dot*** 
kheim’s satisfaction, he proposes his own sociologistic explanation 
of religion. We noted in an earlier chapter his social evolutionism, 
true to which he searched for the origins of the sacred in the 
“ social protoplasmic ” traits of Australian totemism (cf. Chap¬ 
ter Twenty). The analysis proceeds about as follows; depend- 
ing on the season of the year, Australian life is either intensely 
solitary or intensely associative, i.e., the natives either wander 
about in small family groups or they assemble for the periodic 
orgies called corroboris. When in the semi-solitary state, life is 
“ uniform, languishing, and dull,” but when the natives arc massed 
together for a corrobori, “ everything changes.” Crowd stimula- 
tionbrings on a condition of intense emotional excitement in which 
all the ordinary restrictions of life are cast aside, everyone is 
carried beyond himself, and the idea of the sacred emerges.8® 
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Durkheim goes on to discuss the way in which the idea of souls 
or spirits finally develops from the matrix of the sacred, and also 
attempts to show that the belief in immortality issues from the 
same source. 

The sacred therefore is not illusory; it is not generated by any 
cosmic, individual, or psychological phenomena. Its true nature 
is symbolic, and there is only one thing it could symbolize: society 
itself — for it is only society which produces in the individual 
that mixture of awe and respect which is characteristic of his atti¬ 
tude toward the sacred. Thus the concepts of God and of other 
religious entities are only symbols; their proper reference is to 
society. 

It is easy to perceive how scandalous such a conclusion has ap¬ 
peared to genuinely religious people. They insist that by God they 
emphatically do not mean society, and that Durkheim’s sociology 
is merely a new.and ingenious form of atheism. The Protestant 
and Catholic objections to Durkheim’s sociology of religion may 
be found in P. de la Boullaye’s L’Etude compares des religions, 
and in G. Richard’s L’Atheisms dogmatique en sociologie reli- 
gieuse.jf 

J The other main feature of Les Formes elementaires de la vie 
religieuse is the attempt to found a new theory of knowledge on 
sociologistic principles;37 Durkheim commits himself to the by 
no means unambitious attempt to derive the fundamental cate¬ 
gories of thought from the nature of society itself.' First he criti¬ 
cizes the rival views which have so far dominated the field: em¬ 
piricism and apriorism. Empiricism, he asserts, cannot explain 
.row particular and contingent experiences could suggest the uni¬ 
versality and necessity which seem to characterize the categories. 
Apriorism cannot explain where the categories have come from 
except by invoking some supernaturalistic principle. The Kantian 
alternative he dismisses without any very decisive objections.'His 
own explanation is offered as combining the sound features in both 
t e empiricistic and the aprioristic theories. It is society itself, he 
c aims, which is at the origin of the categories: the categories re- 

<-i?Ct-t,r y.ery n;^ure °f society, and society imposes them upon 
e individual. Thus he agrees with the empiricist position that 
e ca egories have a natural origin, and reflect a natural reality 

fsince society is a part of nature), but he shows also a possible 
source or their generality and necessity (since they affect the 

individual mbdV S0C’et^’ anc* soc^ety forces them upon the 

Using this general approach, he seeks to reconstruct the origins 
o 
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,f each of the main categories separately, giving special attention 

to time and space: 

The category of class was at first indistinguishable from the concept of 
the human group; it is the rhythm of social life which is at the basis of the 
category of time; the territory occupied by the society furnished the 
material for the category of space; it is the collective force which was 
the prototype of the concept of efficient force, an essential element in 
the category of causality. However, the categories are not made to be 

applied only to the social realm; they reach out to all reality.88 

This is clearly an excursion into philosophic territory, and 
Durkheim exposes himself to philosophic counter-criticism, which 
runs as follows -flo bring in society adds nothing new whatever, 
for in so far as the categories reflect society alone, they are in¬ 
adequate for understanding nature; and in so far as society itself 
is only a part of nature, there is no need to give it special con¬ 
sideration. 

Th favor of Durkheim’s position, it must be said that it has 
undoubtedly helped to start a number of important investigations. 
In Germany, Mannheim and Scheler (also influenced by Marx) 
have developed the “ sociology of knowledge.” In F r3.HCC^ ITICII*" 
tion must be made of the interesting studies of the development 
of Greek thought by Abel Rey and Pierre-Maxime Schuhl. In 
the same tradition is Marcel Granet’s recent work on Chinese 
thought in which certain Chinese notions of space, time, number, 
totality, and the like are incontestably shown to bear the distinct 
impress of Chinese social institutions; our chapter on the ancient 
Far East is heavily indebted to Granet. Another of Durkheim’s 
disciples, Alexandre Moret, has placed us under obligation to 
him in the Egyptian sections of the chapter on the ancient Near 
East. 

Immediate Followers of Durkheim: Davy, Mauss, I auconnet. 
— There can be no doubt that all of the sociologistic sociologists 
following Durkheim have been enormously influenced by him. 
Not all of the sociologists, however, who are usually listed as of 
the “ Durkheim school ” have been equally orthodox. Here we 
deal with the work of three of Durkheim’s immediate followers 
and collaborators who have remained most faithful to both 
general trend of his thought and the particular formulas in which 
it found expression. 

The most resolute and intrepid defender of the Durkheimian 
sociology has perhaps been Georges Davy, of Dijon, In a very 
useful compilation of excerpts from the writing of Durkheim, and 

JL Jl w 
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in various articles39 he has jealously defended the master from 
all criticism, and has even given certain realistic tendencies in 
Durkheim’s thought a more extreme and less guarded expression. 
For him the group is literally a separate being, above and be¬ 
yond its constituent individuals, with its own mind, habits, and 

character. 
Davy’s main empirical investigation, La hoi juree, is an im¬ 

portant contribution to juristic sociology, and offers a completely 
sociologistic interpretation of contract. Durkheim, in his study 
of the division of labor, had been concerned to show that contract 
contains non-individualistic elements and presupposes a solidar¬ 
ity which it cannot itself generate. Continuing along this line, 
Davy finds that the earliest forms of contractual relationship grew 
out of the phenomena of adoption, blood brotherhood, and mar¬ 
riage ; these united individuals in familistic relationships and gave 
them reciprocal rights and duties. The characteristic form of the 
contract, and the individualistic quest for personal prestige and 
power do not emerge, however, till we come to the phenomenon 
of the potlatch, the obligatory exchange of gifts in the interest of 
social prestige, as practiced by the Kwakiutl Indians of the North¬ 
west American coast, by the Trobrianders, with their kula giving, 
and many other groups. In fact, says Davy, all advanced societies 
have had, at one stage in their development, some institution re¬ 
sembling the potlatch. In conclusion, he sums up as follows: 

Contract is thus not an invention of juridic individualism, it is an ob¬ 
jective institution. . . . The evidence we have gathered does not give us 
any justification for the radical, and too frequently proposed, opposition 
between contract and status, and consequently between the individual 
and society. Quite on the contrary, we have observed contract rise out of 
status and borrow from it its obligatory force. It has finally succeeded in 
freeing itself from status. But its origin itself requires us to suppose that 
between these two institutions there exist necessary affinities.40 

Marcel Mauss, of the College de France and the University 
of Paris, is one of the most direct and loyal of Durkheim’s succes¬ 
sors. After the World War and the death of Durkheim, he en¬ 
deavored to reconstruct the school, and undertook the editorship 
of the new series of L’Jnnee sociologique (published only during 
1924-1925). He has also taken up the very important and ardu¬ 
ous task of editing Durkheim’s unpublished works. On assuming 
the editorship of L’Annee sociologique, Mauss published an ar¬ 
ticle entitled “ Divisions et proportions des divisions de la soci- 
ologie,” in which he discussed the advisability of retaining the 
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categories Durkheim had used in classifying the materials pub- 
ikhfd and came to the conclusion that most of them were still 

well suited to the purpose. He added twC^h?ch 
which partially cut across the old: social physiology, , 
treats persons acting as parts of social structures, and social 
morphology.” This latter notion, so central in Mauss s thought, 
seems to have a somewhat varying content. Sometimes it is con¬ 
ceited in a very materialistic fashion. It is “ the science which stud¬ 
ies the material substratum of societies, that is to say, the 
forms that it takes in establishing itself on the soil, the volume and 
the density of the population, the manner in which it is distributed, 
and thus the totality of things which form the seat {siege) of the 
collective life.” 41 At other times it appears as concerned primarily 
with spiritual or cultural phenomena. The material entities stud¬ 
ied by social morphology, says Mauss, include moral elements. 
Since these ideal or cultural elements are essentially collective 
rather than individual, however, they remain the subject-matter 
of sociology and not of psychology. _ 

Embodying these methodological principles, Mauss has writ¬ 
ten several important monographs in ethnographic sociology. 
Perhaps the most important of these is his study of Eskimo so¬ 
ciety. As a result of morphological factors, the Eskimos have two 
different moral, juridic, and economic systems and two kinds of 
religious life. “ To a real community of ideas and interests m the 
dense agglomeration of the winter, to a strong mental, religious, 
and moral unity, there is opposed an isolation, a social atomiza- 
tion, an extreme poverty in moral and religious life during the 
scattering that occurs in the summer.” 48 The similarity of this 
monograph to Durkheim’s study of Australian totemism is quite 

striking. 
Paul Fauconnet, another of Durkheim s collaborators and dis¬ 

ciples, is the latter’s immediate successor at the Sorbonne, where 
he is the present incumbent of Durkheim’s chair of education and 
sociology. His main empirical investigation, La RispOftsibitUi, 
is a direct continuation of some of Durkheim’s work, and is mark¬ 
edly similar in certain respects to the master’s study of the evo 

tion of criminal law.44 ^ # 
Casting aside our present philosophical and juridical t 

tion that responsibility exists only In the case of a criminal fr 
agent,” Fauconnet shows that historically children, insane people, 
idiots, corpses, animals, and even chattels have been held respon¬ 
sible at various times and places. This Is explained by reverting 
to the Durkheimian theory of crime as an act which disturbs a 
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strong and definite state of the collective conscience. Punishment 
is in its origin an endeavor to restore the emotional balance by a 
group-sanctioned act of retaliatory violence, but the question of 
who is to be punished is very secondary. The primary purpose is 
to wipe out the crime itself, and this is achieved by destroying 
some person, or even some thing, which is made to symbolize the 
crime. The true function of responsibility, then, is to focus and 
give a point of application for the felt need of inflicting punish¬ 
ment. It is only after a long course of social development bring¬ 
ing about a high degree of individualism and a serious concern for 
the individual conscience that society achieves the more spiritual 
and subtle notions characteristic of developed ethical reflection. 

A Sociologistic Theory of Social Classes, and of Memory: 
Halbwachs. — Maurice Halbwachs, of the College de France, is 
one of the most eminent and productive of the Durkheim group. 
He has an unusual capacity for theoretical and psychological 
analyses, and is also the most able statistician among contempo¬ 
rary French sociologists. 

His first major work, La Classe ouvriere et les niveaux de vie 
(1913), written somewhat under the influence of the French 
economist Frangois Simiand, is a sociologistic interpretation of 
social classes and differential standards of living. Halbwachs 
insists, in the first place, that a social class cannot be defined solely 
in terms either of vocation or of income. Each society has a hier¬ 
archy of values which determines its particular idea of the good 
life. The higher classes are those who are enabled to live a life 
in conformity with these ideals, to achieve the major social values, 
or, as he prefers to put it, to lead a more intense social existence. 
There may be, however, groups whose mode of life bars them 
from the achievement of these values, either because of the small¬ 
ness of their incomes, or the arduousness and peculiar character¬ 
istics of their occupation. 

An intensive study of certain German labor statistics and 
budgetary data discloses that the members of the wage-earning 
class spent on the average a smaller proportion of their income 
on rent than the salaried employees, even when the respective to¬ 
tal incomes were the same. This is not in conformity with Engels’s 
earlier generalization that the proportion of income spent for 
rent (and also for clothing) remains approximately the same for 
all incomes. Halbwachs finds on the other hand that in the cases 
studied an increase in total income is spent ordinarily on food, 
not on rent. Halbwachs explains this by the fact that the prole¬ 
tarian is desocialized by the mechanical and socially isolated na- 
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. JiR work. The smaller proportion of the total ^ 
ture n rent reflects a lower valuation placed on domestic life 
anTonthe cultural amenities associated with it. This study fills m 

one of the most obvious gaps of the Durkheimia^^^^ 
how social classes and standards of livmg may be explained 

as a reflection of a set of common values and collective representa- 

^Turning now to a sociologistic explanation of memory, Lts 
CadreTsociaux de la memoire( i9^S), Halbwachs seeks to show 
that even this apparently irreducible psychological property of th 
individual mJmust be7explained as a product 
study pushes the sociologistic thesis very far indeed, and. one 
of the most significant contributions to the growmg hterature o 
what has been called the sociology of knowledge, the linking up 
of the forms of knowledge themselves with social factors. Lpis- 
temoloeists have repeatedly pointed out that memory is an essen¬ 
tial constituent or Condition of knowledge as we experience it. 
A sociologistic explanation of memory is thus a very important 

step in a general sociology of knowledge. 
Halbwachs begins with the alleged fact that memory, properly 

species not exist in dream?, that our dreams never repro- 
duce in full and exact detail any episodes of our life. The opt ra¬ 
tion of memory depends upon the constructive and ratl°nai ^ ^ 
itv of the mind, of which the latter is entirely incapable during 
sleep ” 45 Now it is in the dream that we are furthest from the in¬ 
fluence of society. “ Almost entirely detached from the system of 
social representations, the linages are only raw matenal,^capable 
of entering into all kinds of combinations. . » * concludes 
that it is this escape from the collective representations 
makes it impossible for us to remember in our sleep. It is t 
“ the dream rests only on itself, while our memories depend upon 
the memories of all our fellows and on the great framework of 

the memory of society.” . 
The manner in which we attempt to localize and fix our memo¬ 

ries further confirms Halbwachs’s thesis, u To localize a memory, 
it is necessary to link it up with a group of others, the temporal 
locus of which one knows.” « These memories which serve as the 
basic framework of memory, and by relation to which we locate 
our individual memories, are not themselves individual They are 
memories common to groups. Thus, for example, we localize an 
individual memory by relating it to the history of our family, y 
placing it in relation to some of the important episodes, births, 
marriages, deaths, and the like, which have occurred in it* Essen- 
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tial to memory as we experience it, moreover, is the use of words 
and concepts which we acquire solely as members of society. 

Halbwachs’s recent study of suicide, Les Causes du suicide 
(1930), treats the subject in a less original but in a more balanced 
and conciliatory way than did Durkheim. Although Halbwachs 
strives to minimize the extent of his divergences from the work 
of his predecessor, he differs from him on several important 
points. In the first place, he makes a very important concession 
to individualism and psychologism. Instead of seeking to bar out 
individual motives of suicide as irrelevant, Halbwachs admits that 
individual motives are real and causally important, but insists that 
they themselves reflect the larger social forces. Social forces work 
through individual motivation. He also makes a noteworthy con¬ 
cession to psychologism by admitting that all suicide has a psycho¬ 
pathic aspect. 

He differs clearly from Durkheim on a number of specific 
points. He refuses to define suicide so as to include the phenome¬ 
non of deliberate self-sacrifice, takes a less pessimistic view of the 
importance of the rising suicide rate, and presents evidence to 
controvert Durkheim s assumption that suicides increase in times 
of prosperity. Although he substantiates Durkheim’s contention 
that Catholics have ordinarily a lower rate of suicide than Prot¬ 
estants, he points out that Protestant rates vary greatly, that 
urban Catholics may have a higher rate than rural Protestants, 
and that the Catholics Durkheim studied had a higher concentra¬ 
tion in the rural regions. 

In addition to these critical observations, Halbwachs has made 
certain interesting original discoveries about suicide. First, he 
. n<as that the suicide rate is losing in acceleration and approach¬ 
ing stabilization. Second, he notes that in each country the in¬ 
crease m the total rate is almost entirely due to an increase in the 
rate 0 those rural regions which have previously had the lowest 
ratf'‘ “us a t^e regions tend to approach one another and to 
s a llize at a common upper level. From this he concludes that a 
°fwr^ate suicide is fundamentally correlated with the rural way 
j. .1 e> Wlth the whole complex of peaceful and uneventful tra- 
aitionaiism, of sacredness (in our sense) associated with the life 
°. ...e T1 a§e or ^e small town. The rise of a secular, urban 
civilization produces a great increase in complexity, mobility, and 

T1 Aa f1 f , 1 . to many more shocks and rebuffs, 
and to frequent feelings of maladaptation. It is this factor on 
which a rise in the suicide rate must be blamed. 

e ocio ogy of Democracy: Bougie. — Celestin Bougie, of 
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th. Sorbonne and the JScole Normals Supericurc has been most 
. fl nced bv Durkheim and Simmel. While he has always been 
more or less*affiliated with the Durkheim school, he has been se¬ 
verely critical of the master on several issues. He early warned 
against any theory of the group mind, and definitely refused to 
accept the sociologistic theory of knowledge. Together with 

Richard, he has insisted that the pathol ' b ' .1. " , ' / 
defined in terms of the abnormal, and that sociology cannot of 
itself generate ethically valid norms for action. He has also 
claimed on methodological grounds, that it is necessary for so¬ 
ciology to cooperate with psychology, to make use of introspec¬ 
tion, and to interpret its material teleologically rather than me¬ 

chanically.47 . 
Bougie’s main interest has been in egalitarianism and democ¬ 

racy. Sis definition of egalitarianism is itself important. The 
“ egalitarian idea ” is above all an ideal or value. It does not 
assert that men are in fact equal, but that they ought to be. But 
note that by equal it does not mean identical. It clearly recog¬ 
nizes ineradicable differences between persons, and accordingly 
holds that social rewards ought not to be uniform, but rather pro¬ 
portional to the value of the individual’s merits and social con¬ 
tribution. The individual’s merits, however, can be fairly meas¬ 
ured only when the external conditions of competition are equal 
for all, and the equality demanded by egalitarianism is therefore 
an equality of opportunity, the abolition or severe restriction of 
all non-genetic hereditary advantages. 

The main thesis of Les Idees egalitaires (1899) is that the suc¬ 
cess of egalitarianism in our society has resulted from the influ¬ 
ence of certain social forms; namely, increasing population, mo¬ 
bility, centralization, and social complication. 

The increase in population and in the size of the social group 
has lessened ethnocentrism, increased the number of social con¬ 
tacts, and made it necessary to judge people in accordance with 
their individual merits rather than their family status. Social 
complication makes it possible for the individual to belong to 
several intersecting social groups. This makes for individuality 
and a richer and more diversified personality. Social mobility, 
which results in the individual’s passage from one social status 
or set of social relationships to another, encourages egalitarianism 
in a similar fashion. Again, centralization or unification of a so¬ 
ciety helps to free the individual by lightening the tryanny of 

lall, local group. 
Turning now to the study of the completely anti-egalitarian s 
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ciety of India, Bougie finds, in his Essai sur le regime des castes 
(1908), that the caste system is distinguished by certain predomi¬ 
nantly morphological characteristics; namely, hereditary special¬ 
ization of profession, a rigid social hierarchy with an unequal 
division of rights, and the separation of society into sharply de¬ 
marcated, mutually repellent groups. The explanatory factors on 
which Bougie finally comes to rest are clearly ideological, namely, 
a set of religious and magical beliefs— karma, samsara, mukti 
dharma (see Chapter Two). The caste hierarchy is based en¬ 
tirely on the exalted position of the sacerdotal Brahmans, and the 
preoccupation with the preservation of religious purity makes 
caste atomism necessary and supplies a criterion of caste status. 
The whole anti-egalitarian social structure is given an ethical jus¬ 
tification by the fundamental Hindu belief in reincarnation. 

In 1900 and 1901 Bougie wrote for the Revue Philo sophique a 
series of two articles which seriously challenged the new move¬ 
ment of social Darwinism and exposed its weaknesses with ex¬ 
traordinary controversial ingenuity.48 The attack on biologistic 
sociology was extended and given more specific and concrete shape 
in La Democratic devant la science (1903), which attempted to 
meet the criticism that the democratic ideal is in fundamental 
opposition to biological processes (e.g., differentiation and the 
struggle for existence) and is hence “ unscientific ” or utopian. 
It has been claimed by opponents of democracy that the evolu¬ 
tion of organisms is closely dependent on the increase in differen- 
tiation, and that egalitarianism halts or reverses the trend to 
increasing social differentiation. Against this Bougie urges the 
following objections: (i) on the biological level, differentiation 
is not always an advantage, and must always be kept within cer¬ 
tain limits of the possibility of integration; (2) societies are not 
organisms; (3) in society, the proper analogy of biologic differ¬ 
entiation is not a caste-like separation and hereditary specializa¬ 
tion of large social groups, but an increase in the differences among 
individuals and a proliferation of free special-interest associa¬ 
tions. 

ur present class system has often been supported as stimulate 
ing competition and being in accord with the Darwinian principle 
0 e struggle for existence. Bougie points out that this principle, 
even on a lological level, has been overstressed. The inheritance 
o property and status has falsified the whole analogy to natural 

-1* Sef?t?V S j ectl0*b s*nce the success of the individual or his mar- 
\11 ^ not on personal qualities but on the social 
n ages which he has acquired by birth. From this point of 
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view hereditary social classes rather restrict than 
rTf competition, and democracy is precisely the attempt t 

area or p _ ;<• enriallv useful. Bougie ha ,rea ot compeuuu»,, ~ ^ so‘ially us'eful. BouL 

cceeded'hfshowing how new ends and aspirations and the 
liberation of new social forces enable society in a way to sur- 
liberation definitely to have refuted the social Dar- 

Sstic armmrats against denrLacy - though he has not at- 

^^*09” MW 

siderable role in social existence. His latest book, ^llan 
cioloaie francaise contemporaine (1935) > '? an excellent h _ 
studv of French sociology in recent years, with special emphasis 
on the interrelations of sociology and the other special social 

^'^Sociologistic Theory of Insanity and of Volition: Blond el 
_ Charles Blondel of Strasbourg, while perhaps primarily a psy¬ 
chologist, has been deeply influenced by sociological thought , his 
work may be viewed as a remarkable convergence of the 
ences of Bergson and Durkheim. In an extremely interesting clini¬ 
cal study of insanity, he comes to the conclusion that insanity is 
primarily the result of a desocialization of the mental life, an 
abandonment of the mental framework, which is collective in 
origin.50 The psychotic case loses the power of conceptualization 
and the ability to control the flow of his private impressions. I ie 
loses his hold on a common language, and his emotions become 
more and more ineffable and incommunicable. He finally comes 
to lack even the power of volition. 

This last point is connected with Blondel s theory that even 
the individual will is a social product.81 Blondel views the act of 
will not as a purely internal phenomenon but as a tendency striv¬ 
ing to exteriorize itself in action. It is society which provides the 
instruments, the tools, and techniques by which the fulfilment o 
the tendency becomes possible. But it does more than this i it pr^ 
vides the ideal which sets the action in motion. It is just this w ii< 
distinguishes human action from the instinctive life of the !c 
animals; the presence of an ideal is necessary before there can 
he human volition 

Blondel’s methodological theses are giveri fuf '* * ^*' 
the Introduction a la psychologic collective* He believes that pa*'- 
chology falls into three departments: physiological psycholoj 
collective psychology, and individual psychology, and that indi 
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vidual psychology is dependent upon and anterior to collective 
psychology. This, he attempts to show, is also the opinion of 
Comte, Durkheim, and Tarde. It is, he feels, a task of the most 
pressing importance for psychology to disentangle the collective 
elements in the functioning of the individual mind, and he per¬ 
forms preliminary analyses of this sort with respect to memory, 
perception, and the affective life. In a recent study of suicide, Le 
Suicide (1933), Blondel changes his position somewhat and criti¬ 
cizes the sociologistic interpretation of suicide. He insists that 
only a psychopathological explanation can be adequate. Espe¬ 
cially effective is his criticism of Durkheim’s definition of suicide.62 

The Science of Morals and the Theory of Primitive Mentality: 
Levy-Bruhl. — Lucien Levy-Bruhl, of the Sorbonne and editor 
since 1916 of the Revue Philosophique, is a loyal disciple of 
Comte. His sociological contributions have been along two lines: 
a sociologistic “ science of morals ” and a theory of primitive 
mentality.68 r 

In To Morale et la science des mceurs (1900), he developed 
certain ideas which we have already seen put forth by Comte, 
DeRoberty, and Durkheim with regard to a science of moral 
facts. Beginning by an attack on speculative moral or ethical 
philosophies, he insists on the need of an empirical study of the 
facts of moral judgment in particular societies. Such moral judg¬ 
ments and their variation in different societies must be taken as 
sheer data by the sociologist of morals.64 

Each social type has its own appropriate set of moral judgments 
expressive o its peculiar nature; it would be vain to suggest an 

w rffallty- Here we have agreement with Sumner’s con- 
tention that the mores can make anything right. Does this mean 

cn^LlVfienCe.°f T-rralo 18 purely descriptive and can offer no 
°,r ac 10? Sumnerian laissez faire the last word? 

this conclusion does not necessarily follow at all Science Dro- 

m«eULT"S °f ra0difyins “^vantage, 
power over rT’ a,?rior}> wh7 it should not give us the same 
Thus there lty W,ben ** kas made sufficient progress.” 66 

Me for ? apph£d, SdenCe °f morals which will be a 

giene, and engineering S ^ ^ aPphed Sciences of medicine, hy- 

hadtome mte™stfnffeandr'?a’TLt7‘BrUe S suggestbn has alreadY 
Bavet56 esTwi*oli ® ^ valuable results in the works of Albert 
(1922I Thkrenf ^ i° his La Suicide et la morale 

a piece of “ empirical” ^ ^eritaWe mine °f erudition; as 
empirical sociological research it far surpasses in 
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gap between “ primitive ” thought and our own, and that in 
primitive society the individual is wholly dominated by the 

group. These objections are further reinforced by Daniel Esser 
tier in Les Formes inferieurs de l’explication (chap, v). Many of 
the philosophers, particularly Parodi, Belot, Lapie, and Brun- 
schvicg, have also made numerous objections.®2 

Psychologistic and Individualistic Theories: Tarde.*s_Psy 
. chologistic theories attempt to explain social phenomena by some 
elements m the hereditary nature of mankind. Individualism, on 
the other hand, insists on the importance of the individual in so¬ 
ciety, it ernes that a group of individuals constitutes a new emer¬ 
gent reality, that mind can exist dissociated from a biological 
organism, and hence that there can be in any strict sense a group 
mmd- It denies that association in itself has fundamental creative 
powers, or thaj it can become an adequate principle of sociologi- 

hT Sf“ how the “logistic school in Is 
r,T.antagrSm‘° b0t- P^ologism and individualism has 

tended to confuse them with one another. Unfortunately, the 
antagonists of the sociologistic school have in general defended 

thphfwSy<?°l0^Sm and mdlvldualism and have not distinguished 
nent, N.° rr anym«re.successfully than have their oppo- 

choloaSirVepllhe eShS’ u dlst!nctl0n is an important one. A psy- 
is «0findivi^rJ ?Ch aS the asserted “ instinct of imitation ” 
eroup orTSiv 'l t0 aI1 the members of a social 
g up, or a plurality of social groups. Similar in this respect are 

other dri^o J’• “ p ®n*al mstmct, and a great number of 
r drives, tropisms, and forms of mental activity. An indi- 

itself with them?/’h°n tile,odler hand> should ideally concern 

no: mer^ the p^01- 
fore treats as an JI !•T ln the individual. It there- 
element and insist-??1? ,part °f ltS exPlanation the cultural 
individuals and has * culture can exist only in the minds of 

vidual minds “° nCe °Utside of the totalit7 of indi- 

the ^ ^ Wh°le tended to remain on 

systems are those of Tarde anTE? T" PSycholo.gIs jc 

individualism but Kr? ?anCe of both psychologism and 
slant with a theory ofVe Zmv** d df1mtely psychologistic 
sumption that between psychoS?1^’?rnimg our as' 
no necessary logical affiliation S an<1 mdmduabsm there is 

In France, individualism has been on the whole much more 
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■mnortant than psychologism. It is from the individualists that 
Sost I<mt= and^cogent criticisms of the Durkhcm achool have 
th Tn firt the best statements of the individualistic position 
ar^to be found in the large literature of Durkheim criticism in 

FWeeturn now to the work of the man who, in recent French 
<nrioWv has shared the center of the stage with Durkheim, 
who has^given one of the most spirited and original defenses of 
both psychologism and individualism, and who has produced* 
classic sociological system. This system of Gabriel Tarde (1843- 
Tool centers8around the sociological importance of the principle 
of psycho^ogicafimitation. Taine has called it the key which opens 

a\o be sure, the idea of imitation as a factor in sociation was 

not new; a century and a half before Tarde, .Hu^® 
sized its action in his brilliant essay on National Character, m 
which he defended the idea of imitation as producing t tost uni 
fortuities of culture attributed by Montesquieu to geographic 
influences. The emphasis placed upon imitation by Bagehot and 
Huxley is also well known. Finally, at about the same time that 
Tardewas elaborating his doctrine, similar views were being put 
forward by a number of writers, among them Bordier, Fspm , 
Baldwin, James, and Royce.84 But no one has approached Tarde 
in the completeness and thoroughness of his analysis of imitation, 
and he alone has constructed a well-knit and elaborate socio¬ 
logical system on this basis. Wiese has summarized this aspect 

of his doctrine: 
From his point of view, imitation is simply a manifestation of personal 

influence exercised by one human being upon another: A gives B occasion 
to imitate him. Tarde regards the influence exerted as different in degree 
only from that exercised by the rapport of the hypnotist, hence imitation 
is “ a mild sort of somnambulism.” The sociologically important point 11 
Tarde’s theory is the assertion that all new culture traits, e,g., wo^s, 
mythological images, ritual acts, etc., emanate from creative individu¬ 
als ” and are imitated by the “ crowd.” In order for new kinds ofsocia 
behavior to arise, two processes are therefore necessary: the creative 
process in the individual and the imitative process in the group. 
V The trait imitated Tarde terms an “ invention ; this is always the 
product of a creative mind. The basic theme of history is invention and 
• • * 

Tarde further asserts that the creative man is qualitatively different 
from the crowd of imitators. The latter are passive, credulous, and im¬ 
pressionable, and in addition do not know that they possess these traits. 
The innovators, on the other hand, appear odd or even monomaniac; an 
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impregnable self-confidence is characteristic of most of them, and hence 
the gaping imitators often regard them as “ madmen of an odd kind.” 
The ideas of the inventor, says Tarde, do not. originate in the society sur¬ 
rounding him; the process of invention is the secret of genius, cannot be 
rationalized, results from free combinations, and is not the result of 
scientific method.65 

Imitation, however, was only the central theme of Tarde’s 
system of sociology, and it now remains to examine the whole 
structure. He finds that social processes consist fundamentally 
in the intermental activities of a group of associated persons. 
These intermental activities take place through the three funda¬ 
mental processes of repetition (imitation), opposition, and 
adaptation-, and these in turn operate upon the beliefs and de¬ 
sires of individuals and societies. 

In other words, beliefs and desires are the raw psychical ma¬ 
terial of sociation; intermental activity is the general process 
through which sociation is achieved; and repetition, opposition, 
and adaptation are the special processes through which inter¬ 
mental activity accomplishes its work. 

. Tarde finds that these three principles of repetition, opposi¬ 
tion, and adaptation will serve as the basis of a cosmic philosophy 
as well as for the foundation of a system of sociology. They are 
the three great factors in the development of all sciences and all 
phenomena. His general thesis is twofold: (i) in the thoughts 
and observations of men regarding the operation and existence 
or these three fundamental processes, historic progress has been 
rom the observation of the large-scale and sometimes fantastic 

examples of repetition, opposition, and adaptation to the dis¬ 
covery of the minute and fundamental examples which go to 
make up the greater; (2) in the actual world of phenomena the 
repetitions, oppositions, and adaptations proceed in the reverse 
or er rom the minute and fundamental to the great and exten¬ 
sive. ° 

It will be impossible in this place to do more than summarize 
is main points concerning sociology and sociation. In the field 

nr/°C!r phen°,mena 0ne maY discover the same inversion of 
fir ' etweenjheory and fact in regard to repetition as was no- 

m reSa^d to phenomena in general. Beginning with the 
<s i^ler Y , a! °bseryation of picturesque social repetitions, 
f - j aS ( ,5. ^ssical theory of the cycles of government or the 
fr> rm- ° a a ^e8el| the scientific sociologist has now come 
nf acf' unTda®ent:aI the repetitions of two persons in a state 

ocia ion. In the same way, the reversal of observed prog- 
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cs m actual progress in repetition is manifested by the fact that 
re.lTrepetitions proceed in a geometrical ratio from the fund*. 
S f 1 0Pne of two persons (here Wiese’s emphasis on the^ pair is 
mental oi r :nt;ernat;onal repetition or imitation. As 

Slte.hehead rf iep^ion .hat *.rie would include the 
fundamental process of imitation, it might be well at this place 
to interpolate a brief summary of his analysis of the mode of 
action of this principle in social life as developed m his Les Lots 
de limitation. Davis sums up his treatment thus: 

T The source of social action is in individual initiatives expressed in 
new ideas of procedures called Inventions. II. The essential social and 
socializing act is Imitation, by which Inventions become more or ess 
socially accepted and socially influential. III. The origin of an Invention 
is influenced^by: (a) The inherent difficulty of combining mentally the 
ideas whose combination is the invention; (b) The grades of innate men¬ 
tal ahilitv in the society; (c) The social conditions favoring mental alert- 
»i‘“d ,h“^elpmsion rf ability. IV. The isnimioc of aa invannoa » 
affected by: (a) The general law that imitations spread from their initial 
center in geometrical progression, with regard to the number o! per- 

afeied; (b) Physic* and bid,fed iaferaaca, .aula.Irng ncc 
characteristics; the general law being that Imitations are reft acted by 
their media”; (c) Social influences: (i) Logical: the agreement or dis¬ 
agreement of the new invention with the inventions already more or 
less socially accepted (imitated); (“ Logical causes operate whenever 
an individual prefers a given imitation to others because he thinks it is 
more useful or more true than others, that is, more in accord than they are 
with the aims or principles that have already found a place in his mint. ); 
(2) Extralogical: (x) Ideas are transmitted before means; imitation goes 
ah interioribus ad exteriora; (y) Imitation proceeds from the socially 
superior to the socially inferior; (z) Ages of custom, in which the past has 
peculiar prestige, alternate with ages of fashion, in which prestige is pos¬ 

sessed by the novel and the foreign.*® 

In regard to the principle of opposition in sociology and so¬ 
ciety, the earlier oppositions observed by students of society 
were the mythological struggles between the forces of good and 
evil. Next came the idea of the conflict of races and nations, 
softened by the economists into the notion of competition, fi¬ 
nally, however, the sociologist has reduced the matter so that 
he correctly understands that “ the really fundamental social 
opposition must be sought for in the bosom of the social indi¬ 
vidual himself, whenever he hesitates between adopting or re¬ 
jecting a new pattern offered to him, whether in the way of phrase- 
ology, ritual, concept, canon of art or conduct. ^ . The three 
main types of social opposition are war, competition, and dis~ 
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cussion, mentioned in the order of their historic predominance. 
Each of these forms has tended to develop on a larger scale, and 
again verifies the thesis that the order of the progress of phe¬ 
nomena in fact is the reverse of the order of the observation of 
these facts. 

With respect to the third great principle, adaptation, the so¬ 
ciological observation of this principle was first confined to the 
somewhat fantastic ideas of the philosophy of history, whereby 
the path of history was looked upon as the result of the adapta¬ 
tion or harmonizing of the work of one nation to that of the na¬ 
tion which had preceded it or was to follow it, thus making the ad¬ 
vance of historical action appear as a harmonious and teleological 
whole. These ideas were gradually made more scientific until 
now, according to Tarde, we know that “ we must seek the funda¬ 
mental social adaptation in the brain and individual mind of the 
inventor” — a harmony among the ideas in the minds of the 
individuals in society is essential to a harmony of the minds of 
the different members of a society. Following the usual rule, the 
adaptation of social phenomena proceeds from the lesser to the 
greater — from those in the individual mind to those adapta¬ 
tions between nations upon which must be based the expectation 
of eliminating war in the future. 

In summing up the interrelation of the action of these three 
principles of repetition, opposition, and adaptation, Tarde says: 

These three terms constitute a circular series which is capable of pro¬ 
ceeding on and on without ceasing. It is through imitative repetition that 
invention, the fundamental social adaptation, spreads and is strength¬ 
ened, and tends, through the encounter of one of its own imitative rays 
with an imitative ray emanating from some other invention, old or new, 
either to arouse new struggles, or to yield new and more complex inven¬ 
tions, which soon radiate out imitatively in turn, and so on indefinitely. 
. . . Thus of the three terms compared, the first and third surpass the 
second in height, depth, importance, and possibly also in duration. The 
only value of the second — opposition — is to provoke a tension of an¬ 
tagonistic forces fitted to arouse inventive genius. 

The mutual relations of our three terjns — repetition, opposition, and 
adaptation are easily understood when we consider successive repe- 
titions as operating sometimes in favor of adaptation, which they spread 
and develop by their own interferences, sometimes in favor of opposition, 
which, they arouse by interferences of another sort.68 

| The Durkheim-Tarde Controversy. — For a quarter of a cen¬ 
tury there exited a spirited and brilliant controversy between 
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strict psychological sense, it cannot explain the cultural phe¬ 
nomena in question; and if it is used in a broader sense, it is no 
longer a psychological explanation. Tarde himself goes far be¬ 
yond the. strictly psychological significance of imitation in 
most of his sociological thinking. Quite incompatible with the 
psychologists conception of imitation as “ a mild form of som¬ 
nambulism ” is his insistence on the basic character of conscious¬ 
ness in social facts: 

Consciousness is. the postulate of sociology as movement is the 
postulate of mechanics. ^. . . The elementary social fact is the communi¬ 
cation or the modification of a state of consciousness by the action of 
one conscious being on another.72 

Moreover, Tarde clearly distinguishes the social from the 
merely physiological: 

Not everything that the members of a society do is social. Many of 
their acts, I might say the larger part, are purely physiologic or purely 
psychological. To breathe, digest, wink, move the legs mechanically . . . 
these acts have nothing of the social, except in the case where they are 
the effect of a habit contracted in commerce with other men and bom of 
a wish or a belief which they have communicated to us. But to speak to 
someone, to pray to an idol, sew a garment . . . these are social acts, for 
it1S only man in society who acts in this fashion, and without the example 
ot other men which he has copied, voluntarily or involuntarily, ever since 
the cradle, he would not act thus. The common character of social facts, 

i?-\1S tCj-6 ™ltaPve- They alone have this character; and, when an act 
Y .1C. ’ ordinarily, is purely vital or mental, becomes by exception social, 
i is insofar as it has received a special imprint by virtue of imitation.78 

• }u ? .t¥r®fore,clear that the distinctive character of the social 
is that it is based on contact with other men or “ born of a wish 
or a belief which they have communicated to us.” This latter 
point may very plausibly be understood to refer to a tradition, 

possibly crystallized and pre- 
erve in some impersonal super-organic medium (science, reli¬ 

gion, law, literature, philosophy, art, and the like). And this is 
precisely what we mean by culture. 

* JhiS interPre,tati°n is reinforced by Tarde’s point that over 
• 0Ve. ™.en s differences in physiological substructure there 

. uni yinS reahn» There is psychologically a common sub- 

mindt^mind^^T11^51^3 or a desire transmitted from 
Indiral i ’ • V11^ Is here no longer thinking of the psycho¬ 
logical mechanism by which culture is transferred from one mind 
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Without attempting to state any positive conclusions on the 
issues involved in this famous controversy, we may hazard a 
couple of negative conclusions which the discussion seems to have 
generated. First, social facts are not genuine examples of psycho¬ 
logical imitation, and while they may be mental or psychic are 
probably not, in a narrow and precise sense, psychological at all. 
Second, social facts are not external to the individuals in a so¬ 
ciety,. but internal, and in large part they influence these individ¬ 
uals in a fashion not properly characterized by the term “ con¬ 
straint.” 

T e Psycho-Sociology of LeBon. — Gustave LeBon (1841- 
1931) was one of the most versatile and popular and one of the 
most superficial of all French social thinkers outside the ranks of 
the avowed publicists. His works have had a great vogue, though 
probably more in non-scientific than in scientific circles. He is 
properly to be regarded as a popularizer of the more striking 
rvfu - , ers’. especially of Tarde’s views on imitation and 
Durkheim s notion of a collective consciousness. 

LeBon s first considerable work in the field of psycho-sociology 
was the volume entitled Lois psychologies de revolution des 
peuples. Its main theme is the nature and importance of mentality 
ot peoples, or “ the soul of a race,” in the explanation of social 
processes. LeBon contends that races may be classified psycho- 
ogically as well as anatomically on a scale ranging from inferior 

to superior Of the latter, the Indo-European peoples are the best 
examples. It is national character and not intelligence which is 

e ommant factor in social evolution. In LeBon’s view, history 
is nothing more than a product of racial character, and political 
institutions are particularly expressive of national character, 
sentiment rather than reason is the main motive force in history, 

°r * ls re®'son religious beliefs have played a predominant 
* e’ ar / in_social control. Dramatic social changes are 

oug a out by fanatics who appeal to sentiment, but real 
p ogress depends on the intellectual elite. 

T „ p °? S,beSt'^noyn work is kis study of crowd psychology in 
t t> S^c 0 °3le des foules. In defining what he means by a crowd, 

e on makes it clear that he does not regard it as a mere multi- 
firm aSSC™ e?.m Physical contiguity, but rather as an aggrega- 
tion organized m such a way that a “ collective mind ” is formed 
„ 11 conscious individuality of the assembled persons practi- 
_u„S '• e then proceeds to enumerate the main traits which 
whirh rze !£0wds' crow4 possesses a type of mental unity 

ers e normal emotions, thoughts, and conduct of the 
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reflected both in his study of the morphology of towns and in 
his ethnographic studies of certain North African societies.81 His 
study of towns, L’Origine et la fonction economique des villes 
is an excellent example of the potentialities of a morphological 
and ecological interpretation of collective facts. The first part 
of it has been translated by L. L. Bernard.82 In his recent Essai 
sur les groupements sociaux, Maunier gives us an excellent ana¬ 
lytical classification of social groups. His most recent work has 
consisted mainly in opening up the new concrete science of “ co¬ 
lonial sociology,” of which he is now professor at the University 
of Paris. 

Richard and Other Critics of Durkheim. — Gaston Richard, 
for many years at Bordeaux, was one of the leading collaborators 
of Durkheim on L’Annee sociologique from 1898 to 1907, but 
since that time has been one of the severest and most effective 
critics of the main presuppositions of Durkheim’s sociology. 

To begin with, says Richard, Durkheim has endeavored to 
work out two entirely different and mutually inconsistent pro¬ 
grams for sociology. In the first, sociology is the study of “ social 
morphology ” or the “ internal social milieu ” : density and mass 
of population, composition of secondary groups, and their divi¬ 
sions in social space. Neither Durkheim nor his collaborators, 
however, remain faithful to this naturalistic and materialistic88 
conception of sociology. They abandon social morphology, and 
espouse the sociology of religion — or, more strictly, the theory 
of collective, representations — as the directing science. 

As a philosophic disciple of the Neo-Kantian, Renouvier, 
Richard has consistently defended the importance of the individ¬ 
ual and has insisted on the scientific necessity of a study of the 
individual’s psychic processes in any science of man. Durkheim’s 

collective representations ” and the like appear to Richard as 
essentially metaphysical speculations bearing a striking resem- 
blance to the Romantic idealism of Hegel and Schelling. As for 
Durkheim s sociology of religion, Richard, who is a liberal but 
sincere Huguenot, finds it particularly disturbing. In L’Atheisme 
aogmatique en sociologie religieuse, he criticizes it as an attempt 
to replace the traditional belief in God by a new form of atheism, 
an to discredit theism by making it appear an inadequately un- 

erstood symbolism of that very secular reality, society. As a 
part 0 the criticism he attacks the evolutionary presuppositions 
o t e study in essentially the same way as we have done in Chap- 
er wenty. How can Durkheim be sure that Australian totem- 

ism is really the prototype of the religious phenomenon ? Is to- 
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death of Worms in 1926 (Richard has now been succeeded bv 
Emile Lasbax as editor of the Revue). Worms began as an 
organismic thinker (as we saw in an earlier chapter), but under 
the influence of Tarde’s criticisms he later adopted a moderate 
individualistic and psychologistic position. His monumental Phi- 
losophie des sciences sociales (1903) pleads for a general soci¬ 
ology synthesizing the one-sided conclusions of the various special 
social sciences, making use of historical data drawn from widely 
divergent sources, granting a proper place to the role of the in¬ 
dividual, and treating philosophical and other ideological sys¬ 
tems as important sociological data. 

A Franco-Swiss, G.-L. Duprat, present incumbent of the secre¬ 
taryship of the Institut International de Sociologie, brings out 
into the open the struggle between the full-fledged sociologistic 
school and those who maintain that psychology is coordinate 
with and complementary to sociology. Author of numerous books 
and articles, he holds throughout that no ontologically real ex¬ 
istence can be attributed to society a la Durkheim, and that in¬ 
dividual consciousness cannot be regarded as a mere medium 
through which collective consciousness enunciates its fiats. Social 
psychology, in particular, must take its point of departure from 
the study of psycho-biological behavior, and must pay equal at¬ 
tention to psychical and social functions. Duprat is a somewhat 
irenic and eclectic writer, endeavoring wherever possible to recon¬ 
cile opposing points of view and utilize theories coming from 
the most divergent sources, but on the issues above named he is 
adamant. 

To Daniel Essertier, another critic of the Durkheimian soci- 
oiogy, we owe one of the most systematic and useful digests of 
recent French sociology as yet available: La Sociologie (1930). 
Its discussion is centered about the psychologistic-sociologistic 
controversy. In an earlier annotated bibliography of the con¬ 
troversy, entitled Psychologie et sociologie, Essertier makes a 
number of interesting criticisms of Durkheim from a somewhat 
cergsoman point of view.85 

Durkheim s methodology has been intensively analyzed and 

ri lantly criticized by Roger Lacombe.8* Elaborate method- 
o ogical precautions in dealing with external data are wasted, 
• aC0 . e Relieves, unless there is an equally rigorous procedure 
in passing from them to the internal psychic reality lying behind 
•r 71,(-a .P°.int ablY upheld in the United States by Maclver). 
cut this is just where Durkheim is weakest. It is impossible to 
procee without some psychological notions, and Durkheim is 
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teresting analysis of the social elements in laughter. Delacroix 
has been more critical of the sociologistic point of view. In La 
Langage et la pensee, and in his section of Dumas’s Traite he 
maintains that " society does not create intelligence,” that'the 
mmd of the individual is by no means merely a reflection of en¬ 
vironing social structures, and that the collective enthusiasm 
generated by group association is not so considerable or signifi¬ 
cant a factor as the Durkheimians have supposed. Wallon, in 
ms study or L Enfant turbulent, has interpreted the psychological 
processes of retarded or abnormal children in a fashion strongly 
resembling Levy-Bruhl’s interpretation of primitive mentality. 

Among the historians special mention must be made of Paul 
Lacombe (1839-1919), Henri Berr, and Marcel Granet. La- 
combe, a disciple of Tarde, strove to write history with a proper 
emphasis on sociological and institutional factors. In his Be this- 
toire consideree comme science (1894), he distinguished between 
the unique inexplicable event, and the social institutions, com- 
posed of common and repeated phenomena, which form the basis 
o scientific history. Berr, the founder and editor of the 
Kevue de synthese historique (now the Revue de synthese) has 

speciXtffromAff serfvj5e. ,In.bringing together a number of 
p cialists from different fields m a cooperative attempt to write 

synthetic history. Granet, who is one of the most eminent living 
mnologists, has been profoundly influenced by Durkheim. In 
L.a Civilisation chinoise he has applied the Durkheimian concep¬ 
tual scheme to the interpretation of Chinese life with remarkable 

rlCent sturd7 of Chinese thought applying Durkheim’s 
he0ry °f knowledge to the interpretation of funda- 

has been tirne> sPace’ number, and the like — 
nas peen of much use in Chapter Two. 

• .Duguit, one of the most celebrated of recent French 
jurists, has based his “ realistic " or “ objective " theory of law 

inlto .con“Pti°n of “ organic solidarity” Seek- 
0A ^ctlve.03; e^hical foundation for the authority 
thp T u S o!Sr?riSln *n a necessary solidarity based on 
cized hv M ° • * tj’ Pugu*ts theories have been severely criti- 
has in<5^<-priaUri^ •aunou wbo> apparently influenced by Tarde, 
andbShnnf- l™.P?Jtance and primacy of the ideals, values, 
Lew xrroc £ T lvl<^ua s composing the society.98 Emmanuel 
yS id hit * ' °?ra! “ll*b°^ of Lonnie sociolo- 

ception of the col'Sive iLfeTe.he!mIy °n * sodolo8istic 
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schools* and gave evidence that the two separate factions ar? 
gradually drawing together in the common recognition that men- 
tal phenomena can be fruitfully studied from the standpoints of 
both psycho-physiology and sociology. A further resemblance 
which may or may not be creditable to both parties, is that the 
use of statistics m generalization is very rare, although there are 
of course a few exceptions such as I laibwachs. At the same time 
no one can deny the fact that French sociologists have a good 
appetite for empirical data, and that assimilation is thorough- 
the raw empiricism ” so often characteristic of American soci¬ 
ology is refreshingly absent. 

/ ^ °JrClf Sta‘U,S Sot'iolo0y in France and French Switzer- 
fnJ', ^ave ,a!,ready pointed out that there are relatively 
j- • • ai-rS. ° , sociology as such in France, for the traditional 
rZT( n ° f,aca tles .IS,S0 ossified that there is not even a sepa- 
rate faculty of the social sciences. Economics is usually under the 
patronizing tutelage of.the faculty of law, history is^ in the do- 
mam of letters, and philosophy takes psycho-sociology and like 
i£ C1/ u.nd^J ,ts wmg* There is no chair of sociology in any 

mFrance (^though the late Paul Bureau, formerly 

a sodo lih7, de Droit de Paris> was Primarily 
at Rn JS ^ ‘ T,hc of letters provides a chair of sociology 
DhilnTnnSUX at TouIouse- In Paris the faculty of 
courses bearfna^iw* h.a? a chair of sociology. A few 
in normal c u® ^ /ab,e. ,of s°oiology are given in France, mostly 
well a<5 t-pc °° Sf ^which train future university professors as 
and ctW iC- er.- ^°r secondary schools), graduate schools, 
and therTrv1l-tute?’. a"d psycho-sociology is also taught here 
borne inm£d\l* flu* dePressinS at.first view, but it should be 
ciolooiral t-Vi . a . e uuuierous social scientists who apply so- 
socinlnolrai u°riei *n * ,*5 work disseminate a good deal of 
rector of the £ow. edSe- Moreover, a sociologist, Bougie, is di- 
professorial t-rn° • N0r™aleSuperieure, the graduate school for 
therefore filled ^nm^’ ^1® highest academic posts in France are 

high-grade^ha<1 ‘°™ " leaSt’ W‘th 

in ther-e !“ been a favorahle break with the past 
social science ” independent faculty of the u economic and 
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sociology the world over is greatly in- 
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, , ,,,, Dnnrit for their efforts in connection with 
debtedtoM. andMll_- ■ P ‘ ^ocj0loaie, a federation of soao- 
the Institut International ^ J important national or- 
logical societies that takes m mo. £ the same city Jean 
Rations.) At the " t at the University of Neuchutcl, 
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science essentially ^ren _ * . rjupS debatable; it is in some 
successfully challenge sociology has brilliantly con- 
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enough, but too little »s be French, however, have 
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II 

BELGIUM 
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but also for the eventual taking over of the functions of the po¬ 
litical state itself. Such an idea bears witness to great originality, 
but it also reflects the amazing economic development of Belgium, 
which in many respects outstripped the rest of Europe. More 
than a generation before the modern French syndicalism or Brit¬ 
ish guild socialism gained headway, DeGreef and his friends 
were advocating a syndicalist society. 

The doctrine had strong competition, however, and it lost 
ground both internationally and nationally as Marxism gained in 
strength. As a consequence, DeGreef found it more and more 
difficult to function effectively in the labor movement, and he 
therefore directed his energies along academic lines. His Intro¬ 
duction de la sociologie (1886-1889) was so well received that 
he was appointed to the first chair of sociology in Belgium, at 
the University of Brussels, but because of a struggle over the 
issue of academic freedom involving the eminent geographer, 
Elisee Reclus, who was dismissed because of his philosophic 
anarchism, DeGreef and Denis led an exodus from the Univer¬ 
sity and founded a new institution. This was called L’Universite 
nouvelle, and was devoted to social science, at the same time 
maintaining close connection with the workers’ educational move- 
ment. Here DeGreef taught quietly, occasionally emerging from 
his academic seclusion to advocate reforms, particularly with 
regard to occupational representation, until his death in 1924. 

Syndicalist Sociology. — From the point of view of contem- 
porary significance, by far the most important of DeGreer s 
works is the three-volume Structure generale des societes (1908 J, 
although DeGreef himself attributed great importance to several 
small monographs which combine empirical research with a 
vision of the syndicalist state he so ardently desired.97 

The practical program he set forth in these works is based upon 
a transformation of the credit system and the setting up of col¬ 
lective bargaining on a nation-wide scale. Both require the estab¬ 
lishment of strong trade unions, and these in turn are to furnish 
a foundation for occupational representation in parliament. 

By these measures DeGreef sought to build a system that 
would not only vitalize parliamentary processes by linking them 
with vital social functions, but that would also, through the edu¬ 
cational effect of collective bargaining, bring those functions 
within the scope of labor control. As already noted, he expected 
to see the syndicats absorb the employing function and exercise 
the remaining fragment of political power. 
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mal control, and then, somewhat more slowly, in growing au¬ 
tonomy of the differentiated parts; (3 ) in any society, the various 
forms of association will show a time-lag with respect to each 
other; and (4)the interdependence of these forms is so close and 
the influence of the economic variety upon the rest so powerful 
that it is hopeless to try to push the others far in advance of it. 
The practical conclusion he drew from all this was that the 
remedy for Belgium’s ills was concentration on those economic 
reforms that would make advances in the other spheres possible 
and safe. Ergo, syndicalism. 

Quetelet’s Theory of “Oscillation” Applied to Interest- 
Groups.— This syndicalist society, the goal of progress, is also 
the contractual state. For DeGreef, “ contractualism ” meant 
something quite different from the complete individualism of 
Proudhon; he used the term to designate the free give-and-take 
of interest-groups. Concentrating on the process of ‘ contractual- 
ization,” he concludes that it is basically a debat, a balancing and 
weighing of contending interests. It is the function of syndicalist 

O O O J 

organization to raise this debat to a rational and methodical 
level; instead of letting interest-groups struggle until the weaker 
are exterminated and the stronger are exhausted, the clash of in¬ 
terests should be adjusted by the use of the proper contractual 
machinery. 

In this it is plain that although DeGreef’s debt to Proudhon, 
Comte, and Spencer was great, still greater was his obligation to 
his fellow-countryman, the great statistician Adolphe Quetelet.88 
Although like Proudhon an internationalist, Quetelet’s approach 
was vastly different, governed as it was by his deep interest 
in the problems of Belgium as a buffer state. A pioneer in the 
application of statistical methods to the problems of human 
life, he conceived of the differences between individuals in terms 
of variation from an abstract “ average man,” not only in physi¬ 
cal traits but also as regards mental and social reactions." Quete- 
let believed that as social contacts increased and racial stocks 
mingled with each other, differences between men would grow in 
number but lessen in intensity. Most frequently he spoke of the 
tendency as a steadily developing equilibrium, an ever more com¬ 
plete balance of forces. As he put it, civilization “ more and more 
contracts the limits within which the different elements relating 
to man oscillate.”100 

DeGreef took this conception of the process of oscillation or 
equilibration making the progressive levelling of human differ¬ 
ences possible, termed it debat, and, true to his usual practice, 
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and when these zones ultimately become linked together, they 
will form the beginning of a world state that will be truly pacific 
and international. He perpetually insists, however, that the in¬ 
ternational reorganization of each nation must precede these 
changes of broader scope, and consequently he continually re¬ 
turns to syndicalism as an integral part of his theory of frontiers. 

In spite of all the exceptions we are now inclined to take to 
his practical program, there can be no doubt that he anticipated 
a great deal of modern sociology, especially human ecology, in 
this theory, and that human geography and the “ new history ” 
might still profit by a closer acquaintance with it. 

Overlapping of Frontiers Buries the National State.—The 
expanding social forces to which DeGreef trusts for the break¬ 
ing down of political barriers are of course the familiar seven 
“ factors.” Each of these is pictured as having a figurative “ fron¬ 
tier,” namely, a limit to its activity or sphere of membership 
which usually is not the same as the geographic frontier of the 
nation. The result is that the economic factor crosses the political 
boundary, eventually bringing the others with it, until finally the 
political is itself ready for a new adjustment, and the geographic 
boundary shifts. There is normally a time lag during the adjust¬ 
ment of the successive frontiers, _ so that the political always 
brings up the rear an anticipation of at least one aspect of 
Ugburn s doctrine of cultural lag. For all his economic determin¬ 
ism, however, DeGreef was careful to avoid undue dogmatism: 
he admitted that once the non-material factors begin to follow 
the economic factor, they may penetrate into foreign territory 
much farther than it does. *> J 

Thf5Cfd, °f his discussion makes it quite clear what DeGreef 
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ent in the higher animals and is the determining factor in their 
sociology. The much more complex nature of the human or¬ 
ganism, however, has led to strikingly different phenomena; 
namely, those associated with the fact that human beings steadily 
become more dependent on each other as they become more 
skillful in organizing their social world. Indeed, the human being 
has become the only animal whose sole primary “ instinct ” in¬ 
heres in the capacity and the inclination to learn (a position im¬ 
plicitly taken by many of the American behaviorists, and explicitly 
expounded by the British writer, Spiller). Physical receptivity 
for social stimulation has reached such a peak of development 
in the human being that social affinity now makes itself evident 
in an actual need for other individuals of the same species. In 
short, the human being transmutes social affinity into associa- 

• *1OT tiveness. 
Waxweiler’s work was remarkable for its period because of its 

precise restriction of sociology to the study of processes by which 
adjustment (in the broadest sense) of individuals to each other 
takes place. The data are to be gathered from the specific modes 
of behavior which externally manifest the mental fact of adjust¬ 
ment. Here is one of the points in which Waxweiler’s influence on 
the German sociologist, Leopold von Wiese, is most apparent. 
Waxweiler elevated these processes of adjustment to the rank 
of the sole means by which social life is to be explained. Because 
of this delimitation and unification his sociology is markedly dif¬ 
ferent from the majority of other works that use biology as a 
starting point. 

Organicism Rejected.—Another very significant phase of 
Waxweiler’s theory is his express rejection of the notion of so¬ 
ciety as an organism and the correlated doctrine of “ parallel¬ 
ism ” between organismic systems and social institutions. He calls 
this doctrine “ a shameful abuse of terms which usually covers 
a confusion of facts.” 108 He does not make biology the founda¬ 
tion of sociology because he assumes society to be an organism, 
but rather because the social processes issue from individuals 
who, being organisms, must be dealt with from the biological 
viewpoint. He goes on to say that it is not the task of sociology 
to explain what “ society ” is; such abstractions run counter to 
the methodological principles of a science based on observation 
rather than speculation. When the general condition of sociology 
in the early 1900’s is held in view, Waxweiler’s originality be¬ 
comes evident, for the assumptions he rejected were the common 
coin of his day. Furthermore, he refused to use phrases that had 
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ec|ai interest to sociologists are those by 1 etrucci on the gap 
between animal and human societies, Wodon on errors of method 
in studying the social life of preliterates, Houze on the Aryan 
fallacy, and Varendonck on children’s groups.118 

When compared with many larger and wealthier countries, 
Belgium is a far from somber spot on the sociological map. Had 
we more space at our disposal we could offer further justification 
of this assertion by describing the recent work of Henri De- 
Man, director of the bureau of social statistics of the Belgian 
Labor Party, of fimile Vandervelde, leader of the Socialist 
party, of W. Malgaud, professor at the University of Ant¬ 
werp of J P. Haesert, professor of the University of Ghent, 
and of Fernand Van Langenhove and Eugene Dupreel, profes¬ 
sors at the University of Brussels. And where the past is con¬ 
cerned, Quetelet, DeGreef, and Waxweiler by no means exhaust 
the list: we might profitably consider the sociological implica¬ 
tions of the theories of Charles Perin (1815-1905), the great 
economist; fimile de Laveleve (1822-92), the political scientist, 
economist, and historian; victor Brants (1856-19x7), the So¬ 
cial Catholic reformer, economist, historian, and sociological fol¬ 
lower of LePlay; Hector Denis (1849-1921), the friend and 
colleague of DeGreef whom we have already mentioned; and 
Adolphe Prins (1845-1919), the criminologist who exposed the 
fallacies of both the classical and the Lombrosian schools or 
criminology when the latter, in particular, still had the upper 
hand throughout Europe. We repeat, therefore, that Belgian 
sociology has an honorable past and a hopeful future.114 
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Sociology m the Germanic Languages 
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further, his definition of the central field of sociology has often 
had weight in the distribution of space and selection of topics. 

And when we turn to those relatively recent German and 
Austrian writers to whom a high degree of influence on this book 
cannot be attributed, but to whom a good deal of attention has 
already been paid in previous chapters, a long list confronts us. 
Confining it to approximately the past hundred years, we have 
Heeren, Hegel, Marx and Engels, Thibaut and Savigny, Lilien- 
feld, Schaffle, Gumplowicz and Ratzenhofer, Oppenheimer, Al¬ 
fred Weber, and Spengler. Many more to whom less space is 
devoted might have been mentioned, and later chapters give 
notice to one or two important figures, notably Krause, who have 
been honored abroad instead of at home. It should therefore be 
evident that we can design the German and Austrian division 
of this chapter along the lines of a portmanteau rather than a 
trunk, and that it might well bear a label worded about as follows: 
“ Those Phases of Sociology in Germany and Austria Not Yet 
or Not to Be Adequately Discussed or Utilized by Us.” 

I 

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA 

Slow Growth of Sociology as an Academic Subject. — Any 
survey of German and Austrian sociology that follows chrono¬ 
logical lines falls naturally into two main divisions; namely, the 
periods before and after the World War.1 This is primarily the 
result of the sudden emergence of sociology as a recognized 
academic discipline; until the early 1920’s there was very little 
except that expounded by “ left-handed sociologists,” i.e., by 
men whose professional duties lay almost wholly in philosophy, 
economics, and similar non-sociological realms. Even during the 
Weimar Republic and Viennese Social-Democracy relatively few 
chairs were maintained exclusively in the interests of sociology, 
but the subject was admitted as a Lehrfach, and a fairly large 
number of professors added “ and Sociology ” to their titles.2 
Since the advent of the National Socialist and the Christian So¬ 
cialist regimes, however, growth has once more become slow, to 
say the least, and prospects are decidedly uncertain. 

But ignoring current events for the moment, it must be said 
that even under relatively favorable circumstances a very halting 
development of the subject could hardly have been avoided in 
countries where academic boundary lines are so sharply marked. 
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Further the vested interests of a professional caste operated 
agamst the admission of a subject largely cultivated, not only i„ 
Germany and Austria, but elsewhere as well, by amateurs Com " 
had no professional standing after his expulsion from the P7ole 
Polytechmque; Spencer remained out of touch with university 
circles all his life, and added insult to injury by refusing to make 
use of the honors showered upon him by learned societil; Warf 
had no academic affiliations until he began his work at Brown 
University at the age of siay-five; the Russo-German, Paul yon 
Lilienfeld, was a Jurist, as was also Gabriel Tarde; Albert Schaf 
Be never overcame the distrust evoked in his colleagues bv hk 
journalistic and political activity; Gumplowicz was a® Tew from 
Austrian Poland whose conflict theory of the state ran directly 
counter to the Hegelian apotheosis of that institution; and Rat’ 

*s°e prosi«iveismtdan “"d. ™ » gifted ddettfme 

Zronh^rng ”atj0nalist’ Heinrich von Trekschke, dedlred 

going so far as to link it with socialismf and the Lan d™ thus 
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declared to be “ Western ” filled with ’ s°cl°logy was 
ment. Small wonder, then that onlv^ P°T” °f the EnIlghten- 
hardy spirits ““"S'0118 " f°01- 
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acter which, true to the Hegelian tradition, they held to be 
something ineffable and hence not to be finally explained in causal 

About ten years after the founding of the Lazarus and Stein- 
thal periodical for the study of V biker psychologies Gustav Lind¬ 
ner (1843—1919) announced himself asj a direct opponent of the 
obscurities of folk-psychology in his 1'deen zur Psychology der 
Gesellschaft als Grundlage der Socialwissenschaft (1871). Lind¬ 
ner is of some historical importance because of his influence on 
Schaffle, but especially because of the undeniable traces he left 
upon the thought of Georg Simmel, the fountain-head of soci¬ 
ology as an independent social science.7 

Wundt and Social Prediction. — Before dealing with Simmel, 
however, we must pay attention to the man who salvaged a con¬ 
siderable portion of the “ folk-psychology ” of Lazarus and 
Steinthal and added to it many novel contributions of his own. 
Wilhelm Wundt (1834-1920) was primarily _ a philosopher- 
psychologist, but he was so deeply interested in the psychical 
phases of social life that he might almost be termed a psycho- 

S° “ Almost.” The term is not fully applicable because he insisted 
on operating with psychological rather than sociological cate¬ 
gories— a mode of thought for which Mauss, among others, re¬ 
peatedly took him to task. Reacting against the intellectualism of 
the English associationists, Wundt built up his psychological sys¬ 
tem on the basis of will, volition, conation. Instead of the mere 
“ perception ” of the associationists, he worked with the concept of 
“ apperception,” in which the original endowment and experi¬ 
ence of the willing, apperceiving mind creates something that did 
not exist before this “ creative synthesis occurred. In other 
words, mind has an active rather thaji a mere y recor mg 
function; man constructs his meaningful world out of elements 
that in and of themselves are meaningless. 

The psycho-sociological relevance of these psychological co - 
siderations appears When two derivatives of creative syn esis ^ 
are studied. One of these is the “ transformation of motives 
and the other is the “heterogeneity of purposes. S°cietal 
may remain to all appearances the same even t oug e mo 
that engender and sustain it undergo radical change, and old 
structures and institutions may be adapted to purposes or w ^ 
they were not originally designed. To take con emporary 
amples: the Nazis have retained some of the external ° 
parliamentary democracy in spite of the fact that t eir mo iv g 
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for Ukrainian wheat and Roumanian oiU ^ n2s 

C°nSeqUenCe of the “ transformation of motives ” 
and the heterogeneity of ends” is that social conduct is , 
predictable over a long time-span. The end originallysought £ 
gratification of a given motive is seldom if ever attainable 9\ 
first envisaged; it usually presents itself in plural form as a set of 
alternatives. The alternative chosen is then considered as a mean 
to the original end, but the means chosen inevitably modify both 
the end and the motive. When repeated choices are ner7o!l 
goal “finally” achieved may be in a direction auite n 
from that initially intended,7and the purpose mly havePbf' 
drastically altered in the process. F P y ave been 

It should be plain from the foregoing that WnnrMo i • 
of “ means,” “ ends,” “ motives,” aid “Vurpos^ ” t. fj™ 
mysteriously teleological about it. “ The ‘ end ’ or ‘ 

iLTtVxr^a^ 

^F^IhP0^?' arC aSSiSnCd r61CS 
nretrd? tIS d-fl0P0WS that the same occurrence may be inter- 

involved aToS oT”fWayS'Jf0nl1'he»'andp0int of the “ ” 
le const^cted, while 

is introduced by^hf element of vahe^T^ 1—compilation 

self transformed by the^icissitudesund6' b“ *is.hifrarchJ « *- 

wa^ & tdS°Ci0lO8y,O£ 

ms ^ importar( 
scientific habit of mind said WnlTu • The §rowth of the 
sistence of motiveTZl !7k-r* dr ’ h,S §lven a measure of per- 

by this n2tSSr^At?f,llty °f•?“18 ‘hat’ in eras ^^(1 

diction. But even science is relXe^^ T degreC °f S°dal Fe‘ 
in the social and cultural framlnV d ^ eV<7a general shift 

tural framework occurs, this scientific per- 
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sistence and stability will ipso facto yield to something else. In 
fact the prevailing scale of values may be so altered by science 
tself, through its own mutation of motives and transformation 

of purposes, that science may, so to speak, kill science. 
?Mentality and Romanticism. - Wundt therefore held that his 

maior psychological principle, creative synthesis, is responsible, 
through Its immanent fluctuation of motives and ends, f 01 the 
never ending succession of cultural epochs. Manifestly too little 
importance is given to intrusive social and cultural factors in 
S analysis, but in justice to Wundt it should be said that he 
did not permit his psychology, paradoxically enough, to distort 
his vrtaXVolkerpsychologie. In fact, his psychological prmcip es 

greatly aided him in avoiding the pitfalls of evolutionism into 
which British writers, dominated by the associatiomst psych gy, 

S° Thisllclearly shown in his discussion of “ primitive mentality. 
Instead of the arid intellectualism of the associatiomsts, we fin 
Wundt upholding emotion, volition, and creative synthesis. When 
the preliterate ca!ls a flash of lightning a snake, there is no proce 

of associating jagged lightning with wagglingsna^e or \ * 

tional Analogieschluss that anything ^X^htnine is “ ap- 
,-Uere is a direct response in which the lightning is ap 

pefcetd* ” a snake; J Wundt calls ****** ^ 
lettion It will readily be seen that explanation drawing upon 

the intellectual realm ^abandoned; the emotional ^ 
intuitive functions of the human mind are given 

This sounds the Romantic note, but Wundt g ty 
serted that he was exceedingly sceptical of, or even hostile to, 
S*. phlesRomanticism! For example he oten mve^hed 

3fy (and not If his day only) True « hi. 

allelism, however, he draws a sharp is tjve synthesis 
and psychical causality, and asserts a effects which, 
which is the mind’s highest function 
.. tn sripai, are greater than their causes. Here again, ui spu 
of the mechanTstfc clatter of his parallelism, a Romantic over- ot the mechanistic aaxr r only was sharply 
tone can be heard. On the other hana, £ but aiso 
critical of the general m.suse ofGmf as noted ^ ^ ^ 

attacked the conceptions of tyUc m w dt the group, 0f 
seminated by Lazarus and Steinth . upr nrHer ” but simply 
whatever character, is not awholeo a ig cts If the minds 
a functional unity woven from the relevant aspects of^ he 
of its members. These aspects, however, are in a certain sense 
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constituted by group membership; the relation is reciprocal Mind 
and group are inseparable, but there is no group mind 11 ‘ 

Evolutionism and Volkerpsychologie. — Group relations are 
especially important for three phases of culture: language, myth 
(inclusive of religion), and the mores. As Wundt uses thefe erms 
they include virtually all of non-material culture except the am 
and techniques intrinsically bound up with material culture and it 

FmhlI thau he shouId beSin his enormous ten-volume 
Volkerpsychologie with topics so much favored by the Romanic 
writers against whom he thought he was reacting. The work alsn 
me udes lengthy analyses of social organization and of law and 
concludes with a treatise on culture and history.12 ’ 

The present-day drift away from evolutionary preconceptions 
as led m Germany and elsewhere, to an undue disparagement of 

Wundt s achievement. His utilization of materials alfoXl 
upon by the evolutionists has unfairly counted against him To be 

dsm m JeSin°f Wh°/.y escaPe the PitfaIls of evofutionary schema 
sm, particularly m his attempts at popularization • nevertheless 

Fo“iir'hmoca,!,han »f ** sfi 

Z ’ll t" °J c4,im sy"'hesis 
Moreover, the constantemnh * T TdeveIoPmental sequences, 

j constant emphasis he lays on the inters 
motives and purposes and the “ transvaluation of values ’?^ 
erates a pattern more complicated/and yet ^ n closer on eh g£ 
happenings as they actuals took place than fhTt m ^ u 
social evolutionists per se Finallv^his t.rac.ed b7 *he 

him from positing a rigid'seuuS of ’ Ti” 

rent regularities of human developmenthe held to8?. r " "T’ 
logical rather than historical character hL// , be of Ps>'cho~ 
are of necessity unique; their eLera rr'aS Y-1Ca‘ T?S 1!“* 
«cmplificati0„ of ’ w f " S;[horn their 

pr^iSesT8’tha 

vis social evolutionism was ; Uj s extreme caution vis-a- 

distrust, in academic circles at Sms/of 
ralism with which evolutional rWt*1 * th Phll°s°phical natu- 

caution was open-armed enthus^asm^5 S-° comPatibIe- Tbis 
the exceedingly critical anti n *■ v ?wever>in comparison with 
helm Dilthey 1833—19! r ynaturallstlc attitude adopted by Wil- 
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n't,* v.i*ilUant philosopher, successor of Lotze at Berlin and 
. . cj^rngi is famous for his attempt to establish the 

antagonist of S^mf ' - haften) on a basis different from 

r1 A^V^- the problem of human 

nineteenth “ f«p9r^„tatiy«. Upon the found- 

S?n horded by this vitalism, this Lebensphilosophte Dxlth^ 

erected his “ geistesmssenschaftliche psychology, an ^s i 
erectea ni y the methodological considera 

clncreS‘Leatchee in the soda! sciences for wh.ch 

hTVr°DMieykth«" is no cleavage between ™nd '“jl 

mind is organic to natare.and ^bodied mind 

mate unit of social life, man himseW> 1 DSVchophysical entity 
nor a fortuitous concourse of atoms, he is p y P Y ; 
• nor^Llv linked with the world of nature, animate ana man 
inseparably iinfcea wim is t of him. 

n:UnC;itehoef man’s oneness. wiJnature^the natural sdenoes 

are quite different from ^soan^1^^ electron 0r the quan- 
constructs^;/«n«toryultim , h bstractions from the 
turn, which in some degree, at lease, * his 
“raw data” The social scientist, on. the other hand,. 

understandable ultimates irect y^m i ^ ^ abstractjons> hut 

manifestations of human life. T ^ experienced bring with 

aspects of ultimate reality its , . \s all-persuading 

them a sense of immediacy an P™ unshakeable. ‘ We explain 
and a conviction of knowledge that sociai sciences.” 14 
in the natural sciences; we understand of 

Social Science JZ considered, can 
social relations, both statically a . y the^social scientist is 
be understood only to the degree m whmh the it. 

prepared by native endowment an P cannot be imparted 

There is no substitute for insrght, “d‘rtisk ap- 

by the methods of natural science. must in some sense 
proaches alone can yield valid resu • which he is en- 

“ live himself into ” (nachleben) even q , wben he achieves 

deavoring to understand, and t is e , . m he, with their 

identification, partial and te“P°r^y ■ is impossible to identify 
key values and meanings. Clearly, it is imp ion of 

oneself with everything to be found ma■ eC™lection. Here 
social and cultural life; there must necessarily be select 
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again the relation to the social scientist himself is determinincr- 
what he selects is what he regards as meaningful. Hence, savs 

ilthey, there can be no valid sociology of the objective, Com 

tean natural-science type; the understanding of personal and so’ 
aetal life is an endless task that shifts to ever new and high£ 

acQute0sftheSSnar>S ^ ^ tlStuin 1uestion subjectively 
acquires the capacity to understand at these levels. Understand^ 

^ dlSS°Ciated from the Particular “ I ” that under- 

It should be noted here that the " geisteswissenschaftliche nsv- 
chology sponsored by Dilthey is not wholly devoid of resem- 
lance to the kind of psychology upheld by DeRoberty and like 

advocates of the bio-social hypothesis, by Durkheim and T™ 

it ” th'T thatFS0Cl/°^ is diMlr ^ on biology 
ther than psychology. For them psychology is a concrete de 

scriptive science dependent on the abstract1social^ sciences^and 
particularly upon sociology, for its explanatory principles In 
fact, it might well be called psycho-sociology, or something simi 

lar m order to indicate its place in the structure of the scfences 

Diltheya^rfeiE^V "h P°int °f resemMa”“ between 
ob.S tYAhoWever' we ha« ”0 intention of 

D curing fundamental differences. After all, Dilthev’s insist-™^ 

on aest etic sophistication, on vividness of description (An 
schauhchkeit), and on evaluation^ re-living of events and efas 
puts him many removes from the matter ^ e^a,s 
whom he has just been comnared POSI'™ts with 

and a Roman,L artist at,hi ™ °f aU “ arti* 

so tu‘rs“efst Lzi:f^TL7MoTeri s®** iaM 
and his frequent assertions *■ th ln sPlte bls Vltalism 

sharp line between nature and mind” Wund^ ^ * 
also stressed th^ cleavao-p Kpfxrr ^ .nc/l as we ^ave seen, 
five synthesis. g WCen the tWO m his Pri™ple of crea- 

Dil^ey,Asserting that thTr)61”' J*8 faI.IenSed both Wundt and 

naturaland the ^ 
enters is logicallv mipctio m 1 j P01,nt wbere tbe human mind 

will be recalled that WpT ^ methodologically useless. (It 

:x;* is neces- 
the realm of the psychical as it is in that of the physical. 
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T , _ure the achievements of the physical sciences surpass 

T° b fil ethical but this is simply a difference of degree, 

be notably diminished or even 

*hThyereThowever, a genuine contrast between two 1ty* 
■ „ < \ the naWral-scientific; and (2) the historical The 

science.( ) lization at nomothetic laws; the second, at 

^ vi iiliratfon at idiographic description. One attains its gen- 
individualization, at 1 g r empirically experienced into 

eralizations by ’ f, " "rPe, ‘ ; Jy simple and uni- 

mres ’ The other achieves its individualizations y 
tures. X rnntext of larger wholes or otherwise 

5 “ ^tratinvthdr uniqueness and no ^duplicable ramifications, 
demonstrating th J; i l hole js considered in its con- 
Further, when a given historical whole it is not 
nections with another, more inclusive hlstor*ca* w*f the varietv- 
therebv assigned a niche in a classificatory schema of the variety 

Ljrrpnm varietv as in certain of the natural sciences On the 
species-genus variety, ain> perpetually distinguish- 
contrary, it becomes an individualize , nr 7 resnect 
If of a new individualized whole which is m every respect 
able part ot a new , f the less inclusive wholes 
as unique and unrepeatabl dress Romanticism 
comprised in it.17 Once more, in still another dress, Korn 

steps forth- , , natural sciences and history, more- 
The antithesis between the natur The historian 

over, is not between the aostra in determining which 
must abstract from the full empiric J -d e(f as his- 

complexes of personages are 
torical wholes and which °f the many determ ^ im_ 

to be regarded as worthy of attention. Reah J JLtructs by 

mediate experience is transmuted into There is always 

the historian as well as by the natura s * t meaningful- 
selection, and it always takes place with regard to me g 

ness, or better, to significance. . • determined by the 
Selection in terms of historical significance em(J cul. 

relevance of the particular asPe^ c historian must evaluate 
tural value. This does not mean t . , with the degree 

by calling this good and thatJ* value is furthered or 
to which the reahzation of th Pto ^ BismarCk was a 

checked. It is possible,_ for examp , J Qf the German 

significant personality in relation t . at,proving either 
state, considered as an ultimate value, tntet Tprovmg 

of Bismarck or of the doctrine of sta e*sup 
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There may eventually be a science of history, says Rickert but 

it will not follow the pattern of the natural sciences. If sociology 

aspires to be a natural science, then it must relinquish all claim 

to the establishment of “ historical laws.” The very essence of 

history is individualization, and where individualization reigns 
generalization cannot.18 So Rickert. S ’ 

/Beginnings of Systematic Sociology as such: Tonnies, — Let us 
now turn for a time to more strictly sociological writers The 

history of social thought makes at least one thing fairly clear: it 

is exceedingly difficult to say when any specific trend actually 

began. We must have landmarks on our journey, however, and 

Tdnnie^ ST TT" 1° -°- Tter than choose Ferdinand 
Tonnies (1855-1936) as the initiator of that type of sociologi- 

ciolo^ yS1S WhlCh HaS reCentIy been ehnstened systematic so- 

Tdnnies is interesting for at least two things. First, he paid 

ittle attention, if perusal of his chief writings affords any ground 

LZdZ’dTlhe,meth0?”1°gic*l controversies refunding 

.. Z! J 7 hlS y0Mh,;Sec0nd’tis most work 
• ltten while he was still a young man; the plan of his 

Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft dates from 1880-1881, and the 
first edition from 1887. 

edition ba°D°DkealS/eCentIy enj°^da tremendous vogue; the eighth 
PP ared in 1935 and has been reprinted since then 

toZhTlnJv/Z G/ellsch/ is, devoted, aSPthe title indicates,’ 
the analysis of community” and “society,” terms which 

NolafM USCS t0 dm0te SOciaI structures such as are found in the 

urbantZTon S!od,er °°e-h"nd “d,'he higUy accessibIe 

ZSSifW « only in their wrings b„”?venTn the 
devoted f-n “ fnlt 1 „ ^ , & ms- a section is frequently 

We have already calkd^ZoZortf11" 'b LZ" Soclolo8>'-” 
has exercised Jn several TZ1 to the marked mfluence Tonnies 

wort.) Inseparably hS d Lid, .“‘C 1° the Prcsent 
of social structure .'c JT/ • • tilIS ,dlstinction between forms 

personality intZfF esenwilleZTK^ 'T .VoIitional asPect* of 
and arbitrary will. Thfs s Tnf Kurmlle> lf" .mt0 essential will 
some idea of the emr>; • i • ,™er? sc^olastic word-juggling: 

he gained by calling attend lmP lcaJlons of the dichotomy can 

tiily tqnSToar.r,“iaal! ‘ 
of existing social 5 determined acceptance 

8 ocial arrangements, whereas KurwiUe corresponds 
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,0 calculating choice dictated by egocentric considerations that 

lion it establishes between personality and social s'™ctur^b“ 
anticipating Baldwin, Cooley, Durkheim, Mead, and ^ number 

oSne 0” olmJTc.hlf, Ji Gescllschaft'Us drafted It mU 
lo be recalled that Lindner's Herbartian socal psycholo^ had 
anneared in 1871. Whatever the influences on Townes s folk , 
sociology” may have been, however, there can be little: doubt 
that Karl Marc had a great deal to do with h's aea 

society and of competition in Das Kafital i 
lute exposure of the seamier sio.es o r r u ues 
everted an iniuence on Tonnies second only to that of Hobbes, 
S whose“ war of each against all ” he had early become fa- 
"hc wrote a numbfr of important treat.ses ending 
thf. contained in Gememschaft und Gesellschajt, as wei 
several^otherswhich do not derive directly from this source 

His influence on German sociology hasbeen so ^ be 
it is difficult to single out any one disciple or school X 

regarded as representative, although eRP<^SS1erSSTTe]3erle 22 prom 

iQ2i to the late summer of 1933 . 7 f 
nlw ithact Deutsche Gssellschaft fur Sozsolojn. 

,tke S,ui, ofjke Ferns of 
tribution that Tonnies made to German sociology x y -te 

be of great significance, but althoug ^ is ^ • |Jience as an 

self-contained, he did very *a*k fell to Georg Simmel 
independent academic discipline. forensic gifts 
(1858-1918), a philosopher whose 
eventually made him the most popu ar Jewish ancestry, 
of Berlin in spite of the handicap imposed5il 

He possessed a keenly analytical an 1,? ^T)ecupar;tv of being 
deed, Simmel’s first writings mam es P. . £ to reveal 
more analytical than constructive, and ^ be_ 

any positive standpoint’ o£ ^1S °Wdefi^ition aid construction of 
gan to devote his efforts to th with ^ inclusive 
a variety of sociology m striding j r the name of 
systems of cosmic philosophy put forward under the name 
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sociology by Schaffle and similar encyclopedists. The way in which 
he effected a separation of sociology from social philosophy, the 
philosophy of history, and allied methods of dealing with social 
life was to concentrate on the modes of social interaction, on the 
manner in which human beings associate and dissociate. His re¬ 
searches along these lines extended from 1890 to about 1910, 
although a distinct ebb in his interest seems to have set in at 
approximately the period when his chief sociological work, Sozi- 
ologie: Untersuchungeniiber den Formen der Vergesellschaftunq 
was finally published in book form (1908). After this time' 
aesthetics and metaphysics claimed his attention almost exclu¬ 
sively, but he had already done enough to start sociology on its 
way to acceptance as a social science coordinate with the others.23 

He was able to do this because of the sharp delimitation he 
succeeded in establishing, a delimitation ostensibly based on the 
Kantian antithesis between “ form ” and “ content,” but actu¬ 
ally of a different character. For Simmel, the forms of sociation 
are simply those uniformities of human interaction that occur 
in social groupings of widely varied nature and in conjunction 
with diverse purposes. For example, the social phenomena of 
supraordmation and subordination appear in ecclesiastical or¬ 
ganizations, criminal gangs, associations of business men, and 

Tte highly discrePant purposes or ends of ac¬ 
tion held in view by the members of these markedly different 
groupings make up the “ content ” of the behavior in question, 
and this content is proper object-matter for the student of reli- 
gion and theory, the criminologist, the economist, or the mili¬ 
tary tactician. The sociologist, on the other hand, considers the 
highly variable content of human interaction only in order that 

e may discover the relatively invariable forms. A few of the 
topics dealt with by Simmel will further illustrate his meaning : 

The Intersection of Social Circles “The Number of Mem- 
rs as Determining the Form of the Social Group ”; “ Secrecy 

and the Secret Society ”; and “ The Sociology of th£Stranger ” 

‘-S 5°ss!b^’Said Simme1' isolate “nifoLities 

dent o£ histor!cai and cutarai 

foiS^an^r^f rCgda[ideS of faction Simmel termed 
sociology ” to the 

because nf fK 6 ' ^ name ^as ^een exceedingly unfortunate 
lo^c H^lvheKerr0ne°uS connotations ^ evokes, e.g., formal 

u«d^”e 
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■_ to eauate his exclusion of content, in the special meaning 
attached to that term, with “ emptiness.” Ergo, say these writers 
?Lmers sociology is a hollow shell; the warm, pulsing life of 
society is to be sought elsewhere. Now the amazing thing abou 
£Fs Work is precisely his ability to lend color and move¬ 
ment to the most abstract type of sociological analysis; there is 

far more content in his sociology, using that term m lts °*dl"a l 
meaning, than is to be found in the work of many if not most of 

B AfS'same time, it cannot be denied that Simmel’s sociology 
has many defects, chief of which are its unsystematic chara£teJ 

[ts use of an illustrative rather than a truly coraPar^ve.^fnh"t 
and its lack of emphasis — the unimportant is dealt with m mi¬ 
nute detail, and Simmel’s delight in subtleties and nuances of 
meaning buries his main points under the resulting sediment. As 
Wiese puts it, “ From his numerous theories of the mamfo 
ToZt oTsociation^there has arisen no unifying theory of socia- 

tion and its forms. 0 7 t nrv»ic 
The Hibernation and Sudden Emergence of Soao/qp. 

concludes our hasty survey of psycho-sociology and sociology 
during the period before the World War. To be sure a numb^ 
of the writers of whom we shall speak had defi J f 
themselves with the sociological movement at least as early a 
the founding of the Deutsche Gesellschaftfur S°™logu in 909, 
and several, notably Max Weber and Sombart, were already 

widely recognized at that time. But an ere 1 . 
factor — this recognition was accorded theP a*. ^ j, se. 
exponents of other social sciences not as 
quence was that the distraction of public mterest by 
the general delay in publication made many persons th 
sociology as a mushroom growth, cultivated by dext ^ P 

oTsudX ^Tgfnce was intensified by the 

nJ“w ^nd^he'Dlta^Mo^archyTth^fratning 

to power, the Spartacist revolt, and. tie f^me h the mill 
Movement. Topics that had long before runt™f“ f the 
of public discussion in other countries beca™e f 
hour in post-war Germany and Austria, an rnfessors^0f philos- 

' Questions not even the hitherto omniscient professors ol pnuo 

Tphy andthe^ 
swers. Sociologists, spurious and genuine, eg 
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respectful hearing. The most prominent, for the time at least 
were Werner Sombart, Max Weber, Ernst Troeltsch, Alfred 
Weber, Othmar Spann, Max Scheler, Alfred Vierkandt, and 
Leopold von Wiese. In addition to these professorial sociolo¬ 
gists we must mention Oswald Spengler, whose “ morphology of 
world-history” (discussed in Chapter Twenty) is undeniablv a 
sociological treatise, whatever one may think of its validity. 7 

Sombart and Interpretative Sociology. — This brilliant writer, 
known in the United States primarily as an economist, began 
to develop sociological leanings early in his career. Strongly in¬ 
fluenced by Marx and the historical school, he executed a num¬ 
ber of amazingly penetrating studies in the sociology of eco¬ 
nomics, among them his famous Der Bourgeois (translated as 
The Quintessence of Capitalism), Die Juden und das Wirtschafts- 
leben, and Luxus und Kapitalismus.28 These specialized studies 
really constitute Sombart’s greatest claim to sociological emi¬ 
nence, but the sheer size and sweep of his socio-economic treatise 

er moderne Kapitalismus, has led many people to deal with 
im as if he were a man of one book, and hence to lose sight of 

other examples of his sociological method. Sombart’s basic soci¬ 
ological approach is difficult to isolate or characterize, but some 

■JU°“iOT' “ "hkh “■* 

in our'Icien^rw^ °l “ understanding ” the most important 

bHn cXtAi - reaS°n rt IS " CultUral science‘ A11 opera¬ tion m cultural science strives toward “ understanding ” i e toward 
knowledge from within outward TV,» i • s , ’ rowara 
can onhf« Jr7 >? outwarcl.- 1 he natural sciences, on the contrary, 

scientific socl ? ^ 1;6'’ mUf lnfer mner states from outer- All truly 
scientific sociology strives to become “ understanding ” socioloav What 
we do not “understand” is either philosophy, in the seTse of meta 
physics, or crude science. ... eta' 

vii!daIi™»UaI1 '* ,ri!'thin8 lT ,hari unPardonable intellectual pro- 

5S&? “ r "vr ^strioi”ed ? ,he 
ture Such V n na^ural science to the phenomena of cul- 

S nai sconce? a, SeSm t0K,haVe ** ddusion ** ** methods of 
a matter of Sct tT T * We US to arrIve at “true ” knowledge. As 
Trnowu/ • / th Sltuat1011 IS precisely the reverse: we have “true” 
knowledge insofar as we “understand ”• I * „„„ , , , . . , 

• <aii> is - “m,“d 

whlreh™*11 ” his valid economic 1’ where maintains that the only 

“ understanding nr^ I* hat e^eCted ?n the basis afforded by 
g interpretative sociology. In a book review 
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of this work, Robert E. Park has stated Sombart’s position as 

follows: 

Looking at a chess game in operation, observing it ^ ^ 
+ *1 rLnomenon one may discover how, in general, the different 

“ L t be oxS'ed to move. If one is ingenious «nd pattern enough 
Jbie to calculate, within limits, what the result of a cert.m 

jle 7 , V>ut never be able to find out as long as he 
hneo p ay ^J * jb objectively, that is, in mathematical and sta- 
SS term! Se A upon the chess board, just what 
the game is about or what the different players are trying to ^c?“P..caj 
The Wesen of a chess game, as Sombart would jsm e , ^ Qnce 

with the general rules can be understood 

quite apart from the specific P»rP and tactics of every indi- 

^HlavTas weffas the general plan and purpose of the game be¬ 

come intelligible only when one understands what each playe^L^each 
SSeve. The general purpose is common to bod, players, though 

has his own individual notion of how to play to wm. . - - 

To understand a thing In this sense is to take a^**' reason, 

the purpose, and, ”^ 'S',Iunderstand a language, not cultural complex. We understand a tool a composed, nor of 

by descriptions of the parts of .®pej* rds are put together, but by 
the rules of syntax which describe how w sPentiments and ideas 
interpreting these formal symbols m terms of the sentiments 

they are intended to express.28 

In Die drei Nationalokonomien, and in several^ of 

runners as well, there is also apparent the^uence tK 

Stammler (1856- ) and Max Scheler 
whom contributed toward the development o 8 . s 

ology.” Except for the 
harts* Stammler s, and Scheler s usag f j Qf the effect 
said that “ noological sociology is simply h J cesses Df 

of the prevailing mentality of a given P^? e ° l sesPcarried out 
social life, and hence is closely similar to the analyses 

hy Granet, Max Weber, and others. , , • ncj filling 

Recently Sombart has ^1,^0 GM, ^ hfs not been 

surrounding German 

int/ellectual life under Hitler. _ Mnv Weber.'— 

tl^'idVa of understand- 
/Another sociologist who has made use Me ubiq. 
ing, albeit in a more cautious and less dogmatic w y. 
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uitous Max Weber (1864-1920). Indeed, it was he who gave 
the first outstanding example of its application in his famous 
study, Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kat>italismu<• 

(first version i9o*-i9o5),- and who also published the S 
article attempting to define and show the further possibilities 
of this kind of sociology.30 So great has been Weber’s influence 
that practically all present-day German sociology directly or 
indirectly makes use of concepts he formulated, among them his 
well-known definition of social action: ° 

Action ... . denotes that type of human conduct (overt or covert 
passive or active) to which a meaning is assigned by the acting person 
or persons. “ Social ’’ action differs from this in that it is carried out ac- 
cording to the intention of the acting person or persons, with reference 
to the behavior of others and is oriented toward the behavior of those 
others throughout its course.31 

•(It^USt^r\gra?ted’ !\°Wever’ that in sPite of the precise mean¬ 
ing that Weber himself attached to each word in this definition 

i( in ,heir in- terpret it m ways that are sometimes quite discrepant.) 

We have already discussed Max Weber’s use of the ideal- 
typical method in historical sociology; hence we shall not devote 

that lXx^Wlf ^re‘ Tt SC-mS necessar7> however, to point out 
that Max Weber s conception of understanding led him to use 
an ideal type in his sociology that has evoked some criticism 
This type is framed with the aim of embodying in it the greatest 

raii°naUy ^ °" 
a P-iven cb-6 T'USt 5? dlscover what conduct would be rational in 
tnrW ? bef°re ,non'ratlonaI Actors preventing or dis- 

miZlS be ermined- Thi. emphasis on “ the 

Weber’s Toll ^lcd -° ^ .un3ustified criticism that Max 

have been willfully wll hlSf express denials °[ this 

of his most minninJ^S^?,firef0re ^ at kngth °n£ 

and regularides'of s^auence ”,°r TC0Vfrt” manifests patternings 
jeqq tViP ^ ,nce as a other happenings. Neverthe- 
othersl one imomt ^ reguIaritjes of human conduct differ from all 
interpreted in thp -f p** resPect: alone may be “ understanding^” 

ril? T' 0,.th' ,em Now all i.K,- 

raliorent 1,|™ a“r‘ 

7 variable, the mere fact that a particular interpretation is un- 
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usually plausible is no warrant of its empirical accuracy. Instances of 
conduct which, externally considered, run the same course and produce 
the same effects may be based upon extremely diverse motives, and of 
these possible motives or constellations of motives the one which is most 
“ understandable ” (and therefore plausible or self-evident) is not nec¬ 

essarily the one actually operative. _ 
Hence it cannot be too strongly emphasized that any understand¬ 

ing ” of or insight into the conduct in question must be carefully verified 
by the customary methods of causal inference before it can be raised 
to the rank of a valid “ understandable explanation.” The greatest de¬ 
gree of self-evidence attaches to interpretation in terms of rational 
purpose (zweckrational). Conduct may be termed rationally purposeful 
when it is completely centered upon means subjectively. viewed as ade¬ 
quate for the attainment of ends subjectively conceived to be un¬ 

ambiguous.32 

The last sentence perhaps requires comment and illustration. 
Objectively conceived, the means chosen to attain a given end 
may be wholly inadequate, and the end itself may be self-contra¬ 
dictory, hut so long as the person or persons in question believe 
the means to be sufficient and the end to be definite, the conduct 
must he called rationally purposeful. For example, a military 
leader may count upon the certainty and value of victory as the 
end he pursues, and may shape his means, his military tactics, 
accordingly; his conduct is rationally purposeful even though de¬ 
feat is certain and victory useless*— objectively. In other words, 
Max Weber insists that the sociologist must assume the stand¬ 
point of the subject as a necessary step in the achievement of un¬ 

derstandable explanation.” 
In laying stress upon rationally purposeful conduct Max 

Weber does not, however, deny that a large measure of in¬ 
telligibility also attaches to ordinary emotional processes and 
the influences they usually exert upon ourselves and others. There 
may be emotional “ understanding.” _ This of course does not 
mean that all conduct is equally intelligible: ecstatic states, mys¬ 
tic experiences, the inner lives of children, and above all, certain 
psychopathic conditions are at least partially closed to us. But, 

says Weber: 

For the empirical disciplines the “ understandable ” has elastic limits. 
... The “ abnormal ” as such is not beyond the bounds of intelligibil¬ 
ity. ... One need not be Caesar to understand Caesar. . . . Un tne 
other hand, there are many ordinary, “normal” psychical processes 
lacking in that peculiar qualitative self-evidence from which under¬ 
standing ” derives. Quite as opaque as many psychopathologicai proc- 
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esses are the sudden transitions from one plateau of learning to anni-fc* 
Consequently the social sciences must deal with such determinable bu; 
non- understandable psychical regularities in exactly the same wav 
as they deal with the “ laws ” of physics. ^ Sam wa^ 

. $e foreg°ing it is apparent that in spite of the high decree ^ 
intelligibility attaching to interpretation in terms of rational Durnose > 
is not m any sense the goal of sociological explanation Indeed the 
knowledge we possess concerning the predominance of non-rational fac 
tors such as emotions and moods . . . makes it possible to sav rhL , 
exactly opposite goal might be quite as easily reached.33 7 * 

Here it is apparent that Max Weber explicitly disavows am, 
conception of man as a “ rational animal,” as Homo ratZnaliJ 
In the same context, however, he points out that ideal tvoes in' 
corporating rational conduct are often of the hiahe!t ^ 
strictly sociological analysis, sohich in sptof 

Method is no, ,0 he confused orith psychoC. 

Avoidance of Value-Judgments. — Weber drew man n,' 
methodological leads from Rickert snrl many of his 

conception of ■■ relevaSto vate^ Si seSn^?/-8 t 

- z:ls determi"ed * **■“atrtzzzz 
/ val"e-system- 

of possible 01 ?“ ““WpMty 
Max Weber to grant so much 7n S ^ Wf !t Posslble for 
to champion the cause nf , / ftlVISm and at the same time 
Parsons puts it!*6 ““ °£ ^ Pledge? Or, as 

so that “knoJIfd^ relativistic circle 

of the saentist, an egression of his valuation^ IwZutZ™ V*'UeS 

T* ™ “ «« «« i, 

the fogtcal, universal elements in huthonX fr°m 

isolated by sifting out the sdLtist’InT a°d k Can be 
fore possible to uphold a certain tvn k^S,and disl'kes- If [s there¬ 
at the same time to maintain , blstoncal relativism and 

scended under certain circumstances Ind JdativjS“ Can be tran‘ 
In order to achieve thN tv and for certain purposes. 

scientist must renounce all exST °* universaIity> however, the 
cease posing as the hivh nrSi Pensions. He must 

^ problem! Further *Tlal Kfe’ wkh answers to 
’ thC Ia>TOan “ust be taught not to expect 
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more from science than it can legitimately offer. If anyone ap¬ 

proaches science in the expectation of receiving solutions for his 

most urgent problems, says Weber, he is mistaken and he will 

be sorely disappointed. All that science can teach it teaches in 

the conditional form: If you wish to produce this particular 

effect, then you must use these particular means. Whether the 

effect’ is desirable as a goal, however, science cannot decide, it 

can however, do something else: it can discover that the means 

which must be used produce certain secondary effects that may 

not have been considered when the goal was chosen But whether 

these unexpected 
nal intention, or whether the intended effect is so desirable that 

the secondary consequences seem comparatively negligible 

here again is a problem that science cannot decide. . 
Why? Because, as Weber goes on to say, the values involved 

cannot be quantitatively measured, and if they conflict, they 

cannot be reconciled by proportional mixture. Moreover, no 

hierarchy of values fixing qualitative ranks for the 
of irreconcilable human preferences has yet been accepted by 

mankind, and there seems no likelihood of such acceptance in 

the foreseeable future. The conflict between values can be de¬ 

cided only by an arbitrary choice which is ukimateiy based on the 

kind of person the chooser happens to be and the culture in wh 

he has been molded. . , • 
Max Weber shows with the accuracy of the scientist what sci¬ 

ence can and cannot do. First, it can supply the technical instru¬ 

ments for the realization of purposes. Second, it: can 

reveal more thoroughly the exact spot where111 * ho "Xt 
lies. Third, it can analyze the structure of decisions “d*h°w 
irrational or non-rational factors swing the balance that n , 

vital decisions are not and cannot be based on_ reason. Inso far 

as the scientist is a genuine scientist, he have to Sdkst 
himself and others, that those decisions on w ic . 

sense depends cannot be finally made by science. normative 
he will have to grant, says Weber, that science has no normative 

VaTb-y‘ f does not mean that the scientific sociologist is This of course does not mean rnat uc 
barred from dealing with values as data, ey 
focus of the sociological lens. It does mean, however, datheM 

barred from judging the ethical rightness or w^onS ^ 
conduct He mav sav in effect: If such conduct continues, the so 
dal Structure wltJ’which it occurs will be destroyed But ^ 

may „o> say: You must stop such couduct because ,t will destroy 
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the social structure of which you are a member. Perhaps it 
good thing that it should be destroyed, or perhaps it is had L* 
sociologist as sociologist has no valujudgment to make^ ^ 

We should also note, however, that Max Weber never denied 
he sociologist the right of asking what function a given process 

etc., serves within a given structure He mw S P cess> 

ety seek to determinf what functionaYvaTue^ha. nJ^ ^ 
the mamtenence of that structure; i.e. he mav iniP”/” m 
evaluations of functional appropriateness ” tn eTX7mcYc(:ive 
phrase. This is not value-judgment; in stating the fact J1•! 

de corPs 18 eS8ential to an efficient regiment Sfor examnU P 
not committed either to approval fr to condemnSion "t T 

military virtues ” or the ends military oreSl! f h" 

In barring value-judgments to the sodXa st Y VCS-, 
sociological capacity, however, Max Weber did nnT ^ St,nctly 
sivity or indifference. His own life as oolitic!1-h■' f Couns!1 Pas- 
shows clearly that it is possible tl d • \hmker and doer 
and vl • • PosslC,Ie to differentiate between analwdc 
and action without injury to either To bp • analysis 

not wholly compartmentalize h,Wlf5f f’ he SCientlst can- 
phrenia. His he ™S.hes to avoid schizo- 

fering with and contributing to his function ** contl"ualIy inter¬ 
personality, and vice versa He is tn b as r®unded> human 

reciprocal relation doe^not hold but that ^ “ faCt’ if this 

Shru %?£***? ^‘t“S.cannot “d 
Web«r's position °£ M“ 

to give the impression that the idog^n “f’ f°d ^ f° ^ WI§h 
judgments ” is all that snnlAi lgn, Freedom from value- 
Max Weber. He has provided^ ^ so“a^ sciences owe to 
other methods, tools 0Pf ^ m°dJn research with so many 

cannot even begin to list therr|SISlI a TxrStec* resu^ts? that we 
acknowledged L W ^ 

German sociologists™?;” HnaV? ? ^ ^ 
influence, although probahlv Y Y ^ intensive study, and his 
many and Austrfa, ts likeb/to hp^ m contemporary Ger- 
other countries. ^ come increasingly important in 

history of Ermt 'TrSisch ~ The f”losoPl'y °f 

rejected tppes - in Chapter ClZtuLTZl 
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take to assume from this that so eminent an author could be so 
summarily dismissed. Troeltsch marched side by side with Max 
Weber in several fields. For example, he attacked the extreme 
historical relativism against which Weber also protested; in Der 
Historismus und seine Probleme (vol. I, 1922) he surveyed the 
whole range of “ historicist ” doctrines, and effectively punctured 
many of them. Unfortunately, Troeltsch died before he could 
rnmnlete the second volume of Der Historismus; in it he planned 
to set forth his own constructive theory. Again,_ Troeltsch pro¬ 
vided a mass of corroborative detail for the Calvinism-capitalism 
thesis that Max Weber’s activity in other fields did not give him 
time to supply. Moreover, Troeltsch worked out in detail certain 
fundamental differences between the branches of Protestantism, 
notably Lutheranism and Calvinism, at which Weber had been 

able only to hint. A sample of Troeltsch’s cogent analysis should 

be quoted: 

Things are not simple in this matter. ._. . Thus when Luther calls 
men to be “ diligent in their calling,” it is viewed as a Christian justifica¬ 
tion for profit-seeking, which will have received a great impetus from 
this justification. In taking this view one forgets that this vocation-doc¬ 
trine had already been Catholic doctrine for a long time under the guise 
of the graded contribution of all workers to the purposes of society 
imposed by the law of nature. For Luther only the monastic limitations 
dropped away, and this strengthened the secularizing o prince ^ 
erty and the rational economic policy of governments. Above all it is 
forgotten that the Protestant idea of a “ calling in the Lutheran sens 
corresponds closely to a conservative, class-organized society. ep 
each man in his class and bade him expect only protection ofhfeanda 
minimum subsistence from the authorities, while suffering wi P 
the unrighteousness of the world. It is the same traditional attitude to¬ 
wards life that Catholicism prescribed. It is least of all a spur to the up 

ward movement of modern economic me. * * * . . r • 
On the other hand, Calvinism has much greater importance m this 

matter. Here, as in politics, it is a force standing c oser c> , 
life. . . . This has recently been demonstrated by Max Weber, who 

attacking the great problem of present economic history —thf °}= 

nature and origin of capitalism has raised the ques 10^v.tem Wlth- 
lectual, ethical, and philosophical presuppositions o y ' „t 
out a certain intellectual basis such a system cannot achieve 
Or as Sombart expresses it, in dealing with the same problem: I he great 

mass of those who carry it on, and especially its oun ers, 
a certain economic attitude as well as external stimu 1, compu > 
drives. From the capitalistic system there is to be distinguished the 

“ capitalistic spirit ” without which the former would never have 

tained its power over the mind. . . . 
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This spirit, according to Weber, did not come of itself with industrial 
inventions, the discoveries, and profits of trade. It did not develop in 
the money economy of the later Middle Ages, in the capitalism of the 
Renaissance, and. in Spanish colonization, for here it had to fight and 
conclude compromises with a counteracting spirit, the Catholic-nurtured 
conscience. Hence he has formed the conjecture, in view of the fact that 
capitalism, did flower upon Calvinistic soil, that the Calvinist relivio- 
ethical spirit , was of special importance for the development of this 
capitalistic spirit. With penetrating scrutiny he shows how it is precisely 
the Calvinistic asceticism which produced not so much capitalism as its 
prerequisite spirit, and formed the basis upon which its unnatural ex¬ 
pansion took place. . . . On the basis of this economic attitude the early 
capitalism of the Huguenots, the Dutch, the English and Americans7 
arose, and it is yet visibly associated with it in America and Scotland 
and among English Dissenters in the period of “high capitalism” The 
various pietistm and Anabaptist groups influenced by Calvin sm hav 
nurtured the same attitude. 

Weber’s demonstration is in my judgment successful, although one 

asceticSm warPhaS1Zt fT T01^7 that this spedal sort of reformed 
in Sstem F, rrPP° , ty th?, particular conditions of business life 
in western Europe, and especially by the exclusion of the Dissenters 

Poshion^/T^th1111 fr°m P°Iltlcal cuIture- In like manner the traditional 
LTduerotVTvT ¥* S?PporteTd the economic decline of Ger- 
manydue to the Thirty Years’ War. It is, however, clear that the con- 
ribution of Protestantism to modern economic development is not due 
o Protestantism as a whole, but to Calvinism, Pietism and ?he sects 
n even m their case it is indirect and was not intentional.86 ’ 

We do a certain injustice to Troeltsch, however, in considering 

t::TuTwTdf°i^ the0Ty oalyin 
22Ans^l was an ori8inal think- of high 

' eCdeSia (^ich he 
proved a"d 46 sect' This <Mn«L ha! 
based upon it demonstrate' In m‘mero“ m0'Mgraphic studies 
follows: demonstrate. In essence Troeltsch proceeds as 

eoi'entldve’S" * Predominantly 

He, and profe"5ly“2S “1“ "th Si' !'C"lar »'P“'8 rf 
from among them LbeT,loa,l‘T' U' “C°m' ^ °« 
the genuine ecclesiastic; “Force them to m”° ? “'• ‘r,thf 'de0,0g>' o£ 
tenze his thinking The fnllviT , m,t0 c°me in is likely to charac- 

Snf fh thC StatC 3nd the ‘dominant'classes TnTstriy0 7^“' control over every nersrm in i . s;es> anci strives to exercise 

-Hesia; they do not have to jS ^ b°7 i%t° the 
■ • t is therefore a social structure 
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somewhat, although remotely, akin to the nation or the state, and is m 
r° sense elective. Membership in an ecclesia is a necessary consequence 
of birth into a family, folk,. or similar structure, and no special re- 

nuirements condition its privileges. ... . , , . , 
Two main varieties of the ecclesia can be distinguished: Internationa 

snd national. The Catholic Church is the most outstanding example of 
the first, whereas the Lutheran and Anglican varieties illustrate the 

SeCSdThe sect is in marked contrast to the ecclesia. In the first place, 
it is a relatively small structure that has abandoned the attempt to win 
the whole world over to its doctrines; the phrase, Come ye out from 
among them and be ye separate ” is followed literally. It is readily seen 
that the sect is an elective body which one must join m order to become 
a member. At bottom, the sect is exclusive in character, appeals to 
strictly personal trends, and emphasizes ethical demands; it frequently 
requires some definite type of religious experience as a prerequisne of 
acceptance. It therefore attaches primary importance to the religious ex 
perience of its members prior to their fellowship with the sect, to the 
so-called “priesthood of all believers.” It frequently_rejects an official 
clergy, preferring to trust for guidance to lay inspiration rather than to 

theological and liturgical expertness. • 1 r 
In many instances sects are persecuted, but this Pers“° J j 

inforces the separatist and semi-ascetic attitude toward the: world 

herent in the sect as a social structure. At times it refuses P P 
neiem. m l ntKpr resort to force, and 
in the government, at times rejects war and other re*° . . ’ . 
at times seeks to sever as much as possible the bonds wh ch tie it t h 

common life of the larger social structure within which it develop . 

general, the sect prefers isolation to compromise. . . • _ , 
Sects exist in great variety at the present time, butjJ ? ® . h 

fotnd even before the period of ■die Rdornumoa, “ " &£! 
Cathari, the Waldensfans, the Wyctl.ffitee, and oAers. Smce he Ke 
mation of course many such bodies have come into being. Anabaptists, 
Mennonites, Huguenots, Presbyterians, Baptists, and scores o o er 

dot the pages of history.87 

Troeltsch does not add the further useful distinctions of the 

denomination and the cult, but they really gr<™ out ° 
sis. The concepts of ecclesia and sect were mcorP^d in h^s 
massive treatise, Die Soziallehren der chnsthchen Ktrchen und 

GrZenthl first edition of which appeared in 
exerting profound influence on the sociology of 
out the \Vestern world. An English translation 
and it is to be hoped that as this becomes generally known A 

can analyses in this field will not be confined, as they 
now, to preliterate faiths on the one hand and the threadbare 
Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy on the other. 
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Neo-Romantic Universalism: Spann. — The Austrian prophet 
of so-called “universalism,” Othmar Spann (1878- ) traces 
his intellectual lineage as far back as the social philosophers of 
the ancient Orient, notably those of India. His more recent an¬ 
cestry, however, he declares to have been furnished by the mem¬ 
bers of the German Romantic school, and particularly by Adam 
Muller, a sort of German DeMaistre.88 The few mild traces of 
Romanticism we have from time to time noted in the work of 
other contemporary German thinkers pale into nothingness when 
contrasted with the highly-colored doctrines of Spann. 

All of Spann’s sociological thinking is in terms of the antithesis 
between “ individualism ” and “ universalism.” For him, individ¬ 
ualism is a doctrine derived from the French rationalists The 
upholders of this “ Western ” heresy are charged with assorting 
the absolute self-sufficiency of the individual. More, they are 
accused of promulgating the fallacy that society is an artificial 

“Aggregate based upon a contract between these autonomous in¬ 
dividual entities.. Nearly all contemporary German sociologists 
ar.e branded as individualists by Spann, and for good measure 
he places all Marxians in the same elastic category. In this as in 
other respects he has furnished valuable ammunition for the 
Nazis: their condemnation of “ liberal-Marxist ideology” is in 

Spann himselfTlth ^ Neo'Romanticism (a term adopted by 

The universahsts on the other hand, taking seriously Aris- 

S 5“ jhe,rhoIe is. Iogically prior to the part' main- 
if?1!1: individual has reality only as a part of society, from 

ch it follows that although the existence of others is a mere 
accident for individualism, with its “ essential solipsism,” it is a 
vital requisite for the development of human nature according to 
umversahstic doctrine. To quote from an exposition of Spann’s 
teaching by Landheer, one of his most loyal adherents: F 

ori?i'nalT$fpkearJ un^fr®a^sm *s • • • that it finds the first, primary, 

bufin Ihe tnt r/r°“ Wh-Ch %erytlung'Proceeds, not in the individual, 
sS t S°af7\From this ^ follows: (1) that society it- 

he indiv du^ ^ 1 (2) tHat th£ Wh°le is PrimaU, and thus that 

human being cannot develop out of himself, but only in spirimal com! 

Sdls1 k Thh0™6™’ ? mUtUallt7, °f polarIty — " Gezweiung,” as Spann 
worlA an • f ,nece,ssary in order t0 understand that the 
sometibhireke fn!flble Ur*? ?°thing exists without relation to 
Sd cause Snann J 6 Mt blmd Cbancfe but PurP°se governs as the 

nal cause. Spann gives many examples — friendship, love, sociability, 
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the family education, and the like —to show how the human mind 
mmes to expression only in relationship with other minds. He shows 
w we cannot understand the human mind as a spontaneous grow h 
w ll as something created and stimulated into existence, as lumen 
hdelumlie, where another mind is always the igniting torch, the beaming 
light out of darkness, the midwife of the mind, to use_a Socratic gure. 

All mental life exists through the being of others. . . . 

Statin’s Totalitarianism.—Except for the fact that Spann 

arrives at these conclusions about the 
product through a process reminiscent of Thomas Acpnas s 
method rather than of modern empirical science there is lrttle 

with which psycho-sociologists such as James Mark Baldwin, 
Cooley, Mead, Faris, Young, and others could quarrel. Further, 

several of these writers would find themselves in essential agree¬ 
ment with Spann’s theory of society as an organic unity mentally 
constituted, Although they would certainly take issue with h 

anti-naturalistic interpretation of Geist. It is to say the le 
doubtful, however, whether they would follow him in his to¬ 
talitarian deductions from these principles. Here is a relevant 

^ the totality is something superindividual, something whichis 
above" and beyond the individuals, a creative force which does not be¬ 
long to any single member. The totality, therefore, is a J 13 
own account; and so it is most accurate to speak of the objectivity of 

the community or of the whole.40 

Spann also maintains that sociology is necessarily normative 
i e that it cannot avoid value-judgments, because of a principl 
comolementarT to Aristotle's “ the whole is logically prior to 
the part.” This principle is that “ the pcrfcct nccessau^ pre 

cedes the imperfect.” In 
higher than the existence of its members, one compren 

higher stage of perfection, a“<’rt '“i g"“S therefore under- 
of value. In understanding how * we are here 

stands how society ought to he. ( pnninned the so- 
engaged only in the 

ciologist can easily dettym'"^. „ntolo„ical^thical reality, 
crete social structures m which the on™ °£\ • actuaJ. 

society as a totality, should he te®P°™ 7 ^ j^er wJLre Stoat 

p a. follows (we add comments 
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meaning of equality, but of suum cuique, the distributive justice of 

A'k-Stt°tje'£^hlSi.-dea e7eiYone has t0 perform a certain function 
which defines his position m the community, gives society its organic 
character. The performance by the individual of the task he is best 
fitted for gives the highest possible degree of vitality to society. . 
Ihe inequality of functions causes the structure of society Society has 
not the purpose of neglecting existing differences; on the contrary i 
should be a true representation of the unequal natures of men as they 

“ Freedom ” means in the individualistic sense the liberty to be free 
from others, not free to achieve some function. Freedom in the uni 
versahstic sense is only valuable as the possibility to follow the nath 
which gives guidance to the individual, not as isolation. ... P 

Another conception which has little structural value is “ equality ” 

nat?re we d? not observe equality; every part of an organism 
has its special function. ... It is clear that even in the most perfect 

emocracy no such thing as entire equality has ever been realized. . 
But besides the fact that equality cannot be realized, it is not desirable 
according to a umversalistic doctrine of society. The true structural laws 
of society are equality among equals and obedience of those low in the 

different ^*1 thoSe,more highly developed. . . . Between the 
through here h,aS t0 be a CCrtain balance which ^ best realized 
through a hierarchical structure. ... Man is a spiritual being There 

snoi:PiS^'i“d !uct * hie”rehy must be bniit ic“rdi^ “ * 

- Ey7 individual belongs to a certain group. Every group has its place 

“Je sodety. This causes a structure ofTankinVSch S 
parts are given them place. . . . [From this it is easy to see whySpann 
has predilections for dharma and the Hindu caste system.] 

leadership" ThT ^^7 ^ fV*1? which brings the best elements to 
spiritual v,IaI ^ beSt means the leadership of the 
thetOD downfZ? /,7h5hlF:developed individuals. Organization from 

of tbe Nazis] is therefore the only truly 
by admitting« ^oupmgs should be kept open, however, 

“ «■"“*>» (th- leading to 1 

The following ranks, in an ascending scale, may be regarded as the 

To p tSe r “ ^ W worteTa - thTLcTL ' 
workers or artisan! “eans of the community; (2) skilled technical 

(3) industrial and busbes! kadTr^— T°rk?rS °.f the repetitive type; 
of the communing a,-*- v eaders their function is the organization 
of state armv and 1," T ^ecessarFto material existence; (4) leaders 

state, army, and church; (5) spiritual leaders and creators . . 

nomic syste^Propertv to'a stabilization of the eco- 
ystem. Property will be held m feudal tenure, as in the Middle 
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Ages. [Nazi I* 

“uktfd byTw! «i « already d°M todsy “ SOm' Eumpe“ 

Group-ownership would check egotism and develop the m°[e J 
truistic attitude which is a necessity for every higher type of culturj 

Middle Ages were ideal in this regard-Every group which 
The Mlddf ^ w ^ function jn society 0Ught to be subject to 

performs ry individualism and the pursuit of private m- 
severe regu a 1 . mentally highly-developed individuals would 
terests. be l hardship in this system be¬ 

cause they^re Vy nature inclined .0 live in a more spiritual atmosphere 

[Plato’s philosopher-kings in unexpected guise.J. 

Organization of the economic system could take place throug labor 

unions on the one hand 

JSri.rJo™'ty8T«v.^ industry a “Presentation of workers and 
employers ought to be built up wh.ch could be muted tn a central 
body. .. [Guild socialism raises its head here.] 

. • -x* j uA transferred to these social groups. All de- 
■ sCflegarmobUims in each industry should be made by the 

groups functioning in that industry, pe followed a 

dustries could devdopd.n ™> ^“.Xcteate a very 
attern strangely like this.] buch a system k would cause 

Wholesome decentralizing ^fj^^tties Further, the financial regu- 

ought to be given over to them. . • - 

re^industry'mid S^htTo be bTdyln(Sta«<iffAaMr —Hou^of^ta^l^orAe^Ute^on^cu 

activities such as religion, educat o ^ corporative ideas, but the 

Sririo'^S w “ ■“"* “ be 
overlooked.] 

The rich community life which 
of corporations would solve the problems trom wm 

egotistic society suffers. * • * , 

Sociology reveals ,h. 

^ rrss. tst * 
concentration of mankind °n.ec°h°n"‘' ^ay stiff understand the argu- 
existence of indmdualisrrl. Rat^7 fundamentally erroneous char- 
ments advanced m its support, dux 41 
acter has been proved by the course o is ory 
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We have devoted to Spann an amount of space altogether out 

of proportion to his scientific importance because his puerile arcm 

ments show what happens when empirical science, with its free¬ 

dom from value-judgments, is abandoned. But incredible as it 

may seem, “ with the tide of Fascism on the Continent, Spann has 

received fame and recognition. His advocacy of state corpora¬ 

tivism and his teleological absolutism have provided the rationale 

for the politics of the extreme right.” The sociology of knowledge 

has much to gain from a study of cases like that of Othmar 
upann. 

Phenomenology and Scheler. — Neo-Romanticism of a mark¬ 

edly different type was once represented by the erstwhile leader 

of the Catholic intellectuals, Max Scheler (1874—1928). This 

protean personality ran the whole gamut of religious possi¬ 

bilities, from devout Catholic mysticism to a belligeren/anti- 

Cathohc position that bordered on atheism. Similarly, his philo¬ 

sophical system underwent many changes, and had it not been 

for his premature death he might have reversed his original 

postulates. His sociology was always integrally bound up with 

complex metaphysical structures and value-judgments of one or 

SM? huardlZb£ dealt Wlth ProPerl7^ abstraction 

W extent Atfrh1S 1 ^ WC are f0rced to do 80 to a 
, ? f}' At thf vei7 least> however, the general phenomeno- 

mfsCtabe filled011 agamSt Whinh Scheler’S theories are alined 
must be filled in, more especially as it is also essential for the 

comprehension of Vierkandt’s “ formal ” sociology and of Mann¬ 
heim’s sociology of knowledge. 

• Phenomenology is realistic (in the sense of ontological real- 

2a\an?ttTd£"lit origin, it takes its rise from the Austrian psychologist Franz 

aSt (scw8i;?-I7)' This?infcer derivediiom h« «f 
that mind k “ ^ lci®.m’ and Bernhard Bolzano the conception 

prima^Uv d rert1^ n Psychical activity “intends” or is 
m r«rosLdrH d UP°n °h\M5; only sec°ndarily, and as it were 
existorLt’ d°fu reprd ltself The objects thus intended may 

factthat ,hey >“ds th- 

developed ^ f ^ one °f ^rentano’s students, 
this includes jS "f JC?8{ In Meinong’s generalized sense 

thing and thaTwM i^ ^ whicil exists> e‘g- a Physical 
or prcmosidons sub®lsts» such as qualities, numbers, 
to and thought ahn + ^ ta^e®. n anything that can be referred 

ght about, i.e., anything that can be intended. There- 
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(ore even a “ round square,” which can neither exist nor sub- 
,i.t, ou. be dealt with « kbd are 

, °bi'f For example,” the 
founded "P»"“ P dPP„d en - presupposes both “ red and 
difference between red an g J M color.” Consequently 

“ green,” and ” “nly discloses objects which may be non- 
SrlSu:. Ilso grades thise subsis.ent obfects ,n 

‘Xfher^udem ^Brlmano's, Edmund Husser. (.859-.), 

established in view of the 

phenomenological assumption of ^ —f 

‘'“holoCT bicausTof theT'”'^ phenomenological attitude 

P(E\mullu«g) which, in contrasit to the 
taking its object as existent, reduces . • j . the 
taxing j Question of existence is not raised, tne 
consequence is that the quest aspect of the act. As 

object appear^ simp y difference between believing in God 
Perry puts it, It is lute tne ui p , T latter case the 
and thinking of myself as e ^ving Qod becoming only the 
belief is not asserted but simply noted — God becom g 7 

objective component of the act implies that 
The phenomenological tL constituted, 

by knowledge. Herein Husserl dominant in Ger- 
kind, and paridcularly with ology the particular physical 
man scientific circles. For pn _ j.j°Lrpnt in partial aspects 
object, for example, cannot *[faTi large amount of uncertainty 
or in perspective ^ there is the larsgWhat is intended, how- 
and error in the motion of p * and ^ remaining parts 
ever, is definitely a part **^^1 the complementary aspects 
can in turn be intended, un 1 y , d can be completely 
form a whole. Universal* on e ’ ent 0f essences ” 

“ £Tm ’’ “ a f Moreove“rZ phenomenologist claims not only 
(JVesenssckau). Moreover, tn p unfailingly to distinguish 
,0 be able to isolate ™*e Imter are always 
between universal and particular 
founded upon or presuppose t e orn^ • edecesSors the act of 

reduction and the . &,.r we may be permitted the use 

ofa?psy^S"The novel element in Scheler’s phe- 
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nomenology lies in its stress on emotion. The act of “ prefer¬ 
ring ” (vorziehen) is held to be intentional with relation to ob¬ 
jective values as universals, and the result is the discovery of 
an emotional scale (of what are essentially likes and dislikes) 
which takes on the character of a universally binding value-hier¬ 
archy culminating in the utiio mystica. 

The work incorporating this theory, and the one on which 
Scheler’s philosophical reputation chiefly rests, is Der Formalis¬ 
ms in der Ethik und die materiale Wertethik (first version 
1913). This is a destructive critique of the Kantian categorical 
imperative and a vigorous assertion of the counterclaims of a 
hierarchy of values ranging from the gross objective satisfac¬ 
tions of vital impulses, such as hunger and sex, to God as the 
object of all-consuming love. Emotional discriminations of lower 
rank are presupposed in those of higher rank. 

Scheler’s phenomenological ethics, interesting as it may be, 
is of importance here only because it is accompanied by a re¬ 
markably minute and penetrating analysis of emotional states. 
Scheler was a curious combination of man of the world and 
ecstatic mystic, of roue and saint. In another connection, Troeltsch 
says that Scheler’s doctrines are much more the result of “ the 
phenomenologically interpreted instincts of this Catholic Nietz¬ 
sche than of the normative concepts of the Husserlian school.” 44 
His power of living himself into other periods and personalities 
was stupendous. The present writer once attended a series 
of Scheler’s lectures on the fundamental forms of personality, 
and witnessed a display of histrionic virtuosity that the greatest 
of actors might have envied. And yet it was not “ histrionics ” 
m the usual derogatory connotation of that term; Scheler lit¬ 
erally was by turns the ascetic, the repentant sinner, the hero, 
and the exalted devotee about whom he spoke. 

Scheler s outstanding analysis of emotional states was con¬ 
tained m a relatively small book published during the same year 
as his major ethical treatise. This book at first bore the title of 
ZurPhanomenologie und Theorie der Sympathiegefuhle und von 
Uebe und Hass (19x3); it was later altered to Wesen und For- 

ITJ'lly7athle (I,92,2)- We Shal1 use second version, in 
PTk fArhe faCt that the first is more exac% descriptive. 
C.i,ejc at1f.e Forms of Sympathy was designed to support 

,e hl^al d°ctri.nes, but it really stands in its own right 

tionafr° j°Un(* s5dy ^ t^le soda^ rble of sympathy and of emo- 
al understanding. Following Pascal, Scheler called it a “ logic 
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founds hisown doctrines as Mows: 

We must distinguish between eventually 

t emotional imitation of the experiences of others. ... 

Another’s ®xPerjfnce ^an^be^fNty^Prcsf^^° prioTsympathetic feel- 

of emotional imitation means something very definite 
ing of any kmdbemg present. A manj^^ ^ x h 

when he says I can feel ]us Y imitation remains in the realm 
no sympathy for-yon. Such_em novdist> and the actor must 
of cogmme conduct The histor ^ themselves into ” other selves 

possess in high degree the gift^ ^ ^mpathi2e. They do not, how- 

bi;^:hS“pS £ £*- or’creating a similar tea. 

feeling. • • • a other’s gestures is of no real help in un- 
going on in me 

derstanding him. . . I very Httle ;f anything to do with 
similar to that going on in otder® • [$ not necessary to evoke an 
understanding those others sudl an emotion in others, 

emotion in °^eselfm °"h f drowning person we do not m the 

sss ^ - —4 - 
ab' , wPirVi is founded upon or presupposes 

Let us now turn to sympathy, wh which we have just 

the components of be recognized: (i) tor 

dealt. . . - Pour entirely dlstin'tJ ^th someone; (2) sympathy “m” 
mediate sharing of the same emo^^^ ^ having pity for his suf- 

somethmg; e.g., rejoicing 1 , and (4) complete emotional 
fering; (3) mere emotional «» 8 ’ ( ) compathy; (2) sympathy; 
identification. These may also be termed. (U 

(3) transpathy; and (4) unipat y. . , ,;ij Thev 

(1) Father and mother stand b^h , [ame pain. This is not a case 
feel with each other the tam^sorrow h ^ they both know 
of “A feels sorrowand B feels rta ^ ^ the sense of feeling 

that they both feel it. . • - Y tlie same value-complex but also 
and experiencing in solidarity n Y theretQ_ Sorrow as value- 
the same emotional susceptibility here Qne and the same, 
complex and sorrow as quality of function 
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. . . Only psychical suffering can thus be felt, and not a physical pain 
a sense-initiated feeling. There is here no “ symagony,” no physical pain 
felt through emotional contagion, a. la Adam Smith’s so-called sym¬ 
pathy . . . 

(2) Quite otherwise is the case of genuine sympathy. Here also suf¬ 
fering is not simply the effect of the perceived suffering of another 
The sorrow of B as belonging to B is first of all present in an act of 
understanding experienced as such an act. Upon the content of this act 
the original pity of A directs itself; i.e., my pity and his sorrow are 
phenomenologically two different facts and not one fact as in the case of 
compathy. Instead of emotional solidarity there appears emotional par¬ 
ticipation — sympathy in the only genuine sense. . . . 

(3) Entirely distinct from both these cases is mere emotional intro- 
jection, contagion, or transpathy. ... An example is the “ infection ” of 
a group of persons by a wail or lamentation set up by some one of 
them. . . . They weep in unison without any understanding of the 
values involved; transpathy remains on a physiological level. . . . This 
transpathy is what Adam Smith and his successors miscalled sym¬ 
pathy. ... 1 

Of course this has. not the least thing to do with genuine sympathy. 
An emotional intention toward the sorrow (or joy) of the other does 
not occur, nor does any sort of participation in his experience. Char¬ 
acteristic of transpathy is the fact that it takes place between emo¬ 
tional states, and that it in no way presupposes any understanding of 
the emotion of the other. For example, one may detect only subsequently 
that a mournful emotion which one finds in oneself rests upon emotional 
contagion deriving from a funeral visited a few hours before. There is 
nothing m the grief itself that shows whence it came. 

Peculiar to this process of emotional contagion is the fact that it has 
a tendency to return.. . . .to its point of origin_This circular 
process is especially evident in crowd phenomena; the reciprocity of the 
se -cumulative contagions leads the crowd members to extremes far 

eyon anyt ing they would have undertaken as single individuals. 

Of iil LaXl !\thiS ?eHeS is fnuine em°tional identification, or unipathy, 
of tr/nTo ^ ^ 1S fea -7 0nIy an mtensified form or marginal case 
• . +^a 7> • °-r US* aS m transpathy, the identification is quite as 

^ " “ ™“nsc:‘>7- (Opp* luite erroneously, that 
on rernrrf 6 u° a?st*hetic empathy.) . . . There are instances 
onlv mav Such uniPathy see.ms to tie complete. Moreover, not 
mav akn r° n^omentaT manifestations of genuine ecstasy, but 
habitual eimh^ °n? peno^s indeed, it may result in a sort of 
pokT ttn^f °r/a th/OUf.hout Jhole Phases of an individual’s life. Two 
may K ^ ldl°pathlc and heteropathic. In the first, unipathy 
fTo nuotp a q1 C *aS t0« ^Se comPiete absorption of other by self. 

U saym£* The macrocosm abides in me; eternal Allah’s 
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, t »i Tn the second, orientation may be such that “ I ” 
naught b« I. ] • ■ : e;tirely in “him.” (The language of 
... no longer live 111 ’ ■ these heteropathic turns of expres- 

23“° %pi'“,l of unipathy are afforded by widely 

divergent phenomena. ^ participation ” of certain pre- 

(b) Genuine unipathy WOrld. The 
up with certain religious J & h tatic state, “ knew ” him- 

ebW,S life, and fate of the W-h. “be- 

(c) The relationship of hypnotizes “Si't 
of genuine unipathy when the• ^ jonh^p^ ^ ^ >nd, kg relation- 

^“ture ihatke subject is oontinuahy drawn rnto all the at- 

titudes of the hypnotized self. • • • . .. 
1 • it r tVig. rhild also manifests umpathies. . • • 

(d) The psychic life of the c ^ child. what is play for 
What in an adult is empathy is ump 7 f omentarily real. When 
the adult is for the child .enou.^* kMtof the pky 
a little girl “ plays mama with her do , P J ^ exists only for 
(he, acW a, if she were the moth«) a^cena J ^ 

?;,y 4S“«d ro'ugh one with her mother, and he, doll one wth 

^Further, we should designate as^uirm "SSy'fomS 

rlipatC dSt dd in the lo—lt-- V g 

This lay at the root of the Dionysi ^ one primal source, the 

believers thought themseWes im were once more dis- 
natura naturans, m wnicxi mei f 

solved.45 

Scheler deals with several other^^““ose'noted! the num- 
ent purposes they■»«£“ rap^ ^ some idea of the 

ber and kin o q£ emotional identification, 
great significance of this k _ cak Qf emotional prefer- 

Another point of ^ £lve value-hierfrchy.” 
ences, for on this he establish= . ^ essences ” necessarily 
The phenomenological envi g universals; simi- 

involves, it will be reca led’thfpr™f °of emotional fundamen- 
larly, Scheler’s “ emotional preference 
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tals ” simultaneously yields the order in which these fundamentals 
stand. Unipathy is the basis or presupposition of mimpathy; 
mimpathy is the basis of sympathy; sympathy is the basis for 
love of one’s fellowmen (humanitas); and love of humanity 
is the basis for “ acosmic ’’love of God and “ persons ” (Scheler’s 
substitute for “souls”). Psycho-sociology and Neo-Romantic 
Catholicism are stirred together.46 

The balance of the Nature and Forms of Sympathy is taken up 
with efforts at unraveling the metaphysical web; with searching 
analyses of love and hate; with “ spiritual-organismic” theories 
of the knowledge of other minds that remind one of Krause 
(see Chapter Twenty-eight) ; and with turgid discussions of 
Freud’s naturalistic conception of love. The most determinedly 
devoted admirer of Scheler would probably be compelled to 
admit, if he retained any critical judgment whatever, that “ the 
Catholic Nietzsche ” perpetrated a good deal of incidental non¬ 
sense while arriving at his valid psycho-sociological insights. 
Much chaff, little wheat — but it is good wheat! Scheler’s con¬ 
tributions to the analysis of sympathy and understanding can¬ 
not be ignored, regardless of what one may think of the phe¬ 
nomenological trimmings. 

The Forms of Knowledge and Society. — In addition to his 
work in psycho-sociology, Scheler did much to extend the Ger¬ 
man and Austrian interest in the sociology of knowledge beyond 
the confines of Marxian and anti-Marxian controversy. Hi's at¬ 
tention turned to this type of sociology during the World War, 
primarily as a result of his effort to understand English men¬ 
tality, and resulted in a striking study of “cant” as related to 
English social history and social structure. (Some hints of Wis- 
senssoziologie are to be found as early as 1913, however, in his 
attempt to show that the Kantian categorical imperative was a 
joint product of Pietism and Prussian discipline.) Not until 1924, 
however, did Scheler make published use of the term Soziologie 
desJVissens. In rapid succession thereafter a number of articles 
and books from his hand appeared on this topic, and the interest 
he aroused helped to create an audience for many writers who had 
been working along similar lines. After Scheler’s premature death 
m 1928, the leadership passed to Karl Mannheim. The references 
to Mannheim s studies in the sociology of knowledge which we 
s all make m later sections will provide opportunity to say some¬ 
thing further of Scheler’s work in this field.47 * J 

Scheler also set forth many novel ideas in so-called “ philo¬ 
sophical anthropology,” the sociology of culture, historical so- 
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. i _ a fy 
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dology, and the sociology of: war,ta:« 

of them here. Suffic YGermany, and that in spite of the 
appeared m twentieth- J ? intensive study of his 
absurdities of which he was often guu y, 

thought will repay the e or. , _We have said, in effect, 
Vierkandt and Cultural So 9y- . . stronger than the 

beUeved t be itt 

flimsy phenomenological «»»“ eftate of afiairs is not the case 

prop and mam* T- of Aifred Vierkandt (1867 ), 

however, with i nnprl sociological inclinations. 
ethnologist who later developed | of cultural analysts 

To Vierkandt s early.work m h does BOt apply, 
the criticism implied in the fore®Mg P B he remamed 

for in his Die Stelit/keit m ;orked out a mas- 

within the limits of em?ir‘C* • and cultural change. 1” 

terly ' °f “'“jiy Everything of importance to hefound 
he anticipated virtually ev Wissler’s Man and Lut 
in Ogburn’s Social Change 1923) aIf £ this early work was 
ture (i9*3)- ViaWf ® «nldevelops spontaneously, 

that nothing r*! ductf0f gradual accumulation. In addi- 
that everything is thPr?™ct f ^ltural continuity, inertia, and 
tion to setting forththeideas^f ^ &g the development of 
so on, he gave empirical eX*™P , use of invention foreshad- 

• the bicycle (here we have Ogbu religion, and art. 
owed), of economic msititution . 8*^ with the later cul- 
Further, he showed his essent_1 g ^ of « the great man 

tural determmists in le inventions and similar phe- 
through calling attention ,^aware 0f “ cultural lag as a 
nomena. Once more he «ssit;onai eri„ds, particuUrly of mocU 
characteristic typical ot , n0t erect upon it a whole the y 
ern civilization, althoug value-iudgments. Finally, he a - 
of social change nor infosert ^ advanced by some 
tacked the mechanical theories.of chttu ^ ^ ^ ord for 

of Ratzel’s uncritical foll°^ ’ Lre ml?st be a certain readiness 
any given culture trait o d spatial proximity is a conation 
for its acceptance, an q lain the transmission of cul • 
wholly insufEcientmitselfto p___ Had Vierkandt 

Phenomenological Futilities and although perhaps 

continued to develop these highly f ^ sociology, profit- 
one-sided ideas, a German variety^ eventually overshadowed 

ingby a decade’s priority; mK 4 Unfortunately, he abandoned 
the luxuriant American g ^ joint stimulus of Simme , 
this line of investigation, an 
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Husserl, and McDougall (strange combination!) tried to work 
out a “ phenomenological sociology.” Vierkandt, like Simmel, 
wished to isolate the unchanging forms of social relations from 
the varying empirical modes of social interaction “ in and through 
which they are manifested.” But instead of focusing on the exter¬ 
nal uniformities of such interaction — as Wiese, for example, 
does — Vierkandt attempted to pierce to the presumably con¬ 
stant mental nucleus from which each variety of outward conduct 
was assumed to issue. Using the “ phenomenological reduction ” 
of Husserl, which enables every investigator to find “ universal ” 
that strangely resemble the notions he had before the “ reduc¬ 
tion ” began, Vierkandt found that the universals underlying 
all social processes and structures are emotional. 

This reminds one of Pareto’s “ sentiments,” but Vierkandt 
apparently knew not Pareto. The emotions revealed by phenome¬ 
nology are feelings of fellowship, shame, abasement, gratitude, 
power, and so on. Here is where the link with McDougall was 
forged, for McDougall regards the emotional core of instinct 
(or, to use his latest term, propensity) as its distinguishing ele¬ 
ment.50 The propensity of flight may express itself through the 
climbing of a tree, the swimming of a stream, or in manifold other 
ways. The emotion of fear, however, enables the investigator 
to recognize (but without the fine discriminations of phenome- 
nology) all these different methods of utilizing motor mecha¬ 
nisms in the service of a propensity for what they are; namely, 
the outward expressions of a determining inner impulse. Vier¬ 
kandt even went so far as to say that McDougall’s theory of 
instincts was the great Copernican turning-point of sociology, 
needing only to be extended and refined by the formal analysis of 
Simmel and the phenomenology of Husserl. 

Vierkandt’s doctrines has to do with “ the group 
mind. Impressed by the revelations of Gestalt psychology, he 
attempted to apply them to social life, and in so doing developed 
a doctrine something like the social realism of Durkheim, Spann, 
and others; viz., that social “ wholes ” have a “ real ” existence 
over and above the sum total of their members and the web of 
relations m which those members stand. This enthusiasm for 

w o es has also led Vierkandt to give an ethical twist to 
1 onnies s theory of community and society. Tonnies himself re- 
peatedty asserted that Gemeinschaft is not necessarily of higher 

t Va t^ian Gesellschaft, but the fact that the former 
Jfj u socia organization is more homogeneous than the latter, 
and hence more nearly a “ whole,” has led Vierkandt to inject 
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VV *- 

his private valne-judgments ^ocMogl anal^s to each 

an extent that t Jndt has acted as editor of an excellent 
cently, however, V „ ./ ■ whh a catholicity oftentimes 

ta Gei Abken. h* h« assembled a corps 
regrettably absent ^ handbook an indispensable aid.) 

of writers who have sociologists of contem- 
. Wiese the Systemauzer -Oi«dl t*: so j5 .§ ^ ^ 

porary Germany, Leopold v h trism. In fact, some of 

Klmiyach Wm for payms t0° 
much attention to “^“St Xn economist, his sociological 

After winning r | .fested themselves early in his academic 
interests, which had m and & geries 0f fortunate circum- 

career,52 again came > kecome editor of the Kolner 
stances made it possible for h SQme of the articles later 

Soziologie (Vol. I, 1^4, Jol. II, 
incorporated in his A g , IQ33) first appeared. This 

T.X " &V X of Gerffian 
'system were un- 

doubtedly the writings of Georg S ^ others hlve a, 

Spencer, Thomas, Max Ywiese’s effort is first of all to present 
played significant par . ^ cleariy differentiated from other 

sociology as a scien • • al an^ systematic in its approach. 
social sciences and tha P social rocess, social distance, 
The basic concepts ° „ (The augmented adaptation 

social space, and s°Cialpft tled Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociol- 
of his major treatise, entitled W ^ ^ ories; the essen¬ 

ce [19323> uses a Sllgahr jsimilar ) Instead of endeavoring to 
tial points, however, a ^ b externally observable ac- 

discover inner umformi concentrates on those regular- 

tions, as Vierkandt does, ^ primarily outward phases 

ities of human mtwarti schematic summary gives the 
of social action. The touow g forth in the adapted 

gist of his system (approxim y h second edition 

Irst edition of the work outlines remain 
diSers in some important respects, but the Dro 

the same): Imerhuman relations as such, has two 
I. Sociology, as the science of mterhuman 

main divisions: - . 
A. The systematics of social relations, 
B. The systematics of social structures. 
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II. The most important element in both divisions is that of the soci I 
process. al 

yh^s^.stematlcs of soclaI processes in turn has two main divisions* 
A. bocial processes between human beings relatively uninfluenced 

by social structures, i.e., common-human relations * 
B. Social processes within and between social structures i e 

circumscribed relations. 9 * 
IV. All social processes may be studied m two ways* 

A. As existent; 
B. As functional. 

V. All social processes are sociative in one of three ways • 
A. Associative; 3 
B. Dissociative; 

T7y In c.efain asPects associative and in others dissociative 
VI. All social structures may be divided into three main categories - 

A. Crowds (patternings of the lowest power); 
B. Groups (patternings of the intermediate power) • 

VTT mi, . coIlectivities (patternings of the highest power) 
VII. The total process, of sociation comprises all sociaf relations 

humam" aSS°CiatlVe °r dlssoclative3 circumscribed or common- 

VIIL Tma7be diUd^Tm1 °f associatIon and dissociation 
may be divided into principal processes, which may in turn be 
divided into sub-processes, and these in turn into single proc- 
esses subsuming concrete social actions. g P 

IX' fStemf1Cf of sociaI Processes, all the inclusive and single 

01«toi 

A. Conceptually delimited and described; 
B- Assigned places within the total system • 
L. Analyzed as 

2 Sfe?* phfn0mena if they are comm°n-human; 2. subjective phenomena. ... 

‘ Rand/or(dheaSUred ”)accordinSt0 the degrees of association 
and/or dissociation they manifest; 

• Compared with other social processes. 
X. Social structures .and single human beings do not stand in th~ 

sPimulTane0ousaanedr ofequaT^mport" ^ *7 ^yf7’ ^ are OI ecIual importance and validity.56 

necessarUy^ab'stract^^nd^t011^^116 wide-ranging system is 
mains perpetually i’n the T *7 7 assumed that Wiese re- 
he deal with such CJ5? f lm °f abstractions- Not only does 
bribery, USd f *&>**&*, favoritism, 

the problems of the pair, *^^7 C°m-S ? gripS with V , ae family, the organized group, the 
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rlass the state, and the church.67 It is unfortunate that the studies 

carried out by himself and his students m th%fiel.ds of ™ral 
urban sociology are not widely known in the United States, for 
if they were,? would be impossible to assert that he does not 
deal with “ facts.” 58 Quite the opposite is the case; no present- 
day sociologist is more consistently empirical in his met 0 - 
The contrary impression probably derives from the .ac , a,. , 

££ o/ZZNation which ha has succ/ssfull,; brought mto 
h fen^ricll investigations - but systematise,,, ,s notsynony- 
mous with groundless speculation or arbitrary dogma. The type 
of sociology presented by Park and Burgess is the cl°sest Amer ¬ 
en analogue of Wiese’s work —indeed, inasmuch as both the 
Cologne and the Chicago writers gained a large measure of their 

methodological orientation from Simmel 
hardly have been avoided unless Vierkandt s erring p 

h1,?“lSmptical Analysis. - Wiese's lack of dopnati^ 
consistent regard for empirical evidence, and conviction 

necelsi" of^temadzaL. are all shown in the follow,ng 

adapted and augmented quotation. 
[We] . . . attempt to set forth a method by which the total process 

of location can be observed, analyzed, and systematized. The^assertm^ 

may confidently be made that contemporary 8° 1 observing the 

erases concerning social £ "t so- 

specifically social zone has fid® . they have naively 
ciologists have not been aware of any such deticiency i J that 
believed that they could borrow the methods erf ottojc. 
common sense would be sufficient. So far as . ce Qf au 

there is no doubt that it is the final and most Zuzns- 

knowledge, but it is ^"j ^^^^fmade'accessible to all minds by 
ferable m its original form. mmnarison and classification, 
the method of delimitation definmo J th’e specifically inter- 
The lack of a single, unified method ot siuuy s ^ tQ0 apparent 

trn^Tooktt 

[With regard to the present treat.se] . . ,uiK 

no conclusions are stated as final, t 7 [systematic] method, 
superfluous to recommend the app ica , t end that they 
The results of previous analyses are announced ^^.^^ already 

may be verified by others ^re ature judgments, 
far too numerous class ot prejudice r 
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. Such restriction of purpose affords some consolation for the deficiency 
inherent in this as in all general systems; namely, that a logically com¬ 
pelling empirically demonstrable proof cannot be adduced at every 
point. There has of course been a consistent effort to refrain from all 
assertions that cannot be proven adequately — which is to say, imme¬ 
diately and m the same context. Nevertheless, such requirements can 

cSrcS ‘treatise dealing with the 
state, church, crowd, group, and similar plurality patterns would have 
to be expanded into a whole library if more than simple indication of 
possible mes of proof were attempted. The mere observer advocating a 
completely Baconian or “inductive ” method (best exemplified by Stefn- 
metz or Ogburn) loses sight of the fact that deductions and schematic 
constructs must be judged and tested with reference to the car^im 
power of the scientific “ scaffolding ” they represent rather than t tS 
haustive knowledge of single factors manifest in them. No doubt it is 
vitally necessary to strive toward such exhaustive knowledge but in the 
very nature of the case the goal can never be reached. It ifmuch mSe 
important to erect a scaffold which can be used in waking out the 
minute details of the sociological structure than first to perfec/those de 
tails. As Jaspers says: “In order to deal with any problem with tht 

ST3;f“:“oTtitnde’ *is absoluMly 
fruitful LlkS oTdT<e?lTiC- dTd f *"7 
survey the ground already’coveredf to 

Soaation and Understanding. — In the preceding sections of 
this chapter a great deal has Wn ± • sections or 
“ understanding ” science So crnctl d ? ““’Hy « an 

r* "enuon 5“ been paid in Germany, naturally called 

S&iS'Sfcf fr°m WiMC mlk“* ““1* own position 

agree withSondiartiwh StS^ •= ^ ”? me“s 

tion. . . . Somban htS-fr 'dZf bT * T"" ?>*? of 
the objectively valid meaning "because 't” “ “o’* f°r 
tmsenschaft, a science of objective’ Mind ’’ But we^15 * 
sociology which attempts loJk V , • ^ut we answer that a 
nificance ” of socialTcdls is 7 ^ °bjective>true> and valid “ sig- 
losophy and philosophy of historv^Th ^ *?Ut ratller socIal Phi_ 
tion and generalization is ku TheL?ocjoI°gIcal method of observa- 

determine the “ worth ” or “ signSnS" of 1°^ 1 d°-* atutempt t0 
or metaphysical sense but r i j .,of soclal actions m the ethical 
possible, places in rank order the J escnbes, classifies, and, wherever 
tion they represent degree of association and/or dissocia- 
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For fear of misunderstanding and imputation of a crudely naturalistic 
philosophy, let us hasten to add that the rank-order determination of 
intensity of association and dissociation here proposed is not “ quanti¬ 
fication ” and “ measurement ” in the usual sense. Social processes can¬ 
not be “ spatialized ” altogether, and as a consequence the most that can 
be done is to construct a scale grading them from the weakest to the 
strongest and to assign arbitrary symbolic values to the various points 

of the scale, i.e., to tank them. . . - 

Hence although it is not the province of the sociologist to determine 
the significance of social actions in the ethical or metaphysical sense, he 
must “ understand ” them in some measure if he is successfully to rank 
them. He must describe the unique essence of each, separate empirics 
process as well as discursive thinking in general permits; he dare not dis¬ 
regard the qualitative peculiarity of such relations as, let us say, friend¬ 
ship when compared with the inner nature of the erotic, parent-child, 
master-servant, or similar relations. Connection with the qualitative 
essence or “ kernel ” of relations can be established only through sym¬ 
pathy. . . • This connection once established and “understanding 
achieved, the relation in question should then be viewed in and through 
its effects upon association and/or dissociation, and the degree o as¬ 
sociation and/or dissociation resulting should then be stated m terms of 
rank order, and if possible numerical or similar symbols should be used. 
This of course means that comparison with other kinds of relation re¬ 
sulting in different degrees of association and dissociation must be prac¬ 

ticed; ranking necessarily involves comparison. 

When we have thus ascertained the relative strength of the bond with 
which a given associative relation unites human beings, or converse y, 
when we have thus determined the relative strength of the barrier with 
which a given dissociative relation separates human beings, we ave a so 
achieved a more complete “understanding” of the relation; we have, 
paradoxically enough, come nearer to its essential quality by centering 
upon its comparable aspects. This quality, however, should not be ana¬ 
lyzed by the scientific sociologist beyond the point necessary or corn 
parison, for it is in large measure scientifically incommunicable to others 
even if, as is entirely possible, it can be brought extremely close to our 
own subjective feeling and desiring through the agency o sy p J- 
No matter how well developed our sympathetic capacities are, owev , 
we cannot persuade others, who do not or cannot, esta is e 

tion as we do, that our description of the subjective aspects of a g 

case of exploitation, for example, is the true e ^ „ 
which the exploiting or exploited person feels may be sell evident 
to us but not to others. But what we can do is to determine in a gre 
number of observed cases the approximate degree of association and/o 

dissociation resulting from exploitative actions, and we can theref°r<; 
in relative independence of the personal equation, a good many definite 

things about the nature of the social process of exploits ion. 
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[One of the fundamental postulates of this system is thatl +i, 
“kernel ” of the tan bring is [not] amenable to socwSca'l 
tion; . . . [moreover,] the qualitative “ kernel ” of the empirical re" 
lation cannot be assumed to be rationally explicable. In the monographic 
analysis of any single empirical relation we must of course attemnt m 
resolve its particular traits into rationally explicable factors as far a, 
possible, but we must always reckon with the possibility that it is in ito 
essence unique. ... us 

nJiv repft: the Scien?fic .S°ciolFist cannot assume that the special 
quality of any empirical social action can be entirely grasped by scien- 
U c means; his only reason for paying any attention at all to this quality 

f,m °rtder f° ,determine the degree of association and/or dissociate 
hich the relation brings about or because of which it is called forth This 

^?reT?yn be determined with some accuracy by the rank-order method 
and the comparison it entails, and when this is accomplished Partial 
rational comprehension of the relation is achieved. ... ’ ^ 

And this is the place of “ understanding ” in the system.80 

Clear Iht Jarac.tedstica% Fecise statement Wiese makes it 

phvsicS L^is nT' i °f P,hllosoPhic naturalism as the meta¬ 
physical basis of sociology does not commit him to the Neo- 
Romantiasm of Dilthey or Spann. (This juxtaposition is unfair 
to Dilthey and flattering to Spann!) Although much more friendly 

T vi!ep-eS than was Max Weber, Wiese is in very 

theorem?1^Tth ^ °n * great nUmber °f basic sociological 
ays inWs^TT t0 aSree with Abel he says, in his estimate of systematic sociology in Germany: 

^ wZVlafwt°m “ tte secure." c U!> or . . . wiese and of Weber, must be regarded as 
\ 

Subdivisions of German and Austrian Sociology • Historical 

T h\7 haSt11^ Sknced « • ^ of the 
inn vafinS c -K? - S ad.vlsable to round out our survey by not- 
EL ? i SubdySIons: (0 historical sociology; (2) thesoci- 

psySo-°soc?oW edfe\ Fstemafic-empirical sociology; (4) 

ticLn; (7) sooosophy• ^8) °g7' ’V encFIoPedic eclec- 
lic sociologyP 7’ Marxian sociology; and (9) Catho- 

and even^hapLr^Ve^dy^eJbe'fore^he^read^r61'^)^8 SeCd°nS 

S^fcsel7h° gathhr up a 
mentioned bn, nol^' b“" 
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Historical sociology has had the benefit of all of Chapter 
Twenty and of numerous references elsewhere. Only a few think- 
prs of any importance have been omitted, among them Hans 
Frever Hegel’s influence on Spengler was commented upon; it 
l also" evident, although in . different way mFreyer s work 
In his Soziologie als Wirkhchkeitswissenschaft (i93?)> he uses 
Hegel’s forms of freedom — the family-community, civil society, 
She state — in a “ realistic ” rather than a logical way, 
and following Marx’s example, treats them as a dialectic se- 
auence of historical epochs, each of which negates and engenders 
hs successor. Freyer’s treatise itself exhibits a dialectic structure, 
the systems of a number of sociologists are presented, and in the 
familiar triangular interlinking of thesis antithesis synthe¬ 
sis Freyer builds up a case for his own system. Altogether apart 
from the undue reverence for the Hegelian formula which the 
book manifests, it is dangerous because of its excellent style and 
lp nseudo-obiectivity with which the systems of other writers 
are presented. For example, his discussion of Simmel, Ddthey, 
and Wiese seems so clear and fair that the unwary might be 
persuaded, but anyone who knows what these writers actually 
Lid rather than what Freyer makes them say will reject at least 
half the book. But for all the gross errors of which he is guilty, 
Freyer has properly pointed out one thing: the historical soci¬ 
ologist should not approach his data with the intention of forcing 
them into a rigid framework of “ timeless categories that are 
a priori generalizable. If his concepts prove to be generalizable 
in spite of the fact that they are intended to be fully adequate 
for the shorthand description and analysis of the social processes 
and structures permeating and, as it were, sustaining aj>ar 1CU 
historical happening, era, or what not, so much the better, but 
such generalizability must not be the controlling aim 

endeavor. 
Among the historical sociologists who in some measure ad¬ 

here to the social evolutionism once so popular, we should 
mention Kurt Breysig (1866- ) 62 and Hermann c n 
(1874- ).63 The same evolutionary emphasis, modified some¬ 
what by the Schmidt-Koppers Kulturkreis theory, an Austrian 
product, is evident in the work of Franz Oppenheimer 
^1864- ),M whose conflict theory of the state we have alrea y 

dealt with at length. , . , , l... 
The Sociology of Knowledge. —The fact has already bee 

noted that Max Scheler was one of the first German soci g1 
to carry on work in this field; his only important pre ec 
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seems to have been the Austrian, Wilhelm Jerusalem (1854- 
1923),65 and the latter exerted no great influence. 

The objective of the more moderate exponents of the sociology 
of knowledge is the determination of the precise ways in which 
the social organizations within which thinkers develop condition 
the form and content of their social thought in general and their 

sociological theories in particular. Studies of the sociology of 
Platonism, Nominalism, and Marxism — to name only a few_ 
have already been made. It must be realized that such studies 
are not mere efforts to discover the “ historical context ” of this 
or that type of thought; the sociology of knowledge must not 
be confused with intellectual or cultural history. The historical 
ohases as such are of secondary importance; the outcome should 
)e the construction of a sociological frame of reference that is 
usable in any historical period, once the unique configurations of 
particular events are adequately analyzed. 

As part and parcel of this effort to find just what the sociologi¬ 
cal conditions for various types of thought are, there is also the 
effort to indicate how far the sociological critique of the forms 
of thought may go. In other words, the student of the sociology 
of knowledge not only tries to see where and how social and 
cultural influences affect or fundamentally determine mentality 
but he also seeks to discover whether or not it is possible to 
transcend the barriers of nation, class, and historical epoch in 
making theoretical generalizations of various kinds, particularly 
in the social sciences. Among other things, the whole question of 
so-called judgments of value versus judgments of fact must be 
confronted. 

Karl Mannheim (whose chief work, Ideologic und Utopie has 

anrUFfT J" EngIish translation by Louis Wirth 
and Edward A Shris); Karl Wittfogel; Paul Honigsheim; Paul 

and J* er^ut C ¥a?ian Sc{1°^ar’ Max Adler; Kuno Mittenzwey; 
and a number of other writers have helped to define the field,86 

darin^ir^ °f ?6m *7 ,busily at work extending and consoli- 
tmg the boundaries of this latest border-province of sociology. 

the'ITWlf?nSS°Z10l°gie- ~ Inasmuch as Mannheim is 
to be rL^-imber °f i,1S gr°AP Wh°se maj°r contribution is likely 

““Vo'S rite 
« adS^TT"* himself. Any tare changes 

TO .l? b',0f 1 ''holl>' ““"dwy nature. 6 
s pre ace is appreciative and in no sense critical or con- 
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structive (in the sense of making positive additions to Mann¬ 
heim’s thought), and therefore may be disregarded here. This 
is by no means an adverse judgment, for the primary function 
of an introducer is to “ stand up, shut up, and sit down,” and 
Wirth accomplishes his task gracefully. 

Mannheim’s own introduction stresses the fact that there are 
modes of thought that cannot be wholly understood if their so¬ 
cial bases are hidden — a position that few modern thinkers, of 
whatever school, would think of disputing. He goes on to point 
out that the “ great man ” theory is as false in the intellectual 
realm as it is elsewhere, that without a culture base of appropri¬ 
ate type a Marx or a Spencer could produce nothing noteworthy. 
Here again there would be widespread agreement. Next, he calls 
attention to the fact that in the modern world there is a “ confu¬ 
sion of tongues,” and that we are all keenly aware of a multi¬ 
plicity of possible ways of thinking without being in possession 
of any clue to the correct one. And, says Mannheim, “ Only when 
horizontal mobility is accompanied by intensive vertical mobility, 
i.e., rapid movement between strata in the sense of social ascent 
and descent, is the belief in the general and eternal validity of 
one’s own thought-forms shaken.”87 This is going a bit too far, for 
horizontal mobility alone, in certain cases, may generate mental 
mobility, as our chapters and sections dealing with mobility and 
culture may have done something to show. Nevertheless, Mann¬ 
heim is pointing in the right direction, and we have no wish to 
quibble about minor matters. He then offers cogent criticism of 
traditional epistemology and psychology, and rightly says that 
without the offerings of psycho-sociology and sociology the gene¬ 
sis of ideas having to do with social life cannot be understood. 
This is certainly true of the genesis of ideas; their validity, how¬ 
ever, is another thing. 

But enough of introductions; let us turn to the central theses. 
In process of doing so, it is well to contrast Scheler and Mann¬ 
heim. Scheler’s Catholicism probably had much to do with his 
early interest in the sociology of knowledge; he shared with many 
other thinkers of his type the belief that Lutheranism arose pri¬ 
marily because the German princes did not wish to send a sub¬ 
stantial part of their revenues south of the Alps. Luther simp y 
provided a rationalization for this reluctance. But another strand 
in Scheler’s thought was perhaps inserted when intense anti- 
English feeling pervaded Germany shortly after the outbreak of 
the World War; his study of “ cant ” expressed his deep-rooted 
aversion for what he conceived to be Anglo-Saxon hypocrisy. 
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Whether Marx markedly influenced his initial work in the field 
may well be doubted, and as late as 1926 he was paying more 
attention to the French studies of cultural compulsivesSeiner 
carried on in the Durkheim tradition than he was to the hack¬ 
neyed themes of Marxian controversy. Mannheim, on the other 
hand, was_ for a long time identified with German Social-Democ- 
racy, and is said to have owed his appointment at the University 
of Erankfort not to his Jewish ancestry but to the fact that he 
had done much to make Marxism salonfdhig, i.e., socially and 
intellectually respectable. (Scheler’s appointment at Cologne was 
as a representative of Catholic social philosophy.)69 Mannheim’s 
technique was to exalt Marx and disparage his epigoni — a not 
altogether unjustified procedure. Thereby enabled to say “ T am 

rl?tA^a™an’ bUut~’” he P°Pularized the Marxian conception 
mat It is not the consciousness of men that determines their 
being but their being that determines their consciousness.” 

1ells from the idealistic camp at once arose when this slogan 
of oeinsgebundenheit resounded through the placid Vale of 
Academe, and the clamor was answered by the somewhat reedy 

mult a"third SociaI-Demof(rati7ntellectUals. In the ensuing tu- 
Z JJ , gr°UP Saym§ .A Pla§ue o’ both your houses ” tent 
unheard, its members were inclined to give Mannheim full credit 
for h‘s work m what may be called substantive Wissenssossiolouie 
whtle at the same ttme challenging his more sweeping epistemo 
logical conclusions. Alexander vVschelting is one fhisCup^' 

and we shau ,ater prese,it his «- 

a:.T’le-^aT-j” n,ote ’n Mannheim's study appears at once in his 

4e Sfie.°r^e0lT' A“ SySt'“S °f ““4*that aim merdy « 
are ideologies; 

eeois ideoloX ” L7 St/tf1,C.and defuensive- The well-known “ bour- 
fhat .£E i°f- hlS type’ but 80 also is socialist thought 
that sh rks its revolutionary mission. There are two chief types • 
particular and general. A particular ideology may range ahthe 
way from a conscious lie to consistent self d Z l 

toe s essentially psychological. ifto say,P“h?bearer a 

he been billing <t^P raigilt been aWe t0 diink otherwise had 

MeoCeX«Stf' ^ °f hi" 4 haS falle” P«y *° * S 

-SSSSS StffflSSS*. ■ 
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false through and through, and absolutely nothing can be done 

about it. . i*i * , * * 
At the opposite pole stand the utopian thinkers. A utopia is 

“ a vision of things hoped for, the substance of things not seen.” 
Its function is to disrupt the order which the ideologists are at¬ 
tempting to preserve, and to usher in a new order that will in 
some measure, at least, incorporate its own utopian features. As 
utopia, however, it stands in eternal contrast to the topia; it is 
always nowhere, whereas the topia is always here. Here again 
the Marxian element is present; all formulas of progress with 
a fixed goal are rejected by the genuine Marxian, and all detailed 
pictured of the future Communist society are steadfastly avoided. 
In the dialectic process itself is sought the criterion of truth. 
“ The movement is everything, the goal nothing.” The truth of a 
utopian theory, says Mannheim, lies in its role as pacemaker of 
history,” in its “ explosive force.” If it aids in its own realization, 
then it is “ true ” in the only sense that is socially significant.70 . 

These relatively simple ideas Mannheim has decked out m 
the language of phenomenology and other recondite subjects. 
Moreover, he has tried to avoid the charge of Relativism! 
hurled at him by the absolutists by creeping into the shelter he 
has named “ relationism.” He means by this simply that knowl¬ 
edge is always related to time, place, and circumstance Wherein 
this differs from relativism in any significant degree is difficult to 
perceive, in spite of the dozen-odd pages Mannheim devotes to 
the distinction.71 Not willing, however, to admit that his theory 
cuts both ways, and that if one man can say Ideology . so 
can another, he tries to find a criterion of truth in the conceptions 
held by the intelligentsia, by the “ socially unbound intellectuals. 
All ideas are sadly relative except those held by the possessors of 
“ free-floating intelligence ”; these are merely relational. n 
short, Mannheim the relationist seeks an absolute m the social 
qrouping with which he can identify himself. 
j Mannheim Criticized by Schelting. The foregoing exposi 

tion has also contained a good deal of explicit criticism, ut it 
seems well to present some of the ideas of Alexander von Sc e- 
ting, most distinguished heir of the Max Weber tradition an 
most effective critic of Mannheim. We quote brief excerpts rom 
his lengthy review of Ideologie and Utopie: 

It is clear . . . that this [totalistic] conception of ideology originated 
in the sphere of social struggle in its various forms. . . . Where there is 

no possibility of discrediting the opponent s position y common og . 
reasoning or by reproaching him with ideological thinking m any 
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less inclusive forms, it may appear desirable . . . [to assertl that his 
whole turn of thought and its fundamental forms are “ mere ideol- 

Since ... the total structure of consciousness is included in the ideol 
ogy concept and since, consequently, there cannot be any thinking but 
ideological thinking, therefore even scientific thought, and especially in 
the social sciences, falls under this concept and becomes “functional¬ 
ized with respect to social factors. Consequently, according to our au¬ 
thor, its objective, impartial validity is altogether destroyed This is 
surely the more astounding in view of the fact that Mannheim himself 
apparently claims to be offering scientific truth. What else does he thinlr 

his sociology of knowledge is ? . . . K 

... we can formulate Mannheim’s thesis as follows: The process of 
history realizes by stages an immanent meaning. Thinking participates 

f\!vii1S r®^lzatl.on-;pertam conceptions, certain “structures of thought” 
fulfill a function at every stage of this process. They contribute fome 
part to the _ next phase” of the “meaningful process.” The value the 
truth, of social conceptions is bound to their actual role in the historical 
P^cess Not every kind of efficacy bestows the value of truth upon 

em, however; only such efficacy as lies in the direction of the “ next 

2 dignity!" ZatI°n °f ^ meaning °f the historical Process confers 

This sociological theory of knowledge contains two [exceedingly du- 

pZ "Sr V TV1’ "-Sof the htancal 
process, or at least the direction of its realization, is knowable and (2) 

sten ” ofPt°V1lbiG t0,aSCertain that a concrete historical change is the “ next 

' ' -k-!M°rfVer’ 111636 P™P^itions carry] 
facts andJb^hrf ? ,!• a P°SSlblllt7 of objective cognition of historical 
facts and their relationships. Mannheim himself explicitly declares that it 

is possible to ascertain the contribution to historical detr 1 *■ t 

of2Sa1 f ^ ra iISt°ncal conception.” It is clear that no kind 

In b?,OW ™lidiV on ment. ... it must be correct and true in itself. 

LYet there seems no basis for the criteria at 1. * 

as substitutes for the older conceptions of tn thf Mfnnll61m P/°P0?es telliventsia itself. ;„ A. conceptions of truth] . . . but that of the in- 
t ^ . J7 e 7 l’e'3 e fact that a conception comes out of the krai* 

«k« “odd meanS SZT' f * ™S 
presupposes the solution of a complicated scientifi * glufD concePtlon 
the problem of whether or not 2 ; t, 5^ PreHem; namely, 
“ social unboundness ” is [actually 2 *£ sl,tuation of 
it accounts in the concrete case for 7 presentL and whether or not 

are the foundations and criteria for a vanTT* Yet wtat 
Mannheim offers none73 ld soIutlon of thls problem? 
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• Hopeful Prospects for the Sociology of Knowledge. Yet in 
spite of all this adverse criticism, there can be little doubt that 
the sociology of knowledge has a brilliant future before it. Mann- 
heim himself has ably demonstrated, in his studies of intellectual 
competition, German conservatism, and the like, how much 
Wissenssoziologie can accomplish in aiding our understanding 
of ideas and their social functioning. With considerably less 
furor, however, the French school of Durkheim successors has 
achieved as much as or more than the German sponsors of the 
sociology of knowledge. Its members have been able to do this 
becausethey have avoided the epistemological pitfalls into which 
many of the Germans have fallen. For all their sociologisme, the 
Frenchmen have not drawn the whole realm of the philosophical 
and social sciences into their orbit; a saving common sense has 
enabled them to cultivate their own gardens with some measure 

of success. ^ . , j-1 1 
At present, of course, there is no German sociology of knowl¬ 

edge in Germany. All that is permitted is a biology of knowledge: 
if “ Aryan,” you think one way; if “ Semitic,’ another. Conse¬ 
quently Mannheim and others like him are compelled to work 
abroad. Perhaps relative freedom from the traditional methodo¬ 
logical and political controversies will enable an internationalized 
sociology of knowledge to follow the promising paths of moder- , 

ate, substantive research. 
Systematic-Empirical Sociology. —A number of currents can 

be traced in the stream of that type of sociology which is insistent 
upon relating its researches to a comprehensive frame of refer¬ 
ence, but which is at the same time anxious to keep those re¬ 
searches within the limits of empirical knowledge and a sharply- 
defined discipline. Such systematic-empirical sociology was earlier 
exemplified by Tonnies, Simmel, and Max Weber, and more re¬ 
cently by Wiese. With these examples before us, it seems un¬ 
necessary to attempt further description; we shall merely list 
certain other writers and take note of the subdivisions. 

Johann Plenge has done a great deal in the way of systema¬ 
tizing the knowledge of interhuman relations already available 
and has reduced much of his system to schematic and tabular 
form.74 The great drawback of Plenge s work, however, is that 
he is not content to limit sociology to the study of human rela¬ 
tions as such. In his view, sociology occupies the piacre c^f philos¬ 
ophy and religion as well as science. For this reason he has not 
had much influence on contemporary German sociology, in sp 
of his profound insights and the ingenious formulas he has de- 
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veloped. Wiese, for example, makes relatively little use of even 
those portions of Plenge’s system most closely related to his own 
Another writer who attempted, more or less unsuccessfully to 
work out a systematic frame of reference for the guidance of 
empirical research was the Russo-German, David Koigen (1879- 
/ Jv / 

The empirical research carried on under Wiese’s influence was 
for a time quite extensive. There developed a “ Cologne school ” 

MST w?mbT ?Tay be noted the Allowing: Wilhelm 
Stok, Wilhelm Yleugels Hermann Haemmerle, Willy Gierlichs 

Sri1-7 Hanna Meufer> Elsbeth Linpinsel, and Boris Isch- 
boldin. No longer so active as it was before Hitler’s advent 
and hampered by lack of funds and official encouragement, the 
Cologne school may decline in importance, but a great deal of 
good work has already been done. S °* 

The directions that systematic-empirical research has taken 
^th most satisfaetory ^uk8 have bL: (1) crowd sociology 
(2) the sociology of the organized group; and (3) the socioloJv 
of loeahty patterns (,Siedlungsgebilde) such as the village thl 
small town, the “natural area,” and so on —A • 
sociologists call human ecology. Crowd sociology numbetsTmona 
its contributors Wiese, Theodor Geiger, GeriLrd CotoTw? 

helm Vleugels, Edward Fueter, Georg Sieber and CprhcrA T u 

late kS n <'oI°ene.schoo , a number of The followers of the 
far a. “ Berlm, *e Marxian sociologists (in so 
rar as social classes may be regarded as ' \° 

Vlerkandt, Tonnies, and a recen^writer If g? d §rouPs)’ 
Graf zu Solms.78 The socioW Tf t r,8 Promise’ Ma* 
markedly furthered bv the CnJ f locallty patterns has been 

name in^nicnli At ft?1,*; 

field, particularly^ fhe ™,St° a“omP ,she!i f great deal in this 
wh>; like Tose used hv °[ SOC,°logical ™me- 

Gnndrer has made a unique study^a Xle rXnt'h/X 
ologie des Alpenlandes, a work which mr!l; 8u hls S°Zl' 
phy, human ecology, and a number of nth^ hu.man.geogra¬ 
teresting although snmewhof , °tber specialties in an in- 

provided one 0^" hM 
his “Die Grossstadt ah Lebensft-™ ! T**” S7°CIoIogywith 
Pragekraft,” 79 and is also doing splendid”woJk iTT ^ 
of peasant life. ° s>piencua work in the analysis 

sely related to this type of research is the “ sociography ” 
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so ably carried on by Rudolph Heberle 80 (who has also made 
an excellent study of mobility in the United States) and others 
under Tonnies’s influence. The best American analogues of soci- 
ography are probably the Lynd’s Middletown and Middletown in 
Transition, Blumenthal’s Small Town Stuff, and the various eco¬ 
logical studies of Chicago. Sociography makes extensive use of 
statistics in both the descriptive and analytic senses, and for this 
and other reasons we should also mention a number of statisti¬ 
cians whose work has notably advanced the precision of socio¬ 
logical research: Georg von Mayr and Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz 
among the earlier writers, and among the more recent Adolf 
Gunther, Helmuth Wolff, E. 'Wurzburger, F. Zahn, and Franz 

Zizek. 
Psycho-Sociology.—As our earlier section-titles would sug¬ 

gest, and as our references to Wundt, Tonnies, and Vierkandt 
showed, there has long been a strong psycho-sociological trend 
in sociology and related disciplines. We must here content our¬ 
selves with hasty notice of a few of the more important figures 
in this movement (in addition to those already mentioned).. 

Theodor Litt (1880- ), in his Individuum und Gemein- 
schaft, has applied phenomenological methods to the analysisof 
the interdependence of personality and social structure. His 
conclusions are in some respects similar to those of Cooley. Aloys 
Fischer (1880- ), and Willy Hellpach (1887- ) have also 
done significant work in this general field. 

Hans L. Stoltenberg (1888- ) is the author of several 
important books and articles on the psychical aspects of social 
life. One outcome of his work to which American sociologists 
might well give heed is the distinction between socio-psychology 
and psycho-sociology.81 In addition, he has also worked out an 
elaborate set of terms for the designation of various^types of 
awareness of self and others; Cooley’s notion of the looking- 
glass self ” has thereby been expanded and traced to its remotest 
implications.82 It is unlikely, however, that much use will be made 
of Stoltenberg’s undeniably important innovations until he aban¬ 
dons his terminological acrobatics. He is so much interested m 
coining neologisms on the basis afforded by Germanic root-words 
that German-speaking persons themselves cannot? always under¬ 
stand him, and needless to say, he is quite untranslatable. 

Richard Muller-Freienfels (1882- ) has recently published 
an Allgemeine Sozial- und Kulturpsychologie in which, along with 
other influences, traces of those parts of Schaffle s thoug t w ic 
were not vitiated by his organismic analogy are evident. 
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Were space unlimited, it would be desirable to include in our 
survey of psycho-sociology a conspectus of psychoanalytic the¬ 
ories. Certainly the measure of popular interest taken in them 
cannot be lightly disregarded. There are available, however, so 
many excellent resumes of Freudian, Jungian, Adlerian, Rankian, 
and similar psycho-therapies that there seems little reason for 
burdening our already overloaded pages.83 We shall therefore 
rest content with only a brief comment on Freud’s trinity of 

The Id may be thought of as man in his unsocialized, relatively 
unmodified biological aspects, as a bundle of desires and impulses 
that have merely been overlaid, not transformed, by culture. 
When cultural controls disintegrate, or are relaxed in the dream^ 
etc., the Id steps forth to achieve the gratifications denied it 
by the watchful Ego and Superego. Although the extreme be- 
haviorists scout any such theory, it seems clear that the phe¬ 
nomena of release bear witness to the probable correctness of this 
part of Freudian doctrine. Men, even the best of men, are but 
imperfectly socialized, and under stress sufficiently great will 
follow patterns much more elemental than those prevailing in 
any organized society. Our discussion of “ The Effects of Liber- 
a.tl0n ’ (pages 264-265) follows a line of analysis not irrecon¬ 
cilable with this aspect of Freudian thought. 

The Ego is a bit more difficult to characterize. It is the con¬ 
scious self, yes, but in a peculiar form. Perhaps the best brief 
characterization is to say that it is that part of the bundle of 
Id-cravings which has been woven into some sort of unity and is 
acceptable in the light of prevailing cultural standards. In a sense 
it is the more or less precarious subjective balance between un¬ 
regulated animality on the one hand and the objective rigidities 
of social constraint on the other. What distinguishes the Ego, 
however, is its relative integration, persistence, and continuity. 

:;TVeSP^ ]v!f1S jte the “ looking-glass self” of Cooley 
and the me of Mead, but the relatively sharp line which Freud 

n«whol“iee 8° “d ‘he S”PerCg0 mik'S ^ ““P"*- 

The Superego replaces what Freud once called “ the censor ”: 

noTbeen6* ^U?ht,of.as the whispering of social control that has 
the W, suffic}f% incorporated in the Ego to be regarded as 
? „ u°f self: Conscience,” “ the demands of society,” “ de- 
- ncy> propriety, ’ and all other demands that represent an 

ZeH?e;InrJeCti0n,°f/OCial imPeratives make up the Super¬ 
ego. Herein lies a marked resemblance to Durkheim’s conscience 
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mllective with its two criteria of exteriority and constraint. A 

strong Superego means that its possessor, or better, its possessee, 

lacks identification with the social patterns within which he has 

developed. A strong Ego, on the contrary, means that the degree 

of correspondence between the ensemble of social imperatives 

entering into the person’s socially real world and his individual 

impulses is high — in other words, there is. a stable equilibrium 

between Id and Superego, and the result is an Ego relative y 

free from conflict. 
There is notoriously a great deal more than this in Freudian 

theory, but it is best left to treatises of a different character. Scep¬ 

ticism as to whether the far-flung claims of psychoanalysis can be 

even partially substantiated is growing, and where it is impossible 

to make one’s position unmistakably clear, omission is the better 

course, for both reader and author. 
Ethno-Sociology. — The only contemporary German ethnog¬ 

rapher who is also of importance as a sociologist is .Richard 

Thurnwald of the University of Berlin. Associated with Gum- 

plowicz early in his career, and translator of Ward s Contem¬ 
porary Sociologyhe founded, in 1925. the Zeitschrift fur 
Volkerpsychologie und Soziologie. From the title chosen for is 

journal, it would appear that he may also have had some connec¬ 

tion with the work of Wundt, the earlier exponent of Volker¬ 
psychologie. Thurnwald has written relatively little of a strictly 

sociological nature, but his articles on personality, on the psy¬ 

chology of acculturation, his numerous encyclopedia contribu¬ 

tions, and his recent five-volume work entitled Die menschhche 
Gesellschaft in ihren ethno-soziologischenGrundlagen have cer¬ 

tainly put him on the sociological map. If Lippert s . 
Culture or the Sumner-Keller Science of Society is sociology, there 

canbe no doubt that Thurnwald’s methodologically,more^reliable 

treatise is sociology of a considerably better brand. Sorokin has 

reviewed the work as follows: 

he correctly indicates the shortcomings of various methods 

used by ethnologists, and comes to the conclusion that the^ “ 

to use a kind of typological method, so as to give aa J 
representative picture of the main forms of primitive societies, their 

Gestalt, life and organization. • * • i . •nt;nn nf 
His selection of peoples to represent each type, his f 

these, and, finally, his analysis of each type are almost ' 

They convey a living Gestalt of each of the peop es e ’ 0f 

one has finished reading about the main varia 10ns o . ^ j 
society, one possesses not only an excellent individual picture of each 
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the several peoples, but a general idea as well of the most important 
characteristics of the type of society as a whole. In this way, Dr. Thurn- 
wald has succeeded in combining the plusses of B. Malinowski’s works 
for instance, with those of such works as the statistical study of primitive’ 
peoples by Hobhouse, Wheeler, and Ginsberg.86 

Minor Trends. — Our classification also included encyclopedic 
eclectism, sociosophy, Marxian sociology, and Catholic sociology 
but inasmuch as none of these sub-varieties exert any great influ¬ 
ence in present-day Germany, we shall merely characterize them 
and mention a few representatives. Encyclopedic eclecticism is 
best exemplified by Oppenheimer, to whom we have already re¬ 
ferred several times in other connections. For him, sociology is 
the crowning synthesis of all the sciences, just as it was for 
Comte, Spencer, and Ward. Further, he also regards sociology 
as a program of social reform, again following the example of 
predecessors like Comte.87 Franz Miiller-Lyer may also be 
placed m this category, although his “ phaseological ” method 
also classes him with the social evolutionists.88 The sociosophists 
i.e., those persons who, like Othmar Spann, continually inter¬ 
mingle sociology and social philosophy without setting forth a 
clear conception of either, are best represented by Karl Dunk- 
mann, Gerhard Lehmann, and the like.89 Avowedly Marxian 
sociology possesses one writer of distinction in the person of the 
Austrian Socialist Max Adler, who has done noteworthy work 
n the sociology of knowledge from the Marxian point of view,90 
and has also been an incisive critic of so-called bourgeois tenden- 
aes in German sociology. Mark Abramowitsch Ly also be 

mrisTwith Adlhe ISra"ua!-0gethe" insignificant figu/e in corn- 
exponent! fSrhel CaitH?1C s°clol°gy now has. no prominent 
fore iom v Cr- have been placed in this category be- 

, • , ^ 3) * its existence is vouchsafed more by the manner in 
which sociology is taught in Catholic schools and seminTries than 
by a particular body of sociological doctrine. 8emmanes thzn 

cioW1!ebsSd1hfr0/ this,division on Gerraa« and Austrian so- 
vaSnTv !d h! f°r l °ug timC the new discipline was culti- 
to show that !h!rT' PerllaPs our survey has done something 
exceedLlv n"! ' T*-™ Stage Was Passed a number of 
schools o/thou^hfS1fg beginnings and several well-advanced 
starts li r^ ’ gCther Wlth the usual Proportion of false 

If, however, present tendencies 
uropean academic circles continue unchecked, there 
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is real danger that Germany and Austria may become lands in 
which knowledge of sociology is promulgated not only by ama¬ 
teurs and dilettantes, but also by time-servers and political spoils¬ 

men. 

II 

HOLLAND 

The Present Status of Dutch Sociology. — Although they are 
masters of a great colonial empire, the homeland of the Dutch 
covers no great area. Moreover, although the population is rela¬ 
tively dense, it still is not large enough to maintain universities 
of sufficient size to admit of consistent and thoroughgoing special¬ 
ization in the various subdivisions of the social sciences. Conse¬ 
quently sociology is a stepchild of philosophy, economics, or 
ethnology; it does not receive the undivided attention of any 
Dutch scholar. Steinmetz, to whom we shall later refer, is an ex¬ 
cellent example of this: his best-known book was entitled The 
Philosophy of War when it first appeared (1908) ; only in a later 
edition, published in Germany during the 1920’s when sociology 
was enjoying some popularity in that country, was the word soci¬ 
ology included in the title. (Both editions were written in Ger¬ 
man.) Further, Steinmetz’s chief interest is in the field of eth¬ 
nology, and not one of his graduate students has written a strictly 
sociological treatise. Another reason for the lack of independent 
sociology in Holland is the prevailingly practical emphasis of 
Dutch culture; concrete descriptive studies rather than abstract 
analyses have been most in favor, but such studies can provide 
only the indispensable foundation upon which the structure of 
sociology per se is erected. Finally, the fact that many of the 
early representatives of sociology were socialists meant that the 
entrenched academicians were not especially friendly. 

Nevertheless, one should not be too pessimistic about the pros¬ 
pects for Dutch sociology. In 1921, sociology was made one of 
the required examination subjects for the doctorate in social 
geography and an elective subject for the doctorate in Dutch law. 
Moreover, a statute permitting these concessions also provided 
for the doctorate in sociology, although up to date very few candi¬ 
dates have presented themselves.92 Further, recent developments, 
among them the founding of the first Dutch sociological society, 

augur well for the future. . 
Christian Social Philosophy and Sociology. — As might be ex¬ 

pected from what we have already said, the history of sociology 
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in Holland must be drawn from the main currents and side 
streams of the history of other disciplines. 

In 1863 an Introduction to the Science of the Community was 
written by Kemper,93 professor of law at the University of Am¬ 
sterdam. This work was dominated by a Protestant social phi¬ 
losophy. Kemper viewed mankind as the ultimate product of 
the world-order, destined to carry out a God-given function. All 
social activity was held to be teleological, and once in possession 
of the set of norms upon which Kemper’s system was based, all 
conduct, it was held, could be evaluated according to the degree 
in which it furthered the sway of these norms. 

In addition to the dominant Christian theme, the legal motif 
was prominent in Kemper’s work. In fact, he was convinced that 
the study of society found its chief empirical justification as a 
prerequisite for sound legal practice, and in particular explicitly 
said that his social theory was an introduction to the theory of 
public law. In this introduction Kemper defines a science “ which 
aims at the understanding and betterment of society,” but re¬ 
fuses to name this science sociology because the term is a “ bar¬ 
barous compound of Greek and Latin.” The first part of the 
introduction deals with the kinds of knowledge on which sociology 
is based. Philosophy stands in first place, immediately followed 
by a heterogeneous array of gleanings from every field that in 
any way borders upon social life, and the resulting composite is 
squeezed within the confines of the Christian philosophy of his¬ 
tory already mentioned. In fairness to Kemper, however, it must 
be said that his “encyclopedic eclecticism” was remarkably 
full and thorough; he dealt, by implication at least, with prac¬ 
tically everything that present-day encyclopedists include in their 
province. Needless to say, however, he did not develop any special 
type of theory that would now be regarded as definitely socio¬ 
logical.84 3 

Another form of Christian social philosophy that has some 
sociological relevance is the Catholic conception set forth by 
Aengenent, professor at the Catholic seminary of Warmond at 

eyden. His Textbook of Sociology (1909) is primarily con¬ 
cerned with the discussion of social problems dealt with in the 
encyclical letters of the recent popes. He distinguishes two types 
\.fcioogy. philosophical sociology, which is a branch of moral 
philosophy or ethics; and positivistic sociology, in which the 
ethical problem is not central. Aengenent of course casts his 
V°te.. Philosophical sociology, and defines it as that branch 
of ethics which deals with the rights and duties of man as a mem- 
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ber of society. This obviously includes a great deal, and he con¬ 
sequently defines sociology in a narrower sense as well. It then 
becomes the study of “ the social question,” which may be sub¬ 
divided into five different questions or problems: (1) the labor 
problem; (2) the agrarian problem; (3) the problem of the 
bourgeois class; (4) the problem of industrial labor or the pro¬ 
letariat ; and (5) the question of woman’s proper place in society. 
He then goes on to discuss the three schools of thought offering 
solutions: first, individualism; second, socialism; and third, Chris¬ 
tian solidarism, i.e., class cooperation on a functional basis under 
the guidance of Catholicism. The points of view set forth in the 
encyclicals are 96 faithfully mirrored by Aengenent, and he also 

draws on other Catholic writers. . / . 
Another opponent of positivistic sociology is Brume, who like 

Aengenent advocates Christian solidarism, but on a Protestant 
instead of a Catholic basis. True to the individualistic heritage 
of Protestantism, Bruine denies the rule of the church in social, 
matters, transferring some of its authority to the state, and 
limiting the activity of the latter to the protection of “ common 
human interests ” in such a way that private initiative will not be 
stifled and a maximum degree of “ decent liberty ” vouchsafed. 
The producers’ and consumers’ cooperative movements Brume 
views as the best economic example of solidaristic aims. 
Although a great deal of sociology in the United States and else¬ 
where has been quite as thoroughly pervaded by ultimate value- 
judgments and immediate reform programs as this Dutch counter¬ 
part, candor compels us to say that the sociologist who spreads 
himself over so large a slice of life runs the risk of being all things 

to all men without saving any. . 
Sociology in the Shadow of Law. — A curious variant ot our 

science was set forth by Anema 98 in his Fundamentals of Sociology 
(1900). He dealt with it as a branch of law, for his Calvmistic 
predilections 99 led him to declare that no purely causal science 
dealing with social life could be established, and that sociology 
was therefore normative only. Following this false lead, he 
divided law into a general and a special part, the general com¬ 
prising its philosophy, “ encyclopedia,” and history, and the spe¬ 
cial falling into three subdivisions: (1) criminal law; (2) public 
law, international law, and administrative law; and (3) socio ogy, 
in its turn made up of private law and economics. Plainly enoug , 
only the name of sociology survived Anema’s normative dissec- 

tion.100 
Jonge, while by no means so bizarre a “ sociologist ” as Anema, 
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likewise represents the legalistic approach.101 In his Politics of the 
Future (1917) he declared that he had provided “ an objective 
study of social processes in their inner connections,” and that 
by the same token he had set forth a political system highly de¬ 
sirable for the enlightenment of the statesman. In view of the 
atter pronouncement, it can occasion small wonder that the whole 

work is dominated by juristic notions. Further, Jonge’s zeal for 
classification and criticism of the ideas of others lends his treatise 
the character of a loosely organized survey rather than an in¬ 
dependent investigation. 

c ™ay quite properly be regarded as a legitimate 
field for the application of sociological theories, and therefore 
does not cast so blighting a shadow upon them as do the strictly 
legalistic, normative philosophies above mentioned. Bonger Van 
Kan, and Roos are at present the outstanding Dutch criminolo- 
gists. 

W. A. Bonger in particular is well known for a number of in¬ 
teresting statistical studies.102 In his Crime and Economic Condi- 

veTsion?°he took 5 publlshed ln a revised and expanded English 
version), he took the position that economic factors almost ex- 

Ur^Sre^oth Mime- TtiS infCr/nCe b Part derives *om bis adherence to the Marxian theory of history, in line with which 
e concludes that capitalism has engendered an enormous increase 

is ic oudook l7<' r lht “meS i,b0Ut becaus' "“"Al¬ 
and sHm /L . favored by capitalism weakens fellow-feeling 
, d, st.imulates criminal motives through its inherent egoism and 
brutality, embittering the life of the poor and corrupting the rich 

?e“a„dlirSTe?°nger,f0r US "egl'“ °f d* 

by “aking use of 

Another of Bonger’s studies is concerned with the correlation 

Sous if* a"?crime - 
centible H COndudes that religion exercises no per- 

oFthe^ ° 5%*"”’ he Sh°WS that the «ime reports 

Catholics than for the Pro'StT w'heT * ^fT ^ -f°r the have a hfo-W mt Protestants, whereas the latter m turn 

committed also diffe^” ^ Jews’ ,a*d that the types of crimes 
and Catholics mor^ * more.cases.oi burglary among Protestants 
crennnrM ■CS’ ™°e financial trickery among Jews. These dis¬ 
crepancies in crime rate, however u 1 a L i. . 
cally determiner! rv ver, conger holds to be economi- 

of southern Holland* CXamP e’ tde Roman Catholic population 
utnern Holland is very poor and lacking in eduction, with 
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a corresponding prevalence of the cruder but perhaps less socially 
damaging crimes. In another study, The Social Factors in Crime 
(1912), he arrives at like results: the economic element is held to 

be almost all-important. 
The two other criminologists mentioned, Van Kan and Roos, 

had earlier reached similar conclusions. In 1903 Van Kan pub¬ 
lished his Les Causes economiques de la criminalite which, in addi¬ 
tion to being for its time an excellent example of careful statistical 
technique, contains a critical review of the European literature 
of the problem that is still worth reading.104 Roos’s Etiology of 
Misconduct (1908) is largely confined to an analysis of Dutch 

criminal statistics.105 
Sociology and Ethnology. — The most famous of all Dutch 

sociologists is Steinmetz, who was also one of the first (1895) 
to declare his allegiance to the new and unpopular science.106 
Fortunately for his own academic standing, he had already at¬ 
tracted much favorable attention by his work in ethnology, par¬ 
ticularly through his Ethnologische Studien zur ersten Entwick- 
lung derStrafe (1892) andEndo-Kannihalismus (1895). Shortly 
thereafter (1899) he published an article, Der Krieg als socio¬ 
logy ches Problem, that marked the first stage in the construc¬ 
tion of his chief work, Soziologie des Krieges. 

In this treatise war is dealt with as a sociological phenome¬ 
non, and its function within the total process of sociation is de¬ 
fined and analyzed. The general conclusions are roughly in accord 
with the tenets of social Darwinism. To begin with, Steinmetz 
holds that those preliterate groups which try to avoid conflict 
necessarily remain on the lowest level of culture; war forces all 
tribes which have the requisite ability into the armor of political 
organization, thus creating the state. As this institution develops, 
the smaller units (such as clans) which it incorporates lose in 
importance. But if expansion proceeds more rapidly than the 
development of internal relations which supply the cohesive force 
formerly due to clans, et cetera, the state collapses under attack 
from without, and the process begins over again. War is there¬ 
fore the creator of homogeneous societies, and eventually of na¬ 
tions as we now know them. Further, its role in compelling migra¬ 
tions has been of tremendous importance in the contact of 
cultures and consequently in that increase of cultural complexity 
ordinarily called progress. No matter how great the loss and 
suffering caused by warfare, its scope and intensity have steadily 
increased. Steinmetz considers war to be one of the expressions 
of the cruel, covetous, and aggressive nature of man, and there- 
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fore as something that will end only when mankind is either wioed 
out or transformed into something biologically pacific fnrN>1 
d.ough we now pin our faith on education as a p^niive the 
history of the world, offers sesnt hope of success.107 

In addition to this and similar specialized studies, Steinmetz 
has also devoted considerable attention to general methodology 
He defines sociology as the positive science which deals with all 
human groupings: their development, forms, conditioning fac¬ 
tors, and decay. It is not the science of culture, for this would 
mean that sociology would have to include almost the whole 
range of human knowledge. The forms which social groupings 
assume are numerous: clan, tribe, nation, village, town, church 

modes'oZ'chanfe ‘TS “d th* modes of change must be described and functionally analyzed 
y use of the inductive method. Induction is of great importance 

for it enables that cooperation in research which is inessential 

fers'omiTndUl geTn\rre ■“ d!stinct from *<“ P«“li«ly personal and untransferable function of philosophy.108 ^ 

relado^Sn^' ‘“Tf °f ™ans P1^ and his 
ations with the natural environment,butthesocialen- 

prim^r^t fmUC- ,greatCr imP°rtance- In other words, the 
oXinyth? k °l S°if10 0F -S ^e.stud7 of so«al relations, not 
only m their outer but also m their inner aspects. The inference 

bound upwnith0m 'l that Plychical f actGrs are ^separably 
uoonwhiXnr-S°rCI behav!or; bence Psychology is the science 
other indisnpnQIM°gXOSl: be,avdy. Ieans> anci vice versa.109 An- 
crete'desZw ^^ i°do^ is sociography, a con- 

Se same°r I'A Gfe™an, a"d Austrian sociology) bearing much 
£V’.VS' counterpart as ethnography does 

phenomenFdealt ddference between the two is that the 

hence Twider fiX l ethnoSrfh[ *re not so complex, and 

ographv FujXXlX ^ than is the case with soci- 
aSr fnrnX ’ l "T °f material confr<mting the sociog- 

theethJnZ\ ° m?C CXtenske use of statistics, wherefs 
the ethnographer can make more use of direct description 

but sDeacVforh;dn7Xer mte"ftin? phases of Steinmetz’s work, 

tion at the 

as a researcher and teacher h., u ’ l renown 
lifted cfnrlrsmt-e ,er’ has brougbt to him a number of 

der Bii Pon^ av°ngTTh°m may be mentioned Nieboer, Van A„h Rounhaar’ Yan Deursen, and Fahrenfort. 
ong e prominent Dutch sociographers and ethnographers 
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who have not been pupils of Steinmetz we may mention Wilken, 
Blonk, and Heere.111 Wilken has done a great deal to acquaint 
his Dutch colleagues with the newer ethnological theories de¬ 
veloped elsewhere in Europe and in America, and has also 
made more generally available the rich ethnographic material de¬ 
rived from Holland’s colonial possessions in the East Indies. 
Blonk has written a sociography of a Dutch industrial town that 
will stand comparison with many American surveys, and Heere 
has attempted to introduce into Dutch social science LePlay’s 
study of regions, family budgets, and similar methodological 

devices.112 
Other Dutch Trends. — So-called practical or applied soci¬ 

ology, in some respects similar to the social philosophies of 
Aengenent and Bruine, has been elaborately dealt with by Kohl- 
brugge of the University of Utrecht.^ His eight-volume work 
ranges over the fields of social education, child welfare, social 
legislation, and a number of other problems of social well-being. 
Not only does he provide a conspectus of practically everything 
done in these fields in the Netherlands, but he also makes detailed 
comparisons with the methods of social technology in other 

countries.113 
Collective psychology, corresponding to some phases of Ameri¬ 

can psycho-sociology, is represented by Visser. In The Mind of 
the Crowd (1911) he gives a survey of the crowd theories of a 
number of sociologists, with particular attention to those of 
Tarde, Sighele, LeBon, and Stoll. In 1916 appeared his The Col¬ 
lective Mind in Law and Government, which is primarily a study 
of public opinion. His most recent book, Character as an Element 
in Culture (1922), discusses character-education, and advances 
the theory that reward and punishment must always be the chief 
methods of motivating socially acceptable behavior. Visser is an 
exceptionally erudite person, but he flits from point to point with¬ 
out discussing any exhaustively, and he seems to feel no need of 

precise analysis and definite proof.114 ^ # 
The late Clara Wichmann provided an interesting social phi¬ 

losophy with Communist leanings in her Introduction to the Phi¬ 

losophy of the Community (1917)’ but although her book is of 
high literary merit and well calculated to stimulate interest m 
social matters, it takes no account of previous research, and will 
hardly lead anyone to engage in strictly sociological study. Stein¬ 
metz is probably right in saying that ‘‘ This little book, for all 
its vividness, is more dangerous than useful, so far as the positive 
side of our science is concerned. Only genuine research can 
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carry us onward.” 115 Another type of social philosophy closely re- 
lated to the Neo-Romanticism of Othmar Spann has been set 
forth by Landheer. His study of Plato is an attempt to revive the 
supposed universalism of the Greek philosopher and to show its 
essential agreement with Spann’s doctrines. 

Thus far practically all the writers we have been considering 
with the possible exception of Steinmetz, bear only an incidental 
relation to sociology in the narrower sense. There are two writers, 
however, who limit the held more closely. Gerretson published a 
Prolegomena to Sociology (1911) in which he sharply separated 
this science from history, political science, economics, anthro¬ 
pology, and so on, and stressed the importance of the inductive 
method.^ He divided sociology into three parts: (1) sociography 
or descriptive sociology; (2) comparative sociology, in which the 
data gathered by sociography are classified and related to one 
another; and (3) sociosophy (not the same as that designated 
in Germany by the same term). This third form utilizes the re¬ 
sults achieved m the first two divisions for the construction of a 
theoretical system harmonizing with the principles of philosophy 
and all the other sciences. Gerretson also granted a place to 

practical sociology, in so far as this is simply the application 
of sociological principles to “ reality.” Thus sociology is essential 
to scientific politics and similar technological activities Unfor¬ 
tunately, this promising beginning (many of the ideas of which 
Gerretson seems to have derived from French and Italian sociolo¬ 
gists) has not led to anything further; he has since published 
nothing in the sociological field. The rapid developments in Ger¬ 
man systematic sociology since 1918 have not been without their 
effect on Dutch thinkers, for in 1931 Endt, of the University of 
• ey en’ Published a small Sodologie dealing with social processes 
in a way closely similar to that represented by Wiese, and there 

wlhT6 eVlden,Ce that tbi8 of sociological analysis has been 

LreC'lred,,n Most imP°rtant. it is sufficiently 
mpmcal to appeal to the Dutch interest in the concrete. On the 

wea'lth of*’ “ Pr?rt<ks a means of classifying and interpreting the 
wealdt of material already accumulated by the Dutch ethnogra- 
phers and sociographers.116 J ® 

u!tfet!ierlandS So™l°9ical Society. — To judge by the very 

Uh In DUt,Ch S0Ci0l°^ haS take" u new lease on 
was* estflhnsha^0C1°!i0^Ga^ society’ tbe first of its kind in Holland, 
pose DeNnnH K an • ^1VeS every slgn °f vigor and serious pur- 
review: aS ^1Ven US news this development in a recent 
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In this address to the first meeting of the Netherlands Sociological 
Association, the distinguished criminologist, W. A. Bonger, briefly sum¬ 
marizes the history of the social sciences, states the aims of the Associa 
tion, and discusses the qualifications required for membership. From 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, states Professor Bonger, the 
“ streams of the social sciences have become constantly broader and 
deeper.” Social Economics, History, Ethnology, Social Statistics, Social 
Geography, Wissenssoziologtey and Sociology have all reaped rich har¬ 
vests in their respective fields. Although a synthesis of these sciences lies 
in the remote future, it is hoped that the Association will, in however 
small degree, ably play its part in the process. Among the topics to be 
discussed at the next meeting are: (x) Social Science IVlethods, (2) 
Changes and Consequences of Changes in the Tempo of Societies; 
(3) The Sociology of the Formation of States; (4) The Social Structure 
of Ancient Empires; (5) Imperialism, Observed from the Historical and 
Sociological Point of View; (6) Wissenssoziologie. That the Association 
has serious intentions is evident in the qualifications required for mem¬ 
bership. Politicians, jurists, and others “ who are concerned exclusively 
with practical applications of the social sciences ” are to be excluded. 
Dilettantes and professional “ joiners ” are also banned. Equally un¬ 
desirable are social philosophers who insist upon asking such questions 
as “ What is society?” and “What is sociology?” To be admitted, a 
candidate is required to demonstrate in published work that he is a 
serious scholar in one or more of the social sciences. . . .117 

We heartily join our reviewer in his closing phrase, “ Long live 
the Netherlands Sociological Society! ” 

III 

SCANDINAVIA 

Current Condition of Sociology. — Here again it is the old 
story: sociology under that name has been quite neglected in Nor¬ 
way, Denmark, Sweden, and Finland. Nowhere is there a chair 
of sociology as such. From 1883 to 1918 the University of Copen¬ 
hagen had one for philosophy and sociology, but since then the 
teaching of sociology has been the task of one of the professors 
of economics, so that the attention it really receives is quite 
negligible. In the universities of Lund and Uppsala, sociology is 
included in the philosophical division, being classed as a branch 
of practical philosophy. Some of the professors have dealt with 
sociological topics, but always in the highly speculative manner 
reminiscent of Schaffle and other writers of the nineteenth cen- 
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The University of Gothenburg is in somewhat better case, for 
it now possesses a chair of economics and sociology, and candi¬ 
dates for the doctorate in either discipline are examined in both.119 
This fortunate situation is largely the result of the influence of 
one man, the late Gustaf Steffen, an outstanding economist, soci¬ 
ologist,_ and political leader. Whether the example of Gothen¬ 
burg will be followed by other Scandinavian universities is still 

in doubt. The very fact of Steffen’s prominence (he was a power 
in the Socialist party) may make other academicians of differing 
political faith reluctant to admit any new science that has had 
such a champion within their sacred portals. 

The University of Abo in Finland has the advantage of the 
services of Edward Westermarck, who accepted a position there 
after his retirement from the University of London. He is now 
very oid however, and can hardly be regarded as an active soci- 
0 og,st. Rafael Karsten, professir of moral philosophy in the 

University of Helsingfors, does a good deal of interesting work in 
ethnography, and a member of the same institution, Hilma 
Granqvist, has made a remarkably able study of marriage con¬ 
ditions in Palestine. All of this, however, merely borders on 
sociology, the central fields of the discipline remain uncultivated, 
ana it has no official recognition. 

This lack of “ oflicial ” sociology makes it necessary to follow 
the course we have pursued before: namely, to garner the scat¬ 
tered grains of sociologically relevant thought and research re¬ 
gardless of the fields in which they fall. 

Early Literary and Philosophical Studies of Social Phenomena. 
,U Holberg (1684-1754), a dramatic and philosophical 

author frequently called “ the father of modern Norwegian 
and Danish literature,” has sometimes been placed among the 

^1— °f Candrvian socioI°gy This assumption 
forth hr! Th 7 q We!rant tbat S0Clal satire of the type later set 

On thelt’f dtlrg’ and °therS may be called sociological, 
use of r Se®m® better,not to confuse the issue by too free 

sophkal works^f f ^ ° Published historical and philo- 
of the LTr k a 1 morallz.lng tendency and with some analysis 

said of the el? fCias,?rektl0nS °f his time- Whatever "^be 
nollJnf1” -ha-ehe was,a sociological writer, there can be 
general S1gn^ance for Scandinavian social thought in 

author?/two^nnf a Swedish philosopher, was the 

ceptsoftZ c”finiShedwc°rks of a sociological nature, The Con- 
P f the Science of Society: An Attempt at Clarification 
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(1826), and Philosophy of Law and Society (1839). Grubbe 
defined society as any human grouping, of which he listed three 
types: family, state, and mankind, distinguished primarily by 
their differing extent in space and time. Every society, said 
Grubbe, has a moral-religious content and a legal-external form, 
and true progress consists in the harmonious development of both 
sides of societal life. Grubbe opposed Kant and Fichte in their 
separation of morals and law, asserting that the goal of social 
development is the greatest possible ennobling of all the members 
of society. The whole system is anchored in religion: for example, 
Grubbe maintained that patriotism derives its significance from 
its essential harmony with God’s plan for the world.120 

Christopher Jacob Bostrom (1797-1866) was one of the most 
original of Swedish philosophers; he worked out a system of his 
own at a time when most of his compatriots were looking to other 
European countries for their leading ideas. In some of his writ¬ 
ings he dealt at length with social theory, notably in his Outlines 
of the Philosophical Study of the State (1859), and Introduction 
to the Philosophical Study of the State (1874). He definitely 
belonged to the organismic school; in his attempt to justify con¬ 
stitutional monarchy, he conceived of the state as a living organ¬ 
ism endowed with intelligence and ultimately dependent upon 
God for its existence. A monarch is the defender of the vital 
interests of this organism. Representative government was also 
subjected to the organismic formula, for Bostrom regarded the 
prevailing separation of electors into four classes with differing 
rights of franchise as a functional necessity of the national or¬ 
ganism. Although he found a place in his system for the family, 
the association, the community, and the folk, Bostrom thoroughly 
developed only his political theories.121 

His influence during his lifetime was considerable, but two of 
his pupils, Sahlin and Bjorklund, greatly extended it after his 

death. 
Carl Yngve Sahlin (1824-1918) developed, with some modi¬ 

fications, certain aspects of Bostrom’s theory of personality. 
The human being has individuality but not totality, whereas so¬ 
ciety may be said to represent totality but has no individuality. 
Men become human, in the fullest sense, through social inter¬ 
course, and the more fully the personalities of all the members 
of society are developed, the more thoroughly integrated a 
totality does society become. It is readily seen that this bears 
some resemblance to the theories advanced by Cooley. Sahlin 
classified human groupings in five main categories: (1) the oikos 
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or household (equivalent to the family in the broadest sense) ; 
(2) the association based on one or another phase of a common 
culture; (3) the state; (4) the federation of states; and (5) the 
world-empire. Each of these five forms is divided into two sub¬ 
classes: first, the marriage group and the family; second, the 
community and the organized group; third, the folk and the 
government; fourth, the race and the interrelated system of 
governments; and fifth, mankind and the federation of govern¬ 
mental systems. This curious preoccupation with combinations 
and recombinations of states and governments reflects the sepa¬ 
ration of the Scandinavian race and culture into political units 
that cut across more fundamental bonds of union; Sahlin was 
forced to recognize the fact that government and state are 
not the same, and that these in turn have no essential connection 
with race and culture.122 

Gustaf Bjorklund (1846-1903), pursuing a somewhat similar 
line of thought, took over Bostrom’s organismic ideas (with 
Spencerian reinforcements), and attempted to show that nations 
are organisms of a type that must necessarily grow together, 
just as coral polyps are forced by their very nature to cohere and 
consolidate. Impressed by the unification of Germany as exempli¬ 
fied in the customs union and the federation of kingdoms, and 
contrasting this with the political discord among the Scandina¬ 
vian states, he maintained that the growth of trade relations 
represented a sort of organismic intertwining in the material 
realm that should lead to the evolution of ever larger political 
organisms, eventually culminating in a world society. Bjorklund 
further developed these ideas in his attack on what he termed 

. e . utIorujry anarchy ”; he was a savage opponent of protec¬ 
tionism and militarism because to him they represented patho- 
lopcal hindrances to the beneficent process of social evolution. 
_nus Bjorklund united in a peculiar way the philosophy of 
Bostrom and the biological theories of his own time.123 

Utopians, Ref ormers, and Their Critics. — Under this some¬ 
what vague section-heading we shall have to include a number 
or exceedingly diverse figures. 

Nils Herman Quiding (1808-1886) is the only systematic 
u opian socialist that Sweden has produced. Influenced to some 

n by Plato, he embodied in his criticism of the status quo a 

niJ*n r soclolfgI5al theories which, although current else- 
where before or during his period, apparently were not directly 

"Ve/ir°m any other writer. Quiding set forth a conflict the- 
y o e state, brute force created law, and law consolidated 
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the position of the dominant class. He seems to have introduced 
the terms “ upper class ” and “ lower class ” into the popular 
vocabulary, and he presented a lengthy analysis of all forms of 
“ social servitude ”: property, government, marriage, education, 
money, etc. He was also a bitter critic of urban life; for him 
large cities were parasitic fungi on the trunk of society. He there¬ 
fore proposed a system of decentralization: no communities 
numbering more than about five thousand persons were to be 
permitted (here we have Plato’s proposal to limit the polls to 
5040 citizens). In this way, said Quiding, the earliest form of 
social life, the commune, would become the last and best.124 

Anton Nystrom (1842-1926), physician, social reformer, tee¬ 
totaler, was the earliest adherent of Comte’s social philosophy 
in the Scandinavian countries, translating most of his writings. 
In addition to accepting positivism in both the scientific and 
quasi-religious senses, he was active in struggles for religious 
freedom, separation of church and state, and so on. Moreover, 
he did a great deal to establish folk schools along lines similar 
to those laid down by the Danish bishop, Grundtvig.125 Christen 
Collin, professor at the University of Oslo, represented in Nor¬ 
way ideas akin to those of Nystrom; these are set forth in his 
Religion of Brotherly Love and the New Sociology, and in nu¬ 
merous other writings. o . 

The Scandinavian countries have been the scene of perhaps 
the most bitter feminism and anti-feminism to be found any¬ 
where. There are probably good reasons for this in the back¬ 
ground of Scandinavian culture, but it is difficult for the outsider 
to discern them. 

Ellen Key (1849-1926) was a feminist of an uncommon type. 
Instead of laying special stress on woman’s “ equality ” with 
man in all lines of activity, she deplored indiscriminate rivalry, 
maintaining that women are fitted primarily for motherhood. In 
spite of bitter antagonism from feminists of a different stamp, 
she succeeded in realizing many of her specific aims, such as 
motherhood insurance, “ labor vacations ” before and after child¬ 
birth, legitimation of children born out of wedlock, and a number 
of other reforms. She was an upholder of solidarism; believing 
fervently in Guyau’s “ irreligion of the future ” she championed 
a type of humanitarianism that was religious in every respect 
but its heterodoxy.128 

August Strindberg (1849-1912) is famous as the most un¬ 
compromising opponent of the emancipation of women; he seems 
to have taken seriously Nietzsche’s injunction, When thou hast 
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to do with woman, do not forget thy whip.” At the same time, 
Strindberg’s interest in the class struggle should not be over¬ 
looked; his autobiography, The Son of a Servant Girl, clearly 
evidences that anti-feminism was of secondary importance as 
compared to his preoccupation with caste and class. Further, his 
opposition to the existing social order found expression in a book 
castigating the hypocrisy and discrimination practiced by the 
upper classes.127 

A more direct opponent of Ellen Key’s program was Vitalis 
Nordstrom (1856-1916). He criticized modern culture because 
of its inner poverty; quantity, as manifested in and through the 
mere material satisfaction of mass needs, has debased quality. 
The impersonality, uniformity, and disunity of modern culture 
are symptoms of degeneration, and modern mass morals have 
submerged personality. Nordstrom foreshadowed the cultural 
pessimism of Spengler, but unlike the latter he saw hope of sal¬ 
vation in the imminent revival of religion. That is, although the 
quest for secular salvation is doomed to futility, the sacred in 
its ancient garb will one day regain its power.128 Sorokin’s theories 
of social and cultural dynamics are in basic agreement with 
Nordstrom’s. 

Marxians and Anti-Marxians. — As we noted in the chapter 
on revolutionary socialism, Marx owed a great deal of his social 
analysis to Lorenz von Stein. This was also true of Erik Gustaf 
Geijer( 1783-1847), a historian in the University of Uppsala. 
In 1844, long before the appearance of Das Kapital, Geijer pre¬ 
dicted the increasing dominance of the bourgeois class, the vic¬ 
tory of mobile over immobile capital, and the rising power of the 
proletariat. He advocated the solidarity of the disadvantaged 
classes, but hoped to find a solution for the class struggle through 
gradual reform. Originally a conservative, his conversion to a 
type of liberalism remarkably similar to that represented bv 
Hobhouse almost three-quarters of a century later created a 
great sensation.129 

Geijer was in a way a Marxian before Marx —at least, he 
foreshadowed several aspects of Marxian thought. A real fol¬ 
lower of Marx is to be found in Axel Hagerstrom (1868— ), 
whose Social Teleology in Marxism (1909) lays special stress on 
the optimistic phases of Marx’s thought.130 Sven Helander 
<i88*7 )* opponent of Marxian theory, has attempted to 
show that it is precisely this optimism which distorts Marx’s 
social analysis. In other words, the very fact that Marx wished 
not to interpret the world but to change it for the better is the 
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reason for the fallacies in the theory of surplus value and other 
specific doctrines.131 Excellent analyses of the relation of political 
parties and social classes in Sweden have been presented by E. H. 
Thornberg. They are especially valuable because of their thor¬ 
ough discussion of the ideological as well as the economic foun¬ 
dations of political alignments. Thornberg has been much in¬ 
fluenced by American sociology and, in conjunction with his work 
as emigration investigator for the Swedish government, has stud¬ 
ied the problem of Swedish emigration to America and the proc¬ 
esses of assimilation in considerable detail.182 

The Beginnings of Sociology Proper. — It is to a chemist who 
in later life became a journalist and Social-Democratic politician 
that sociology owes whatever academic standing it now has in 
the Scandinavian countries. Gustaf F. Steffen (1864-1929) be¬ 
came prominent as a Revisionist about the turn of the century; 
he had spent some time in England, and had been much impressed 
by the Fabian Society. In 1903 he was called to the professorship 
of economics and sociology in Gothenburg, a chair expressly de¬ 
signed to suit his interests and capabilities. In 1910 he published 
a large four-volume work on sociology in which many modern 
trends are represented. For Steffen social life consists of mental 
interaction; society is not an organism, nor anything remotely 
like it, but simply a network of relations between persons. As 
a consequence, the relation of sociology and psycho-sociology is 
particularly close. Because of the influence of Bergson’s philoso¬ 
phy, Steffen rejects the idea that sociology is a natural science, 
maintaining that it must be based on a sort of intuitive insight 
that will render possible the understanding of the social actions 
of others. The point of view set forth in the larger work Steffen 
later embodied in a small, popularly written volume, and this 
has gone through numerous editions; hence a fairly large section 
of the educated public is acquainted with systematic sociology as 

conceived by Steffen. 
He was also active in the field of historical sociology; his three- 

volume work, The Ages of the World ( 1918—19^0) > represents 
an attempt to lay down an ideal-typical series of stages valid 
for all peoples and periods. This work is particularly interesting 
for methodological reasons, inasmuch as it represents the utmost 
possible extension of the ideal-typical mode of presentation. 

These more narrowly sociological treatises failed to give full 
scope to Steffen’s energies, and he published a series of studies 
dealing critically with the problems of democracy as related to 
various phases of modern culture, as well as with a number of 
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social-philosophical questions (one essay is entitled “The Pur¬ 
pose of Life ”). Further, he dealt with the sociology of war: his 
War and Culture (1914-16) attracted a great deal of attention, 
in part because of his vigorous advocacy of the cause of the 
Central Powers. Once more, he analyzed the theories of Marx¬ 
ism at some length, and his forthright criticism of what he be¬ 
lieved to be the arbitrary dogmas of the Marxian interpretation 
of history led to his expulsion from the Social-Democratic party. 
Finally, Steffen’s zeal for social reform caused him to make in¬ 
tensive investigations of the housing problem in Sweden and of 
the various English and German measures for the socialization 
of insurance, unemployment relief, and so on. The peculiar merit 
of his work in this field was due to the fact that his proposals 
were concrete as well as theoretically justifiable in the light of 
his broader sociological generalizations. It is not to be wondered 
at, therefore, that he has been called the Swedish Hobhouse. 
Moreover, there are other points of similarity between Steffen 
and the British social philosopher, not the least of which is their 
common catholicity of thought.133 

The Specialists and Theit Sociological Conttibutions. But 
even though Steffen is almost a solitary figure so far as sociology 
in Scandinavia is concerned, several scholars and scientists who 
do not bear the label have provided data and formulated hy¬ 
potheses of some sociological significance. 

For example, Oskar Montelius (1843-1921) carried on 
archaeological studies that were utilized to great advantage by 
Steffen m his historical sociology. Not only was Montelius’s re¬ 
search unsurpassed in accuracy, but its results were also presented 
in a form that made their sociological utilization easy. All too 
often archaeologists and like specialists treat their discoveries 
as ends m themselves, apparently caring nothing for those aspects 
of their work that can be linked up closely with the other social 
sciences Montelius, however, used a typological procedure that 
admitted of comparison with culture areas other than the Scandi- 
navian, and that in addition was methodologically in harmony 
with the ideal-typical method upon which Steffen’s studies in so- 
ciai change were based.134 

u,?iz,in^ a tyPol°gical means of investigation 
°n^S ^L^^eck (1850-1923), a Swedish political sci¬ 

entist and statistician. He studied at the University of Lund, 
taught there throughout the whole of his academic career, and 
m 1918 established the Fahlbeck Foundation for the study of 
economics, political science, and statistics. His work in the social 
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studies mentioned was of much importance — witness the fact 
that he founded modern statistics as an independent science in 
Sweden — but for our purposes his last and unfinished work, 
The Classes and Society, is paramount. It is markedly similar in 
some respects to Sorokin’s Social Mobility, although not based 
on European and American data in general (as is the case with 
Sorokin’s researches), but primarily on Scandinavian material. 
Fahlbeck presented an ideal-typical set of stages in class de¬ 
velopment, and attempted to show that the upper classes are 
superior to the lower in terms of all vital indices. He also main¬ 
tained that class stratification is culturally as well as biologi¬ 
cally conditioned, as evidenced by the fact that social differ¬ 
entiation has been inseparably associated with the development 
of complex cultures. His writings are exceedingly suggestive 
because of the profusion of ideas they display, and his style is 
• • • i o e 

incisive. 
A political scientist of somewhat different stamp was Rudolf 

Kjellen (1864-1922), professor at the University of Gothen¬ 
burg from 1890 to 1916, and thereafter at Uppsala. He was a 
member of the organismic school, and in addition was markedly 
influenced by Ratzel’s anthropogeography as applied to politics.136 
In The State as Organism (1916) he set forth what he desig¬ 
nated as a sociological system, but which he later incorporated 
in his Outline of a System of Politics (1920). His use of the 
term “ politics,” however, is not in the sense of practical political 
action, but in the Aristotelian sense of the science of the state, 
thus bringing it very close to sociology. Kjellen’s system is a 
highly original combination of doctrines previously espoused by 
other political scientists, economists, geographers, and sociolo¬ 
gists,137 but originality is its chief virtue. All the fallacies of organ¬ 
ismic thought are perpetrated, and in spite of the interesting 
array of concrete descriptions embodied in his theoretical dis¬ 
cussions, they are not sufficient to save his work from superfici¬ 
ality. Some aspects of his geopolitics (a term he used to designate 
those problems and conditions of life in the state which arise 
from geographical factors and natural environment) have been 
enthusiastically adopted in Germany.188 This is readily under¬ 
standable, for the organismic notions therein contained provide 
excellent rationalizations for Pan-German schemes; almost any 
kind of national expansion can be justified on the ground that the 
state, as an organism, must grow or die. Kjellen’s disciples would 
be greatly deflated if recent sociological refutations of their or¬ 
ganismic gospel pierced their armor, but this happy result is 
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not likely to ensue — men never hear what they do not want to 
heed. 

The Danish scholar, C. N. Starcke (1858-1926), the second 
successor of Harald Hoffding at the University of Copenhagen, 
was primarily a philosopher, but his ethnological interests justify 
mention of him here. His Conscience: A Study in the Principles 

of Human Society (1894-1897) is perhaps the most profound of 
his many treatises, as well as the most definitely sociological, but 
The Primitive Family in Its Origin and Development (1889) is 
his best-known work. This was somewhat influenced by the social 
evolutionism then current, but a note of caution or even scepti¬ 
cism is plainly apparent, and 'in some respects Starcke may be 
regarded as a Westermarck who wrote too soon. Tonnies has 
called his work “ sociological in nature,” and it is quite true that 
he was not so wholly engrossed in descriptive detail as to lose 
sight of those broader phases of social structure that most in¬ 
terest the sociologist. A recent Swedish work on the “ primitive ” 
family is that by Sven Lonborg of the University of Gothen¬ 
burg.189 1 

A philosopher also making liberal use of ethnographical ma¬ 
terial is Esaias Tegner (1843-19*5 ; not to be confused withThe 
great poet of the same name). He may be regarded as a fore¬ 
runner of modern sociological linguistics and of the sociology 
of knowledge, for in 1880 he published The Power of SpeSh 
over Thought, a work in which these trends are clearly in evi¬ 
dence. Many of the insights of Dewey, Mead, and other students 
o communication and vocal gesture ” were anticipated bv 
I egner.140 r J 

The students of comparative religion have made a number of 
contributions of sociological interest. We may mention here the 
work of Martin P. Nilson, Director of the University of Lund, 
who has written on preliterate religion and the religion of the 

reeks. Archbishop Soderblom’s studies in preliterate and com¬ 
parative religion are world-famous. Not so well known, but of 
great importance, are the writings of Reutersskiold, Wicklund, 
and others on the religion of the Lapps. But most significant for 
our purposes is the work of the Danish scholar Svend Ranulf, 
I he Jealousy of the Gods and Criminal Law at Athens: A Con- 

trihunon to the Sociology of Moral Indignation (2 vols., 1934). 
This is an erudite study of the peculiar jealousy manifested by 

m mt -thC -Athenlan g°ds‘ Ostracism and prosecution 
wr~ h ge of ™P!ety were two of the chief modes of wreaking 
vengeance on a fellow-mortal who had been guilty of hybris, of 
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presumption that incurred the jealousy of the gods themselves. 
A sample of Ranulf’s Scheler-like manner of analysis141 seems 
worth giving: 

. . . the tendency to inflict punishment and the propensity to envy 

can be seen to have disappeared simultaneously in a definite social 

group. That group is the upper class at Athens in the latter half of 

the fifth century, more precisely, that part of the upper class which was 

of noble descent and possessed intellectual culture, and which had taken 

advantage of the chances of enrichment offered by the growth of the 

Athenian Empire. It was in this social group that the sophists found 

their public. . . . 

... the old view was no longer the predominant one, and this was 

probably due to the fact that envy, the foundation on which it rested, 
was less prevalent owing to the newly acquired wealth. The idea of jus¬ 

tice, too, was less respected at Athens during the Peloponnesian war than 
it had hitherto been. This would seem to confirm the assumption that 

there is a causal interdependence between poverty, envy, and the zeal 

for justice.142 

Swedish ethnography had until recently a distinguished repre¬ 
sentative in the person of N. E. Nordenskiold (1877—1932). He 
dealt chiefly with the technological aspects of culture, but also 
took some interest in recording myths and social conduct. His 
chief contributions appeared in English under the general title 
of Comparative Ethnographical Studies (9 vols., 1919—1931). 
Eric von Rosen and Gustaf Bolinder should also be listed.143 Fin¬ 
land claims Westermarck, who has two outstanding disciples in 
Rafael Karsten and Gunnar Landtman.144 A Finnish ethnologist 
with strong sociological leanings is Ragnar Numelin, who in 1918 
published an interesting study of the causes of migration on the 
simpler levels of culture; he has also written a small volume on 
the history of Scandinavian ethnology.145 Danish ethnologists 
include H. P. Steensby, Knud Rasmussen, and Daniel Bruun. 

Most of the work in criminology in the Scandinavian countries 
has been carried out by psychiatrists and psychologists. Of suffi¬ 
cient sociological importance to call forth an enthusiastic review 
article from Robert E. Park146 was Andreas Bjerre’s The Psy¬ 
chology of Murder; this is available in English translation. It 
is a psychoanalytic study of three cases, and is in many ways a 
remarkable work. David Lund, a Swedish criminologist, made 
in 1917 a thorough study of juvenile delinquency on the matched 
pair basis; the control group was drawn from the same sort of 
environment as the delinquents. It was published in German: 
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Uber die Ursachen der jugendlichen Asozialitdt. In 1936 Olaf 
Kinberg, professor of psychiatry at the University of Stockholm, 
received the Lombroso Prize for his Basic Problems of Crimi¬ 
nology. He draws on sociological material to a considerable ex¬ 
tent, but the stress is biological and psychological. 

Karl Arvid Edin is outstanding among Swedish demographers 
“ for his imaginative grasp of important problems, for his mani¬ 
fold explorations in the population field, and for his patient 
manipulation of Swedish data.” 147 In collaboration with E. P. 
Hutchinson, some of his recent analyses have been made avail¬ 
able in English.148 At an earlier period, sociography in Sweden 
was notably furthered by Gustav Sundbarg (1875-1914). In¬ 
ternationally known as a statistician, he was also director of the 
official studies of Swedish emigration, and in addition wrote one 
of the most unique and penetrating works in folk sociology ex¬ 
tant. Primarily a social reformer, he was sharply critical of his 
own people, but chiefly because of his intense conviction of their 
essential worth.149 

Social reform m the Scandinavian countries has contributed, 
as elsewhere, to the slow deposit of soil for the growth of soci- 
ology. Gustav Cassel, the well-known economist, wrote a popular 
book on social problems early in his career, and is still avoca- 
tionally interested in reforms of various kinds. Gosta Bagge, 
present Conservative leader in the Swedish parliament, is head 
of the flourishing Socialvetenskapliga Institutet (Institute of 
Social Science) in Stockholm. This is a school designed for fur¬ 
thering child welfare, social welfare work in local communities, 
and the like. Bagge spent some time in Great Britain and the 
United States, and has been quite friendly to American ideas. 
He has published numerous articles, through the Fahlbeck Foun- 

ation, on t e work of the Institute, the League for Social Science, 
and so forth. 

In general, sociology and bordering fields are tilled in the 
Scandinavian countries chiefly with the tangible and the practical 
as anticipated harvests. Theoretical analysis is not favored, herein 
offering a marked contrast to Germany and Austria. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

Sociology in the United States 

AN early START. — Sociology has had many antecedents in 
the United States,1 most of them similar to its European 
•forerunners. Even in the literature dating from before the 

Civil War distinctly sociological interests and types of analysis 
are to be found in history, the law of nature and of nations, moral 
philosophy, political economy, public law, geography, ethnology, 
“ social science,” as well as in the Classics and Biblical literature. 
We cannot deal with all of these here; let us take a few of the 
more important examples at random. 

As early as 1754 instruction in “The Ends and Uses of So¬ 
ciety ” was offered by the College of Philadelphia, and in 1794 
Columbia College had a course in “ Humanity ” taught by the 
professor of Greek. The catalogue description of the latter 
reads surprisingly like those provided for elementary classes in 
sociology a century later.2 

These are isolated instances, however; the earliest continuing 
influence is to be found in the courses in moral philosophy which 
from 1750 until well past the middle of the nineteenth century 
were offered in nearly all colleges, oftentimes by the president 
himself where the denominational schools were concerned. 
(Gladys Bryson and Bernard have demonstrated the importance 
of this trend.)3 The English theologian Paley was the author of 
Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy (1785), of which 
large portions were concerned with essentially sociological data 
and were on the whole sociological in principle. Textbooks 
written to replace Paley’s work, such as Wayland’s Elements of 
Moral Science (1835) and Combe’s Moral Philosophy (1840), 
were very popular and somewhat more definitely inclined toward 
sociology. To be sure, the sociological phases of these treatises 
were bound up with all sorts of theological presuppositions, but 
it was possible to organize the sociological material more or less 
in its own terms.4 

Apparently the first American to do this was Robert Hamilton 
Bishop, who from 1834 to 1836 taught a course at Miami Uni- 
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versity called “ The Philosophy of Social Relations.” Bishop 
was trained at Edinburgh, and may have been influenced by 
Thomas Chalmers, to whom we have already referred in dis¬ 
cussing the antecedents of social work. Of course, Chalmers was 
not the only scholar of this earlier period who contributed to the 
development of moral philosophy—was not the great Adam 
Smith himself professor of moral philosophy at Edinburgh ? And 
is it not possible to show that Giddings was by no means the first 
American thinker to borrow largely from The Theory of Moral 
Sentiments? But however this may be, one of, Bishop’s former 
associates, W. H. McGuffey of the famous MeGuffey’s Read¬ 
ers, taught a course at the University of Virginia from 1,850 
to 1858 entitled “Philosophy of Social Relations, or Ethics 
of Society,” and other instances of Bishop’s influence are not 
lacking.5 

Not only were these and many other harbingers of sociology 
in existence before the Civil War, but the term sociology itsdf 
was also in use. The first book ever to carry the word sociology 
on the title page was written by a Mississippian, Henry Hughes, 
who in defense of slavery developed A Treatise on Sociology, 
Theoretical and Applied (1854)* Hughes made an impassioned 
plea for the “ warranty system ” (slavery), as against the wage 
system,, and in so doing gave evidence of considerable acquaint¬ 
ance with the writings of Comte. In the same year, George 
Fitzhugh of Virginia announced the purpose of his book by call¬ 
ing it Sociology for the South, or the Failure of Free Society. 
This acquaintance with European thought bears witness to the 
practice, then common in the South, of sending the scions of 
the aristocracy abroad rather than North for their training. The 
Civil War broke off these tender sociological shoots, however, 
and nothing of any importance to sociology came out of the South 
for many decades thereafter.6 

‘‘Social Science,” and the Philosophy of Evolution. — An- 
other significant precursor of sociology, perhaps the most im¬ 
portant after moral philosophy, was a curious hybrid called “ so¬ 
cial science. The first work in this field was that by Henry C. 
Garey, The Principles of Social Science, published in 1858-60 in 
three somewhat discursive volumes (which have been much 
praised by some sociologists, notably Oppenheimer). Carey had 
been influenced by the German protectionist, Friedrich List, who 
in opposition to the classical English and Scottish economics of 
his period dealt with the chief influences affecting social life and 

as We^ as w*th more formal analysis of rent, 
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wages, money, and so on. The example set by Carey gave rise to 
the American Social Science Association, which was organized to 
promote a more or less “ synthetic ” view of social life and also 
lad a strong social reform bent. Perhaps this was because leader¬ 
ship came largely from Frank Sanborn who, with Theodore 
Dwight, E. C. Wines, and others, founded the American Prison 
Association in 1870 and played a prominent part in the setting up 
of the National Conference of Charities and Corrections in 
1879.7 As we shall see, this reform trend in the currents that later 
coalesced to form sociology was opposed by Sumner and zeal¬ 
ously furthered by Ward, author of the first American sociologi¬ 
cal treatise to attract wide interest. 

“ Social science ” instruction began to be offered at Williams 
College in conjunction with A. L. Perry’s course in economics in 
1865, the same year that the American Social Science Association 
was founded, and in 1868 Robert E. Thompson, a disciple of 
Carey, gave an independent course in social science at the Univer¬ 
sity of Pennsylvania. Soon other courses were established: Sum¬ 
ner at Yale (1872), Laws at Missouri (1876), Mayo-Smith at 
Columbia (1878), Dunster at Michigan (1880), and Sanborn 
at Cornell (1885). Most of these dealt with what we now call 
“ social problems,” i.e., race, immigration, poverty, crime, alco¬ 
holism, divorce, and so on.s 

During this period the writings of Spencer became widely 
known in the United States, partly because of his prestige as the 
great cosmic philosopher expounding the doctrine of evolution, 
and partly because of the enterprise and enthusiasm of the pub¬ 
lishing house of Appleton, which brought out an elaborate Amer¬ 
ican edition of his works. His vogue soon passed beyond a mere 
fad; he developed a stable following through his intrinsic merits 
as a lucid and cogent expositor, as well as through the labors of 
his brilliant disciple John Fiske, who also did much to spread the 
knowledge of Darwin.9 (Henry Drummond and Benjamin Kidd 
also labored at the task of deodorizing evolution— and with 
some success.) The result of all this was that Sumner, Laws, and 
some of the other teachers of social science began to use Spencer’s 
writings as reading matter in their courses, and at the same 
time lessened or abandoned the social problems emphasis.10 This 
not only made the term sociology — which Spencer used— 
quite widely known, but also narrowed the data upon which so¬ 
ciological generalizations were based primarily to the field of 
ethnography and biology, with unfortunate results. American 
theoretical sociology has not yet wholly recovered from the 
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ethnographizing and biologizing to which it was subjected at this 
early date. 

Thus it came to be that the chronological order of Comte and 
Spencer was, as it were, reversed. As we saw, the pre-Civil War 
fruits of Comte’s teaching withered because they were the out¬ 
growth of a social system that was soon uprooted, whereas Spen¬ 
cer’s evolutionary and individualistic doctrines coincided with the 
vogue of Darwinism, the growth of biological science, and the 
tremendous burst of expansion through private enterprise that 
characterized the period between the spanning of the continent 
by rail in the middle ’sixties and “ the passing of the frontier ” in 
the ’nineties. We shall therefore begin our discussion of Ameri¬ 
can sociological theories with the Spencerian and Darwinian lines 
of development, leaving the later Comtean impulse for subse¬ 
quent sections. 

The Philosophy of Sumner. —Among the first generation of 
American sociologists there is little doubt that the late William 
Graham Sumner, of Yale, was the most vigorous and striking 
personality, and probably the most inspiring and popular teacher. 
Consequently, in even a brief sketch of his contributions to sociol¬ 
ogy, an attempt to interpret his personality and methods is more 
essential than it would be in the case of any other American soci¬ 
ologist. 

In spite of the fact that Sumner frequently emphasizes the 
necessity for an objective point of view in social science and de¬ 
cries any attempt on the part of the sociologist to moralize,11 it 
is impossible for the dispassionate reader to examine closely his 
economic, political, and sociological writings without becoming 
convinced that Sumner, trained originally for the ministry and 
serving for a short time as an ordained curate of the Episcopal 
Church,1- was primarily a preacher in the true sense of that term. 
His Social Classes is, above all, an exhortation to independent 
thought and action, self-reliance, and individual initiative, and the 
element of the preacher is not entirely absent even in Folkways,13 
If one adds to this initial zeal the influence of genuine love for 
aspiring young students, commanding personality, wide learning, 
splendid dogmatism,11 and mastery of incisive English which 
makes his essays models of terse nineteenth-century critical prose, 
it is not difficult to understand Sumner’s reputation. 

umner was always primarily a sociologist in method and point 
o Jiew, but there can be no doubt that he built up his academic 
an iterary reputation in the fields of economics and political 
science as a vigorous advocate of “ hard money,” free trade, 
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and laissez faire.16 Again, while Sumner may claim priority of 
practically a decade over any other American teacher in intro¬ 
ducing a well-defined and continuing course in sociology (under 
the name of social science or “ the study of societal matters ”) 
into the university curriculum,17 he never published a systematic 
exposition of his sociology, and his great monograph, Folkways, 
did not appear until three years before his death. It is only since 
his colleague, Albert Galloway Keller, has utilized Sumner’s 
classroom lectures and notes to build the massive Sumner-Keller 
treatise, The Science of Society (1927), that the nature of Sum¬ 
ner’s system (and Keller’s) has been fully revealed. 

Sumner’s sociological views were colored by his economic and 
political predispositions and were inspired by the general thought 
and methods of procedure of Darwin, Spencer, and Lippert.18 
An evolutionary view of social life and development, a feeling of 
the plasticity of society (“ the mores can make anything right ”), 
a rigid economic determinism, a slight predilection for the use of 
biological concepts, and a firm conviction of the preeminent value 
of ethnography as the “ data ” and to a large extent the sub¬ 
stance of sociology are the dominant features of Sumner’s socio¬ 
logical thought. He seems to have been little influenced by, or ac¬ 
quainted with, the systematic sociological literature of America 
or Europe, and Keller states that he had little respect for such 
works.19 On the whole it was probably fortunate that Sumner 
specialized in the descriptive and ethnographic, rather than the 
theoretical, phase of sociology, as his power of (or inclination 
toward) sustained and logical abstract thinking was not great. 
Fortunately his disciple, Keller, is more gifted in this respect, and 
their joint work, the Science of Society, has greatly benefited by 
his collaboration. 

^Folkways and Mores. — Nevertheless, Sumner’s Folkways 
has already exerted far more influence, it seems safe to say, than 
will ever issue from the cumbersome Science of Society or Keller’s 
epitome of the latter, Man}s Rough Road. We shall therefore 
restrict our discussion of Sumner’s writings primarily to Folk- 
ways. Of this it is not inaccurate to say that it is unsurpassed as a 
sociological treatise on “ usages, manners, customs, mores, and 
morals.” 20 No extended analysis of it can be attempted within 
the scope of the present chapter, but it is essential that certain 
fundamental conceptions be pointed out. 

Folkways is essentially an attempt to explain the origin, nature, 
value, and persistence of certain of the most important and char¬ 
acteristic group habits. Briefly, Sumner’s theory of the folkways 
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is that, guided in a general way by instincts inherited from animal 
ancestors and by the psycho-physical capacity to distinguish pain 
from pleasure, man has built up gradually, by a process of trial 
and error, certain types of group conduct which have been found 
by experience to be conducive to a successful issue of the struggle 
for existence. These group habits or folkways function primarily 
on a subconscious level, and acquire greater power, as time passes, 
through the force of tradition, habit, and religious sanction! 
When the folkways reach the stage where they are raised to the 
level of conscious reflection and are regarded as adapted to secur¬ 
ing the continued welfare and prosperity of the group, they are 
thereby transformed into mores. The mores, as supported by 
group authority, are the chief agency through which societal se¬ 
lection operates. The mores determine what shall be regarded as 
right and wrong modes of conduct in any group, morality thus 
being not absolute and universal but relative and local. The ques¬ 
tion of the evolution of the mores is not dealt with by Sumner at 
any length, but he furnished leading ideas which were developed 
by his disciple Keller, and which we shall later discuss as an inte¬ 
gral part of the general point of view Sumner represents. Further, 
Sumner devoted no extended analysis to the problem as to 
whether the mores can be consciously changed by society, al¬ 
though time and again he makes it plain that he did not believe 
that members of any group are competent to discuss and criti¬ 
cize the validity of their own mores, much less to change them by 
predetermined action. The following selected and rearranged 
quotations from Folkways epitomize Sumner’s theoretical posi¬ 
tion : r 

. ^en *n 8rouPs are under life conditions; they have needs which are 
similar under the state of the life conditions; the relations of the needs 
to the conditions are interests under the heads of hunger, love, vanity, 
and fear; efforts of numbers at the same time to satisfy interests produce 
mass phenomena which are folkways by virtue of uniformity, repetition, 
and wide concurrence. The folkways are attended by pleasure or pain 
accor mg as they are well fitted for the purpose. Pain forces reflection 
ana observation of some relation between acts and welfare. At this point 
the prevailing world philosophy suggests explanations and inferences, 
which become entangled with judgment and expediency. However, the 
folkways take on a philosophy of right living and life policy for welfare. 

wiff \eke e/l?ntS of truth and right are developed into doctrines of 
rfl?’ * fo;Ikways are raised to another plane. They then become 
ino th S' ° ^r0 Ua.n® inferences, developing into new forms, and extend- 

g their constructive influence over men an'd society. Then we call them 
mores. The mores are the folkways, including the philosophical and 
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ethical generalizations as to societal welfare which are suggested by them, 
and inherent in them, as they grow. They are the ways of doing things 
which are current in a society to satisfy human needs and desires, to¬ 
gether with the faiths, notions, codes, and standards of well living which 
inhere in those ways, having a genetic connection with them. By virtue 
of the latter element the mores are traits in the specific character of a 
society or a period. They pervade and control the ways of thinking in all 
the exigencies of life, returning from the world of abstractions to the 
world of action, to give guidance and to win revivification. At every turn 
we find new evidence that the mores can make anything right. What they 
do is that they cover a usage in dress, language, behavior, manners, etc., 
with the mantle of current custom, and give it regulation and limits 
within which it becomes unquestionable. The limit is generally a limit 
of toleration. The mores set the limits or define the disapproval. The most 
important fact about the mores is their dominion over the individual. 
Arising he knows not whence or how, they meet his opening mind in 
earliest childhood, give him his outfit of ideas, faiths, and tastes, and 
lead him into prescribed mental processes. The mores are therefore an 
engine of social selection. Their coercion of the individual is the mode in 
which they operate the selection. It is vain to imagine that a “ scientific 
man ” can divest himself of prejudice or previous opinion, and put him¬ 
self in an attitude of neutral independence towards the mores. He might 
as well try to get out of gravity or the pressure of the atmosphere.21 

/ The Powerlessness of Mind in Evolution. — In addition to his 
notion of the mores, the other fundamental conception in Sum¬ 
ner’s sociological theory is the assumption that social as well as 
organismic evolution is almost wholly an automatic, spontaneous, 
unilinear, irreversible process which cannot be extensively altered 
by social effort. In the light of Sumner’s admitted obligation to 
Spencer, it seems reasonable to suppose that this view of social 
development was either directly derived from the latter, or was 
strengthened by Spencer’s vigorous exposition of this doctrine, 
particularly in his Study of Sociology. The following passage is 
the best summary of Sumner’s views on the subject of the auto¬ 
matic evolution of society and the futility of social initiative: 

f 

If this poor old world is as bad as they say, one more reflection may 
check the zeal of the headlong reformer. It is at any rate a tough old 
world. It has taken its trend and curvature and all its twists and tangles 
from a long course of formation. ... If we puny men by our arts can 
do anything at all to straighten them, it will be only by modifying the 
tendencies of some of the forces at work, so that, after a sufficient time, 
their action may be changed a little and slowly the lines of movement 
may be modified. This effort, however, can at most be only slight, and it 
will take a long time. In the meantime spontaneous forces will be at work, 
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compared with which our efforts are like those of a man trying to deflect 
a river, and these forces will have changed the whole problem before our 
interferences have time to make themselves felt. The great stream of 
time and earthly things will sweep on just the same in spite of us. . 
It. will absorb the efforts at change and take them into itself as new but 
trivial components, and the great movement of tradition and work will go 
on unchanged by our fads and schemes. The things which will change it 
are the great discoveries and inventions, the new reactions inside the 
social organism, and the changes in the earth itself on account of changes 
in the cosmical forces. These causes will make of it just what, in fidelity 
to them, it ought to be. The men will be carried along with it and be made 
by it. . . . That is why it is the greatest folly of which a man can be 
capable, to sit down with a slate and pencil to plan out a new social 
world.22 

It would be interesting to know to what extent Sumner’s sup¬ 
port of laissez fair e was derived from his reading of Spencer, and 
how far it was the outcome of his practical experience in Ameri¬ 
can municipal politics early in his career. At any rate, Sumner’s 
opposition to the doctrine that social reform can be effected 
through the agency of political machinery is readily understand¬ 
able, for it would be a rare individual who could emerge with 
any other viewpoint after undergoing the simultaneous influence 
of bpencer s Study of Sociology and three years’ experience in 
American city politics.23 r 

Darwinism and the Mores: Keller. — We have seen that in his 
discussion of the mores Sumner treated their genesis as he would 
a fact of nature. They arise to meet the necessities imposed upon 

e group by nature, and their evolution and domination are pro¬ 
duced by a struggle and selective process akin to that governing 
the genesis of biological types. Although this essentially Dal 

riernt tna.rrrsriral ti?es *his not 

“ir ° ?e mTs'This task has been executed by his 
ferred Fn (18?4“ } ’ ^ wh°m we have already re- 
raSelrbf, ^ ^ r'a8?n that we chose. Sumner’s Folkways 
analyzing of Society as a vehicle for 

Evolution SU™ 8 baS1,C the°neS’ 80 Wil1 we use Keller’s Societal 
neAfundamenM"08,0 ^ Keller’s eIaborati°n of Sum- 
and trench^ f 1 p08^Iates- Hlstorical importance, conciseness, 
and t enchant formulation are all in its favor. 

adlntedhtl,-^^ “ flr althe formula of elution has been 

heZ tdoctrine °f evolution elabo- y pencer, which, he thinks, is not a scientific but a 
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philosophic concept.25 Hence, it is time that the really scientific 
formula of Darwin should be appropriated by sociology, and that 
the doctrine of the “ transformation of the incoherent homo¬ 
geneous into the coherent heterogeneous ” should be displaced by 
that of “ variation, selection, transmission, and adaptation.” 26 

Keller begins by asserting that societal27 evolution is primarily 
mental and not physical, inasmuch as the mores are analogous to 
the germ cells and embryos in the organismic world; they are 
“ raw material ” upon which and through which societal evolu¬ 
tion operates. The next step is to discover whether or not the 
main factors in the Darwinian theory of evolution — variation, 
selection, transmission, and adaptation, are also exemplified in 
the evolution of the mores. 

Variation in the mores is shown by the fact that no two groups 
possess identical codes of customary procedure. These variations 
arise from the differences between groups in their mental reaction 
to the stimulation of their environment. 

Keller finds three types of societal selection—automatic, ra¬ 
tional, and counter-selection. Automatic selection involves no 
conscious adaptation of means to a preconceived end, but is ef¬ 
fected through the general processes of war, subjection and class- 
conflict, and competition. He has some harsh words for those 
who would put an end to this natural process of the elimination 
of the “ socially unfit ” that sound much like some of the passages 
from Spencer’s Man Versus the State, or Sumner’s What Social 
Classes Owe to Each Other. 1 

Rational selection, the social analogue of the breeder’s art, 
takes place in society, but in different degrees among the various 
classes of mores. (In the second edition of his work [1931], 
Keller says, “ I do not see in rational selection as much as I then 
[1915] thought I did” [p. vi]. Because of its historical impor¬ 
tance, we use the first edition; moreover, Keller’s rational empha¬ 
sis was never very strong.) To a limited extent the leaders in 
thought can determine the direction which changes in the mores 
will take, but even such persons are held in check by the domina¬ 
tion of public opinion. The degree to which the mores are ame¬ 
nable to deliberate change varies with the particular variety of 
the mores — it is never great, and those connected with matters 
of sentiment like religion and sex are most difficult to change. 
Those not thus entangled open a somewhat wider field for im¬ 
provement. In general, rational selection in the mores is accom¬ 
plished in an indirect manner. Those connected with the processes 
of the self-maintenance of society are the least wrapped up in 
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sentiment, and in them beneficial changes are more obvious and 
demonstrable. Hence it is in the economic field that rational selec¬ 
tion in society finds its least limited range of application. But 
every important change in the economic organization is neces¬ 
sarily followed by a consequent, though not necessarily equal, 
transformation in the other mores; and thus, though it is usually 
impossible directly to modify derivative social institutions, the 
process can occasionally be achieved in this roundabout manner. 
Keller’s answer to the question as to whether society can control 
its own evolution therefore issues in a simple version of economic 
determinism, which he is careful to dissociate from his interpreta¬ 
tion of Marxism. 

By counter-selection Keller means that type of societal selection 
which renders the individual biologically less fit. He summarizes 
the modern social factors described by Lapouge and Schallmayer 
as resulting in the survival of the biologically unfit: these are 
mainly war, modern industry, celibacy, late marriage, and the 
sterility of the better classes in society. But counter-selection, 
while disastrous biologically, may have more than equal social 
compensations. Societal selection in the form of warfare, for ex¬ 
ample, operates primarily between groups rather than among in¬ 
dividuals, and hence in so far as it secures social advantages 
which are greater than the biological loss, it is to be commended. 
Keller has many doubts concerning the practicability of the 
eugenic program advanced by Galton and Pearson, since he be¬ 
lieves that it involves interference with mores of a type most re¬ 
sistant to rational control. 

Societal transmission is not possible in the sense of biological 
heredity,.for the mores are “acquired characteristics.” The 
transmission of the mores takes place through the medium of tra¬ 
dition, which operates automatically by means of imitation and 
artificially in the process of education. 

Adaptation in the mores is the outcome of the operation of the 
processes of variation, selection, and transmission. Every social 
custom or institution is the result of an adaptation of the life of a 
people to the environmental condition which confronted them. 
Even though the particular adjustment may later be an anachro¬ 
nism, it should not be condemned absolutely, says Keller, for it 
must have once been useful or it would not have existed. 

Keller thus applies the Darwinian formulas to the processes 
of social evolution in a broad general way. He has performed the 
task so well that any similar exploitation of this field is likely to 
be very unfruitful, but the question arises as to whether or not he 
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has simply outlined a novel variation of the old organismic anal¬ 
ogy.28 At any rate, Keller has certainly done more than justice to 
the thought of his master — indeed, he has devoted so much 
effort to giving Sumner a posthumous personality that he has les¬ 
sened his own chances for sociological immortality. A comparison 
of Societal Evolution with Folkways, and further comparison of 
them both with The Science of Society, leads to the conclusion 
that we are probably justified in treating the topic of the evolution 
of the mores as an integral part of one of the most impassioned 
American preachments of the nineteenth century. 

Classifier and Environmentalist: Ward. — The great nine¬ 
teenth-century era of ruthless private exploitation of the re¬ 
sources of the United States, of governmental inefficiency and 
corruption, and of boundless confidence in the automatic workings 
of <£ manifest destiny ” was not attended by complete intellectual 
acquiescence. Sumner himself, with characteristic lack of consist¬ 
ency, attacked the protectionism and plutocracy of the time so vig¬ 
orously that one might be inclined to believe that he expected the 
“ futile pipings ” of one man to bring down the walls of a Jericho 
reared by the “ great spontaneous forces of nature.” Other 
thinkers, even more convinced that the times were out of joint* 
grimly took up their verdammte Pflicht und Schuldigkeit in the 
effort to set them where they should be, and among these was the 
first effective disciple of Comte to appear in the United States, 
Lester F. Ward (1841—1913). A product of the frontier, almost I 
wholly self-taught, Ward represents”an^Enost complete antithe¬ 
sis in background to the erstwhile Episcopalian curate with whom 
we here contrast him. \ ' 

Of all American writers there can be no doubt that Ward pro¬ 
duced the most imposing and comprehensive system of sociology. 
His Dynamic Sociology, which many critics consider, his magnum 
opus, appeared in 1883, about a decade after Sumner launched 
his course in “ social science,” and approximately midway be- 
tween the publication of the first and the last volume of Spencer’s 
Principles of Sociology. In addition to many articles in periodi- 
cals, Ward’s sociological system was embodied in six volumes.29 
Whatever may be the estimate of the future regarding his place 
in the history of sociology, it is certain that no other writer has 
approached the subject with an even approximately equal t>?dy of 
natural-scientifk^ Herbert Spencer’s Synthetic Philos- 

"opHy undoubtedly displays more profound reasoning powers and 
a greater talent for the logical marshaling of evidence, but the 
data he commanded were not at all comparable in quantity to 
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those possessed by Ward. Ward’s formal scientific career was 
passed as a government expert in paleobotany, to which he made 
contributions only second in importance to his work in sociology.30 
His predilection for introducing his botanical terminology and 
the fruits of his linguistic studies into his sociology often gives the 
latter as strange, technical, and repulsive a tone as is to be found 
in the writings of the extreme organismic theorists. Some of his 
scientific terms, however, such as u sympodial development,” 
“ synergy,” “ creative synthesis,” “ gynaecocracy,” and “ social 
telesis ” are less barbarous and have been absorbed to some ex¬ 
tent into conventional sociological thought and expression. 

An extended or comprehensive exposition of Ward’s sociolori- 
XX o 

cal system within the scope of the present chapter is manifestly 
impossible. Attention will be confined to a few of his cardinal 
contributions. 
' The Outlines of the System. — In Ward’s view, as in Comte’s, 
sociology is a general social science to which all the others, and 
the natural sciences as well, are merely contributory. This is not 
to say that they are unimportant, but it most decidedly is to say 
that they are subordinate. To quote: 

It is not quite enough to say that it is a synthesis of them all. It is the 
new compound which their synthesis creates. It is not any of them and 
it is not all of them. It is that science which they spontaneously generate. 
It is a genetic product, the last term in the genesis of science. The special 
social sciences are the units of aggregation that organically combine to 
create sociology, but they lose their individuality as completely as do 
chemical units, and the resultant product is wholly unlike any of them 
and is of a higher order. All this is true of any of the complex sciences, but 
sociology, standing at the head of the entire series, is enriched by all the 
truths of nature and embraces all truth. It is the scientia scientiarum,31 

As to the subject-matter of sociology, Ward says: “ My thesis 
is that the subject-matter of sociology is human achievement. It 
is not what men are but what they do. It is not the structure but 
the function. 32 As nearly all the earlier sociologists had been 
concerned _almost wholly with an analysis of social structure, 
Ward s point of approach was novel, and epoch-making in its sig¬ 
nificance^ The divisions of sociology are two — pure and applied. 
Pure sociology is theoretical and seeks to establish the principles 
of the science, whereas applied sociology is practical and points 
out applications. Specifically, the latter “ deals with the artificial 
means of accelerating the spontaneous processes of nature.” 83 
Ward accordingly divides the body of his sociological system into 
genesis and telesis. The former treats of the origin and spontane- 
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Moreover, Ward takes quite as positive an attitude toward the 
state as does Hegel; the following dithyramb sounds for all the 
world like a passage from the Philosophic des Rechts: 

We thus see that the state, though genetic in its origin, is telic in its 
method; that it has but one purpose, function, or mission, that of securing 
the welfare of society; that its mode of operation is that of preventing 
the anti-social action of individuals; that in doing this it increases the 
freedom of human action so long as it is not anti-social; that the state is 
therefore essentially moral and ethical; that its own acts must necessarily 
be ethical; that being a natural product it must in a large sense be repre¬ 
sentative; that in point of fact it is always as good as society will permit 
it to be; that while thus far in the history of society the state has rarely 
performed acts that tend to advance mankind, it has always been the 
condition to all'achievement, making possible all the social, industrial, 
artistic, literary, and scientific activities that go on within the state and 
under its protection. There is no other institution with which the state 
may be compared, and yet, in view of all this, it is the most important of 
all human institutions.89 

The Role of Psychic Factors. —Social dynamics, says Ward, 
deals with social progress or the changes in the structure of so¬ 
ciety. In social dynamics there are three fundamental principles: 
difference of potential, innovation, and conation. The difference 
of potential is manifested in the crossing of cultures which takes 
place in social assimilation and amalgamation. Progress comes 
from a fusion of unlike elements. Innovation, which is the social 
analogue of the sport or mutation in the organic world, is the 
product of psychic exuberance. Conation, or social effort, is that 
application of social energy from which achievement results. This 
achievement takes the form of the satisfaction of desire, the 
preservation of life, and the modification of the environment. 

Ward classifies the social forces as ontogenetic orpreservative, 
phylogenetic or reproductive, and sociogenetic"or spiritual.'It is 
in connection with the discussion of the phylogenetic forces that 
Ward develops his famous theory of “ gynaecocracy,” according 
to which he holds that the female sex was the original sex in na- 
ture, and was the most important until subordinated by the social 
restraints imposed upon it after man discovered his relation to 
the child. (This theory has been attacked by Knight, upheld by 
Briffault, and, rightly or wrongly, regarded with indifference by 
most American sociologists.) 

In his exposition of the principle of social telesis Ward lays 
down the fundamental proposition that energy must be controlled 
lr evolution is to result. 1 here are two possible methods of con- 
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trol: the unconscious control by the unconscious forces of nature 
manifested in genesis, and the conscious direction by mind, the 
conscious force of nature, in the broadest sense, involved in tele- 
sis. The conscious method of control by mind is manifestly supe¬ 
rior to unconscious control. Nature is wasteful in providing an 
immense mass of raw material and leaving it to be improved 
very slowly through natural selection. The tendency of mind is to 
economize through foresight and the adjustment of means to 
ends. This control of the dynamic forces of nature and society 
through the adjustment of means to ends is what Ward desig¬ 
nated as “ telesis,” for which our modern catchword “ plan¬ 
ning ” is a less mysterious substitute. In this process of conscious 
or telic control of the social forces, the development of the state 
and its agency, government, was the most important step ever 
taken by man or society.40 

T Governmental Control, the Manifestation of Social Telesis. — 
In view of the central importance of Ward’s ideas of the state 
and government in his system, it is necessary to consider this as¬ 
pect of his thought in some detail. 

As the basis for a general classification of the forms of gov¬ 
ernment, Ward proposes the terms autocracy, aristocracy, and 
defflfi£OvCy. Within the general category of democracy fie distin¬ 
guishes three distinct variations: physiocracy, plutocracy, and 
sociocracy. Physiocracy is that type of government which de¬ 
veloped in Western Europe as a result of the teachings of the 
Physiocrats and Adam Smith, and the individualistic writers like 
Humboldt and Spencer. It is that sort of laissez faire government 
which is based upon honest but wrong-headed individualistic po¬ 
litical philosophy. Plutocracy is the perversion of physiocracy 
which came about when, early in the nineteenth century, “ the 
corrupt and selfish vested interests^” appropriated the individual- 
istic political philosophy for the purpose of maintaining them¬ 
selves in their position. This perversion of individualism is still 
the current form of contemporary political theory and organiza-|f 
tion.41 Sociocracy is the next logical stage in political evolution. It 
is in reality the ideal democracy from which the present partisan-'; 
ship, ignorance, hypocrisy, and graft have been eliminated. So¬ 
ciocracy does not lay stress primarily upon the form of govern-: 
ment but goes to the substance, and denotes that, in whatever 
manner organized, it is the duty of society to act consciously and 
intelligently, as becomes an enlightened age, in the direction of 
guarding its own interests and working out its own destiny.” 42 

In his theories regarding the sphere of the state Ward was the 
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most vigorous and consistent opponent of Spencerian and Sum- 
nerian laissez faire individualism to be found among the sociolog- ( 
ical writers of his day. He never lost his faith in the efficacy of ; 
government as an agent of social reform, declaring that it could 
be put on a scientific basis and purged of its corruption and stu- / 

Pidity-43 

Ward enumerates four chief functions of government: the re¬ 
straint, protection, accommodation, and amelioration of society. 
The first of these has never been a legitimate function; the second 
will be necessary so long as men do not refrain from injuring their 
fellows; the third is, and always will be, an indispensable func¬ 
tion of government; while the fourth, which is the most impor¬ 
tant of all, has scarcely been put into action as yet. 

In carrying on its restraining, protecting, and accommodating 
functions, government has not directly aided or promoted prog¬ 
ress. But, while possessing no directly progressive element, it has 
been the indispensable prerequisite of all progress, and if legis¬ 
lators will only become sociologists or be guided by them, they 
may directly improve the condition of society in accord with 
social telesis.44 

Ward’s whole defense of government as the most effective in¬ 
strument of society in promoting progress rests primarily upon 
his distinction between honest and intelligent government and its 
past and present perversions. In his essay on “ False Notions of 
Government,” 45 Ward points out the unfortunate results which 
have come about as a result of the failure to distinguish between 
the true principles and the actual practice of government. The 
deep-seated popular distrust of government was very beneficial 
in the earlier periods of despotism, but the modern democratiza¬ 
tion of government has removed the need of this suspicious atti¬ 
tude toward political direction and control, and its persistence is 
detrimental. Accordingly, Ward severely criticizes as obstruc¬ 
tionists those “ misarchists,” of whom the most conspicuous ex¬ 
amples among sociologists have been Spencer and Sumner, for 
their strenuous attempts to perpetrate this “ pernicious view of 
government.” 46 

The basic principles of Ward’s sociology are nowhere better 
displayed than in his doctrines regarding the solution of social 
problems through governmental activity. In his Psychic Factors 
of Civilization Ward summarizes what he regards as the in¬ 
dispensable prerequisites for the successful operation of social 
or collective telesis through the instrumentality of government. 
Like Comte, to whom Ward was greatly indebted, Ward placed 
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his reliance on sociology as the source of the information which 
is preliminary to any extensive development of scientific govern¬ 
ment. Ward’s legislators, like the priests of the Positivist regime, 
were to be trained sociologists. Hence a diffusion of the knowl¬ 
edge of fundamental sociological principles must precede the sci¬ 
entific development and application of governmental activity in 
behalf of social reform. The legislators must be thoroughly ac¬ 
quainted with the nature of, and method of controlling, the social 
forces.47 In an article entitled “The Way to Scientific Law- 
Making,” published in 1877, five years before Jevons’s classic ex¬ 
position of the same subject, Ward clearly and forcefully argued 
the value of statistics in scientific legislation.48 Later (1903) he 
set forth essentially the same arguments with regard to the use¬ 
fulness of statistics for sociology, pointing out that sociological 
knowledge is in a very imperfect and undeveloped stage — about 
analogous to the physics and chemistry of the fifteenth century.49 

Education, the Assurance of Things Hoped For. — Once 
achieved, this indispensable sociological knowledge must be im¬ 
parted by an improved system of education. No other sociologist, 
not even of the “ educational sociology ” variety, has approxi¬ 
mated in emphasis, thoroughness, or optimism Ward’s treatment 
of the sociological importance of education. He takes as his point 
of departure the thesis that social forces can be directed into 
safe and useful channels only if their nature and the manner of 
their control is understood.50 Education should thus be valued 
in proportion “ as it gives to its possessor correct views of life, of 
his relation to society, and to nature.” 51 The educational system 
which embraces this useful type of information should be carried 
on by the state and should be universal. The whole sociological 
problem and significance of education he sums up in the following 
characteristic paragraph: 

It is the question whether the social system shall always be left to 
nature, always be genetic and spontaneous, and be allowed to drift list¬ 
lessly on, entrusted to the by no means always progressive influences 
which have developed it and brought it to its present condition, or 
whether it shall be regarded as a proper subject of art, treated as other 
natural products have been treated by human intelligence, and made as 
much superior to nature, in this only proper sense of the word, as other 
artificial productions are superior to natural ones.52 

When this revised and universal system of education is put into 
effect, government, which will be sociocratic in form, can be con¬ 
ducted on truly scientific principles, and it will then be possible 
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to promote progress by the telic method of “ social invention ” 
and “ attractive legislation.” True social invention “ consists in 
making such adjustments as will induce men to act in the manner 
most advantageous to society,” and therefore must take the form 
of “ attractive legislation,” which would aim not to check or re¬ 
strain the vital energy of society, but rather to divert it from 
harmful expression and direct it into useful channels of expendi¬ 
ture. The following paragraph is Ward’s best summary of this 
position: 

As a scientific investigator, the legislator would then set for himself 
the task of devising means to render harmless those forces now seen to 
be working evil results, and to render useful those now running to waste. 
Not only would the present prohibitive legislation, which seeks to accom¬ 
plish its ends by direct, or brute, method, be rapidly supplanted by 
attractive legislation accomplishing its purposes by the indirect, or intel¬ 
lectual, method, and thus fulfilling the protective functions of govern¬ 
ment at a saving of enormous loss through the friction of opposition, but 
the accommodative function would now be in condition to advance 
toward the position of a truly ameliorative one. Society, possessed for 
the first time of a completely integrated consciousness, could at last pro¬ 
ceed to map out a field of independent operation for the systematic reali¬ 
zation of its own interests, in the same manner that an intelligent and 
keen-witted individual pursues his life-purposes. Not only would pro¬ 
tection and accommodation be secured without loss of liberty and at the 
least possible cost to society, but directly progressive measures would be 
adopted looking to the organization of human happiness. Fully realising 

the character and mode of operation of the truly progressive agencies of 
society, government would not simply foster and protect these, but would 
increase and intensify them and their influence. No longer doubting that 
progress upon the whole must be in proportion to the degree and uni¬ 
versality of intelligence, no effort or expense would be spared to impart 
to every citizen an equal and adequate amount of useful knowledge.53 

Ward’s prophetic vein was not entirely exhausted by this elo¬ 
quent affirmation of his faith in the coming of that glorious day 
when scientific legislation will make of the earth a pedagogue’s 
paradise. He even dared to predict that in the still more remote 
future, with the perfection of the intellect, the completeness of 
knowledge, and the ministrations of the teacher, the state and 
government may disappear!54 This is a denial of his assertion,' 
mentioned above, that society will never outgrow the accommo¬ 
dating function of government, but consistency is a petty virtue. 
Just as Hegel let the dialectic come to rest when the final stage 
of perfection, as outlined in the Prussian state of 1820, had been 
attained, and just as Marx thought he foresaw the day when the 
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class-struggle, the mainspring of history, would be eliminated by 
the abolition of classes and the consequent cessation of struggle, 
so Ward wandered into the far future to find that the perfect 
society will be made up of philosophical anarchists, wearing neck¬ 
laces made of Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa keys. “ The owl of 
Minerva begins her flight.” “ The kingdom of necessity ends ■ 
freedom itself has become a necessity. * 

In conclusion, one may safely say that Ward’s salient doctrines 
were his assertion of the relation between cosmic and social 
evolution, and his proclamation of the superiority of the con-$ 

Tabus over the unconscious control of the total process of socia-f 
tion. Of these two theories, the former is but picturesque and elo¬ 
quent guesswork, and must remain so until the range of human 
knowledge is greatly extended. The latter, for all its dubious 
character, is nevertheless within the range of refutation or veri¬ 
fication, and if true is certainly the most important single contri¬ 
bution sociology has yet made to human thought. Ward’s sig¬ 
nificance must therefore rest chiefly upon the fact that his 
presentation of this conception (which he shared with many fore¬ 
runners) has been the most powerful ever penned by any sociolo¬ 
gist. Giddings has thus summed up this aspect of Ward’s teaching: 

Throughout all Ward’s work there runs one dominating and organizing 
thought. Human society, as we who live now know it, is not the passive 
P3-~£-^-UIl£pn®c'0US forces. It lies within the domain of cosmiclaw, 

.hut so does the mind of man:' and this mind of man has knowingly, art¬ 
fully adapted and readapted its social environment, and with reflective 
intelligence has begun to shape it into an instrument wherewith ,to.fulfil 
man’s will. With forecasting wisdom man will perfect it, until it shall be 
at once adequate and adaptable to all its uses. This he will do not by 
creative impulse evolving in a void, but by constructive intelligence shap¬ 
ing the substantial stuff of verified scientific knowledge. Wherefore, 
scientific knowledge must be made the possession of mankind. Education 
must not merely train the mind. It must also equip and store, with 
knowledge. 

This great thought Dr. Ward apprehended, expressed, explained, il¬ 
luminated, drove home to the mind of all who read his pages, as no other 
writer, ancient or modern, has ever done. It is his enduring and cogent 
contribution to sociology.55 *. 

^Summary of the Divergent Views of Sumner and Ward. — 
oth these men lived through what was perhaps the age of great¬ 

est corruption and inefficiency in American state and national 
government during the entire nineteenth century, and for all 
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of this both had unlimited contempt. But, although agreeing as 
to the hopelessness of expecting constructive policies from exist¬ 
ing governments, there was a fundamental divergence between 
them with regard to the possibility of improving political intel¬ 
ligence. Sumner insisted that governments were always likely to 
remain inferior to individual initiative and enterprise, whereas 
Ward contended that with the improvement of sociological 
knowledge and its wide dissemination through an adequate sys¬ 
tem of education, the state would become the chief instru¬ 
ment in advancing group welfare and in anticipating the natural 
course of political and social evolution. It may reasonably be 
doubted whether this difference of opinion was as much due to 
congenital optimism on the part of Ward as it was to the basic 
divergence of their views regarding the nature of social evolu¬ 
tion. Sumner was convinced of the accuracy of the Spencerian no¬ 
tion that it is an automatic process not amenable to social control 
and direction, and also subscribed to the Darwinistic idea that it, 
like organismic evolution, is a blind process ruthlessly crushing all 
things, even the most skillfully planned institutions, that fail to 
meet its inscrutable requirements. Ward was equally convinced 
that although social evolution began as a spontaneous develop¬ 
ment it has at last reached a point where the human mind can 
comprehend its trend, can control it, and can thereby artificially 
direct and accelerate social progress. 

_ It scarcely needs to be pointed out that although Sumner’s 
views were perhaps more characteristic of the generation in 
which the two men lived, Ward’s opinion, right or wrong, has re¬ 
ceived the acclaim of most sociologists in the period since 19x0. 

'The Social Sciences Move Forward. — Interesting and im¬ 
portant as the skirmishes of these sociological guerillas were, 
they are not sufficient in and of themselves to account for the ad¬ 
vance that took place along the whole sociological front in the 
last decades of the nineteenth century. Moreover, plenty of so¬ 
ciological ammunition was available aside from that furnished 
by Spencer and Comte, as we shall see when surveying the range 
occupied by Small, Giddings, and others. In order to understand 
the success of the sociological assault on the bastions of the older 
disciplines, it is necessary to get a bird’s-eye view of the whole 
field of the social sciences at that time. Granted, the academic 
history of American sociology is the record of the difficulties of 
a new social science in breaking through the outworks reared by 
vested curricular interests, not the least important of which were 
other social sciences already in a favorable position or less likely 
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to arouse prejudice. Nevertheless, it would be a great mistake to 
assume that the founding of departments of sociology in the 
’nineties was made possible only by the single-handed victories 
of daring sociological raiders; if there had not been a remark¬ 
able series of advances in the social sciences generally, it is diffi¬ 
cult to see how sociology could have won its way. Further, even 
though it is obvious that sociology would still have developed out¬ 
side of university walls through the efforts of such men as Ward, 
there can be no doubt whatever that its growth as an academic 
discipline was bound up with the increasing recognition of the 
social sciences as a whole.58 

A growing attention to the facts of history was early manifested 
at Michigan and Cornell, due to the influence of Andrew D. 
White and Charles Kendall Adams. At Harvard scientific history 
was introduced by Henry Adams and MacVane. But far the most 
active and influential school of history in this country prior to the 
twentieth century was that which was organized by Herbert Bax¬ 
ter Adams at Johns Hopkins about 1885. This was based on the 
historical concepts of Droysen and Freeman, combining scholarly 
precision with obsessive beliefs in the superiority of the Teutonic 
political genius and in the exclusive importance of the affairs of 
the state. Political science itself received its chief impetus from 
the activities of the famous faculty of political science established 
at Columbia by Herbert A. Burgess and his former students 
and friends at Amherst College. Economic science received en¬ 
couragement in many centers, the most notable of which were 
Harvard under Dunbar and others; Yale under Sumner and 
F. A. Walker; Johns Hopkins under R. T. Ely (who later re¬ 
moved to Wisconsin); Chicago under J. Laurence Laughlin; and 
last but not least, at Pennsylvania.57 

The. institution last named was kept on the qui vive by the 
broad intellectual range of Simon N. Patten, as well as by his 
interest in the economics of consumption, for these inevitably led 

lm into many types of sociological investigation and analysis, 
though he has always been technically regarded as primarily an 
economist. He also stimulated some of our most active “ social 
economists,” such as Edward T. Devine, S. M. Lindsay, Scott 

earing, and Rexford Guy Tugwell, while the work of his stu- 
ents w o have remained officially and departmentally econo- 

mists as served to advance the sociological point of view in 
economics, not only at Pennsylvania, but in many other American 
universities. Patten himself, in such works as The Theory of So¬ 
cial borces, Heredity and Social Progress, The New Basis of 
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Civilization, and The Social Basis of Religion, contributed many 
innovations to the field of sociological theory, and some of them 
have retained their popularity.58 

Thorstein Veblen, for a time at the University of Chicago, did 
much in psycho-anthropological analysis of sociological and eco¬ 
nomic import. The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), to name 
but one of his many brilliant books, will long remain a landmark. 

Psychology and anthropology were also promoted at Clark 
University by G. Stanley Hall, who held until his death a concep¬ 
tion of the interrelation between the psychological and social sci¬ 
ences at least as broad as any that has been possessed by other 
American psychologists.59 

The American Historical Association was founded in 1884; 
the American Economic Association in 1885; the American Acad¬ 
emy of Political and Social Science in 1889; and the American 
Political Science Association in 1903. The American Sociological 
Society was not founded until 1905. 

With the exception of the work of Sumner, whom historians 
regard as primarily a historian, whom many economists call the 
“ father of American economics,” whom political scientists 
class as distinctly one of their number, and whose course in “ so¬ 
cial science ” was for a long time regarded as incidental to his 
more technical and intensive work in economics and political sci¬ 
ence, the more outstanding advocates of sociology in the United 
States were men whose first interests and achievements in this 
field were developed outside academic circles. John Fiske, Lester 
F. Ward, F. H. Giddings, and J. H. W. Stuckenberg60 all came 
to an interest in sociology from their personal studies and prefer¬ 
ences rather than from academic connections and assignments. 
Professional interest in the field of sociology led Giddings into a 
distinguished academic department and made Ward lecturer in 
sociology in an important American university a few years before 
his death, but the genesis of their interests in the field dated back 
to their pre-academic days. A. W. Small was the first true aca¬ 
demic sociologist in the United States, and also the first head of 
an independent department of sociology, which he established at 
the University of Chicago in 1892.81 This department and the 
one established at Columbia a few years later by Giddings were 
the two most important influences in the further spread of aca¬ 
demic sociology in America.62 

(Before going further, we must announce that within the confines of 
this chapter it will be impossible to provide even extended expositions, to 
say nothing of criticism, of the theories of the American sociologists who 
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will be mentioned from this point on. Moreover, the fact that this 
book is designed primarily for American readers means that we can 
assume the availability of the standard American journals, reference 
works, textbooks, and similar auxiliaries, to say nothing of the works of 
the men themselves. The notes at the end of the chapter list a number of 
primary and secondary sources.) 

The Columbia Department. — The earliest work of Franklin 
H.Giddings (1855-1931), aside from his extensive experience 
in journalism, was primarily in economics and political science, 
but his interests soon turned toward sociology. In this field he was 
first stimulated largely by the writings of Spencer and Tarde, and 
by the personalities and writings of Sumner and Patten. Dean 
Herbert A. Burgess of the faculty of political science at Colum¬ 
bia University was much less narrow-minded than most of his 
associates in the field of political science in this country, and in 
1894 he called Giddings from Bryn Mawr (where he had suc¬ 
ceeded Woodrow Wilson) to become professor of sociology, to 
which chair the title of the history of civilization was added 
in 1906.63 

A man of great mental power and wide erudition, with an im¬ 
pressive but kindly personality, a fine stage presence, and re¬ 
markable hortatory powers and forensic capacity, Giddings ex¬ 
erted great influence on both the subject-matter of sociology and 
the minds of his students. From an early day Giddings had asso¬ 
ciated with him, in addition to related statisticians and economists, 

Ivan A. Tenney, whose unselfish devotion to the graduate semi¬ 
nar was primarily responsible for the high quality of the disser¬ 
tations in the Columbia department. Giddings and Tenney made 
an admirable pair of associates because of Giddings’s unusually 
original, stimulating, and suggestive mind, which served to start 
bis students along many interesting and original lines of investi- 
gation, and Tenney’s scholarly precision and painstaking editor¬ 
ship, which prevented them from publishing undisciplined and 
undocumented vagaries. It was extremely unfortunate, however, 
that during Giddings s lifetime the department was not more ade¬ 
quately manned, and that it did not present a wider range of in¬ 
terests, more varied types of approach to the problems of sociol- 

S T * TtTrS? d?naS?C sense and loyalt7- The graduate 
students of the Columbia department have until recently occu- 
pied the greater number of the sociology positions in the East, in 
J * Way ‘hat S“a11 s students moved into most of the chairs 
of sociology throughout the Middle West.64 

Giddings’s name will always be associated with the phrase 
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“ consciousness of kind,” or, as he later reworded it under the 
impact of behaviorism, “ like response to like stimulus ” and 
“ pluralistic behavior.” This doctrine was derived from Adam 
Smith’s theory of moral sentiments and Herbert Spencer’s doc¬ 
trine of evolution, and its essence is simply that association is pri¬ 
marily dependent upon a feeling of similarity or a like response 
to like stimulus in associated beings — “ Birds of a feather;flock 
together.” That is to say, human beings become conditioned to 
respond to like stimuli by communicating and associating, by act¬ 
ing upon one another through suggestion, example, and imita¬ 
tion, and they thus develop similar feelings and likemindedness. 
Becoming aware of these similarities and of contrasting conduct, 
consciousness of kind or type emerges, and this converts mere as¬ 
sociativeness (“gregariousness”) into discriminative associa¬ 
tion. Moreover, “ herd habits ” are thereby transmuted into 
norms and customs through which society, by utilizing social con¬ 
straints and incentives, maintains social cohesion and perpetuates 
the adequate. So strong was Giddings’s emphasis upon associa¬ 
tion that the definition of sociology he finally adhered to was 
“sociology is the science of the relation of human beings to, for, 
and with each other.” 65 Observe that nothing whatever is said 
about dissociation, i.e., about certain aspects of competition, op¬ 
position, and conflict — against each other. This is in fact the 
weak point of Giddings’s sociological system. So hypnotized was 
he by the alliterative melody of “ consciousness of kind ” that he 
failed to pay due heed to what might facetiously be called “un¬ 
kind consciousness.” The concept can of course be modified to in- 
elude the phenomena of dissociation, and Abel, one of Giddings’s 
former students, has done so by incorporating it in the idea of 
social distance,66 but nevertheless the net effect of u consciousness 
of kind ” was to limit the range of Giddings’s system. 

Time may show, however, that the most important influence 
Giddings exerted upon American sociology was not through his 
famous formula, but rather through his early interest in demog¬ 
raphy and statistics. Under his leadership the Columbia depart¬ 
ment inspired or brought into relation with it a large number of 
able statisticians; among them may be mentioned Chaddock, 
Ogburn, Rice, Frank Ross, and Hankins. 

Another important result of the training provided by the Co¬ 
lumbia department was the close relation it established with 
anthropology. Although Giddings himself made little use of the 
great advances in ethnographical and ethnological knowledge 
achieved by Boas (who came to Columbia from Clark Univer- 

% 
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sity, where he had been the occupant of the first chair of an¬ 
thropology in the United States), the greater number of Gid- 
dmg s students and associates assimilated enough to start 
cultural sociology on its way. Ogburn, Willey, Chapin, and 
many others arrived at the conviction that the products of man’s 
hands and brain, i.e., material and non-material culture, are far 
more important in the course taken by social change and social 
processes than the climatic, topographic, and biological factors 
once rated so highly. In this they came partially to approximate 
the position of the Durkheim school, but it would be difficult to 
show that there was any direct influence worth mentioning. Al¬ 
though the cultural trend now includes adherents of the Sumner 
Keller school such as Leyburn and Murdock, as well as persons 
whose training has been almost exclusively anthropological — 
numerous pupils of Lowie, Sapir, Kroeber, and Wissler may be 
instanced—it seems safe to say that the Columbia department 
of sociology has been of preponderant influence among sociol- 
ogists. 

. Since Giddings s death in 1931 (he had retired only a short 
time before), a. marked change that was already under way at 

olumbia has begun to make itself strongly manifest. R. M. 
Maclver, a Scottish sociologist who came to Columbia by way of 
Aberdeen and Toronto, has taken charge of the department, 
with interesting results. We have already mentioned the handi¬ 
caps under which the department labored, especially during Gid- 

TTTT1 ^ measure been over- 
SSf; V h‘ie Srfntmg a/a,Ce t0 the statistic*l approach and doing 
justice to the claims 0f ethnography, Maclver is chiefly known 
for a broad outlook in political philosophy (in which he has done 
distinguished work , thorough knowledge of the Continental 

ance w?rb thPT1CU a?7 ^ German> and an intimate acquaint- 
Ginsblrg hC 7Pe °f S°C10 0gy rePresented by Hobhouse and 

whklTbJ'k’h th,e£retical contributions are many, but those for 
the m^rent5beSf ^ hlS develoPment and application of 
the concepts of community and association,68 and his effective 

S:: ofT ofwTlogIca; Tth°dak;n to the 1 f Max. Weber or the “ subjectivism ” of Mikhalov- 
S ^ an analytic and logical turn of mind, he is in some re¬ 
spects closely allied with those who regard sociology as the basic 

what for lack of a better term may be called the Hob 
housian ,rad,„o„ of viewing social life in itsVtXsetXg andt 
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its relation to a scale of values. The two positions are by no means 
incompatible, and they are thoroughly harmonized in Maclver’s 
work. 

Maclver has been fortunate in having associated with him a 
number of competent men, some of them appointed during the 
Giddings era and some during his own. We may name Theodore 
Abel, penetrating exponent of systematic sociology; Robert S. 
Lynd, student of American culture; Robert E. Chaddock, well- 
known statistician; Alexander von Schelting, author of the best 
study of Max Weber’s methodology extant; Willard Waller, 
prominent student of family relations and practitioner of a so¬ 
phisticated u insight ” technique in psycho-sociology; and Bern- 
hard J. Stern, student of ethnology and researcher in the history 
of American sociology.70 At the present moment it may be said 
that Columbia has gone a long way toward winning back its high 
reputation for graduate work in sociology. 

The Chicago Department. — It is now time that we return to 
the other early graduate center, Chicago, which has the distinc¬ 
tion of having the first department of sociology to be founded as 
an independent unit anywhere in the world. Albion Woodbury 
Small, its first head, possessed a more thorough academic train¬ 
ing for his position than could have been boasted of by Giddings 
in 1892, but had less practical contact with social and public prob¬ 
lems. Small’s chief mentor in his early days as a sociologist was 
Lester F. Ward, but in later years he found more stimulation in 
the writings of the Scottish philosophers and of Ratzenhofer and 
other Germanic sociologists.71 He had been trained thoroughly in 
Germany by Schmoller and other German Kathedersozialisten or 
professorial socialists, and was also in touch with the general 
development of the social sciences in Germany and Austria, to¬ 
gether with the progress of social economics in England from 
the time of Adam Smith onward. He also spent a year (1890— 
91) as a mature man in the seminar of Herbert Baxter Adams 
at Johns Hopkins University. This gave him a more than usually 
thorough preparation in the fields of history and government. 
Shortly afterward (1892) he retired from the presidency of 
Colby College, where he had introduced one of the early courses 
in social science, to become head of the department of sociology 
in the newly-founded University of Chicago. His training and 
background doubtless account for the fact that his sociological 
interests were always strongly tinged with a preoccupation with 
economics and state intervention. 

While Small, though a person of great charm and kindliness, 
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was a man of less personal force and impressiveness than Sumner 
or Giddings, he was at the same time a man of greater doctrinal 
tolerance and mental flexibility. This led him to associate with 
himself at an early date distinguished colleagues, such as Hender¬ 
son, Vincent, Thomas, Park, and others, who gave to the Chi¬ 
cago department a variety of abilities and points of view never in 
any sense attained at Columbia. In the work of such students as 
Hayes, Ellwood, Gillette, Bernard, Bogardus, and many others, 
the attitudes and interests of the Chicago school were carried 
throughout the Middle and Far West. 

Small’s chief contributions to American sociology were un¬ 
doubtedly in the fields of organization and editorship. Not only 
did he set up a splendid department, but he also did more than 
anyone else to organize the American Sociological Society and 
bring it through its first difficult years. Further, he was the editor 
of The American Journal of Sociology from its first appearance 
in 1895 until over twenty years later, thus performing a service 
of inestimable value for the new discipline. In the pages of this 
journal many of the most significant writings of Ward, Simmel, 
DeGreef, and other sociologists of world-wide reputation were 
published, and the book review section was for a long period one 
of the most catholic and at the same time one of the most dis- 
criminating to be found anywhere. 

At the same time Small’s own writings had a good deal of in¬ 
fluence. His adaptation, in his General Sociology (1905), of the 
interest-struggle theory of social development presented by 
Ratzenhofer found many followers, and his methodological arti¬ 
cles, although inconsistent when followed over a period of years, 
were usually timely and to the point. Further, his studies m the 
history of social thought and sociology are still decidedly worth 
reading, notably those dealing with the Cameralists, Adam 
Smith, the Germanic antecedents of sociology, and the develop¬ 
ment of sociology in the United States.72 r 

During the first two decades of the twentieth century the Chi¬ 
cago department enjoyed the services of W. I. Thomas, an eth¬ 
nologist, psycho-sociologist, and sociologist of great distinction, 
who is still so much a Chicago tradition that we feel justified in 
dealing with him here. YLis Source Book for Social Origins (1909) 
hrst won him wide renown, but this was soon eclipsed by The 
tohsh Peasant m Europe and America (19x8-1920), a work 
written in collaboration with Florian Znaniecki, eminent Polish 

rllof ' • hfe'hl,storY technique in American sociological 
rc owes its initial stimulus to Thomas and Znaniecki. Fur- 
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ther, their work did more to raise the study of immigrant mal¬ 
adjustment to a scientific level than anything else that has yet ap¬ 
peared. Again, numerous concepts (discussed in the section on 
Znaniecki in Chapter Twenty-Seven) utilized in their monumental 
treatise have proved so valuable in many kinds of sociological re¬ 
search that they have become common coin among American so¬ 
ciologists. Once more, Thomas and Znaniecki fathered “ the four 
wishes” — response, recognition, security, new experience_ 
that have been so much invoked, praised, and condemned as keys 
to human motivation. Some over-zealous disciples at once reified 
these wishes (perhaps misguided by Thomas’s The Unadjusted 
Girl [1922]), making them virtually equivalent to clear-cut, sep¬ 
arate, virtually unmodifiable instincts. Thomas and Znaniecki 
warned against reification soon after the tendency appeared, and 
themselves made little use, after about 1923, of what they felt 
to be an excessively dangerous tool. There seems no good reason 
for going to this extreme, however, and American sociologists 
will probably continue to use “ the four wishes ” as useful classifi¬ 
cations. In collaboration with Dorothy S. Thomas, who later be¬ 
came his wife, Thomas brought out The Child in America 
(1927), one of the most profound studies extant of the whole 
range of information bearing on the psychical and social develop¬ 
ment and functioning of the American child. Recently Thomas 
has revised (in fact, rewritten) the ethnological source book men¬ 
tioned above, and under the title of Primitive Behavior (1937) 
it is enjoying well-deserved popularity. Thomas is engaged in 
finishing a study of the Swedish peasant; he has been doing re¬ 
search in this field, both here and in Sweden, for a number of 
years. The sociological world awaits the result with interest. 

After Small s death in 1926 Ellsworth Faris took over the 
chairmanship of the department. A former missionary in a Bantu¬ 
speaking region of Africa who has also done outstanding work 
in psychology, Faris has been associated with the department 
since 19x9, and has done much to acquaint Chicago students with 
recent developments in psycho-sociology. Greatly influenced by 
the philosopher, George H. Mead, he has done much to engender 
a catholic receptivity to fruitful ideas. His stimulating semi¬ 
nar in social attitudes not only carries on the kind of painstaking 
analysis exemplified by Thomas and Znaniecki’s Polish Peasant 
in Europe and in America, but also evaluates critically all the im¬ 
portant work being done in psycho-sociology. For example, at 
a time when Pareto was largely unknown in the United States 
(which is to say before 1928) Faris was serenely attempting to 
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acquaint his students with the mysteries of residues and deriva¬ 
tions. He is also well versed in ethnology, and does a great deal 
to develop an interest in this field among his students.73 

Associated with the Chicago department for many years, Rob¬ 
ert E. Park, former journalist and aide to Booker T. Washing¬ 
ton, has been one of its greatest assets. Trained in German uni¬ 
versities and possessed of profoundly original and reflective 
type of mind, Park represents the unusual combination of literary 
ability, wide range of experience, insight into personality, keen 
appreciation of empirical evidence, and a gift for systematic 
thought.74 In collaboration with another member of the depart¬ 
ment, E. W. Burgess, he published in 1921 what has probably 
been the most influential textbook in the history of American 
sociology, An Introduction to the Science of Sociology. This pre¬ 
sented, among other things, a synthesis of theories in methodol¬ 
ogy, “ collective psychology,” and “ human ecology ” that had 
already demonstrated their value as guides to research. Although 
theoretically far from bullet-proof, the human ecology in particu¬ 
lar was to prove a fruitful lead. It involves the study of the 
spatial distribution of population in conjunction with other social 
phenomena such as urban land uses and values, division of labor, 
transportation, mobility of residence, and various forms of per¬ 
sonal disorganization, all rendered vivid by a highly-developed 
type of social map. A series of excellent dissertations guided by 
the Park and Burgess frame of reference and enriched by the 
contributions of other members of the department began to 
appear in the early 1920 s and has continued ever since. Among 
the most outstanding may be mentioned those by McKenzie 
Thrasher, Hiller, Wirth, Zorbaugh, Mowrer, CreLy, Cavan! 
Shaw, Blumenthal, and Robert E. L. Faris.75 Park’s recent re¬ 
tirement, with Ellsworth Faris’s to follow in the near future, may 
diminish the remarkable fruitfulness of the Chicago school. Much 
will depend on their successors. 

Since 1927 another important member of the department has 
been W. F. Ogburn, formerly of Columbia. His interests are 
varied: abnormal psychology^ ethnology, the history of inven- 

"10n’ jV tamily>. an<^ t^ie processes of social change have all en¬ 
gaged his attention, but the contribution for which he is the best 
known is probably his emphasis on quantitative method.76 A 
gi ted statistician, he has done much to arouse in his students a 
genuine if perhaps at times immoderate enthusiasm for measure¬ 
ment, although we hasten to add that Ogburn himself is often¬ 
times well aware of the pitfalls that await those obsessed by 
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mathematical incantations.77 His own work in the field is marked 
by considerable caution and judicious interpretation, although his 
Social Change (1922) is not free from serious flaws. Open to 
criticism on some points, the report entitled Recent Social Trends 
(1933) executed under Ogburn’s direction, is nevertheless a land¬ 
mark in the history of American sociography. 

Among the other members of the department at Chicago 
should be mentioned Herbert Blumer, philosophically-minded 
methodologist and psycho-sociologist, foe of statistical dogma¬ 
tism and friend of judicious quantitative method; Louis Wirth, 
leader in the study of Germanic sociological theories; and Samuel 
Jkouffer, one of the best of the younger social statisticians. Al¬ 
though perhaps no longer so unapproachably supreme a graduate 
center as it was from 1915 to 1930, Chicago still enjoys and de¬ 
serves the highest reputation among the sociological departments 
of the United States and, one may even say, of the world. 

Other Outstanding Early Departments. — Until very recent 
years academic sociology, outside of undergraduate work, has 
been largely monopolized by the Columbia and Chicago depart¬ 
ments. But even a brief account of the establishment and devel¬ 
opment of the first important departments in the United States 
cannot omit mention of those at Wisconsin, Michigan, Brown, 
Yale, and Pennsylvania. 

The development of sociology at the University of Wisconsin 
has been associated primarily with the writings and teaching of 
one of the most striking personalities in American sociology since 
the days of Sumner, namely, Edward Alsworth Ross. A product 
of the Johns Hopkins economics seminar, Ross first began his aca¬ 
demic work as an economist at Leland Stanford. He was driven 
out of this institution through a disagreement with Mrs. Stanford 
about Ross’s courageous discussion of the utilization of cheap 
coolie labor by Mr. Stanford when building the Southern and 
Central Pacific railroads. Ross then went to Nebraska, and later 
to Wisconsin, which had been made a congenial field for the 
sociologist because of the friendly attitude of such economists as 
Ely and Commons. 

Although Ross’s influence may seem to have been exerted chiefly 
through his brilliant writings and forceful lectures, his academic 
work has for a long time included a large quota of graduate 
courses. He has trained many promising men who have taken their 
doctorates in the Madison department and have carried the 
spirit and principles of Ross into other institutions. Ross’s inter¬ 
ests were at first primarily in the field of psycho-sociology, where 
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he adapted the doctrines of Tarde to an interpretation of mod¬ 
ern society, particularly contemporary American life. Not only 
did he lay bare the roots of the phenomena of suggestion, pres¬ 
tige, fashions, and the like, but he had earlier made one of the 
most brilliant studies of the sources of social order that has yet 
appeared—his Social Control (1901). Later he turned his at¬ 
tention to the analysis and classification of social processes; his 
labors in this field resulted in the publication of his Principles of 
Sociology (1920). This book has been translated into several 
other languages, and has greatly influenced German sociology, 
particularly the variety represented by Leopold von Wiese.7® 
(This scholar was visiting professor at Wisconsin in 1934-1935.) 

Throughout all of Ross’s career, and especially in more recent 
years, he has given much attention to the problems of social 
change and international relations, basing his views upon exten- 
sive travels in all parts of the globe. In addition to his activity 
in these fields, most of it in the role of a publicist, he came out 
strongly in the early ipao’s against indiscriminate immigration 
to America and in favor of birth control and eugenics. Ross’s 
work m the "Wisconsin department has long been ably supple¬ 
mented by the painstaking researches and numerous publications 
of his successor as chairman, J. L. Gillin, outstanding in the field 
of social pathology. Of recent years the eminent psycho-sociolo¬ 
gist, Kimball Young, has been a member of the Wisconsin staff, 
and has notably increased the prestige of the department. Among 
the other members, J. H. Kolb, prominent rural sociologist, and 
Thomas C. McCormick, well-known social statistician, are par¬ 
ticularly worthy of mention. Howard Becker, Ross’s successor ill 
the systematic sociology courses, also gives work in the history 
and interpretation of social thought. The excellent anthropolog¬ 
ical division numbers among its members Charlotte Gower and 
the author of The Study of Man (1937), Ralph Linton 

^r^mi°St tr C °PPos*te PIT6 °P personality from that of Ross 
was Charles Horton Cooley (1864-1929) of the University of 
Michigan, son of Thomas M. Cooley, the famous Michigan 
jurist. Retiring, almost seclusive, Cooley made no extensive ob¬ 
servations of man in the mass, but drew most of his sociological 
inspiration and insight from observation of his intimates and 
himself, together with a careful study of the writings of the 
major sociologists and psychologists and an almost unique as- 
simi ation of the social thought of the great literary figures such 
as Goethe, Montaigne, Shakespeare, and Meredith? He was 
most concerned with the psychical aspects of social life, and his 
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trilogy, Human Nature and the Social Order (1902), Social Or¬ 
ganization (1909), and Social Process (1918), is the clearest 
general statement of psycho-sociology yet produced in the 
English language. His guiding principles represent a discriminat¬ 
ing application of the theories of Baldwin and James to the 
interpretation of the problems of modern society. 

The general position to be found in his writings is that self 
and society are simply two sides of the same thing, inasmuch as 
selves are social products and society is the result of their organic, 
continuing interrelation. Cooley’s use of the organic idea is 
perhaps the sanest that has yet been made, but it led him to a 
benevolent optimism that saw harmony where most sociologists 
would say it is absent or only partial. For this same reason he 
viewed democracy more hopefully than has recently been usual. 
Nevertheless, whatever corrections of Cooley’s views are de¬ 
manded by a less sanguine study of American democracy, it is 
certain that his books will always be admired and respected be¬ 
cause of their high literary quality,79 their dignity, and their fair¬ 
ness. 

Among those who received their training in the Michigan 
department under Cooley may be mentioned Hamilton, Angell, 
Wood, Deardorff, Carr, Thompson, Lurie, and that vigorous, 
forthright thinker, Read Bain. After Cooley’s death in 1929 the 
headship of the department passed to R. D. McKenzie, one of 
the earliest adherents of the Chicago school 6f human ecology, 
who has maintained the high standards of the department and 
launched an extensive program of ecological research and gradu¬ 
ate study. 

Brown University should also be mentioned, at least in pass¬ 
ing, in connection with the earlier developments of sociology in 
this country. Here the leading figure was James Quayle Dealey 
(1862-1937) , who came to his position in sociology chiefly from 
an interest in the sociological aspects of history and political sci¬ 
ence. He was early attracted by the writings of Lester F. Ward, 
and his sociological works have been chiefly an assimilation and in¬ 
terpretation of the fundamental theories of Ward.80 In 1906 he 
prevailed upon Brown University to extend an invitation to Ward 
to accept a chair in sociology there, and at the age of sixty-five 
Ward began his teaching career, spending the last seven years of 
his life at Brown. 

At Yale, in spite of its priority and the enormous popularity of 
Sumner, sociology has been very slow in getting under way, partly 
because it has suffered from the too ardent discipleship of Keller, 
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and partly because of the equivocal position forced upon it by the 
persistent use of such terms as “ social science ” and “ the science 
of society.” Of recent years, however, there have been signs that 
the ice is breaking, for under the leadership of Maurice R. Davie, 
recently-elected chairman of the department, Yale is beginning to 
resume its rightful rank, and the excellent work now being done 
by Leyburn, Murdock, Bakke, and Davie himself gives ground 
for high hopes. In the Institute of Human Relations, splendid 
work of a sociological character is being done by Dorothy Swaine 
Thomas, John Dollard, and others. At the Yale Divinity School, 
Jerome Davis, expert on problems of social well-being and co¬ 
editor of the Davis and Barnes Introduction to Sociology, a popu¬ 
lar textbook, had charge of sociological courses, and did much 
to expand the scope of sociology at Yale beyond the narrow con¬ 
fines of “ Sumnerology.” 81 The severance of Davis’s connection 
with Yale (1937) was in many ways unfortunate. 

Finally, we cannot pass over the University of Pennsylvania. 
Reference has already been made to the influential economist 
Simon N. Patten, who was also of considerable importance in the 
development of sociological theory from about 1890 to 1910. 
Not only did he devote much attention to sociological generaliza¬ 
tion in his lectures and writings, but he was also responsible for 
the liberal policy of The Annals of the American Academy of Po¬ 
litical and Social Science, a journal which at an early date pub¬ 
lished translations of some of the works of Gumplowicz, Simmel, 
and other European sociologists, reviewed all the important so¬ 
ciological literature of the time, and devoted many issues to the 
analysis of social problems which are now regarded as within the 
sociological field. No independent department of sociology was 
established until 1905, when Carl Kelsey, later well known as 
author of The Physical Basis of Society (1915), became head. 
Kelsey has been a pioneer in the study of the relation of geographi¬ 
cal, biological, and like phenomena to social behavior, and has as¬ 
sembled about him a strong staff. Among its members may be 
named J. P. Lichtenberger, well-known writer in the field of the 
history of social thought; J. H. S. Bossard, specialist in the uses 
of sociology for the solution of social problems; Thorsten Sellin, 
editor of The Annals and one of the most able criminologists in 
the United States; Donald Young, eminent expert on race rela¬ 
tions ; W. Rex Crawford, comprehensively-grounded student of 
the philosophical bases of sociology, and a number of well- 
equipped younger men; among them J. P. Shalloo, Ray Abrams, 
and Wallace Weaver.82 
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After the establishment of sociology in such important univer¬ 
sity centers as Yale, Chicago, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Wiscon¬ 
sin, Michigan, and Brown, the next stage of progress lay in its 
adoption by other institutions of higher learning. It spread rap¬ 
idly in the State universities of the Middle West, and in some of 
these institutions there is today a far heavier registration in soci¬ 
ology than in the parent schools — in many it runs to more than 
a thousand, and in at least one case to more than two thousand. 
Sociology has also made considerable headway in many of the 
smaller endowed colleges, particularly in the West. Finally, one 
of the few remaining strongholds of opposition capitulated when 
in 1930 a division of sociology was inaugurated at Harvard Uni¬ 
versity. This growing popularity of the subject has encouraged 
more students to enter graduate work in sociology, for it has of¬ 
fered greater prospects of desirable openings in the teaching of 
the subject. Likewise, the students trained in these institutions 
have provided a larger supply of graduate students for the more 
famous university centers. In other words, the last quarter of a 
century has witnessed the real establishment of sociology as an 
important university and college subject in the United States, and 
it should also be said that it is making some slight progress in the 
high schools. 

The Spread of Sociology: Harvard. — Exceedingly significant 
for the further development of American sociology is the newly- 
established Harvard department. Its head, Pitirim Sorokin, was 
one of the leading sociologists of Russia before the 1917 revolu¬ 
tion, and in the chapter on Russian sociology we shall attempt to 
say something about this phase of his activity. He fled from Rus¬ 
sia in 1922, and after a short stay in Europe came to the United 
States, where he was welcomed by Ross and Chapin. Soon he took 
a position as professor of sociology at the University of Minne¬ 
sota, where he remained until called to head the Harvard divi¬ 
sion. Associated with him at both Minnesota and Harvard has 
been the well-known rural sociologist, Carle C. Zimmerman, 
who has also collaborated with Sorokin on several important 
works, among them the monumental Systematic Source Book in 
Rural Sociology (1930—1932), and the new departure, Princi¬ 
ples of Rural-Urban Sociology (1929). Zimmerman is also 
known for his fundamental studies of family budgets and for his 
text, Family and Society (1935, with Frampton). 

Sorokin’s basic sociological theories are difficult to charac¬ 
terize briefly, for they are far-reaching in their implications. 
(We shall discuss his pioneer work on social mobility in the 
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Russian chapter.) His Sociology of Revolution (1925) bears 
the impress of the a objectivist ” neuro-physiology of Pavlov 
and Bekhterev, and takes the position that although revolu¬ 
tion may be inevitable under certain circumstances, it is so 
destructive of cultural values and of life itself that practically any 
alternative is preferable. In his Contemporary Sociological Theo¬ 
ries (1928), erudition is united with a methodological point of 
view that in some respects brings him close to the position of 
Pareto, although he grants more room for the operation of cul¬ 
tural factors in social life than is apparent in Pareto’s writings. 
The work on rural-urban sociology mentioned in connection with 
Zimmerman vigorously attacks many current ideas regarding the 
superiority of- the city population, and is one of the most consist¬ 
ent defenses of rural values and ways of life that has appeared 
anywhere, but also offers much objective interpretation of a mass 
of statistical and historical data. Latterly Sorokin has challenged 
some applications of the quantitative method, notably certain 
ohases of the Recent Social Trends studies executed under Og- 
Durn’s leadership, and has himself undertaken studies in social 
and cultural dynamics (discussed in Chapter Twenty) which he 
hopes will demonstrate more fruitful ways of applying objective 
standards to the interpretation of social phenomena. 

In addition to Sorokin and Zimmerman, a number of other able 
social scientists have been brought into relation with the Harvard 
department. Among them should be mentioned E. B. Wilson, 
eminent statistician, and Talcott Parsons, translator of Max 
Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, ex¬ 
cellent analyst of the sociology of economics and outstanding re¬ 
searcher in sociological theory. The prospects for extensive gradu- 
ate instruction at Harvard are now good; the configuration 
represented by the old Columbia-Chicago struggle for intellectual 
supremacy in sociology may eventually become polygonal. 

Minnesota, North Carolina, Northwestern, Southern Califor¬ 
nia.— Moreover, the polygon will not be merely a triangle. 
The University of Minnesota, among others, also possesses a 
distinguished department which does a large amount of graduate 
work in sociology. Among its members may be named the head, 
F. Stuart Chapin, who has done outstanding work in the study of 
social institutions and cultural change, and was for the three years 
of its all-too-brief existence the editor of that remarkable publica¬ 
tion, Social Science Abstracts. L. L. Bernard was once at Minne¬ 
sota, as was also Pitirim Sorokin. Malcolm Willey, one of the pio¬ 
neers in the establishment of cultural sociology as a major trend, is 
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now connected with the department. Other valuable members are 
Wallis, well-known cultural sociologist, Monachesi and Void, 
criminological researchers; Schmid, ecologist and quantitative re¬ 
searcher ; and Clifford Kirkpatrick, penetrating student of the eth¬ 
nological and psycho-sociological aspects of religion and a circum¬ 
spect practitioner of quantitative method in psycho-sociological 
research.88 

At the University of North Carolina there is an active de¬ 
partment headed by Howard A. Odum, product of Clark Uni¬ 
versity and the Giddings regime at Columbia. His particular 
interests lie in the fields of regionalism and “ folk sociology,” 
both of them conditioned by his Southern affiliations. Especially 
popular and interesting have been his unique narratives utilizing 
Negro stories and songs for sociological purposes, Rainbow 
’round My Shoulder and Wings on My Feet. Associated with 
him are: Guy B. Johnson, connoisseur of Negro folklore; Ernest 
R. Groves, voluminous writer and specialist on the problems of 
modern marriage; Rupert P. Vance, an outstanding regionalist 
whose Human Geography of the South (1932) represents some 
of the most significant work that has been done in the field; and 
Katherine E. Jocher, managing editor of Social Forcest an ex¬ 
cellent sociological journal controlled by the department. 

Northwestern University is somewhat obscured by the prox¬ 
imity of Chicago, but it has an excellent department. Arthur J. 
Todd, the head, not only has had wide experience in probation 
and personnel work, but is also a gifted writer and lecturer. 
Moreover, his Theories of Social Progress (1918) occupies a po¬ 
sition in sociological literature not likely to be challenged soon; 
both literary merit and richness of content place it beyond compe¬ 
tition. Thomas D. Eliot, another member of the Northwestern 
department, has been a pioneer in the sociological exploitation 
of psychiatric discoveries, and has also done excellent work in 
social economy and the therapeutic and constructive prevention 
of juvenile delinquency.84 Not the least of Eliot’s attainments is 
his capacity for eliciting the loyalty, affection, and best efforts of 
the students who know him intimately. The department also has 
the services of Ernest R. Mowrer, product of the Chicago depart¬ 
ment and one of the most able students of the modern American 
family; William Byron, stimulating teacher; and W. F. Bailey, 
pioneer in urban sociology. 

On the Pacific Coast, although excellent sociological instruction 
is to be found at the universities of Oregon and Leland Stanford, 
as well as at Reed and Scripps colleges, the only flourishing depart- 
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ments are those which have been built up by Emory S. Bogardus 
at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles and by 
Howard B. Woolston at the University of Washington. For un¬ 
dergraduate work they may be numbered among the largest and 
best-equipped departments in the country. Moreover, a good 
journal, Sociology and Social Research, is published by the Los 
Angeles department. One of the opportunities for a truly great 
graduate department of sociology on the Pacific Coast, namely, 
at the University of California in Berkeley, has been frustrated 
through the opposition of vested interests in the Berkeley faculty. 
This deficiency is in part offset by the sociological interests of the 
brilliant California ethnologists, Lowie and Kroeber, and the 
sociological orientation of the ablest historical methodologist in 
the United States, F. J. Teggart.85 

There are undoubtedly several other departments of major 
rank in the country; omission should be regarded as evidence of 
the writers’ ignorance and all-too-human fallibility. Did space per¬ 
mit, we should describe in detail the work being done at Smith, 
Yassar, Illinois, Iowa, Duke, New York University, Pittsburgh! 
Temple, Ohio State, ^Yashington (St. Louis), and many other 
meritorious universities and colleges,86 but inasmuch as we shall 
have opportunity to say something about outstanding individuals 
m the following sections, dealing with specialized trends in Amer¬ 
ican sociology, we shall here conclude our discussion of depart¬ 
ments. r 

Drifting into Specialization Stern Foremost. — Of recent 
years American sociology has more and more abandoned the 
older effort to work out a comprehensive system covering all 
phases of social life. Not only are there few younger contempo¬ 
rary synthesists such as Ward, Small, Giddings, Ross, Bernard, 
or Ellwood, but even the attempt to set forth a comprehensive 
frame of reference for analytic purposes has but a small body of 
supporters. Maclver, Park and Burgess, Thomas and Znaniecki, 
and Sorokin have many admirers but few real followers. 

.It has been customary to be enthusiastic over the trend toward 
minute specialization and “ fact-gathering” that is characteristic 
o ^ present-day American sociology,87 but there are grounds for 
mixed feelings. True, there is probably less unfounded specula¬ 
tion at present than there has been in the past, and for this we may 

e t ankful. But speculation is not the same as rigorous, compre- 
hensive, theoretical analysis, and of the latter there is far too lit¬ 
tle. I he naivete of most American sociologists when confronted 
by basic epistemological and methodological problems is deplor- 
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able. Part of the difficulty arises from the tremendous increase in 
the number of graduate students in recent years: no one can ex¬ 
pect ability to wrestle with fundamental issues to be present in 
every member of a whole swarm of would-be sociologists. Profes¬ 
sors have too often dodged their responsibility for the elimina¬ 
tion of “ poor sticks ” by assigning little “ objective ” problems 
that require industry but no thought. Another source of our pres¬ 
ent difficulty undoubtedly lies in the splendid achievements of the 
natural sciences; seeing that certain methods are applicable to 
physical, chemical, and biological problems, we have jumped at 
the conclusion that they can be carried over en bloc to sociological 
problems. Our Comtean heritage has much to do with this, but 
the general drift of thought during the nineteenth century is at 
least equally to blame. 

This is not the place, however, to indulge in criticism of cur¬ 
rent American sociology; a whole book would be necessary to 
justify what we should like to say. Let us simply state once more 
that there has been a marked trend toward specialization, or even 
compartmentalization.88 We shall now try to indicate what some 
of the specialities are in the approximate order of their preva¬ 
lence.89 In so doing we shall also indicate some of the special in¬ 
terests of sociologists who are not afflicted with compartmental¬ 
ization. 

Social Psychology.” — Perhaps the most common tendency 
in American sociology is concentration on the psychical phases of 
social life to the neglect of larger questions of social structure. 
This is usually called ' social psychology ” — a sociologically dan¬ 
gerous and fundamentally erroneous term as generally used — 
or “psycho-sociology.” The leads given by Ward, Giddings, 
Sumner, Cooley, Ellwood, Ross, Thomas, and Patten,, together 
with the rise of behaviorism and psychoanalysis, in part account 
for the prevalence of this interest; a certain intrinsic fascination 
combines with the undeniable importance of psychical factors to 
account for much of the remainder. The outstanding exponents 
of the psychical emphasis in the United States today are: W. I. 
Thomas, father of the famous “ four wishes ” and co-author with 
Florian Znaniecki, the Polish sociologist, of the epoch-making 
monograph, The Polish Peasant in Europe and in America (5 
vols., 19x8—20) ; Kimball Young, one of the few psycho-sociolo¬ 
gists with adequate psychological training, who has been influ¬ 
enced by Mead, Terman, Park, the cultural sociologists, and the 
psychoanalytic psychiatrists; L. L. Bernard, largely responsible 
for the general disfavor into which crude instinct psychology has 
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fallen through his critical study, Instinct (1924) ; Thomas D. 
Eliot, one of the first sociologists to make use of the recent ad¬ 
vances in psychiatry; Ellsworth Faris, irenic expounder of a well- 
balanced type of social psychology deriving from Dewey, Mead, 
Judd, Thomas, and his own keen insight; C. A. Ellwood, repre¬ 
sentative of an eclectic trend, who has recently made vigorous at¬ 
tacks on behaviorism;90 and a number of others including Fay B. 
Karpf, E. S. Bogardus, A. G. Balz, F. H. Allport, E. R. Groves, 
Herbert Blumer, Read Bain, J. K. Folsom, Richard T. LaPiere, 
John Markey, E. T. Krueger, and W. H. Reckless.91 

Quantitative Methods. — Another well-marked trend is the 
advocacy and use of quantitative methods. This too has roots in 
the general American situation, some of which we have already 
indicated. Ogburn, Rice, Lundberg, Chaddock, McCormick, Bain, 
and Stouffer92 are perhaps the most prominent leaders, but the 
stress on measurement is so strong that by far the greater num¬ 
ber of researchers at least try to make a passing bow to the coeffi¬ 
cient of correlation. When used with full knowledge of its limita¬ 
tions, measurement (or even numerical statement, which is what 
much so-called measurement really is) may be of considerable 
value, particularly when the task of interpretation is not slighted. 
Now that the first excesses of uncritical enthusiasm are being con¬ 
demned, there seems reason to expect that statistical techniques 
and like devices for attaining precision in sociological research 
will.be used in such ways that their great potentialities will be 
realized. 

Human Ecology, and Rural-Urban Sociology. — The making 
of social maps and their systematic interpretation, or human ecol- 

has had a remarkable vogue, a good deal of which has been 
justified. Studies of delinquency areas and other focal points of 
social maladjustment in Chicago and elsewhere have done more 
to show the possibilities of empirical sociology than any other 
type of research. In saying this we do not necessarily agree with 
the puerile interpretations sometimes indulged in by the minor fig¬ 
ures in ecological research, nor do we hold with the fanciful analo¬ 
gies, some of them close to discredited organismic conceptions, 
that have been seriously advanced by a few of the major workers 
in the field. In discussing the Chicago department we have already 
mentioned a number of the leading ecologists, but McKenzie, 
Quinn, E. F. Young, Weaver, Steiner, Shaw, and a large number 
of others should be listed.98 

Urban sociology has made much use of ecological methods in 
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recent years, and rural sociology, somewhat belatedly following 
the lead given by Galpin and others, is beginning to do so. Many 
other methods are of course applicable, as the work of Sorokin 
and Zimmerman, Anderson and Lindeman, Sims, KimballYoung, 
Gillin, Blumenthal, Carpenter, Kolb, and Ellis Kirkpatrick dem- 
onstrate. In fact, as Reuter has pointed out, there is no warrant 
for assuming that the fields arbitrarily defined as “ urban ” and 
“ rural ” should show any particular difference in methods of in¬ 
vestigation from sociology at large. Sorokin and Zimmerman ex¬ 
plicitly recognize this when they call their work in rural sociology 
the study .of the farmer-peasant class. 

Cultural and Folk Sociology.-—Cultural and folk sociology* 
are comparatively recent developments. When discussing the Co- 
lumbia department, some reference was made to the antecedents 
of cultural sociology, and it is those antecedents which account 
for the fact that the data used and the questions posed through¬ 
out the earlier phases of cultural sociology were almost wholly 
derived from the Boas and the British functionalist schools of 
ethnology. There has been too much preoccupation with the sim¬ 
pler peoples to the neglect of the historical records of the more * 
complex civilizations — a point dwelt on at length in the chapter 
on social evolutionism. Even studies of contemporary American i 
life are made in accordance with ethnographic formulas (Middle- i 
town is an example), and although this brings with it demon-j 
strable advantages, there are also serious deficiencies, most nota- j 
ble of which are the neglect of historical intangibles and the failure 1 
to isolate social processes as such. A valuable aspect of cul- I 
tural sociology is its explicit or implicit criticism of crude geo-) 
graphical and biological determinism, but sometimes an equally j 
crude economic or technological determinism has been substi-/ 
tuted. At present, however, the cultural sociologists are becoming; 
more temperate in their claims, and with the substantial results' 
already achieved we may expect still more valuable contributions 
in the future. 

Folk sociology is also making rapid strides. Somewhat difficult 
to define, in practice it is the study of groups such as the Kentucky 
and Ozark mountaineers, the Florida scrub dwellers, the lower 
strata of Negro society, those levels of American society at large 
described in the so-called proletarian novels, immigrant com¬ 
munities, Mexican and Indian groups in transition, and the like. 
Redfield has furnished the most adequate statement of the con¬ 
tent of folk sociology, and has provided in his Tepotztlan: A 
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Mexican Village (1929) a splendid example of research in the 
field. Leyburn, Odum, Wallis, Vance, Mead, and others should 
also be mentioned.94 

Social Pathology. — Problems of social maladjustment and 
disorganization of all kinds probably outrank several of the trends 
dealt with above in the attention given to them. Certainly the 
number of persons engaged in the study of poverty and depend¬ 
ency, family disorganization, crime and delinquency, public health, 
mental disease, hygiene, child welfare, nutrition, and a host of 
other “ social problems ” frequently regarded as an all-sufficient 
diet for sociology, makes any attempt at a comprehensive list 
out of the question. But there is little reason for attempting to 
make such a list, inasmuch as very few of these matters can be 
regarded as any more sociological than psychological, economic, 
medical, or what not. In countries where the lines between disci¬ 
plines are more sharply drawn, such a helter-skelter conglomera¬ 
tion is simply unthinkable. True, it is possible to isolate a socio¬ 
logical aspect of many of these social phenomena, particularly in 
the cases of family disorganization, delinquency and crime, and 
a few others, but all too often rambling discourses on being “ so¬ 
cially-minded ” usurp the place of theoretical analysis. Most of 
the texts on social problems have very little strictly sociological 
framework: the only ones that conform to high standards are 
Elliott and Merrill’s Social Disorganization (1934), Queen, 
Bodenhafer, and Harper’s Social Organization and Disorganiza¬ 
tion (1935)1 and Gillin’s Poverty and Dependency (3rd ed., 
l93l), although books by Bossard, Davis, and one or two others 
are acceptable. Courses using such texts are of considerable value 
as pre-social work training or for general orientation in the con¬ 
temporary world, but no student should be allowed to restrict 
himself to a diet of this kind in the belief that he is becoming a 
sociological adept.95 

Minority Groups, and Population Problems. — Race relations 
or, to borrow Donald Young’s phrase, the study of minority 
groups, have, always attracted much attention on the part of 
American sociologists. And rightly so: Negro—white, immigrant- 
native, and like configurations provide some of the clearest exam¬ 
ples of the social processes associated with struggles of interest, 
amalgamation, domination, submission, and selection to be 
found, anywhere. Most of the sociologists concentrating on 
minority-group processes also make recommendation for ame¬ 
liorating conditions regarded as objectionable, but this does not 
have the disastrous consequences so often evident in the treat- 
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ment of the other “ social problems ” discussed above. The reason 
for this lies in the fact that the analysis of inter-group relations 
can be led into sociological channels with comparative ease. Some 
of the best-known students of minority-group relations are Park, 
Miller, Dubois, Donald Young, Frazier, Charles Johnson, Han¬ 
kins, Pauline Y. Young, Wirth, Reuter, and Fairchild.98 

Problems of population quantity and quality are the concern 
of a fairly large number of American sociologists. In other 
countries they usually fall in the province of economics, an inde¬ 
pendent discipline called demography, or social politics, but when 
they are bound up with sociological generalizations, as is usually 
the case, there seems reason to keep them in the domain of soci¬ 
ology. Certainly much less relevant matters are kept there. 

Until about 1927 the bogey of overpopulation called forth 
shouts of alarm from Giddings, Ross, Baber, and Fairchild, but 
the recent work of Kuczynski, Dublin, Thompson, Pearl, and 
others has shown that, for the United States and all the Euro¬ 
pean nations except Russia, population is likely to diminish rather 
than to increase. Aside from these questions of population quan¬ 
tity in gross, there is also a substantial body of American sociol¬ 
ogists who are engaged in the study of differential birthrates, 
which involves considerations of both quantity and quality. Han¬ 
kins, Fairchild, Bossard, Sorokin, and Himes are among those 
who hold that present population tendencies make for the dete¬ 
rioration of the innate capacities of the population because the 
upper classes, who are presumably more intelligent, fail to keep 
pace with the survival rate of the lower. In accordance with this 
conviction, most of those just mentioned advocate a program of 
positive and negative eugenics, for the present laying most stress 
on the negative phase. Other experts in the same field, among 
them Thompson, Reuter, Morgan, and Jennings, maintain that 
there is not sufficient proof of wide and transmissible difference 
in the various strata of the population, nor a sufficiently stable 
difference in survival rates, to warrant an extensive eugenics pro¬ 
gram. Most of the biologists enthusiastically back the sociologi¬ 
cal eugenists, whereas the behaviorists and psychoanalytic psychol¬ 
ogists seem lukewarm to the movement.97 

Analytic Sociology.—Turning now to less specialized fields, \ 
analytic or, as it has been recently termed, systematic sociology j 
probably has the next most numerous group of practitioners. It j 
is to be distinguished from the older synthetic sociology repre- j 
sented by Ward, Dealey, and like heirs of Comte and Spencer, for 1 
it regards sociology not as the scientia scientiarum, “ enriched by 
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all the truths of nature and embracing all truth,” but as an 
abstract, basic, social science on which more detailed and con¬ 
crete disciplines such as government and economics are erected. 
In other words, the analytic sociologists are the grammarians of 
the social sciences. We may divide them into two groups: those 
who at some periods or in certain aspects of their writing retain 
strongly synthetic tendencies, and those in whom the analytic bent 
is more consistently followed. In the first group we have Ross, 
Ellwood, Bernard, Sorokin, and Thomas. In the second may be 
placed Maclver, Park and Burgess, Reuter, Dawson and Gettys, 
Hiller, Abel, House, Wirth, Blumer, Case, Bogardus, Eubank’ 
Spykman, Talcott Parsons, and Howard Becker.98 

. The History of Sociology, and Historical Sociology.— 
history of sociology does not receive so much attention as it once 
did, but interest in it is fairly strong. Here we may list Bernard, 
who is undoubtedly preeminent for North and South America J 
Wirth, perhaps most at home in the Germanic literature, but 
widely informed elsewhere; House, systematic and penetrating; 
Sorokin, easily the most erudite; Barnes, thoroughly versed in 
the historical background of sociological theory; Todd able £ 
draw on an extensive knowledge of literature and the fine arts • 
Hertzler, specialist in the ancient civilizations and in utopkn 
drought; Bryson, one of the first to show the full extent of the re¬ 
lation between sociology and moral philosophy, and also an ex- 
pert m eighteenth-century Scottish social thought; DeGrange, 
we 1 known for his study of Comte; Lichtenberger, author of a 
popular text which combines the approaches of Dunning and Gid- 
dings; and several others, among them Hankins, Bogardus, 
Crawford, Gillin, Odum, Bain, Lehmann, and Douglas.99 

istorical sociology, or the study of social development and 
change over fairly long periods, does not have a very large fol¬ 
lowing m the United States. Most of the studies are fired at point- 
jink range, and therefore permit virtually no generalizations 

a out trends or cycles that can be followed over a long period. 
Perhaps our knowledge is not yet sufficient to permit this, but a 
eginnmg must sometime be made. One of the reasons for the 

scarcity of historical sociology in the United States is the reaction 
against social evolutionism of the nineteenth-century variety. 

is is understandable, but it does not warrant almost complete 
neglect of one of the most important branches of sociology.PThe 
consequences of this neglect are readily seen in the vogue of eru- 
dite journalists like Spengler, apostles of Pareto like Bernard 

o o, mystics like Waldo Frank, and the multifarious ex- 
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pounders of the vulgar Marxian version of “ the dialectic.” Soci¬ 
ologists stand by while pseudo-historians, litterateurs, and “ in¬ 
tellectuals ” awe the multitude with borrowed and tawdry finery. 
If we are pot to be dragged hither and yon by slogans such as 
“ Civilization is the alternation of speculator and rentier,” “£y- 
ery culture has a life-cycle like an organism,” “ History is the rec¬ 
ord of the urge to Wholeness,” “ Thesis, antithesis, and synthe¬ 
sis,” and “History repeats itself,” sociologists must cease to 
restrict themselves to the study of current events and history-less 
preliterate societies. Among the few workers in historical sociol¬ 
ogy may be mentioned Barnes, Teggart, Sorokin, and a number of 
social historians, who, although insufficiently interested in gener¬ 
alization, are nevertheless on the right track— Shotwell, Turner, 
Beard, Carl Becker, Preserved Smith, Dodd, Hayes, and Thomp¬ 
son.100 r 

Philosophical Presuppositions. — The epistemology and meth¬ 
odology of sociology are not overwhelmingly popular subjects, as 
we made clear when discussing the stern-foremost drift into spe¬ 
cialization. The most common epistemological notion seems to be 
that there are “ lots of facts ” lying about which when sorted 
into piles and counted will enable us to discover “ laws ” that ex¬ 
ist independently of the observer. This essentially Baconian con¬ 
ception of scientific procedure is all-pervasive; it turns up even 
where it is explicitly disavowed. Pure Induction is a god to whom 
the appropriate genuflections must always be made. Linked with 
this is the belief that sense-data — things that one can see, touch, 
taste, smell, and hear — are and should be the sole object-matter 
of sociology. In the space at our disposal it is impossible to ex¬ 
pose the manifold fallacies of such a position; we shall merely 
say that in our opinion it is sheer nonsense. Ironically enough, the 
most belligerent and dogmatic exponents of this metaphysical 
and epistemological conception are precisely those people who 
know nothing of metaphysics and epistemology and have no de¬ 
sire to know anything. Their own little home-made article suits 
them; why go shopping? The fact that it is quite impossible to 
fngage in systematic rational discourse of any kind without mak¬ 
ing assumptions that cannot be proved by any amount of Pure 
Induction has never dawned on these philosophically innocent 
folk. “Don’t think — try!” may be an excellent motto for 
some types of natural-science research (although we doubt it), 
but it is certainly pernicious when transferred to the field of the 
social sciences. 

But to return to our task of exposition: Maclver, Abel, Soro- 
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kin, Crawford, House, Blumer, Jensen, and Ellwood seem to be 
among those most keenly aware of the necessity for a firmer 
philosophical foundation for present-day sociology.101 With some 
of them we are not in entire agreement, but that is neither here 
nor there: they are quite right in insisting that unless American 
sociologists do a little “ armchair ” work, their research is doomed 
to sterility. It is notorious that men will go to any amount of 
trouble rather than think; they flock after any prophet who 
relieves them of responsibility by saying soothingly, “ Let your 
Comptometer be your guide.” 

It would be unfair, however, to give the impression that all 
the advocates of so-called “fact-finding” are oblivious to the 
claims of sustained reflection. Bernard, Lundberg, Stouifer, Thur- 
stone, A. F. Bentley, Bain, McCormick, and Rice are all earnestly 
engaged in the establishment of some sort of sound foundation 
for their researches. It is not these men who threaten the future 
of American sociology, but the sprinkling of the intellectually 
incurious to whom they unwittingly give aid and comfort. 

This is the last of the classifications of trends in American 
sociology with which we shall deal. The various heads we have 
used are not systematically arranged or logically connected, and 
we should be the last to defend them on any grounds other than 
those of convenience and immediate usefulness. Many of them 
are used m the programs of the American Sociological Society, 
which is to say that they are catch-alls, and we have added a few 
more of our own. Many others could have been used: no mention 
has been made of the sociology of religion, educational sociology, 
sociological jurisprudence, and a host of other categories that 
for some purposes are just as good as ours. In extenuation we 
again use the well-worn phrase, “ Space forbids.” 

Sociological Publications. — There are now several good peri- 
o ica s evoted more or less exclusively to sociological publica- 
lon in the United States. Of these the American Journal of 
ocio ogy is the oldest and had until recently the largest circula¬ 

tion, for membership in the American Sociological Society in¬ 
volved a subscription fee to that journal. A statistical study of 

e articles published in it has shown that there has been a marked 
trend away from the discussion of matters of general interest 
“C,e J?"1 s, death; specialization is the order of the day. In all 
p obabihty this is not the result of editorial policy alone; at about 

_e ime that Small s guiding hand relaxed the drift toward the 
minute subdivision of sociology was just becoming evident. A 
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valuable feature of the American Journal of Sociology was its 
abstract service (recently discontinued); current literature in sev¬ 
eral languages was thus brought within the range of many to 
whom it would otherwise be unattainable. 

The American Sociological Review, established in 1936 by vote 
of the American Sociological Society as its official journal, is yet 
too new to be characterized briefly. Up to date the articles have 
been largely quantitative and/or definitory, but this may be the 
result of the offerings available rather than of hard-and-fast edi¬ 
torial policy. One valuable feature is the frequent publication of 
articles and reports dealing with sociology abroad; another is the 
bibliography of articles in foreign periodicals that appears in 
each issue. The book review policy for a time inclined in the direc¬ 
tion of lengthy critical reviews of outstanding books rather than 
all-inclusiveness at the cost of adequate treatment. 

Social Forces once had a much better reviewing policy than 
the American Journal of Sociology; lengthy topical reviews quite 
exhaustively covering the respective topics appeared, but of late 
these have deteriorated in quality and diminished in quantity. In 
other respects Social Forces is a splendid journal; several articles 
of excellent quality are brought out in almost every issue. 

The remaining general periodical, Sociology and Social Re¬ 
search, is not in the class of the others. This is readily understand¬ 
able. The editorial control is on the Pacific Coast, and there is a 
selective factor in the manuscripts submitted and chosen that 
tends to make the journal somewhat sectional. It also suffers from 
the itch for brevity. 

A specialized organ, the Journal of Rural Sociology, has re¬ 
cently begun publication. If it succeeds in maintaining the high 
standard of its first issues, not only rural sociologists but sociolo¬ 
gists of every variety will be compelled to give heed. 

Among the general “ social science ” journals, the Southwest¬ 
ern Social Science Quarterly deserves prominent mention. Ber¬ 
nard and a number of other sociologists have published in it. 
A relatively new arrival in the social science field, Social Re¬ 
search, published by the faculty of the University in Exile (a 
group of emigres now living in the United States), bids fair to 
fill a very important niche. It is perhaps a bit too soon to say 
whether the high quality of its first two or three volumes can be 
maintained, but it at least gives more space to fundamental theo¬ 
retical considerations than is usual in American journals. It covers 
a fairly wide range — psychologists, economists, experts in Sozial- 
politik, political scientists, and sociologists are among its con- 
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tributors — hence the amount of strictly sociological material in 
it is not very great. At the same time, it is one more medium of 
publication, and one having a policy that may affect the sociologi¬ 
cal journals per se for the better. 

The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science also covers a field much wider than sociology, and the 
sociological symposia it does publish from time to time are nearly 
all in the social problems category. Much as we may regret the 
absence of an occasional theoretical issue, there can be no doubt 
that the symposia mentioned conform to standards so high as to 
make The Annals an indispensable research tool. The book review 
section is notable, especially for promptness, range, and judicious 
selection of reviewers. The number of books reviewed is fairly 
large, but the review policy is so good that one wishes for twice 
as many. Two very useful social problems periodicals, frequently 
containing excellent factual articles, are published by Survey As¬ 
sociates : one. is designed primarily for the professional social 
worker, and is simply called the Survey; the other has a some¬ 
what more general appeal, and bears the title of Survey Graphic. 
Neither of them is wholly free from the slightly enervating 
aromas of cheery “ good-will ” and the “ we-know-the-worst-but- 
we’re-optimistic ” spirit, but the social reforms advocated are 
usually in accord with the present state of sociological knowl- 
edge. The Family is of the same general type as the Survey} but 
as the title indicates, covers a more limited field. The same may 
be said of Social Work Technique. Criminology and penology 
are fairly well cared for by the Journal of Criminology and 
Criminal Law, although the legalistic phase necessarily occupies 
a good deal of space. It was this periodical which seven years 
ago published Thorsten Sellin’s amazingly comprehensive topi¬ 
cal bibliographies of current criminological and penological lit¬ 
erature in a dozen languages. 

The American Anthropologist frequently gives space to arti¬ 
cles of sociological interest; most of them are highly technical 
and abstruse, but none the less useful. It is to be regretted, how¬ 
ever, that so much space is devoted to the description of material 
cukure and so little to the analysis of cultural processes. The 
Political Science Quarterly formerly published many articles of 
interest to sociologists, and occasionally one appears even now. 

e reviews are adequate, but usually fall somewhat outside the 
sociological field. 

The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology and Mental 
ygiene always have a few articles of importance to those soci- 
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ologists who concentrate on the psychical phases of social life, 
but the Journal of Social Psychology is so thoroughly psychologi¬ 
cal (in the bad sense) that its value is much less. Social Science 
Abstracts is no. longer published, but Psychological Abstracts 
continues, and in the section bearing the incongruous title of 
“ Social Functions of the Individual ” a good many items of im¬ 
portance are dealt with. 

The Philosophical Review sometimes has valuable sociological 
articles; quite recently one on Troeltsch and another on Dilthey 
appeared, both of them excellent. The Monist is another philo¬ 
sophical journal of importance to sociologists; for example, Eliot 
and Bernard have published in it quite frequently. Two Marxian 
journals, Science and Society and the Marxist Quarterly, have 
just made their bow. 

The most pressing need in American sociological publication 
would seem to be something like the Archives of Psychology, 
i.e., an organ appearing at irregular intervals containing longer 
articles and small monographs which do not warrant book format 
but which are too valuable to be confined to manuscript. There 
has been an.efiort to set up something of this kind, but the finan¬ 
cial responsibilities placed on the authors involved have been so 
heavy as almost hopelessly to hamper the project. 



CHAPTER XXV 

Sociology in Italy 

Beginnings. — Penetrating and wide-ranging social thought 
has not been lacking in Italy.1 Among many others, one need 
mention only the names of Machiavelli and Vico. The for¬ 

mer analyzed the social phenomena of prestige, leadership, and 
clashes of interest, and the latter anticipated Comte’s “ law of 
the three stages,” presented a schema of social evolution, and 
worked out one of the most plausible of the cyclical theories of 
history. As a whole, the ideas presented by these men of course 
fall in the realm of social thought, not of sociology proper, but 
it should be clear that sociology as a science did not spring full- 
panoplied from the head of any single thinker. Moreover, sev¬ 
eral sociologists have been at pains to trace the influence of these 
writers on later, more strictly sociological, thought. Pareto, for 
example, has shown how strikingly modern Machiavelli is in 
many respects, and Cosentini has done the same for Vico.2 

Less well known than the famous author of The Prince or the 
expounder of corsi and ricorsi are Beccaria, Filangieri, and Ro- 
magnosi, but they have been scarcely less important as forerun¬ 
ners of Italian sociology. We have already discussed Beccaria, 
primarily as one of the founders of the classical school of crimi¬ 
nology, but it must not be forgotten that he was a teacher of 
. ameralism in the last half of the eighteenth century,3 and dur¬ 
ing this period, as Small has shown, Cameralism (at least of the 
German variety) established its claim to rank among the disci- 
plines that ultimately issued in sociology. 

Gaetano Filangieri (1752-1788) produced one of the most 
radical of eighteenth-century socio-political treatises, in spite of 
the fact that he was a paid apologist for the “ benevolent despot- 
ism of the Neapolitan state, one of the worst among the many 
thoroughly bad Italian regimes of his time. His radicalism lay in 
his rationalism. Although his Scienza della Legislazione (1780- 
85; was intended to be a continuation and improvement of 
Montesquieu s De 1’esprit des lois, Filangieri, instead of concern¬ 
ing himself with what the prevailing laws were, attempted to de- 
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termine what, according to rationalistic rules, they ought to be. 
For this, among other things, he won the admiration of Franklin! 
In all departments of life, from economics to religion, he ap¬ 
plies the test of conformity to reason. Nevertheless, he'is more 
cautious than many of the rationalists, particularly in regard to 
methodology, pointing out that even though it may help the social 
scientist if he assumes that causation m his domain operates as it 
does in the physical sciences, he nevertheless should not go to the 
length of directly applying the methods of mechanics and mathe¬ 
matics.4 

Gian Romagnosi (1761-1835), writing several decades be¬ 
fore Comte, expressed the idea that a synthetic science treating 
social life and culture as a highly composite phenomenon ” 
(fenomeno compostissimo)5 would have to be developed, and he 
himself, through his synthetic studies in economics, ethics, and 
politics, strove mightily toward the building of this new science. 
So highly is his work regarded that he has been called the Italian 
sociologist,® outranking all others; his brilliant analyses of pub¬ 
lic opinion m several sections of his famous work on the founda¬ 
tions of cultural history go far toward justifying such an esti¬ 
mate.7 

When Comte loomed on the horizon, he soon attracted follow¬ 
ers in Italy in fact he attracted one, Giuseppe Ferrari (1812_ 
1876), so early in the development of positivism that Ferrari 
published an exceedingly radical book, Filosofia della Rivo- 
luzione, in 1851, several years before Comte’s Positive Polity, 
with its relatively conservative political doctrine, appeared.8 The 
consequence was that for some time only the more revolutionary 
phases of Comte’s thought were known in Italy, and sociology 
achieved a “ subversive ” reputation that clung to it until well in 
the twentieth century, and perhaps to the present hour. 

The Christening of Italian Sociology.-^ The first sociological 
treatise in Italy definitely labeled as such was the great Sociologia 
of the positivistic philosopher Roberto Ardigo (1828—1920). 
This appeared in 1879, but nine years earlier Ardigo had already 
made his standpoint clear in a work on psychology as a positive 
science which clearly showed the influence of both Comte and 
Spencer. He adopted Comte’s classification of the sciences, with 
the single exception of the status assigned to psychology, which, 
in agreement with Spencer, he placed between biology and soci¬ 
ology rather than in a position of complete dependence on the 
latter science.9 

Soon after Ardigo’s work appeared, a veritable flood of socio- 
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logical systems arose, virtually all of them primarily influenced by 
Ardigo — relatively few showed any large direct carry-over of 
Comte’s doctrines. One of the first was a critical introduction to 
sociology by Julio Vanni, Prime linee di un pro gramma critico di 
Sociologia (1888).10 Among the later followers of Ardigo may 
be reckoned Francesco Cosentini (1870- ), a pupil of Ar¬ 
digo, whose Sociologia (1912) was decidedly one of the best 
published before the World War;11 another was Eugenio Rig- 
nano, famous editor of the general scientific journal, Scientia, and 
author of numerous unconventional and stimulating works in 
biology, psychology, economics, and sociology.12 

The Impact of Biology. — In Italy as elsewhere the biological 
analogies used by Comte and Spencer exercised a hypnotic influ¬ 
ence on some late nineteenth-century scholars, notably Salvatore 
Fragapane, a follower.of Fouillee’s doctrine of a “ contractual 
organism, and Enrico Pessina (1828—1916) an organicist 
somewhat resembling Schaffle.14 

The evolutionists, of both Spencerian and Darwinian varieties, 
did not lack Italian adherents. Interestingly enough, however, 
“ social Darwinists ” in the narrow sense, i.e., believers in the 
inevitability or desirability of natural selection through an un¬ 
mitigated struggle for existence, were relatively rare in Italy. 
IVIost of the Darwinian evolutionists were inclined in the opposite 
direction, instead of accepting as unavoidable or even glorifying 
the “ survival of the fittest,” they attempted to reconcile the find¬ 
ings of natural science with the needs of the lower classes and the 
latter s ethical right to participation in the enjoyments of life.” 
Their standpoint is well exemplified in the writing of Vadala 
Papale and Napoleone Colajanni,16 both of whom maintained 
that biological evolution and social evolution do not conform to 
the same laws. 

Michelangelo Vaccaro (1854— ) provides a still better 
example of this standpoint.17 In one of his early books, he at¬ 
tempted to reconcile the anthropometrical data presented by Lom- 
broso, tending to prove that criminal activity is biologically de¬ 
termined, with social data tending to show that it may be 
forestalled or diverted into socially harmless channels.18 His 
conclusion was that the struggle against the criminal will assume 
ever milder forms, thus following the evolutionary course making 
tor mitigation of the struggle for existence. 

In later volumes of a more general character,19 Vaccaro held 
tnat all previous studies of adaptation are inadequate because of 
tUe failure to distinguish between the biological and the sociologi- 
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cal varieties. Adopting a Lamarckian view, he maintlqte^ 
since the environment is the chief cause of favorable mbsfcfica^ 
tions, and since man can transform the environment through his 
culture-building abilities, humanity can lift itself to ever higher 
planes — by improving environment you improve the breed and 
by improving the breed you improve the environment. 

We need not stop to criticize this Lamarckian biology and the 
conclusions based upon it; let us examine other phases of Vac- 
caro’s theory. He held that the struggle for existence has steadily 
become milder and adaptation more complete, e.g., control of con¬ 
quered by conqueror steadily gives ground to more and more com¬ 
plete democracy. Hence, although still far from the goal, man¬ 
kind marches toward abundance, brotherhood, and peace.20 
Here again comment is superfluous. Even those as tender-minded 
as Vaccaro himself have probably been taught by the years 
after 1914 to mix a little water with their optimism. 

Somewhat more realistic work in a not too remotely related 
field has been done by Emanuele Sella (1879- ), whose study of 
competition, La Concorrenza (1915-16), is the most important 
thus far published in any language.21 The sections dealing with 
economic-biological competition are sober and penetrating, and 
the treatise as a whole clearly shows that although the struggle 
for existence has perhaps grown less bloody (although of this 
there is some doubt), it is certainly as all-pervasive and relentless 
as it has ever been. The chief defect of Sella’s work, from our 
standpoint, is its primarily economic orientation; a host of im¬ 
portant sociological questions remain unanswered. 

One of the few Italian writers to be influenced by Gumplo- 
wicz’s theories of group competition and conflict is Franco Sa¬ 
vorgnan (1879- ), who has done good work on the problems of 
homogeneity and heterogeneity.22 It may be noted that Gumplo- 
wicz is about the only sociologist writing in German who has had 
any influence in Italy; his book on the sociology of the state was 
promptly translated and quickly went out of print.28 For some 
reason no further editions appeared, but in radical circles his doc¬ 
trine that the state is always a tool of the minority for holding 
the majority in subjection was eagerly adopted as a prop to the 
similar theory of Marx, and may even have had some effect on 
Pareto and Mosca (to be discussed later), whose political sym¬ 
pathies diverged widely from those of the Marxists. 
. Biologized Criminology and Criminologized Biology. — The 
impact of the new biology also made itself felt in the field of crim¬ 
inology. Cesare Lombroso (1836—1909) developed the theory of 
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the born criminal who is easily recognized by various ^ atavist* 
stigmata, i.e., who bears traces of an earlier evolutionary stave 
- savage, cave-man, or what not. “ The criminal is half-wav be- 
tween the idiot and the savage.” Later Lombroso widened his 
dragnet to include defectives of all kinds who do not necessarily 
manifest primitive traits but are simply — defective. His doc- 
tnnes, now ludicrous but then taken seriously, spread like wildfire 
and all over the world people began to distrust the man with 
beetling brows or the woman with no lobes on her ears.24 Later 
the so-called positivistic school of penologists arose. This more 
or less incongruously, combined theories of Spencer, Lombroso 
and Marx. As might be expected, the mixture proved unstable* 
and the school soon split into a radical, Lamarckian environmen¬ 
talist wing headed by Enrico Ferri (1856-1929) 25 and a con 
servafve led by RaSael Garofalo (i8j.- V* both of them 
advancing theories that have had much influence. Recent writers 
following somewhat similar lines of investigation are DiTuIlio 
Ottolenghi, DeSanctis, Pende, Vidoni, and Grispigni. 

It can be readily seen that criminological theories of this ven- 
eral kind are closely related to social biology. An excellent exL- 

? Cj°^ m-6 C|°Sen^SS tlie relatl°n is provided by the work of Al- 
redoNiceforo (1876- ), author of a biological theory of class 
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the potentiality of his heredity, his constitution, his temperament and his 
environment, past and present. Thus developed criminal anthropology. 
The same path must be followed in the study of the organism of the lower 

classes in the population, if we are to solve the problem of the economic 
misery of these classes. In this way alone can concern with the questions 

of pauperism be lifted to the ranks of an actual and independent science, 
a natural science, that is, the anthropology of the proletariat.27 

Niceforo’s extreme conclusion of two different “ species ” is not 
supported at present by any competent student of population, but 
that there are marked differences in the anthropometric charac¬ 
teristics of the various social strata hardly anyone will deny. The 
fundamental questions are: To what are these differences due? 
and, How much overlapping is there? Instead of dogmatic an¬ 
swers in terms of heredity and absolute disjunction, the modern 
social biologist (non-Italian), ignoring Niceforo, grants that 
both heredity and environment play significant parts and that the 
range of variation is so great that sharp distinctions between 
classes are impossible. 

Variegated Social Biology. — The thesis that the lower classes 
contain a high proportion of degenerates (in the strict biological 
sense of this term) has been propounded by Giuseppe Sergi 
(1841—1929), whose studies of heredity are widely known.28 A 
curious variant of biological sociology is represented by the work 
of Gina Lombroso, daughter of the famous criminologist and 
wife of the historian Ferraro. She maintains that the degeneration 
of modern man, which she considers demonstrable, has marked 
advantages in rendering him a more social being, and she also 
holds that the unhealthful environment to which he is exposed is 
ultimately for the benefit of humanity at large.2* 

The sociology of sex has been exhaustively studied by the jurist 
Pio Viazzi. One of his most striking conclusions is that there is a 
“ war of the sexes ” resulting from a basic biological antag¬ 
onism of male and female.30 Roberto Michels (1876-1936) has 
written several books in this field, two of the best known dealing 
with the fallacies of moral statistics and the limits of chastity.31 
Since 1920 Aldo Mieli has ably edited a periodical for the study 
of sexual behavior, Rassegna di Studi SessualL 

Interesting studies of lower-class types, particularly of the 
vagabond and wanderer, have been made by Guido Cavaglieri 
and Eugenio Florian.32 Because of Italy’s former role as exporter 
of seasonal and unskilled labor, there is a wealth of material in 
this field, and a number of semi-scientific articles and books deal 
with it (cited in the work by Cavaglieri and Florian). There are 
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not so many studies of the more stable elements in the lower 
classes, and still fewer studies of the bourgeoisie, although with 
regard to the latter the writings of Pietro Ellero 38 and Pasquale 
Turiello 84 may be mentioned. ^ 

Italian demography has long been carefully cultivated - in Wri¬ 
the occupant of the first chair devoted to any social science in an 
Italian university, Antonio Genovesi (1713-1769), paid a great 
deal of attention to the theory of population,85 as did also Giam- 
mana Ortes (1713-1790) 38 and Melchiorre Gioia (i767- 
1829) An excellent survey of the historical development of 
Italian demography in the nineteenth century is to be found in the 
readabie little book by Filippo Virgilii « Among present-day 
Italian demographers Corrado Gini (whose theories we shall 
later discuss in detail), Lanfranco Maroi,89 and Filippo Carli40 
are well known. ^ 

Psycho-Sociology, the Crowd, and the Public. — One of the 
most strongly developed phases of Italian sociology has long been 
psycho-soaology and crowd sociology. Gioia, a contemporfry of 
- *Pol.eon> paid a great deal of attention to the phenomena of 
imitation and suggestion, and pointed out that there is probably 
a irect correlation between the intensity of these psycho-socio^ 

“dAe numher °f Pers°”s i” the crowd.” In 
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ion, Romagnosi (mentioned above) was a pioneer. His famous 
book on the foundation of cultural history contains several sec¬ 
tions dealing with the development and influence of public opinion 
as a spontaneous accompaniment of complex societies.44 A few 
years later the Milanese patriot and philosopher Cattaneo (also 
referred to previously) made careful analyses of the connections 
between the ideology of the individual and that of the groups to 
which he belongs.45 At about the same time, Giuseppe Pecchio 
made some remarkable comments, based upon his own experience, 
concerning the actual functioning of public opinion in English 
elections. Sighele and Rossi, the psycho-sociologists just consid¬ 
ered, developed theories of public opinion that are still worthy 
of attention, and Giuseppe Sergi presented a novel doctrine hav¬ 
ing to do with the pathological or psychotic aspects of public opin¬ 
ion in times of crisis.48 

Economists and Historical Materialism. — The economic ap¬ 
proach to sociological problems has been frequently chosen by 
Italian scholars. We have already mentioned the names of Geno- 
vesi, Ortes, and Gioia — all of them eighteenth-century econo¬ 
mists who frequently dealt with matters now falling in the prov¬ 
ince of sociology. Present-day Italian economists are as a rule 
not particularly friendly to the new science, although exceptions 
like Loria and Pareto (with whom we shall deal later) are to be 
found, and there are others such as Camillo Supino, Carlo Cas- 
sola, Amilcare Puviani, and Augusto Graziani who are very 
cordial. As is quite often the case, many of the economists who 
are most distrustful of sociology themselves adopt the sociological 
standpoint when confronted with problems in which the strict 
economic approach is inadequate. This is particularly true in 
studies of immigration and emigration: Giuseppe Prato, Luigi 
Einaudi, and Francesco Coletti are good examples.47 

It may be that the antagonism of Italian academic economists, 
many if not most of whom are quite conservative, is to be traced 
to the fact that a large number of sociologists have been radi¬ 
cally inclined. Indeed, a great many Italian academicians seem to 
identify sociology with the doctrines of historical materialism, 
he., with Marxism. Instance the fact that Augusto Graziani, writ¬ 
ing in 1930 on the social sciences as disciplines in Italy, gives vent 
to these naive remarks: “ Chairs of sociology were established 
only in a few universities . . . [but although] political econo¬ 
mists did not adhere to the materialistic interpretation of history, 
they constantly referred to the importance of the economic factor 
in the constitution of society and also devoted special courses of 
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lectures to the sociological doctrines.” 48 In spite of the i sc j 
amusement such confused utterances evoke ft musVt l ^ 
that the academic opponents of historical materialism hfranted 
had an easy task; the doctrine is hydra-headed More VC n-0t 
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clearly set forth his sociological conceptions. Accepting as proven 
the twofold class structure of Western civilization, he asserts that 
this is not the unavoidable consequence of human nature, but 
rather the result of definite social processes which are destined to 
be fundamentally altered in the final stage of social evolution. 
These processes are linked with certain historical events. What 
they were and are become clear when it is realized that capitalism 
is impossible when there is free land. Only when the populace is 
prevented from access to the soil by slavery, serfdom, or undue 
concentration does capitalistic exploitation flourish. This comes 
about because the worker then has no other means of livelihood 
than the sale of his labor to the capitalist for a price which the lat¬ 
ter fixes, and which is always so low that a substantial surplus 
remains as profit. With the lapse of time the machinery of profit¬ 
making is so perfected that the violent methods of slavery or serf¬ 
dom are not needed. The low wages paid make forcible restraint 
unnecessary, inasmuch as the worker cannot save enough money 
to pay for passage to countries where free land is still avail¬ 
able or for the high-priced land in his own country. 

Thus held in subjection and forced to function as cog-wheels 
in the minute division of labor, the workers enormously increase 
their output, but get only slight benefit from such acceleration of 
production. This situation could not long endure if it were not for 
the fact that capitalist property sets up a series of institutions 
which guard against revolt or ensure the acquiescence of the vic¬ 
tims. The chief of these are morals and religion, law, and the po¬ 
litical constitution of society. In their present forms they are all 
indissolubly united with capitalism. If morality and religion are 
not able to persuade all the workers to act against their own inter¬ 
est, the law steps in, prohibiting everything that can shake the 
power of the rulers. Law changes as economic relations change, 
for it is only one of the means by which control is maintained. The 
ultimate sanction of law is always physical force, the political 
means par excellence, and it can readily be observed that in all the 
various historical forms of capitalism the owners of wealth ap¬ 
propriate political power — the military machine and the police 
force are always tools of class oppression. 

Loria ventures the belief that the sociologist can today observe 
the symptoms of decay in Western civilization and can render 
easier the transition to a new society in which the peace and jus¬ 
tice of the golden age (Loria says “ primitive age ”) will be re¬ 
stored by abolishing rent and profit. The theory has decided re¬ 
semblances to that expounded in Henry George’s Progress and 
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Poverty, but it is probable that when their early works were 
written neither knew of the other. The system of land ownership 
that Loria saw all around him m Italy undoubtedly entailed wide¬ 
spread suffering, and his sensitive and sympathetic nature led him 
to seek a way out through freedom from coercive control which 

Sfh PSmit lf°T ? en^°y “ common the surplus rendered pos¬ 
sible by the modern division of labor.58 His disciples in Italy were 
many, and among sociologists he won enthusiastic support from 
the editor of Scientia, Eugenio Rignano. Franz Oppenheimer of 
Germany has advanced a similar program, and is still turning out 
learned works m support of the contention that the source of all 
socia! evil is the barrier that keeps the workers from the land 

tentioV1to°adfa bt L°na and °therS like him have drawn at¬ 
tention to a factor m socio-economic development that is fre 
quently overlooked, but in spite of the brilliance and erudition 
with which his thesis is set forth, it is an outstanding example of 

nominmtSSrr^ aCA“ SOC1?lofical generalization. The eco- 

certainlv one sidede °f hf T7 “ -he f<fm of vuI§ar Marxism is 
on ^ h T o; t f ,Ug 1 )Ut * I® Catholi(% Itself ^ compari¬ 

l0.Whea2d0rfethe0ret!CaI Tf '° ^ *>“' h' *°wed that he could recognize completely untenable propositions when 
he excluded Lona s works from the Marxist cano/ 

has bem^ld °f Pcli,ics- ~ I‘ nas oeen said that the Italians are a nation of lawyers and al 
though this is an exaggeration, it is still true thafone of the 
most prominent features of Italian life is the lively interest taken 
m the problems of private and public law, the latter especially 

:2th; W!ddy seParated strata of society. The £ d£ 

i part/y ?aceabie to tbe pecuiiar his- 
secular princes S' Tb%.**ae&f between the papacy and the 
the rektfoTrn r’h w C^ g "kims of the rival city-states, 
problems of^WLd^7 EmPire and later to Austria, the 
ment0 the stL *id k1”11 and soyereignty raised by the Risorgi- 
these influenSgl ^ twe,en parliamentarism and Fascism — all 
It is perhaps for thf foreground of public interest, 
in the universities^nrln^8011 P¥losoPky of law as taught 
is presented by sociolop-T 3v m,ate5Ial that in other countries 

tanre d‘U“ Soaologu e la FUosofia del DirSto (, 9oi) , Orio 
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Nardi-Greco, Sociologia giuridica (1907),54 and Giuseppe Maz- 
zarella, Les types sociaux et le droit (French ed. 1908) .55 Sergio 
Panunzio, Cesare Vivante, A. Rocco, and Arrigo Solmi have also 
written in this field.58 

Before the advent of Fascism, the Italian parliament was one 
of the best examples of the fact that parliamentarism nourishes 
lawyers, and this, together with the sociological content of the 
philosophy of law, may account for the large number of works on 
the sociology of political parties. The foremost treatise in this 
field is by the German-Italian, Roberto Michels, whose Zur 
Soziologie des Part erne sens (1911), a convincing demonstration 
of the oligarchic tendencies of party organization, first appeared 
in outline form in the Italian journal, Riforma Sociale, in 1908. 
This anticipates much of what Pareto had to say about the devel¬ 
opment of rentier tendencies among the ruling class (see pp. 
1021-22), and may conceivably have offered him some sugges¬ 
tions. Other writers in this socio-political field are Vincenzo Gio- 
berti, Ettore Ciccotti, Celso Ferrari, and Gaetano Mosca.57 Such 
studies of the sociology of political parties have not gone un¬ 
noticed, for even though they may have played no direct part in 
the initial rise of Fascism, they have furnished many of the liter¬ 
ary missiles used in its defense. Let us now turn to a work that has 
provided many of these slings and arrows, and that draws a sub¬ 
stantial proportion of its illustrations from French and Italian 
parliamentary history—Pareto’s treatise on general sociology. 

The “Marx of Fascism”: Pareto. — Someone has said of 
Machiavelli and his best-known book, The Prince, that few men 
have ever entered the Hall of Fame with so small a volume in 
hand. Whether or not Pareto’s fame will be equally lasting is a 
matter for prophecy, but if by some freak of fate he should 
eventually loom as large on the page of intellectual history as his 
great forerunner, some observer would be justified in saying that 
few men ever achieved such eminence through the fact of having 
written books so heavily padded, confused, and obscure as Pa¬ 
reto’s Trattato di Sociologia Generate, the work on which his 
present influence rests. The amount of space we shall devote to 
this treatise here is fairly large, not because of its intrinsic im¬ 
portance, which is undeniably great, but because it has attracted 
a considerable amount of attention in “ intellectual ” circles, and 
a sober analysis may at least help to deflate uncritical enthusiasm. 
We have no quarrel with serious, qualified students of sociological 
theory who rate Pareto highly, but we do oppose and condemn 
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the dilettantes who have rallied to what they think is his banner 
As Talcott Parsons has aptly said, there has been too little ex' 
animation of the substantive issues. 

Vilfredo Pareto was born in Paris in 1848 ; his father was m 

exiled Genoese nobleman, whom he cordially hated and bis 
mother was French. Ten years later the fanhly weni bai to 
Italy, where Pareto’s formal education, partly Classical, partly 
mathematical and scientific, was completed. After graduation 
from the Istituto Politecnico of Turin in 1870, he took up the 
profession of engineer, holding several important positions on 
Italian railways, and also engaging in mining. For twenty years 
he remained an engineer, but during this time he was increasingly 
rawn into historical, philosophical, and mathematical studies 

the results of which he applied to economics and sociology. His 
advocacy of free trade made him persona non grata to the pro¬ 
tectionist Italian government, and he planned to retire and to de- 
vote himseif to science. At this juncture (1893) his fame as dis¬ 
ciple of Leon Walras, the mathematical economist, brought him 
an appointment to a professorship outside Italy, at the University 
of Lausanne, where he taught for the rest of his life.58 1 

Pareto wrote a great deal, and we cannot even superficially 
discuss his important treatises in economic theory or in the history 
of political doctrines within our present limits. It is necessary, 
however, to point out that a work in the latter field, Les Sys femes 
sociahstes (first published in French, 1902) contains the kernel 

tha^nf +b°“h-S ni0re stn£ct]y SOCI°logical theories, in particular 
that of the circulation of the elites,” which is the capstone of the 
Trattato already referred to. The latter, a bulky opus of over two 
housand pages, was the only book he ever published bearing 

fart fb!?yp m ? tltle\ItaPPeared in *916, and because of the 
fact that a French translation was issued almost at once (19x7), 
it became widely known in a very short time. Therefore, although 
Pareto was well past the mark of threescore and ten when the 

came off the press, he lived to find himself famous. With- 

claimee?hLhlS ,f?PP.roval or disapproval the Fascists 
tor S fo^o hT 1£deol°SlsJt> and Mussolini made him a Sena- 
or in 1922, a year before his death. 

mf°et\e Pushed his complete Faust when he too was an old 

Sed U^H aUS\ Pa/eto’s, massive work is singularly dis- 
one oftt^:ed\evea hls fr-^ndhest commentators agree that it is 

°f the wor,st flanged books in the world. In the following 
summary we shall nevertheless follow the general order of his 
paragraphs (Pareto numbered them and infisted that all refer- 
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ences be made in this form) because most of the available digests 
of his work, and all the translations,59 use the same sequence. 

The Logico-Experimental Method. — Pareto proposed to ad¬ 
here strictly to what he called the “ logico-experimental method,” 
taking only experience and observation as his guides, and hoping 
at the most to achieve relative truth. He was exceedingly scepti¬ 
cal, and rejected all a priori assumptions (or thought he did, at 
least), maintaining that sociology as a science must proceed from 
concrete cases to general principles (par. 69). This procedure 
does not lead to the discovery of the “ metaphysical essence ” of 
phenomena, and it may not even produce anything socially or in¬ 
dividually useful, but it is the only way in which any scientist 
worthy of the name can go about his work. The Trattato accord¬ 
ingly abounds in protestations of the purity of scientific spirit 
animating its author, and also in vehement attacks on those who 
do not possess so high a degree of disinterestedness. Pareto 
sharply separated truth and utility, i.e., he held that the truth may 
at times be socially harmful, and that there may be beneficent 
error, but that the genuine scientist must follow truth, though it 
lead him to hell instead of heaven. He was especially bitter against 
those tender-minded pseudo-sociologists who shaped their doc¬ 
trines in conformity with a priori postulates such as solidarity or 
humanitarianism; his kindest word for them was that they merely 
wrote sentimental ethics. (Herein his rebellion against his “ lib¬ 
eral” father is evident.) The only path to logico-experimental 
truth, said Pareto, is the resolute rejection of all sentiments and 
the resounding words that evoke them; sharp distinction must be 
made between all theories which are subject to experimental veri¬ 
fication and those which are not, and the latter must be summarily 
thrown out of court, for their ultimate basis is non-logical. 

. This distinction sets the basic problem for the whole Trattato: 
given the whole range of human conduct to classify, the problem 
is to find categories that will separate logical actions (in which 
the means are logically united with the end) from the non-logical. 
To be sure, Pareto finds non-logical actions so tremendously im¬ 
portant inhuman social life that he devotes nearly all his attention 
to them; the classification of the various kinds of logical actions is 
neglected. The chief drift of his argument is that we do what we 
want to do and find the reasons for it afterward (here closely 
agreeing with the Freudian doctrine of rationalization, although 
no mention of it is made). Handman has thus summarized the 
all-pervasive assumption that lends his work its distinctive char¬ 
acter : 
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. For. Pa«to> the whole problem of social life becomes a series of earn 
tions in which ineluctable sentiments mask their inescapable push bv a 
series of accidenta^manifestations frantically trying to conform their 
non-logical character to an equally ineluctable necessity to appear loci 
cal to themselves as well as to others. ... The history of mankind L 
therefore 3 succession of efforts to 3,ppc£ir logics!.®® 

Isis Unveiled: the Residues. — In fact, reasoning has so little 
force in producing action that it may almost be said that it must 
change into sentiment if it is effectively to determine conduct 
(par. 69). Behavior, B depends upon an unknown psychic state, 
A, but is justified by a theory, C, which usually is far from being 
strictly logical in its connection with B. The example furnished bv 
magic throughout the ages shows how thoroughly non-logical ac¬ 
tions may be justified by theological or even “ scientific ” ex¬ 
planations. Instances such as these show that a certain kernel 
of acts and words is more or less constant, whereas the interpre- 
fations covering them shift with fads in thinking (par. 217). 

With unwearied and unnecessary persistence, Pareto applies 
this insight to legends, the work of the forerunners and founders 
0 p llosophy, and literally scores of other intellectual constructs, 
concluding in all cases that they are contemptible examples of the 

sentiment. On 
the foundation provided by this heap of empirical evidence, he 
rears his own contribution, namely, the theory that there is a con¬ 
stant kernel or core which is a part, let us say, of purification cere- 

usedeandatheare?Snab CdShe11 the detailed methods 
nfrr Cl? I ° .advanced for their efficacy. The Constant 
part he calls the residue,” and the variable part the “ deriva¬ 
tion In his collection of essays, Fatti e Teorie, Pareto attempts 

fP ,h.°, irCult son?e of the criticism of these categories by saying 

ust atwelTb Ter yf°nVenieAnt V[geonholes’ and that they might 
human bll T * As an. “Potion of his constants in 
“ the residnl«°r’ ^ pr°7deS ?othmg better than the phrase that 
furtLrwZrrifCStutl0nS °f sentiments’” to be studied 
oWt TKh P ych°l0f SJtbutt0 be accepted as data by the soci- 
hardlv’cnmm1S^ vaTi:0f d’smissing awkward questions that will 
distrust th°,Se sociol°gists who have learned to 
a few snnnr,pr^ctlce °f e*Plaining ” everything by reference to 

The implanted in ““ by-what? 
tern • Blologlcal heredity ? A universal culture pat- 

to build a inC?mm°n by men as men? It seems a bit crude 
over to So: lS0C1°10^ T assumPtions which are then handed 
over to some other science for verification. 
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Six Pigeon-Hole Explanations. — But let us go on. Residues, 
says Pareto, were “ unconsciously ” sought by sociologists of the 
past in an attempt to explain social equilibrium (apparently he 
was unaware of McDougall’s — to name no other — highly 
conscious attempt to provide a list of “ constants ” in human be¬ 
havior almost a decade before). He lists some fifty residues, but 
they all fall in the six following classes: (1) residues of com¬ 
bination— pars. 889-990; (2) residues of the persistence of ag¬ 
gregates— pars.991-1088; (3) residues (or needs) of the man¬ 
ifestation of sentiments through overt acts—pars. 1089-1112; 
(4) residues in regard to sociability — pars. 1113-1206; (5) 
residues of the integrity of the individual — pars. 1201-1323; 
and (6) sexual residues pars. 1324—139b- Although the 
strength and proportions of these residues vary from time to time 
and from social group to social group (of which we shall have 
more to say later), they are the constant elements of any social 
system. 

The first class of residues result in our combining certain things, 
usually with no logical justification, although we may seek to give 
“reasons” for our faith. Thus men sometimes believe that 
dreams reveal useful information about winning numbers in a 
lottery, that certain days are lucky or unlucky, and so on. What 
is said about such beliefs is only a mask for the operation of a 
non-logical residue. IVIodern notions that good is always asso¬ 
ciated with material progress, democracy, and universal suffrage 
fall in the same class; the residues of combination embodv the 
constants which account for them all. 7 

Residues of the second class provide the inertia that causes 
aggregates> once constituted or personified, to be preserved with 
great stubbornness. All the survivals of customs which persist 
a ter their engendering forces have disappeared illustrate residues 

class, and in Pareto s thought they largely account for the 
amazing tenacity with which any status quo clings to the reins of 
power. The residues of combination and the residues of the per¬ 
sistence of aggregates form the two poles of Pareto’s theory of 
social dynamics; first one set has the upper hand and then the 
other, and the resulting vicissitudes are the ups and downs of 
history. 

Carli, in his Le Teorie sociologiche (1925), criticizes both 
these classes of residues on the ground that they are tautologous; 
t ey merely give a name to an alleged force behind the observed 
tacts of combination or persistence, just as the older physicists 
ad a vis inertia and a phlogiston in their explanatory equipment. 
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Another point made by Carli is that phenomena of every descrin 
txon are tumbled into the ragbag of the residues. To change the 
figure, the Procrustean bed of the scheme cuts and trims the most 
diverse data to a convenient length. 

A relevant example is provided by the residues of class three 
those bringing about the manifestation of sentiments through 
overt acts. With the utmost naivete, Pareto regards shamanism 
revivalism, and canine tail-wagging as all of a piece; with the ap- 
Propmte formulas they can all be “ explained ” in the same waw 

he residues which make man a social being are placed in the 
fourth class: sociability. The conduct to which they lead is in 
stanced by every sort of “uniformation,” by all the processes 
through which the social group molds its members into uniform 
patterns. In this connection, Pareto also discusses pity, crueltv 
asceticism, and neophobia (the fear of innoyations). The social 
processes bound up with such manifestations are given little or no 

SHlithis should occasion no surprise, for Pareto uni¬ 
formly slights custom, tradition, and other cultural factors in 

uman conduct (although his category of sentiment does not ex- 
c u e cultural interpretation). As a consequence, there is ample 

dueTo? Jlrt prgC ? Spke °f his ^ssion of the Jsi- 
dues of stability, Pareto deals with individual psychology in at 
least three-quarters of his “ sociological ” treatise7 S7 

resid3liXdtai>t!°fl!he Pr-Ceding claSS is the fifth> comprising 
[he sortl1^ TK • h r-6 Sentiments opposed to the alteration of 
das^nlAq^ibnum (l£ some resPects hard to differentiate from 

nTe-JPaft° glV6S t0 these is “residues of the 
%°* - hC mdlVldual and of his dependents.” At bottom, 

these unfamiliar turns of expression are closely linked with ou 

re7e7toT S *** whidl’ saP really 
theZ US preservation or destruction of an equilibrium. It is 

strnnnK 3’ rather T" ratlonal bought, which lead us so 
inSLk relen ,£Very disturbance threatening to ourselves as 
individuals or to the society of which we are a part. The attempt 

non IT ? °ld order> even though the means used are 
wll 8 K ,°r PSeud°'!0gICal- Witness the fact ^at a given lynch- 
bewLd6 Tf7 abSId T Indeed’ the “ wrong person ” may 
be lynched — but something has rightly been done, and the “ resi- 
du^ of the integrity of the individual ’’Ire thereb^ satisfied. 

treltisT I? iTin°f thC I6™31 ?Tldue Concludes tWs portion of the 
residues' thl ITT Wlth.the analysis of this sixth class of 
entckssetnfrl *"'S &t PTS t0 note that residues of differ- 

ften unite in complex forms, such as the union of 
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asceticism with the sexual residue, yielding taboos that are only 
intermittently observed and which help to develop hypocrisy and 
perversion. “ Sexual religions ” such as Catholicism are the chief 
objects of his attack. It is interesting to see how completely Pareto 
ignores all the work done on this general topic by Ellis, Freud, 
and thousands of others. Apparently he read very little outside of 
narrowly circumscribed fields: mathematical economics, French 
and Italian parliamentary history, politico-economic theories, and 
the literature of classical antiquity. In all of these he was a genu¬ 
ine erudit; elsewhere, zero. 

Masks of Four Kinds: the Derivations. — Having thus ana¬ 
lyzed the supposedly constant elements underlying the theories 
and ideologies of mankind, Pareto next turns to the devices men 
use to conceal the true character of their acts from themselves 
and others, namely, the derivations. He examines them closely, 
and concludes that they are only manifestations of the need to 
reason, are in no sense identifiable with logico-experimental sci¬ 
ence, and are of quite secondary importance. But erroneous as the 
derivations generally are, the task of the sociologist is more than 
the discovery of error; his special function lies in showing why 
the error is so frequently accepted as truth. Disregarding minor 
subdivisions, the classes of derivations are as follows: (1) affir¬ 
mations— pars. 1430—1433; (2) authority — pars. 1434—1463; 
(3) accord with sentiment or principles — pars. 1464-1542; 
and (4) verbal proofs — pars. 1543—1686. 

Under the derivations of the first class, Pareto places simple 
affirmations or statements which are not controlled by experience, 
although real or imaginary “ facts ” may be used to prop them 
up. The techniques of propaganda and advertising make much 
use of such derivations: “ A clean tooth never decays,” “ The 
German army was never defeated,” and so on. (Needless to say, 
these are not Pareto’s illustrations.) 

The derivations of authority also have a powerful effect, even 
though the competence of the authorities in the field in question 
may or may not be experimentally supported. Witness the fact 
that those who are sceptical in religion may nevertheless accept 
the poorest of authorities on the effects of alcohol. 

The residues of sociability lend strength to derivations which 
appeal to sentiments and principles held by the majority, in spite 
of the fact that history shows that majorities have frequently 
been in the wrong. Included in these derivations of the third class 
are arguments of the type that would persuade us that conduct 
for the sake of others is really to our own interest. Kant, Bentham, 
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and others pr°yide excellent examples of the attemnf * 
the logically antithetical principles'of egoism andXu°sm'' 

Pareto gives a great deal of space to the limitless co^i V 
Of derivations of the type called verbal proofs Th,c °mPlexitles 
associated with other $es, and may °o 

of various kinds. Verbal proofs make much use of term r,rdu,eS 
not correspond exactly to things, and the resulting ;ndf; ^ d° 
makes all sorts of jugglery pofsible. A deae, 

the exposure of the fallacies of 4rbri proo sTe ^B.f 

“ tea!” b„, they may EsefS d<> n°* COrre8Pmd “> >"^"8 

Interrelations of Derivations and Residues _H, • j- 
cussed the nature of the residues $nA A * ,_•* Having dis- 

considers at length the propertes “at m'7b^1™° ”® 
in producing a given typ'e of society The 5° 

“/** tojuctuations in the strength of the Ziiue!Th 

" of the individual *« 

society can be easily diagnosed if th* condl.tlon of any given 
of the different groups off esidnec • p proportional distribution 

the proportion ^Son” Tf 
while in others widely differing types m« h» A7 b- ver^ hlgh> 
says Pareto, the residues vary ^occupation ^““T ~ f°r’ 
ment, and social level. 7 occupation, physical environ- 

oflhe*StrberS *the^imnheanVi* ^ “erdePend“ce.ln some Parts 

explicitly says that social facts influent *u ai? edltl0n, Pareto 
vice versa, although he verv laro- 1 Vhe yesidues as well as 
tions of the latterLrocJsIlPnln h‘mSelf to iIIustra- 

cnce are the action of residues Lotto re's “dues or 
on residues and on other dermtfZ u ™ ?r of derivations 
an illustration of the action nf / ° s'.He uses the newspaper as 
ments therein Lntained ° „ deT“n8 »■> residues. The'argu- 

y« they sway sentiments, andXn^a dC“!L“d Seld°m *°f ^ 
ion, others like it sorino- m K a derivat!on comes into fash¬ 

ing the general influence oidfrivatiom ^ lmi^tion^hus extend- 
numerous illustrations and lvatl0n* °n residues. Pareto gives 
possible, but space forbids n &rams °* tile various interrelations 

cite only his reLrk that teEiote'S't0'' ^ We 8ka11 
contrary the welfare of any'giveL m 
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exist. Those who wish to preserve this society must see to it that 
the strong residues are perpetually reinforced by appropriate 
derivations, and the doctrine must be thoroughly inculcated that 
the following of these derivations — morals, religious precepts, 
and what not — conduces to individual happiness. As a maxim 
for statesmen, Pareto proposes to revive the Machiavellian 
aphorism: Talk about eternal justice, but act as if there were 
none. It is useful that a people should believe that the gods fight 
for them. 

This is all perfectly good Realpolitik, but is it compatible with 
the theory that the residues are constants ? Why pay any attention 
to derivations? Here we confront a difficulty that is latent 
throughout the whole treatise. In one chapter Pareto describes 
the residues as all-powerful forces, and in another states that they 
can be altered by derivations they have engendered. The logic of 
the whole thing seems much like that of vulgar Marxism, in which 
economic forces are taken as the sole causal factors in social de¬ 
velopment, while at the same time it is implicitly assumed that 
economic life can be made over through the political intervention 
of the Communist state. If the latter is true, the former cannot 
be; in the same way, the residues cannot be variables and constants 
at the same time. 

The Societal Cycle: the Circulation of the Elite.—We now 
come to the only strictly sociological part of the Trattato, that 
devoted to the discussion of social equilibrium. It is fairly brief, 
but all the previous portions of the book point toward the cyclical 
theory of social phenomena it contains. (This theory might well 
have been considered in the sections on historical sociology in 
Chapter Twenty, but in order to preserve contextual connections 
is dealt with here.) 

History, says Pareto, is a cemetery of aristocracies (par. 
2052), for the social equilibrium is constantly being disrupted by 
the accumulation of inferiors in the upper classes or superiors in 
the lower. When the upper classes no longer have the residues 
necessary for governing, and the lower classes have, revolution is 
the inevitable sequel. No society can maintain itself by reason; all 
countries are governed by oligarchies using force. When such an 
oligarchy becomes soft-hearted, squeamish, humanitarian, when 
it has lost the capacity or willingness to use force, social equi¬ 
librium becomes unstable, and can be restored only when a new 
elite, rising from the ranks of the governed, forcibly wrests power 
from the effete rulers and does the governing itself. 

Among the various factors in this process, Pareto thinks the 
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most important is a division of societv into i 

everywhere be observed. The membL If * d*?Ses which can 

speculators, whose income is variable and den ^ C aSSLS are tbe 
ity and manipulative skill, and the rentiers PhCndson theif sagac- 

or nearly so, and hence non-speculative In the 7 mCOme Is fixed» 
dues of combination predominate • thev 1* former> the resi- 

menters, risk-takers, mentally mobile, “foxes ’’^nTT’ eXperi' 
dues of the persistence of aggregates have the „! ^ !.att7’resi' 
are traditionalists, followers of routine a Pper hand’ the¥ 
methods,” mentally immobile “ lions ” tZ VOcates op “sound 
ciety is one in which the most "T pr°SPerous *°- 

tributed: the leaders should be strong in residues'of T ^ 

“Slo2.the -7 be £ 

b? *•ad™ «of 
IS what Pareto calls a “ circulation of Sw/t1”’ bUt UnIeSS there 
retained. The reason whvhistorvi« o “ ^ ^ P.ower cannot be 
is that sooner or later thl ranks^f the Cemete7 of autocracies ” 

enterprising individualsfrom"f d°Sed to 
former becomes prevailinglv rent;* re.sut that the 
eluded speculators. The result ie T 7 ^ atter 1S hy ex- 

doe, not hold ont much hope rtat IZ °n' ^thou8h Para“ 
itself indefinitely, he savs that *h ^ upper class can maintain 

gi« it a longetUVriiSVt 
second, the absorption of lower-class ,7^ / / USe °J f°rce> and 
a threat to the existing regime hv l? ! ?h° constitute 
wealth or other requisites of nnr.7 ? fitting them to acquire 
later, however, one or both ^if"? m,ember^ip. Sooner or 

happen: the upper class becomes'unwdhna °f tW° thin§s 
doses its ranks to aspirants from h l mu° resort to f°rce and 
Older,, emboldened by their wlative 
pression, generate among thp mo lnJm“nity from physical re- 
should be set aside, Tndfn due e ti? b,eIief ,hilt «■'* ™lers 
•ate, place. The ZlZ m°'m™ 
Thus the historical record can be delvhV• t0 dominate them. 
lation of the elites.” Here is snnl m,terms of the “ circu- 

oide those set forth by pkce be‘ 
Spengler, and Sorokin. ’ Khaldun, Vico, Turgot, 

The Basic Difficulty.-_Par(lfnic „ ,. 
wealth of particular insights and unf""?,086 Structure- for all its 

sights and undeniable correctness in numer- 
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ous details, suffers from the general shortcoming of all theories 
which attempt to explain social conduct by reference to motiva¬ 
tion alone: they put something into human beings and then explain 
every kind of behavior by what they have put in. The “ Karl 
Marx of the bourgeoisie ” proclaimed to the world that he had 
discovered uniformities in human conduct; did he find them, or 
did he make them from countless scraps of hand-picked evidence? 
Perhaps, as Handman concludes, the Trattato is “ monumental 
because of that very passion for a scientific approach which it does 
not reach and for the terrific blows it gives to the numerous pre¬ 
conceptions different from its own.” 61 Or, as Crawford puts it, 
the “ most imposing product of any mind in recent sociological 
writing, it is likely to remain a monument, rather than a stepping 
stone. 5J 62 

Mosca Twenty Years Ahead of Pareto?—As in the case of 
Sighele and LeBon, questions of priority or even plagiarism have 
been raised in connection with Pareto and Gaetano Mosca. The 
latter scholar, writing in 1896, twenty years before Pareto’s work 
appeared, energetically defended the thesis that the majority is 
always lacking in capacity to govern itself. Even if the dissatis¬ 
faction of the masses leads them to overthrow the ruling class 
occasionally, an organizing minority inevitably arises from the 
masses and takes over the reins of power in its own interest. 
Mosca also set forth a conception of the ruling class which is close 
to Pareto’s notion of the elite.™ Interestingly enough, he says 
that his basic ideas are largely the result of the influence of 
Hippolyte Taine and Ludwig Gumplowicz, but Saint-Simon, 
Comte, the French utopian socialists, and Marx, to name only 
a few, advanced similar doctrines. The influence of Mosca is 
great, although primarily limited to specialists, whereas Pareto 
makes a more popular appeal. Among the followers of Mosca 
may be mentioned Carmelo Caristia, whose study of modern 
constitutionalism is perhaps the best product of the Mosca 
school.64 

In an earlier section some attention was paid to Italian works in 
social biology having sociological implications; we shall now con¬ 
sider the theories of a social biologist that not only incorporate 
a number of sociological doctrines but also have direct political 
significance. 

An Organismic Population Cycle: Gini. — If Loria may be 
taken as in some sense representative of pre-war Italian sociology 
or radical bent, and Pareto as an outstanding sociological cham¬ 
pion of anti-radical tendencies, Corrado Gini may be regarded as 
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an exponent of that peculiar blend of conservative and radio*! 
rents of thought known as Fascist ideology. d 1 CUr" 

':rRb°rn “ i8.84» and is professor of statistics at the Uni 
versity of Rome. He is best known as a demographer but in*, 
much as he mixes his specialized studies with large amounts nf 

hr 7r-antS here. In par 

closely bound up with his major premises and conclusions in <= ^ 
ology, and it will therefore be sufficient for present purposes if wp 
examine this one theory in detail.65 * P P ses it we 
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absorption of nearly all the individuals rising from the lower, 
and inasmuch as the latter have lost their most prolific elements 
through war and emigration, their birth rate has also declined. 
When the nation begins to grow old, the gaps in the ranks of the 
upper classes grow wider and wider, and although the recruits 
from the lower increase in number, they are insufficient, unless 
supplemented by immigration, to maintain a real elite. Gini 
hastens to add that this beautifully clear diagram is occasionally 
disturbed by “ temporary checks.” Thus in England, until well 
along in the nineteenth century, industrial expansion gave the 
upper classes such advantages that they continued to multiply 
rapidly, whereas urban overcrowding and other handicaps kept 
the death rate of the lower conveniently high. 

Unable or Unwilling to Reproduce? — We have implied but 
not explicitly stated Gini’s contention that the downward turn in 
the curve of reproduction first becomes manifest among the upper 
classes. There seems to be a sort of providential mechanism for 
the elimination of “ those family stocks which have fulfilled the 
cycle of their evolution.” Birth control is not responsible; it is sim¬ 
ply that the urge to reproduce has dwindled. “ The primary cause 
of the evolution of nations must be sought in biological factors.” 
It is statistically demonstrable, says Gini, that the decline of 
reproductive capacity is alone responsible, for the data show that 
conceptions decrease among the aging upper classes in the first 
three months of marriage. And, says Gini, it is clear that birth 
control is not practiced during this ecstatic period! 

Thus nations die, new ones are born. Can anything be done to 
prevent or delay this biological process? Yes, says Gini: immigra¬ 
tion from a young, prolific nation may be permitted; new blood 
thus enters the old organism. And thus it should be; those who in¬ 
terfere with nature do so at their peril. Speaking with reference 
to the contemporary world, it is implied that those nations which 
refuse' to accept Italian immigrants do so at their peril. On the 
other hand, consistently continues our author, if many have taken 
their force and aggressiveness to the New World, Italy is only 
the gainer, for her unity is increased when the maladjusted depart. 
Another method of national revivification is cross-breeding, as is 
likewise its Italian equivalent, the abandonment of an unfortunate 
regionalism. Hence, says Gini, the biological basis of Italy’s fu¬ 
ture greatness is being laid by “ our magnificent Fascist centraliza¬ 
tion of government.” 

Our discussion of organismic theories in an earlier chapter 
makes it unnecessary to add anything to this presentation of what 
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Gmi calls neo-organicism.” Although Duncan U u 

harsh in saying that Gini’s doctrines are all borrowed^A1^ 
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year to year, on general sociology, rural sociology, and Italian 
sociology, all of which have the reputation of being popular and 
interesting. At Rome Corrado Gini, professor of statistics, 
teaches courses having sociological implications, and there is a 
chair of criminology there as well. Several professors of the phi¬ 
losophy of law, among them Felice Battaglia and Alessandro Levi, 
include sociological material in their courses, but dissociate them¬ 
selves sharply from sociology as a science because of its positivis¬ 
tic ancestry. The following statement by Battaglia, written in 
1931, is typical of the attitude of many if not most Italian 
scholars : 

Sociology as a unifying discipline flourished during the positivistic 
period, i.e., during the last twenty years of the nineteenth century. At 
the beginning of the twentieth its assumptions were vigorously and suc¬ 
cessfully attacked by Neo-Kantian criticism, nor has the immanent ideal¬ 
ism of Croce and Gentile been more favorable to it. The philosophy of 
spirit [Mind, Geist], while respecting naturalistic positive science within 
the proper bounds, resents the claims of sociology, for it brings to bear 
upon facts of the moral and historical order methods proper only to the 
empirical sciences. Academically speaking, sociology has not been able 
to displace the philosophy of law, for law, being as it were the connective 
tissue of social life, is the most obvious expression of sociality. This is 
the reason why Italian universities have hardly any chairs of sociology; 
the one or two that exist are held only by charges des cours. Note that 
political science has developed richly in the last twenty years. It does not 
use the empirical basis which in our eyes discredited sociology.71 

Since the advent of Fascism, a little sociology is taught in the 
high schools as a substitute for religious instruction, but it is in¬ 
significant in both quantity and quality. The fact that Fascist 
politicians continually demand the “ purification ” of all university 
faculties, meaning thereby the elimination of non-Fascists or 
“ critical elements,” makes it highly unlikely that any sociology of 
a really fundamental nature could be taught even if by some mira¬ 
cle it found its way into the list of courses offered.72 

Very few books bearing the title of sociology are now published 
in Italy. For over twenty years (1891-1920) one of the best 
sociological journals in the world was the Rivista Italiana di 
Sociologia, edited by Guido Cavaglieri and Giuseppe Sergi. When 
Cavaglieri died it passed off the scene. From 1927 to 1935 a 
Rivista di Sociologia appeared, edited by Sincero Rugarli, but it 
was published in Paris, printed its contributions in several lan¬ 
guages other than Italian, and finally united with the Archives de 
Vinstitut international de sociologie and disappeared. It can 
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scarcely be regarded as an Italian journal P 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

Russian Sociology 

The persisting influence of autocracy. — Even more 
than in other nations, sociology in Russia has been closely 
bound up with social philosophy and all sorts of political 

programs. As Hecker1 rightly points out, by far the greater num¬ 
ber of Russian sociological theories can be fully understood only 
when placed in the context of Russia’s social and political life. In 
other words, most sociology in Russia is Russian sociology. 

Until very recent times, certainly, and perhaps at the present 
moment, autocracy in an extreme form has colored Russian so¬ 
cial thought. Through the open doors of the great plain, unpro¬ 
tected by any strong natural barrier, entered the elements that 
were to lend Russian autocracy its long-enduring character. From 
the northwest came the Norsemen, who set up the first dynasties 
of the Russian Slavs; from the south came the Greek orthodox 
religion, borne by Byzantine missionaries; and out of the east 
rode the Mongol nomads, who established that iron despotism 
which, when adopted by the Muscovite Czars, constituted a pecu¬ 
liar but stable combination of Tartar tyranny, Teutonic militancy, 
and Byzantine otherworldliness. In spite of the weight of the 
yoke laid upon them, however, various sections of the Russian 
population revolted from time to time, always in the hope of 
abolishing those phases of autocratic control that seemed espe¬ 
cially irksome and of bettering their own social and economic lot. 

The leaders of these rebellious classes, particularly in the eight¬ 
eenth and nineteenth centuries, frequently sought to work out 
their own programs of action and to lend them rational justifica¬ 
tion by enlisting the aid of .philosophy and the social sciences. The 
social-philosophical and sociological systems thereby called forth 
were of course rationalizations, but as we noted when discussing 
the theories of Auguste Comte, we take the position that sociolog¬ 
ical generalizations are valid or invalid regardless of their origins. 
The fact that a theory has been developed to justify a practical 
program does not excuse us from the scientific duty of examining 
it on its own merits. Here, as elsewhere in this book, evaluation 
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must be subordinated to exposition, but even though we are nnahi 
to test the validity of the generalizations made8by the varioi! 
authors examined, we can at least proclaim that, until such t ” 
are made, the mere circumstance that rationalization has demo? 
s ra y occurred is not in and of itself warrant for a negative 
judgment. This warning expressed, we shall continue to sketehln 
the historical background, halting from time to time to vreiZ 
the theory of one or another writer in detail. (It will be Si 
that m earlier chapters we have discussed the theories of KrZ t 
kin, Novi cow, Bakunin, Lilienfeld, and others who 
write m Russian or exerted more influence abroad than at home 
They will therefore receive no extended consideration in £•' 
chapter; mere mention must suffice.) ^1S 

POLITICALLY ORIENTED SOCIOLOGY 

Light from the West. — Pushkin nnr. mrMs • , 
Peter the Great that , • j °"ce wrote ln a eulogy on 
, • , U^eat “f4 he c«t a window through to Eurone pLh 
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Smith” E“Klop*«, Tim’work, of^ Voltaire kdlm 

sians eager for UowTd' absorbed by many young Rus- 
ther thf mvQf-; . ,°wI.edge and the favor of their sovereign. Fur- 

by the Russian '.aken “P 

sssisswto deveiop 
Journalism appeared T*! and “8aged b Philanthropy.- 

generate ^<5^ ‘““S CUIrentS of th°“«h‘ 

terest ^tnT'ipp?,-('f * ^d??1,”8 intellectual activity with in- 
French Revolution w ^ suddenI7 reversed herself when the 

disturbed her own domain Raid^ Way,a.nd P°Pular uprisings 
leaders who sided with th Rlgld,censorshlP was imposed, the 

^,ofWe,SnS had 

P0llt^ .rCmained 3 deS' 
y lliance fame) for a time encouraged 
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ideas of rational reform, especially those of his trusted adviser, 
Mikhail Speransky (1772-1839). But when the latter advocated 
measures that inspired the furious opposition of the conservative 
nobility, Alexander sent him into exile, and although he was al¬ 
lowed to return after some years, was never fully restored to 
favor. To be sure, Nicholas I permitted Speransky to collect and 
compile all the extant laws of Russia, but he never regained his 
place as confidant of a Czar. 

Russia had not remained entirely isolated, however; the Napo¬ 
leonic wars brought many army officers in contact with French 
liberal ideas, and when Alexander I abandoned their cause for the 
sake of the Holy Alliance, the eventual consequence was the De¬ 
cembrist movement, which took its name from the unsuccessful 
military insurrection that occurred in St. Petersburg during De¬ 
cember, 1825, when Nicholas I came to the throne after the death 
of Alexander I.3 

The social theory of the Decembrists followed the social con¬ 
tract pattern of the English and French doctrines of the period. 
Among the most prominent of the Decembrists was Nicolai Tur- 
geniev (1789-1871); his three-volume work, La Russie et les 
Russes, written during his long years of exile, provided the basis 
for many reform programs throughout the first three quarters of 
the nineteenth century. Turgeniev’s views of society were strongly 
influenced by the ideas of Montesquieu and Adam Smith, and his 
political program was built on Western lines. The abolition of 
serfdom, reform of the legal and educational machinery, and a 
national constitution were among his demands. In accord with the 
ideas of his Western models, he was a champion of private prop¬ 
erty, of the rights of the individual, and of freedom of con¬ 
science.4 

With the triumph of the Holy Alliance and the failure of the 
Decembrist revolution came a determined effort on the part of 
Nicholas I to eradicate liberalism; he established a rigid censor¬ 
ship of the press, and an iron discipline in the army, the bureau¬ 
cracy, and even the universities. Forced out of political life, the 
intellectual class sought refuge either in literature, philosophy, or 
abstract schemes for the liberation and regeneration of Russia. 
The University of Moscow became the center of this more or less 
futile kind of intellectual activity, and in its academic atmosphere 
the study of German Romantic philosophy and French utopian 
socialism was diligently pursued. 

Jti oly Russia and the Chosen People. — By no means all the 
intellectuals regretted the turn events had taken. In fact, for many 
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of them the loss of freedom after the victory over Napoleon was 
more than made up by the pride they took in his defeat Poets Id 
novelists vaunted themselves upon their Russian nationality and 

turned their faces away from the West. In the halls of the Unive^ 
sity of Moscow the new national sentiment was zealously fos 
tered, and a convenient vehicle was discovered in the German 
Romantidsm of Schelling and Hegel. Slavophilism and RuTsC 
philism developed, soon becoming influential in the affairs of the 
JLX ct vlvJIl* 

The Slavophils took over Hegel’s chant of thesis-antithesis 
synthesis and his notion that the Absolute incarnates itsel t 

res, h °f r'°"S (^,SCU!S^ “ the ctaP'er °" '•>«>** of prog" 

Rome to its final haven in the Prussian state. For the Slack raTes 

°f hC myStlj ^migration of the Absolute had to be 
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mt sT- t0, makeJ°ne m°re JumP to completele cir- 
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Czars^and Church’the autocratic regime of the 
£ n ^ °f the R«ssian peasantry. 
Neo Sl7vnihl\ l°°i} c whom Miliukov calls the founder of 
VA Slavophilism, the left wing of the Slavophil movement, varied 
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ism is too close to be accidental. Presuppositions, method, and con¬ 
clusions are almost exactly the same in both — so much so, in fact, 
that Spengler the German, whose Decline of the West was com¬ 
pleted before the outbreak of the World War, took over Danilev¬ 
sky’s mystic reverence for the mission of the Slav, and saw in 
Russia (of the pre-Revolution variety) the youthful culture that 
is to flourish after the effete West has sunk to the fellaheen level.6 

In addition to the Slavophil school of thought, there developed, 
under the same set of influences, the Russophil movement, best 
exemplified by Katkov, Leontiev (who has also been called a 
Byzantophil) ,T and Pobyedonoscev. The latter was especially in¬ 
fluential, for during his lifetime (1821—1901) he dictated the 
policies of two Czars, Alexander III and Nicholas II. His socio¬ 
logical system, although a primarily autochthonous product, also 
represents a Russian adaptation of Berkeley, Adam Smith, Mon¬ 
tesquieu, Burke, DeMaistre, the early organicists, Hegel, Savigny 
and Puchta, and particularly of LePlay. It may be summed up as 
follows: 

Society originates in the natural moral gravitation of individuals 
toward each other, and within the resulting social organism there 
necessarily develops a centralized authority for the administra¬ 
tion of justice. This authority must be the manifestation of one 
will, unerring and sacred. The more primitive or concentrated the 
social organism is, the better it is able to protect itself against 
changes coming from without, and hence to survive. Foreign 
ideas are especially pernicious, because all historic institutions are 
the product of the spirit of a people and alter only through an 
inner law of growth. As long as the social organism can defend 
itself from external innovation, life within it is happy, for rea¬ 
son, emotion, and desire are harmoniously coordinated. Western 
culture tends to split up this harmonious relation, and hence it is 
the duty of the state to shield society from such disintegrating 
forces. Genuine betterment in society is the result only of the inner 
unfolding of life in harmony with tradition, inspired by the divine 
spirit and truth that is guarded by God’s instrument for the real¬ 
ization of his will, the church. 

Among other practical outcomes of this exaltation of orthodoxy, 
autocracy, and nationalism was Pobyedonoscev’s campaign for 
the preservation of tradition among the peasantry; he was con¬ 
vinced that the masses would gain nothing by a type of teaching 
destructive of the stable balance of reason, emotion, and desire, 
of the “ emotional halo ” of the sacred. He was therefore a deter¬ 
mined opponent of rationalism and innovation, of secularization.8 
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The Westermsts, Emancipation, and Narodnik Subjectivism 
- The Slavophils and Russophils soon found themselves opZS 
by a group of thmkers who believed that Russia had much tK 
rom the West, and who placed individualism and humanitarian” 

ern ”m and” ma°vnb "W? °J “ 8“«a% ernism, and may be subdivided into three relative a- 
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non-religious scientific, and revolutionary attitude, was closely b 
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and at the other the “ educational revolutionary ” movement of 
Lavrov and Mikhalovsky. The two writers last named were also 
prominent as subjectivist sociologists, sharing with Kareyev and 
Youzhakov the leadership of the school, the doctrines of which 
we shall shortly examine in detail. 

The Russian subjectivists were in a sense the heirs of the early 
Narodnik or populist movement associated with the names of 
Chernishevsky, Dobrolubov, and Pissarev — which, during the 
early seventies, was largely responsible for the remarkable eman¬ 
cipatory crusade called “ going among the people.” In many re¬ 
spects this was like a great religious revival: the bulk of the edu¬ 
cated class, not only students but many teachers, judges, officers, 
and physicians, went out to preach the doctrine of liberty to the 
people at the cost of great hardship. The peasants could not un¬ 
derstand their would-be deliverers, in many instances turning them 
over to the authorities. It became quite clear to some of the 
political evangelists that, before any radical action by the peas¬ 
ants could be expected, they would have to be organized for and 
schooled in revolutionary objectives by an “ unselfish, critically- 
intellectual ” class.11 

Lavrov, Father of “ Subjectivism,— The first and one of the 
most able advocates of this propagandism was Peter Lavrov 
(1823-1900).12 He it was who introduced the terms “ anthro- 
pologism,” “ subjective point of view,” and “ subjective method.” 
Exactly what he meant is a bit difficult to say briefly, but the fol¬ 
lowing quotations give some indication: 

In sociology and in history there are truths which are as unalterable 
and absolute as are the truths of all other sciences. These truths are ob¬ 
jective, they may be unknown at one epoch and discovered at another. 
. . . But sociology and history also contain other truths which cannot 
be discovered before certain epochs, not because of any objective in¬ 
adequacy in the material to be known, but in consequence of the sub¬ 
jective unpreparedness of society to understand the question in its active 
setting.13 . . . 

To make this somewhat abstruse idea clear Lavrov used sev¬ 
eral examples, of which the following is one: 

Until in the laboring class there was aroused the desire to take part in 
public historical life in their own interest, there was no necessity for the 
historian to understand the past which had laid the foundation for this 
desire, and a multitude of facts recorded in annals and memoirs were 
well known, but did not enter and could not enter into a scientific under¬ 
standing of history.14 
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The drift of these considerations is that Lavrov belief •* 
necessary to ask not only the Aristotelian questions How * 
way? but also the.questions What for? and Why? SocTololi! 

conceived as a science closely bound up with ethical consider*8 
tions, i.e., as a normative science. Lavrov also held thzt 
;r reveals .he individual as .he only rla,£&£ 

that to disregard him and his interests, the common prartke K 
organ,cists, is to overlook the most important social phenomem 

Like his animal forefathers, man begins with the hedonistic 

“'“p Pursu,t °f pleasure and the avoidance of pain Even' 

needs' vield^to' ah ^ o^lemMa" 
•• ,y, ® ,t0 a^truistlc effects: justice, merev self 

S3 ^dhtog"h"'* 

S thrf “ d a ki'8h ofW^'id’to 
nly through devotion to social ends. " Intelligence oblige ” 1 

h-elpis t0 make the human individuality the real 

Swn‘1113 \°bieCtiVe f0r“S- i»^Mual, ”c, nglpt 
e°«sh'?ln'Iy!m3)ec*‘v'interpretation of the historicalpL 
formLv 1 OW?.8oals ?“d d'°°«* his own means, thereby Iran,, 
f mg the objectively inevitable into acts of personal mil's 
Here ,s a close tie-up with Marx and his “ Circumstances mav be 

to1?” lSsm'n “kI “Rev°kti°"s the locomotives of yUs- 
Man w thonS— 1° ,mders,and Lenin’s interpretation of 

arx without taking into account the fact that . 

Marfs wS “ °ert,,e”ta“0n le-d him *?■ se*"h for and find in 

rov s theory of the historical process. g Wlth Lav' 

ologTand ^thf d; °f thouSht to a definition of soci- 

wofedoutlor k and hist0W, also 

viduation and personaS^d^/117S°CiaI contro1’ of indi‘ 
shows the influence of K^t pr0Sress- His system 

bach, Marx, Buckle Darwin f ’ T' Proudhon- Feuer' 
criticism, which larLd b£ andSPfcer- Lavrov applied Kant’s 
ism, which was h?;d-hf°riCal background, to Comte’s positiv- 
lieved to be the Deciin/r^ ^ Jacked the criticism generally be- 

the evolutionism of n of ,Kant- also sought to reconcile 
proach utilized fnr r arwi^ and Spencer with the historical ap- 
P actl utilized by Comte, Hegel, Buckle, and others. As might be 
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expected from this list of names, his attempt at synthesis resulted 
only in an eclectic mixture, and in addition, his epistemological 
foundations were shaky. His early philosophical training was He¬ 
gelian, and the Hegelian trilogy ambles through all his work, for 
his basic concepts are solidarity the thesis, individuality the an¬ 
tithesis, and social progress the synthesis. It is interesting to note 
that the “ critically-minded individuals ” who effect the fusion of 
the polar opposites and thus become agents of social progress are 
those young Russian revolutionists who made up Lavrov’s fol¬ 
lowing, opposing Bakunin on the one hand and Marx on the 
other.16 

Nevertheless, Lavrov should be credited with a penetrating 
critique of the fallacy of biological analogy in sociology, and with 
a great deal of insight into the role of psychical factors in social 
life. His emphasis on the critically-minded individual as a social 
force and as a creator of new standards was strongly resented by 
his ultra-naturalistic contemporaries, largely because of his unfor¬ 
tunate use of the terms “ subjectivism,” and “ anthropologism,” 
but after all he meant by them only what Ward later called “ psy¬ 
chic factors in civilization,” “ social telesis,” and the “ anthropo- 
teleological method.” 

Mikhalovsky, Systematic Subjectivist. —The fact that Lavrov 
was forced in 1870 to go into exile gave him much influence on 
later exiles, such as Lenin, but it also deprived him of most of the 
direct influence he might otherwise have exerted on his contem¬ 
poraries, and the task of spreading the doctrines of subjectivism 
within Russia itself fell to Nikolai Mikhalovsky (1842-1904),17 
one of the most original of Russian sociologists. He held fast to 
the doctrine that sociology and ethics are inseparably connected, 
and also maintained that an unbiased attitude toward social facts 
is impossible. “Tell me,” he said, “ what are your social bonds 
and I will tell you how you look at things ” (virtually as radical 
as Marx’s “ It is not the consciousness of men that determines 
their being, but, on the contrary, their social being determines 
their consciousness ”) .1S He rejected the evolutionism of Darwin 
and Spencer because of his belief that the individual should be 
rescued from the u degrading encroachments of social control,” 
and maintained that there is a ceaseless war between the indi¬ 
vidual and society, attempting to support his position by biologi¬ 
cal analogies, the use of which by other writers he elsewhere 
criticized.19 At the same time, his effort to safeguard the individual 
was responsible for some of his most significant work: he turned 
his attention to the mass movements so frequent in Russian his- 
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tory and showed how imitation, suggestion, and prestige infln, 

poss^ssiorfof bv T^a p® SST gr0Und fater^aken possession or by I arde and LeBon. Some * . en 
of Freudian and Adlerian 

treatment of the processes of individuation and the functions 
libertinism and asceticism. He also anticipated Durkheim in W 
analysis of the division of labor • but took* ™ n his 

tic view of it. This pessimism was largely root™ in MikhlTT?' 
latent Slavophilism; he ezalted the 

posed the inroads of Western individualism.2’ d P' 

n^.°. k*s followers, Kolosov, has carried further TUikk 1 
sky s distinction between the “ technical ” and the “ sodlf” d;°J' 
sion of labor, and shows how the latter, with its tendencv to T" 
workers mere cogs in an industrial machine, therebfwaSX 6 
personalities as well, is necessarily destructive ^KolPc gth, 
shares Mikhalovsky’s preference for ‘^1 K°loSOV.also 
based on the technical division of labor, which"’ 
individual’s physiological comDlexitv 1 • / d the 
“ complex cooneratlon ” T ^’ and looks Wlth disfavor on 
division of labor and therebvtlem-ori cxcensive use ot the social 
ever one mav think of Kl 7 d1grades man to a mere tool. What- 

canh-BSttK*; ®rem,e COnd“si™s’ 
inp-further To i_ > 5* • e<^ a Signal service in develop- 

beWe“ the ^ 
Youzhakov, Subjectivist Critic n-f o-.l* ** ♦ r. 

Youzhakov (i849-i9io appeared in t%ecUmsm- ~ 
arena as a critic of the subjectivist method • us.si.an socl°logical 
both Mikhalovsky and Lavrov^st method in sociology, attacking 
says Youzhakov L^fV ? 7“ peculiarity of the method, 
importance of roc afS, 11 15based°" a"evaluation of the relativi 

investigator as to llztroUt™ “t °n Personal views of the 
other and to sodeTas ?£T °f memberS of sod"y «° each 
there is nothing in rtiis to ° 6 ^ “OI!maI' Youzhakov thinks 

for it reduces^ ihe sodoloS"' b?ing hbeled a4jectivism, 
upon individuals and devel ^ Proposition that society is based 

it does not warrant the study of stbiecliS«!? M'*7" th“ 
by methods other than those hitherto 
He therefore proposes to dr™ *k L , ■ .. social sciences- 
to use “the Russian srbo l ? C- ^rm subjectivism, and instead 

sians were the first to giveduehe°ed°tof’” b0lfng the RuS‘ 
ethical phases of the^dence. It seems^cle^fhwT^ °8‘C* “d 
temnnological squabble, and that teSf ™ 
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Youzhakov can be classed as a member of the subjectivist group, 
for he follows in the footsteps of the writers he criticizes. 

The chief points of interest in his theories (he did not develop 
a comprehensive system) are: (1) the socializing process has for 
its end the equilibration of the inner and outer relations of life 
and environment; (2) in this process life is first forced to adapt 
itself to environment, but later, through what Youzhakov calls 
social culture, it adapts the environment to itself 5(3) the control 
over nature thereby resulting yields a surplus of material goods 
that sets limits to the operation of natural selection among men, 
thus permitting ethics to break the sway of biological laws in 
human relations; (4) the surplus, when large enough, also eman¬ 
cipates the individual from a too rigid social control and from the 
harmful consequences of a too minute division of labor.22 

Academic Subjectivism: Kareyev. — Nikolai Kareyev (1850- 
1931) 23 was the only member of the subjectivist school to hold 
professorial rank; he occupied the chair of history in the Univer¬ 
sity of Petrograd, and also lectured on sociology. His major in¬ 
terest was the development of a philosophy of history, but he 
wrote a great deal on sociological subjects (he was influenced by 
Simmel and Dilthey), and published an introduction to sociology 
in 1897 that ran through three editions. He was undoubtedly the 
most thorough and erudite scholar of the whole subjectivist group. 
In the field of methodology he did something to clarify the posi¬ 
tion of the subjectivists concerning the relation of sociology to 
other sciences and to philosophy, and concluded that “ Neither the 
general logic of the social sciences, nor the methodology of his¬ 
tory, political economy, law, and politics, is sufficient to take the 
place of a sociological methodology, which still awaits its com¬ 
plete development by sociologists.”24 His various analyses of the 
nature of society yielded the conclusion that it is not organismic, 
but that it is a complex product of biological, psychical, and en¬ 
vironmental factors, with the psychical functioning through the 
individual units of society in such a way that all the other factors 
are dominated and organized. Like the other subjectivists, 
Kareyev took special interest in the role of the individual in his¬ 
tory, and the result was the theory that although tradition, with 
its imitative repetition, is the primary constituent of the super- 
organic environment, individual initiative is responsible for inno¬ 
vation. Outer conditions may either curb or develop the capacity 
for independence and creativeness, but they can never call it into 
being. Quite in line with his chief objective, the formulation of a 
philosophy of history, Kareyev directed virtually all of his socio- 
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logical analyses toward the development' nf nn i/ian t 

Here his latent Hegelianism carnet tie surfa e d?, 

sr ” “ ^ £ r„t? 1 
Thesis is the self-conditioning of the individual in the face of 1 , 

cultural forms; antithesis is the subjection of the individual’s sefS 
and institutions of superorgamc environment; synthesis is the snh- 

tUml “7™““' 10 thr- individual and the self ST 
tiomng of die .ndivdual wth die aid of culture and social o^autti ” t 

WhM «*/*■«. 

subjectivist school for although thereZeZoZerTS It' 

the ?^Ummk “d Bulgakov, the four authors discussed represent 
the full range of ideas expressed. They have a number of element 

SridT°ndF°r e?ampIe’ the7 a11 Relieved themselves to be em- 
pincists and positivists, and that there was no inconsistent in 
being at the same time advocates of an ethically directed sociology 

StXhT,*' m0V"r'm' » the latter legard for he heM 

(In this he seemsThi1 'VOlT^ imperative. 

sdlres exctw t« h h ! Comte's classification o/th 
tional and rXd f * l heId PVdmlogy and ethics to be transi- 

ttveen “d aboZb ol P'a '• SfimCeS ‘W- as * tween and above biology and sociology. Once more tht aii rP 

&” PDa"Zle ? ?' d'te“”s »f nil, Zi 
a'S° t0°k eX“Ption to af impersonal 

slzedtfie partZlmd b'0”0"!!'’ “d wha.* — bZall'empha- 
the dynamic funr/ y psycho-social activities as manifested in 

Although mo Marxkn individuals 
work of thl cT; , XIan. schoIars look with disdain on the 

structive ” critique Tus^f-1”]^ be.^use of Hekhanov’s “ de- 
on the ideoWiXlVV f1?" PosslbIe that Lenin’s emphasis 
revolutionarv^imc aC °r aD-^ rb^e tbe intellectual in the 

in our discussion of LavrovtlTt”laited by/hem’ as we Pointed out 

thespelf of 4e S T P ly P‘tchical f ^ 
this was almost Pn/ 1 onomi<- determinism attributed to him, 

ire y overlooked when Lenin was a young man. 
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Perhaps the subjectivists were not “ totally eclipsed by the tri¬ 
umph of historical materialism in Russia ” if through Lenin they 
helped to bring historical materialism into power.28 

But be this as it may, the clash between the Narodniks (most of 
them were romantic idealists from the middle classes, with a 
sprinkling of “ penitent aristocrats ”) and the militant Marxists 
was fundamental and could not be averted. The Narodniks held 
to the utopian notion that Russia could avoid the scourge of capi¬ 
talistic industrialism, that the surviving remnants of the parish 
land-commune could furnish the basis of a communistic social or¬ 
der, and that cooperative home industries would be able to pro¬ 
vide all necessary manufactures. In short, the Narodniks wanted 
to overthrow the Czar and establish a republic on democratic 
lines that would give the peasant control of his own land, but that 
would not follow in the track of Western capitalism. The Marx¬ 
ists, on the other hand, held that Russia would have to undergo 
the pangs of industrialism, and that the proletarian class thereby 
developed would bear the brunt of a radical revolution which 
would overthrow not only the Czar but the bourgeoisie as well. 

Unprepared for the actual inroads of industrialism in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century, the Narodnik movement be¬ 
came a chaos by the beginning of the twentieth. It included ex¬ 
treme anarchists as well as moderate liberals, and rapidly split 
up into a number of more sharply defined parts. Among these was 
the nucleus of Russian Social-Democracy which, through the divi¬ 
sion into Bolshevik and Menshevik factions and.the stresses of 
war and revolution, became the powerful Russian Communist 
party of today. Another fragment, with a strong terrorist bent, 
eventually gave rise to the Social Revolutionaries, the party of 
Kerensky and Chernov. A third party, owing relatively little to 
the Narodnik movement, was that of the Constitutional Demo¬ 
crats (the so-called Cadets). This was moderately revolutionary 
for a time, but after the Constitution was granted in 19°5 it 
ceased to be radical, and even endeavored to preserve.the mon¬ 
archy after the February revolution of 19x7- The chief Cadet 
ideologists were Milyukov and Struve.29 _ 

Chernov, Critic of the Dialectic. — To begin with the anti- 
Marxian sociologist, Victor Chernov (1873— ), heir of Lav¬ 
rov and Mikhalovsky: although he was an active Social Revolu¬ 
tionary, we shall confine ourselves to his less partisan theories. 
He attacked the Marxian dialectic, using as his weapons the em¬ 
pirical criticism of Avenarius, Mach, and Riehl. On this basis he 
discards the notion that economic factors can in any sense be re- 
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garded as primary in social processes anH o u • 
tional view, in which any sorial factor can Lbst.It?tes the W- 
dependent variable and all others treated ^ jtaken as an in- 
resulting analysis is not in terms of cause ! n^ * d^ndent- The 
the relation of one aspect to a whnl^ r e®ec^ but simply 0f 
quent.30 (This standpoint has found j pavo * « ^ to conse- 

SorE’l "rfMy MSX Weber' Vilfredo PmTo"f Tv ^ oorokin.) Chernov also adapted a 1 ^ t0’ Tand Tltirim 

ory of verstehende or interpretative^ sorinl 1° Weber’s th* 
sociology must add “ to the o^jectivelv cnn I0gy'' ?e aSSerts that 
further constructions out of materials COmbinations, 
psychological world.” 31 On the basis nfd? t- mner’ objective, 

J*r“a ^ for-a p-g«s: s; 

the mvestiga^e”°trjJI,“hfselective world of 

imilarities to subjective phenomena nr f '?Ltbem ~ 011 the basis of 

subjective psychological world of otW °f dlffere/nce fr°m them-the 
ally an ideal of normal social life which sh^H ^ Const.ruct mtion- 
° all active tendencies and interests of the b present.tbe highest unity 
content of the ideal being conditioned hVo T*. mmd> the concrete 
lation between the subjective requirement ffiC knowled£e of the re- 
means of satisfaction. (3) UtilizJ tM. -^ i °f “an and the objective 

classification of social phenomena atordt “ t Cn>rion for <•) the 
portance, and (b) the evaluation of nb d g t0 the degree of their im- 
progressive or regressive, normal or natS,?™^ a,nd their division into 

ideal appears here as the formula for progJSS ’ % ^ ^ Tke 

In addition to thf* r 
sociology had to solve the Chernov believed that 

forms institutions and Zee'Ll 1' °f aU Sodal 
velopment of the individual Tn he * tbe healthy, normal de- 

there is no “ first cause ” of soriaf’h™™7 ^ bIs doctrine that 
of every kind, maintainingthat£ ^ determi™™ 
vironment with the quantitative an-?6 mfen.ctlon natural en- 
may be found the origin of the «n - f Imitative growth of man 

being exposed t?Se .Son?^ Pr°CeSS-” Man is not a Paa' 
are dynamic forces (especiallv c!r°f hls feeling and will 
tellect directive; on the other b^ ^bernov)> and his in¬ 

natural environment in order h<L muSt interact with the 
control over that environment the Culture that Sives him 

Chernov, lifcp Mo ,,„u* • • 

upon him to defend both theIttonr^d-6^1’8,’ feIt k incumbent 
ttyi and maintained that these r, 1 ^ lndlvidual and social solidar- 

these polar opposites can be harmonized 
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only by a particular type of ethics, sociologically based, which will 
lead to the subordination of all lesser values to a supreme ideal. 

The anti-Marxian strain in Chernov’s sociological work be¬ 
comes especially apparent when we are aware of the fact that he 
granted little or no place to classes in his theory of social devel¬ 
opment; in spite of his “ functional” view, strong individuals 
were assigned the leading part. Whether or not this is theoreti¬ 
cally justified does not at present concern us; suffice it to say that 
in the turbulent years of the World War and the Revolution 
Chernov’s leadership of his party was not particularly effective, 
for the compromises to which his theory led him were disastrous, 
and were of a type which a keener realization of the nature of 
conflict between interest-groups would have avoided.33 

Plekhanov, Lenin, and the Dialectic. — In the chapter on revo¬ 
lutionary socialism we have already discussed some of the theories 
of Marx and Engels at length, hence we need not go over this 
same ground again. Little attention was paid to the dialectic, how¬ 
ever, and inasmuch as this enters into all Russian derivations and 
applications of Marxian theory, we shall deal with it here by set¬ 
ting forth the theories of Plekhanov. In so doing we shall also be 
expounding that particular interpretation of the dialectic to which 
Lenin subscribed, although it may well be, as Eastman and others 
maintain, that this was mere lip-service.34 In any case, however, 
Lenin was Plekhanov’s pupil, and in spite of later cleavage be¬ 
tween Plekhanov the Menshevik and Lenin the Bolshevik, the 
latter continued to pay high tribute to his former teacher. 

As is well known, the notion of the dialectic was taken over 
from Hegel. Marx simply seized the general idea of thesis, an¬ 
tithesis, and synthesis and, as he said, stood it on its feet. Instead 
of regarding Mind (Geist) as the basic factor in the cosmic proc¬ 
ess in general and historical development in particular, he main¬ 
tained that Matter is fundamental. Thus Marx was a materialist 
for, as Lenin put it, a materialist is one who u takes matter as the 
prius, regarding consciousness, reason, and sensation as deriva¬ 
tives.” 35 The dialectic operates in and through the interpenetra¬ 
tion of material forces which approach a unity and then sharply 
separate; there is continuity and there are spontaneous, periodic 
breaks. As evidence that this process pervades all of nature, recent 
Communist theorists point to the phenomenon of mutation in biol¬ 
ogy and the behavior of the electron and the proton in physics. 
In both these instances there are sudden transitions which cannot 
be regarded as mere quantitative charges. Each of these periodic 
breaks indicates the beginning of a new synthesis and the resump- 
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tion of continuity, but inevitably contradictions are generated anrf 
the process repeats itself. As Plekhanov asserted, “ Every nhe- 
nomenon sooner or later is inevitably transformed into its own" 
opposite by the activity of those very forces which condition its 
existence. Thus revolutions arise: any given social order gener- 
ates class antagonisms, and these eventually pass from the quan¬ 
titative to the qualitative stage, and thesis and antithesis eventu¬ 
ally merge in a new synthesis. Plekhanov, echoing Marx, goes on 
to say that when Communism dawns, “ the kingdom of necessity ” 

Sv 18 S°7erueign’ Hberty itSelf has become a neces- 
, . meaning of this cryptic utterance seems to be that 

he dialectic process will conveniently stop when the Communist 
ideal has been achieved, although elsewhere, in attacking the sub¬ 
jectivists, he insists that “ dialectic thinking excludes every utopia 
an“Jn ^act any formula of progress with a set goal ” 38 

Plekhanov also maintained that the “ relations of production ” 
determine ideologies, and as a consequence of the latter can never 

order^t ifZethJ "7 b deveIoPing a new economic order, it is true that a number of scattered utterances can be col- 

orv but whfrbnt C°fntr1adlction of this interpretation of his the- 
y, but when his actual practice is taken into account, it seems 

nothinv to bUf “ mterpr,etadon is correct- For example, he did 
hing to help organize the class struggle and even opposed those 

SLlr£:T*1/ "ackeAthe of "T 

4eImpeririR ‘h' dictat0rshiP of thc P™]etariat/and s'up'poited 
the Imperial Russian government in the World War In short hi, 

ofrriWt^ SUbAfTS/ed him -derest^eS 
emohasN on thi ^tbe.lde,olog1Lcal faetors generally; for all his 

fatalism! ’ 18 the°ry tends toward a passive 

— After tetTT thrTih ^evisionism ^ Subjectivism: Struve. 
rise nf? the fa!lure of the Russian Revolution in 1905 and the 

ism ?n £Zrm7 am°ng tHe German Social Democrats, Marx! 
ism in Russia underwent a severe crisis. This is well exemnlified 
m the theories of Struve Tnmn i wen exemplified 

Peter Stn,™ 77’ iugan-Baranovsky, and Bogdanov. 
essential jZ firSt,a followe.r of Marx, accepting all the 

^ trines, but at the beginning of the twentieth eentnrv 
he became a severe critir nf i * \ f twentietn century 
dialectic and the Marxian then Par^lcula,r’ he rejected the 
that the latterincluding 
opposites i e hv 1 t b7 catactysmic leaps of antagonistic 
pposites, ue., by revolufon, but rather by graduai compromise 
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and reform. He denied that capitalist society was developing the 
necessary contradictions that would lead to its own dissolution in 
a revolutionary synthesis, pointing out that there was no sign of 
any increase in the misery of the proletariat but rather a diminu¬ 
tion, no progressive concentration of ownership, and no increase 
in the “ anarchy of production.” Marx, said Struve, based his 
theories on conditions existing in the middle of the nineteenth cen¬ 
tury, and by the beginning of the twentieth these had fundamen¬ 
tally changed.39 Struve also criticized the dialectic on philosophi¬ 
cal grounds, pointing out that it is constructed on the metaphysical 
principle that the laws of logic are also the laws of the external 
world. Logic thereby becomes ontology. Eventually Struve 
aligned himself with the subjectivist school; in a book written in 
1906 he took the position that the political betterment of so¬ 
ciety depends upon the education of the individual, not upon class 
antagonism and revolution.40 

From Materialism to Subjectivism: Tugan-Baranovsky.— 
The most scholarly and objective of the Russian Revisionists 
was M. I. Tugan-Baranovsky (1865-1919).41 Subscribing to 
the materialistic conception of history, he analyzed it from three 
different aspects: (1) the nature of human interests as the dy¬ 
namic force of social evolution; (2) the relation of economic ac¬ 
tivities to the rest of social life; and (3) the character of social 
classes and the class struggle. 

Human interests are classified by Tugan-Baranovsky in five 
principal groups: physiological (food, shelter, etc.); sexual; sym¬ 
pathetic; ego-altruistic (power for the self and for groups with 
which the self is identified); and play, religion, and the other non- 
practical interests. This list reminds one somewhat of Ratzen- 
hofer, Loria, and Small. Tugan-Baranovsky maintains that all 
these interests, not merely those falling in the physiological cate¬ 
gory, are of great importance in social life, but holds that the 
physiological, ego-altruistic, and non-practical, particularly the re¬ 
ligious, have been the most powerful in social development. He 
then asks whether this recognition of a fairly wide range of inter¬ 
ests makes the economic interpretation of history untenable, and 
replies that it does not if the Marxian definition of economics is 
broadened to include “the coordination of human activity di¬ 
rected upon the outer world — having for its end the creation of 
a material environment necessary for the satisfaction of human 
needs.” 42 Economics is central in social life at present, but as man 
steadily acquires more control over his environment, its direct im¬ 
portance will diminish. This same view was held by Lester F. 
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Ward and Simon N. Patten, and it may be said that in this reen . 
TuganBaranovsity ts as dose ,0 American sociolo^t he tto 

Turning to social classes and the class struggle Tuo-an R 
novsky held that although in one sense history mfy be refarded""' 
thebstoryof class struggles, this does not applyto thofe nhl 
of human life outside the realm of the economic interest 
much as the economic interest is not the only human X«V^ 
nomic antagonism does not necessarily lead to antagonism 
the whole range of social existence. g m Wlthln 

The upshot of these considerations is that Tno-an R„ i 

fh°„tyb rr0XimateS ,he P°Sition °f th' sXTa/ 
though he insisted upon regarding himself as an adherent of th' 

Strl”0' “T* Pr““td^ Communists re! 

naiis^al^eyund^rstari'dft.^ .*» ■«* 

Bogdanov, Bolshevik Revisionist.— Perhans i-he m^o+ •• 1 
and daring of all f4>e p„Cc.; • • • rnaPs the most original 
danov (iIU-iooR'i « u ,an re£lsl°msts was Alexander Bog- 

criticism nf AgC Pj^osophy of Ostwald and the empirical 

Xe^ed CheVroavThan/ « will be recalled! also 

tern .0 which ho ha0,0pI,icaI ‘i*- 

Ka„batdiLcrfct) • ^ cf„fifrrmT,rr 
izing hXX ma • makeS so-called “ natural ” laws by organ- 

g his experience in accordance with his categories nf 
space, cause, effect, and so on. The task nf 11 7 • ’ 
to discover the Drincinle *u • taT , the Philosopher is hot 

transform it into a unity by constTuJtila “Xter.na! world but to 
trine runs counter IT*? ^constructing such a principle. This doc- 

objective world becaus^thek'tto ^coSroIledTtr ^ th' 

nature. But,8 s^it^T amoLg oTr.“‘ *' pP°r" f alarmed hv Roodon > j mong others, was sufficiently 

demetS 
terest to us here Mu ■ S^lm> tectology is of secondary in- 
socilt (“P01™ Bngdanov’s earlier wort in 
ogy of society ” l “ °Ut med ln fus essays on the “ psychol- 

Here h?a«e^ >enCe °f s°daI consciousness.” *■ 
theory of evolution and^tdh * ps^ologIcal bent to the Marxian 

winian theory of XtaLn ^ ‘ 1”'° T“ment wi,h ,he D“- y t adaptation. Holding that social adaptation is 
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not essentially different from biological adaptation, he goes on to 
show how changes in the natural environment continually produce 
variations in social forms, the majority of which prove unfit to 
survive. Those that do win in the struggle for existence may be 
regarded as adaptations, as products of natural selection. This 
phase of Bogdanov’s theory bears a close resemblance to Keller’s 
attempt to apply Darwinian categories to the “ evolution of the 
mores,” and was set forth a decade earlier.47 Bogdanov distin¬ 
guishes two main types of social adaptation, technical and ideo¬ 
logical, the technical being primary and the ideological dependent 
upon it. Both types of adaptation become social in the extent to 
which they are permeated by the “ social instinct.” This, in es¬ 
sence, is the force that urges man to remain with others and to 
act like them, being most clearly manifest in imitation. All the 
ideological forms are “ organizing adaptations ” of the technical 
forms; language • and mimicry, for example, are ideological 
forms, and serve as tools of mutual adaptation in social effort. 
Social progress is the increase of such mutual adaptation, and be¬ 
comes apparent in idealism, which is the victory of the social in 
man. 

Bogdanov also attempted to work out a theory of social evolu¬ 
tion, and in so doing paid particular attention to the development 
of historic types of society and their ideologies, concluding with 
a sketch of the “ collectivist society of the future.” This will have 
as its general characteristics: (1) power over nature; (2) homo¬ 
geneous organization of the whole productive system, conjoined 
with “ a highly developed mental equality of the workers as uni¬ 
versally developed conscious producers”; and (3) “complete 
freedom of consumption,” abolition of coercion and compulsion 
of every kind, emancipation from all mysticism and metaphysics, 
and the “ high development of comradely ties between men.”48 

In this closely condensed exposition of Bogdanov’s doctrines it 
has been impossible to make their divergence from the Marxian 
point of view clearly evident. To begin with, Bogdanov differs 
from Marx by maintaining that social existence and social con¬ 
sciousness are the same, inasmuch as the social struggle is directed 
toward a goal determined by social consciousness, whereas the 
Marxian position is that social consciousness reflects social 
existence (or the social order) and is determined by it. To quote 
again from the famous passage, point of departure for so much 
Wissenssoziologie, in Marx’s introduction to his Critique of Po¬ 
litical Economy: “The mode of production of material life con¬ 
ditions the social, political, and mental life processes in general. 
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It is not the consciousness of men that determine . 
on the contrary, their social being determine? bemg’ but- 
ness.”49 g determines their conscious- 

The second point of difference is that accord™ * n , 
classes develop because of “ organizational experfenr ?.°gldanov 
ing class being that which does the organizing of the ’ • he ruI‘ 
Marx, on the contrary, classes arise because S°Clety; for 
the means of production and the use of thi/ oJne^-^-lp °f 
ploitation. tnis ownership m ex- 

The third point of difference is with regard m th 
which classes “will be abolished ’’Wd tQ the process by 
would occur through the “ social^' . 0§danov held that this 

rience,” brought about by the ideologicafeducaSo?ST1 ?-Pe" 
class, i.e by what he called proletarian cu We P the WOrking 
traces of subjectivism this rnm dir *1 tUre' ®earing marked 
theory that tiL all-Sctt t0f t 

capture of the economic system through fn ™ 1 ? °-f daSSes is the 
In this last deviation from the M^rxian n ?^ revolution- 

danov seems to have been influeneertiT ^ P°!nt of Vlew> Bog- 
many conjectures regarding unackn/rd^?1^1”’ although like 
difficult. Nevertheless^ther^arenume?^^6^ mfluenCe’ Proof » 
theory that are part of present dav C? featUfes of Bogdanov’s 
may be partly due to the fact that Xlf f™1St- Practice* This 
Revolution, Bogdanov had been’a Roll? “ the 1917 
after the party came to pmve^cooneM^d?^^ ^ln.ce W, and 

pay some attentm^t^work^of^r'”’ ~~14 iscDOW time that we 
Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov kno?? ^ g?atCSt Bolshevik theorist, 
(1870-1924). As already noted Y° hlSt°ry aS Nikolai Tenin 
the dialectic method but it is Yw ,Wa? an arde.nt adherent of 
to lead him to make his special contrihnL^^ Y WaS sufficient 
the role of the ideologista11 contribution; namely, the stress on 

Certainly Plekhanov, who initiated'll?'"mentuin Evolution.- 
the dialectic, attached little important t^Wd ^ mys5fries of 
as we have several times suggested the d? ^ ldeol,°£lst- Perhaps, 
not without influence. But fe this'aft ^ SubJectivists were 
hat Lenin.s theoretical intbeer“ls « t rmryit cannot be denied 

revolutionary tactics and the strnY c Pnmarily m matters of 
tions rather than in more abstr,? Concrete social organiza- 
hook on materialism and emr»irin e v ^ remote Pr°blems — his 
withstanding. (Significantly ? -criticism to the contrary not- 
dmewhen Lenin Y ktter was written at a 

engage m direct revolutionary effort.) 
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The results of his studies in tactics and related matters may be 
summed up under the following heads: (1) the refutation of the 
doctrine of the so-called Economists that revolutionary political 
action should be wholly subordinated to the “ spontaneous ” eco¬ 
nomic struggle; (2) in close conjunction with this, the assertion of 
the vitally important part played by the “ active element,” i.e., the 
class-conscious proletarian vanguard led by skillful ideologists; 
(3) the further conclusion that these ideologists must make revo¬ 
lutionary activity their sole occupation and must undergo special 
“professional ” training— this is the famous theory of the “ pro¬ 
fessional revolutionist ”; (4) the development of the theory that 
the state is an instrument of class dictatorship; and (5) the un¬ 
flinching espousal of the principle of the dictatorship of the pro¬ 
letariat— or, more exactly put, of the dictatorship of a small 
class-conscious proletarian vanguard acting for the proletariat in 
accordance with the plans of revolutionary ideologists.52 

All these contributions, with the exception of the notion of the 
professional revolutionist, can be found clearly foreshadowed in 
the writings of Marx and Engels, and inasmuch as we have 
stressed these very points throughout most of Chapter Seventeen, 
there is no warrant for working through them again. We shall 
content ourselves with calling attention to the fact that although 
Lenin took over these ideas from his forerunners, the way in 
which he combined, elaborated, and applied them gives him an 
independent and important place in the history of social thought. 
By collecting and relating his various utterances, one could present 
a completely integrated sociology of revolutionary tactics.53 

Although it might be possible to glean a few sociologically 
relevant ideas from the works of Leon Trotsky, particularly from 
those phases dealing with the theory of “ permanent revolution,” 
it seems that enough space has already been devoted to matters of 
this kind. The same holds true with regard to the doctrines of 
Nikolai Bukharin and Joseph Stalin; furthermore, the former has 
contributed nothing particularly new — he simply wrote a text¬ 
book on Marxian sociology—and the latter is primarily inter¬ 
ested in showing that he is the only lineal descendant of Marx and 
Lenin. 

II 

SOCIOLOGY WITHOUT DIRECT POLITICAL ORIENTATION 

We shall therefore turn our attention to those varieties of con¬ 
temporary Russian sociology which we could not consider in the 
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chapter so far because they could not be .1 

political,development. That is to say, we shall nowV?^^ °f 
sian sociology that is not so specifically Russfan l f Rus' 
rectly connected with the persisting backoromirl V^ 1S ess dl‘ 
revolution. This means /at all thltht 

he period from 1875 onward; indeed, most Tth J uW 
light m the twentieth century. Sorokin savs th/r S, tT ?he 
changes began to become apparent about 1900-firs/nhf ^ 
cal and highly general treatises lost favor and more^ phll°S°Phl' 
specific analyses came to the fore; further methods 
became less speculative and more exact • acrain /?d f re/earch 

auand subJective ^hools of sociology ^otaWvd8111- °ltIle and finally, as sociological re^mh ^ notably diminished; 

number of schools nSed « He T" S?ecillize<J’ *h' 

tt- ■ »> Wtesau-.rsaas 
. 2£neral and Historical Sociology . — One of £ *. • 
m the general field nf i • , ne nrst writers 
Vitch (1834-1008) anTTkr • -1 SOC1°logy was Vladimir Antono- 
historical, ethnological and ITcha WT ° -Ut ,k,zed bis comprehensive 

of crowd behavic^^sociaf struc/rr§1Ca ^tbe study 
and the factors of social development ^ch°'SJC1lolf,g'ca[ ^es, 
foundation of scientific resell W f H? "Tk kcked the solid 

An°ther Ukrainlan’ M' DragULT(riS 

knowledge toX'socSl^ical InaE^of ^ y!°gy’ aPP¥ng bis 
structure of the Ukraine8 Most nfT f llterature and social 
for in x 876 his boldness in *nn bis writing was done abroad, 

the Russian government to reg/d him *8 y socioIogist led 
totake refuge abroad, first inGeneva whlrTh^l T/6 ^ 
odical Hromada (Sor.im,\ 7 ’ where be edited the pen- 
garia, where he taught at the r^.l87^ to 1882, and then in Bui- 

Dragomonov advaS antt«u“mS l®0®* 
opment that in some respects is °f S0Clal deveI" 
of Comte.56 ^ ike the three-stage” doctrine 

system was T.* Osldchy’f b00k o^Th°r^thf '?ive sociological 
regarded as a sketch of a scienre^ ^ °f ^oaefy, which he 
x901-1902, and shows th* • a ”Ce °^.SOCiety- This appeared in 
Durkhelm, Gumplowicz Met™' A SP““r. «ddSngs, Ward, 
forth a synthetic theorv of /• l others. In it Osadchy sets 

namic points of view, Jith primal a/ J0th the static.and <ty- 
P ry attention to economic devel- 
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opment, and with a large amount of material drawn from the 
field of what is today called rural sociology. Like Dragomonov, 
he accepts the contentions of Comte, Fouillee, and DeRoberty 
that the advance of knowledge is the fundamental factor in social 
evolution.57 

Another Ukrainian (thoroughly “ Russified,” by the way) is 
Maxim Kovalevsky (1851-1916), who published a treatise on 
sociology toward the end of his life that systematized and car¬ 
ried further the theories he had already propounded in his works 
on jurisprudence, economic evolution, and the history of law. 
At about the same time he brought out a thorough, critical 
study of the sociological theories of Tarde, Giddings, Baldwin, 
Gumplowicz, Ratzenhofer, Simmel, Durkheim, Marx, and 
others. This, according to Sorokin, is perhaps the most compre¬ 
hensive (up until 1905 ) and critical work of its kind.58 Obviously, 
it could not be discussed here even if it were available in transla¬ 
tion; we shall restrict ourselves to the methodological and his¬ 
torical aspects of Kovalevsky’s sociology. 

By and large, he follows Comte in his classification of the sci¬ 
ences, in particular agreeing that psychology, in so far as it is not a 
branch of biology, is merely a subdivision of sociology. The con¬ 
crete social sciences, such as ethnography, statistics, political econ¬ 
omy, and so on, all supply sociology with material, but in their 
turn these sciences must “ base their empirical generalization upon 
those general laws of coexistence and development which sociol¬ 
ogy, as a science of the order and progress of human society, is 
called upon to establish.” 59 

Kovalevsky did not follow Comte or the other writers just 
mentioned, however, in the belief that “ ideas rule the world or 
throw it into chaos,” for after a careful study of all the important 
systems of sociology, he arrived at the conclusion that there is no 
single all-determining social factor. “ To talk . . . about a cen¬ 
tral fact which determines after itself all others, is to me the same 
as to talk about those drops of the waters of a river, which, by 
their movement, condition its current.” 60 (Here Kovalevsky is in 
agreement with Chernov and other subjectivists.) Strangely 
enough, Kovalevsky exerted a great deal of influence on the de¬ 
velopment of the extreme sociological objectivism of Pavlov and 
Bekhterev.81 We say “strangely” because, in spite of Kovalev¬ 
sky’s insistence on the functional point of view, the extreme ob- 
jectivists attempted to trace everything to man’s neurological 
makeup, and particularly to his “ unconditioned reflexes,” as we 
shall later see when this school is discussed. 

In his historical or genetic sociology, Kovalevsky made use pri- 
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marily of Russian ethnographic material, some of which u 
ered through his own field work; " other genetic sociolo??' 

Chernlsoi'Vook Md ruraisned a large part of the remainder.63 Especially inter**; 
is Kovalevsky s argument that it is impossible to draw valid * g 
c us,om about the primitive state of mankind on the ba?s ofT 
study of present-day preliterates, inasmuch as thelatte are!? 
most as far removed from a genuinely primitive stateZ f 
literate peoples. He therefor! paid a peat deal ^ 
animal sociology in order to gain light on the problems „f fh° 
ongm of the family and the tribe (clan sens)Pf! f ^ 
was that the family took its rise from thf mothe^ and her nff" 
spring, and that the tribe did not develop from the familvK °ff' 
at first a horde which orew thrmmli t-h • * ■ but was 
taboo exoJmvlf r“ the integrating influences of 
the crrmm - Tt,7, f H ellminatl°« of blood vengeance within 
mni 1 kTt k hyp?theses are closely similar to Those adopted 
much later by Robert Briffault in The Mothers. Kovalevskv a ™ 
advanced an interesting theory of private property holSth r 
it was at first a result of magical “ contagion.” Hil’theory of re 
hgious origins is animistic, and his analysis of political devln 

None of^heseTh ^ PreSented hY Schmidt and Koppers 

sky although hr 7-,Vm’ WaS firSt advanced by Kovalew 
sciendsts 3 Trail:blaz,er am°*g the Russian social 
theory that thl E the.only °ngmal contribution he made was his 

important influenced h a*d densify of population are the most 
this by a ndhe T ^ dev.eloPment.65 He was followed in 

Adolphe Coste Ind odd Frenchdids.’dem°§raPbers’ notabl7 

grandlTetn nrethn?gdP^iC interests haVe been continued on a 
father.nn ; f P t'daZ Russia a host of trained workers are 

numerouf e^oZeonT *2? mannerS and Customs of Z 
Kovalevsky has had Urn f °. *he gIobe- To be sure, 
and most of it is done vd n° dlr®ct lnbuence on this research, 
tion^nd what '„tdr ^ pra?cal ends in view - collect^ 
dogma Nevertheless SaZ n°tblng tbe distorting influence of 

Sheer fantity of the data> and tbe fact 
ness heryetofoSre h -lld Z™ pe°pleS rareIy studied with thorough- 
only for ethnolocdst! ac/]uamtance with them essential not 
of this work is b Jnv d^ °.r bist°ncal sociologists as well. Some 

tion; for example, S°£n0rsociol,°f1or!'n“- 

7 g Russian villages by what they call the “ sociographic 
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method.” 67 This seems to indicate some German influence, per¬ 
haps that of Tonnies. LePlay and Steinmetz may also have parts. 
Unfortunately, however, the method of most of the ethnogra¬ 
phers is the old-fashioned “ comparative ” variety of the nine¬ 
teenth century.68 

Highly significant work in historical sociology has been done 
by Alexander and Eugen Kulisher, sons of I. M. Kulisher, for a 
long time professor of economic history at the University of 
Petrograd. In 1932 there appeared a book entitled Weltge- 
schichte als Vdikerb ewegung, which set forth the hypothesis that 
the major trends of world history can be interpreted as aspects 
of migrations of various kinds. Although the two younger Kuli- 
shers are the authors of this work, the hypothesis itself was long 
a major interest of their father, and he accumulated a mass of evi¬ 
dence which the sons were able to utilize. The same idea has of 
course occupied many other thinkers, as our chapters on theories 
of culture contact have perhaps done something to show. Never¬ 
theless, the Kulishers were among the first Russians of modem 
times to attribute major sociological significance to migration and 
its attendant phenomena, and the historical sociologist cannot 
afford to overlook their particular contribution. 

Among the historical sociologists might also be placed a few 
of the philosophers of history such as Berdiayev, Frank, Karsa¬ 
vin, and Bulgakov, but they are so religious or even mystical in 
their approach to social problems that it seems hardly worth while 
to discuss them in the present context. For quite different reasons, 
we shall also be compelled to pass over the significant work of 
Lappo-Danilevsky and Shpett in historical methodology;89 al¬ 
though interesting and important, it falls slightly outside the field 
of sociology proper. 

Juristic Sociology. — Also outside the central field of sociol¬ 
ogy, but a little closer than the type just mentioned, is Russian 
juristic sociology or sociological jurisprudence. It began with 
Nikolai Korkunov70 (1853-1904), who was professor of law at 
the University of Petrograd. His contribution was not in the 
form of an independent sociological system, for he borrowed most 
of his sociological ideas .from Spencer, Fouillee, Kareyev, Gum- 
plowicz, and others. His importance derives from the fact that he 
succeeded in developing a system of law from sociological postu¬ 
lates, thus demonstrating that the jurist need not confine himself 
to logical acrobatics, precedent-chasing, or scholastic delvings into 
Roman law. Korkunov’s sociological jurisprudence was much ap¬ 
preciated, particularly outside of Russia, and his chief work, a 
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general theory of law, was translated into a num W 11 
He was followed by many other jurists sol !f f Ian§uages- 
pomt of view further, and som’e ^ *em.p«*jnghis 

own One of the most important was No/orodtaev L" °f<,their 
Ideals} a survey of plans far u ^ ^ whose Social 

5et°s ijis; e^x” r pion"is ft- 
incomparably superior as logician and dialecdci^'w11 Wtiter is 
pame LTrubetzk°y. Kistiakovsky,71 Taranovskv " n *• may ako as*4-^ 
ing^the'sociolog^o^^mf and n^en<^°^ °r’ m°re StHctI7 *peak- 
has been done by Russians in £ThV t’ a Sreat deal of work 

various types of crime and their social pfychicd^^TLM^6611 
conditioning factors. Further, the genera/sodal nh^ blol°§ical 
cnme, disgrace, social and pewonafdi^M<^^^^^^^?IC,? °f 
been sociologically analv7^rl rpu * 9 the like, have 

field are Gefnet, X„Sy, FoynTstThTvf S* 
snytchev, Timasheff, and Teranovsky!- h y °V’ K°Sm’ Po‘ 

Psycho-Sociology; Petrazycki and Emotion n i „• , 
with juristic sociology is the nm'nnn ^ emotion — Closely allied 

Russo-Polish writer^Leo PetrSkTC?0»S<0C1°l0gyffthe famous 
revolution professor of leo-al u‘i (*867 1931), before the 
Petrograd, and thereafter^it tb 1 osoPhy _at the University of 
according to Sorokin fs mh^ Vff Uni^sity of Warsaw. This, 
of the subjectivists Petra * /?eynt from the psycho-sociology 
junction wi£t™Sch ® "fi? “P"! his theory in c„S 

ditional psychology as apDliedZ ?b tradltl0^aI loSlc and tra- 
morals, and society. Sorokinsavs that ,?ones °f the state, law, 
and psychology is arnon? the Z ?• hl* WOrk m the field of logic 
twentieth century, but also savs f .11P?0ftant accomplished in the 

version of it or of its sociologicalZnlicS?°SS^le t0 ^ ^ 
so thoroughly inteerated «4,n?. lmphcations, inasmuch as it is 

can therefie1^ !! ^ ‘V™* be StUdied as a whole- We 
features of Petrazycki’s rb ° at S°me of tbe characteristic 

great stress on the role of emotion °ther thingS’ be IayS 
normative agent in behavinr jT’ 5. /" autonomous a«d truly 
tivity and thf chieHactorTn 1 IS force of aniraal a<> 
adaptation to the environm™^™^0"^1’ for lt: makes possible 
This would at first elance «e a”d^0minates all social processes, 

the %m3rkud reSemM“Ce 
hot it is fundamentally different L!^ b °r ?™on N' Patten- 
Porate a “ sensualistic ” psycholoev ^ de*8 not Incor‘ 

P y ogy of emotion. Some writers 
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compare Petrazycki’s conception of emotion with Pareto’s notion 
of “ residues,” but if his theory is as original as is commonly 
claimed, such a comparison does not do him justice. As applied to 
morals and law, Petrazycki’s theory bears the earmarks of “ emo¬ 
tional intuitivism,” and seems to have a strong resemblance to the 
“ emotional phenomenology ” of Max Scheler and the “ empirical 
psychology ” of Franz Brentano.75 

On the basis of his “ emotional sociology ” Petrazycki devel¬ 
oped a comprehensive analysis of all types of social process, struc¬ 
ture, and development, but in particular dealt exhaustively with 
legal and political institutions. His influence before the revolu¬ 
tion was great. Jurists, social philosophers, psychologists, biolo¬ 
gists, economists, and sociologists joined his school, and at that 
time it seemed probable that his influence in Russia would be com¬ 
parable to that of Durkheim in France. The revolution put a 
stop to these developments, however, for Petrazycki had to go 
into exile, and although a few of his remaining Russian disciples 
tried to carry on their work after 1920, the arrest of many of 
them again brought matters to a standstill. But in any event, says 
Sorokin, those works which Petrazycki has already published are 
so significant that his influence will sooner or later make itself 
felt among the sociologists of all countries.76 (We shall later note 
his influence in Poland.) 

Psychological Sociology: Objectivism.—Another school of 
psychological sociology that has recently arisen in Russia, directly 
antithetical to the once so popular subjectivism, is the objectivistic 
or behavioristic, which took its rise from the psycho-neurological 
work of Pavlov and Bekhterev. This school seeks complete ob¬ 
jectivity by rigidly excluding all non-quantitative data and by con¬ 
centrating on external social phenomena that are repetitive and 
hence subject to “ genuinely scientific observation and control.” 77 

Zeliony, one of Bekhterev’s students, has presented a system¬ 
atic outline of a “ socio-physiology ” along objectivist lines which, 
although extreme, has the merit of consistently adhering to its 
announced principles. No “ speech-reactions ” and no influences 
from outer states to inner are taken into account, and one can at 
least see where an absolutely consistent behaviorism leads the 
sociologist.78 Bekhterev himself (1857-1927) recently wrote 
on the theory of “ collective behavior,” but in so doing did not 
notably further the cause of scientific sociology. Like many lab¬ 
oratory scientists who make excursions into fields not their own, 
Bekhterev failed to see that hypotheses which have proved useful 
under the controlled conditions of the laboratory are easily re- 
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duced to absurdity when applied in other wavs. Tn *9it 

and thTlike^N refleXes of ProPerty, reflexes of lib^’rtv 
and the like, is not only to ignore the influence of cultur, 1 u7’ 
man behavior but to imply, by constant^ m f,!' Culture1.°n hu- 
and unconditioned reflexes,dial culture has no partiK 
Such theories are open to all the objections which America 
ologists have rightly made to the licentious application nil 
tmn of insdnct.- Other members of the schooUre Vassiliet p"0' 
topopov, Hakkebush, Warner Len? T™,c,, ’^v> Pr°- 
Orbelly, Babkin, Frolow, fnd Sorokh » ,nOV-Smolen%. Savitch, 

The sociologist last named has applied the behavior,V 
method m a less extreme way than Zeliony and Bekhterev In h* 
works on general sociology, and particularly in Hs“dT-of 
effect of hunger on human behavior, of thesUnl!!,? ‘ 

change of location ! n ni!l , he f°,rmer in terms of actual 
the latter is conceived^mo^nrT’ ^ “ emiSration’ whereas 
in social statesCSS %uratlve terms as change 

ociai status, i.e., movement up or down the social ladfW ” 

ety, and in all societies of ,ty 

means of which social ascent or descent is effected. Classics, erain- 

bodies^eccleskstkai oreani* r’1’ bare3ucrac7» professional 

thev are as inpTnVoki r , seiectlve m their action, and 

contrX Hood drtla ,'oP„ar‘ ^ S°cil! b°dy “ the organs of 
lyzing the different! ? c a complex biological body.” Ana- 

that txcep*in'”es °f 
tally superior tothe lower The ^ averaSe Physically and men- 
are to be souX^KiT ,, m0re Permanent causes of this 

“ anthropo-soaal environment ,aIthough changes in the 
The Dsvrbn cneimi • on?ient are also of some importance. 

by Sorokb and hif^ °f 1°^ is briIliantly dealt with 

mental plasticity andlemtili^JcTtHt-8 ^ m°biUty furthers 
ery and the intellectual life ffmer^Uv ^“1 ^ dlSC°V' 

snickfe I heX rtdTwnr01" r m0ral disi”W«i°n. and 
will recall our numerous references to 
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mental mobility. There are many other phases of Sorokin’s 
work that are of great interest to sociologists, but we cannot de¬ 
vote space to them here, more especially as we have paid some 
attention to Sorokin in the chapters on historical sociology and 
on sociology in the United States. It is sufficient to say here that 
his study of social mobility is an excellent demonstration of the 
possibilities of “ an objective, factual, behavioristic, quantitative 
sociology.” 81 In one study at least the objectivist point of view' 
has yielded results. 

Analytic Sociology. — So-called formal sociology, better 
termed systematic or analytic sociology, has had few adherents 
in Russia. The works of Simmel and, to some extent, of Tarde, 
directed attention to types of social interaction such as contact, 
conflict, domination, etc. Struve in his earlier writings, when he 
was still primarily a Marxian, attempted to enlist the doctrines of 
Simmel in support of historical materialism, and Tachtarev has 
made a similar attempt. All in all, however, it must be said that 
Russian analytic sociology has brought forth nothing comparable 
to the work of Simmel, Ross, Park and Burgess, or Wiese.82 

Russian Sociology as an Academic Discipline.—Although a 
great deal of sociology was current in Russia during the nine¬ 
teenth century, both under its own name and in the guise of his¬ 
tory, economics, and the like, it was not introduced in the univer¬ 
sities until after the revolution of 1917. This was in part due to 
the extreme tenacity with which the traditional pattern of instruc¬ 
tion resisted innovations, and in part to the attitude of the gov¬ 
ernment toward anything that by its very name seemed to indicate 
socialistic leanings. As an example of the latter obstacle to the 
progress of sociology may be instanced the fact that the whole 
Russian edition of Ward’s Dynamic Sociology was confiscated be¬ 
cause of its supposedly terroristic (dynamite!) and revolutionary 
(socialism!) nature.83 

In spite of opposition, however, sociology gradually won its 
way, and when Bekhterev included it under its own name in the 
courses offered at the Psycho-Neurological Institute of Petro- 
grad, founded in 1919, the new discipline seemed certain of vic¬ 
tory in the near future.84 Prospects looked even brighter when 
Kovalevsky, who had induced Bekhterev to incorporate sociology 
in the plan of his institute, became the editor (with DeRoberty 
and Sorokin) of a series of sociological symposia appearing about 
every six months. These were entitled New Ideas in Sociology, 
and contained translations of the most significant sociological con¬ 
tributions appearing outside Russia, as well as studies by Russian 
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sociologists From 1913 to 1915 four volumes were mb 

lished: the first was devoted to the problem of sociology as a„" 
autonomous science, the second to the relations of psychology 
sociology, the third to the question of progress, and the fourth tn 

™®“ceP;iof8 ?f the nature of Primitive society. The 
World War and the death of Kovalevsky and DeRoberty put an 
end to this publication, but it nevertheless helped to gain general 
recognition for sociology in the Russian academic world 88 

^ In 1916 a number of the leading Russian sociologists, biolo- 
gists, and economists founded the Russian Sociological Society 
with Lappo-Damlevsky as president and Sorokin as secretary 
A comprehensive program of research was adopted, but the 
Revolution and the death of various members, including the pres- 
ident, brought the work to a standstill. In 1920 the societywas 
again revived, this time with Kareyev, the well-known subjectivist, 
as president, and Sorokin again as secretary. At about this time 
however, the Bolsheviks began to reverse their former favorable 
opinion of sociology. Immediately after the revolution they 

ought so well of it that all the Russian universities had to install 
.epa^mentS socl?logy> but when it gradually became apparent 

doctrte TfTP T necessa% a ProP for Communist 
doctrine, it fell from its high estate. Moreover, the arrest, exile, 
or forced flight of various members of the Russian Sociological 
Society, because of alleged counter-revolutionary activities, was 

the tSa 7 fe pfUit0 SOCIological research, and when in 1922 
Wie teaching of sociology under that name was prohibited in all 

deX" UmVefSltieS’ the Societ7 died a somewhat unnatural 

h- se£med as if sociology would be permanently ex- 
s, f™ h d m S?™et Union, but according to the reports of 
hapoval, an Ukrainian emigre who certainly had no reasons for 

mnSSl?^Ptlm-S?’ thef has been a raarked revival. To be sure, 
much of the sociological research and writing now going on does 

for hfnlhhh lflt’ and C.omTnist dogmas hinder the free search 
for truth, but the situation is far from hopeless. Demographic, 

1 j?°§raP,1C’ Psycbo-neurological, and historical institutes are to 
InmvJl11 j grant a large place to problems essentially socio- 

itsflf InT? herr 18 f,.great deal of Public interest that reflects 

imt™ction in socIal affairs with particular 
is oblH • 6 v11?5 °f the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist ideology 
indmK17 m aU*the SCTdary and bigber schools — technical- 

ustnal, economic-social, pedagogical, and even those devoted 
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to the fine arts. Among the textbooks used are the following: 
Kushner, Outline of the Evolution of Social Structures; Lozovik, 
History of Society; Christyuk, History of Class Struggles and So¬ 
cialism; Zaluzhny, Theory of Collective Behavior; Friche, Soci¬ 
ology of Art; Lunacharsky, Sociology of Music; Hordon and 
Zotin, Manual of the Science of Society; Wolfson, Outlines of the 
Science of Society; Farforovski and Kochergin, Sociology; and 
Nikolai Bukharin, Historical Materialism, or the Development 
of Marxian Sociology. Let us quote Shapoval regarding the na¬ 

ture of these volumes: 

Obviously the content and character of all these textbooks is prescribed 
by the prevailing regime; for the most part they give only the elementary 
notions of Marxism and some explanation of the economic processes of 
society. But, in spite of this, it must be admitted that even under the sway 
of these propagandistic aims the sociological knowledge of the . . . 
population is raised to a higher level. No “ politics ” can forever oppose 
the development of true science: even in the highly orthodox text by 
Bukharin there are some pages which show that the contributions of 
sociology in the world outside have penetrated the USSR. ... In the 
textbook by Farforovski and Kochergin, Sociology, a list of necessary 
books for the pupils in the higher classes of the secondary schools is given, 
and the index of names includes Marx, Engels, Lenin, Kautsky, Ple- 
khanov, Bogdanov, Lunacharsky, Rozhkov, Ziber, Tachtarev, Cherche- 
nevitch, Isayev, Weil, Bucher, Spencer, Kareyev, Barth, DeGreef, Gid- 
dings, Ward, Gumplowicz, Sorokin, Loria, and others. Note, however, 
that the names of Comte, DeRoberty, Lavrov, Mikhalovsky and Durk- 
heim are missing, and that Giddings is the only American sociologist 

mentioned.87 

We therefore seem justified in concluding that although Rus¬ 
sian sociology is feeble and provincial, it is by no means dead, and 
that there is hope for the future. At the same time, it would be 
folly to deny that Russian sociology is now markedly different 
from the types taught elsewhere. Moreover, the persisting influ¬ 
ence of autocracy must still be taken into account, whether for 
good or bad. Under the Czars a great many Russian sociologists 
were known abroad at least as well as at home; one need only re¬ 
call the names of Dragomonov, Novicow, DeRoberty, Kovalev¬ 
sky, and Kropotkin. Under the Soviets it seems probable that a 
good deal of Russian sociology will continue to be written outside 

of Russia. 



CHAPTER XXVII 

Sociology in Eastern Europe, the 

Balkans, and Turkey 

Sensitive spots. — Among the countries included in this chan 
ter are several which were once parts of the Dual MoJ 
archy or the empire of the Czars or of Germany before 

1918, so that many of the men whom they now clain/as their 
eading sociologists of the past have already been considered 

Gumplowicz is usually dealt with as an Austrian sociologist but 

tlmTasre -of them’and the^also place retrazycki in their ranks. Lindner is regarded as a Czech in suite 
of his Germanic affiliations. Those Ukrainians who are emilrl 
or autonomists assert that Tugan-Baranovsky and Kistiakovsky 

Otherfo^trieTwh-^'l ^USS1Zn’ belong to their would-be nation! 
Other countries which have not so recently been subjected to 
larger umts but which are forced to make use of foreign languages 

n“osW„n fWm “ mrraa,ti»"al “dience are also infn eqfS 
C „M‘Ir"P V, t Roumanian, Draghicescu, wote in 

and Writ6S Chleflyin G— 

naZnalTsr^H d°’ theref,or^ we are likel7 to offend some ardent 

be susotcted of ^ ^ h°pe Tthat aS Americans we shall not 
flictina dail^ Ullen°r In givinS the examPles of con- 
to be leak w^ \ d tb'ro11 °f nearl7 aI1 the countries 

the Ukraine in 

and Turkey.1 ’ HungarJr’ Yugoslavia, Roumania, Greece, 

I 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

be sltitnhT^^'-'T’ ^0<*ern sociology in Czechoslovakia may 
was n' id5 fm T't 4lS WOrk of the m“ who until recently 

08(£io^ hf.*te ?ePtMic' Thomas Garri«u' MasaJ 

runners are tobeUfomd SeWtere’ ‘ "mmber °f !mPortant £ora- 
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§krach takes us as far back as the time of the Reformation, 
pointing out that Huss2 and Chelcicky3 advanced definite theo¬ 
ries of social relations even though they were bound up with the¬ 
ology. He also says that the great Czech scholar Comenius,4 well 
known in the history of pedagogy, can be regarded as an early 
sociologist. Skrach does no more than present “ the calling cards 
of these three thinkers,” to use his own metaphor, but announces 
his intention to justify his action by detailed historical studies. 

Other forerunners of Czech sociology, says Skrach, are to be 
found among the students of comparative philology and litera¬ 
ture, historians of Czech culture, and followers of Hegel. Here 
we may mention Josef Dobrovsky (1753-1829), “ an enlight¬ 
ened Catholic priest and Mason,” who was the founder of com¬ 
parative Slavic philology as well as a rationalistic advocate of the 
Czech national renascence. He propounded a definitely sociologi¬ 
cal theory of language. One of his followers, Josef Safarik 
(1795-1861), not only elaborated this theory but also did much 
to further the study of Slavic cultural history, thus providing valu¬ 
able sociographic material.5 A Romanticist, Josef Jungmann 
(1773—1841), applied the Volksgeist theories of Grimm and 
others to Czech language and literature, and also made a socio¬ 
logical diagnosis of the nationalist aspirations manifest at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. 

These aspirations were nourished by the various philosophies 
of history represented by Herder, Kant, and Hegel. Herder in 
particular made a strong appeal to the Slavophils, among whom 
wemayname JanKollar (1793-1852), a Slovak Protestant who 
wished to further literary interrelations among the Slavs for 
Pan-Slavic purposes. He was also influenced by Kant’s disciple, 
Fries, and by the Naturphilosoph, Oken.6 The most important 
Czech historian, Frantisek Palacky, wrote a history of Bohemia 
along Hegelian lines, stressing the religious tendencies manifested 
during and after the Reformation.7 The philosophy of history 
espoused by Masaryk is in some respects only a further develop¬ 
ment of that set forth by Palacky. Other Czech Hegelians were 
Augustin Smetana (1814-1851), Jan Hanus (1812-1869), 
Frantisek Klacel (1808-1882), and Karel Storch (1812-1842). 
The writer last named was also influenced by Comenius and 
by Krause (see pp. 1108—1113). 

When the eager and gifted followers of the idealistic Hegelian 
philosophy tried to apply it toward the solution of their pressing 
national problems, however, its highly speculative and intellectual- 
istic character made it unsatisfactory. By the time the Young 
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Hegelians! of the Left appeared, a reaction set in which was f„r 

thered by the Austriangovernment and the Catholic Chard, both 
of which suppressed Hegelianism by every device possible * Tk 

complete antithesis of the “ radical rationalist ” Hegel was souuhr 

and found m the empirical philosopher-psychologist HerbartYn 

whom we have already referred in the chapter o/sociologyYn the 

Germanic languages. A strong Herbartian school soon devlloned 

hSzS- 8*?)Y ™mb™tW]?kh rrC GuStav Adolf Lindner 
(1828 1887) and Emanuel Makovicka (1851-1800) The loi¬ 
ter was also influenced by Comte and Mill. 0 ’ at‘ 

in Hre/bart in his emphasis on psychology, and 

Crlh Pub!isbed hlS7 Ideen zur Psychologic der Gesellschaft ah 

wS came from H^rZ'’” d ^ ^ g"idi”KP«pl« of to wo 1c came from Herbart and much of its material from Lazarus 

as noted in Chapter Twenty-Three but nevertheless all thatS 

ner borrowed was worked over in the light of his own ideas The 

Herbartian influence is especially manifest in the fact that Lind- 

vabYhYe YY 7 C0?Ci!rned Ylth thC sociol°g7 o{ education. The 
valuable feature of his work was the attention it focused on the 

psychical phases of social life, with the consequence that bio- 

or^msmic notions have never taken root in Czechoslovakia. 

The Sociology of Masaryk. — Lindner’s psycho-sociology was 

oHYciowl8 blShly speculative, and we may date the emergence 
of sociology from the early writings of Masaryk, one of the first 

° which, a statistical study of suicide, appeared in 18 81. This was 

Comt? f time when Masaryk had no direct knowledge of 

cLed a stTnnY^fl BUt U 18 P°|itivist in sPirit* Later Comtelxer- 
lodc) !nT;§ mfluenceMasaryk (especially manifest in his 

heSknown nnt-b^11 Urnrub ishud aPbonsm he remarked that had 
nothing of Comte he would himself have worked out a 

reaMScsociolSU'h ?Scl°sfd. thlsr bent toward positivistic and 
d87 VK He st”died «at£lics and geog- 

fluence Z Preference the natural sciences. The in- 
“ on a scienHfi Renascence turned him toward philosophy 

ticular he b£ JaI1S “u m barmony with human needs. In par- 
the reora3Sfd ^Ch t PbllosoPhy might contribute toward 

work onS r Y0n^°f CzCCh llfe> both ^dividual and social. The- 
Masarvk JL;r rf+ y mentioned was written with a national aim; 

in ordlrtt! X S7Sute“atl^e the thinking of his compatriots 

Austrian auto^X"ifll h^ aU.e ,to .make headway against the 
preoccumHnn rf J' , IS soaologIcal studies show the same 

butalsoZtorefoZo1czeTsS^?Wledge ^ °W“ 
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Although Masaryk learned much from Comte, he rejects the 
epistemological doctrines commonly identified with positivism, 
and also refuses to regard religion as a stage of human thought 
certain to be superseded by science. Further, he criticizes Comte’s 
political doctrines, maintaining that in the end they are as reac¬ 
tionary as those of DeMaistre, by whom the great author of the 
Philosophie positive was so early influenced. Again, Masaryk 
differs from Comte in his classification of the sciences, for he in¬ 
cludes psychology, which, as is known, was left out of the hier¬ 
archy by Comte. In harmony with this, data of consciousness 
such as ethical perceptions, religious emotions, and what not, are 
included in Masaryk’s sociological analysis, thus continuing the 
Herbart-Lindner tradition. It is for this reason that he qualifies 
the Comtean conception of consensus; although he grants it a 
central place in his sociological system, he does not identify it with 
the idea of physical equilibrium. Once more, Masaryk does not 
follow Comte in the contention that society alone is real and the 
individual an abstraction. His critical realism places him midway 
between extreme individualism and extreme collectivism, although 
some critics maintain that he is a subjectivist much like Kareyev 
(cf. pp. 1039-40). At any rate, he maintains that even though so¬ 
ciety must be regarded as a dynamic organization composed not 
of individuals but of configurations of organized individuals, a 
social consciousness does not exist, and in the last analysis indi¬ 
viduals are therefore the basic elements of society. Hence, psy¬ 
chology is the direct foundation of sociology.11 

These theoretical postulates set forth in Masaryk’s early writ¬ 
ings on the nature and methods of sociology pervade his studies 
of religion, revolution, Marxism, Russian culture, and the like.12 
Much space might be devoted to a discussion of these more con¬ 
crete and popular presentations, but for our purposes it is enough 
to note that they are all directed toward the upbuilding of Czech 
society. Blaha says that Masaryk was always both a philosopher 
and a propagandist. To quote: 

In fact, he never philosophizes for philosophy’s sake. Philosophy was 
to him always a function of life, directed particularly to the pressing 
problems and needs of life in general and national life in particular. As 
soon as he became interested in philosophy, he felt that there could be no 
rest until he had made this philosophy, which had brought order and rea¬ 
son into his own life, a principle of collective direction and organization.13 

Masaryk’s Chief Disciples. — The influence of the first presi¬ 
dent of Czechoslovakia has been enormous: problems of democ¬ 
racy and theocracy, nationalism and internationalism, pacifism 
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and war, leadership and revolution, the interpretation of cuhnr 

public and private morality, and countless others have been dS 
with by his pupils and followers along lines suvvested S d t 
that it is possible to say with Skrach that “ all (fzech soao]!!"’ 8° 
oriented toward Masaryk.” - Three of his most important E 
are Bretislav Foustka (1862- ), Eduard Benes (^884- f and 

• FK°UStka has done little in field of theoretical socioW hav 

S: rSssassa 
Benes formerly minister of foreign affairs and now president 

of Czechoslovakia, has been too much absorbed by the tressinv 
needs of national life to devote himself to pure theory ahhonot 

elceUent'thMreti1’uy tyem'Ae cit>'’ mor»ls. and child life arc 
, K ,? rtlcaI Hls sociology of politics bears the 

ilterL/d C°mte]“d Masaryk, and his wort as foreign 

upholder' oTZ,? WillrbMr the test of applicalon. An 
Ks h, defi 7“ Sp,te of * keen realization of its difi- 
culties, he defines politics as a social activity which has for it* 

can^nV^ shapm§°f the social milieu so tha^ through it all men 

varying needs and d^es ^ ™ both the individual and the social factor he re 

fna W ofth?indiC-d1Cf/eaHStu°f the Sch°o1 °f Masai7k’ In his 
tebSd« t0r-hC grant? ful1 wei§ht to irrationaI 
and Michels.18 CS SU^eStl0ns COm^ng from Freud, Pareto, 

Masatyk and WarTi^his^reirsT n^th^f simil?™ies between 
Philosonbv w;a Z ? , “s teatlse on the former’s “ synergetic” 
ologyhave'done a f ?ontemPorary Czechoslovakian soci¬ 
able work now beta d deal ac<Juaint outsiders with the valu- 
ology of morals haf systematic treatise on the soci- 
his^wn r7X es.tab lshed his reputation as a sociologist in 

graphs1*one on 18 the author of *"> valuable mono- 

^tratfication°tUr^emplified^hr ^ with sociaI peasant.17 phned by the industrial worker and the 

sodolosists T °ne °f tbe most ProIific of Czech 

ssryk-srto darcT”disagri^wL'foe”' V * 
Jungmann and Havlil.k wi.'^ag”^ M^y£*«£ 



CHALUPNY THE VOLUMINOUS 

mate of these two prominent figures in the history of the “ Bo¬ 
hemian question,” and his other writings on the character and mis¬ 
sion of the Czech people were also out of line with Masaryk’s 
ideas. Chalupny’s sociological significance is not merely that of a 
heretic, however, for he is the first Czech to have written a sys¬ 
tematic introduction to sociology (1905), and is now at work on 
a massive sociological treatise which is planned in fifteen parts, 
some of them occupying several volumes. Five volumes have thus 
far appeared: “ Foundations ” as the first part of the general di¬ 
vision, and “ Human Evolution ” as the fifth part. Both of these 
he classes as sections of social statics. “Social Factors” and 
“ Social Products ” form parts three and four. The first volume 
of the second part is a history of sociology up to Comte. Whether 
or not Chalupny will live long enough to complete his grandiose 
project is perhaps doubtful, but his courage and industry may 
carry him through. Certainly his volume of publication is far 
greater than that of any other Czech sociologist, and its quality is 
often high. We shall discuss here only his classification and meth¬ 
odology of sociology. 

Chalupny’s originality is evident in the place he assigns soci¬ 
ology in the hierarchy of the abstract sciences, for he puts it be¬ 
tween biology and psychology. The object-matter of sociology 
represents a union of that dealt with by psychology on the one 
hand and the natural sciences on the other. This reverses the usual 
relation of psychology and sociology; only the followers of Dur- 
kheim and the bio-social school represented by DeRoberty and 
Izoulet take a similar position. Even they fail to pursue their 
doctrine to its final consequences, as Chalupny does. For him the 
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abstract sciences form a closed circle; logic follows psychology, 
and logic is in turn the connecting link with mathematics. 
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His sociological methodology is the noetic type_that is b 
does not base it upon hypotheses taken over from any of the nlhZ 
sciences, natural or social, but insists that sociological phenonZ! 

must W drk Wltn 0n their own terms-In this Standpoint he has 
probably been influenced to some extent by Masaryk’s critical 
realism, although he does not show the inclination toward suh 
jectivism traceable in the latter. 

In addition to the works already mentioned in the field of Pen- 
eral sociology, Chalupny has published a number of more special¬ 
ized studies. Those having to do with the problems of Czecho¬ 
slovak national life have been noted above; he has also written on 
the. legal philosophy of Soloviev, the study of sociology in the 

mted States and in Czechoslovakia, the lawyer and the legal 
profession, and so on.18 & 

Other Schools of Sociology. — Giddings has had a number of 
followers, among whom may be mentioned O. Jozifek (1880- 
1919) and Ladislav Kunte (1877- ). Both of these men are 

journalists who have applied Giddings’s consciousness-of-kind 
ormula to the problems of Czechoslovak unification, religion 

social problems, and the like.19 ^ ’ 

Durkheim has found an ardent disciple in Antonin Uhlir. In his 
book on social philosophy, written in 1912, he takes over the idea 
ot a collective consciousness and applies it to the categories of 
knowledge, arriving at the conclusion that the basis of all “ true » 
t 1 ing is provided by impersonal, objective, necessary, and uni¬ 
formly valid concepts.20 J 

The influence of Tarde and other “psychologists” thinkers is 
evident m the work of Josef Fort, a specialist in the sociology of 
economics, Antonin Klosse,. a criminologist, and J. L. Fischer, a 
sociological analyst of political phenomena who has also done ex- 
cellent work in the history of sociology.21 Organismic social 

oug t has a representative in J. Dusek, and even the mechanistic 
schoo has one supporter in Ivan Zmavc. Subjectivistic sociology 
someting ike that earlier identified with the Russian Lavrov is 

e en e by Emanuel Radi (1873— )> whose philosophy of 
nature has won wide acclaim. Most of the younger Czech sociolo¬ 
gists, owever, hold that sociology should be free from value- 
ju gments of every kind. Nevertheless, a great many social prob- 
ems are subjected to sociological analysis in contemporary 
zechoslovakia: the literature is voluminous (see notes).22 
I he Official Status of Sociology. — Before the World War, 

socio ogy m the universities was taught only under the protecting 
wing o philosophy. For example, Masaryk was professor of 
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philosophy “ with special attention to sociology ” at Prague. 
Now all three universities (Prague, Brno, and Bratislava) have 
full professorships and subsidiary posts in sociology occupied by 
Krai, Blaha, Chalupny, Fischer, Galla, and Machotka. In addi¬ 
tion to this, sociology has a recognized place in various agricul¬ 
tural schools, theological seminaries, and commercial academies, 
and is even beginning to penetrate the Czechoslovak equivalent 
of the high school. 

In 1920 the Republic founded a “ social institute,” but this 
comprises all the fields in which the social sciences can be applied, 
and serves propagandistic as well as scientific purposes. Its organ 
is the Socialm revue. In 1924 the Czechoslovakian Agricultural 
Academy was established; it includes a flourishing section de- 
voted to rural sociology. The following year the Masaryk Socio¬ 
logical Society was organized; this is a scientific body like the 
American Sociological Society, and has been of particular service 
through its sponsorship of a series of sociological books, some of 
them translations and some of them domestic products. An im¬ 
portant step in the development of Czechoslovakian sociology 
was taken in 1930 when the Sociologickd revue, an excellent peri¬ 
odical given over primarily to theoretical questions, began to 
appear under the editorship of the sociological seminar of the 
Masaryk University of Brno. In 1932 this was supplemented by a 
journal focusing chiefly on matters of immediate concern, as is 
indicated by its title, Socialm problemy. 

In conclusion, it may be said that there is no country anywhere 
of equal size that can display so impressive a list of contemporary 
sociologists or such a range and intensity of sociological activity. 
Here is another bright spot on the sociological map.23 

II 

EMIGRE UKRAINIAN SOCIOLOGY 

Refuge in Austria and Czechoslovakia. — In the chapter on 
Russian sociology we have already discussed the work of such 
“Ukrainian” writers as Kovalevsky and Tugan-Baranovsky. 
They all wrote in Russian before the World War, so there is no 
reason for considering them here. 

After the war and the revolution, the Ukrainian nationalists 
hoped to set up an autonomous state.24 The Czarist regime had 
held them sternly in check— in 1863 and again in 1876 the pub¬ 
lication of books in the Ukrainian language was forbidden — and 
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there was a veritable flood of publications in Ukrainian u 
barriers were torn down. This new-born natinn r when the 

fled by the Wilsonian doctrine of self-determination^^11^' 
various Czanst generals and foreign intervention *** When 
to restore the old regime in 1918-1920 manv Tit" - attemPted 
against Soviet Russi?, and p/odajedftSZSfcrfK ^ 

SfS ,h' EtPuUi7 the White and S 
the Red forces under Trotsky, there also came the PYnilic U 
large number of these autonomists. They found refuL • ° °f.a 

nn°d CLSS ^ “hdichetSe‘r,& 

in e^tioJ^PplVc°r|aAu.1S.^“«“ '*»" 
social historian, M. Hrushevsky, tried to founA TT^ 
stitute of sociology. The project"not f 

d.d succeed m having tL Writings of a nS„ ‘f 
authors published, amonv them thrpp . - 1 . . Ukrainian 
of his own on venetic or hi«w tbree. ^logical treatises: one 

Starosolsky on the them of (1921 i i “other by 

Shraha onLrelat „„XeS,at.o°To^y : ^ 0M b? 

Hrushevsky's treatise is ofsome intere i7S fiT3‘1 
surveys and analyzes earlier / • ,n,the first Part he 
attacks what we have called the “ s/ Si °t Socia^. development and 

thetr influence in a large number of cycles and S»ds H? 7 

x tc oub! m erms °f S°dal 

successive form of deilll >' V? SeC°"d fart treats of 
from elemental rt. ; P? nt °f human associations, ranging 

tures. iZTheZXL , ?°?' COmPlkated P<*tkal stJ 
without falling into the g-ross^ ** *** a<dlievmS systematic unity 
part of the S is a^evLwTm°f T** third 

sociology: the theories of Kovalevsky Zibe*" hlSt0nCaI 
pounded and critically evaluated 7t7’ Z J ’ 3nd °Aer,S are ex' 
there may be a defer™;,,-* , ' , ^ b.e mere coincidence, or 
reason the Ukrainian® mg CU^tural situation, but for whatever 

ness for historical sociofog^) ^ dlSPlayed an esPecial fond- 

for Ukrainian*1 refugees^Tnd&ithas ^ gei\crou8 . j} its Provision 
two higher school*. ’tti .lt.^las proved possible to establish 

daralr^e ml ■ PtrSnr Academy at P*. 

the eocio-economiSarato of^A°glCal '“P™" at Pra8l,e'.In y of the Academy, chairs of sociological 
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theory, social politics, social statistics, etc., have been established, 
and at the Institute courses in sociology are obligatory. In 1924 
M. Shapoval, well-known Ukrainian sociologist, founded the 
Ukrainian Sociological Institute at Prague. This has for its pur¬ 
pose the organization of scientific research in sociology with spe¬ 
cial reference to the Ukraine; the training for qualified Ukrainian 
students for the doctorate in social science; the popularization of 
sociological knowledge among Ukrainians; and the publication of 
translations and original works in the Ukrainian language. The 
Institute possesses a rather large library and sponsors a review, 
Suspilstvo {Society), in which there have appeared articles by 
Blaha, Chalupny, Wiese, Ellwood, Chapin, Sorokin, Michels, 
and a great number of Ukrainian writers. 

Shapoval himself died in 1932, leaving behind him a large 
treatise on general sociology that testifies to his great erudition. 
Unfortunately it remains unfinished. His work in the institute he 
founded is carried on by L. Bilecky and N. Hrihoriiv. 

Ill 

POLAND 

The Nation Minus the State. — Ideas about man’s conduct and 
institutions have been particularly numerous in Poland.26 One rea¬ 
son for this was the peculiar character assumed by the Polish com¬ 
monwealth in the early modern period: it was a free republic of 
nobles with an elected king, and all the decisions of its legislative 
body had to be unanimous. As can readily be imagined, a host of 
problems arose in connection with this type of organization, and 
as a consequence the Polish political literature of the sixteenth 
century is probably richer than that of any other country. This 
fact soon acquired great sociological significance, for when Poland 
was torn apart by Germany, Austria, and Russia (1772—1794), 
the Polish state disappeared and yet the Polish national group 
continued to exist, to develop, and to manifest solidarity in action. 
Here was a phenomenon in obvious conflict with the traditional 
view identifying the nation with the state; sociological reflection 
was stirred and the whole corpus of traditional political theory 
acquired a fundamentally altered significance. The shock of the 
dismemberment was analogous to the effect of the French Revolu- 
tion on the thinkers of Western Europe, and if circumstances had 
been favorable to detached scientific thought, Polish sociology 
might have outstripped that of other countries by half a century. 
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As it was, however, sociological reflprh'nn 
be disinterested; all efforts Sere COuld «* 
freedom and self-preservation °nCentrated on ^ struggle for 

Consequently most writings in what we may call the fW • , 
of Polish quasi-sociology, i.e., from the first partition nf Penod 
the abortive revolution of 1863, had an eminentlyn?a5 Tlt0 
acter. A year after the first partition, for examn£P * •dlar' 
of national education was organized at Wamw'> 
years of labor brought in a report that vva.rsaf> ano after ten 

treatise in educational sociology with a stron^^ be ,daSSed as a 
the complete loss of independfnce in 1704 this”naT^ r™'After 
ency asserted itself still more strongl^tumeron 1Stl<ltend' 
folklore and ethnography attemDtin J^tn A erous researches in 

solidarity of the Polish folk, and otirs dTertfd^wtdT”? 

t^rs” StfatSh2icPOphinkti.°n' 
Achenwall ty/e-lit'if^Sy a' 

economic co^Sef^°,I“i“1irm?,eKd *° “rta!" 

to the woric just mentioned t0CCT'4 In ad®e" 
&e In social philoToohlT, ’• , c ?Tote, sn important trea- 

Also somewhat detached in chmcter wl7thl 

sLsr-:,;.~-rsi'a 1 
epresentative government, and V. Surowiecki wrote nn th7a 

cadence of industry and village life m a wrote °n the de¬ 
em note is introduced intn Sp^r t . 1fnd> A startImgIy mod- 

J. Sniadecki, for what he termed t^^nhll ^ ^ f°d by 

Ms, isfif^Uc”^ ,h0Ugh il 
pulsivesofhis Ze At . ZT aSainst certain social com- 
Trentowski, K^mef ul T2’rMo(:hnacki’27 Wronski-Hoene,” 
afforded vivid ex^mnle^ hf l Clejzkowski>29 and Krolikowski 
inv nn era ' 1 .1 ^ples of the effect of intense national feel 
mg on social thought. Long before TWlrkZ; 4 , 
without any direct influence from R *Jurkhe™> and apparently 
m discourse about th* “ • 0r? kderder or Hegeb they reveled 
the “ collmiv„" '??„ the “ collective sonl,” or 
think of such manif... ^ess' Nevertheless, whatever one may 

such man.festat.ons of Geh,t dlese social philosopher! 
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did much to turn the attention of the philosophical guild generally 
toward things of this earth, with fruitful results in literary criti¬ 
cism by J. Ossolinski and in historical criticism by A. Beilowski. 
Moreover, psycho-sociology made its bow at about this time; in 
1836 M. Wiszniewski brought out a Polish treatise that was later 
translated into English under the title Sketches and Characters, or 
the Natural History of the Human Intellect. V. Majewski and 
J. Rzewvski exploited a similar view, but with somewhat more 
attention to the demands of national feeling.30 

The Era of Revulsion. — Still, “ the whirligig of time brings 
his revenges”; the nationalistic fervors that were repeatedly 
raised to the heights by the revolutions of 1794, 1831, 1848, and 
1863, only to be plunged into the lowest depths by failure and 
inexorable suppression, finally brought on a genuine hatred of the 
Romanticism held responsible. A new generation of bitterly disil¬ 
lusioned Polish youth turned toward the positivism and material¬ 
ism offered by France and Germany, and this reversal of mood 
had definite repercussions in the social sciences. Comte, Spencer, 
Darwin, Buckle, and Bagehot were zealously translated and 
studied, and under their influence the first school of thought defi¬ 
nitely bearing a sociological label made its appearance. 

Mirek calls this school “biologistic,” but at least two of its 
members, Winiarski and Heryng, made quite as much use of cate¬ 
gories borrowed from the physical sciences as they did of biolog¬ 
ical conceptions. Indeed, we might devote considerable space to 
Winiarski as an example of mechanistic analogizing: notions such 
as inertia, mass, attraction and repulsion, the law of least resist¬ 
ance, equilibrium, and the like are applied to social life (see 
notes) .31 Heryng used the physical concept of energy as the basis 
for his variety of analogy, and believed that he could trace trans¬ 
formations such as from friction to heat, from combustion to 
light, and so on, in man’s conduct. To the present writers, at least, 
explanation of the respectful attention such absurd thinking at¬ 
tracted remains both difficult and fruitless, and we shall not at¬ 
tempt it. J. Potocki may properly be classed among the biologistic 
writers; he translated Spencer and published a book of his own in 
which he maintained that society is an organism in the strict sense. 
B. Limanowski set forth a complete system of biological sociology 
in his bulky two-volume work, which he began to write before 
1870 but did not publish until 19x9. Other sociologists who to a 
certain extent followed this biological blind alley are E. Majewski 
and Kasimierz Krauz-Kelles.82 

The Beginnings of “Sociologism.” — The only biological lead 
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that proved valuable in Polish sociology was that wM u • 
social Darwinism of the type represented bv T nd ' 1SSUed in 
whose theories we have tffead/S, 

^;:^rroIogif’for he or (araz and wrote in German almost exclusively He TOa L ^ 
Austrian Poland, however, and seems to have s^naS 
Polish aspirations toward independence.33 IronicX^nnu T 

now claimed by the Poles in spite of the fact that the ^J1’ be ls 
cism under which he suffered at Graz was ,'n I* ^ Cla °Stra* 

reflection of Polish anti-Semitism, which until very Scentf ^ 
was far more extreme than anything found in the G^emuTic c‘o“ 

Gumplowira has also been classed among the sociologistic writ. 

by other social phenomena rathe/than by reference topE* 

malTo^ ’ 7 PX IugiCaI prindPles- This sociologistic SenS 
may go so far that the notion of a collective mind is defend 
We have encountered this untenable tbeclc j etende<i- 
snd Poland also furnishes flagranfia^u es S t? - V 
against the organismic analo|y“f Sne„«r?„' rKl?ed 
the doctrine of collective min'd tKToi™ fL & 
into the fire,85 and in tooo L Kul “ ir?' 8 a 'WP1” 

Jl’CSwl’ * fe and Durkheim to produce a “ sociologi- 

limit of social realism flglSmund Ballcki has gone to the extreme 
his Grom Mit,d n r’ T exceeding even that of McDougall in 

sifsTth7rst&ithaar:res , ^ ?»*• 
is capable of heina «f 4- 4 7^ °f mdlvldual consciousness and 
categories n " g S?dled 7 means of *e same psychological 
sociologistic is thT 7‘S’ but nevertheless strongly 
of historv in th T t ^ork ,°^ Jan Kanty Kochanowski, professor 

cieVMsya “ wbnP»Vef177 WarSaw> Wh0 teaches ^at “ so- 
vidual by means nf “ of a higher order that constrains the indi- 
T7T.IT f, SOCiaI facts of essentially the same char- 

important^worfc hJ KoclLowski’s Zt 

£rZ™i Z7e;lZ%ni r Sf f “T G7Ze ai" t” 
number of works u/pni;,v, * 77 L H 1S SO tbe author of a 
basis for a rnmnci- 1 bjln wblch he attempts to work out a 
on the backoTn^n^3 17 apd revo^utionary psychology of nations 
and social of oh' +■ ^>7 7 ^orms leadership, social action, 
^tsteSS1?5*41011* .StiU closer to the Durkheim point of 
worship Le Cult z^rn°^skl> author of a classic treatise on hero 

P, ^ Lulte des keros et ses conditions sociales: Saint Pat- 
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rick, hero national de I’lrlande. His bold generalizations are 
based upon the most painstaking historical and ethnographical 
research. He is professor of the history of religion at the Free 
University of Warsaw. 

Ethnography and Sociology. — In spite of the list of names, 
many of them distinguished, that we have adduced, it must be 
granted that until recent times sociology has been rather un¬ 
popular in academic circles. In Poland, as almost everywhere else, 
this was due to puerile analogies, premature generalizations, 
and unwarranted ambition to be the fundamental science of all 
culture. Before the World War it was only in connection with the 
firmly-grounded disciplines of ethnography and ethnology that 
sociology gained recognition in the universities. We have already 
mentioned Czarnowski in this connection, and we should also 
name Ludwik Krzywicki, “ Nestor of Polish sociology,” who, on 
the basis of voluminous ethnographic data, has sought to sustain 
the theory of thoroughgoing economic determinism in social 
life.40 Another representative of this trend is Jan St. Bystron, pro¬ 
fessor of ethnology at the University of Kracow who, as Mirek 
says, is an ethnographer by profession and a sociologist by pre¬ 
dilection. Chief among the Polish ethnographers of sociological 
bent, however, is Bronislaw Malinowski, professor at the Univer¬ 
sity of London. His numerous and brilliant works, with the ex¬ 
ception of his first book, are all in English, but he is a Pole by 
origin and training. The various monographs on the borderline 
of ethnology and sociology of which Malinowski is the author— 
Argonauts of the Western Pacific, Sex and Repression in Savage 
Society, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, and several others — 
are fascinating, but they are nearly all marred by the attempt to 
derive sweeping generalization from one-man studies of limited 
areas.41 But this fault is characteristic of virtually all field work- 
ers; they have great contempt for the comparative method of the 
old-time “ book ethnologists,” but when they themselves attempt 
to generalize, they sometimes do not show as much caution as the 
forerunners they denounce. 

Study of the Psychical Aspects of Social Life. — Psycho¬ 
sociology has distinguished representatives in Poland. One of the 
first was E. Abramowski, whose rigorously scientific method and 
precise observations have set an excellent example. Some of his 
works are available in French, e.g., Le Materialisme historique et 
le principe du phenomene social (1898). Abramowski was singu¬ 
larly free from dogmatic prepossessions (although, like every sci¬ 
entist, he worked with the aid of definite hypotheses). The book 
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m French noted above provides an instance of this freedom from 
bias: by simp y comparing his own critical analysis of human cT 
duct with vulgar Marxism, he succeeded in demonstrating the' 
mythical character of the latter without once forcing the arm, 

ment or disputing the social utility of the myth. He was one of 
the most consistent of psycho-sociologists; for him, as for the 
Russian subjectivists and the German school of Ferstehen a sorial 
phenomenon is first of all a psychical phenomenon.42 

Sigismund Balicki, to whom we have already referred in con¬ 
nection with sociologism ” or social realism, may also be classed 
as a psycho-sociologjst. One of the interesting points in his work 
is the distinction between crowd psychology and “ social psychol- 

gy- The former deals with the psychical aspects of relations be¬ 
tween individuals in the crowd, whereas the latter does not study 
relations between individuals or between individuals and groups* 
but studies the group as such in so far as it is an “ organic whole ’’ 
I he distinction of course roots in Balicki’s social realism. 

lametncally opposed to this is the point of view basic to the 
work of Leo Petrazycki. This writer has already been dealt with 

“ f * Ch^te! °u ??S-Sian sociology, but as he was born in Poland 
and taught at the University of Warsaw after the Russian Revo¬ 
lution, he should also be mentioned here. For him social phe¬ 
nomena have no objective reality as they have for Balicki - “ they 
are mere combinations of psychological elements actually occur¬ 
ring m individual consciousness.” « His fundamental psydiologi- 

fr^f4?°/y 18 em°?°n’but hls definition of this is quite different 

volSon ,pC°tmm0;Iy a?Ptef,’ f°r he indudeS in S elements of 
no mcl- f and, ^teU,eCt- (F°r further detail* consult 
PP- 54 55-) Petrazycki is also of importance in the sociology 

betwppn°t4,1CS' n-n0 Sen^e a” encycl°pedist, drawing a sharp line 
'etrrher°V1feS °f s°aoI°gy a*d economics, he nevertheless 

doselv l?n£d mfudem°Ttrutmg that economic phenomena are 
be deal! Sr,-V°?a •1phen,°me.na generaUy> and that they can 
SuDinski anrl C on}y wlth the aid of psycho-sociology. 

aXr of r 8 1 ak? take tbis P°sition* The la‘ter is the 
schahlirL ?Crn^an W°rk’ Zur Erkenntnislehre der volkswirt- 
DSvcho-snrinl rsc}einun9eny in which the explanatory value of 
of a VehL nfu m econonjICS is upheld with almost the tenacity 

those of Mil?rame,S ^ ma? be cited in this connection are 
Aa ?Zf,ka,Wski’ Karo’ Wojczicki, Zimmermann, 
fecoSXt,A* Mfkowicz- The jurists have also come to 
fluence in *?C Soclologlcal> or at least the psycho-sociological, in- 

the genesis of norms, and some of them, notably Ehrlich, 
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expound a type of sociological jurisprudence. Ehrlich’s chief 
work has recently been translated into English under the title 
of Fundamental Principles of the Sociology of Law, and may 
exert some influence in the United States and elsewhere. 

Revival of Interest in National Reconstruction: Znaniecki.— 
In an earlier section we had occasion to say something about the 
disillusionment apparent after the revolution of 1863, and 
pointed out that this had much to do with the fervor with which 
positivism and materialism were embraced. We failed to call at¬ 
tention, however, to the fact that this disillusionment did not long 
endure. Beginning as early as the ’nineties, a pronounced reaction 
against the crude biologism of the early positivistic sociologists 
and against their infantile epistemology became manifest— a re¬ 
action of which we have implicitly taken account in our discussion 
of a number of the ethnographically grounded sociologists and 
the students of the psychical aspects of social life. A border prov¬ 
ince of sociology also gave evidence of this anti-positivistic trend 
and its correlated revival of more or less idealistic nationalism: 
the whole broad field of “ social problems ” came under cultiva¬ 
tion. Social work, population policy, social hygiene, rural welfare, 
and the like were tilled, in many instances for the first time. The 
tools used were frequently primitive; a sort of “ hoe-culture ” of 
social problems developed, and the crop of scientifically valuable 
products was scanty. In a few instances, however, the plowing was 
deep, the cultivation careful, and the yield bountiful, as Bujak’s 
study of the Polish village bears witness. 

But the outstanding instance of a strong interest in national re¬ 
construction which did not vitiate the conclusions achieved is pro¬ 
vided by the remarkable monograph which Florian Znaniecki, in 
collaboration with W. I. Thomas, wrote on The Polish Peasant 
in Europe and America (5 vols., 1918-20; 2 vol. ed. 1927). 
There has arisen a regrettable tendency to overlook Znaniecki’s 
highly significant part in the production of this monograph, per- 
haps because it is written in English and the fact that Thomas’s 
name has alphabetical priority and is easier for Americans to 
pronounce. Judging by the other published works of both men, it 
seems fairly clear that Znaniecki had at least an equal and perhaps 
a major share of responsibility for the formulation of the epoch- 
making “ Methodological Note,” as well as of many other ab¬ 
stract portions of the work, and it is generally conceded that his 
intimate knowledge of Polish language and culture must have 
played a large part in the concrete sections. 

The methodological note just referred to is placed at the be- 
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ginning of the monograph. In it the authors state their concenw 
of the nature of science in general and of social science in Da£ 
lar, and distinguish between social science of the idiofrranL <- 
on the one hand and the nomothetic on the other Sr; 
familiar Windelband-Rickert distinction. History, foT examnf' 
is idiographic for it describes the unique, the^non-recuS 
whereas sociology is nomothetic, for it formulates generallawl 
m which the unique phenomenon is a mere membef of c a! 
With the validity or invalidity of this distinction we are not here 
concerned; suffice it to say that it pervades the whole treatise 
Other matters of importance discussed are the difference between 

scientific procedure in social control and “ ordering-and-forbirl- 
ding, between sociology and “ social psychology,” and between 
attitudes and values. The latter distinction is of great importance 

ILhC hry °f/-eCent sociabgy, for it has had much todo with 
the overthrow of instinct psychology and the widespread adoption 
of the concept of socia attitude as a fundamental tool of socio¬ 
logical analysis (partially replaced by “ tendency ” in Znaniecki’s 
later work). Other important contributions are the notions^f 
temperamental attitude and character attitude, situation and defi- 
ltion of the situation, and life-organization. In other parts of the 

status^nduHr1^^^ably penetrating discussions of the scientific 
atus and utilization of_ the life-history; social disorganization 

itvtVDesr?ndZtbtl0"i P¥1,Stme’ B,ohemian’ and creative personal- 
th£ r°!e *c Pansh> ^tual-aid organizations, and 

commuffitierin11/^'111^111^^ Z IehnMinSthe ^darity of Polish 
sibTe fn a; A Within Present space limits it is impos- 
fibtnL?, m°Ie uhar a fragmentary idea of the wealth of fer- 

universal signfficance". ^ ^ W°rk! * i$ a monograPh with 

auriwl!ff0n 1this C?1Iaborat:ve product, Znaniecki is the 

Jv I'lQ'iA \ S°Ali P?ychflo$y (*9*5), The Method of Social. 
the Lt9Jlh-and S°Cta Actlons (1936). All of these testify to 
ablest nhiln ltiZr? 1?lents °f his thought: the first is one of the 
turalism st^tements of historical relativism or cul- 
wavtowalt tS ?r.lsmus^ 7et produced; the second goes a long 
shows amnn"2 ingpsycho-sociology a cultural science; the third 
ter of'tbp Cr tblngs’ the unimpeachably scientific charac- 
schemat-iYc/l 6 , ^tory technique; and the fourth applies concepts 
tion in sn 7 s ^ ed m earlier volumes to the problem of social ac- 

Peasant Jlu^t^/ Wa7 that lt wil1 soon supersede The Polish 
e c le example of Znaniecki’s thought. His writings 
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in Polish include a book on the problems of values in philosophy, 
another on the sociology of education, and an introduction to so¬ 

ciology.44 
Sociology as an Academic Discipline. — Znaniecki occupies at 

Poznan one of the three chairs of sociology in Poland; the others 
are at Warsaw and Cracow. In 1922 an institute of sociological 
research was organized at Poznan under Znaniecki’s leadership. 
“ The working conception of the Institute is that sociology cannot 
be a general science of culture, but must be a special science, ana- 
lytic and nomothetic, parallel to and independent of economics, 
theory of religion, linguistics, etc., and dealing exclusively with 
those activities of which human individuals and groups are the 
objects.”45 This admirably clear statement shows that Znaniecki’s 
institute is aligned with the work now being done at Cologne, Co¬ 
lumbia, Chicago, and, with some slight differences, at Wis¬ 
consin. There seems little doubt that the analytic or systematic 
trend represented by the departments mentioned is the one that 
promises most for at least the immediate future, and the Poznan 
institute therefore has bright prospects before it. Znaniecki has 
succeeded during the fifteen years of his leadership in gathering 
about him a number of promising sociologists, most of whom have 
undertaken monographic studies.46 It should also be noted that 
Theodore Abel of the University of Columbia has been much 
influenced by Znaniecki. 

At the University of Warsaw, L. Krzywicki, who has recently 
published (in English) Primitive Society and Its Vital Statistics, 
is active in the teaching of sociology, and at the Free University 
in the same city L. Kulczycki and S. Czarnowski represent the new 
discipline. (It is officially new in Poland, for it was not recognized 
by the state until 1919.) In the theological faculties of the Uni¬ 
versities of Lublin, Lvov, Wilno, and Warsaw there are chairs of 
“ Christian sociology.” 47 These are chiefly devoted to the study of 
social problems from the point of view of Catholic solidarism, 
and therefore are more concerned with the application of what 
are assumed to be sociological principles than with the further 
extension of the domain of theoretical sociology. 

In conclusion, it may be said that Polish sociology, as repre¬ 
sented by the schools of Petrazycki and Znaniecki, is on a theo¬ 
retical level quite as high as that of any other country. The 
amount of monographic publication is still rather slight, but this 
is only to be expected in a country having a relatively small num¬ 
ber of students. And after all, Znaniecki has exerted tremendous 
influence in the United States, and will exert much more when his 
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monumental system of sociology, most strikingly represents • 
his Social Actions, becomes generally known. ° 7 P nte^ ln 

IV 

HUNGARY 

Political Liberalism and Public Law. — SocioW U 
gary has had a checkered career that is Quite nnTntS-k , 
set against the background of the 

life. No country in Europe, with the possible exception of some^f 

turCeB ThenMateS’ 80 thoroughly a feudal type of struc- 

HunaJrNn^f knded gCntry have successfully dominated 
Hungarian life for many centuries; only the short-lived revnU 
tionary regime established after the War by Bela Kun even <-P™’ 
porarily wrested power from them. The fruits of the F 

paXm10^P0HtilaI dem°CraC* 
parliamentarism--hung beyond the reach of most of the Hun’ 
sdW P°PUlace: Outside of cities such as Budapest, where the" 

•onTe« t0 ab°".i‘ ’Uar“r °f thc mall pit 
of hands whfc, ff "j"0 r'% °l ki"d or the simple show 

unities forSetgt,t&‘aSSeS S“h « <W» 

p-arian tfn ^S?qu-ence of,tllese conditions was that the early Hun- 

the mHdle nf SSt? ~thCy bCgan t0 put in their aPPearance about 
spliL f!b'IaStJlntUryr ”eat1)'a11 “stdscienceas a 
political strife. TlieUlitilal ,nt0 .the seefhinfr waters of 
pioned was far frnf j- ianf eco.nomic liberalism they cham- 

{heir wSern^U™ radl wh“ Jud8ed b7 »he Godards of 

sociologists bUt “ ** Settl"g ,h“e 

heritage **«rf* * <wi 
tion of juristT6EncampedthC t.he1.Hungarians are a na- 
Maffvar landholder f d T,°Ug ethmcallY alien peoples, the 
magyar landholders whose delegated agent the Hunvanan crnv- 
ernment was could maintain themselve« in no 1 u g 
Juggle in which law often°” 7* 7 
for the cronrti 4„ 4l served as a convenient substitute 
juristic discinlineo ° er.*jeas°n for the preoccupation with the 

eternally problematic political rel ^un&ar*an Pukpc life was the 
the Dos, Monarchy 
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revival of the fifteenth-century regency and the ceaseless to-and- 
fro of relations with the Succession States and the powers up¬ 
holding or opposing the Treaties of Trianon and Versailles have 
certainly not diminished the attention given to public law. 

Ethnography and Early Sociology. — With such a background, 
it goes without saying that not only sociology but its sister dis¬ 
ciplines assumed outlines specifically Hungarian. Ethnographical 
research, for example, has been and still is markedly influenced 
by the prevalence of customary law. In addition, it has not yet 
shaken off the influence of the long controversy over the racial 
origin of the Hungarian people. The Turko-Tartar hypothesis 
was generally abandoned in the last half of the nineteenth century 
when Hungarian comparative philology cast its vote in favor of 
the Finno-Ugric, but the provenance of the Magyar overlords is 
still far from settled, and the passions evoked by revelations that 
cast doubt on cherished genealogies do not always respect the 
person of the scientist responsible. Folklore is also affected by 
racial and national considerations, and physical anthropology is 
seldom wholly free from bias or the pressure bias can exert.*9 

The preoccupation with juristic and political matters already 
noted is evident in the work of Beothy de Bessenyo (1839—1886), 
one of the first of Hungarian sociologists.60 He attempted to 
solve inductively the problem of social origins and, character¬ 
istically enough, set to work with the hypothesis that chieftaincy, 
well exemplified in the relations of Magyar overlord and semi¬ 
serf tenant of nineteenth-century Hungary, was the primal type 
of social organization, far antedating the patriarchal family. Not 
only did he demonstrate this, to his own satisfaction at least, but 
he also arrived at the conclusion that the development of all social 
institutions is largely although not wholly conditioned by the de¬ 
gree of political organization. But—and here liberalism raises 
its seditious head — the evolution of society may outstrip that of 
the chief political organization, i.e., the state, and when this oc¬ 
curs, the latter inevitably deteriorates and is replaced by a form 
more in harmony with the changed conditions. If only Bessenyo 
had made use of the alliterative lilt of “ cultural lag ”! 

Also an apostle of liberalism and the doctrine of evolution was 
the sociological jurist, Agost Pulszky (1846—1901), founder in 
1900 of the Hungarian Sociological Society.51 The marks at 
which he hoped this organization would aim were the unbiased 
study of social problems and the gradual reform of the Hun¬ 
garian social order. An unkind critic might be disposed to say 
that nobody could aim at both these marks at the same time, but 
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that is neither here nor there. The lively interest in DuhliV 1 
and socia reform man frated by the Hungarian SodcS s? 
ciety involved it m political struggle almost from the Z 
foundation, a fact which accounts for the complete absent t 
chairs of sociology in the ultra-conserva ri™ ■ . bsence of 

Another liberal democrat of sociological persuasion was Hi 
dor Giesswein (1856-1923). Vambery says that he walTfn 
runner of Paul Barth, the German author of the wellknr.1*6' 
treatise on the philosophy of history as sociology GW ™ 
coined the formula, “ History contemplates thJ F' r,Wem 
soclolop the achievement.-? ThiXu seem t^e fs'T 
resemblance to the Windelband-Rickert contention that histT 
is idiographic and sociology nomothetic (see pp 7„ /?/ 
Giesswem also might possibly rank as a predecessor of Co„°ev f 
we had more information about his theory that atomistic ill/ 

dividual and society conditlXXr andZTbm dT 

political liberalism, Giessweb alsoTSthettfonb^Tf °t 
pacifism, feminism, and the anti-alcohol movement thus SSi™ 

tTogn/Sw* dM " e2S" 11121 f°1Wed *he P°St-War 

lotTof molt nf‘dJh01e -h° RemT- — Exile has als° b«n the 

locil”:/ s°of4e. ssrerorl; a'bfirs/ 
Hungarian nationalisms that was painfully disillusioning to?™’ 

Sksx/z vzt-etuge s 
court movement in Hunga^ Sad to fcSX 

members were resuonsik!^ fn*„l ® country. I hese and other 

logical work du^r^ °£ S°°d SO“°- ,. ,s llc cignreen years that the societv was in 

attained. Since thf forced chssolution^fth "'ere ?ra<?uaU5r bein« 
of importance has been writtl bXfv “i?2”12-0"'- 
less one «icepts Karman’s studies^ juSe deSeX Th”' 

“S/X *“ «*-’ *“?lace^ttTal 
to devote all sociological effort t‘ona?Sl"F Z S°oT Promise 
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the general stagnation of sociological effort is found in the socio¬ 
logical division of the quarterly sponsored by the Hungarian Eth¬ 
nographical Society, Tdrsadalomtudomany (Social Science). 
Here too 11 the vital needs of the Hungarian nation ” are placed 
uppermost, but the editor apparently nods occasionally and a few 
of the contributors seem to yield primary allegiance to science.55 
The journal was established in 1920. 

Among the research institutes supported by the government is 
one devoted to sociography, but as its aims are almost all im¬ 
mediately and narrowly practical, little of fundamental scientific 
value results. This is also true of the institute of social politics, 
which investigates living conditions among factory workers and 
like social problems; it might make contributions of major impor¬ 
tance, but its obsession with the demands of the day prevents it 
from being genuinely practical. Only in some branches of public 
health and economic statistics has government-supported research 
made real progress;56 it has worthily built upon the work of 
Jozsef de Szanto Korosy,57 Karoly Keleti, and Lajos Lang, the 
founders of Hungarian statistics. 

y 
YUGOSLAVIA 

Ground Broken for Sociology: Ethnography. — There is rela¬ 
tively little sociology as such in Yugoslavia,58 for reasons which 
will become apparent as we proceed, but a great deal of prepara¬ 
tory work has been done in the fields of ethnography, human ge¬ 
ography, and cultural history. 

One of the earliest and most important of the ethnographers 
was Baltazar Bogisic, for a time professor at the University of 
Odessa, later minister of justice in Montenegro, and toward the 
end of his life a private teacher of sociology.*9 He had been 
trained in the historical school of law, and was particularly in¬ 
fluenced by Puchta, the successor of Savigny at Berlin.60 During 
Bogisic’s lifetime (he died in 1908), the southern Slavs in Serbia 
and Montenegro were freed from Turkish domination, and grad¬ 
ually made the transition from customary or common law to the 
more formal varieties. Familial and tribal relations that had en¬ 
dured for many centuries began to disintegrate, and in so doing 
called the attention of the learned world to them for the first 
time. Bogisic, heir of the Romantic historical tradition, became 
intensely interested in the “ tradition-saturated patriarchal world 
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of the Slavic south,” and in 1866-67 published „ • . , 
to the study of the customary law of thf revion i?Y ro,duction 
enthu.astic approval of Helry Sumner tet' ** 

theme, and his influence extended to other flai£8 °n fhe same 
cially to the Poles, Russians Czechs and T? V1° ?eoPles> espe- 
one of Bogisic’s associates FD^mV^ R°Umanians- ^ 1876 pw ^uuares, t<. Uemelic, attracted the nnt,v * 
Western European scholars by his reoort nn T1n • tlce of 

des ^ av^s meridionaux d’apres les recherche, Ae if ^ C°UJUmier 
result of these and other publications iL* c R°fosic. As a 
family known as the inokosna and the In A °rmS tbe Slavic 
i=d. The inkosna i, a ^ Zl™ ^ S*“d' 

whereas the zadrufa is a large fLlyS^p 
Greek genos, the family of the Fast Tnd' ?,, thmg llke the 
the Polish peasant “ 

Znamecki. The zadruga, because of L relativeUf Tn°maS and 
novelty, excited especially livelv inierfl f u unfamiIlarity and 
and articles dealing withlt can be comn ’ *1® nu.mber of books 
Of those devoted the Russian ^ 
(in the sense of Gemeinschn.it ™ , u.aents ot the community 
sacred society) have ready for them a( “ .N ,haTe ca,led 'lie 
of material (n these .aSut ^^"Iuable mass 

highly detailed, moot points are settled and thUi l^ the? are 

Soth'r - a"d S<?C.ioloSical analysis. But he etenri^0; 

functionalists, almost no one has shown ^ the m?dern Br^ish 
sociological potentialities offered hv ^ 7 aPPreclad™ of the 
Mead’s The Changing Lhlll t 7 f***druga. Margaret 
with an ^ Jribe tries to do 

tribes m Montenegro and^FUr bat.sboidd be done with many 

adoption and assimflationok ZT™;' Se,leCtIon of lead«s, 
conflicts, increase in the division PfTf,sett]ement areas, tribal 
tegration of sacred Unri a ? ^a^or, an<3 the gradual disin- 
and the resultTmightbe as sociola^n^.ant opportunity for smdy, 

as counts of theArunta “7 ^ 

thropogeography. Jova„ c„iiic head' (-’T “ Yugoslavian an- 
tute at the University of Bdln'dlh °£ the geographical insti- 

and publication of a L, •*’“ f'^ 

and economic life of the 
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sive “ geographical ” survey. In 1918 Cvijic brought out his own 
synthesis of these data under the title La Peninsule balkanique. 
This is an indispensable foundation for any sociological study of 
the Balkan peoples, but it is to be regretted that Cvijic’s assistants 
were not trained in economics and sociology; many vitally impor¬ 
tant matters are slighted or have received no consideration. 

Cvijic’s human geography was not only recognized by social 
scientists throughout Europe, but also became noteworthy in his 
own land, for he repeatedly made reference to the “ floating situa¬ 
tion ” of the Macedonians. The nationalistic Serbs, who wished 
to deprive Bulgaria of all claims to Macedonia, bitterly attacked 
their countryman for intimating that the inhabitants of the latter 
country could be allotted to Bulgaria quite as justifiably as to 
Serbia. Cvijic was later proved to be right when Macedonia was 
divided after the Peace Conference, but his work was seriously 
hindered by withdrawal of funds, and his academic liberty was 
curtailed. 

We have referred to this only for the purpose of directing no¬ 
tice to the most important reason for the slight amount of Yugo¬ 
slavian sociology. In a country so feverishly tribal and national¬ 
istic the detached social scientist is almost an anomaly, and when 
such a rara avis does turn up, he runs a real risk of being shot, as 
was the Croatian historian, Milan Sufflay. 

The Help of History. — Sufflay was an outstanding student of 
marginal areas among the southern Slavic peoples, and in particu¬ 
lar revealed a number of unpleasant truths with regard to Al¬ 
banian and Yugoslavian relations. He made use of ethnological 
and anthropogeographical methods, and Kosic says that he ap¬ 
proached historical problems from the sociological standpoint. 
Another sociologically oriented historian is Ljudmil Haupt¬ 
mann, who has specialized in the ethnic backgrounds and migra¬ 
tions of the Slovenes. Processes of association and dissociation 
among the Serbs and Croats have been analyzed by Racki and 
Novakovic, but their work is too deeply distorted by political 
biases to be of much sociological use. 

Far and away the most important of Yugoslav historians, for 
our purposes, is Slobodan Jovanovic. Thoroughly prepared in 
constitutional law, economics, and sociology, he has done more to 
establish genetic or historical sociology in Yugoslavia than all 
others combined. In his writings he describes in a fascinating man¬ 
ner how the Yugoslav nomad becomes a trader and in later gen¬ 
erations advances from thence to a military and diplomatic career, 
how modern democratic and bureaucratic institutions are plas- 
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tered on top of patriarchal tribal relations, transforming and 
being transformed thereby, how the primitive egalitarian democ- 
racy of the tribes forces outstanding individuals to the wall or 

hamstrings them with compromise, and how patriarchal families 
collapse through internal and external friction when they pass 
over to a traditionless bourgeois status. Jovanovic’s works will 

aS«Tld7 ^ a I'* a typological psycho-sociology 
of the Serbs during their period of transition from a simple barter 
economy to urban capitalism, from the communal life of the 
peasant zadruga to urban individualism, from patriarchal des¬ 
potism and oligarchy to universal suffrage and parliamentary 
democracy, and from Byzantine religiosity to modern scepticism^ 

lhe Impact of Ideologies, and the Fragile Shoots of Soci¬ 
ology — The first genuine ideological innovations in Yugoslavia 
came through the introduction of Marxism ; the Communist Mani- 
f esto was translated into Serbian in 1871. At about the same time 
the forerunners of the Russian Narodnik movement — Cherni- 
shevsky, Dobrolubov, andPissarev (seepp. 1034-35) —o-ained 
a following with their internationalists and individualists anti- 
ourgeois doctrines, but the romantic exaltation of the peasantry 

which they fostered prevented them from gaining any real power. 
Svetozar Markovic63 was the outstanding propagandist for this 
peasant populism, but in spite of his enthusiasm and talent he 
was unable to attract disciples among the intelligentsia, the ma- 
jority of whom went over to Marxism. In a relatively short time 
Marxist doctrine became fashionable, and with the aid of the 
rising tide of political democracy its advocates floated into pro¬ 
fessorial and ministerial posts. This did not hinder them from 
being glowing patriots or even aggressive chauvinists — profes¬ 
sors of economics taught the Marxian theory of value and at the 
same time supported the bourgeoisie in their demands for laissez 
fatre. and national expansion. Marxism has remained the only 
consistently propagated social ideology among the Yugoslavs, and 
as recently as 1924 a compilation of theories lifted from text¬ 
books by Bukharin and Bogdanov was published by Filip Fili- 
povic.un er t e title Evolution of Society. This dominance of 

arxism is in part the result of the stresses produced by the 
over-rapid industrialization of a backward peasant country, and 
n part t e outcome of the rigidity of the academic system. So- 

cio ogy as never been taught in any effective way, and those doc- 
__ neS mos j ghiy spiced with value-judgments make a much 
greater appeal to the populace. 

However, a compilation of extracts from Comte’s writings was 
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published in Serbian in 18 80, and at about the same time Spencer’s 
sociological system became known. Social Darwinism was intro¬ 
duced through an essay entitled The Social and National Struggle 
for Existence (1885) by a former minister of finance, Vladimir 
Jovanovic. During the eighties there also appeared translations 
of Buckle’s History of Civilization, Ihering’s Das Zweck im 
Recht, Foustel de Coulanges’s La Cite antique} Bagehot’s Physics 
and Politics} and the like. These foreign products were supple¬ 
mented by several able works on the positivistic philosophy of his¬ 
tory by Boza Knezevic, all of which appeared in the period from 
1898 to 1901.64 

In addition to nationalism and revolutionary socialism, several 
other social movements have manifested themselves since the be¬ 
ginning of the twentieth century that have helped to engender an 
interest in social affairs, if not in scientific sociology. (As previ¬ 
ously noted, however, Marxism still provides the answers most 
satisfactory to the intelligentsia.) Feminism and agrarianism de¬ 
veloped some following, and notably swelled the literature dealing 
with social problems. It was also at the turn of the century that na¬ 
tionalism received fresh nourishment from Gumplowicz’s theory 
of intra-group conflict and Masaryk’s so-called “ realism ” (which 
his Yugoslav followers transmuted into Realpolitik). During 
the time when these two sociologists became widely known, 
i.e., from 1900 to the beginning of the World War, LeBon’s 
psycho-sociological works were translated and eagerly read. Kosta 
Stojanovic, an erstwhile professor of mathematics and several 
times minister of finance, worked out a strictly mechanical theory 
of social relations along lines similar to those followed by Win- 
iarski, Haret, and Barcelo, but his misguided analogizing fortu¬ 
nately proved unattractive. Zivko Jovanovic, a disciple of Loria, 
was also active at about this time; he later became an ardent 
Marxian and “ gave up his life for the cause.” Christian-Socialist 
theories were propagated by the Catholic clergy of Slovenia and 
Croatia, and in 1910 Fr. Usenicnik published a Slovenian hand¬ 
book of “sociology ” of almost nine hundred pages; two years 
later a smaller Croatian work of the same general type by Fr. 
Anderlic appeared. These works dealt with social problems from 
the Catholic point of view as laid down in Thomistic philosophy 
and the papal encyclicals, and were used in courses in theological 
seminaries, but otherwise remained virtually unknown. 

Sociography and Scientific Sociology.—The Greek Orthodox 
clergy took little interest in “ sociology ” of the kind noted above, 
but more than made up for it by the numerous excellent mono- 
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graphs on the sociography of the village which they wrote or 
sponsored. Particularly valuable are the monographs dealing- with 

the area known as the Fojvodina which, along with the southern 
Slavic majority contains minority groups of Germans, Magyars 

Roumanians, Slovaks, Ruthenians, and Jews. Not only arete 

these ethnic divisions, but the Germans, southern Slavs and 

Magyars are divided along confessional lines, and many portions 
of each of the latter two also cling to widely varying tribal allP! 

glances. Students of minority-group relations the world over have 

much to learn from an area like this, and Mihajlo Avramovic has 

done something to synthesize the monographs dealing with it in 

his work on peasant economy (1928).- Malay of the monographs 

mentioned also contain valuable material on the social biology of 

various peasant strata. In Bosnia, F. Geremic has made sodo 

graphic researches of the same kind, and Dragisa Lapcevic and 

C. Mitnnovic have made illuminating sociological and ethno- 
graphic studies of the Mohammedans of Herzegovina. 

Sociology of a rather modern type is expounded by Mirko M 
Kosic, professor at the University of Belgrade. Bering his' 

Pare o8oleXT ’' ST"e1’ ““‘house, Durkfeim, 
Present 1 X ‘aVe en8aged Ms interest; at 
p sent he may be classed as a Neo-Simmelian. In countries with¬ 

out a heavy domestic production of sociological material, transla- 

lerted it 7oryrba Ve7/mP°/tant acthdty, ^d Kosic has not neg- 
lected it, for through his efforts some of the writings of Sombart 

Oppenheimer, Tonmes, Vierkandt, Michels, and Lederer were 

made available to the Yugoslavian public. His own researches fall 
m three groups: (r) problems of national solidarity and the tech- 

^,Uher°/,natl0"a,1 inflict; (2) the sociological bases of the falling 
irth rate, and (3) the rural sociology of the southern Slavs. He 

idi ^7 nWnttCn °n thC socioI°gy of Magyar revolution, the 

leadership!®®^688 ” ContemPorar7 sociology, and problems of 

. S°ci°hgical' Publications and Academic Posts.—After 1018 

interest in sociology became stronger, and Croat translations9 of 

Serbian T^616’ ,and Glddings were published. In the 

andDortinn?Ufgn fJellen.s f eat}se on the state as an organism07 
and portions of Ostrogorsky’s volume on democracy were brought 

work nn T:reSh?g y erugh’ Michel’s drastically disillusioning 
Here 7 ^ SOClology of. P°lltlcal parties could find no publisher.68 

"ssof the violent internd strife - 
The paucity of sociological translations is of course accountable 
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for in several additional ways. To begin with, the educated Yugo¬ 
slavs are strongly polyglot: in the case of many German, French, 
and Italian books translation therefore is not necessary. Second, 
wide educational differences limit the market for books in the 
native tongues, for those acquainted only with their own language 
are frequently illiterate — that is, those who do receive education 
receive a great deal and can read foreign works; the others get 
crumbs or nothing at all. Finally, the Yugoslav people, numbering 
less than twelve millions, is split into two language groups, the 
Slovenian and the Serbo-Croatian, and the latter in turn makes use 
of two different alphabets, which are so divergent that one can 
justifiably speak of a Serbian and a Croatian written language. 

The only sociological periodical in Yugoslavia, Drustveni 
Zivot, has not appeared regularly; 1921, 1922, and 1930 have 
been its only years of publication, although Kosic, the editor, 
maintains that it is not yet extinct. In Zagreb there has been for 
many years a sociological society of encyclopedic character, i.e., 
it includes economics, social politics, social work, social pedagogy, 
social history, social philosophy, social economy, and what not. 
It admits everyone who can pay the dues, which is only natural 
in view of the fact that the group to which it can appeal is at best 
limited. 

As an academic discipline sociology is represented only at the 
University of Zagreb, where a chair of sociology and criminology 
has been in existence since 1906. It was occupied until 1928 by 
Ernest Miler, who adhered to the theories of Spencer, Gumplo- 
wicz, and Giddings. Since that time it has been unoccupied, but has 
not yet been abolished, and now that Alexander’s dictatorship is 
at an end, may be filled in the near future. At the University of 
Ljubljana, Kosic taught general sociology for some years after 
the War, but only in conjunction with statistics and economic pol¬ 
icy. Both these universities are in the Croatian part of Yugoslavia, 
where vulgar Marxism has never gained quite the ascendency over 
those interested in the nomothetic aspects of social life that it has 
in the Serbian portion. Otherwise even this slight amount of aca¬ 
demic sociology would probably be reduced to the vanishing point, 
for in the Serbian region there are no chairs of sociology or even 
officially sanctioned courses. 

In view of the scanty opportunities for the academic sociolo¬ 
gist in Yugoslavia, enterprising younger men emigrate. Rado- 
savljevic and Altaraz, for instance, are in New York, and Rada- 
kovic in Graz (Austria). Others follow the example of Baltasar 
Bogisic, who in an earlier day chose to teach sociology privately 
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rather than thwart his interests by officially lecturing on subjects 
of no overwhelming importance to him. The time cannot be far 
distant, however, when sociology will assume its rightful place 
With opportunities for research in cultural and folk sociolo™ 
second to none, the Yugoslavs may eventually make their neigh- 
bors look to their laurels.69 ° 

VI 

ROUMANIA 

Herciclitm and Vico Revived; Goethe and Hegel Adored._ 
I he first faint notes of the sociological theme in Roumania70 are 
echoes of far older strains. Peter Depasta, a member of the 

°f G™kPh'tS°Phy that fished in 
Koumama under the regime of the Phanariots, expounded a 
doctrine of recurrent cycles in social development that his bi- 

Cr’ ^Crf^a’ ^e.^.eves to bave been derived from Heraclitus 
the Obscure, that embittered noble of Ephesus who declared that 

ing^mXi." Y° Wa"e' “d that “ ^ P«s away, noth- 

• rCfa'"; al”i,enco“"tcrcd *■» of historical undulation 
in the theory of Vico, whose corsi and ricorsi have left their mark 
on so many social thinkers. The conception is not nec ssariDpet 
simistic, for in the mind of Goethe, the idea of the cyck was 

■ veknmpnfPtlmiStl<" V™* by addmg t0 k the n°tion of sPiral de‘ 
hke fSr uU ture necf sarilY returns to a condition much 

^th which it began, but on a higher level. The same vari- 

thT7 TaSJadop,ted by J°an Heliade-Radulescu 
cence th/tli’ °n%°/the, leadlnS %ures of the Roumanian renas- 

unkn Jf M li11 ^ ?et/7eT,° U,t,0n °f 1848 and the ^suing 
marlLl .^oldavia and Wallachia. He seems to have been 
markedly influenced by German thought, for not only do we find 

Ld neemV2rbe traCCr °f Goethe’s ideas but also rather strong 
arddsoSl°nnl>egei^^an formulas. For example, both his historical 
and social-political writings are pervaded by the theory that all 

DrinfinkC°t StltUtCi? ^ ^ mteJraction of an active and a passive 

•ft. thA , ; , . " ? fiegenan ring, and in still closer accord 

i?f PrussianLlsm> the equilibrium is not static 
t W- 1 • Worldhlstory can be compared to a series of circles 

generationbutXe ad™ & Spil"al‘ Evei7 PeoPle advances in each 
generation, but the advance is not equal, and mankind progresses 

1 
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under the changing leadership of those peoples which successively 
climb higher than their fellows. The culminating point of each 
section of the spiral is a state of equilibrium, so that progress may 
be regarded as passage from equilibrium to equilibrium. This 
being the case, the most desirable state of society is “ Freedom 
without anarchy and order without despotism.” 72 

We need not stop to criticize this pious wish. Let us see what 
later generations made out of the theory as a whole. Our best 
example is provided by Vasile Conta (1846-1882), who in his 
short lifetime won the distinction of being the first systematic 
philosopher produced by Roumania. In his formative years, cul¬ 
tural contacts with France and Germany were extraordinarily 
intense and numerous, and of course the vogue of evolutionism 
rapidly familiarized the educated world with Spencer and Dar¬ 
win. Markedly influenced by these English thinkers and by Comte, 
Buchner,'3 and Moleschott, Conta nevertheless was primarily a 
follower of Heliade-Radulescu, as the title of his chief work, The- 
one de Vondulation universelle, intimates. Adopting Spencer’s 
cosmic evolutionism in part, he nevertheless vigorously attacked 
the corollary that dissolution is an integral part of the process. 
He justified his divergence by pointing to what he believed to be 
the difference between evolutive and non-evolutive forms, and 
maintained that world history is an interlinking of the former. 
This interlinking takes place in such a way that the spiral path 
already discussed is followed. Conta never worked out a socio¬ 
logical system, but he left a short plan for one bearing the sug¬ 
gestive title, U Art de se conduire et de conduire dans la societe. 
{The Art of Conducting Oneself in and of Leading Society). His 
interest in sociological matters was so great that as minister of 
education he took the then unprecedented step of proposing chairs 
for the philosophy of history and sociology in the two universities 
existing at that time, Jassy and Bucharest.74 

Conta’s proposal came to nothing, and sociology did not win 
its way until much later. A. D. Xenopol (1847—1920), appointed 
to a professorship at the University of Jassy a year after the death 
of Conta, finally took up the study of the relations of the phi¬ 
losophy of history and sociology with great zeal. Some scholars, 
notably Sorokin, rate Xenopol very highly; he has been classed 
with Windelband and Rickert as a founder of the logic of the 
historical sciences.75 Xenopol restricted sociology to the study of 
facts of coexistence and repetition, e.g., to the relations between 
the family, the church, and like social structures in a given society 
at a given time and a comparison of these relations with those 
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found elsewhere and in addition, the recurrence of these and 
phenomena at other times and places. History, on the other h ft 
deals with facts of succession, with “ historical series ’’ in th" ’ 
full particularity. A cardinal error of sociology is the ronf • 
of repetition with succession and the consequent attemiS /'^ 
eralize about matters that can be understood nftft t0 gen' 
from the particular to the particular -pi," • ^ when traced 

possibility of sociological laws of d^lopmmt'he 
necessarily neglect the differences which constitute th. 
character of facts of succession, and thev therefore essential 

or no value in prediction. Whatever one C"hnko?Y ^ 
theory (Barth was highly critical) there cL ft fftu°P? s 

had more attention b Jn gftn to sle phLS of t h°e ftftft* 

away from premature generalizations and h ft ^ S^eermS * 
tion on phenomena ,haf“repThZSet2' FT* 7 

and are thus more easily subSedTSrilir , T- “a Spa“ 
facts of succession.76 J scientific analysis than are 

forHf&S^ 

torical series.” and*SS Pm“ “ hid “T*2* 
senes are arranged in an interlocking LVr ft i ’ for these 
Hegelian turn of thought ft 

losopher of history, H. Nicolae Jorga, but thc^thTh^T ft 

under Lamprecht should not be oferiooked for the I a ft 
ceived of the historical process as a u- , ter Con' 
and relaxations.77 Lamnrecht nf ™ ^uence of psychical tensions 

nomic Phenomena anT^odd ha ™)our?H T'!ght to 
him with Hegel, but in manv rftftftft ^ attemPt to class 

quite similan The chief difference 0 ftneaft 

Jo?ga htlas” La7r“h':s * Psycholo^)^ ^ 
ft8 i ,?,haS recen% published a four-volume wnrl ft o 
ft de Phtstoire de Vhumanite, in which fteTdft-’ ft ft 

“ P™ciple in historical developmlt " ™h 

tions, whatever their truth or falsitv mft f ~ Su,ch n°- 

yond the confines usually assigned to sciLftrft far be‘ 

S£hiceSsr¥h °“S V“'U4 -presemed “Te °£rlf To. 
of which DeRobftft ?zftftSSed ftthe Ho-social school 

staunch ocponent of Neo-posirirism' “ ■* 
ology is directly based o„ bioloav and “ u '?" that .S0C1- 

subjective sociology ” or phvsfolnft ft ps[choI.°gy 1S either 
gy or Physiology. He is also of importance 
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for the sociology of knowledge, for in one of his most interesting 
books, La Realite de 1’esprit (1927), he skillfully expounds the 
thesis that “ consciousness is the daughter of the social milieu.” 
Unfortunately, Draghicescu does not avail himself of the mass of 
data that the Durkheim school, the American cultural sociolo¬ 
gists, and the German exponents of Wissenssoziologie could put 
at his disposal. All that he offers is dexterous argument, which of 
course is not to be despised, but which ought to be supported by 
tangible evidence. 

Although Draghicescu’s latest work appeared in 1934, he en¬ 
joyed a more receptive audience from the beginning of the twenti¬ 
eth century to the War. His recent enthusiasm for “Neo- 
Augustinism” may account for the wane in interest.78 This loss 
of popularity is also evident in the case of G. D. Scraba, author of 
various interesting studies of the relations of philosophy and soci¬ 
ology and of history and sociology, as well as of several mono¬ 
graphs on the history of Roumanian sociology, and of a treatise 
on general sociology.79 Others active in this same period were 
C. A. Popescu (Spulber), Y. Madgearu, M. Rakovsky, M. Por- 
sena, C. Dobrogeano Gherea, H. Fundateanu, T. R. Constant,80 
and Spiru C. Haret. The writer last named we have already men¬ 
tioned in our discussion of the mechanistic analogy elaborated by 
Winiarski. Haret was a mathematician, and he wrote a Meca- 

tiique sociale (1910) in which he developed the concept of “ social 
space” (also propounded by Descartes, Berkeley, Hobbes, Leib¬ 
niz, Weigel, Ratzel, Simmel, and Durkheim), and added to it 
other essentially analogical notions, such as that of “ social mass.” 
Like all attempts to subject social phenomena to categories de¬ 
veloped in conjunction with sciences other than those dealing with 
the social world, Haret’s ingenious use of mathematics and me¬ 
chanics proved a mere tour de force; he founded no school, and 
his work crumbled under the impact of criticism.81 

The New Burst of Energy: Gusti. — Sociology in Roumania 
after the War is bound up with the work of Dimitri Gusti. 
Trained in Leipzig and Berlin, he was made professor of soci¬ 
ology and philosophy at the University of Jassy in 1910, and 
from then until 1918 he worked steadily toward the goal of es¬ 
tablishing a great institute of the social sciences under the aegis of 
sociology. A large number of enthusiastic young scholars looked 
to him as their leader, and the preliminary association, founded 
in 1918, manifested such energy that it has taken permanent form 
and has dominated Roumanian research in the social sciences since 
1921, when Gusti was called to a professorship in Bucharest. The 
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Roumanian Social Institute, as it is now called, has become an 
integral part of the Roumanian state, enjoying a subvention from 
the government (although most of its funds come from private 
sources), and compares favorably with the Solvay Institute of 
Sociology in Brussels and like bodies.82 It has branches at Timi 
§oara and at Kishinau. 

Gusti’s activities have not. been confined to the field of or¬ 
ganization, however, for he is the author of several important 
studies in sociology, among them works on the socioloov of 

war, social reform, the sociology of political parties, the§rela! 
tion of sociology to ethics, and many philosophical and pedagogi¬ 
cal articles and books. Gusti’s conception of sociology is that it is 
a non-normative, autonomous, general science of social life co¬ 
ordinating and systematizing the elements common to all' the 
other social sciences. Sociology should not be wholly derivative 
however, but should practice direct observation of social life in 
conformity with its own frame of reference, incorporating the 
results in monographic studies meeting the most exacting stand¬ 
ards of modern methodology.88 & 

Guided by this program., the Roumanian Social Institute has 
sponsored a remarkable series of monographs on the sociology of 
the Roumanian village. These monographs not only makfthe 

UUeSf P.°®?lbJe us* of diagrams, photographs in the text, maps, 
and statistical devices, but are also supplemented by sound films 
of all the important ceremonials and daily activities of the re¬ 
spective villages.84 Moreover, these monographs have not been 
written as if there were no body of systematic social science to 
provide hypotheses and significant questions, as has been the case 
with one or two American studies in related fields (Middletown 

is an example). In addition, the Institute has seen to it that im- 
por an oreign articles and books dealing with methodological 

ft;rS T ar5 madeavailabIe through translation, and also fur- 
thers domestic publication in this and kindred fields.85 

C(°JttemV°rary Sociologists. — The disciples and collab- 

all Thn°/ GHStl arC "T7, ,End We cannot Possibly discuss them 
confin,h n,tW?° agyeefldoSely need not be dealt with; we shall 

ou^selves chlefly to those who differ with him in some 

Tt the Yt 0nC °,f thf Tm0St lmPortant is P. Andrei, his successor 
ciolocrv JerSfy,f -tSS7’. who aPParently finds the type of so- 
encvr°CatAd -GuStl somewhat too much inclined toward 
lines fLr™’ ndrei therefore works along analytic-systematic 

tions rpnrl ?gk?f S-°Clety aS an ensemble of interhuman rela¬ 
tions rendered objective and concrete in institutions. Sociology is 
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the study of general types of institutions or of typical forms of 
human relations which are crystallized in mores, laws, and simi¬ 
lar u exteriorized ” structures. Here it is plain that the Simmelian 
school has gained an adherent. Andrei is also interested in the 
sociology of knowledge, as his book, Die soziologische Aufassung 
der Erkenntnis (1923), bears witness.88 Somewhat more dis¬ 
tant, but still in Gusti’s orbit, is Traian Braileanu, professor of 
sociology at the University of Cernauti. His conception of soci¬ 
ology is far more encyclopedic than Gusti’s. Comte and Spencer 
dictate a large part of his terminology, and he regards society as 
an organism, although he opposes Durkheim’s “ collective mind” 
and stresses the role of the individual, as is clearly shown in his 
Ethik und Soziologie: Ein Beitrag zur Losung des Problems 
“Individuum und Gesellschaft ” (1926).87 

The tolerance and catholicity of Gusti is attested by the fact 
that he is able to attract collaborators who differ with him on 
many important points. One of these, M. Saint-Zeletin, was 
before his premature death in 1934 the outstanding academic 
Marxian of present-day Roumania. Penetrating analyses of the 
Roumanian bourgeoisie, Neo-liberalism, social history, the 
psycho-sociology of Periclean Hellenism, and Marxism and agrar¬ 
ianism have come from his pen.88 In spite of what seems an undue 
confidence in “ the dialectic,” there can be no doubt that Zeletin 
was in the front rank of Roumanian sociology. 

Other important sociologists or specialists in other fields who 
take an interest in sociological problems are: M. Ralea, an ad¬ 
herent of the Durkheim school who has made significant contri¬ 
butions to the sociology of revolution;89 C. Radulescu-Motru, 
author of a number of interesting psycho-sociological writings as 
well as of several studies of trends in contemporary European cul¬ 
ture; 90 Virgile Barbat (died in 1931), professor at the University 
of Cluj (Klausenburg), well known for his work on American im¬ 
perialism;91 Nicholas Petrescu, sociological opponent of race 
prejudice and nationalism;92 J. C. Filitti, chiefly interested in die 
history of social classes in Moldavia and Wallachia;98 G. Antipa, 
specialist in the sociology of class conflict; w Petre Trisca, critic 
of “social mechanics” and student of social problems;95 and 

many others.98 
Periodicals. — The Roumanian Social Institute sponsors the 

Archiva peutru §tiin$a ji reforma sociald {Archives of Social Sci¬ 
ence and Social Reform), which is now (1937) in its twentieth 
year. Inasmuch as Gusti, its founder, conceives of sociology as the 
synthesis of the special social sciences, the journal necessarily con- 
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tains a great deal that in countries with more ample publirat,^ 
facilities would be divided among periodicals specializing in , 
cial legislation, social work, statistics, human biology, and theo' 
retmal sociology. A sample table of contents (eighth year) 

the8 tenth Anniversary AfAh^f’ pr™arily hi*torical. celebrating 

state, G T on Ra°'m,“1“ 

(physichgu: de, mcurs); Edmund EP Day dfscusses'tteX'* 
socia science; Leopold von Wiese presents his concentTon of 

S0lf°hSy JS 3 fieW °u teachinS and ^search; Sabin Manila deals 
with the demography of the villages and ethnic minorities of 
Transylvania; Tudor Vianu traces the rationalist and “ histori 
cist conceptions of culture from Rousseau to Nietzsche C 
Sfintzesco outlines a city plan for Bucharest; N. Vasilesco-Karnen 

cadom P 7p°fPr>a iZatI°n and defntralization in higher edu- 

nation; and H H. Stahl makes a contriSnlote 
the problem of private property in the village of Nerei. This is 
a ist only of the articles long enough to be graced with the title 
of etudes7 there are also numerous shorter notes and documents 

fermentation o^ de?Cnptlon of an institute for the culture and 

libraries • ' *° 3 d'8'St °f W “”“™ng public 

At Jassy there is a Sociological and Philosophical Societv with 

ciological inclinations-Andrei, Ralea, andP Scraba LTmav 

at Chares'^» W bf A-0/ ^ ?°Umani“ Social Institute 
the Unive J;,, If f ' 0"' dea,th m '931, Virgile Barbat of 

defuncT" ™mberS haVe aPPeared “ date, and it is probably 

hS*S itS °r«a” *« ** 
sociological interests we hive afreadv ™i!d "t™' l£°“ '"A"' 

to socM?rtbS“,riaf Ps!'cholo«y. jonrnal also is of service 
lishes • in Dartio.l.f .a"' numerous philosophical studies it pub- 

ology «ePf^^^S,"-S,^a,ld methodoIo8>' »°«- 
historians also have their own teTMc^rDTrioZrT^n ^ much material „f • i -i Jecnmcal periodicals, and in them 
mucn material of sociological interest is to be found. At Cluj a 
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popular weekly, Societatea de mdine (Society of Tomorrow), 
does a good deal to arouse interest in the social studies; this is 
the definite policy of its editor, H. J. ClopoJeL 

In conclusion, we quote the following characterization of con¬ 
temporary Roumanian sociology by Braileanu: 

A definite school or tendency has not yet taken form. The preliminary 

stage of zealous construction still endures. The prediction may be ven¬ 
tured, however, that critical selection will soon set in, and the way will 
thus be cleared for an organic development on the basis of the founda¬ 
tions laid by Conta and Xenopol. In particular, scientific sociological re¬ 
search will be separated from practical social interests. Here many sins 
are committed, for, in the words of Pareto, much is held to be true that 
seems to be useful, and much is thought to be useful because it is believed 
to be true." 

VII 

GREECE 

The Twentieth Century: Social Reform. —Ancient Hellas cer¬ 
tainly had no lack of social thinkers, as we have seen, and in the 
eighteenth century the Greek scholar, Peter Depasta, working 
in the comparative freedom of Roumania, successfully revived the 
doctrines of Heraclitus, but modern Greece, which won its free¬ 
dom from the Turk only in 1830, and thereafter underwent a long 
and painful reconstruction period, had nothing in the way of sig- 
nificant social thought to show until well into the twentieth cen¬ 
tury.100 Moreover, the sociological aspects of such thought were 
at first so closely bound up with immediately practical considera¬ 
tions and encyclopedic aspirations that sociology was little more 
than a vague label, a what-have-you like the Yankee peddler’s 
trousers, u large enough for any man, small enough for any boy.” 
For example, the first sociological society in Greece, founded by 
Alexander Papanastasion in 1909, expended almost all its energy 
in securing modern labor legislation and in organizing trade 
unions.101 This is all very well, but it hardly constitutes sociologi¬ 
cal investigation. It must be granted, of course, that the rapid 
transformation which the economic life of Greece was undergoing 
at that time almost irresistibly forced labor questions on the atten¬ 
tion of sociologists, more especially as most of them had been 
trained in Germany under the Kathedersozialisten. The journal of 
the society, which existed for only a year, printed just two articles 
that can be brought within the range of theoretical social science: 
one by Papanastasion on methodological problems of economics, 
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and the other by Eleutheropoulos on historical materialism 'a la 
Marx - this m spite of the fact that the journal was labeled a 
review of the juristic and social sciences. The short-lived socio- 
logical society was followed some seven years later by a similar 
organization, also headed by Papanastasion, that tried to take 
in all the social and political sciences.” This still attempts to 
function, and although it must be regarded as a failure when 
judged by the goal it has set for itself, the society has done some¬ 
thing to arouse interest in the social sciences in general. Like its 
predecessor, the official organ of the new association lasted onlv 

_-I.* , " ... . _. by Papanastasion was its 
sole sociological contribution. Since 1926 it has sponsored the 
Archives of Economic and Social Science, in which sociological 
discussions occasionally appear.102 8 

Parallel to the liberal-democratic efforts of these early social 
science bodies went another, chiefly identified with the names of 
Skleros, Kordatos,103 and Glinos, all of them representatives in 
varying shades of orthodoxy and heterodoxy, of a Marxian'in¬ 
terpretation of history. .These writers are distinguished by the 
fact that they apply their Marxian conceptions to the solution 
of problems more or less peculiar to modern Greece — that is 
to say, their historical materialism as actually applied is cast in 
terms much less general than is customary among other Marxian 
thinkers. It is therefore possible to speak of a Greek school of 

elsewheremter^retatl0n ^®ers markedly from those found 

This preoccupation with contemporary phases of national de¬ 
velopment has not been confined to the Marxists, as witness the 
recent analysis of modern Greek social and economic activity by 
Damehdes. and the lectures on the same topic by Kanellopoulos 
at the University of Athens. Both these men utilize the most 

Tlx Srl°glCal fethodoI°gy> especially those made 
available by Max Weber and Werner Sombart.105 

vTfdemU Socio!°^' T Like most countries whose national 
renascence is not far in the past or is still going on, Greece has 

tinnT trge { °n the T°reS °f foreign social thinkers. In addi¬ 
tion,-^ ranSlTf of.¥arx> Engels> and the Russian revolu- 
SlrH ST °wthve Wcltinf of Durkheim, Loria, Ludwig Stein, 
• . p ’ , “ Weber, Sombart, and Wiese have found their way 
mto Greek. Further, there are numerous articles by Greek soci- 

yn°,g!StS°“on.e or another aspect of the works of Alfred Weber, 

K^eS> i?PPenh^lmer, Comte, Wiese, Sombart, Freyer, 
urkheim, Max Weber, Loria, and several others.106 
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It must not be assumed, however, that Greek sociological writ¬ 
ing has been wholly restricted to translation and exposition of the 
theories of leading figures in other lands. In addition to the 
political scientists107 and students of pedagogy108 who approach 
their problems from a sociological standpoint, numerous prac¬ 
titioners of sociology conceived as a science in its own right are to 
be found. We may name Zissis, interested chiefly in methodology 
and epistemological presuppositions; Lempessis, sociological ana¬ 
lyst of public opinion, economic problems, and the typology of 
personality; Saounatsos, contributor of a sociological theory of 
the origin and development of the family; Eleutheropoulos, de¬ 
termined opponent of the doctrine of collective mind and stu¬ 
dent of social origins;109 and Kanellopoulos, social philosopher 
and exponent of a type of analytic sociology strongly resembling 
recent German varieties.110 The last two writers in this list are 
occupants of the two chairs of sociology in Greece. Eleutheropou¬ 
los, for by far the greater part of his career a professor at Zurich, 
has since 1926 been at the University of Salonika; and Kanel¬ 
lopoulos, for several years Privatdozent for sociology at the 
University of Athens, was in 1933 made full professor. 

Sociology Embedded in Social Philosophy. — Kanellopoulos is 
one of the editors of a new (1929— ) philosophic and scien¬ 
tific periodical representing the modern Greek approach to Ger- 
man critical idealism of the general types identified with Natorp, 
Rickert, and other Neo-Kantians.111 On the epistemological basis 
thus provided, Kanellopoulos has written numerous articles and 
books of sociological import, and three of the books can be re¬ 
garded as largely sociological in character: Modern Society: a 
Critique of Its Constitutive Elements (1932) ; History and Prog¬ 
ress: an Introduction to Historical Sociology (1933) ; and Man 
and His Social Antagonisms (1934). In the first of these volumes 
Kanellopoulos deals with questions of nationalism, individualism, 
public opinion, and style, concluding; that the modern European- 
American period of world history, with its emphasis on indi¬ 
vidualism,” has done more to extinguish genuine individuality 
than any other period of which we have knowledge, precisely be¬ 
cause of the way in which the campaign of extinction has been 
camouflaged. In the 1934 publication Kanellopoulos analyzes the 
concepts of class, station or estate (Stand), and caste, considers 
the question of social compulsives in social thought (and in so 
doing presents a critique of Mannheim’s theory), works out a 
typology of social apostasy (the Bohemian, the renegade, the 
declasse9 and so on), compares modern theories of class struggle 
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with similar doctrines current in Greek ^ 

with “ the problems of the asocial world of abtoftd fi"aIly’ deaIs 
crime.” 112 na ot absolute poverty and 

These various topics may seem disconnected but -r • 
principle is to be found in Kanellopoulos's theory „flx T^ 
and sociality. Following Slmmel, he maintains that ‘ndmduahty 

mam classes of human actions: those xS *h'.re m tm 

meanings because their psychic concomitants can^ “ltdl‘8ible 
be evoked n the minds of others, and those whS, ? T' 
absolutely individual component of tery humane' the 

some measure of prediction and controT n l ? SubJect to 
wholly individual portions of consdousness ?>.e are <he 

ward manifestations show no proor ss a„d °"- 

way6 it therefore “ 

derer, for his footsteps lead bevnnd rl?1 °W£d by T second un¬ 
social space.” FromPthis it :s ^ „d tbe COnfi^es °_f hlstorical and 

sociology is integrally united witlf W ^tbat ^aneU°P°ulos’s 

phy«icsrheisfir8tof ir.odaUWln^ and ™ta- 
an analytic-empirical sociologis^^ThShv11'1 °nly SecondariI7 
tbe ™.Iue°f his social-philosophical work • fcZ ^ 
vital significance.) 113 r ” ^, it is of high quality and 

it is still in the fomative^age^n?6 t0 ^ conclusion that 

outside have been so powerful that^Greet fr0m the W°rId 
derivative. Those writers who hate ? k sociology tends to be 

asserting their intellectual inden a t0 S?me extent succeeded in 
of close study by havc done work worthy 
succeeded inmesentbl ff CVer^here> but they have not yet 

** have woSTaXc “ XfSSSiS "* ‘ T ^ 

£s ssrare nM"~hfSiybs: 
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VIII 

TURKEY 

From Aristotle to Rousseau.—The development of sociology 
in Turkey114 provides still another illustration of the fact that 
mental and social life are under certain circumstances closely 
bound together; crises in the body politic have usually been ac¬ 
companied by sweeping changes in social thought. 

The old Ottoman Empire had as its dominant philosophy a 
Moslemized version of Aristotle, although Farabi (c. 879-950) 
tried to harmonize this with the theories of Plato, and Hellenistic 
and Arabic science also played prominent parts.115 After Farabi, 
who was an organismic thinker, interpretations of the classical 
Greek writers along the lines he laid down followed one another 
until the fifteenth century. 

Somewhat more direct influence on modern sociology was ex¬ 
ercised by the Turkish historians, particularly by those who failed 
to hold steadily in mind the orthodox Mohammedan conception 
of continuous divine intervention. Their theory of historical 
causation was largely drawn from Ibn Khaldun (see pp. 265— 
78, 706—708), although some of them unfortunately turned his 
cyclical theory of the rise and fall of social structures such as the 
tribe and the dynastic state into full-fledged organicism, with its 
biological sequence of growth, maturity, and decay. 

Slowly, however, the yeast of culture contact leavened the 
Turkish lump, and as the ever-increasing disorganization of the 
Ottoman Empire became apparent to thinking men, remedies 
were eagerly sought. First seized upon was army reform, which 
eventually brought with it knowledge of the Western physical sci¬ 
ences. Soon it was seen that this was not enough, and demands 
for political reform, becoming more insistent with each grudging 
concession by the autocracy, were formulated a la Locke, Mon¬ 
tesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau. Before long constitutional gov¬ 
ernment was openly advocated by outstanding nineteenth-century 
figures such as Shinasi, Ziya Pasha, and Kemal. These, with many 
others, were soon forced to seek refuge abroad.116 

Should East Go West, Stay East, or Both? — The struggle 
between the Ottoman autocracy and the constitutional liberals 
led to the gradual crystallization of two main types of social 
thought: Pan-Islamism and Westernism. (Here we cannot but 
be struck by the close parallel with the Pan-Slavism and Western¬ 
ism that emerged in the struggle with the Russian autocracy.) 
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The conflict between the two ended in the early twentieth rPnf 
w*th the defeat of the first, but the WestemizirS^cSS 
that it was by no means easy to fuse European and OttZ 
institutions. In fact, so many difficulties arose that w ?n 
t*? was taken in studies designed to £ 

vestigations of the foundations of Western civilization and 
researches into the genesis and growth of Turkish culture 

Later sociological developments have without excepting h 
guided by one or both of these trends. Among those interest ^ 
the West we find Ahmed Riza, an emigre who adoptee W 
tivism of Comte; Prince Sabahaddin, follower of\eJ>l ^°Sj 
advocate of individualism; Riza Tevfik exDnnenf f q Hay and 

philosophy; and Abdullah Djevdet, belhgerL di“iple offeBo" 

t titutiLTn" ,V°C n'd 'he ad°P*i«'' “ imitation of'Western 

?u”itish“w T' th/Se “d al ““■**» invested t„ 
i;e,Vn If 1 They formed a school associated with the no 
htico-cultural movement called Pan-Turanism wh,VI, of ™ ? 
the asOTdenoy of die Turkish nation over the Mamie fahh " 

GhS; (“d,n9a4)U"tial eXP0"e“ °f ,US SA°°1 

CX°1^ Tmk‘? CStaWishrf Wm « the SntrsS 
of Istanbul (1912), nearly all the Turkish sociologists of recent 
times are his direct or indirect disciples. g of recent 

the noSs of dvilL^Urkh^miT e^ment G°ka*P made use of 
lowed by Alfred WehPr°K ^ ture.ln a waY much like that f ol- 

noTfoimdhn^di^workTf h 
said Gokalp, can be assimikte^rf^ n i ^ernC1ydlZatl0n> 

in which its original characterisdcfarJsuhlbr 7)!0 the,-degr.ee 
corporating it in a soerifinO T h suitably changed by in- 
claimed was “ Tnrffr r 1 y-T klS?*Culture* The slogan he pro- 
wr2gsr^ ^°dernize” In his various 
tute Turkish to ,show J?84 what elements should consti- 

eLLnfofto. ^ what eXtent 
incorporated or excluded W ? cmIlzations should be 
speculative cha^rS T , L.ProPosals were not of a merely 
of ethnographicalan ik ^ assistfnts collected a rich body 
generalizations Furtbp ls,onca materials as foundation for his 
g eraiizations. Further, he was more than a mere follower of 
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Durkheim, for he was well acquainted with the works of Ibn 
Khaldun, Darwin, Comte, Spencer, Fouillee, Worms, LeBon, and 
Tarde, and intelligently utilized their relevant insights. 

Consolidation of Victory. — Gokalp died only a year after the 
establishment of the republican regime in 1923, but he had accom¬ 
plished so much that sociology has gained wide attention as an 
academic discipline. The college and normal school programs 
include it, and numerous textbooks, chiefly along Durkheimian 
lines, have appeared. (French is still the lingua franca of the 
Levant.) Mehmed Izzet, a leading sociologist, did much, how¬ 
ever, to extend the scope of the science beyond the bounds of the 
Durkheim school, for he drew heavily on Simmel and Max 
Weber. Unfortunately, he died in 1930. 

Forecasts and Hopes.—A short-lived Journal of Sociology 
was established in 1917, and another bearing the same name and 
containing chiefly methodological articles and translations strug¬ 
gled along from 1927 to 1930. The University of Istanbul has 
since 1934 issued a quarterly journal of sociology under the title 
of Action; this reflects the social-political and reform interests of 
Gerhard Kessler, a German sociologist who now holds Gokalp’s 
chair of sociology there. Berkes, a Turkish writer, summarizes 
the characteristics of Turkish sociology as follows: 

(1) It has been under the influence of political movements for a long 
time. ... (2) The French school of sociology became . . . influential 
in shaping the scientific outlook of Turkish sociologists. (3) Its chief 
concern after the World War became endless methodological discussions; 
and for that reason it did not contribute anything to scientific research 
worthy of mention, while more interesting research studies have been 
made rather in other social sciences, such as anthropology, history, eco¬ 
nomics, and folk lore. ... (4) The lack of financial support is one of 
the factors which prevent the development of a research program, the 
carrying-out of a plan of translations of foreign literature, the publication 
of journals, and the continuation of the sociological associations.119 

This seems unduly pessimistic in the light of the remarkable prog¬ 
ress Turkish sociology has made since the collapse of the Otto¬ 
man Empire. Moreover, even the virtual dictatorship of Mustafa 
Kemal Ataturk has not yet suppressed free inquiry; a larger 
measure of hope than some Western countries can entertain ap¬ 
pears to be quite permissible. 
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Sociology in the Iberian Peninsula 

and Latin America 

SPAIN 1 AND PORTUGAL The baCKGR0 __The Iberkn pen.nsuia, ^ 

p .°P°graphy ranging from conditions like those of thp 
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clergy were extended, the mendicant orders began to acquire 
wealth, and the stage was set for the future struggles between the 
priestly and lay politicians.3 

These did not become serious, however, until the end of the 
sixteenth century, for the tremendous era of Hispanic expansion 
released energies and relieved stresses that might otherwise have 
generated domestic upheavals. The merchant adventurers of 
Spain and Portugal pushed out to the Canaries, the Azores, 
Madeira, down the African coast and around the Cape of Good 
Hope, across the Atlantic, and around the world. The flood of 
wealth that the daring seamen of Spain and Portugal let loose 
upon their homelands was ultimately to overwhelm them in disas¬ 
ter, but when the torrent was first rising it bore upward with it the 
art and learning of the whole peninsula. There were eight univer¬ 
sities in the peninsula at the beginning of the sixteenth century; 
when it ended there were twenty-nine. This century, with its mani¬ 
fold culture contacts and its seemingly inexhaustible wealth (at 
least for the upper classes), was the high noon of Hispanic great¬ 
ness ; as Costa puts it, “ That century of Spanish excellence, in 
which our nation locked with a golden key the Middle Ages and 
unlocked the modern.” 6 

Fives, Daring Social Worker. — There were many Spanish so¬ 
cial thinkers before this time — among others, Isadore of Seville 
with his theories of the origin of society and the natural state of 
man — but the sixteenth-century theorists far surpassed their 
predecessors. Witness the intellectual boldness of the learned Juan 
Luis Yives (1492—1540), who long before the time of Francis 
Bacon (1561—1626) declared that the observation of nature 
rather than the study of Aristotle and the Fathers is the path of 
knowledge.7 Also anticipating many phases of the program of 
Vincent de Paul, Vives outlined, in his book on the relief of the 
poor, De subventione pauperum sive de humanis necessitatibus 
(1526), a whole system of charity organization and relief work 
which in its emphasis on constructive prevention of dependency is 
startlingly modern.8 Attacking the feudal nobility and the higher 
clergy for their callous indifference to the needs of the poor, he 
asserts that the state should control relief work: 

They have no conception of the duty of a government who wish to 
limit it to the settling of disputes over money or the punishment of 
criminals. On the contrary, it is much more important for the magis¬ 
trates to devote their energy to the producing of good citizens than to 
the punishment and restraint of evil doers. For how much less would 
there be to punish, if these matters were rightly looked after beforehand.9 
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Still more similar to the precepts of modern relief work a r u- 
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century writer, Paez de Castro, followed in the footsteps of^r^es, 
declaring that the history of a country should take in the “ slm^ 
of its geography, of the language of its peoples, of the dress, laws, 
religions, social institutions, general customs, literature, arts, sci¬ 
ences, and even the aspects of [the] nature of the land in so far 
as these things affect the actions of men.” 15 

Vitoria, Internationalist in a Nationalist World. —As might 
be expected from his interest in the relief of the poor, Yives speaks 
indirectly of a law of nature, affirming that it is natural to bestow 
kindness and that this law has cemented all men together, thus 
expressing an idea which was also hit upon by many other social 
thinkers, particularly by Berkeley with his theory of moral gravi¬ 
tation, and Adam Smith with his famous doctrine of sympathy. 

Another Spanish advocate of theological and legal reform, 
Francisco de Yitoria, professor in the University of Salamanca, 
took up a similar strand and wove it into an elaborate doctrine of 
international relations in his Reflectiones theologiae (1557).16 
Discussing natural society and natural communication, Vitoria 
asserts that nature has established a relationship between all men 
which, following Aristotle, he says is best exemplified in the bond 
of friendship. Thus grounded on Aristotelian principles, Vitoria 
goes on to cite the New Testament in condemnation of the resort 
to force in settling disputes between nations. With an audacity 
astonishing for the time of ruthless expansion in which he lived, 
he declares that neither the desire for the aggrandizement of one’s 
own country nor the glory of princes can justify hostilities. Hav- 
ing taken this unequivocal position, it is not to be wondered at 
that Vitoria can find no language scathing enough to denounce the 
killing of children and non-combatants, and the burning of towns 
and other measures which were regarded as regrettable, perhaps, 
but unavoidable,17 by the military leaders of the time. And not of 
that time only. ... 

The Wars of Religion and the Monarchomachs. — The impas¬ 
sioned denunciations of Vitoria had a bearing not only on the His¬ 
panic conquest of the New World but also upon the religious 
strife of the Old. For some quarter of a century (1530-1545) 
the Protestant revolution seemed likely to carry all before it, not 
only in the Germanic but also in the Latin countries. Faced with 
the need of desperate measures, however, the menaced church 
carried through long-needed reforms, and under a series of popes 
very different from those of the Renaissance, began the work of 
the Counter-Reformation. In 1534 the Spanish soldier Ignatius de 
Loyola formed his band of Jesuits to combat the new heresies; at 
about the same time the Index began to regulate the reading of 
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the faithful; the Inquisition undertook its task of wiping out th 
unfaithful; and in ,563 the doctrines of Roman CaZlidsmZ' 
recast, the better to furnish missiles against the heretical CFe 
by the Council of Trent.18 ° heretical sects, 
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of the natives and the lands they occupied; the works of Diaz del 
Castillo, DeZarato, Cabeza de Vaca, DeCastellanos, and many 
other savants provided information that might have been used to 
establish Spanish ethnography and human geography as sciences 
far ahead of all competitors in other nations. However, the work 
of the pioneers was not followed up, and it was left for the schol¬ 
ars of the Latin American republics to emulate their great prede¬ 
cessors. 

National Exhaustion and Mercantilism. — The reason for the 
collapse of Hispanic Europe in these fields is to be found in the 
material and intellectual isolation, impoverishment, and political 
decadence that set in after the religious wars and the over-hasty 
expansion of domain. Even as early as the reigns of Charles V 
and Philip II, in the sixteenth century, there was a definite tend¬ 
ency toward a mercantile policy, and as the national depression 
made its full consequences felt in the seventeenth, many mercan¬ 
tilists appeared who clamored for economic reforms, ranging 
from anti-export laws for raw materials and metals to protective 
tariffs as a means of encouraging manufactures. The measures 
taken proved ineffective; the economic-political slump continued, 
and when the Bourbons superseded the Hapsburgs in 1701, the 
conviction of the necessity for economic reform passed from the 
realm of the academic to that of everyday talk. Soon there 
emerged a thinker who knew how to give persuasive form to the 
ideas then current; Jeronimo de Uztariz, in his famous Teorica y 
practica de comercio y de marina (1724), presented the most con¬ 
sistent plea for mercantilism that had yet appeared. 

But nothing resolute and systematic, whether for good or bad, 
was undertaken by the decrepit government, and the depression 
dragged along until the opening years of the reign of Charles III 
(1759-1788). Charles was an enlightened despot who, though 
unwise in his foreign policy, was sufficiently liberal in domestic 
affairs to release the latent energies of the men of industry and 
science by following Physiocratic teachings.. A general national 
revival got under way, and this was highly significant for the so¬ 
cial sciences. University studies were reformed, and philosophy 
and law were brought somewhat abreast of the times. Economics, 
however, had no recognized place in the university system, and be¬ 
came an intellectual power only through the interest taken in it 
outside the halls of learning. 

Unfortunately Charles III was succeeded by a ruler equally 
despotic but not at all enlightened — indeed, it has even been said 
that Charles IV (1788-1808) was a semi-imbecile. Frightened by 
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the liberal movement to which his father had given rein w v 
the spectacle of the French Revolution, Charles^ermitted th e T 7 
quisition to resume some of its power, and the consent! In' 
the proscription of such relatively innocuous works^as17™ 
Smith s Wealth of Nations.13 as ^dam 
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a few of his students got it under way after his death, and in 
France and Belgium it attracted much attention during the eight¬ 
een-thirties. Among its adherents were Ahrens,21 Von Mohl,22 
Roeder, Schliephake, Bouchittee, Duprat, Tiberghien, Leon- 
hardi, and Froebel, the founder of the kindergarten, who claimed 
to have been only less influenced by Krause than by Pestalozzi.23 
In spite of this array of names, the Krausist philosophy is now vir¬ 
tually unknown except in Belgium, where it is dying, and in Spain, 
where its great days are long past. 

“ Spiritual Organicism.” — Now that we are a little less in the 
dark about the movement, we can fix our gaze on the man and his 
teachings. Karl Christian Friederich Krause (1781-1832) was a 
contemporary of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, and during his life¬ 
time was almost wholly obscured by these greater luminaries. In 
fact, his general influence has been so slight that when considering 
Hegel and other German writers in the chapter on theories of 
social progress we merely listed Krause’s name. His system, al¬ 
though relatively original, bears the stamp of the mystic, exalted 
German idealism of the time.2* He worked out a complete theol¬ 
ogy and metaphysics on the basis of his own alleged intuition, and 
in conformity therewith constructed an elaborate philosophy of 
history. The general nature of Krause’s system is best described 
in his own terms as an allgemeine Biotik, a universal biotism or 
life-science. His basic concept is that of organism (of which he 
seems to have been one of the chief modern exponents); as Flint 
puts it, “ With Krause the notion of organism was an idee fixe, 
and he probably sometimes fancied he saw ‘ organic totality’ and 
‘ organic development ’ where they had no existence.” 25 Although 
not so crude as Bluntschli, Lilienfeld, or other crass exponents of 
organismic analogy—Krause simply used organismic labels — 
he indulged in many flights of fancy in attempting to show that so¬ 
ciety is “ a spiritual organism.” 

His array of Grundselbwesen or fundamental social organisms 
is made up of the family, the neighbor-community, the tribe, the 
people, the association of peoples (here he seems to have the na¬ 
tion in mind), the union of association of peoples (analogous to 
the League of Nations), earthly mankind, and the grand totality 
of earthly mankind and mankind on “ other worlds than ours.” 
Krause also ascribed qualities of personality to each of these or¬ 
ganic entities; he called them usocial persons ” (moralische Per- 
sonen) ,26 This is social anthropomorphism; groupings of all kind 
are regarded as homologous to human beings. (Had Krause s 
view prevailed, we should not now speak of “ soulless corpora- 
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tions.”) Absurd as such doctrine may seem it r™*, * 
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mopolitan, and will all contribute to bind together, to unify, our earthly 
race into a city and kingdom of God. And even this will not be the end. 
. . . The humanity of earth may . . . enter into connection with the 
humanities of many a planet and sun, and thus bring nearer the day 
when all humanity will be one; when men not only of all countries, but 
of all solar systems, will know and love one another, and will work to¬ 
gether in union of spirit.28 

We should be arrogantly rationalistic if we were to allow the 
fantastic elements in this picture to distort our estimate of the 
effect its moral fervor had on men of the early nineteenth century. 
To the Spanish liberals groping for a coherent system that would 
supply the need for religion, philosophy, and a foundation of sci¬ 
ence, Krause had a tremendous appeal, more especially as it was 
quite possible to reconcile his doctrines with the Deism of the En¬ 
lightenment which is still powerfully represented in Continental 
Masonry. Moreover, the emphasis on the u spiritual ” character 
of the bonds between men shielded the followers of Krause from 
the crudities of organismic speculation such as that perpetrated by 
naive biologistic thinkers; as we shall later see, the psychical fac¬ 
tors in social life received due attention. It will be recalled that 
we have distinguished between organismic and organic theories 
in an earlier chapter. Now, in spite of unguarded phrases, the drift 
of Krause’s doctrine is distinctly organic. In saying this we by no 
means imply agreement with him, but we do wish to be fair to a 
man who is all too easily misunderstood. 

The Fate of the Disciple and the Successful Apostle.— 
Sanz del Rio studied the teachings of Krause diligently; although 
he returned to a Spain torn by conflict between would-be abso¬ 
lutism and a growing passion for parliamentarism, he became a 
professor at the University of Madrid and succeeded in founding 
a school of Krausistas. In 1868, just before the mutiny which led 
to the expulsion of the Bourbon queen, Isabella, the aged DelRio 
had the temerity to translate Krause’s Urbild der Menschheit, 
and the horror and indignation it evoked in Catholic circles led to 
DelRio’s discharge. Shortly thereafter the conservative Bourbon 
system collapsed, and the Constitution of 1869 was enacted. This 
set up a limited monarchy, and was very liberal indeed for Spain 
of that period, but DelRio died before he could resume his work. 

Fortunately for the cause, he had a devoted follower in Fran¬ 
cisco Giner de los Rios (1839-1915), also a professor at the Uni¬ 
versity of Madrid. He helped to make that institution a center of 
reform through liberal courses and the university organ Rivista, 
but in 1876, when the Bourbons were restored and the liberal con- 
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stitutionof 1869 was cast Into the discard th 
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may be mentioned a president of the Institute* de Reforma So- 
dales, Azcarate, and the criminologists Dorado Montero and 
DeQuiros. 

Gumersindo de Azcarate (1840-1917) did not write any sys¬ 
tematic treatise on sociology, but he gave it a large place in his 
lectures on comparative law at the University of Madrid, ac¬ 
knowledging his debt to Giner, Krause, Schelling, Savigny, Spen¬ 
cer, and Mackenzie. He conceived of sociology as a positive phi¬ 
losophy of history, regarded society as an organic structure, and, 
more influenced by biology than Giner, granted a large place to 
the biological factor in social causation. At the same time, he re¬ 
tained his allegiance to Kraustsmo, declaring that “the laws of 
evolution of society,” the study of which he understood to be the 
peculiar task of sociology, cannot resemble the laws of physics, 
since they govern a “ spiritual organism.” Azcarate was a pro¬ 
fessorial socialist like Brentano, Wagner, and Schmoller, and was 
so highly esteemed by all classes of society that he had great suc¬ 
cess as an arbitrator in industrial disputes.33 

Pedro Dorado Montero (1861-1919), one of Giner’s pupils, 
was also greatly influenced by Karl Roeder, a Heidelberg profes¬ 
sor of jurisprudence who was an enthusiastic follower of Krause. 
Roeder’s works in criminology and penology were translated by 
Giner and Giron at the request of the liberal Spanish regime of 
1873. Dorado Montero also studied in Italy for a time, probably 
at the suggestion of Giner, who was greatly impressed by the 
ethical and social aspects of the work of the Italian school of crim¬ 
inal anthropology, particularly the radical environmentalist wing 
led by Enrico Ferri. As a result of this varied experience, Do¬ 
rado Montero inaugurated a new era in Spanish penal science. 
Following the Krausist lead, he put great stress on the ethical 
standards of society as incentives to or deterrents of crime, and 
by the same token insisted that society at large bears a heavy re¬ 
sponsibility for criminal behavior. Nevertheless, Dorado Mon¬ 
tero did not overlook the individual criminal, and strongly advo¬ 
cated psychological study and examination, particularly with a 
view to determining the relation between mental instability and 
crime. He was also a vigorous propagandist for negative eugenics, 
thereby incurring the displeasure of the church.84 

Bernaldo de Quiros (1873- ) is a follower of Dorado 
Montero, and is well known for his treatise on criminological the¬ 
ories; it is an excellent and concise survey and critique of all the 
European writers on criminal science from Beccaria onward.35 
He is an advocate of corrective principles in penology, the inde- 
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terminate sentence, abolition of capital punishment cno/C i 
ment for juvenile delinquents, and the^ccupatioiil^tS^r^ 
penal inmates He a so is a convinced eugenist, emphasiZ?^ 
importance of positive and negative eugenics as KX?' 
tives Here again Italian and German currents of ZnLT 
clearly traceable. The profound conviction that “ we aZfl™ 
bers one of another ’’ derives from the Krausist emphasis on'T 
organic nature of society. The equally positive belief thlt ^ 
nals are products of bad heredity and/or 

willful perversity, is distinctly due to the Italian positive school nf 
criminology. Another Spanish criminologist stroLlvilflZ i?f 
the Italians was Rafael Salillas (18 c cii o2 for 1^fl1UenCe^ bT 
head of the government school for priso/personnel i 

Cnmmologia. Salillas attributed some importance to’ f d\ 
social situation in the causation of crimeXwas 

(Sno^grT a7eCtS’ S hiS treatise’ El Puente espafiol 
(1896-98) clearly shows. He was not particularly influenced hv 
Kraustsmo, but was a thoroughgoing positivist.- 1 7 

A S1 on the Psychical Phases of Social Life.—A pUDil of 
zcarate, Adolfo Posada, is an excellent example of a fa/from 

objectionable tendency in Krausist thought namelv the 
on psychical phases of social life to whicha conSon^Z 
ual organism ” easily leads Posad, ™* P * °f SPmt' 
number of positivist thinke^^ WA ^Umced by a 

select, from1 the’ writings oTthese’men T**" ^ “ *« >“ 
Giddines Ratzenhnf n 1 if • 77 SPencer> Ward, Tarde, 

Tno8 ’ , h°fer’ Durkheim, Baldwin, Cooley, and others 
those elements most thoroughly in harmonv with +h *1/ I 

generation Krausist thought he rLre^ntTjS7 1 * he third; 
psychology is clearly manifest in his definition t0Ward 
plex science, has manv roots in oef ' Sociology> a co®' 
?o,t iraportant of tC!. 7 of,*hE 

bioWicaliLSS ° 1 hl"”an S-°Clety. be summed “P “ «ke 
theory of Tarde if the ?"“Ptl?n °J SPenMr. ■“ the Imitation 

and l ^ttT„fnG?dhd?ry -.Wnlr4 more: “The social • I, .°rY ot Giddmgs.” 38 Once 

forces are altogether human”! ^ lndlT’lduaI are PsycIl>ci these 
These psychic forts s^ w ’ { aS Such we raust consider them. 
chanJl &C°nfuSed wIth P^-al or me- 
tion. Sociological COnsciousness> will, volition and inten- 

is pecnliar tosodeT” ° dR„TtrpteS T °" that which 
ing postdate, oSntifi ■ 7’ Posada «™wrat» the follow 
social reality- E«■& joaology a, he conceive, it: (l) “The 

reality-that we live in society. That we are society.” 
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(2) “That we were born into society — that we are social by 
nature.” (3) “ That society cannot be considered apart from the 
individual nor the individual apart from society.” 40 Let it be 
noted that his last postulate is the same as the conclusion at which 
Cooley arrived (or the presupposition with which he started), 
namely, that society is an organic structure built of social person¬ 
alities organically bound up with society. 

Posada is the author of several useful treatises, among them a 
comprehensive survey of the literature and problems of sociology 
and a presentation of the systems of various modern sociologists. 
These have done much to carry Spanish sociology beyond the con¬ 
fines of Krausist speculation. At the same time, Posada himself, 
while utilizing suggestions gleaned from many contemporary 
writers, remains fundamentally Krausist in his initial assumptions 
and value-judgments. 

Organic Theory Challenged in Its Own Stronghold. — The 
next writer with whom we shall deal is a rather equivocal figure. 
Sales y Ferre is termed by Posada t£ an independent disciple of 
Sanz del Rio,” 41 who, it will be recalled, imported the doctrines 
of Krause into Spain. Posada goes on to say of Sales: “ His philo¬ 
sophical ideas are entirely within the Krausista current.” 42 This 
may be true, but it is none the less difficult to perceive, for the in¬ 
fluence of positivism in its #wri-organismic aspects is strikingly 
prominent in Sales’s work. Indeed, he not only says that the study 
of animal society is a necessary part of sociology—a position 
which Krause expressly rejected—but he also attacks the or- 
ganismic theories of his time in so sweeping a fashion that the 
organic notions of the Krausists do not escape unscathed. Witness 
the following: 

Between the physical organism and society there does exist a general 
likeness; both are systems of coordinated activities, and subordinated to 
a common direction, but only in this respect are they alike. . . . The or- 
ganismic element is the cell; the social element is the individual. The cell 
possesses only the rudiments of consciousness and mobility; the indi¬ 
vidual has intelligence and will. The bond between the first is predomi¬ 
nantly physical; that between the second is largely psychic. The cells are 
united the one to the other in order to form the organism, they lose their 
individuality; the individuals are related in order to form a society; they 
not only conserve but augment their individuality. The cells are un¬ 
conscious slaves of the organism; the second (individuals) react against 
their likenesses, changing their position within society and^ repeatedly 
migrating from one society to another. The cells perform their functions 
where their organs place them; the individuals work voluntarily, they 
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conceive ends and carry out plans in order to achieve j ^ 
cell performs only one function, that of the organ to which vfS‘ The 
part, the individuals may perform several function = ^orms a 
multaneous. These differences between the two transcendTh^r -Sl' 
likenesses. In the organism unity rules and dominates fltf 
parts are dispossessed, the individuals only being active 
the changes and progress, a unity of agreement of thought ancTwilff f 
lowing The organism lives subject to its immediate sufroundtl • ° 
a wheel of an immense natural machine moved by the cos^ff 18 
society operates against the medium, the individual laSfZ—5 

unfolding of the cell is ^•’J' 

Z'wrre °,ru*ble to 
for who after fourteen centuries of naticSwK 
predicting what the actual conditions of European^!?™* Hu6 °f 
morrow? Physical heredity is transmitted by the act of generation- s' M 
heredity by education, by the adaptation of the organifm to th, 
the means to social ends: codperation, mutual aid and nltv tI,meanS’ 
ism is composed of organs which exercise 

consciously, society consists of institutions which realize cprtT j" 
intentionally and reflexively.48 realize certain ends 

This is one of the most cogent criticisms, not only of the crude 
organismic conceptions of the biolomVcrs h„t ,J t ?T CrUde 
rarefied theories of the “spWteKSto > toU ( u"”' 
where We are • ,- 7 organicists, to be found any- 

ZZo^y. are th£refore mclmed to Sales was a Krausist in 

characteristic X T S' F‘asP“*s of b*™or 
as inXcase of Por,lsPrJlly ‘K10 Kraus!st )« m me case ot Posada, but that is the most one can «<>„■ ir,-0 

totle Vito'ria Yives"^ derip\lro!n a "“niter of sourcesf’Aris- 

n3'i„ trh°POtl1 °h “d, Dur?'im- The« ia "°”ing pirtlculSly 
Zfa " 1 °f *hem' and we sha11 »5Xt 
PosaS PP “ aCcordance Postulates much like thlse of 

di™'?, t Xibto hisCOmid-r.aMe “fluence to t0P°graphy and 

■»«r be l?’0'1 PVchical Ws must 
seldom direct ^HhTh’r ' f 7 “sfrts ,ha‘ a"ch influences are 

borrowed fromTe XteeX T devi:Iopment were largely 

ceptions of social orosn- *• centurJ evolutionists, and his con- 
tinn w Clal or8amzatlon were based on Giddino-s’s distinc¬ 
tion between component and constituent sodeties - g 
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Sociology and History. — One of Sales’s less obviously deriva¬ 
tive contributions is his discussion of the relation between history 

and sociology: 
With history we touch the domains of sociology; both study social 

actions, but from distinct viewpoints. We discern three aspects in the 
social actions: (1) the general or psychic; (2) the temporal; (3) the 
individual. The psychic aspect corresponds to psychology, common to 
both history and sociology; the individual who comprehends the actions 
is the subject of history; the temporal, which is made up of likenesses 
and unlikenesses, the object of sociology. - . . History studies peoples 
one after another, each locality, period after period, action after action. 
Sociology, on the contrary, takes a broader view; it studies the genesis, 
elements, bonds, forces, structure and organisation of societies; it classi¬ 
fies them into types, and follows the evolution of each one of these, fixing 
their laws and their causes, and with all the past in view attempts to 
formulate laws for the present and future. The relation of history to 
sociology is exactly equal to that of natural history to biology. History is 
concrete science; sociology abstract science. It is clear that, since their 
fields are closely related, these two sciences grow out of similar condi¬ 
tions. History is the purveyor of sociology; it supplies material for the 
sociologist; and at times, sociology assists history, giving light and di¬ 
rection for a more accurate interpretation of social acts.45 

This is an admirably clear statement of the positivist view of 
history, but like so many people who point out the road to be 
followed, Sales neither did actual historical research himself nor 
made any considerable use of historical data. Perez y Pujol, pro¬ 
fessor at the University of Valencia, was for a long time the 
outstanding representative of the sociological approach to history 
in Spain. In addition to his works on the relation of sociology and 
law, Perez y Pujol wrote a monumental treatise on the social in¬ 
stitutions of Gothic Spain, in which he splendidly exemplified his 
own theories of the relation of sociology and history.46 His own 

statement of this relation is as follows: 
Each generation seeks in the tradition of the past the antecedents 

which the necessities of the present demand. For us the critical and sym¬ 
pathetic character for the nineteenth century has demanded a new ex¬ 
amination of all human institutions, and the relation between them. Out 
of this movement has developed the science of sociology, which has come 
to require of history a greater amount of knowledge than it has hitherto 

exacted.47 

War and Reform. — Partly as a result of the determined ef¬ 
forts of sociologists and other social scientists, and partly because 
of the rebirth the Spanish nation underwent after the humiliation 
of defeat by the United States in 1898, the opening of the twenti- 
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eth century saw much critical self-appraisal „„ 
activity in social reform. Before thisTime there^ ?£eCedented 
more or less successful e#orts to elim „a“so„e of the “ u 
features of the penal code, notably 
names of Manuel, reign of Charles TTT. r- f- d W1.th the 

Charles IV; Salas, reign of Ferdinand YII; anVthe^relt f1 °f 
ish feminist, Dona Concepcion Arenal, Inspector General 
Prisons during the last four vears nf rL *, V1 * aI of 

(l864-68).«gNone of these reforms, howe'vS not eteof1' 
those sponsored by Arenal, with her curious blend ofeiS m8 
century rationalism ami nineteenth-century hums„; ?a 
brought Spain within hailing distance of the ij 
chanical measures or orderincr-anrl fnrhtJrT u u ^uroPe* Me- 
Of the zeal of a few leaders and no ‘ g ^ SWa? in »Pte art-iia) eauers, and no one seemed to think that 
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orm measures was necessary. Moreover there °r rf’ 
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for their tasks; common sense was thotmlitlnffie,? etc'J 
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school of the social snVnrr - instltute later turned into a 
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ish demSy'^Sorsysrem wi: 1 ““ b“™7' Th’e Span- 
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doing next to nothing. The facu t es of1 ^ ” '¥? WCre 
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chair of socioloo-v r . c;onseclllence that only one 
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proverb, “ They wonh T ? .Tsi<;uatl0n exemplified by the 

To he Qnt-P ^ °n t eat tbe devil, but they drink his broth ” 

to >dapt themselves to ian“ £ fe'd^V/f 
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has been coming rather rapidly in Spain. Even before the World 
War the soothing see-saw of Conservatives down, Liberals up, 
and vice versa, began to be disturbed by the industrialization of 
the country. Syndicalism, anarchism, and socialism of various 
shades caused much concern to respectable citizens. After the 
War, the Morocco muddle, the Rivera dictatorship, the 1932 
revolution, the aftermath represented by the 1934 reaction, and 
the present Fascist-Loyalist struggle have made Spanish life even 
more kaleidoscopic. 

Dearth of Recent Spanish Sociology. — Very little of funda¬ 
mental importance in Spanish sociology has been written since 
1910; again as in Italy, the reaction against positivism has damp¬ 
ened enthusiasm. A literary philosopher, Jose Ortega y Gasset, 
has produced a book on “ the revolt of the masses ” which is a 
mixture of LeBon, Pareto, Spengler, and his own excellent rhet¬ 
oric,49 but for the discriminating sociologist such left-overs, even 
when plentifully spiced, are not appetizing. A posthumous work 
by Dorado Montero, Naturaleza y Funcion del Derecho, ap¬ 
peared in 1927, but it offers only a minor variation on the old 
Krausist theme; for Dorado Montero the state is “ an organism 
essential to progress.” 50 Nothing startlingly new in that.. 

Sociology in Portugal.—When the University of.Coimbra 
was reorganized in 1902, a chair of sociology was established, but 
in general the Portuguese universities have treated sociology as 
an unwelcome foundling. Moreover, although it might have been 
supposed that the overthrow of the monarchy would favor ad¬ 
vances in the social sciences, nothing of importance has appeared 
since the revolution — in spite of the fact that Portugal has had 
outstanding sociologists. One of them, J. P. Oliveira, is the author 
of a work on Iberian civilization ranking even higher than Perez 
y Pujol’s study of the social institutions of Gothic Spain; it is a 
splendid example of the cross-fertilization of sociology and his¬ 
tory. Oliveira also executed treatises of fundamental importance 
on the subjects of primitive institutions and comparative religion. 
He wrote in the late nineteenth century; unfortunately, since that 
time there has been no one to follow him even from afar.51 

II 

LATIN AMERICA 

Following the example of Bernard, who says that the twenty 
Latin-American Republics are quite similar in the general culture 
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pattern affecting the social disciplines,62 we shall not deal with 
the various countries separately except when making occasional 
reference to deviations of special significance. 

Ethnography and Human Geography.—The exploits of the 
Spanish and Portuguese conquerors in Latin America were ap¬ 
pallingly destructive of the lives and the advanced material cul¬ 
ture of the Indians, and the early priests and missionaries who 
followed in the wake of the brutal soldiery were in their own 
way perpetrators of irreparable damage to the higher values of 
their wards. Manuscripts were burned with holy glee, and the 
fairly well-developed literatures of Mexico and Peru were al¬ 
most entirely wiped out. A few hardy spirits in succeeding genera¬ 
tions did something to circumvent the priestly ban and recover 
what they could of the lore of the past, but most of it had 
vanished. 

It is therefore impossible to say anything about the social 
thought of the time before the conquest. We have already re¬ 
ferred to the histories written in old age by the more garrulous 
or curious survivors of the invading Spanish host; these con¬ 
tained a considerable amount of ethnographic and geographical 
material interspersed with highly-colored accounts of the glorious 
adventure. 

Later on more formal treatises began to appear, most of them 
written by the clergy, and giving a good deal of space to the 
“curious customes of ye heathen,” the zealous efforts of the 
priests to effect their conversion, and the more outstanding oc¬ 
currences of the profane world. As Bernard remarks, these narra¬ 
tives do not differ markedly from those written during our own 
colonial period. It should be noted, however, that the Latin- 
American works usually devote more attention to both physical 
and human geography, for to newcomers in those semi-tropical 
and torrid latitudes nature presents an unfamiliar aspect, is ex¬ 
ceedingly difficult to master, and strongly influences human be¬ 
havior and institutions. Equador, Peru, Chile, and Cuba were 
all represented by writers of such embryonic ethnology and hu¬ 
man geography.8® 

Public Law and Political and Social Philosophy. — The law 
of nature and of nations, well exemplified by the doctrines of 
Grotius and Pufendorf, and at bottom consisting of public law 
and political and social philosophy, began to emerge very early in 
Latin America. Its beginnings can be found in the works of the 

apostle to the Indians,” Bartolome de las Casas (1474-1566), 
who wrote to show that his charges were not untutored savages 
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before the Spanish conquest but had a well-developed civilization 
of their own. The reason for LasCasas’s eagerness to prove thS 
point lay in current theories of the law of nature, according to 
which savages might be deprived of all moral and civil rightsbut 
civilized peoples were to be handled a little more considerately. 

is attempt to make a radical application of the fruits of schol¬ 
arly contemplation inspired virtually no sixteenth-century follow¬ 
ers, however, and with the decline in Spanish learning its 

atin-American imitators also became exceedingly conservative. 
The University of Salamanca, which trained most of the emis¬ 
saries to Latin America, virtually gave up the teaching of public 
law, and in the private field ceased to teach Spanish law, limiting 
itself to the Roman and canon varieties; this example was of 
course widely imitated in the colonies. The clergy were among 
the most active m the reaction, and later also attempted to block 
the new ideas which began to appear about the middle of the 
eighteenth century. But under the more liberal reign of Charles 
HI (I759—^7^), the works of the contemporary European 
natural-law theorists began to be known, and Physiocratic ideas 
also took root. The Jesuits were expelled from both Spain and 
the colonies, and as less aggressive religious orders came in and 
enlightened viceroys took the helm, some of the old universities 
expanded their curricula by adding the law of nature and of na¬ 
tions-which, as we have already said, was really in the reato 
of political and social philosophy and public law — and also 
taught all three forms of private law (Roman, canon, and Span- 
ish). To quote Bernard again:il It was the same sort of intellect¬ 
ual and university movement that was being developed at the same 
time and somewhat earlier, on a larger scale, in English North 
America by Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, and others.54 

Revolutions and Gountex-Revolutions.—Xhe consequences of 
these “ dangerous thoughts ” were not long in appearing, for the 
University of Charcas in Bolivia and some of the northern uni¬ 
versities, particularly in Venezuela, developed into underground 
headquarters for revolutionary movements. After many premoni¬ 
tory rumblings the upheaval came at both ends of the continent 
early in the nineteenth century; the favorable opportunity pro¬ 
vided by the Napoleonic conquest of Spain was quickly seized. 
The Latin-American revolutionary leaders were all men of ability, 
and they had the experience of the French and American revolu¬ 
tions to guide them, but it took them much longer to consolidate 
their victories. The long dominance of the church and the large 
landholders, together with the racial and cultural differences be- 
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tween rulers and ruled, made it difficult to carry the revolutions 
below a very superficial level. Intelligent self-government is diffi¬ 
cult enough under the best of circumstances; it is virtually im¬ 
possible even now in those parts of Latin America most heavily 
burdened by the dead weight of the past. 

After a short period of relatively liberal teaching in the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century, at which time the social sciences 
as such entered the Latin-American universities, the inevitable 
counter-revolutions got under way. Liberal leaders were pushed 
aside, exiled, or executed, and until well past the second quarter 
of the century tyrannical governments held sway which united the 
vicious features of the old Spanish regime with the brutalities of 
a disorganized New World. During this time the universities lost 
almost every vestige of the intellectual elan that had begun to 
appear before and during the revolutionary period, and some 
of them were actually abolished. Eventually, however, they be¬ 
gan to win back their old position, particularly when constitutional 
regimes were reestablished after the middle of the nineteenth 
century. 

The Lawyers Succeed the Priests. — It is these regimes which 
in part account for a situation affecting both the teaching and 
content of Latin-American sociology, which is strikingly different 
from that found in most other countries (although Italy and 
Spain offer some analogies). This situation inheres in the close 
connection of the practice of law, government service, and the 
teaching of the social sciences. As we noted when discussing 
Italian sociology, parliamentarism nourishes lawyers, and no¬ 
where has this been more clearly demonstrated than in Latin 
America. The practice of law was not popular before the middle 
of the eighteenth century, but under the liberal regime of Charles 
III and after the revolutions it became the leading profession. 
Moreover, the intensity of the struggle for self-government 
throughout all the first half of the nineteenth century and the en¬ 
suing constitution-making period engendered an interest in public 
rather than private law. Not only specific legal rules but also 
the philosophy of law and government held attention, and of 
course the persisting influence of natural law and canon law, 
as well as the practice of deduction from general principles in¬ 
herent in Roman law, operated to favor the systematic and gen¬ 
eralizing type of legal thought. 

Now the consequence of this was that until very recently, and 
in most cases even now, Latin Americans do not make any marked 
distinction between their law and more abstract social sciences 
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such as sociology, political science, economics (in the sense of 
political economy rather than business economics), and crimi¬ 
nology and penology. For all of them they use the same generic 
term, derecho, simply adding an adjective to indicate the special 
field. Derecho is best translated as “ right ” or “ justice,” and is 
primarily ethical in significance. For the more narrow and formal 
rules of action and procedure, into which ethical considerations 
do not directly enter, the term ley is used. Thus sociology has its 
roots primarily in the old derecho natural, political science and 
government remain bound up with derecho publico and derecho 
politico, and criminology and penology are inseparable from 
derecho criminal. 

This close connection with the law is strengthened by the fact 
that the lawyers have been the beneficiaries of the clerical tradi¬ 
tion in teaching. In colonial times the more able priest in the 
larger centers taught a course or two along with his more strictly 
ecclesiastical duties; in modern times until quite recently, and 
even at present in some centers, the lawyer teaches one or more 
courses in the social sciences as incidental to his private practice 
or his government position. Although this has prevented special¬ 
ization, it has also prevented the growth of the hard-shell aca¬ 
demic mind. Law remains in close touch with life, and the teaching 
of law in its most general aspects necessitates a firmer grasp of 
basic philosophical and legal principles than is necessary in routine 
practice. 

Sociological Jurisprudence. — Perhaps due in part to these 
circumstances, and certainly in large measure as a result of the 
positivist spirit spread by the writings of Taine, Spencer, and 
Buckle, Latin America developed a sociological emphasis in law 
which anticipated many phases of the similar movement in the 
United States a quarter-century later. The cordial reception 
which many cultured Latin Americans gave to positivism derived 
from the newness of their own culture, the relatively direct re¬ 
sponse which they found it necessary to make to their physical en¬ 
vironment, and the opposition of the traditional church which 
developed during the struggle for independence (when the ec¬ 
clesiastics either sided with Spain or rejected republican princi¬ 
ples). Sociological enthusiasm was so marked that Huneeus 
Zegers, writing in 1889, declared that “modern positivistic sci¬ 
ence has delivered the study of legislation and law over to the 
study of sociology.”65 This was said with reference to Chile, 
where positivism found soil already prepared by the widespread 
study of Bentham and James Mill, but the other Latin-American 
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countries also developed a sociological approach to jurisprudence 
primarily through the subject called the philosophy of law This 
has been taught in all universities for over half a century’as an 
introduction to the study of law and legislation. At present Npn 
Kantian and Neo-Hegelian tendencies, although not so strong as' 
m Italy, are nevertheless strong enough to put sociology on the 
defensive, but the philosophy of law still retains many sociological 
implications. 8 

The Emergence. of Sociology. — The development of sociol- 
ogy in Latin America can now be made a bit more clear. The old 
courses in natural law began to be transformed into the philoso¬ 
phy of law early in the’eighties of the last century. Soon the wide 
scope of the latter topic made subdivisions necessary, and by the 
nineties the philosophy of law split into two general types of 
course: on the one hand, institutional history and general iuris- 
prudence, and on the other, sociology and anthropology. The first 
specific use of the term sociology appears to have been that ap¬ 
plied to one section of a course in the philosophy of law given 
by Antonio Dellepiane at the University of Buenos Aires about 
1895, and approximately five years later this was followed by a 
whole course entitled sociology, taught at the same institution 
by Ernesto Quesada. 

Sociological Impetus from History and Geography. — Merely 
because the philosophy of law was godfather at the christening 
of academic sociology, however, it should not be assumed that 
other branches of knowledge played no part in its development. 
1 he philosophy of history, if at all positivistic, necessarily carries 
a. heavy sociological content. Most of the historical writing of 
nineteenth-century Latin America has as its central concern the 
emergence of nationality in one or another of its aspects, and in 
treating this theme mere fact as fact is wholly subordinated to 
interpretation, much of it of a type that makes the line between 
history and sociology very difficult to draw. In addition to history 
as such, studies of history in the making, i.e., of special social 
problems, were largely freighted with sociological ideas. As 
Sarmiento said in 1845, the nations of Latin America were per¬ 
petually compelled to struggle for civilization against barbarism, 
an . in wor s on popular education, war, economic reorganization, 
racia amalgamation, morals, and so on, there were persistent 
- °*V5 t interpretation of Latin-American history in the mak- 
mg that, viewed in ensemble, form a sort of local sociology, per- 
vaded by the ideas of Taine, Spencer, Tarde, and LeBon. Fi¬ 
nally, the continuing interest in social and political geography 
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produced many treatises which can be regarded as at least con¬ 
tributory to the growth of Latin-American sociology, a point to 
which we shall later refer when discussing the sociology of 
Venturino. 

The Waning of Positivism in the Twentieth Century._Dur- 
twentieth century a number of changes have taken place 

that have markedly altered the nineteenth-century picture. One of 
the most important of these we have already noted, namely, the 
shift of the philosophy of law from a primarily positivistic and 
sociological standpoint to Neo-Hegelian and Neo-Kantian pre- 
suppositions. This is largely because of the uncritical way in which 
earlier sociological thinkers identified the advance of positive sci¬ 
ence with progress; the disillusionment created by the World 
AA^ar concerning the power of science for good has brought with 
it a type of legal philosophy that has very little in common with 
sociology. Another shift is away from the practice of broad de¬ 
duction from general principles to case law, primarily as a result 
of German and American tendencies. The net result of these de¬ 
velopments has been to deprive sociology of a former ally, but at 
the same time to render it more independent. 

Latin-American Criminology and Penology. — There is still 
however, a very close connection between sociology and law in the 
fields of criminology and penology. Derecho criminal, as com¬ 
monly taught in the universities, is divided into two branches or 
courses, one general and the other special, which respectively 
correspond rather closely to (i) criminal law and (2) criminol¬ 
ogy and penology as taught in the United States. From the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century onward there have been two 
main trends in Latin-American criminology: one derives from the 
Italian schools of criminal anthropology and criminal sociology 
associated with the names of Lombroso, Garofalo, and Ferri, and 
so far as the Ferri influence is concerned, has not markedly dimin¬ 
ished in strength; the other springs from the North American 
school of penology, with strong infiltrations from modern Euro¬ 
pean theory and practice. Some valuable work in the therapeutic 
and constructive prevention of juvenile delinquency has been done 
under the leadership of Jorge Coll and also of Ernesto Nelson, 
both of the University of Buenos Aires. Special training for this 
and other types of social work is now being offered in a few 
centers. 

Interpretive History and Sociology.—History has continued 
to sustain its interpretive interest, and the earlier concentration 
on Latin-American matters continues. Economic history mani- 
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fests strong sociological leanings, as does also the history of Latin- 
American institutions. Further, there has developed a school of 
thought which is concerned with the defense of Latin civilization 
as against Anglo-Saxon, and although apologetics sometimes gets 
the better of sober analysis, the works of the school often con¬ 
tain very penetrating insights into the social processes and struc¬ 
tures characteristic of each of these civilizations. Francisco Gar¬ 
cia Calderon (the younger) and Alfredo Colmo are among its 
outstanding representatives. Interpretations of current Latin- 
American history in one or another aspect are abundant: ques¬ 
tions of culture, nationality, race, immigration, standards of liv¬ 
ing, and child welfare are thoroughly examined and many 
practical programs have been proposed and set in motion. As is 
the case with attempts in other countries to describe and solve 
pressing social problems, however, a good many of the resulting 
proposals do not rank as scientific products, although they are 
sometimes labeled sociology. Only a few can justifiably claim this 
title, among them treatise! by Francisco Bulner, Case! VasTonce 
los, Bustamente, Oliviera Vianna, Guerrero, Desvernine y Galdos 
and Agustin Yenturino. ’ 

Ecological' and Anthropogeographical Interpretation: Fen- 
turino.—This writer’s four solid volumes have won the unstint- 
i.n§ praise of so well-informed a sociologist and connoisseur of 
Latin-American matters as Bernard.56 

In his two-volume treatise on the sociology of the Indians of 
early Chile, Sociologia Primitiva Chileindiana (1927, 1928), 
Venturino follows the long-established South American custom of 
explaining their life and culture primarily in terms of the physical 
environment, in which factors making for vicinal isolation play 
an important part. He is not content, however, with loose asser¬ 
tions about geographical influences ”; flora and fauna, for ex¬ 
ample, are dealt with in the same connection and with a degree 
of precision suflicient to satisfy all but the hypercritical. More¬ 
over, the myths, tribal organization, industries, commerce, art, 
anguage, and the juridical, educational, sacerdotal, governmen- 

ta , and other institutions related to the physical environment are 
described and analyzed in detail, although perhaps not so sche¬ 
matically as a North American or European sociologist would 
have described them. 

Yenturino is not a mere litterateur, however; if his literary 
style sometimes gets in the way of scientific exposition, it is not 

ecause^he is vague about the facts. Years of careful study of the 
physical and cultural setting of the Indians and colonists in all 
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the Americas have given him a background that lends depth and 
perspective to all his work. Moreover, his comparisons of Chilean 
culture with Mayan, Aztecan, and Incaic cultures are very il¬ 
luminating, and open up lines of analysis that seem likely to be 
rewarding. In the second volume of this treatise on the Chilean 
Indians, Venturino takes up the story with the coming of the 
Spanish conquistadores, and draws a vivid picture of the clash of 
the two cultures and the effect of war and conquest upon the 
native institutions — a study to place on the same shelf with 
those by Pitt-Rivers, Mead, and MacLeod.57 Venturino, however, 
continues his presentation to a stage not reached by any of the 
writers just mentioned (although through no fault of theirs): he 
shows the part played industrially by the flora and fauna and 
socially by the native women in helping to reestablish a cultural 
equilibrium after the conquest. 

In his Sociologia Chilena (1929), which carries the same trend 
of study through colonial and national times, Venturino makes his 
most original contributions to human ecology. In several brilliant 
chapters he shows how the early colonial civilization was domi¬ 
nated by the military city, and how in the nineteenth century this 
gave way to the commercial city. The Chilean set-up — indeed, 
the whole Latin-American situation — is of peculiar importance 
to those interested in dominance and succession, for there the 
city has always held sway over its rural hinterland in a manner and 
to a degree unknown in North America, largely because the rural 
inhabitants of the southern continent have been Indians, whereas 
in the northern they are for the most part of the same ethnic 
groups as the city dwellers. This book and the one shortly to be 
mentioned emphasize the role of culture much more than that of 
the immediate physical environment, but Venturino never lets the 
reader forget that nature always lies back of nurture in the de¬ 
velopment of peoples and their institutions, even those of the 
present day. 

Sociologia General Americana (1931), the third of our indus¬ 
trious Chilean’s treatises, deals largely with the conflict of races 
and classes and their gradual accordance and amalgamation dur¬ 
ing the colonial and national periods. The influence of governmen¬ 
tal, economic, religious, scientific, traditional, and like cultural 
factors in bringing about these slowly developing changes is made 
abundantly clear; those who study a conflict and accommodation 
groups ” can reap much profit from it. 

It may safely be said that Venturino, heir of “ the profound 
ecological and anthropogeographic trend of sociology south of 
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the Amazon for nearly a hundred years,”58 has greatlv and 
worthdy augmented his heritage. y 

Synthetic Sociology: Cornejo. — Not only are excellent socio 
logical interpretations of specifically Latin-American conditions 
to be found, but there are also closely-integrated and dispassion¬ 
ate sociological works of a general character conforming to 
rather high standards of scientific excellence. Ernesto Quesada 
who, it will be recalled, taught the first course specifically named 
sociology in Latin America, was also the author of a systematic 
theoretical treatment of the subject (La Sociologia, 1904) which 
won the praise of so exacting a critic as Lester F. Ward. The 
next year this was followed by a work on the principles of sori 
ology by Alfredo Colmo, and in close succession there then ap¬ 
peared many high-grade, well-balanced presentations by Martinez 
Paz, Bunge, Carvalho, Garcia, Orgaz, Oliva, Letelier and 
Cornejo (whose important La Sociologta contempordnea we shall 
later examine more closely). Latin-American writers on general 
sociology ha^ve of course been greatly influenced by Comte, Spen¬ 
cer, Ward, Tarde, Giddings, Durkheim, and Wundt; more recent 
suggestions have come from Ellwood and other North American 
wnters, Pareto, Simmel, Wiese, Vierkandt and Spengler. Many 
of the North Americans have become known primarily through 
translations, made by the eminent Spanish scholar, Adolfo Po¬ 
sada, and by others. 

The above-mentioned treatise by the Peruvian sociologist, 
ariano H. Cornejo, is an outstanding example of the cross- 

fertilization of a half-dozen types of sociology coming from other 
continents. First published in Spanish in 1908, it attracted the 
attention of Rene Worms, then director of the Institut inter¬ 
national de soctologie and appeared in French translation in 1911 
asi Soctologte generate (2 vols.). It is an amazingly erudite work 
of more than a thousand pages, thoroughly matured and skillfully 
organized. Worms wrote an enthusiastic preface for it, and his 

justified^’ C°nSldenng the date of the work> seems eminently 

It opens with a splendid survey of the historical development of 
socio ogy w ich is a masterpiece of condensation and erudition. 

ex 0 ows an elaborate theory of cosmic evolution in which 
Spencer, Ward, Poincare Weismann, Clerk Maxwell, and many 
other scientists figure, and which states in no uncertain terms the 
necessity for the assumptions of mechanism and determinism “ if 
any sodology worthy of the name is to be developed.” 59 

Quite m conformity with this unabashed positivism, Cornejo 
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points out that sociality is not characteristic of man alone, but 
roots in the very nature of all the higher organisms, and goes on 
to show that social evolution is but a continuation of the processes 
operative in biological evolution. This was also the position taken 
by practically all later nineteenth-century sociologists ; we need 
mention only Espinas and "SVaxweiler as especially relevant ex¬ 
amples. 

The Debt to Ward and Giddings. — Cornejo is careful to 
state, however, that human society is more complex than all other 
types because of the parts played by adaptation and the develop¬ 
ment of solidarity through cooperation, conflict, differentiation, 
and selection. Here he draws heavily on Darwin, Kropotkin, 
Gumplowicz, and Durkheim, and then says that all the factors 
making for solidarity can be summed up under Giddings’s “ con¬ 
sciousness of kind ” as the subjective manifestation, and adapta¬ 
tion as the objective cause working through the development of 
a community of sentiments and ideas. These psychical influences, 
together with the desires and their accompaniments, pleasure and 
pain, account for the greater complexity of social evolution as 
over against biological, but do not make it fundamentally differ¬ 
ent— a conclusion which is also a distinctive feature of Ward’s 
sociology. The debt to Ward is still more evident in the treat¬ 
ment of social synergy; this is in all respects essentially identical 
with that set forth in Dynamic Sociology and Psychic Factors in 
Civilization. 

Superorganicism. — But in dealing with the nature of society, 
the clarity that characterizes other parts of the work is lacking. 
Cornejo’s position is difficult to understand: he ridicules those 
who draw analogies between society and an ordinary animal or¬ 
ganism, but he says that societies have individuality even though 
there is no collective sensorium, and uses the term “ collective 
mind.” To be sure, he later attempts to justify this usage by say¬ 
ing that mind is nothing that is separable from the organism, and 
as the mind of the individual is simply a function of his body as 
a whole, so the social mind is a function of society as a whole— 
it reduces to a coordination superior to individual coordinations. 
This being the case, progress may be defined as the form that 
evolution takes in societies; it is a movement toward more com¬ 
plete coordination, and renders society more and more independ¬ 
ent of the natural environment. 

Careful examination of Cornejo’s treatise has failed to dis¬ 
close any reference to Krause or his Spanish disciples, but one 
cannot help surmising that in addition to Fouillee and other or- 
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ganismic thinkers cited, the German Romanticist perhaps t>Wd 
ome part. Be this as it may, there is nothing especially objection 

able in the actual analysis of society offered by Corneio X' 
superorganismic line of argument could be eliminated and a 

great deal that is now regarded as valid would remain 
& octal Factors and Products: a Skillful Blend. — The reason 

for this is that Cornejo goes over to an analysis of social facto " 
and products that is only verbally connected with his suuer 
organicism. Factors are regarded as the active characteristic! of 
social phenomena, and products as the passive, although the two 

extodedXlsfonbf f epchan^ably- ]Before launching on his 
extended discussion of factors and products, he raises the one* 
tion as to the causal efficacy inhering in the physical factorl on" 
he one hand and the social on the other, and replies that although 

d ar:s blologkai g eat importance, the social factors exercise an even greater in 
fluence as civilization advances, and are destined touring the 
physical factors under compiete control. This is the position faken 
by Ward, and Cornejo acknowledges his indebtedness both bv 

equent references and by use of the term “ social telesis.”60 7 
physicaStmfdfvTd lCha?terS’ C°rnej° next discusses 
and the in ernal °g ^ mab classes: the ^emal 
customLv mSn ; TtT "e C°mPrised in mature in the 

kdonThe'ch^r6 ^ aS,indivIdual heredity! rlcef and popu- 

considering thllZT “ .WOrtby °f sPecial a«ention; considering the state of knowledge in 1908, it is a surnrisinoh. 
cogent treatment. The influence of French, German, and Italian 
demographers is quite marked. ’ 

intlllf nC-tIy SOdal -faCt?rs and Pr°ducts are likewise divided 

Parn1^ctan rtSiVdy 

ucts from th ^ ^ Pr™ary products and extract other prod- 

“nd tTf e ”;CfTPlrng,miT°'1' educati0n' Vision of labor, 
of imtatio^ T processes first. In the treatmen 
plTto X talth0“8h Cornejo is at 

of sociology. Ward and Giddinaf™^^841118 ?C Posslblllties 
discussion of nd (jlddings are the sources from which his 

in^loT^accorcf wb-h°nd7is!on of lab«r is analyzed 
cal ” and “ cm • » urkheim s distinction between “ mechani- 
to Roscher andTh ^P^’ though a few references are made 

■Koscher and Schmoller. It should be noted that Cornejo takes 
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issue with Durkheim s contention that the“ primitives 11 are more 
thoroughly^ciominated by the “collective mind” than are the 

civilized, pointing out that numerous instances can be brought 
to show that the reverse is sometimes true. The chapter on war 
follows Gumplowicz, Ratzenhofer, Spencer, and Ward, particu¬ 
larly the latter, and recurs to the theme of synergy. The discus¬ 
sion of the four factors is concluded by an attempt to show that 
they all impel society toward a condition in which there will be 
an optimum of liberty, equality, and solidarity. A child of his 

In dealing with the primary products of social life, Cornejo 
introduced novel elements, namely, the contributions made by 
Wundt in his monumental Volkerpsychologie. No other sociolo¬ 
gist so promptly incorporated them in a systematic treatise. 
Cornejo somewhat extends the list he first gives: as actually set 
forth it includes language, myth, religion, art, custom, morals, 
and law. Although well organized and buttressed by copious 
citations from other authors, there is nothing in Cornejo’s adapta¬ 
tion that cannot be found in Wundt. The special contribution of 
the Latin-American writer is the way in which he has interwoven 
the doctrines of Volkerpsychologie with his own pattern of other 
sociological theories. 

Cornejo’s work concludes with a few chapters that do not 
quite fit into the general scheme: marriage and the family, the 
state, and science are separately considered. The treatment of 
the family follows the highly questionable formulas of the classi¬ 
cal ethnologists (discussed in our chapter on social evolution); 
the analysis of the national state arrives at the conclusion that 
DeGreef’s theory of its gradual transformation into a pacific 
world-state is probably correct, and the final chapter, on science, 
asserts that as sociology becomes more highly developed it will 
make extensive use of mathematics. The thoroughgoing applica¬ 
tion of the quantitative method is seen as the goal of a scientific 
sociology. 

In spite of his vast erudition and remarkable skill in weaving 
numerous theories derived from others into a homogeneous struc¬ 
ture, however, it is impossible to call Cornejo’s work original in 
any fundamental sense. Moreover, the fact that he does not draw 
on Latin-American experience — thus contrasting unfavorably 
with Venturino, for example — makes the content of his theories 
rather standardized and academic, and deprives him of his best 
opportunity for presenting original contributions. A splendid ex¬ 
ample of synthetic sociology with encyclopedic leanings, it is 
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simply a massive boulder that in all probability will never find 
a functional niche in the structure of modern sociology. 

Analytic Sociology. — Here and there throughout Latin 
America, in the works of such men as Povina, Orgaz, Oliva, and 
others, may be traced a vein of analysis that promises much for 
the establishment of sociology as “ the grammar of the social 
sciences.” American and German influences have been paramount 
in this: Giddings, Ellwood, Simmel, and Wiese, to name no 
others, are mentioned frequently in the literature.61 As yet, how¬ 
ever, methodological questions and surveys of the history of 
sociology attract most attention, although a few writers have 
dealt along analytic lines with concrete social phenomena such as 
revolutions and social disorganization.62 When and if methodo¬ 
logical precision unites with diligence in utilizing the splendid 
sources of sociological data that Latin America affords, we can 
hope for great things. Perhaps Bernard’s adverse criticism, 
quoted below, can then be radically revised: 

Never has there been wanting originality in the manner of handling 
characteristic Latin-American problems in social science, but the fact 
that this civilization was less well developed than those of Europe and 
North America has made the Latin Americans m large measure de¬ 
pendent upon their distant neighbors for much of the method and content 
of that part of their social sciences which is not of indigenous origin.83 

The Teaching of Sociology.—We have been able to secure 
trustworthy information on the place of sociology in the universi¬ 
ties for only two countries ^Argentina and Brazil. Either it is 
virtually non-existent as a university discipline elsewhere in Latin 
America, which is quite incredible in view of the outstanding work 
.of Venturino in Chile and Cornejo in Peru, or the range of our 
knowledge is pitifully narrow. 

Argentina has long had a chair of sociology in the University of 
Buenos Aires; it is in the faculty of philosophy and letters. There 
is another professorship of sociology in the same university in the 
faculty of law and natural science, but it is held by an institutional 
historian who rules out the possibility of sociological generaliza¬ 
tion. Dependent upon both these professorships are assistant pro¬ 
fessorships held by younger men, and the significant innovations 
seem to be coming from them. The University of Cordoba has its 
chair of sociology in the faculty of law and social science; it is 
occupied by one of the first of Latin-American sociologists to 
manifest analytic tendencies: Raul A. Orgaz. His assistants, Al¬ 
fredo Povina and Francisco Torres, are doing excellent work in 
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acquainting their students with the most recent tendencies in sys¬ 
tematic-empirical sociology, and much can be hoped for from 
them. The University of Litoral has two professorships of soci¬ 
ology, one held by Jose Oliva, who inclines toward a Durkheimian 
view of the relation of the social and the psychical, and the other 
by Alberto Baldrich, who is especially interested in the type of 
Wissenssoziologie set forth by Scheler. 

In Brazil higher education is carried on almost exclusively in 
independent, uncoordinated professional schools; general educa¬ 
tion of the liberal arts type is all but unknown, and the specialized 
activity of graduate schools has been quite absent until very re¬ 
cently. Herein Brazil is representative of many Latin-American 
countries. At Sao Paulo, the industrial center, a school of soci¬ 
ology and politics was established in 1933, and in 1934 a univer¬ 
sity (in a sense a rival of the 1933 institution) incorporating a 
section called a school of philosophy, science, and letters was 
formed from professional schools and other fragments already 
existing. The resulting structure is a sort of liberal arts college 
and graduate school with a tail, made up of professional schools, 
that very nearly wags the dog. Rio de Janeiro also has had a 
university since 1935. 

In all of these Brazilian institutions there is a marked conflict 
of culture patterns, primarily between French and American con¬ 
ceptions of the nature and scope of sociology (although German 
and Italian ideas are not wanting). It is unfortunate that the 
Americans imported as professors of sociology have apparently 
been of the aggressively “ factual ” type; they have consequently 
had great difficulty in establishing rapport with colleagues and 
associates of a somewhat more reflective or speculative turn of 
mind. On the other hand, there can be little doubt that the French 
influence in Brazil has often been of a doctrinaire variety that is 
beginning to be outmoded even in France itself. Its saving virtue 
has been emphasis on general erudition and savoir faire of a sort 
readily acceptable to Brazilians, who for a long time have looked 
to France as arbiter of the higher values of life and learning. The 
outcome of the struggle, it may be hoped, will not be a decisive 
victory for either side.84 

Positivistic Sociology Wanes. — Certain salient features of 
Latin-American social and cultural development as related to 
sociological theory may now be noted by way of resume. In 
colonial times, when the clerics had the upper hand, history, 
archaeology, law, and those aspects of political philosophy com¬ 
prised in theology, canon law, and natural law (derecho natural) 
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made up the social sciences in general. Whatever theoretical so¬ 
ciology existed was buried in these subjects. During the nation- 
making period m the nineteenth century, and particularly after 
1850, history and law gave larger and larger scope to political and 
sociological generalization, and there is still an emphasis on 
sociological interpretation in the fields mentioned and in others 
as well. Nevertheless, as the impetus derived from revolutionary 
and democratic fervor diminishes, and as parliamentarism be¬ 
comes a less vital tradition to the now predominantly commercial 
and financial educated class, private, civil, and international law 
and economics are capturing some of the interest once focused 
on derecho politico and sociology. 



CHAPTER XXIX 

Sociology in India, China, and Japan 

No discrimination. — Sociology in partibus infidelium has 
never received very much attention from Western writers. 
The social thought of Oriental antiquity has not suffered 

neglect, but treatises that stop short at about the beginning of 
our era cannot yield a great deal of information concerning the 
contemporary world. And there is a great deal of information 
available; the intellectual ferment that has been going on ever 
since the.countries “ east of Suez ” have been exposed to civiliza¬ 
tions differing fundamentally from their own has engendered a 
vast amount of social thought, and from the late nineteenth cen¬ 
tury onward a considerable part of this has either been labeled 
sociology or has confronted problems which may be called socio¬ 
logical. (Here as elsewhere in the present volume, however, we 
are compelled to be very catholic in our use of the term sociology; 
some of the strict definitions now current would exclude much 
that we are forced to consider.) 

India, China, and Japan are the inevitable choices — indeed, 
no other countries of the Orient per se have much to offer. The 
order assigned this chapter and the position of each country 
within it have nothing to do with estimates of their importance; 
we are neither upholders of an arrogant Westernism nor advo¬ 
cates for one Eastern nation as against another; if one wished, 
one might apply the well-worn phrase, “ Last but by no means 
least.” Questions of convenience in organization, and those alone, 
have determined our chapter sequence. 

I 

INDIA 

The Indian Social Reform Movement. — The congeries of 
psychically, if not physically, isolated sacred societies composing 
ancient India — which, like Germany before the Napoleonic wars, 
was “ a geographic expression, not a nation ” —was rudely jos¬ 
tled by the shock of British conquest. Confronted by the disquiet- 
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ing spectacle of what seemed superior social organization as well 
as superior material culture, Indian thinkers began to look at the 
family, law, education, and religion in ways different from those 
honored by century-old traditions. One of the first of these think 
ers was Rajah Rammohan Roy (177^1833), who started the 
Brahmo Samaj, a sort of Hindu Protestant movement accepting 
many if not most of the fundamental tenets of Brahmanism but 
reinterpreting them in ways oftentimes denounced as heretical 
by the traditionally orthodox. Rammohan Roy was a man of en¬ 
cyclopedic learning, well versed in both European and Indian 
thought. Never an uncritical admirer of Western civilization, he 
was nevertheless sufficiently stimulated by its contrasting example 
to demand many basic reforms in his own culture. Another pioneer 
was Swami Dayanand Sarasevati (1824-1883), founder of the 
AryaSamaj, who envisaged an ideal social order based on the 
teachings of the Yedas. The movement he initiated has stood for 
the equality of man and the consequent abolition of caste and sex 
discrimination, as well as for the cessation of “idol worship.”1 
As can readily be imagined, these aims created tremendous ex¬ 
citement when first announced, and even now have not lost their 
power to evoke vigorous controversy. 

At a somewhat later period essays and lectures bearing marked 
traces of French Encyclopedism were launched agaifsTtime- 
honored customs by the economist Mahadeo Govind Ranade of 
the Bombay Presidency,2 and at about the same time the English 
Utilitarianism deriving from Jeremy Bentham was applied to 
Hindu categories of conduct by Bankim Chandra Chatteriee, the 
father of modern Bengali literature, in his book entitled Anusilan 
{Culture). Other writers who may be classified among the social 
reformers ranging from mild to drastic were Bhudev Chandra 
Mukerjee Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, T. C. Das Gupta, Atula- 
nandra Chakravati, Sushil Kumar De, Priya Ranjan Sen, Mala- 
ari, Bhandarkar, Telang, and Chandavarkar.8 As the movement 

gained momentum a journal was founded to spread its ideals. This 
organ, i he Indian Social Reformer, is now edited by M. Natara- 
jan, who began to be active in the cause of social reform almost 

years ago. A similiar journal, The Modern Review, under 
the able editorship of Ramananda Chatterjee, has long cham¬ 
pioned the cause of the socially oppressed and enthusiastically 
supports education and social reforms generally. Organizations 
wi h like aims, although of course stressing different phases, are 

ServlcTuague*™^’ ^ ServaHt ?India Society> and the Social 
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The Opponents of Social Reform. — Efforts at social reform, 
especially in the direction of Westernization, have not lacked op¬ 
position. Not only are th© masses passively resistant to changes 
in the ancient ways, however slight, but they are at times aroused 
to violence by what they regard as some particularly flagrant bit 
of sacrilege perpetrated by the reformers. Moreover, intellectuals 
of many kinds have ranged themselves on the side of tradition, or 
at the very least have counseled preservation of Hinduism and 
Hindu social organization through making a necessary minimum 
of adjustment to the civilization of the West. Much labor has 
been expended in the reinterpretation of tradition by importing 
into it the conceptions of modern science and scholarship. Whole¬ 
sale denunciation of Hindu life and thought by Christian mis¬ 
sionaries has naturally aroused resentment, and the Kiplingism 
sometimes manifested by British administrators and military 
men has not been enthusiastically welcomed. Further, the bor¬ 
rowing from the West of individualistic notions and ideals of me¬ 
chanical efficiency has aroused misgivings none the less keen be¬ 
cause economic pressure and the apparently irresistible might of 
modern political and industrial organization has rendered such 
borrowing inevitable. Theosophists like Bhagwan Das, Annie 
Besant, and Subramanya Iyer; pandits like Sasadhar Tarkochura- 
mani; and ascetics like Swami Vivekananda and Ram Tirtha have 
been in the forefront of the orthodox defense,5 each differing in 
the specific ideals cherished, but all united against far-reaching 
reform. 

Other leaders, desiring changes in certain aspects of Indian 
society, are opposed to seeing those changes made under Western 
guidance or along Western lines. For example, Rabindranath 
Tagore denounces the one-sided code of sexual ethics that so 
completely subordinates the Hindu woman, but at the same time 
cherishes “the subtle psychological adjustmerft between the 
sexes ”6 in the Indian joint family, scathingly rejects the Euro¬ 
pean cult of nationality and the gospel of fitness and efficiency, 
and upholds the ancient ideal of the autonomous, self-sufficing 
rural commune or sangha. In this latter advocacy he was pre¬ 
ceded by Aurobindo Ghosh, the exile at Pondicherry who for a 
generation proclaimed that the sangha was to be “ the spiritual 
lever of social uplift ” 7 that would eventually bring India’s po¬ 
litical freedom (although Ghosh now seems to have lost faith in 
regeneration through social organization). A paean of praise for 
the harmony which is said to have existed in India’s village com¬ 
munities and city guilds was furnished by Ananda K. Coomera- 
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swamy, whose Essays in National Idealism proclaimed the dan¬ 
gers of the social conquest of India by the West. 

This is also the position of Mahatma Gandhi, who reipot® 
industrialism m toto and regards the revival of the ancient handi- 
crafts as one of the chief means of India’s economic and spiritual 
salvation. In his zeal to protect the Indian masses, poor and sus¬ 
ceptible to various forms of exploitation as they are, he also at¬ 
tacks Western education and even Western medicine. Like the 
woman poet Sarojini Naidu, Gandhi preaches unity between 
castes, creeds, and religions in India, even attempting to reconcile 
“ the cow-killer and the cow-worshipper,” i.e., the Moslem and 
the Hindu. In his zeal for Indian unity he has dared to strike 
at the caste system, and by the same token at Hindu religion 
through his uncompromising championing of the untouchables' 
Passionately believing in manual labor as every man’s supreme 
right and duty, Gandhi seeks to instil ideals of the honor of crafts¬ 
manship running counter to that worship of conspicuous idleness 
found m India as elsewhere. And yet with all his reforming fervor, 
Gandhi remains essentially an opponent of social reform as it 
has been understood in India, for the movement early acquired 
a Western character which time has not effaced. Hygiene, sanita- 
tmn, technical education, material prosperity, a higher standard 
of living as the Occident conceives it — all these things are dross 
to the Mahatma, who at bottom is just another link in India’s 
long chain of ascetic sages. 

The extreme form his opposition takes may be judged ad- 
versely by some critics, but so far as opposition itself is con¬ 
cerned, it should be noted that two great British administrators, 
Henry Sumner Maine and Alfred Lyell, bitingly commented on 
the blunder committed by many of their predecessors and con¬ 
temporaries in rashly destroying ancient institutions and over¬ 
turning native principles of socio-legal and administrative policy 
without being able to replace them by equally effective modes of 
social control. So vigorous was their protest that in the sphere 
o cm aw a strong reaction was produced that even today exerts 

Concrete Studies of Sociological Import. — Mukerjee has gone 
!? ar,?9 £° cajl_ Maine and Lyell “ great pioneers of Indian soci- 
oiogy,_ but this seems too generous. Similarly, we cannot justi- 
hably mclude any of the social reformers or their opponents; the 

QnnVJ ^ can e ls that they isolated problems with which 
ogis s as such were later to occupy themselves. Again, the 

merous studies of Hindu social life that have appeared in recent 
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years cover too wide a field to be termed strictly sociological, al¬ 
though they provide materials indispensable to the sociologist. 
It is for this reason that we shall discuss them in succeeding para¬ 
graphs. 

The problem of the origin and development of castes has chal¬ 
lenged investigators for many decades, but the approach has been 
mainly from the side of ethnology. The reports of the Indian 
census are amazingly good in this field, and it is through such 
means, as well as through the regular channels of scholarly publi¬ 
cation, that Occidental names such as Wilson, Senart, Nesfield, 
Risley, Ibbetson, Thurston, Crooke, O’Malley, Stanley Rice, 
Jackson, and Blunt have become known. Among the Indian writ¬ 
ers on caste are Ketkar, Rama Prasada Chand, Ghurye, B. S. 
Guha, N. K. Dutt, Hayavadana Rao, and U. N. Mukerjee. Most 
of the work done on castes has been chiefly concerned with origins; 
the way in which they have developed and interacted down to the 
present day receives sufficient attention only in Ketkar’s History of 
Hindu Castes, Blunt’s The Caste System in India, and Efiitt’s 
Origin and Growth of Castes in India. U. N. Mukerjee has a 
valuable book in Bengali on the history of the lower castes of 
Bengal, and the social and economic changes they have recently 
undergone have been the subject of several monographs based on 
field work sponsored by the University of Lucknow. Closely re¬ 
lated to these caste studies are Benoy Kumar Sarkar’s Folk Ele¬ 
ments in Hindu Culture and Slater’s Dravidian Element in In¬ 
dian Culture. 

Since Maine’s Village Communities in the East and West the 
Indian village community has received much attention, chiefly 
from economists,10 although Radhakamal Mukerjee traces the 
racial-cultural elements in the Indian village constitution in his 
Democracies of the East and Land Problems of India, and much 
material of sociological importance is to be found in the numerous 
economic studies. More definitely sociological are Wiser’s Be¬ 
hind Mud Walls (1930) and The Hindu Jajmani System 
(J935); the same is true G. C. Mukhtyar’s Life and Labor in 
a South Gujarat Village (1930). As was already intimated when 
dealing with the opponents of Westernization, and as we shall 
later see when the regional-ecological school is discussed, the vil¬ 
lage community or sangha is of great practical and theoretical 
importance, more especially as India remains overwhelmingly 
rural in spite of the inroads of industrialism. 

The Indian guilds are also a favorite field of research, largely 
because of the significance assigned them in various schemes of 
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social regeneration. They were first closely studied bv Hnnf 
in his IndM Old and New. The guild organization at BenS?T 
the subject of a survey by Mukandi Lai, and K. RamhTS 
Shastry is the author of a monograph on Madura RnrIK l ranJ 

Mukerjee has described ,he ocgatiiSon and fanctbns^l^' 
m southern and western India in several of his hook. 1 

Frt °f J ft ^ eC°n0mi.C reconstructioii aioTO rndd s£alS 
"mes, and the book on the jajmanisystem by Wiser is also h * 

Not without relation to such worlfs are thC Sted to Jauo» 

Tower! P J W- Patand m hlS book Man and the Machine 

, a C°untury wbere Amines are found outside of history text 
books and where plagues of all sorts are not merely Biblical «,?*" 

SsuTveW StUfr afC f PCCUliar intereSt* ^siye popu" lation surveys of small agricultural regions have been undertaken 
by several doctoral candidates at the Univer^ihr 

among whom may be mentioned Mathur, Misra, and Pa^The 

distrMor H eC°J°SiCal metbod for the sfudy of Ae 

to the altern^tio^of^he^easom^RTdhak311 Pf0p!estin.relation 

sturLsr^F?r"^^^ 

of the’Ganges phi., 

Pearl s demographic S-curve hypothesis12 TVTni * i i 

tttowXkir f Tfr -nd Se,tleme« “ basis Of 
terminology inruns ” ft™ °J 
(or thrive when artificially introduced^! 'i ^ .amma.ls !.nvade 
those in which they have a La S f J“to) reS10ns Slmilar to 
men,, so do humansucceLZtln^ 
ment which are siilla/to 
tends that ecological research mnns «ct ’ 4cc°rdmgty’ he con- 
undertaken may help to solve nrnhl ^ e™atlc than any hitherto 

economic rival^ ofLmigLnts znd™twJh‘'theT*® ° • °f 
In two interesting pacers *th» „ , ? n,the same reg10n- 
basis of birth and deaL rar * j C ®colog18t has shown, on the 

that the Malthusian checks o'"war* fj S.ettled <5ections of India- 
are not the only ones at work Wh ’ fa™me’ disease>. and death 
birth rates tend tn bp^nm 1 * en density is exceeded, 

in restoring the balance of “numbers T^f °d “l?-0 pkyS a Part 
distinction, based on his studies in an Jl*e^IttSe?^ 
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mum and equilibrium density; this he then applies to human 
groups and their food supplies. Benoy Kumar Sarkar is the author 
of a monograph comparing natality and mortality in India with 
other countries; he then ranks them in an order of precedence 
and forecasts lower birth rates for the Orient. A relatively com¬ 
prehensive treatise is furnished by Wattel and Brij Narain’s The 
Population Problem of India. 

Criminology has not received much attention,15 perhaps because 
crime in India is rather different from crime in the West. As 
might be expected, fraud, embezzlement, and the like, presup¬ 
posing as they do a highly developed financial machine, are not 
much in evidence. Organized crime is virtually unknown. More¬ 
over, as a general thing there are fewer crimes of violence. In 
another respect India is unique: it has castes or tribes, such as the 
Thugs, among whom crime is a hereditary calling with an elabo- 
rate code of etiquette, discipline, and ritual. The problem of re¬ 
forming members of such a group presents serious difficulties, as 
is shown by the field work and investigations of B. S. Haikerwal, 
author of Economic and Social Aspects of Crime in India, 

The subject of marriage and the family is the center of a volu¬ 
minous literature; little of it, however, is of scientific quality. 
Wadia’s book on Feminism and Social Progress was an early and 
learned treatment, but was almost exclusively concerned with 
Western social ethics and ideals. It and many others like it called 
forth defenses of the Hindu system of which Tagore’s essay in 
Keyserling’s Book of Marriage is characteristic. Radhakamal 
Mukerjee and N. N. Sen Gupta, sociologist and psychologist re¬ 
spectively, have published a non-propagandist work on Sex, Mar¬ 
riage, and Love, and in several recent articles 16 they use the ma¬ 
terials and methods of modern studies in sex behavior for a 
psycho-sociological analysis of marital adjustment and family 
organization. 

The Emergence of Sociology: Scientific Comparison. — The 
preceding pages have made it plain that Indian sociology in the 
narrower sense has not had a long history. As one Indian soci¬ 
ologist has said, u Sociology has so far emerged in piecemeal 
fashion, now obscured by current political issues, now losing its 
balance in the din and bustle of religious and social reform. It is 
not before sociology finds its place in the curriculum of studies in 
the University that it becomes scientific in method and coordinate 
in its treatment. As the newest among the subjects which have 
been introduced into an Indian University, it is taught systemati¬ 
cally only in the Universities of 
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sore.” 11 Or as another writer puts it, “ Sociology in India as an 
academic discipline is in its teething stage. For the past fifteen 
years the departments of economics in some of the outstanding 
colleges have been giving a course in sociology. The full con¬ 
sciousness of sociology as a distinct and unique discipline in social 
studies does not date farther back than 1920. . . . The reason 
for Indian sociology being in such an infantile state must be at¬ 
tributed to the fact that the Indian educational system has been 
taking its cue for about a century from England — and since 
England itself is backward in the development of sociology, India 
cannot be expected to develop it independently.”18 

Other writers have not always been so frankly anti-British as 
the one last quoted. It is nevertheless interesting to note that 
the man who first drew the attention of the university world to¬ 
ward sociology was actively engaged in refuting unilinear evolu¬ 
tionary doctrines according to which Indian society in its various 
aspects represented the lower rungs of a ladder leading to early 
twentieth-century European civilization, the highest point thus 
far reached in the ascent of Progress. Sir Brajendra Nath Seal, 
now vice-chancellor of the University of Mysore, provided this 
defense of Indian culture through his studies in what he calls 
‘ comparative sociology,” first expounded in his lectures and dis¬ 
courses while George V Professor of Philosophy at the University 
of Calcutta in the first quarter of the century, and later through 
a number of important papers.19 He has published relatively little, 
but his influence on Indian sociology has been far greater than the 
number of his printed contributions might lead one to assume. 

Seal s chief effort has been to introduce certain qualifications 
and corrections into the historical method of treatment. Op¬ 
posing social evolutionism, he points out that piecemeal compari¬ 
sons are of little value and that what some American sociologists 
now call culture case studies afford the only valid method. Similar 
types of social conduct and structure must be compared in the 
ig t o their history and growth and of their stage therein. Un- 
ess the compared customs, rites, institutions, and dogmas are 

taken in their full context, atomistic comparisons such as those 
perpetrated by some statisticians, for example, may be made to 
yie the most absurd results. And even when comparison works 
in its proper sphere, says Seal, “ its application must be limited by 
considerations of organic growth and development, so that, for 
example, it would be worse than idle to assimilate the forms of 
divorce in such widely differing stages of society as those in 
t>urma, Ancient Rome and Revolutionary France, or of local self- 
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government in Indian village communities and English or Scotch 
vestries.” 20 

A strong bias in favor of Indian institutions is evident in most 
of Seal’s utterances, but, as we have several times remarked, a 
bias may occasionally be useful. Indignantly rebelling against the 
bland belief of the British conqueror that his subjects represent 
a lower stage of social evolution, Seal and his followers rightly 
point out that social development is multilinear and that in most 
cases judgments of superiority or inferiority are wholly out of 
place.21 

Defense of the Economic Order. — Inasmuch as the impact of 
West on East has been exceedingly important in the economic 
field, the multilinear theory there found one of its first applica¬ 
tions. While the blows of industrialism steadily chipped away the 
pillars of the joint family, caste distinctions, and the village com¬ 
munity, efforts were made to show that these institutions repre¬ 
sent aspects of the total social environment to which Western 
modes of economic activity can under no circumstances be adapted. 
Support for this point of view was soon forthcoming from the 
British followers of LePlay, whose Place-Work-Folk formula 
lends support to a kind of organic regionalism well suited to the 
defense of Indian traditions. Patrick Geddes, to whom we have 
already referred in the chapter on British sociology, organized 
civic and town planning exhibitions in different cities of India, and 
wrote some valuable reports on education and town development 
from the regional standpoint, with special emphasis on social 
problems. He also furnished descriptions of south Indian temple- 
cities and several reports on Indore which show a keen awareness 
of the processes of social change appearing under new urban 
conditions.22 

During this same period several Indian writers, profiting by 
the sharpening of issues produced in the controversy between the 
social reformers and their opponents, as well as by the leads 
offered by Seal’s critiques of social evolutionism and by the Le¬ 
Play Place-Work-Folk formula, provided a coherent system of 
apologetics for the native economic order. The following excerpt 
is characteristic: 

The attempt to force systems and methods of industrial organization, 
economic arrangement, and institutions which have admirably suited a 
different geographical environment, will always be futile. In the first 
place, the people will not be able to work them successfully. Thus the 
struggle and pain during the period of transition will be severe. Secondly, 
the institutions cannot be adapted to the geographical and historical con- 
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ditions. Thus economic progress will be retarded, and in many cases 
economic activities will be paralyzed. Lastly, the particular physical and 
social, environment which requires its characteristic type of economic 
organization for perfect adaptation will re-evolve the type after a period 
of forced interference and substitution, and consequent stagnation and 
degeneration. . . . [Again,] racial differences are the product of adap¬ 
tation to different environments, and every race, even the most backward 
can progress indefinitely,, under favorable conditions of environment* 
physical and social, unfolding a phase of universal humanity, and playing 
no small part in the development of humanity.23 6 

In the face of utterances like these it is easy enough to exclaim 
“ Rationalization! ” or “ Over-compensation! ” but that does 
solve the problem. This is not the place for a discussion of the 
sociology of knowledge., but we must again point out that the 
osycho-sociological origin of a theory proves nothing about its 
logical validity. We shall therefore go on to an extended exposi- 
tion of the regional-ecological method in sociology to which such 
protests ultimately led. 

Regional-Ecological Sociology. — In order to classify types of 
society more accurately along multilinear lines, a distinctively In¬ 
dian method of regional analysis was developed. Not only was 
economics broadened to take account of “ ethnic and national 
variations in different cultural regions,” 24 but the same regional 
and comparative methodology was applied to the entire body of 
the social sciences. Indian sociology thereby became encyclopedic 
and synthetic, and for good measure took on most if nit all the 
aspects of a complete social philosophy. Some of its more impor¬ 
tant doctrines, in addition to those directly traceable to Seal and 
the LePlay school, are as follows: 

(i) The usual division of labor in the social sciences is directly 
attacked. Inasmuch as the effort is to achieve a complete descrip- 
tion and analysis of man’s entire organic and social equipment in 
a particular region, it is claimed that ethnology, economics, po- 
htica! science, systematic sociology, and like disciplines are too 
abstract to be of much use. As Mukerjee presents the case : 

This is especially brought to %ht by regional studies in which the walls 
which keep the different social sciences in water-tight compartments 
crumble down. For the region is a reality and cannot be made to fit in 
with abstract theories. In a regional and concrete study, the first truth 
that emerges is that there is an agreement between stages and types 
o economic and political evolution with those of social development. 
Economic, religious and social norms and standards do, indeed, corre¬ 
spond. ... 7 
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A more intimate coordination of the social sciences in the interpreta¬ 
tion of the region will be a prelude to a classification of social types, so 

essential for a comparative study of civilisation. A scientific study of the 
forces which govern social growth-formations in different regions will 
also be accompanied by a more purposive control and selection, the neces¬ 
sity of which is felt now more than ever in this age of the substitution of 
cultures in the east. . . . The conflict between marriage and economic 

mores, between communal rights in land and individualistic notions in 
property, between traditions of village government and the tendencies of 
centralisation, between education for social service and education as a 

means of livelihood, between communal property and the passion for 
individualistic recreation, all these exhibit unintended social metamor¬ 

phoses in India, with corresponding deterioration in the character of the 
people. 

These have to be analysed and understood region by region, group by 
group. And for this social surveys must be initiated and introduced into 
new fields, . . . [furnishing] us with results that will be exactly meas¬ 
ured for comparison and estimate in conflicts between old and new.25 

(2) These regional surveys and all other studies (psycho- 
sociological and the like) are pervaded by an emphasis on the 
principle of cooperation. The role played by cooperation is traced 
through various developmental stages, in a fashion at times 
suspiciously reminiscent of the social evolutionism so decried 
(and rightly) by Indian sociologists, to the “ communalism ” 
exemplified in the sangha or village community. This communal¬ 
ism is regarded as the supremely desirable goal, although it is 
conceded that various types of society will have to follow differ¬ 
ent roads in attaining it: India is simply peculiarly fortunate in 
needing only to preserve, extend, and purify one phase of its 
traditional social order.26 

The Western doctrine that society is a balance of class conflict 
is regarded as applicable only to the industrialized Occident; it 
is held that the communalism of the East represents an integra¬ 
tion, rather than a conflict, of occupational and other functional 
interests in neighborhood groups of the sort described by Mary 
Follett in The New State. This pluralistic type of polity is favor¬ 
ably contrasted with the monistic variety, formed through con¬ 
quest, of which Oppenheimer’s The State provides so excellent an 
analysis. 

As part and parcel of this advocacy of communalism goes an 
attack on the pleasure-pain principle in psycho-sociology. It is 
contended that the urges potent in group life lie much deeper than 
the merely hedonic level, and that only communalism permits a 
balanced functioning of all human capacities. N. N. Sen Gupta 
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and Radhakamal Mukerjee have provided a systematic statement 
of this point of view in their Introduction to Social Psychology 
Dhurjatiprasad Mukerji has presented a personalistic inter¬ 
pretation of the social process in which the interlocking and 
interpenetration of group impulses and will in a system of com- 
munalism guided by traditions of voluntary cooperation (again 
the sangha!) is the supreme medium for the development of 
personality.27 

(3) This emphasis on mutualism is extended beyond the 
strictly human realm in the doctrine of symbiosis. Inasmuch as it 
is contended that the tendency in animate nature is to establish 
interrelations between organisms, “ to link lives together in re¬ 
ciprocal service and adaptation,” 28 social progress is interpreted 
^ terms of plant and animal as well as of human well-being. It is 
simply the complex interwoven growth of biological mutuality 
which continuously has evolved reciprocal service to the uplift of 
the entire living community.”29 The midge, the cobra, the mon¬ 
goose, the tiger, the dense tangle of jungle vegetation, and man 
all form parts of one vast fellowship. 

Given this standpoint, it is easy to see how the ecological in¬ 
terest that so strongly marks Indian sociology has developed. 
With an entire consistency, the Indian sociologists treat climate* 
soil, topography, plant and animal communities, and man himself' 
together with all his material and non-material culture, as inter¬ 
dependent parts of ecologic configurations known as regions. 

Radhakamal Mukerjee, the outstanding exponent of social 
ecology as an integration of “ geography, social anthropology, 
and economic history, 80 says that it has before it a threefold 
task, (a) to trace the adaptations of inter-acting human beings 
and inter-related human institutions to the region, including in 
the latter term not merely climate, soil, and land form, but also 
plant and animal communities ”; (b) “to investigate the spatial 

f°°d relations in which human beings and activities are or¬ 
ganised in a natural area in terms of the ensemble of ecologic 
forces ; and (c) to measure the balances and mutual pressure 
of human, along with other living and non-living [jjcJ communi¬ 
ties in the region and discover whether they prove favorable or 
unfavorable for man’s dominance and permanence.” 81 

A great deal of attention is paid to distribution of population, 
herein resembling American ecology; a further resemblance is 
the borrowing of_concepts such as “balance,” “organization,” 

succession, disturbance,” and “ regression ” from plant and 
animal ecology.82 Unlike most if not all the American ecologists, 
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however, the Indian investigators take the postulated interrela¬ 
tion of human communities with plant and animal in deadly 
earnest; for example, meticulous studies have been made of the 
pressure of human and cattle population on the total ecological 
complex found in the crowded Ganges region, and the conclusion 
reached is that “ symbiosis, organic and social, is the key to the 
permanence of man s civilisation, his works and experiences on 
the earth.” 33 

(4) should be amply evident by now, sociology is not re¬ 
garded as a science having nothing to do with value-judgments, 
but on the contrary is charged with the responsibility of providing 
a comprehensive formulation of the goal of man’s collective effort 
and aspiration.34 The trend of development which many Indian 
sociologists explicitly state to be the guiding norm of their work 
is “ for the pattern of life to attain greater solidarity and perma¬ 
nence through friendly and intimate and subtle linkages. What is 
organic in Nature and shapes her ends blindly and haphazardly 
becomes purposive in human society, and thus the pattern of life, 
spiritually and teleologically progressive, crosses the boundaries 
of time and space.” 35 

Whatever else one may think of this statement, it is clear 
enough. Sociology not only absorbs social philosophy but also 
takes over the philosophy of values and a very large portion, to 
say the least, of the philosophy of religion.36 The writings of In¬ 
dian sociologists bear witness to this: one finds them making pleas 
for the reconciliation of the mechanical and the ideal, of the evolu¬ 
tionary and the spiritual, for the religion of social solidarity, for 
mysticism. Far from regarding this as a weakness, it is contended 
that the strength of sociology in India lies precisely in “ its linking 
up of social with ethical and spiritual values.” 3J 

Conclusion: the Religious Roots of Indian Sociology. — Just 
as the influence of evangelical Protestantism is recognizable in 
the writings of many American sociologists, so the “ climate of 
opinion ” formed by elements basic to Brahmanism, Jainism, and 
other cults — which we continue as heretofore to call Hindu¬ 
ism (see Chapter Two) —exercises sway over Indian sociologi¬ 
cal thought. The conception of dharma, for example, has much 
to do with the espousal of communalism, for dharma is suppos¬ 
edly the fundamental law of the cosmos, assigning a functional 
niche to every human being in which he works out his ultimate 
destiny.38 Not only does this notion make it possible for the Hindu 
to say that the caste system is not socially discriminatory, being 
merely the social framework of dharma, but in addition the ad- 
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vocacy of symbiosis in the whole organic world thereby reveals its 
deeper meaning. The different grades of human society each have 
their functions to carry out within a community of which the 
sangha provides so important an example, and over and above 
this the human community has a function in relation to the plant 
and animal communities in which it is set. The whole cosmos is 
thought of as a circling chain of reciprocal functioning, and rights 
have no meaning apart from duties. 

Closely related, of course, is that doctrine of transmigration of 
souls which makes the Indian, whether Brahman or Sudra, so 
reluctant to take the life of even the humblest creature except 
under ritually sanctioned circumstances. Similarly akin is that 
conception of the identity of self with other, and thus with the 
all-pervading cosmic being, expressed in the dictum Tat twam asi 
— “ That also art thou.” Emerson put it well: 

If the red slayer think he slays, 
Or the slain think he is slain, 

They know not well the subtle ways 
I keep, and pass, and turn again. . . . 

They reckon ill who leave me out; 
When me they fly, I am the wings; 

I am the doubter and the doubt, 

And I the hymn the Brahmin sings. . . . 

And here, for the purposes of the present volume, the matter 
rests. 

II 

CHINA 

From Social Thought to Sociology. — Even the miserably in¬ 
adequate amount of space we have been able to devote, in an 
earlier chapter, to Chinese thought in antiquity is enough to sup¬ 
port the assertion that the Celestial Kingdom never lacked pro¬ 
found and original ideas concerning man’s conduct and institu- 
ttons Uk, early Western social thinkers, however, Confucius, 
Lao Tse, and the host of other sages (perhaps equally important 
from the theoretical point of view) were exponents of closely 
interwoven philosophies that do not admit the separate, rigidly 
scientific treatment of any one aspect. In what we have called 
Sinism the social is inextricably intermingled with the metaphysi- 
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cal and even the religious phases of thought. (To be sure, one 
finds a certain intermingling of the same kind among modern sci¬ 
entists as well, but the union is not so organic in character and this 
or that section can more readily be singled out for treatment.) 
Further, the Chinese sages were on the whole much more con¬ 
cerned with practice than with theory. How to bring about celes¬ 
tial and social harmony, how to govern a state, how to rule one¬ 
self, how to inculcate the filial sentiments, how to ensure a good 
harvest — these, and not “ idle contemplation,” were the im¬ 
portant things, as Granet has clearly shown.39 

After the classical period — which is to say, after the first cen¬ 
tury of our era — these traits of Chinese mentality became self- 
perpetuating through the examination system, the stress on feats 
of memory and exegesis, and the mandarinate. Not until the 
’forties of the last century, when British commercial enterprise 
forced China to open its doors to Indian opium, did effective cul¬ 
ture contact with the West begin. Trading had already gone on 
for a long time, of course, and missionaries had been at work for 
centuries, but the real breakdown in China’s isolation began with 
the Opium War. 

Since that time every Western nation that could jam a foot 
through the Open Door has done so; “ spheres of influence,” gun¬ 
boats, kerosene, missionaries, and educators have spread the cul¬ 
ture of the Occident far and wide, and China has been gripped in 
the throes of a material and non-material transition that is still 
far from finished. Add to this the famines, floods, and plagues 
that have swept over the unhappy country, place in the same col¬ 
umn the ravages of civil war, banditry, peasant uprisings, Com¬ 
munism, and Japanese aggression, and the sum, it will readily be 
seen, does not make for “ the passionless pursuit of passionless 
intelligence.” To arrive at the final staggering total, multiply 
these woes by a struggle between native reformers and tradition¬ 
alists as relentless as that waged in India, and then ask why mod¬ 
ern China has not been conspicuous for the development of de¬ 
tached, dispassionate sociological theory. Whitehead, thinking 
primarily of mathematics and epistemology, declares that u the 
great ages have been unstable ages,” but he also says that u there 
is a degree of instability which is inconsistent with civilization. 
Yet more may come out of China’s anguish than is immediately 
apparent from an examination of her recent sociology. The most 
that should be said just now is that practical considerations are 
still uppermost in sociological research, teaching, and training in 
China; with the possible exceptions offered by social anthropology 
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and cultural sociology, disinterested theory is not strongly rpn 
resented.41 &y r 

From this let no one infer that there is a lack of interest in 
sociological theory in China — on the contrary. Western thinkers 
have been avidly read and translated, but chiefly in the hope that 
something can be learned that will help solve China’s problems. 
Precisely here, however, the pressing needs of the moment and 
the traditions of Chinese scholarship combine to thwart the devel¬ 
opment of native theory. Pushed by the desire to glean something 
immediately practicable, on the one hand, and on the other still 
dominated by an undue reverence for the written word of renuted 
sages, Oriental or Occidental, the Chinese sociologist has offy in 
the last year or two begun to look directly at the scene about him 
and to put the results of his observations into theories that are not 
distorted by the frog’s-eye perspective of what to do tomorrow, 

he history of the relevant literature begins with Yen Fuh 
the pioneer Chinese translator of Western socio¬ 

logical literature. He early acquired a firm foundation in the Chi¬ 
nese classics, and having been successful in the great competitive 
examinations through which the members of the bureaucratic man- 
da rinate were selected, was sent to England as a young man to 
study naval affairs. True to the tradition of the Chinese literati, he 
tound such crassly mundane matters unattractive, and upon his 
return did little to improve the scanty opportunities offered in the 
moribund Chinese navy to utilize what smattering of technical 
knowledge he had acquired. Instead, he devoted his energies to 
making Western thought directly accessible to his countrymen 
through translations, of important books. Ta Chen has high 
pirate for him: Lucid in style, precise in meaning and elegant in 
torn, Yen is easily the foremost translator of modern China.” 42 

eginning with John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty in 1899, he 
brought out other translations in rapid succession, and in 1902 
Spencers Study of Sociology came from his pen. It is interesting 
to note ^that Yen Fuh translated sociology as “the study of 
groups rather than as “ the study of society,” the rendering now 
generally accepted by the Chinese.43 This was probably the result 
of his almost exclusively literary training, but a good case might 

e made for his version if one takes into account the present-day 
dritt away from the grandiose synthetic conception of sociology 
toward the analytic, systematic conception. 

Yen Fuh proved to be but the foremost of a whole swarm of 
translators and mediators. The works of British, American, 

renc , German, Italian, and Russian social thinkers were 
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dressed in Chinese garb,44 and in addition numerous articles and 
books expounding and interpreting Western social theories ap- 
peared.45 Of recent years the modern sociologists of Europe — 
Max and Alfred Weber, Pareto, Wiese, Mauss, and their like 
— have been quite as thoroughly studied in China as in the United 
States, if not more so. 

As already pointed out, however, the effort has been primarily 
to apply the teachings of Western social thinkers and scientists 
to Chinese conditions, not to develop a body of original theory 
and research. A striking exception is of course furnished by the 
political doctrines of Sun Yat Sen, but these hardly come within 
the range of sociology proper, and in addition they were formu¬ 
lated either with the Chinese revolution of 1911 in view or during 
the throes of that struggle; their theoretical content is therefore 
implicit rather than explicit. The recent attempts to find in the 
thought of the ancient sages (particularly of the “ heretics ”) 
teachings applicable to modern conditions are similarly difficult to 
place in the sociological category, and for our purposes (but for 
our purposes only) may safely be omitted. 

The Teaching of Sociology. — In 1905 the first chair of soci¬ 
ology in China was founded at St. John’s University (Episcopal) 
in Shanghai with Professor Arthur Monn as the occupant. Bage- 
hot’s Physics and Politics was the textbook first used. The first 
Chinese student to receive a doctorate In sociology from a West¬ 
ern university was Y. Y. Tsu, a Columbia Ph.D., whose disser¬ 
tation was on “The Development of Chinese Philanthropy” 
(1912). He returned to China and became professor of sociology 
at St. John’s.46 Even in its academic beginnings under Western 
auspices, therefore, the melioristic trend inherent in Chinese so¬ 

ciology was reinforced. 
The first department of sociology was established at Shanghai 

Baptist College in 1913, and has been headed successively by 
James Quayle Dealey, Daniel Kulp II, and H. S. Bucklin.^ Since 
that time many other professorships and departments of sociology 
have been established, in both Christian and other private schools 
as well as in a few of the governmental establishments. American 
sociologists have been numerous in China, both as visiting profes¬ 

sors and in regular posts.47 
Christian colleges lead in the attention given to sociology. At 

least two reasons may be assigned for this: (1) they are predomi¬ 
nantly American, and sociology is more widely taught in the 
United States than elsewhere; and (2) the strongly humanita¬ 
rian, social-ethical bent of recent Christianity makes for interest 
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in sociology of the type represented by Ellwood, Hayes, and other 
exponents of normative theory. Because of this, the already over- 
practical tendency of Chinese mentality in general has been rein 
forced Only with the slow waning of the missionary impulse and 
me kor-God s-sake-let s-do-jom^^m^-immediately ” attitude 
can one expect a union of sound theory and sound practice that 
will lead to the doing of the right thing eventually. There is al¬ 
ready some evidence of this change for the better. Take, for ex¬ 
ample, the work done in Yenching University at Peiping. This 
Christian school is the only one offering graduate work in sociol- 
ogy in China, and also has the largest department, the greatest 
number of courses, and a relatively strong theoretical bent. A ran¬ 
dom sampling of theses written ten to fifteen years ago yields pri¬ 
marily normative efforts: Reconstruction of Country Life • A Sur 
vey of Peking Patients; A Study of the Social Life of Village 
Women in China; A Social Survey of Peking Churches; Social 
Thought of the Biological School after Spencer; Charitable Insti¬ 
tutions in Peking; Child Labor in Shanghai; A Study of Soup 
Kitchens in Peiping.49 It can readily be seen that social welfare 
interests guided the choice of the majority of thesis topics. Con- 
*«*W i a list drawing on the five-year period just elapsed: 
An Analysis of Some Aspects of the Concubinage System in China- 
Marriage and Funeral Customs as Recorded in Local Chronicles; 
A bocio-Psychological Study of the Personality of an Adolescent 
Hawanan-Chinese Girl; The Study of Huang’s Sib-Organization 
m Foochow; Sumner’s Conception of Society; Social Organiza¬ 
tion of the Flower-Basket ” Yao Tribes. Here, it is true, the in- 
fluence of ethnologists or “ comparative sociologists ” like Rad- 
clitte-Brown has been predominant, rather than sociologists of the 
stricter sect, but of the scientific advance represented by the change 
there can be little doubt. Moreover, although the Yenching de¬ 
partment is one of sociology and social work, there is some effort 
to classify the courses in the two main divisions, and the degrees 
granted indicate the special field of study. Again, social work 
majors must have thorough foundation work in general sociology 
before turning to their special field, and graduate work is confined 

o socio ogy majors alone. At the same time, it should be said that 
e greater number of students choose to study social work and 

n positions in it;60 the department necessarily adapts its offer¬ 
ings to the demand in some measure. 

It should be said, by the way, that social work as it developed 
under private auspices in the United States prior to the Franklin 

• Ko°sevelt administration never flourished in China, for obvi- 
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ous reasons. The kind of social work referred to in this chapter 
has most to do with general social economy, social planning, and 
community reconstruction, on the one hand, and special techniques 
such as scientific disaster relief, medical social work, penology, 
and child welfare on the other.51 

Tsing Hua University also has a leading department, and like 
Yenching, inclines in the direction of social anthropology — or at 
least did so until Shirogokoroff, the eminent Russian ethnogra¬ 
pher, left that institution in 1935. Tsing Hua still possesses, how¬ 
ever, one of the most productive sociological departments, in 
terms of individual achievement, in all China. Central University 
in Nanking also emphasizes social anthropology and cultural so¬ 
ciology, but the department has been “ closed down ” by the 
Ministry of Education for at least the current academic year 
(1936—37), and with the exception of Sun Pen-Wen, editor of 
the World Book Company’s excellent Chinese sociological series, 
all the members of the staff have been obliged to leave. A number 
of other institutions have suffered the same curtailment or sup¬ 
pression, among them Fuhtang University of Shanghai, which had 
an outstanding department. This is largely because of the anti- 
Marxian bent of the New Life Movement sponsored by Chiang- 
Kai-Shek, and sociology has gained the reputation of being Marx¬ 
ian, or at least radical. Witness the following general criticism, 
by an eminent Chinese sociologist, of Chinese sociology as cur¬ 
rently taught (particularly in the smaller schools) : 

First, in one or two institutions socialism and radical economic prin¬ 
ciples are the exclusive subjects treated in an introductory course in 
sociology. Evidently the teacher has been unable to distinguish between 
sociology and socialism. Secondly, in several institutions an elementary 
course in social problems and advanced courses in applied sociology are 
offered, but theoretical courses such as general sociology, social theory, 
social progress, etc., are notably lacking. The third represents the other 
extreme, that is, sociology is taught as the philosophy of history. 
Consequently the students learn nothing about an objective science of 

society. . . . 

The absence of a well-defined policy, the reckless use of foreign texts 
and materials without due emphasis on Chinese materials, and the lack 

of the spirit of original research are also very serious defects in the present 

system of teaching sociology in China.52 

Recent Sociological Research and Publication. Numerous so¬ 
ciological or quasi-soeiological analyses of Chinese life have been 
published in recent years by Americans and Europeans resident 
in China for longer or shorter periods, and have received much 
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attention (listed in the notes).53 An important place must also be 
granted to the articles published in the United States by Chinese 
students and professors. Some of them deal with conditions in 
China itself, others with Chinese social life in America: organiza¬ 
tion and mentality, adjustment to the American culture pattern, 
village relationships in China, the stabilizing power of Chinese 
folksong, and like topics.54 

Chinese sociologists writing primarily for a Chinese audience 
have themselves accomplished much in recent years— so much, in 
fact, that it is impossible to list their publications and research in 
the text (see notes). The most we can do here is to list alpha¬ 
betically a number of the more prominent (American-trained un¬ 
less otherwise noted) and indicate their chief interests: S. C. 
Chen, social and political philosophy; Ta Chen, labor and popula¬ 
tion problems; C. M. Chiao, population problems and rural soci¬ 
ology; Chen Han-Sen, Marxian analysis, research for the Insti¬ 
tute of Pacific Relations; L. S. Hsu, Chinese social changes, and 
population problems; C. M. Hu, ethnography, French-trained; 
W. S. Huang, cultural and historical sociology; Yang Run, French 
sociological thought; Franklin C. H. Li, social surveys and mass 
education; S. C. Liu, ethnography; Quentin Pan, eugenics; L. K. 
Tao, ethnologist trained in England by Hobhouse, Westermarck, 
and Seligman, head of the division of the social sciences of the 
Academia Sinica, and regarded by many as the greatest Chinese 
sociologist; P. W. Sun, historical development of Chinese culture 
and general sociology, author of the best Chinese textbook in soci- 
°l°gy;_Cato Young, Chinese rural community organization and 
ecological description and analysis; W. L. Wei, ethnography, 
trained by Mauss and Bougie; C. C. Wu, social economics and 

soci°logy; Charles Wu, psychical aspects of social life; and 
W. T. Wu, comparative functional analysis of culture, chairman 
of the excellent department of Yenching.65 This list might be con¬ 
siderably augmented, but enough names have been given to intro¬ 
duce a few of the leading Chinese sociologists to their Western 
colleagues. 

Attention must be called to the fact, however, that profes¬ 
sionally-trained sociologists have not had much influence on the 
thought of contemporary Chinese youth. Here the most impor¬ 
tant writers are the Marxian social historian, H. S. Tao, and the 
great poet and Marxian analyst of ancient Chinese thought and 
society M. S. Kuo, now in exile in Japan. Kuo’s chief work, Stud¬ 
ies in Chinese Ancient Society (1930), is regarded even by those 
. 5,f?nc^emn.^s me^hodology as the most brilliant book published 
m China during the past twenty years. Whether the New Life 
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Movement can counteract this Marxian trend remains to be seen, 
and even if it does, no good for sociology is likely to result, if one 
may judge by the “ temporary ” closing down of departments that 
has already taken place. 

In the first flush of sociological enthusiasm in the ’twenties, nu¬ 
merous institutes for research in the social sciences were set up, 
the first at the University of Amoy in 1921. In rapid succession 
thereafter many others were established, but the number of those 
exclusively devoted to or even granting a prominent place to so¬ 
ciological research, however loosely interpreted, was never very 
large, and nearly all of the institutes have since given up the ghost. 
Among those remaining the only ones of any importance for so¬ 
ciology are the Yenching University Committee on Social and 
Population Research, and the Institute of the Social Sciences of 
the Academia Sinica. 

The Chinese Sociological Society, having more than two hun¬ 
dred members, has been in existence since 1931. It publishes a 
quarterly, The Chinese Sociological Review. Two journals are 
sponsored by Yenching: The Sociological World, a quarterly now 
in its ninth year; and Social Research, a weekly replacing an older 
journal, devoted to the promotion of sociological field work from 
the comparative and functional point of view, and now in its 
third year. Ta Hsia University in Shanghai issues a monthly of 
somewhat the same type as the late lamented Social Science Ab¬ 
stracts, except that it is of course much smaller. This publication 
is now two years old. Others are the Journal of the Social Sciences 
of the Academia Sinica; The Social Sciences of Tsing Hua Uni¬ 
versity; and the Nankai Social and Economic Quarterly (In Eng¬ 
lish) . Fairly adequate means of scholarly communication are pro¬ 
vided by these growing-points of Chinese sociology. Here and 
there in their pages can be discerned, with increasing frequency, 
tendencies away from mere following of Western cues, and genu¬ 
ine interest in the profounder questions of sociological method¬ 

ology rather than in ready-made techniques. 
When once the dawning doubt that the reputed sages of either 

East or West have said the last word on things sociological be¬ 
comes fully articulate, the travail through which China has passed, 
is passing, and will pass will not have been in vain — it will really 
be possible to say, “ That unstable age was a great age.” With 
Intellectual capacities second to none, as their magnificent history 
abundantly demonstrates, Chinese observers and thinkers will 
eventually make their own contribution, in their own right, to 

the sociological theory of the world. 
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III 

JAPAN 

Upheaval and Transformation. — Social thought in the broad¬ 
est sense has never been lacking in the Empire of the Rising Sun; 
the researches of Japanese scholars have incontestably shown that 
not only was the mainland heritage of Confucian and like ideolo¬ 
gies zealously perpetuated, but that in addition new departures 
bearing a strictly indigenous stamp were abundant. This holds 
true for that earlier period when Nippon was open to culture con¬ 
tacts of all sorts, and for the later era (1550-1855) of feudal 
isolation and xenophobia as well. Unfortunately, however, Japa¬ 
nese treatises in this field have not been translated and Occidental 
scholars have made almost no researches of their own, so that we 
are compelled to pass over what is undoubtedly a most interesting 
body of social lore with this bare reference.58 

It is now a commonplace to say that no nation in recorded his¬ 
tory underwent so sudden a transition from agrarian feudalism 
to highly developed industrialism as did Japan after the Meiji 
Restoration of 1868. Keeping at least equal pace with the march 
of material culture went a host of new ideas from England, Ger¬ 
many, France, and the United States that challenged and in many 
instances overcame the sway of ancient lore and immemorial us- 
age.67 Had it not been for the remarkably farsighted policies of 
the Elder Statesmen the country might have lost all semblance of 
unity, but the sedulous preservation of certain key mores and the 
revival of Shinto as a national faith did much to counteract the 
disorganization that would otherwise have been the inevitable se¬ 
quence of sudden high accessibility. In other words, the vitally 
important centers of Japanese existence retained, in all essentials, 
many of the traits impressed upon them in the days when Japan 
was an extreme example of an isolated, sacred society. Seculariza¬ 
tion has gone a long way, but there are barriers which it does not 
seem likely to pass in the foreseeable future. The seeming miracle 
of grafting West upon East and of retaining the vigor of both has 
been accomplished, and we are now witnessing a new and amazing 
variant in the results of culture contact. 

Soon after the middle ’fifties, when the opening of Japanese 
ports ended three centuries of isolation, the leaders of the island 
empire made every effort to avoid the fate of China by taking 
over those portions of Western culture valuable for national 
strength and unity. Dreadnaughts, power looms, and lathes — 
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yes, and also comparative philology, botany, physics, and the so¬ 
cial sciences. The Imperial University of Tokio underwent a dras¬ 
tic reorganization in 1871, and among the courses introduced 
were law, economics, political science, and statistics. As these 
disciplines had previously been unknown — at least in their West¬ 
ern garb — instructors were imported from France, England, and 
the United States, and at the same time numerous students were 
sent to Europe and America who afterward returned to fill pro¬ 
fessorships. 

The intellectual ferment was tremendous, and rival schools of 
thought quickly arose. The utilitarianism of Jeremy Bentham and 
John Stuart Mill was espoused by Yukichi Fukuzawa and Keiu 
Nakamura; the notions of Montesquieu and Rousseau were up¬ 
held by Chomin Naki; and some aspects of Hobbes’s and Spencer’s 
political doctrines attracted Hiroyuki Kato, later privy counsellor 
to the Emperor, who also absorbed, as time went on, a good deal 
of German authoritarian social philosophy. Students of political 
science and law, counting among their number Nobushige Ho- 
zumi, Kencho Suematsu, Kenjiro Ume, and Nariaki Tomii, first 
went to England or America, but later German schools began to 
acquire greater prestige and attracted a large proportion of Japa¬ 
nese scholars. The constitution promulgated in 1889 was based on 
the authoritarian phases of the social philosophies of Stein and 
Gneist, with but scattering traces of Spencer and other liberals.58 

Sociology Appears: the First Epoch. — Sociology at first found 
no place in the universities, although some knowledge of the new 
social science had already reached Japan. It was first translated as 
a virtual duplicate of “ socialism,” as “ the study of shifts in pub¬ 
lic opinion,” and also as u the study of social intercourse,’ 59 but 
when in 1882 Kotaro Noritake published his translation of Spen¬ 
cer’s Principles of Sociology 60 an exact Japanese equivalent was 
found and has since been consistently used. ^ 

Before the translation appeared, Shoichi Toyama (1848— 
1900), holding a knowledge of sociology to be indispensable for 
the historian, used the English original as a text to accompany his 
lectures on Spencer which formed part of his course on the his¬ 
tory of Europe at the Imperial University of Tokyo*" Toyama 
had gone to England in 1866, and the Spencerian social evolu¬ 
tionism he then acquired dominated all his later work. He had 
also been in the United States as a government official, and in 
1872 entered the University of Michigan.82 After his return to 
Japan, he gave the lectures mentioned above in 1880, only four 
years later than Sumner’s first lectures on Spencer’s sociology at 
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Yale.63 When the chair of sociology was established at the Im¬ 
perial University of Tokyo in 1893, Toyama was the first occu¬ 
pant. He was the author of several works dealing with ancient 
Japanese society as reflected in mythology, and also of a history of 
Japanese social.thought that is still considered useful in spite of 
its excessive social evolutionism.64 

None of his writings bore the title of sociology, however; here 
priority must be assigned to Nagao Ariga, who in 1883 published 
the first of his projected six-volume system of sociology. Only 
three appeared; these dealt with the evolution of society, religion, 
and the family, and in addition to Spencerian influence also 
showed marked traces of MacLennan and Morgan.66 

Among the first to be borne along by that other powerful cur¬ 
rent of biologized sociology, social Darwinism, was Hiroyuki 
Kato, already mentioned as having been one of the students sent 
abroad in the early days of the Meiji Restoration. He returned 
to introduce French theories of natural law and the rights of man 
in his two volumes on True Politics and A New Theory of the 
State. But, after a thorough study of the evolutionary conceptions 
then current, he became an ardent supporter of social Darwinism, 
and in 1882 brought out his New Theory of the Rights of Man, 
in which he expounded an extreme form of the doctrine. He also 
inclined toward the authoritarian, state-supremacy doctrines of 
Gneist and Stein, and had much to do with their influence on the 
constitution of 1889. None of Kato’s writings carried the word 
sociology on the title page, but his social Darwinism is clearly 
evident in his Conflict and the Right of the Stronger (1894) and 
Evolution of Morals and Law (1900).66 

Any list of the. pioneers of Japanese sociology must include the 
name of Nobushige Hozumi who, although known chiefly for his 
work in jurisprudence, passed beyond the bounds of his discipline 
to contribute several treatises of high sociological value: Essay 
on Seclusion (1891), Evolution of Law, and Ancestor-Worship 
in ,Japanese Law. Pervading all these works is Hozumi’s theory 
that groups cluster about interests — indeed, that all groups are 
interest-groups. This, it will be recognized, is closely akin to the 
teachings of Ratzenhofer, Small, Bentley, and others. Interest 

ozumi defined in accordance with social Darwinism: that which 
aids in the struggle for survival.67 

During this early phase of the Japanese social sciences a great 
number of Western writings were translated. In addition to Spen¬ 
cer we find Malthus, Hegel, Quetelet, Jevons, Maine, Lubbock, 
Larey, Bagehot, Ward, John Stuart Mill, Marx, Engels, Kidd, 
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Fouillee, Giddings, Mayo-Smith, Small, Guyau, Karl Pearson, 
Westermarck, and many more.68 Nearly all these writers bore 
some relation to sociology, and enthusiasm for the new science 
ran high. Japanese intellectuals referred to it with great although 
perhaps unwarranted frequency, and even “ practical ” men be¬ 
gan to take account of sociology after the address delivered by 
Hiroyuki Kato on the occasion of his reception into the Imperial 
Academy, when he declared that everyone active in politics posses¬ 
ses sociological knowledge needing only to be systematized to be 
of high scientific value.69 

The Second Epoch: Organicism and Psychologism. —In 1898 
Nobuta Kishimoto published two works bearing the title of so¬ 
ciology. Like many of his predecessors and contemporaries, Kishi¬ 
moto devoted part of his efforts to the exposition and criticism of 
various Occidental theories, but unlike everyone before his time, 
also systematically developed the doctrine of organicism.70 Not 
otherwise important in the history of Japanese sociology, he nev¬ 
ertheless marks the beginning of what we here call its second 
period, which was primarily one of far-reaching closed systems of 
organicism or, in reaction thereto, of psychologism. Kazutami 
Ukita, Momoyo Oka, Wataru Totoki, Kojiro Tatsumi, and many 
others might be chosen to exemplify these trends, but for our pur¬ 
poses the most important are Tongo Takebe and Ryukichi Endo.71 

Takebe, who was Toyama’s successor in the chair of sociology 
at the Imperial University of Tokyo, was a thoroughgoing organ- 
ismic theorist who also held Comtean conceptions.72 For the 
quarter-century from 1898 to 1922 he was perhaps the most influ¬ 
ential single sociologist in Japan. Not only was his position in the 
chief governmental institution of high strategic value, but in ad¬ 
dition he gathered about him a corps of collaborators for his 
Sociological Miscellany (1906-1912), presided over the Japa¬ 
nese Institute of the Social Sciences from 1912 to 1922, and edited 
the ten volumes of its annals. Moreover, he was an indefatigable 
worker; his General Sociology (4V0IS., 1904—1918) took account 
of all the important sociological theories developed in the West 
up to his time.73 Unfortunately, however, the critical abilities he 
displayed when dealing with the theories of others were not ap¬ 
plied to his own work, and he fell prey to a kind of organismic 
doctrine almost as fanciful as that of Lilienfeld. He not only 
regarded 11 society ” as a multicellular organism, but also en- 
dowed it with consciousness and personality. 

Although strongly influenced by Spencer, Lilienfeld, and 
Schaffle, he was primarily a follower of Comte—probably, as 
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Matsumoto has pointed out, because of the normative and practi¬ 
cal features of the Positive Polity. These made a strong appeal to 
the political sympathies of Takebe who, like Confucius, believed 
his function to be that of teaching “ how to govern the country 
well and how to rule beneficently over the world under heaven.” 7= 
He explicitly announced his goal to be the establishment of’the 
positive laws of human society in order that they might be applied 
to the ends of government. The system he developed, in addition 
to its resemblance to those of his predecessors listed above, might 
be compared to the early theories of Rene Worms or the’organ- 
ismic aspects of the work of Guillaume DeGreef. Takebe did not 
restrict himself to theoretical researches; he attempted to apply 
sociology as he conceived it to the contemporary problems of war, 
international relations, modern civilization, and education.76 Oc¬ 
cupant of his post until 1922, it is probable that he had a large 
part in the formulation of the declaration made by the faculties of 
the Imperial University of Tokyo when an independent depart¬ 
ment of sociology was established in 1920 (before that time it 
was an appendage of the department of philosophy in the Faculty 
of Letters) : 1 

Recent social relations, especially the economic, have undergone many 
radical changes since the World War. ... In order to promote the bet¬ 
terment of present-day society, the intellectual class must assume the 
duty of studying social relations scientifically in order to solve social 
problems most efiFectively. This cannot be accomplished without ad¬ 
vanced education . . . and the University of Tokyo therefore takes the 
step of establishing a department of sociology. These are its aims: (1) to 
study the phenomena of the universe and formulate the principles of a 
synthetic philosophy; (2) to analyze economic problems and their rela¬ 
tion to society —economics; and (3) to study the essential elements of 
social organization sociology. These are to be regarded as basic socio¬ 
logical courses. Other subjects, such as ethics, law, politics, and history, 
we highly recommend to students of sociology in order that they may 
acquire sufficient knowledge for the solution of sociological problems and 
at the same time equip themselves for greatest efficiency as leaders in the 
work Of civilization. . . . 

The faculties of this University are greatly pleased by the rapid 
progress of science and education in recent times. On the other hand, 
recent social changes . . . [have brought] danger to uneducated peo- 
ple, who may be misled by false doctrines leading them to destroy our 
cherished national culture. We therefore establish this department of 
sociology . . . with the idea of cultivating the minds of students so that 
they m turn may offer their invaluable services for the betterment of 
society. . . .7T 
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Whatever may be the ultimate judgment of sociologists con¬ 
cerning the permanent value of Takebe’s work, there can be no 
doubt that his career as university professor was successful. In 
this he offers a marked contrast to Ryukichi Endo, who had to con¬ 
tent himself with courses at the Tokyo Graduate School for Pro¬ 
fessorial Training and in several private institutions.78 None gave 
him much opportunity for influencing students, and as a conse¬ 
quence he remained relatively unknown throughout his career. 
Only in recent times has there been any appreciation of his contri¬ 
bution to Japanese sociology. 

In his first works Endo championed organicism, but after his 
translation of Giddings’s Principles of Sociology, and his study of 
Simmel and Tarde, he turned against it (and therefore, be it 
noted, against Takebe). His Modern Sociology (1907) is repre¬ 
sentative of the psychologistic trend, and he has been called the 
Japanese Tarde. For him society is the willed association of hu¬ 
man beings, using “ will ” in the very broad sense popularized by 
Wundt, whose voluntaristic psychology treats will and appercep¬ 
tion as different aspects of the same function. All meaningful 
actions have will as their nucleus, and consequently the Gebilde or 
plurality pattern called society is a voluntary association. But if 
association, the preeminently “social” type of conduct, is vol¬ 
untary, is voluntary dissociation non-social and therefore not an 
object for sociological study? (Space forbids that we concern 
ourselves with the confusion clearly manifest in this usage of u so¬ 
cial,” etc.; detailed criticism must yield to exposition.) Endo 
avoids this difficulty, to his own satisfaction, in a way reminiscent 
of Giddings. He asserts that dissociation is simply the rebound, 
as it were, of association, and, being altogether exceptional and 
occupying only a limited domain, it is not of great sociological 
importance. Association, which reigns in the major part of life 
in society, is the proper focal point of sociological research. 

The modes of relation sustaining voluntary grouping are con¬ 
straint, imitation, consensus, and the like. The principal voluntary 
associations forming the elements of social organization may be 
classed, according to Endo, as the government and the state, the 
public, the family, and groups united by mode-imitation, by friend¬ 
ship, by function, by tradition, by succession, and similar bonds. 
It should be noted, however, that, true to his particular variety 
of voluntaristic psychology, Endo regarded the fundamental bond 
of union in all social groups as conscious cooperation in the attain¬ 

ment of common goals.79 
We now know that the explanatory role thus assigned con- 
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sciousness is far too weighty and that the naive individualistic 
voluntarism forming the basis of the system grants too little place 
to the influence of genuinely collective phenomena. This mare’s- 
nest of errors must not, however, divert our attention from the 
valid elements in Endo’s doctrines, and we must also in justice 
grant that most of the psychologistic theories of his day were at 
least equally distorted. Moreover, Endo’s very one-sidedness 
helped to save Japanese sociology from complete domination by 
Takebe’s organismic dogmas, and that was no small service. J 

Finally, the fact must not be overlooked that Endo did not 
confine himself to psychologistic speculation. Oriental philosophy 
and ethics were considerably illuminated by his concrete studies^ 
and he was profoundly versed in the culture of China and Korea 
as well as in that of his own land.80 Perhaps his most lasting work 
will not be any of his general sociological treatises but his pene¬ 
trating analysis of The Development of Japanese Society and the 
Transformations of Its Social Thought (1903). 

The: Third Epoch: Preparation and Transition. — Dissatisfac- 
with the vague and sweeping notions too frequently found in 

the writings of Takebe, Endo, and other writers of the second 
epoch did not at once become articulate, but it soon began to show 
itself indirectly. For example, Ryukyo Higuti published an excel¬ 
lent history of sociological theories in 1911 in which he clearly 
showed that Japanese sociology was eventually likely to incline 
toward a psychological rather than a biological interpretation of 
social phenomena, but he himself refrained from adopting the ex¬ 
treme psychologism of Endo. His position was much akin to that 
of American psycho-sociology of the same period. 

This likeness becomes still more striking in the work of Kaoru 
Kobayashi, whose Psychological Sociology and Study in Social 
Psychology appeared in 1909 and 1910 respectively. Portions of 
these books remind one of Ellwood’s Sociology and Social Prob¬ 
lems,*1 and the resemblance is still more pronounced in Kobaya- 
shi’s General Sociology (1923). Here, while partially avoiding 
the worst consequences of those instinctivistic, psychologistic ex¬ 
planations that make social behavior a mere function of the indi¬ 
vidual s native equipment, he applied psycho-sociology to the 
analysis of social processes, and at the same time showed how the 
theoretical results achieved could be applied to the solution of 
social problems.82 

But the most important influences in the rejuvenation of Japa¬ 
nese sociology did not come from the United States. France and 

ermany, particularly the latter, provided the stimuli that helped 
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to start the march toward the high level now occupied. The most 
important leader was Shotaro Yoneda, for the past quarter- 
century professor of sociology at the Imperial University of 
Kyoto. He studied under Giddings and Tarde,83 and very early 
in his career was influenced by Simmel, the net result being that he 
was never an adherent of organismic theory. At the same time, 
he maintained an extreme catholicity— so great, in fact, that he 
has been charged with having no opinions of his own. This is un¬ 
fair, for his general position can be inferred from his expository 
studies, and with regard to the logic and methodology of sociol¬ 
ogy he leaves no room for doubt as to what his own convictions 
are. 

It must be granted, however, that the charge against him is 
superficially justified, for the great and indispensable role he has 
played in Japanese sociology has been that of transmitter of re¬ 
cent Western theories. He began before the World War to ac¬ 
quaint his students with all the various schools of sociology, and 
in spite of the difficulties of scientific communication during the 
decade after 1914, he succeeded in keeping pace with every new 
advance. An opponent of premature popularization and hastily 
constructed systems, Yoneda faithfully received, assimilated, and 
passed on in forms easily comprehensible to his countrymen the 
doctrines of the systematic-empirical or u formal ” school, the 
sociographers, the sociologistic disciples of Durkheim, the cul¬ 
tural sociology of Alfred Weber and of some of the French social 
historians, the historical sociology of Max Weber and his co¬ 
workers, and the variegated but none the less stimulating notions 
promulgated by the more scholarly of the Marxists. Moreover, 
Yoneda continually emphasized the necessity of placing all these 
theories in their Japanese setting and of testing them by the use 
of materials derived from Japanese ethnography and sociog- 
raphy. His own interests tended toward psycho-sociology, and he 
paid much attention to fashion, reform, revolution, the crowd 
and the public, and the like. He has not yet published an exhaus¬ 
tive treatment of his own system, but in 191:3 he set forth a 
lengthy outline that he has not since modified, and we may there¬ 
fore take it to be representative of the views he now holds. 

In the first part of this outline the logic and methodology of the 
social sciences are briefly expounded, and the first conclusion is 
that sociology is not a scientific variety of social technology but a 
strictly theoretical science having no direct concern with proposals 
for changing society. Second, he regards sociology as a special 
branch of philosophy based on the results of empirical investiga- 
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tion. Third, sociology falls into two main divisions: pure and 
synthetic, or abstract and concrete, or general and particular. By 
these antitheses he means that one branch of sociology is con¬ 
cerned with the formulation of general propositions drawn from 
the study of “ social reality,” which is primarily constituted by 
the web of intermental relations, and that the other or syn¬ 
thetic branch is occupied with the application of these generaliza¬ 
tions, and of those of other sciences as well, to various configura¬ 
tions of social phenomena. To illustrate: pure sociology is based 
on the analysis of human conduct, viewed abstractly as mental 
interaction, in all its manifestations, whether among preliterates, 
Orientals, or Western peoples; synthetic sociology is the study of 
every phase of social life among, let us say, the Japanese, in the 
light of the theories of biology, psychology, pure sociology, and 
all other relevant sciences. 

Let us repeat, however, in concluding this discussion of Yoneda, 
that his importance lies in his transitional and preparatory func¬ 
tion as the great scholar whose erudition brought to his contempo¬ 
raries a critical knowledge of all the important sociological theo¬ 
ries formulated in the two decades before 1925.84 

In a very real sense Yoneda was the IVloses of the modern 
Japanese sociological movement; his unsurpassed erudition and 
indefatigable writing led the way to the Promised Land, but it 
remained f or a Joshua in the person of Yasuma Takata to occupy 
it. He studied under Yoneda at Kyoto, and in 1919 published his 
Principles of Sociology, the culminating work of the transitional 
and preparatory period. In this and in later publications which 
supplement, modify, and qualify it, he develops a theory having1 
the following significant features: 

. (1) Sociology is a special social science. The encyclopedic so¬ 
ciology represented, for example, by Comte, Oppenheimer, or 
Cornejo, and the synthetic sociology espoused by Branford, Dunk- 
mann, or Bureau are brushed aside. Sociology is the special study 
of the purely social phase of human conduct, which is neither more 
nor less general than the economic, political, and like phases. 

.(2) Sociology is the study of the willed association of human 
eings, for its object is the social group. Dissociation is therefore 

o no importance in the definition of sociology, although of course 
it is present in all societies. This limitation of sociology to the 

^ssopati°n is probably due to the influence of Endo, ah 
A/r°U^ ^ on<5iles has propounded a doctrine in all respects similar. 

oreover, Endo and Tonnies are at one with Takata in the em- 
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phasis on willed association — a contention, by the way, that finds 
another supporter in Maclver. Most Japanese scholars, granting 
little weight to the possibility that Tonnies or even Wundt may 
have been the source of Takata’s voluntaristic tendency, regard 
him as the successor of Endo so far as this part of his theory is 
concerned. 

To the present writers the whole discussion as to whether so¬ 
ciology is primarily the study of sociation, i.e., of association and 
dissociation, or primarily of association with dissociation as a 
merely “ negative ” phase, is a pure logomachy of no particular 
scientific importance, serving only to whet the strife of “ schools ” 
of interactionism (Simmel, Wiese, Park and Burgess) on the one 
hand and of associationism (Tonnies, Heberle, Takata) on the 
other. This view finds some justification in the fact that Takata is 
forced to make a place for the study of dissociation in his “ third 
view of history,” i.e., in his system of social dynamics, which he 
apparently does not include in his conception of sociology. The 
so-called third view gets its name by contrast with Marxian his¬ 
torical materialism and Hegelian historical idealism; for Takata 
the clue to the presumed thesis - antithesis - synthesis (associa¬ 
tion—dissociation—re-association) of social development is 
found in the structure and mobility of the population— a position 
closely akin to Durkheim’s morphological theory of the historical 
process and Sorokin’s stress on social mobility. 

(3) Sociology, although not a normative science, finds its focus 
in the study of “ mind ” rather than “ nature,” and “ mind” is 
primarily characterized by its relation to values. Takata, press¬ 
ing the German distinction between Naturwissenschaften and 
Getsteswissenschaf ten} even goes so far as to maintain that nature 
and mind are quite different, a position which is tenable only if a 
conception of nature peculiar to an outmoded nineteenth-century 
type of science is postulated. Apart from this, however, the em¬ 
phasis on values — which of course has nothing to do with value- 
judgment— is of great methodological importance, as Thomas 

and Znaniecki have already shown. 
(4) Since sociology is not a natural science, it follows that its 

generalizations have not the status of natural laws. With Max 
Weber, Takata asserts that only ideal-typical generalizations can 
be made, and that these ideal types (Takata says “ genus-types ) 
have relevance only because they are oriented in the direction of 
values of one kind or another. The recurrent regularities in social 
behavior that are given meaning by these ideal types have merely 
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the status of probabilities: the social relationship of friendship 
for example, exists merely in the probability that given such and 
such circumstances, conduct of a friendly character will ensue. 

Here again there seems much ado about nothing. It was well 
enough to emphasize the merely probable nature of social regu¬ 
larities at a time when “the laws of nature ” were thought to be 
absolute, but that time has passed. The element of statistical prob¬ 
ability enters into all modern scientific generalizations. There can 
be no doubt, however, that Takata is quite right in upholding 
ideal-typical generalization as the only type valid for sociology — 
in fact, for all the social sciences.85 

We may well agree with the Japanese historians of sociology 
who hold that Takata is a figure of great importance. Whether 
his theory is right or wrong, it represents a Herculean effort to 
raise Japanese sociology to a level of international significance, 
and that effort has been successful. The era of preparation and 
transition gives way to the period of maturity. 

The Fourth Epoch: the Struggle of the Schools. —A whole 
school of sociology soon developed as a consequence of Takata’s 
woxh. All its members continually take his theories into account, 
although of course this is not to say that he receives unqualified 
approval. Those most closely agreeing are Sakae Sugiyama and 
Uichi Iwasaki. Somewhat more critical are Shodo Shinmei and 
Teizo Toda. Definitely opposed to one or another phase of 
Takata’s theory, but accepting his definition of sociology as a 
special social science, are Tomoo Otaka, Makato Igarashi, 
Kantaro Komatsu, and Kanrei Inoue.88 The latter’s critiaue of 
Takata is particularly interesting: q 

To begin with, says Inoue, it is futile to try to define sociology 
as “ the study of society,” for society is only the static, associative 
aspect of interhuman sociation, whereas social relations of all 
kinds, associative and dissociative, form the object-matter of soci¬ 
ology. On this point Inoue is in complete agreement with Wiese. 
Again, Inoue maintains that Takata’s limitation of sociology to 
the static aspect of social life is a fundamental error; sociology 
alone cannot be the exception to the general rule that statics and 
dynamics are relative and therefore indispensable parts of any 
science. As already noted, the only way in which Takata has at¬ 
tempted to meet this telling objection has been by throwing the 
study of social processes bodily out of sociology into the philoso¬ 
phy of history. r 

Another interesting phase of Inoue’s work is his attempt to 
synthesize German systematic sociology with the theories of the 
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Durkheim school by defining social relation as psychical relation, 
on the one hand, and on the other as normative relation compris¬ 
ing folkways, mores, and laws, thus making it possible to study 
the phenomena of society and of culture with the same set of 
concepts.87 

The criticism of the systematic-empirical or “ formal ” school 
implied by this attempt at synthesis early became explicit in the 
work of Unosuke Wakamiya, who in 1924 pointed out that the 
study of Japanese society was being too much neglected in the zeal 
for methodology, classification, and logical analysis.88 Allied with 
Wakamiya are a number of avowed exponents of Durkheim’s the¬ 
ories, as well as several advocates of that type of social history 
pervaded by sociological analysis characteristic of some of the 
writers grouped around Henri Berr. In some respects, of course, 
it is false to place systematic and Durkheimian sociology in radical 
opposition, for they simply represent respectively the abstract 
analytic and the concrete synthetic methods of dealing with the 
same realm of social reality. But for all that the complaint grows 
that systematic sociology cannot describe and explain actual social 
life because the unique configuration represented by each particu¬ 
lar culture cannot be dissected by the systematic method without 
losing the very characteristics that make it worthy of study. Rep¬ 
resentatives of the French concrete emphasis in ways ranging 
from partial acceptance to unqualified approval are Shizuya Aka- 
saka, Junichiro Matsumoto, Yoshihiko Yamada, Tatsumi Ma- 
kino, and Hisatoshi Tanabe.89 

The most drastic critics of systematic sociology, however, are 
found among the cultural sociologists who follow the lead of 
Alfred Weber and other German scholars. They are akin to the 
Durkheim school in their insistence that the cultural character¬ 
istics of social phenomena cannot be caught within the meshes of 
systematic sociology, however finely woven they may be, but they 
go beyond the Durkheimians in the importance they assign to 
historical data and treatment. This school is not yet far advanced 
in Japan, but a number of interesting studies have appeared. Seki 
Eikichi has described and analyzed the relation between various 
cultural totalities and a few of the social configurations, such as 
nation and class, found within them. Kazuta Kurauchi follows 
Wakamiya’s lead in concentrating on Japanese culture. Jun To- 
saka, Ikutaro Shimizu, and Toshio Kaba have collaborated in a 
cultural critique of systematic sociology by means of studies in 
the theory of ideology and the sociology of knowledge, thus fol¬ 
lowing the path marked out by Karl Mannheim and, to a certain 
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extent, by Hans Freyer. The three Japanese writers just men¬ 
tioned owe their urge to overcome systematic sociology to the 
Marxism so widely current in Japanese intellectual circles. In¬ 
deed, one of them, Shimizu, has recently become so zealous an 
advocate of Marxism that he uses it not merely to combat sys¬ 
tematic sociology but sociology of every sort.90 J 

Thus there are at present three prominent tendencies: the sys¬ 
tematic, the Durkheimian, and the cultural, occasionally cooper¬ 
ating but usually competing. The unkind critic might be disposed 
to assert that the resulting chaos spells the doom of Japanese 
sociology, but it is probably more correct to say that the present 
stage will be followed by one in which irreconcilabilities will be 
eliminated or minimized and the materials for fruitful special 
studies directly available in Japanese culture more extensively 
used. 1 

. The Fifth Epoch: Coordination. — A first step in this direc¬ 
tion has been taken by Junichiro Matsumoto, already mentioned 
in other connections, who attempts to harmonize the different 
schools. He summarizes his theory thus: 

Sociology is the “ total science ” of “ social facts,” i.e., of social groups 
social processes, and social products. The words society, social, and others 
like them have many meanings, but there is one sense common to all: 

relations between human beings. These relations constitute 
the distinctively social part of “ human facts/5 and comprise the three 
domains above mentioned. The social, group is the real or possible 

state [static condition] in which individuals communicate with each 
other^or are in preparation.so to communicate. The social process is the 

act engaged in by individuals when they communicate — or, in Sim- 
mel s words, psychical interaction. The social product is the “ normal 
behavior pattern55 which, as Durkheim has said, is characterized by its 
constraining power. 

The social group has three objective principles: reciprocal contact, 
community (Gemeinschaft), and society (Gesellschajt). These are not 
types of social organization, as the latter two are, for example, in Ton- 
mes s theory, but “ structural principles/5 and the most fundamental of 
these is reciprocal contact. This has three phases: social act as contrasted 
to individual act, social relation, and group action. Finally, the social 

P!°dUa.Canrbe1VieW.e.d Unde^ three asPects: culture, sociality, and “ con¬ 
sciousness of the self of society55 (this last means simply an ideology, 
unique to a given society, playing the role of its central, dominating 
principle). 

. ,e as-soc^tio& theory defended by Takata can deal only with the 
socia group because of its essentially static character; the interaction 
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theory has to do only with social processes because it is limited to the 
dynamic phases of social life; and the social product or “ social conscious¬ 
ness,” which is the subject-matter of the cultural and Durkheimian 
schools, is only one phase of the social fact and therefore loses its sig¬ 
nificance if isolated from the social group and the social process. 

Sociology must deal with all three of these, and therefore is a “ total 
science.” This total sociology, however, must be rigorously distinguished 
from the encyclopedic and synthetic varieties because it has to do only 
with the social fact as “ form,” leaving the study of “ content ” to eco¬ 
nomics, political science, etc. ... It is therefore a “ special ” science as 
well, and as it is not merely abstract and theoretical but also historical 
and normative, its full set of qualifying adjectives includes total, special, 
and systematic. [It will be noted that “ systematic” as used by Matsu- 
moto has a meaning different from that assigned it throughout the 
present work.] This being the character of sociology, its parts may be 

classified as follows: 

1. Pure sociology, or the abstract study of society. 
2. Empirical sociology, or the concrete study of society: 

a. Historical sociology, or sociological analysis of the history of 

society. 
b. Sociography, or descriptive study of society, comprising sta¬ 

tistics, verbal description, and other techniques. 

These two divisions are the central domains of sociology5 the three 

following are complementary: 

3. Applied or practical sociology: 
a. Study of social purposes or controlling directives. 
b. Study of social technology, or social politics, social work, etc. 

4. History of sociology: 
a. History of social thought. 
b. History of sociological theories. 

5. Logic and methodology of the social sciences.91 

With this comprehensive schema before us, it should be easy to 
agree with Matsumoto’s contention that if it were accepted as a 
working basis, however temporary, needless argument would be 
avoided and a fruitful division of labor instituted. The struggle 
of the schools is still too violent, however, for this or any other 
conciliatory proposal to meet with complete or even widespread 
approval. The most that can be said is that tendencies are here and 
there apparent which indicate that some such plan o coor ina ion 

may eventually gain at least tacit acceptance. T ese ten encies 
are most clearly evident in the numerous special studies that have 
recently been made by Japanese sociologists, and in ta ing accoun 
of them we shall follow the order of Matsumoto s schema. 
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Special Studies. — Pure sociology is of course best represented 
by the various theories of the systematic-empirical or “formal ” 

r in^e f0rm 0f comPrehensive sys- 
terns rather than special studies. There are, however, some analv 
ses of commumty and society by Otaka, Takata, and Komatsu 
t at should be mentioned here, as well as a few treatments of 
social classes by the two writers last named and by Matsumoto 

th Tr?“ ^ — deV°ted t0 the State>this being usually left to the political scientists, but we should nevertheless 
mention the sociological or quasi-sociological work of Shieeru 
Nakashima, Tetsuji Kada, Shinichi Fujii, and Takata g 

0f ™pMcal sociology, the family 
mportant and interesting object-matter for 

mTaTstsTk^Em' Uke Shire Kawata and 

The onlv redoSSeaU ’W all?0S‘ m0"°P°lized the held, 
ine only sociological treatments worth noting are Teizo Toda’s 
Studies of the Family (1927) and Family and Marriage (ion) 
When we take account of the fact that the family is one 0/the 

SsTrichT’ f°nStantVa?d ™iverSaI of grouPs- and that Japan 
ofiers a rich profusion °f family types, this neglect seems hard 
to justify. We have already noted that Wakamiya, writing in 

andhistorifafd-18 COfUeaguesc W1uth servile imitation, aimlessness, 
and historical discontinuity. Such strictures are too severe but if 
Toda s lead is not followed they will certainlv he incf'fi a ’ 
allv Fnrfnnaf-plir 'T.-./i u- u ^y will certainly be justified eventu- 

sarv Lr ra^!y7 df \mSelf haS eXPounded the method neces- 
• ! 7i! u family observation in his Social Surveys (iq^) 

tar restricted his researches to Russia is Tokio Imai. 

village t^hTakeVoZVrTjrZ t 

later ^ 

1^ oEn'dm'r 
which is situated • L'” *^a,tan ’ I11® work in the Rinchu region, 

.u i ®ltuated m the valley of the Gifu River is a model of 

rece he mcTlT8 With *h' 1°”'°" mOSt su*Wt° urbanmtlj 

definitely^ruraHnstitutions un'tH ““'/h * S“P “"8 m0re 
most sirr,nle7nr5 !; v ’ ^ In the most remote district the 
this studvPhe wt P °f a,U W,ere located and described. In 
now develnn! b lged 1° “ake the most ^ordinary efforts, 
thel ajfTg uCth0ds and techniques and now7 setting 
them aside for others better adapted to the changing situation! 
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uncovered as the work progressed. Strongly influenced by the Le- 
Play school, his various writings nevertheless constitute a monu¬ 
ment of Japanese ingenuity and resourcefulness. Other outstand¬ 
ing practitioners of rural sociography are Takashi Koyama and 
Seiichi Kitano. The latter has made much use of the excel¬ 
lent data of the Japanese census, placed on so firm a founda¬ 
tion by Kyoji Sugi and the disciple of Von Mayr, Iwasaburo 
Takano. 

Primitive institutions in remote districts of Korea have been 
dealt with by Takashi Akiba with primary attention to religious 
practices, and Yuzuru Okada has studied the hill tribes of For¬ 
mosa in an attempt to describe the whole range of social phe- 
nomena they exhibit. Two excellent histories of Japanese society, 
serving as indispensable auxiliaries for sociological analyses of 
the development of Japanese institutions, have been furnished by 
Eijiro Honsho and Kamejiro Takikawa. 

Urban sociology is represented only by social surveys and by 
advocates of the rapprochement of sociology and various types 
of social politics and social service. Toshio Koyama, Eiichi Iso- 
mura, Myosen Furusaka, Toyotaro Miyoshi, Fuhutaro Okui, and 
Tomio Yonebayashi have made urban surveys; Kotoku Unno, 
U. Iwasaki, Kimio Hayashi, T. Yamaguchi, E. Isomura, and 
I. Abe are the outstanding practitioners of the rapprochement 
mentioned above. (The latter writers, by the way, might well be 
placed under the head of social technology.) There is certainly 
plenty of room for urban sociology of the types set forth by 
Sorokin and by the Chicago school. 

The methods of human geography are turned to account by 
Michitoshi Odauchi, who correlates folklore with its geographical 
setting, and Seikan Kawanishi, who began with economic geog¬ 
raphy and found that it changed under his hands into what he 
now calls geographical sociology— closely akin, be it noted, to 
Mukerjee’s regional-ecological sociology. 

Population studies are made by Eizo Koyama, who calls him¬ 
self a student of “ racial sociology,” and by Takata, who, as we 
have seen, bases his H third view of history on the age distribu¬ 
tion, mobility, and other characteristics of the population. A curi¬ 
ous variant is provided by Ekai Hayashi, who has attempted to 
correlate population phenomena with psycho-sociology along 
lines at least superficially similar to those followed by Corrado 

(jrim. 
Concrete studies in collective psychology, mixed 

deal of abstract theory, were made by Kobayashi, to whom we 
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have already referred in our discussion of the “ third epoch” of 
Japanese sociology. He inclined somewhat too strongly toward 
explanations on the basis of instinct, in which he is followed by 

isoburo Kawabe, who has a further point of resemblance to 
Kobayashi m that he strongly stresses the duty of the sociologist 
to contribute to the solution of social problems. Other students 

tlVe 7K°u? are Tokutomi, Teho, Tanimoto, 
ohinmei, and Oishi, all of them mentioned elsewhere in thie 
chapter. Uii 

Skipping the division of applied or practical sociology, we turn 
to the history of social thought. Here is where the cultural sod- 
ologists and the Durkheimians have done the most valuable work 
Hisatoshi Tanabe has written a Sociology of Language (1011) 
that is of the utmostsignificance for the analysis of such widely 
differing types of social thought as that found in China, with its 
ideographic writing, on the one hand, and in the Western coun- 
tries, with their phonetic systems, on the other — an antithesis 
a so stressed by the Frenchman, Marcel Granet (La Pensee 
chinoise) and by the German, Leo Jordan (Schule der Abstraktion 
und Dialektik). Tetsuo Watanuki has employed the Durkheim 
method in his unique studies of social thought during the most 

°f hIst°ry’ *ameI7’ the M«ji Restoration, 
and M. Shimoide and Seien Nunokawa have dealt with the same 
period. Religious influences on social thought are analyzed by 
.wo urkheimians, Enku Uno and Seijin Furuno. Some outstand¬ 
ing writers in the general field of the sociology of knowledge have 
already been noted, but we should also mention the Marxist, 

-lyoshi Ml“; expositor and commentator, M. Shinmei; the 
vigorous critic, K. Komatsu; and the thorough student of Japa¬ 
nese ideology, K. Kurauchi. J * 

As might be expected from the general Japanese interest in 
everything concerning the West, the history of Euro-American 
sociology is heavily represented by translations (so numerous that 
they cannot be listed here), monographs, and general surveys. 

Z-t ,wr°lern nati°n1is.so weI1 formed with regard to the 
work that has been and is being done elsewhere. German sociology 

S %nfthY U- Hayashi, K. Okada, Rikuhei Imori, ShoX 

777' ’ Sekl’ anf,Mrk°to Tgarashi- French sociology is sur- 
Si S??0 Takasi’ Yoshihiko Yamada, and 
1VT F frs’T *!§ ^ and American sociology finds expositors in 
M Fur^aka I Kobayasi, M. Yamaguchi, and Toshio Hayase. 
it , “story °f Japanese sociology is not so popular a subject, but 
it has been studied by K. Kada, Teizo Toda, Unasuke Wakamiya, 
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and T. Simoide. General surveys of all these fields are provided by 
Shinmei and Matsumoto, the latter of whom has also written ex¬ 
cellent monographs on the sociology of each of the countries 
mentioned. 

The logic and methodology of the social sciences are best rep¬ 
resented by the sociologists Takata, K. Komatsu, and Matsumoto, 
but the economist E. Soda and the Marxist Sakae Sugiyama 
(who, curiously enough, is also a disciple of Takata) cannot be 
overlooked.82 

Sociological Publications, Research Institutes, and Societies. — 
Many of the special studies mentioned in the preceding section 
are of course too short or too technical to find commercial pub¬ 
lishers. Fortunately, however, there are enough sociological jour¬ 
nals and monograph series to make it possible for really good 
work to reach the learned world, although as in all other coun¬ 
tries there is no over-abundance of such facilities. The first pub¬ 
lication in the field was The Journal of Sociology, which appeared 
from 1897 to 1899. It was followed by Society, of which five vol¬ 
umes were published; this afterward became heir to the title of 
its predecessor, and as The Journal of Sociology, new series, ran 
through seven volumes. In imitation of Durkheim’s L’Annee 
sociologique a Japanese annual bearing a closely similar title 
came into print shortly after its French forerunner, and existed 
for ten years, afterward becoming The Study of Sociology, which 
struggled along for only four —the early postwar period proved 
too difficult to traverse. 

In 1924, however, an ambitious venture was undertaken: The 
Japanese Sociological Monthly, drawing on the interest and good 
will built up by the earlier publications mentioned, began its 
phenomenally successful career. The economic difficulties of the 
early i93o’s forced it to become a quarterly, and then a yearbook, 
but it still is exceedingly vigorous. The Sociological Review, a 
quarterly, entered the field in 1934! this is an excellent journal 
that shows every sign of continuing. Articles of sociological inter¬ 
est also appear in Social Work, a monthly, The Yearbook of 
Japanese Social Work, and The Labor Yearbook, these are the 
successors of The Proceedings of the Society of Social Politics 
which in 1919, when it ceased to appear, numbered twelve vol¬ 
umes. There are in addition two valuable auxiliaries. the month¬ 
lies The Journal of the Anthropological Society of Tokyo and 
The Journal of Statistics. Not quite of the same high quality as the 
publications already listed but none the less worthy of mention 
are Sociological Research, Social Thought, The Study of Social 
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Pfoblems, and Social Policy (from the information available it 
is difficult to determine whether these are still published) 

Research institutes are not so plentiful; apart from those at¬ 
tached to university seminars the only one of importance is the 

Phlra TtUJi fu°r S°C1f! Research> and this is confined largely 
to the study of labor problems and Marxism. g y 

Sociological societies and kindred bodies, however, flourish 
The pioneer was the Society of Sociology (1896-1898), which 
later became the Society of Sociological Studies (x 898-190]) 

SfveTZaLTrd in I9i:’ and the,S°d"y bearing it i,^e 

fjjTaded the of Japanese Sociological Studies, and 
this held the stage until 1922, when Takebe’s retirement brought 
disagreement among his followers and the organization broke up 
The following year, however, the Society of Sociology in Tapan 

got under way, and the year after a rival body, the Japanese 
Sociological Society, came into the disputed territory. At present 
therefore, there are three active organizations of nation-wide 
membership, to say nothing of several smaller groups confined to 
various universities.93 6 F 0 

Conclusion: The Sun Still Rises. — There seems every reason 

WakaS'w C°^erninf th! future of Japanese sociology. 
W kamiya s first critique of sociology m Japan, written over ten 
years ago, is no longer valid. The stage of undue attention to tS 
theories advanced in other nations is quickly drawing to a close 
Moreover Japanese sociologists are not only rapidly developing 
their own distinctive systems, but are also turning their energies 
toward the investigation of their own society. This offers oppor- 

S W {°r reSear<ih unParalleIed anywhere else in the world, 

soKci°j°gisis uwi 1 s°°n be f°rced to io°k to their 
Iff • lt 18 f ,be hoPed that a realization of the importance of 

iSneS/iOC!°IOgy W11 eventually lead Occidentals to a serious 
t .7 0 e . anguage, at present an almost insuperable barrier. 
, r e jneantime, we must continue to depend on the courtesy of 

indeers5ndneSe SCh°larS Wh° Wrke f°r US in lanSuages we can 

w Jbl® Cbapter be§an with the statement that questions of con- 

assicnp4 ? atl°n’ and tb°Se alone> determined the order 
vnbS^ h! dlffei;ent ,natlons we have considered, and as the 
W if draWS t07ard a cl°se. we can reiterate the maxim, “ Last 
but by no means least.” 



Epilogue 

The journey has been long; let us take our bearings. 
“ For to admire and for to see ” the countries of the mind 

is in itself worth while, not to say fascinating, but few of us 
are content with this alone. We want to plot the course we have 
traveled, to appraise our varied experiences, and to envisage 
more clearly the task that lies immediately before us. 

In the early stages of our journey we often slipped quietly into 
murky, mysterious caverns. Here we peered long and steadily 
through the shifting smoke while shaman, priest, or prophet 
stirred together scraps of lore and weird fancies from which he 
brewed potions of social thought for himself and his wide-eyed 
fellows. More, we saw the effects of the queer mixtures on those 
who imbibed them, and were able to gain inklings as to the out¬ 
come of certain sacred exaltations produced by lores of race, 
destiny, and force in our own day and generation. To choose the 
most striking examples: W^e watched the seething and bubbling 
of mores, ceremonials, myths, and charismas out of which oozed 
the sacred essences of mana, tao, maat, dharma, religio, mishpat, 
logos, and the like. When our steps led us among partially secular 
societies, we found that our senses had been sharpened through 
our sojourn in the caverns where the sacred showed its power. 
Familiar fumes betrayed the presence of fermenting residues of 
sacred essences lending potency to supposedly secular compounds 
known as the golden ages of past or future, the social contract, 
the normative conception of nature, natural rights, “ the war of 
each against all,” the capitalist mentality, orgamcism, inevitable 
progress, “ the dialectic,” racial mission, totalitarianism, and 

other heady draughts. , , .• 
Here and there on the long road we toiled through scorching 

deserts, where utopian mirages danced before our eyes an t e 
winds of doctrine beat upon us. More than once we came upon 
rocky defiles of fantastic sand-carved analogies that presented so¬ 
ciety in the guise of Leviathan, or the circling planets, or the 
many-hued pattern of the changing seasons. To him who can 
reckon only by the harvests of the oases and the fertile river- 
bottoms, it may seem that our labor in the barren regions was 
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lost But may it not be that the futilities of social thought ar, 
quite as instructive as the sight of the ravages of erosionnr T 

havoc wrought upon topsoil by unwise tillage and windy drought? 

toSLZT-1 th°r0U§hIy aware of Serrations in the interpre- 
tation of social processes, not to mention derangements of iL* 
processes themselves, that ruin the intellectual harvest? ^ 

*d aPart from all this, does not the history of science show 

Sr'uitdJdvT maUaVe Sreat ut!Iity? Not merely thaf an 
error sufficiently flagrant is sometimes a burial cairn warning later 
explorers of the fate that lurks in the wastelands - more than thi 
is involved A wrong theory may lead to the discovery of stretche 
o reality that otherwise would never have been stumbled upon • 
men sought for a route to the Indies and found a New wSd‘ 

ur much-denounced unilinear evolution is a case in point The 
doctrine inevitably involved detailed comparison, and as' time 
went on it became more and more detailed. When as a conse¬ 
quence relevant new data stood out more sharply amid the con- 
cea ing thickets, vigorous efforts were made to set them up along 
the unilinear path at predetermined points. Soon, however, it 
was found to be impossible to wrench these data free from the 

th^were8 in?f CUltUral Phenomena with which 
i T2?!vined- Bends and even loops were therefore 

process of61 • “ °Jder t° lm^.UP the stubborn facts, but in the 
reSed tlf Caring bypaths many more culture complexes 
revealed themselves, and it was seen that no single route, however 
meandering could possibly bring all the evidence into orderly 

S 7fd i rCSUlt WaS the adoPtion <?f the hypothesis of many 
-rme ParaIle1’ some divergent. The axemen 

rIJS d frme °,f. unilinear evolution had hacked out the first 

^vs Wlf-l°m WbCr thei,f successors ran their branching road- 
tbrough tbe slashings and down-timber 

. U1f1fi,an • t^at t^e socdad evolutionists left behind we often 

f?Pi;L°fWm m Wf^S IeSS than resPectful, but never without the 
while8 a CVen ^s stage °f the toilsome journey was worth 

J/r timei° dme> as we slowly plodded out of the forest 

tillTl KCSS-°r the desert’ we lasted our eyes on variegated fields 
. . J sclentists, natural and social, in the days when one plot 

miffif f-C S°Wj Wltb a half-dozen kinds of seed and when one man 
rinllct-eTn °j °]^vorb now assigned to a half-dozen different spe- 
thp cnr" t fa Uf! ^ we Earned to recognize unity in the diversity; 
of °glca harvest took discernible form amid the profusion 

1 arious fruits and grains heaped up by cultivators calling 
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themselves geographers, economists, philosophers, historians, 
ethnologists, or whatnot. Eventually the task of recognition grew 
somewhat easier, for the boundaries of the fields became more 
sharply marked, each of the various labors of tillage was allotted 
to men highly skilled in one rather than adaptable to many, and 
the seed was sorted and sifted with care. 

True, we saw that old folkways persisted in many of the coun¬ 
tries through which we passed, that an appalling number of fields 
had been trampled down or were overgrown with weeds, and that 
in once promising lands prospects for rich harvests were dark¬ 
ened by sudden blight. None the less, our travels through even 
these desolate and neglected regions, near and far, taught us 
much, for we saw that the sociologist must ever be on his guard 
against sloth, ignorant or malicious destruction, and the deadly 
scourge of anti-scientific and arrogant power that scatters abroad 
the all-supplanting dragon’s teeth of ethnocentrism, obscurant¬ 
ism, and rationalization. We cannot remain free from the biases 
of lore if we do not foster a bias in favor of science. 

In the happier acres our slowly-acquired facility in recognizing 
strips and patches bearing the crops of the different social sci¬ 
ences also gave us eyes to see the corners and borders as yet im¬ 
properly cultivated. Much can still be done in even the most 
closely-covered regions by giving heed to what lies on the edges 
of the fields. Further, what we have already seen with regard to 
the newer varieties of our science, such as psycho-sociology, the 
sociology of knowledge, and culture case study, has borne in upon 
us the fact that the traditional plantings are not the only possibili¬ 
ties. Cross-fertilization may increase many times over the yield 
of new knowledge about man’s life with his fellows. Perhaps this 
very cross-fertilization will also yield varieties that are not so 
entirely dependent as many now are on “ climates of opinion, 
the peculiarities of national soil, and the traditional types o 
scholarly cultivation. Perhaps we may some day have a sociology, 
to name no other science, that will take root and flourish any- 

At any rate, our wanderings have clearly shown us that no such 
sociology now exists except as a tender growth that as sti many 
vicissitudes to meet. We have seen that the development of social 
theory is linked not only with the theory of socia eve opmen 
but also with its facts. Our garden cannot be cultivated mthe 

clouds ; we must plant and harvest on the eart , au . , 
growths must become hardy or perish. Will the knowledge gained 
along the crooks and turnings of our toilsome path enable us to 
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sow with knowledge and reap with confidence? Need we answer 
the question with the well-worn “ Only time will tell ” ? 

Beyond doubt time will tell us much, but we need not passivelv 
await its answer Through the powerful aid of ideal-typical 
method, and on the basis of what we now know, we can pose cm. 
cial questions that may speed the pace of the seasons. For ex 
ample, our new border-province, the sociology of knowledge can 
be dealt with in such manner that the hardy theoretical fruits of 
the experience of past centuries may perhaps be reaped in the few 
decades immediately before us; “ Ibn Khaldun, Turgot, or Durk- 
heim may yield more than learned footnotes and the prideful 
preening of the erudite.” This is a task which cannot be left to 
the history of philosophy, intellectual and cultural history, or the 

is ory of science as such. The sociologist need not fear that he is 

he^enSvors't^ "T® forbidden ™thods when 
endeavors to discover the social causes of or conditions for 

Slutl010^7’ "or.whenhf ^quires into the validity of the socio- 
g al theories dealing with those social causes or conditions. He 

alone knows the full scope and bearing of his problem, and he 

ownway.°8IZe ^ “ °“e f°r CultivatinS his garden in his 

us ILertlding 77^ °l T j°Urney at laSt aPPears ’ifc has taught 
^ f 7 mUS t m here and now if our science is to flourish 
VhC j -r6' °n y when and we tra«scend the relative, only 

when and if we uproot the thorny barriers of ancient lores, the 

weeds of limited and partial logics, the entangling biases of nation 
and class, and the cherished illusions by which we have tried and 

:ai, edt0 hJe Wlth our Allows, can we find sociological theories 
valid for all men as men. 
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Notes and Suggestions for Further Reading 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

A The Annals of the American Acad¬ 
emy of Political and Social Science 

A A A merican A nthrofologist 
AAS Archiv fur angewandte Soziolo- 

gie 
ADS Archives de sociologie 
AESS Archives of the Economic and 

Social Sciences (modern Greek) 
AFLB Annales de la faculte des lettres 

de Bordeaux 
AGA Allgemein statistisches Archiv 
AGPS Archiv fur Geschichte der 

Philosophic und Soziologie 
AHR American Historical Review 
AIIS Annales de Pinstitut interna¬ 

tional de sociologie 
AJS The American Journal of Soci¬ 

ology 
APM Archives of Philosophy and 

Methodology (modern Greek) 
ARGB Archiv fur Rassen- und Ge- 

sellschaftshiologie 
ARW Archiv fur Rechts- und Wirt- 

schaftsphilosophie 
AS UAnneesociologique 
ASGS Archiv fur soziale Gesetzge- 

bung und Statistik 
ASPS Archiv fur systematische Phi¬ 

losofhie und Soziologie 
ASR American Sociological Review 
ASSSR A rchives of Social Science and 

Social Reform (Roumanian) 
ASUP Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft 

und Sozialfolitik 
BMCPEE Bulletin mensuel du centre 

foly technicien d? etudes economiques 
BNJ Byzantmisch-neugrieckische 

Jakrbucher 
BSFP Bulletin de la societe franqaise 

de philosofhie 
BSSR Bulletin of the Society for So- 

cial Research 

BWC Harry Elmer Barnes, History 
of Western Civilization 

CAH Cambridge Ancient History 
CH Current History 
CM Communist Monthly 
ConR Contemporary Review 
CR Cambridge Review 
CSPSR The Chinese Social and Po¬ 

litical Science Review 
E Economica 
EA Encyclopedia Americana 
EB Encyclopedia Britannica 
El Enciclopedia Italians 
ER Educational Review 
ES Encyclopedia Sinica 
ESS Encyclopedia of the Social Sci¬ 

ences 
GE Grande Encyclopedic 
GGE Great Greek Encyclopedia 

(modem Greek) 
HERE Hastings’s Encyclopedia of 

Religion and Ethics 
HO Historical Outlook 
HWBS Handworterbuch der Soziolo¬ 

gie 
IJE International Journal of Ethics 
JA Journal asiatique 
JAFL Journal of A merican Folk-Lore 
JAS Journal of Applied Sociology 
JASA Journal of the American Sta¬ 

tistical Association 
JASP Journal of Abnormal and So¬ 

cial Psychology 
JCCL Journal of Criminology and 

Criminal Law 
JCP Journal of Comparative Psy¬ 

chology 
JDP Journal de psychology# 
JFS Jahrbuch fur Soziologie 
JNCBRAS Journal of the North 

China British Royal Astatic Society 
JP Journal of Philosophy 
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JPE Journal of Political Economy 
JPNP Journal de 'psychologic nor- 

male et pathologipue 

JPPSM Journal of Philosophy, Psy¬ 

chology, and Scientific Methods 

JRAI Journal of the Royal Anthro¬ 

pological Institute 

JR AS Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society 

JRD Journal of Race Development 

JSM Japanese Sociological Monthly 

JSP Journal of Social Philosophy 

JSPS Journal of Social Psychology 

KVS Kdiner Vierteljahrshefte fur 
Soziologie 

M The Monist 

MEM Mensch en Maatschappij 

MF Mercure de France 

M P M o dern Philology 

MSOS Mitteilungen des Seminars fur 
orientalische Sprachen 

PA Pacific Affairs 

PASS Publication or Proceedings of 

the American Sociological Society 
PR Philosophical Review 

PSM Popular Science Monthly 

PSQ Political Science Quarterly 

RASI Reports of the Archaeological 
Survey of India 

RAST Royal Asiatic Society Trans¬ 
actions 

RB Revue bleue 

RDI Rivista dy Italia 

RDIS Revue de P mstitut de soctologie 
RDP Revue de Paris 

REO Revue de PEurope orientate 

RHES Revue d?histoire cconomipue 
et sociale 

R^ Revue intemationale de sociolo¬ 
gy 

RMM Revue de metaphysipue et de 
morale 

RP Revue philosophique 

RPP Revue de philosophic positive 
RS Rivista di sociologia 

RSe Revue socialiste 

RSH Revue de synthese historipue 

RSI CP Report at Sixth International 
Congress of Philosophy 

RUBB Revue universitdre beige; 
Bruxelles 

RUS Rural Sociology 

S Sociologus 

SBK A WP H $ itzungsberickte der kai¬ 

ser lie hen Akademie der Wissen- 

schaften, philosoph.-histor, Klasse 
SF Social Forces 

SJ Schmollers Jakrbuch 

SLR Slavische Rundschau 

SM Scientific Monthly 

SPSSQ Southwestern Political and 
Social Science Quarterly 

SR Sociological Review 

SRE Social Research 

SS Social Science 

SSR Sociology and Social Research 

SSSQ Southwestern Social Science 
Quarterly 

UTQ University of Toronto Quar¬ 
terly 

VFWP Vierteljahrsschrift fur wis- 
senschaf tliche Philosophic 

VWPS Vierteljahrsschrift fur wis- 

s ens chaf tliche Philosophic und Sozt- 
ologie 

ZP Zeitschrift fur Politik 

ZSF Zeitschrift fur Sozialforschung 

ZVS Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsycholo¬ 
gic und Soziologie 

with hk SIiITtm fo,r‘he notes bearinS on the chapters or sections marked 
Barnes’s k ^ Ta,jIe °.f Contents, with two exceptions: (i) all references in 
and M ,ii ^ t0 an? artlcles dated 1927 or later have been inserted by Becker; 
and (2) all the notes have been edited by Becker. 

funrtio°nSarel^iCLeS to ?!111161:631 and value beyond their specific reference iunction are marked with an asterisk. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

1. *Emest Bouldin Harper, “Sociology in England,” SF, xi, 3 (1933), pp. 

335-42. Earlier papers on the same topic are: * Vivien M. Palmer, “ Impressions of 

Sociology in Great Britain,” AJS, xxxii (1927), pp. 756-61; Harry Elmer 

Barnes, “The Fate of Sociology in England,” PASS, xii (1927), pp. 26—46. 

Cf. the discerning article by *Gladys Bryson, “ Early English Positivists and the 

Religion of Humanity,” ASR, i (1936), pp. 343-62. 

2. Cf. *H. Westergaard, Contributions to the History of Statistics (1932); 

J. Koren, A History of Statistics (1918); *F. H. Hankins, “ Individual Differ¬ 

ences: the Galton-Pearson Approach,” SF, iii, 2 (Dec., 1925); A. Meitzen, His¬ 

tory, Theory, and Technique of Statistics (trans. by R. P. Falkner, 1891) ; Helen 

M. Walker, Studies in the History of Statistical Method (1929) ; Raymond Pearl, 

“ Karl Pearson, 1857-1936,” JASA, xxxi, 196 (Dec., 1936), pp. 653-64. 
3. For the whole field of anthropogeography and related topics, see * Franklin 

Thomas, The Environmental Basis of Society (1925); use index for all the 

writers mentioned. See also Harry Elmer Barnes, The New History and the Social 

Studies (1925), chap. ii. An excellent recent study having some relation to human 

geography is R. R. Marett’s Jersey: Suggestions toward a Civic and Regional Sur¬ 

vey (1932). 
4. *F. H. Hankins, The Racial Basis of Civilization (1925); A. A. Tenney, 

Social Democracy and Population (1916); W. S. Thompson, Population Prob¬ 

lems (1930). Sweeping attacks on the British eugenists have come from the pen 

of G. Spiller, particularly his The Origin and Nature of Man (1931). 
5. Cf. the summaries of English psycho-sociology by *Harry Elmer Barnes, 

AJS, xxvii, 3 (Nov., 1921) through xxviii, 3 (Nov., 1922). 
6. A. C. Haddon, A History of Anthropology, *Alexander Goldenweiser, 

“ Cultural Anthropology ” in H. E. Barnes, ed., History and Prospects of the 

Social Sciences (1925); Clark Wissler, “Anthropology” in E. C. Hayes, ed., 

Recent Developments in the Social Sciences (1928). 
» jr. Fueter, IJ Histoire de F historic graphic moderne; G. P. Gooch, History 

and Historians in the Nineteenth Century, W. Riley, From Myth to Reason. 
8. There is as yet no adequate survey of British institutional and social eco¬ 

nomics. A few more or less fragmentary American appreciations have been written 

by W. C. Mitchell, Walton H. Hamilton, et al. 
9. Cf. Ernest Barker, Political Thought in England from Spencer to the 

Present Day, L. Rockow, Contemporary Political Thought in England; IT J. 
Laski, A Grammar of Politics; C. E. Merriam and H. E. Barnes, e<k, Political 

Theories in Recent Times, chap, i; *R. M. Maclver, The Modem State. 
10. Cf. H. E. Barnes, ed., The History and Prospects of the Social Sciences, 

To Professor W. Y. Elliott of Harvard University we owe the following list 
of contemporary British writers whom he regards as having sociological relevance. 

John Strachey, H. S. Bradford, C. DeLisle Bums, Keith Fedm^Clapham, 

Hayek, D. H. Robertson, Edgworth, P. Sargant Florence, Marriott, H. W. C. 

Davis, Kellett, Routh, J. A. F. C. Fuller, H. A. Needham, Lawrence Hy , 
Wyndham Lewis, Rockhouse, Esme Wingfield Stratford, Leonard Woolf, D 

Mitrany, and several others. Professor Elliott also points out that in such publica¬ 

tions as7 the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society one finds, where perhaps 

they would be least suspected, worth-while sociological contributions, althoug 

course not under that name. 
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In fairness to Professor Elliott we should mention the fan- v 
pr^ntmo, of Brink oodoloj, „ „m™ka, too in „ic he ,e*‘rd' <® 

bSLJL“£") S ‘°my’ “ Hl®hC"M- Th< S«* T^r, of L. T. 

12. J. A. Hobson and Morris Ginsberg, L. T. Hobhous, - U;r t ■* , 
(i93i)> pp. 123—77, and Ginsberg, “ Obituary Prof L T “nd Works 

W), PP- IS3-54,quoted b7 *’ 
Tf .f' T‘ Hobhouse, Social Evolution and Political Theory (\aZ\ _ it8 
14. Ibid p, II. 15. /**., p. 8. l6. lbu «** (1922),P. 118. 

7* Hobhouse, Social Development (1024.) p 2^2 tq rzv/ 
.9- Hobhouse, Ti. aJJ S«M (.t^) f !?- » 8?' 

Holkooao. fo.ooi M. W Pdilied Th,cr,(i9,lh - , 6 
21. AW., p. 163. 22. Harper, op. tit., p. 777 20 

1932), PpKsf3-Ci4ffe' " GeddeSj” Tke Nation> cxxxiv> 3487 (Map 4, 

5.1<j;?38,,i7)' pp- 
sociology See Ms^tecL Tend^ncJsl 

CHAPTER XXII 

I. For the beginner, the most systematic and useful r , . 

Md of recent French 'sociology i. Jbe found ,nCS, L t W ° ' 
(1930). It treats individually most of the mom Fr.TT •T • Socwlogte 

including excerpts from thiir writings brief summa^e?10?8^' — ^ Centur^ 
cellent bibliographical and biographical notes This boot ' ^ Cri^cisms’ and ex" 
bp *Celestin Bougie’s recent RilJjZ • • j book.ls vei7 we]I supplemented 

which is particularlp good on the^post-wlr <r93S), 
tween sociology and the other ^ a ^.an<^ on t^Le interrelations be- 
members of the sociologist? sebo TZZ Z -lntensive disc™ °f several j3L. cioiogistic school is to be found m Georp-es ’n-JvTr,e o- •’ ? 
d hter et d’aujourd’hui (10 a 11 Both Djn’. p , ® ,g , VzvF s s°<*ologues 
a Durkheimian point oftiwandcnntrT T ®ougle’s ^oks are written from 
adopts a moderately anti-XheW Wlth Essertler’s book, which 
Sources et les cou/jZdi^ZlV^ ^ reCent stud^ of L Benrubi, Les 
summaries of the work of several °\ Z c0'!?emf°ratne- en France, contains brief 
Contemporary Sotiootill tZ? 8 ^do\oEhu. *Pitirim Sorokin’s 
of the mZ7hl tZZT l Z C0.ntaMS summaries ^nd criticisms of manp 
heim Tarde oS y “ Z Z^Z’ m Particular °f LePlap, DeRobertp, Durk- neim, i arde, Coste, Dumont, Bougie, and Lapouge. ^ 

Sciln«?|n Fra??’Ti:?;6165?11 B°,U|16’ “The Present Tendencp of the Social 

Phitosophp m France and the Sociological Movement,” RSICP (\l%V 

“S^cSo^Srffi */* (1924)5 Georges Davp! 
France,” AGPS,’xxx (1925), pp 133^'j‘,Z? Ps>"?ilo-SOCIologie en 
sociologie en Franre ^ ^ Orientation actuelle de la 
FrancU MerriU Social dZZ ’ (N°V-Dec- 1926)5 Mabel Elliott and 
in contemporary French (I934), appendix on social disorganization 

ontemporarp French sociologp; Paul Fauconnet, “ The Durkheim School in 
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France,” SR, xix (1927), pp. 15-20; Andre Joussain, “ Les deux tendances de la 
sociologie frangaise,” RIS, xxxix (1931), pp. 266-70; *Rene Konig,“ Die neue- 
sten Stromungen in der gegenwartigen franzosischen Soziologie,” in ZVS, vii 

(1931)5 PP- 48S~’5°5> Koyre, “ La Sociologie frangaise contemporaine,” ZSF, 
h 4 (1932); Raymond Lenoir, “ Sur la sociologie frangaise contemporaine,” in 
RSH, xlviii, n.s. xxii; Henri Levy-Bruhl, “Tlie Social Sciences as Disciplines: 
France,” ESS, i (1930), pp. 248-58; ^Robert Marjolin, “French Sociology: 
Comte and Durkheim,” AJS, xlii, 5 (Mar., 1937), pp. 693-704; Robert K. Mer¬ 
ton, “ Recent French Sociology,” SF, xii, p. 5375 Daniel Parodi, “ La Philosophic 
frangaise de 1918 a 1925,” RPy 1925; -, La Philosophic contemporaine, 

chap, v; Gaston Richard, “ Nouvelles tendances sociologiques en France et en 

Allemagne,” in RIS, xxxvi (1928), pp. 647-49. # 
Relevant articles in the ESS should also be consulted. For bibliographical ma¬ 

terial, see the Guide- de Petudiant en sociologie (1921), by Celestin Bougie and 
Marcel Deat, the Manuel bibliographique des sciences sociales et economiques 

(1920), by Rene Maunier, and the above-mentioned La Sociologie of Daniel 

Essertier, as well as his Psychologic et sociologie (1927). ^ . y 
2. A sympathetic study of the LePlay school is available in English m Sorokin s 

Contemporary Sociological Theories, chap, ii, pp. 63—98. The most important 
part of LePlay5 s main work, Les Ouvriers europeens, has been translated and is 
included in *Family and Society, by Carle C. Zimmerman and Merle Frampton. 
In French, the best source of information on LePlay is to be found m the studies 
of Demolins, Bouchie de Belle, and Champault in La Science sociale. See also the 
important work of Paul Bureau, Introduction a la methode soctologique (1923). 

3. LePlay, Les Ouvriers europeens, 2nd ed., i, pp. 224—28* Quote by 

Sorokin, op, cit., p. 67. , ~ *, 
4. Paul Bureau, op. cit., pp. 185-88. 5. Zimmerman an ramp on, . 
6. Lucien Febvre, La Terre et revolution hurrmne (1922), pp. 447 4»- 

Available in English translation as *4 Geographical Introduction to History. 

7. S. J. Holmes, The Trend of the Race (1921). # . . 
8. DeRoberty’s chief sociological works are: La Soctologte (Rnsim editi 

1879, French edition 1881); Auguste Comte ^ Herbert Spencer 

Psychisme social (1897); Les Fondements de 
de Vethique (1900); Nouveau programme de soctologte (1904), gte 

: L Pont*™**a 

and the treatment of DeRoberty m j turns ne ^ Roberty 

Note the following articles about DeR<’Mf‘(1904); Herve 
RUBB (1904); --> LCEuvre de M.dt Roberty, M 1 9 
Blondel, “ M. de Roberty et hi sociologie^ RIS (l9<>41- 

c«gSr»£ *«•**** 

-—, La Philosophic du siecle, chap, xvm yi 9 7 

14. -, La Sociologie, pp. 7 ff. (1881). 
15. Espinas, Des Societes animates, 2nd ed. 16. IM., PP-5^ 
17. -, Origines de la technologic, passim. * •> P* 

£ KS£ “i gsL U * 
mddo, .nd posthumous botit of Dutkhs.m must bs mdtotod. 
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(1) Monographs in UAnnee sociohgique: “La Prohibition de l’inceste et ses 
origmes (vol 1, 1897); “ Definition des phenomenes religieux ” (vol ii) • 

Deux lois de revolution penale ” (vol. iv) ; “ Sur le totemisme ” TO1 v ! 
De quelques formes primitives de classification ” (vol. vi in collahnritk ’ 

/ . .... ^ oniale des societes australiennes ” 
(vol. vm). UC!> 

(2) Articles: “^Representations individuelles et representations collectives,” RMM 

(1898) ; _ Determination du fait moral,” BSFP (1906); “ Jugements de 

valeur et Jugements de realite” (International Congress of Philosophy at 
Bologna, U)ii, RMM, 1911.) These three studies have been compiled in 
Sociology et fhdosofhie. * 

“ Introduction a la sociologie de la famille,” AFLB (1888) ; “ La Notion 
du materialisme economique,” RP (1898) ; “ La Sociologie en France,” RB 

with PF, T'u ~ ?.enC£S soc!a,les’” RP (19°3> in collaboration 
with P. Fauconnet) , Conferences snr la famille,” RP (iqzo) etc • cc Tn 
troduction a la morale/’ RP (1919). ° •> n" 

(3) Posthumous books compiled by Marcel Mauss -.Education et sociologie (1022I • 
Sociologie et philosophic (1924); VEducation morale (1925) Professor 
Mauss is now preparing an edition of Durkheim’s courses on the family and 

T l SCACnCe °frmorals-” Durkheim’s theories of the family have7 been 
treated by Davy m Sociologies d'hier et d'aujourd’hui (1931). Durkheim’s 
sociology of religion has been summed up by Halbwachs in Les Origmes du 

sentiment religieux en France d'apres Durkheim. There is a very capable 
nghsh translation of Durkheim’s Les Formes elementdres de la vie reli- 

gieuse, by Swam, and a translation of Le la division du travdl social by 
oimpson. ’ J 

A short sketch of Durkheim’s work is to be found in Sorokin’s Contempo¬ 

rary Sociological Theories, pp. 463-80. The best known English monograph 
on Durkheim is C. E. Gehlke’s Emile Durkheim's Contributions to Socio¬ 

logical Theory In a recent book, *Structure of Social Action (1927), 
Talcott Parsons has given a profound and intensive analysis of Durkheim to 
which our section on Durkheim is heavily indebted. We must note also the 
recent analysis by ^George Mariga: Emile Durkheim: Soziologie und Soziolo- 

gismus (1932). The best short study in French is that of *Halbwachs, “La 
Doctrine d Emile Durkheim,” RP (1918). Cf. also G. Davy’s Durkheim, 

Introduction et morceaux choists (1911); his “Durkheim: l’homme et 

P “?e’ -19 »972^ ’ 2nd R°bert Mari°lin> “French Sociology: 
Comte and Durkheim,” AJS xlii, 5 (Mar., 1937), pp. 693-704. 

or French criticisms of Durkheim, see the relevant sections of this chap¬ 
ter, and the works of the men there referred to. The English criticism has 
m general been much less able. Cf., however, Alexander Goldenweiser’s 
critique m JPPSM (Mar., 1917), as well as the section on Durkheim’s the¬ 
ories m chap, xvi of his Early Civilization. Cf. also the section on Durkheim 
in Dennes s The Methods and Presuppositions of Group Psychology (Uni¬ 
versity of Calif. Pub. in Philos, vol. vi, no. 1). ^ ** K 

An excellent bibliography of the writings of the Durkheim school is that 
y E. Conze, Zur Bibliographic der Durkheim-Schule,” KVS,.vi, 2 

(1927), pp. 278-83. ’ ’ J 
22. Notably Daniel Essertier and Roger Lacombe. 

Tidaitt'^arsons ^Urbbe’m,s bought has been excellently worked out by 

24. Compare, however, a contrary estimate by Parsons, ibid. 



NOTES IX 

25. G. Belot, La Morale fositive (1907). 
26. Notably by Paul Barth, in Die P hilosofhie der Geschichte als Soziologie, 

3rd and 4th eds. (1922). Also see section on Richard. 
27. See, e.g., Carr-Saunder’s The Pofulation Problem (1922). 
28. Durkheim’s social pathology and therapy is mainly to be found in his 

*Regles de la methode sociologique (1895) and in an introduction written for the 
second edition of the De la division du travail social in 1902. There is also a good 
deal of material bearing on the issues in Le Suicide and VEducation morale. 

29. Durkheim, Le Socialisme (1928; Mauss ed.). 
30. -? Le Suicide (1897). Cf. Hanna Meuter’s interesting group review, 

“ Neue Literatur zum Problem der Selbstentleibung ” KVS, xii, 2 (1933), pp. 

200—202. 
31. Charles Blondel has formulated some very serious criticisms of Durkheim’s 

definition of suicide in *Le Suicide, pp. 14-26. 
32. *Halbwachs, Les Causes du suicide (1930). 
33. Durkheim, Le Suicide, 2nd ed. (1912), p. 173. 
34. Halbwachs has submitted recent evidence which entirely controverts this 

assertion; see ibid., chap. xii. # ■.*•»»» 
33. On this point, see ^G. Belot, <c Un Theorie nouvelle de la religion, RF 

(1913)> pp. 329 ff. This article is an able criticism of Durkheim’s whole sociology 

of religion. # . , . , . . ^ 
36. Durkheim, Elementary Forms of the Religious Life (Swam s translation), 

37. See Durkheim’s address to the International Congress of Philosophy at 

Bologna in 1911, reprinted in Sociologie et fhilosofhie. 
38. Durkheim, Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, p. 44°* 

39. See note 21 above. 
40. Georges Davy, La Foi juree, etude sociologique du frobleme du contrat, 

la formation du lien contractuel (1922), p. 83* ., , f. , * 1 
41. Mauss, “ Essai sur les variations saisonnieres. des societes eskimos: etude de 

morphologic sociale ” (written in collaboration with H. Beuchat), 4S, vahix. 
For a discussion of the article mentioned m the text see Howard Becker, rev.ew 
of L’Annie sociologique, nouvelle sene, tome 11, in AJS, xxxiv, 3 (Nov., 1928), 

PP 4” ^addition to the one just mentioned, we may indude: “Essai surlanature 

et la fonction du sacrifice,” AS, vol. ii, m co laboration with De 
quelques formes primitives de classification, AS, vol. 11 (1903).■ “ 
with Durkheim; “Esquisse d’une theorie generate de la ‘ 
(1904), in collaboration with H. Hubert; “Essai sur le don, forme archaique 

» coU.b«.ti« with Pad to* 

it,.* 0Mf sssssf 
point of view of the Durkheim scnooi. oee and « Les Rapports reals et 
a L’Expression obligatoire des sentiment \ 9 )* 

pratiques de la psychology et de la sociology & esk;mos J’ AS, 
43. Mauss, “ Essai sur les vanations saisonnieres des societes esnmos, 

^ Durkheim, “ Deux lois de revolution penale,” 45, vol. iv- 
45. Halbwachs, Les Cadres sociaux de la memcmre (1925). PP- 5 • 

46. Ibid., pp. 194 ff. , 
47. *Les Sciences sociales en Allemagne (1896), PP- H7 .• 

Celestin Bougie, La Sociologie biologique et le regme des castes. 
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Le Prods de la sociologie biologique. Note also Bougie’s article in RDP “ TTn 8 • 
ologue individualiste: G. Tarde ”(1905). ’ 0C1' 

49. This is the only book of Bougie’s available in English: *The Evolution of 

Senars’^ozd)1611 ^ Stalker SelIars> Wlth an introduction by Roy Wood 

*n addition to the works mentioned in the text, Bougie has written a useful 
bibliography: Guide a l etudiant en sociologie, in collaboration with Deat (1021'). 
a compendium. Elements de sociologie, in collaboration with J. Raffault (’1026') • 
and a brief and popular presentation of his own central position, Qu’est-ce L L 

Simon, and Has helped to edit their works. 

50. ^Charles Blonde], La Conscience morbide, essat de psychopatholoeie eene- 
rde (1913). 51. Traite of George Dumas, II, Les VoBhns. S & 

52. See note 31 Also worthy of attention are Blondel’s Introduction a la *™. 
cMogte coUectwe (1928), and his La Psychographie de Marcel Proust (1932) 

53- On the subject of primitive mentality Levy-Bruhl has written five books’ 
Les Fonctums mental dans les societes -primitives (1923), La mentdite primitive 
(1925), L Ame-primitive (1927), Le Surnaturel et la nature dans la mentdite 
primitive (1931), and La Mythologie primitive (1933). The first three of these 
are available m excellent English translations by Lilian A. Clare. Levy-Bruhl’s 
science of morals is developed in La Morale et la science des mceurs (1900) Note 

CoJ^r Goon? °fAM°d£™ in France, his La Philosophic d’Auguste 
Comte (1900), and his edition of the correspondence between Mill and Comte 
Georges Davy is preparing a study of Levy-Bruhl’s sociology. 

54- Levy-Bruhl, La Morale et la science des mceurs, TOth ed p 14. 
55- Ibid., pp. 99-100. ’* 

56. See also Bayet’s La Moral scientifique (1905), and La Science des faits 
mormx (1925). J 

w5';L6V7'BrH ^°^ativeS Tkink> P-38 (translation of Les Fauctions 
Ac- Ibtd’> PP- 76, 77- 59- See note S3. 

tior, » as’ „-DllrfiheiSr3nd <£ De quelques formes Primitives de classifica¬ tion, AS, vi. 61. Mauss, ESFP, 1923. 

62. Brunschvicg, Les Bases psychologies de la vie morale (1928), p. 8t. 

tr oil Tarde ls rim author of the following works: La Criminalite comparee 

i/I/ ^ Z;°W/o TT°n (l890)’ La Fhil°s°?Me penale (1890), Etudes 
£ ( A*,sCttleS (iS92), Lcs Transformations dudroit (1893),L*Logiquesod- 

T-S a- ™dT&ts {Odologiques (189s), ^Opposition universelle 
L ^y es Lois soctdes (1898), *£tudes de psychologic socide (1898), *Les 
Transformations du pouvoir (1899), VO pinion et la foide (1901), Psycholope 

^lq°2), Fragment d’histoire future (1905). His most important 
articles have been compiled m two books: Studes de psychologic sociale, and Essais 
et melanges sociologies. 

M,VWimMSt nh0r°USil eXp0siti,0n of Tarde’5 biological system is to be found in 
in h'.lt ' lV1*Dm°f°,®rapk’ Tarde (1906), which was incorporated 
diilin W°rki P^c!foloVca} Interpretations of Society (1909). Other briefer 

nn ,Tr:are.t0.be.,f0Und,m Sorokin’s Contemporary Sociologicd Theories, 
S'A3^40,5 G- Tostl s artide, “ The Sociological Theories of Gabriel Tarde,” 

Tf *T VPP' 49s°75 •15 Gidd!ngs’s Introduction to E. C. Parsons’s translation 
TnhwW S Lawl°t Bristol’s Social Adaptation, pp. 185-92; Gault’s 

roduction and Lindsey s editorial preface to Howell’s translation of Tarde’s 
Pend Philosophy; and Small’s review of Tarde’s Social Laws, AJS, vol. iv, 
PP- 395-40°. for an ingenious American adaptation of Tarde’s sociological the- 

s, see Ross s Social Psychology, and for the most extended application of simi- 
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lar theories to psychology by an American writer, see Baldwin’s Social and Ethical 
Interpretations in Mental Development, 

64. For a brief survey of the salient points connected with Tarde’s career, see 
Giddings’s Introduction, cited above. The historic antecedents of Tarde’s theories 
and the stages in the development of his system have been indicated by Davis in 
his Psychological Interpretations of Society, chaps, ii, vii. 

65. Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociology (1932), p. 235. See there also the 

criticism of Tarde’s theories, pp. 233-37. 
66. *Tarde, Laws of Imitation, translated by Elsie Clews Parsons (1903), 

p. 141. 67. Davis, Psychological Interpretations of Society, pp. 97—98. 

68. Tarde, Social Laws, pp. 135-37. 
69. Durkheim, Le Suicide, new ed., pp. 107 ff. 
70. Ibid., p. 113. 71. Ibid., p. 115. 
72. Tarde, Etudes de psychologie sociale, p. 64. 
73. Ibid., p. 65. 74. Ibid., p. 46. 75. Ibid., p. 73. 
76. See Maunier’s Manuel bibliographique des sciences socides et economiques 

(1920). , 
77. Maunier, UEconomie politique et sociologie (191 o), p. 4* 7°* Ib%d., p. o. 
7g. -, Introduction a la sociologie (1929)5 p* 15* 80. Ibid., p. 19* 
g^ La Construction de la maison en Kabylie (1926); Recherdh.es sur 

les echanges rituels en Afrique du nord,” AS, n.s., II, (1927)* 
82. Maunier, A JS, xv, pp. 536-48. This is a translation of the first part of 

UOrigine et la fonction economique des villes. 
83. Richard, La Sociologie generale et les lois sociologiques (1912), p. 50. 
84. *Richard, “ La Pathologie sociale d’&nile Durkheim,” RIS, xxxvi, pp. 

648 ff. 85. Essertier, Psychologie et sociologie (1927)5 P* 23* 
86. Lacombe, La Methode sociohgique de Durkheim: etude 
87. See G. Belot, “ L’Utilitarisme et ses nouveaux critiques, RMM, l»94> 

pp. 408 ff.; and “ Une Theorie nouvelle de la religion,” in RP, WJ’ PP* 3*9 
Other articles in the RP: vol. 49, pp. 288 ff.; vol. 52, pp. 688 ff.; vol. 72, 

pp. 434 ff. Also Etudes de morale positive (1907), passim. , \ 
88. Leon Brunschvlcg, VExperience humdne et la causahte physique (1922), 

chaps, ix and x: Le Progres de la conscience dans la phdosophte ocadentale U927)> 

pp. C73 ff. __ 
89. Traite of G. Dumas, vol. I, pp. 39~4°- 9°* RP> I9°4> »- 
91. The best source of information concerning the interrelations of the soaal 

sciences in France is the extremely lucid and thoughtful little study J q£ 

Bougie, Bilan de la sociologie frangma contemformte (i93S)- 5^ 
the academic status of French sociology, see E. E. Eubank, Sociolog 

tion in France,” AJS, xliJ, 5 (Mar., I937)>.PP- 7°5-708. 
02 Leon Dueuit, Traite de droit constitutional (1911); LeJ>rott. S0C J 

droit individual, et la transformation de PStat (1911) ;^ 

93. Haunou, Les Ideas de M. Uugun. , /IQ07v 
Paul Huvelin, whose memoir, “Magie et droit individuel, AS ro\. x(i907h 
has become a classic; as well as Georges Gurvitdi, whose recent Idea da droit socml 

(iqii) is an important contribution to juristic sociology. rharhon 
™ Of M Simiand see La Formation et Us fluctuations das fnx du chnrbon 
94. Oi M. Jnmiana, see -oa r rIQ2,\ SaUire des owners des 

en France pendant mngt-ctnq <ms 1887 9 ^ 95)^ ^ iconomiqui 

mines de charbon en Prance (1907), La Me f WoiHwachs “ Le Point de 
(i912), and La Salaire (193*)- Compare the art^de by H^wachs, ^ 
vue sociologique en science economique, BM > 35 ( ’ 

95. Antoine Meillet, “ Comment les noms changent de sens, AS, voL ir. 
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96. The definitive study of DeGreefs social theory is that by *Dorothy Wolff 
Douglas DeGreef: the Social Theory of an Early Syndicalist (Zf 

Tublthed. “ 15 3Wn fr°m and fl0m a "X later to be 

97. toward the end of his life DeGreef remarked in his autobioeranhv 
yet unpublished) that his two little brochures, VOuvri'ere dentellierl (The 

C^Lr^IS). 3nd Le Rachat des Garbonnages (The Re-Purchase of the 
Coal Mines) have given me a satisfaction as great as — in fact greater than 
the most substantial of my theoretical works.” g n 

98. The best discussion of the theories of Quetelet available in • 

provided by *F. H. Hankins, Adolf he Quetelet as Statistician“908)^ See also 

/in,r?Uetelet//jerage£Man M Modern Scientific Research,” RDIS, xv 3 
(1935)- 99- Ibid., pp. 62-82. ’ ’ 3 

too. Douglas does not give the source of this quotation, but in Hankins 
^ some references are made which would lead one to conclude that h may 

found m DuSysteme social, p. 259, or in Sur I’homme, Bk. IV, chap, i sec / 
Unfortunately the original is not now available for verification ’ ' ^ 

101. DeGreef, Structure generate des societes, ii p 126 

102. Ibid., pp. 10-11. 103. DeGreef, L’Ouvriere dentelliere, chap. xiv. 
104. heopold von Wiese has made this criticism of Waxweiler’s work. See 

Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociology (1032), p. 81. 
105. Ibid,, p. 80. 106. Ibid.) pp. 178—79. 

that°e7lsewW t Ik' Here ^ term.used is “ sociability,” but examination shows 
tJiat elsewhere m the same treatise it is translated as “ associativeness,” and the 
systematic implications of the latter make it more desirable. 

108. Ibid., p. 81. xo9. Ibid. no. Ibid., p. 129. See also Table 2 

So1-1]1' 'An\oe XXVe Anniversaire de l’inauguration de L’Institut de 
Sociologie Solvay, RDIS, vii, 4 (Oct.-Dec., 1927), pp. 21-2? 

112. Ibtd., pp. 14-15. 

,r 1I3' ?apha<a Petrucci, Non-comfarabilite des societes animates; M. Wodon 

D Honfw’fr qUBlqUej dg mithode dans I'homme frimitif; 
d;e^Z L Atym et de Mofosociologie; M. Varendonck, LesSoJls 

on Rot- F°r c°"firmati°n °J tlds optimistic statement, consult Dupreel’s article 

0930),“?°U l0-8^!11 ' d’°r dU Centenaire d* I’IndefendLe Nationale 

^JOLAJTl XXIII 

w dw°n adx°Pled hy *LeoP°ld von Wiese in his System der All- 

S sodologv otf/J1Vf}'k 8kelet-n °f thh division on G™ and Aus- 
ourcl wL7l l hlS preS“tati°n in chaP- 1 of ^e book cited. Primary 

.01, fisiisX’ss ,“”d”7 “ 

rIS ^ fa i0Ci°i°Z allemande contemforaine (1936). 
(1922).^ Phil0s01,hie der Geschichte als Soliologie, 3rd and 4th eds. 

und Stoat im Sfiegel deutscher Romantik (1924). 
Bougie, U, Les Sciences soctales en Allemagne (1896). 
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79. Max Rumpf, “ Die Groszstadt als Lebensform und in ihrer sozialen 
Pragekraft,” KVS, x, 2 (1931), pp. 200-19. 

80. Rudolf Heberle, “ Soziographie,” HWBS. See also Leopold von Wiese, 
“ Soziographie und Beziehungslehre,” MEM, ix, 1 and 2, pp. 107-14, and note 
IIO, this chapter. 

81. Wiese-Becker, of. cit.y p. 66. 

82. *H. L. Stoltenberg, “ Gesellschaftliche Gefuhle,” JFS, iii, pp. 48-58. 
83. For a survey and bibliography, see *Healy, Bronner, and Bower, The 

Structure and Meaning of Psychoanalysis (1930). 

84. See *Read Bain, “ Sociology and Psychoanalysis,” ASR, i, 2 (Apr., 1036), 
pp. 203-16. 

85. *Bernhard J. Stern, ed., “ The Letters of Ludwig Gumplowicz to Lester 
F. Ward,” 5, supplement i, pp. 8—12. 

86. P. A. Sorokin, review in A, vol. 157 (1931), pp. 250-51. 
87. Franz Oppenheimer, of. cit.} pp. ix—xx. 

Franz Carl Miiller-Lyer, Phasen der Kultur (translated by* the Lakes as 
The History of Social Development (1921). 

89. Karl Dunkmann, Angemandte Soziologie (1929)5 Dunkmann, Lehmann, 
and oauermann, Lehrbuch der Soziologie und Sozialfhilosofhie (1931). 

90. Max Adler, “ Soziologie und Erkenntniskritik,” JFS, i, pp. 4-34. At the 
end of this article there is a good bibliography of Adler’s writings. 

91. Mark Abramowitsch, Hauptprobleme der Soziologie (1930). 
In concluding the notes of this section on German and Austrian sociology, it 
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the text: Alfred von Martin, historical sociology; Julius Bab, studies of Bohemians 
and like marginal groupsGeorg von Lukacs, Marxian epistemology; Werner 
Ziegenfuss, systematic sociology and sociology of aesthetics; Franz Jerusalem, 
socKdogy of law; and a number of others, including Schucking, Cysarz, Rothacker, 

ora, Richard Schmidt, A. Meusel, Josef Schumpeter, Fritz Strich, Gottfried 
Salomon, Rudolf Sohm, Lempicki, Hausenstein, and Eduard Spranger. 

203-^07 R' SteinmetZ’ “Soziol°8ie ^ Holland,” KVS, iii, 2/3 (1923), pp. 

93- J- de Bosch Kemper, Hmdleiding tot de Kermis van de Wetenschop der 
Samenleving (1863). 
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landelyke arme blanken in het Zuiden der Vereentgde Staten (The rural poo 

whitest the Southern U. S. 1933) 1 -d by■ BSchneke Alter.' Owg- 
112. G. A. Wilken, De versfreide gescknften 4 7 K 
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Steinmetz in De Gids, 1912. P. Endt, Sociologie (19319 - , , „ 
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*See the article in ESS. 
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Detnyariket (1882). Cf. Leopold von Wiese, Strindberg: ein Beitrag zur 
Soztologie der Geschlechter, 2nd ed. (1920). 

128. Ibid., p. 89. Chief work, Masskultur (1916). 

129. Ibid., p. 86. Chief work, Om vdr tids inre samhallsforhallanden (1844). 
130. Ibid., p. 90. Chief work, Social teleologi i marxismen (1909). 

I3I* *Sven Helander, Marx und Hegel (1922). 

132. E. H. Thornberg, Samhallsklasser och politiska partier t Sverige (1917), 

133- Gustav F. Steffen, Vdrldsdldrarna (1918-20). Other important works: 
Soctala studier, 7 vols.; Krig och kultur (1914-16); *Den materialistiska sam- 
hdllsufpfattmngens historia fore Karl Marx (1914) ; Utvecklingen av Karl Marx 
matenakstiska samhallsuppfattning (1914); Bostadsfrdgan i Sverige ur sociologiska 
och s0cialp0litiska synpunkter (1918). 

134- Oskar Montelius, Sverige under hednatiden (1873) and Vdr forntid 
(1919). 

135- *Cf. the references to Fahlbeck in Sorokin’s Social Mobility. P. E. Fahl- 

beck, Stand och klasser (1892);-, *Sveriges Adel (1898-1902; available in 

"“vii ’ *Klasserna och samhdllet (1920, Part I only; available in Ger¬ 
man) . *Cf. the article in ESS. 

136. Helander, of. cit., p. 90. Cf. also the article in ESS. Chief works, Stor- 
makterna (1905); Staten som lifsform (19x6; available in German); Grundriss 
zu emem System der Politik (1920). 

137- *Walther Vogel, “Rudolf Kjellen,” ESS. 
138. There is a whole school of Geofolitik. The latest effusion is by Richard 

xlennig, Geopolitik, 2nd ed. (1931). 

139- Ferdinand Tonnies, “ Nachruf auf C. N. Starcke,” KVS, v, 4 (1926), 

?P* ,4"90^"9 * * Our information about Lonborg derives from Thorsten Sellin of the 
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xxi (Nov., 1930), pp. +42-49 5 and *Henry Pratt Fairchild, ImmtgraiHon. (1924). 

07. For a temperate and on the whole acceptable statement of the claimsi of 

eugenics, H. S. Jennings, “ Eugenics,” in ESS, v (1931), PP- 617-21 (bibliogra¬ 
phy). Among the authors cited in the paragraph in the text to which ^ n°te “ 
appended, see the following: E. A. Ross, Standing Room 0^y(i927)>h-A- 
Ross and R. E. Baber, “ Changes in the Size of American Families, 
of Wisconsin Studies, no. 10; H. P. Fairchild, Immigration (1924.), ^-C. 

Kucynski, The Balance of Births and Deaths, 2 vols. (1928 31), > P 
lation- History and Statistics,” ESS, xii (i934)> PP- 240-48; L. I. Dublin, ed.. 

Population Problems in the United States and 
Poliak Foundation for EconomxResearch no.asLologist,” 

PASS*™T{X9^), pp936o^72; Raymond Pearl, The Biology of Population 

Word'Winston on social biology in L. L. Bernard, Fields and 
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Methods of Sociology (1934), and the bibliography on population in ESS xii 
(1934)> PP* 253~54* 

98. E. A. Ross, Principles of Sociology (rev. ed., 1930)5 C. A. Ellwood, The 
Psychology of Human Society: an Introduction to Sociological Theory (192c')- 
L. L. Bernard, Introduction to Social Psychology — extends notion of social psy¬ 
chology so far that it takes in a large part of sociology (1926); Pitirim Sorokin 
Contemporary Sociological Theories (1928), last chapter, and *“ Sociology as a 
Science, SF x, I (Oct., 1931), pp. 21-27; *Thomas and Znaniecki, The Polish 
Peasant m Europe and America (5 vols., 1918-20 —2nd ed., 2 vols., 1027I 

Methodological Note”; R. M. Maclver, Society: A Textbook (10,7) 
rark and Burgess, An Introduction to the Science of Sociology (2nd ed a } • 

Reuter and Hart, Principles of Sociology (1933); C. A. Dawson and WE 
Gettys, An Introduction to Sociology (rev. ed., 1935) ; E. T. Hiller, Principles of 
Sociology (1932); and *N. J. Spykman, The Social Theory of Georg Simmel 
vI925J- 

99. L. L. Bernard, historical articles cited, in ESS, i (1930), pp. 310-20 
324-49; “An Interpretation of Sociology in the United States,” PASS, xxv, 2 

V.93',)’PP' 43r34/ “Teaching of Sociology in Southern Colleges and Univer- 
iff (I928)’ PP' 491-5I5; “The Teaching of Sociology in the 

• te,Cl States> AJS, xv (1909), pp. 164-213; “ Schools of Sociology,” SPSSO 
xi, 2 (Sept., 1930), pp. H7-34; “An Interpretation of Sociological Research,” 
A/S’ P™1’ 2,(SeP^ 1931), PP- 203-12; (see chapter on Spanish and Latin 
wr el1Ca” “cl°logy ^or bibliography of Bernard’s writings in this field); Louis 
Wnth, Modern German Conceptions of Sociology,” A/S, xxxii, 3 (Nov., 
1926), pp. 461 70; F. N. House, The Range of Social Theory (1929) • *Pitirim 
Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories (1928) ; Harry Elmer Barnes, Soci¬ 
ology and Political Theory (1924); The Hew History and the Social Studies 
t1.9?5'’ :haPter on “Sociology and History”; “Sociology before Comte,” AJS, 
xxm, 2 (Sept., 1917), pp. 174-247; “ Some of the More Important Works Which 
Have Appeared m the English Language since 1914,” A GPS, xxxiv, old series, 
xxvn, new senes, 3/4 (c. Sept., 1922), pp. 101-17; etc.; *A. J. Todd, The¬ 
ories of Social Progress (i9i8);*J.O. Hertzler, The History of Utopian Thought 
(1926); Gladys Biyson, op. cit.; *W. C. Lehmann, Adam Ferguson and the 
Beginnings of Modern Sociology (1930) ; McQuilkin DeGrange, The Curve of 
Societal Movement(1930), and “The Method of Auguste Comte: Subordination 
of Imagination to Observation in the Social Sciences,” Methods in Social Science, 
Stuart A. Rice, ed. (1931), pp. 19-58; J. P. Lichtenberger, op. cit.; F. H. Han- 
Hns, Sociology, m The History and Prospects of the Social Sciences, H. E. 
Barnes, ed. (1925), chap, vi; E. S. Bogardus, A History of Social Thought (2nd 

p'i'cc928- / ^’R' GlUm’ “Tlle Development of Sociology in the United States,” 
BASS, xxi (1926), pp. 1-25, and “ Recent Sociological Trends,” SSR, xv, 3 ( Tan.- 
Feb., 1931), pp. 203-208; ^Howard A. Odum, ed., American Masters of Social 

Science (1927); and *Dorothy Wolff Douglas, The Social Theory of Guillaume 
DeGreef (1925). J 

IOO. See the bibliographies in the chapters by Becker and by Hertzler, Fields 
and Methods of Sociology, L. L. Bernard, ed. (1934). 

T1®1* ?fac*vfr’ Society • Its Structure and Changes (1931) last chapter; 

m nt ontrl \ r 1A Tlen,Cu? np^h^ 2 (Ma^’ I93I)’PP- 25—35 5 com¬ ment on paper by G. A. Lundberg, Is Sociology Too Scientific? ” S, ix (Sept., 

duction bPv A^T ’ C' A'Methocfs Sociology (1934), with intro- 
duction by H. A Jensen; *F. N. House, “Measurement in Sociology,” AJS, 
X ’ * (Ju yj I934)j PP- I—11, and ^Herbert Blumer, “ Science without Concepts,” 
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AJS, xxxvi (Jan., 1931), pp. 515—33; *Chamer M. Perry, “Inductive vs. De¬ 
ductive Method in Social Science Research,” SPSSQ, iii, 1, pp. 66—74. 

CHAPTER XXV 

1. For this chapter our chief secondary source has been the article by Roberto 

Michels, “ Elemente zur Soziologie in Italien,” KVS, iii, 4 (1924), pp. 219-49, 

partially translated by *Mildred Hartsough, “ The Status of Sociology in Italy,” 

SF, ix, 1 (October, 1930), pp. 20—39. Owr references are to the German original 
throughout. Another article by Michels has also proved useful, Nachtrag zu den 

‘ Elemente zur Soziologie in Italien,’ ” KVS, iv, 3/4 (1925), p. 331. For Italian 

criminology, E. D. Monachesi’s “ Trends in Criminological Research in Italy, 

ASR, i, 3 (June, 1936), pp. 396-406, has been useful. We have also had the 

benefit of letters, dating from 1928 to 1931, from Francesco Cosentim, M. 
Fanno, Felice Battaglia, Alessandro Levi, Guido di Ruggiero, Gualtiero Sarfatti, 

Gioele Solari, and Gaetano Mosca. Most of these were written in response to an 

inquiry by W. Rex Crawford of the University of Pennsylvania, and have been 

graciously placed at our disposal. Some slight assistance has come from the article 

by *Augusto Graziani, “ The Social Sciences as Disciplines. V. Italy. I. Italy to the 

End of the World War,” in ESS, i (1930), PP- 274~77- Of course the numerous 
special articles on Italian social scientists in the ESS have been used as have also 

those in the El. Ludwig Stein’s Die sociale Frage im Ltchte ier Fhthsofhse (1st 

ed., 1807) has been referred to occasionally, as have also Filippo Carli s Le 1 eorte 
sociologiche (1925), Achille Loria’s La Sociologies II sue comfito — le sue scuole 
- i suoi recenti frogressi (1901), and Fausto Squillace’s Le Dottnne soaologtche 
(1902). Although it has proved of slight value for this chapter, we should so 

mention the article by *Guiseppe Flamingo, “ Sociology m Italy, AJS,,1 1895), 
pp 2 a c-c 2. Unfortunately we have not been able to consult books and articles by. 

Arcangelo Ghisleri, “ Sociologia Italians,” RDI, ii, 4 (1919); Gaston Richard, 

“Le Mouvement sociologique en Italie,” RSH, Dec., 1909; P^qoale ^ 
Sociologia e fsicologia collettiva, (2nd ed., 1905) 5 Fausto Squillace, Dtztonano it 

S°Ct2.°Coltothi\, J. B. Vico et la sociologie (1899). See Benedetto Croce, “Gio¬ 

vanni Battista Vico (1668-1744) ” ESS, xv (J93S)> PP- 249~50- 

4’ Mkhds,1’" Elemente zur Soziologie in Italien ” (hereafter ated»“ Ele¬ 

mente ” etc.), KVS, iii, 4 (1924)5 P- 220. See also Rodolfo Mondolfo, Filang - 
eri,” in ESS, vi (1931), p. 231, and the unsigned article under the same head in 

El. 5. Michels, of. cit., p. 223. 
fi Ghisleri, op. cit., quoted in Michels, toe. cit. , • 
•i Ibil p 235. Romagnosi’s culture-historical work is Dell miole e det 

fattori dell’ incivilimento (3rded„ I835)- See the f mateof Romagno. by Ales¬ 

sandro Levi, ESS, xiii (i934), P- 4\9- J; Micheis, 0?. PP-221 22. 

9. * Alessandro Levi, “ Ardigo,” m ESS, 11 (1930)5 PP-.I?1 * , „ ,, 
xo. Michels, “ Nachtrag zu den ‘ Elemente zur Soziologie m Italien ( 

after cited as “ Nachtrag,” etc.), KVS, iv, 3/4 (1925), P- 3U- 
11 -, “ Elemente,” etc., KVS, 111, 4 (1924)5 P- 222. 
13. Eugenio Rignano, “ Sociology: Its Methods and Laws Pam1 and II, 

trans. by Howard Becker, AJS, xliv, 3 and 4 (Nov., 1928 and J ., 9 9>5 
* -r\*i i* -i__ 

PP'x 3.2tM^chels^\~oc. 2jii^Fragap«ie^s chief3woTis his Contrattualismo e so 

contemforanea ( 1892). 

ta 
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14. Enrico Altavilla, C£ Pessina,” ESS, xii (1934), pp. 93-94. Pessina’s most 
relevant book is entitled II Princifio organico nella scienza sociale (1894). 

15. Ibid. Vadala Papale’s most important treatise is Darwinismo naturals e 
Darwinismo sociale (1893). 

16. *Michels, ££ Colaj anni,” in ESS, iii (1930), pp. 625-26. 
17. Our brief discussion of Vaccaro is in part based on a much longer paper, 

especially prepared for us, which will later be published elsewhere. The author is 
W. Rex Crawford of the University of Pennsylvania, one of the few American 
sociologists who readily commands the Italian language. He has also provided us 
with summary discussions of Pareto, Loria, and Gini, all of which will be published 
elsewhere after this book appears. We shall simply refer to his discussions as 
££ Crawford, of. citP We of course bear full resfonsibility for everything frinted 
here. 

18. Vaccaro, Genesi e funzione delle leggi fenali (1908). See H. E. Barnes, 
£C Criminology,” ESS, iv (1931), p. 588a, for brief mention of Vaccaro. 

19. Vaccaro, La Lotta fer Pesistenza e i suoi effetti nelP umanita (5th ed., 
1920); Les Bases sociologiques de droit et de PLtat (revised for French translation, 
1898). 

20. Crawford, of. cit. 
21. Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociology (1932), pp. 248-49; Michels, ££ Ele- 

mente,” etc., ZV$, iii, 4 (1924), p. 225. 22. Ibid., p. 243. 23. Ibid. 
24. *F. H. Hankins, ££ Atavism,” in ESS, ii (1930); *C. Bernaldo deQuiros, 

££ Lombroso,” in ESS, vi (1931), p. 604. The book by *DeQuiros, Modern The¬ 
ories of Criminality (translated by Alfonso de Salvio, 1912) contains good 
analyses of all the leading figures of the various schools and sub-schools of Italian 
criminology. 

25. *C. Bernaldo deQuiros, “Ferri,” in ESS, vi (1931), p. 188. His chief 
writings are La Scuola criminals fositive (1885) and Discordie fositiviste sul 
socialismo (2nd ed., 1899). Cf. Enrico Morselli, Sociologia criminale e fsicologia 
forense (1907). 

26. *Raffaele Garofalo, Criminology (1914: revised for the English translation 
to such an extent that this is virtually a new book; no revised Italian edition has 
appeared). A good bibliography and estimate of recent writers is provided in E. D. 
Monachesi, C£ Trends in Criminological Research in Italy,” ASR, i, 2 (June, 
^^pp. 39Mo6. 

27. A. Niceforo, Les Classes fauvres (1905). Essentially the same book is his 
Anthrofologie der nichtbesitzenden Klassen (1910), from p. 3 7 of which Michels 
quotes in ££ Elemente,” etc., KVS, iii, 4 (1924), p. 231. 

28. Ibid., p. 228. Sergi’s most important books are Le Degenerazioni umane 
(1889), and Problemi di scienza contemforanea (1910). 

29. Gina Lombroso-Ferrero, I Vantaggi della degenerazione (1904). 
30. Pio Viazzi, La Lotta di sesso (1900). 
31. Michels, Sittlichkeit in Ziffern? (1928); I Limiti della morale sessuale 

(1912). 32. Cavaglieri and Florian, I Vdgabondi, 2 vols. (1907). 
33* Pietro Ellero, La Tirannide Borghese (1879). 
34. Pasquale Turiello, Governo e governati in Italia, 2 vols. (2nd ed., 1889). 
35. Michels, of. cit., p. 226; article, ££ Genovesi,” El; Graziani, of. cit., p. 274. 
36. ^Joseph J. Spengler, ££ Ortes,” in ESS, xl (1933)5 pp. 498-99; Graziani, 

loc. citMichels, loc. at. 

37. *Rodolfo Mondolfo, “ Gioia,” in ESS, vi (1931), p. 665; Michels, loc. cit. 
38. Filippo Virgilii, La Statistica nella odierna evoluzione sociale (1913). 
39. Lanfranco Maroi, I fattori demografici del conflitto Eurofeo (1919). 
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40. Filippo Carli, U Equilibria delle nazioni second0 la demografia afflicata 

^ 4i!^Mondolfo, loc. cit.-, Michels, of. cit., p. 234. See Gioia, Element! ds 
filosojia (1833), pp. 57 ff-; Del merito e delle ricomfense (1819), ii, pp. 96 ff. 

42. Michels, loc. cit. 
43. This was revised and incorporated in Sighele’s larger work, 1 Delstts deUa 

folia studiati secondo la fsicologia, il diritto, e la giurispudenza (1910). See the 

article by Alessandro Levi, “ Sighele,” ESS, xiv (1934)3 P* 51- 
44. Romagnosi, of. cit., pp. 41—55, cited by Michels, of. cit., p. 235. 
45. Cattaneo, Psicologia delle menti associate (1859)* 
46. Sergi, Psicosi efidemica (1906). _ . 
47. Giuseppi Prato, 11 Protezianismo oferaio e I’esclusione del lavoro stramero 

(1910); Luigi Einaudi, Un Princife mercante. Studie stdP esfanstone colomaU 
Italiana (1900); Francesco Coletti, “ L’Emigrazione Italians,” Cmgumta anm 

di storia Italiana (1911), iii. 4^* Graziani, of. cit., pp. 276 77* . 
49. Giuseppe Pecchio, Dissertazione sino a qud funto le poduztont scsentspctie 

e letterarie seguano le leggi economiche delle froduzioni in generale (1826). 

50. Crawford, of. cit. 00 nr 
SI Chief of Loria’s works is his Analisi della frofneta captahsta (1887}. <-» 

great'importance, however, are Le Leggi organiche deUa costituzioneeconomtca 
(1880') Le Forme storiche della costituzione economica (1889), Le Bast econo- 
miche della costituzione sodale (3rd ed., 1902), Verso la giustizsa socsale 2 vols. 
(ist ed., 1904), and Asfetti sociali ed economici della guerra mondsale(1921). 
Concerning Loria, see *Ugo Rabbeno, Loria’s Landed System of Socsd 
(1892: reprinted fromPSQ, vii, 2), Benedetto Croce Le Teonestonche del-Prof. 
Loria (1897), and Enrico Leone, Affunti critici sulla economsa Lorta (1900). 

52. Michels, of. cit., p. 227. 
53. Most of this section is based, on Crawford, of. cit. 
54. Michels, “ Nachtrag,” etc., KVS, iv, 3/4 (1925)>P* 33I* 
55. -, “ Elemente,” etc., KVS, iii, 4 (1924)5 P* „ 
56. Sergio Panunzio, II Socialise giuridico (1907) ; Cesare Vivante, L InJ™*L 

enza del focidismo sul diritto frioato (1902); Arngo Sohm, Elements ds storm 

ddMontecitorio. Noterelle di smo che ed e stem (i?©8) znA 

Psicllo&ll mooimento sodaksta (.903)1 Cd».Ferrari, 1 Parma t*™ "* 
vita sodale (1909); Vincenzo Gioberti, Del rsnnooomento 
Gaetano Mosca, Elementi di scienza polstsca (2nd ed., 19 3) 3 ’ 
Les Svstemes socialities {1902; Italian ed., 1915). r , ... 

58? This information about Pareto’s life is drawn from 
*G H Bosquet, The Work of Pareto (1928); and Franz Borkenau, Pareto 
f 1026! The greater part of our discussion of hts theories is based on a first-hand 
,»dy if =i*d on !n Blworf, F«i* *»»».!» ,,2,-38 ™I « 

Sfad'. ammo,. Talcott tone. * » *£ 

v is much Section t?o him. See also his lengthy *w J t 
„J6), pp. X19-P8.1, be wort, nMme to. ^'.”^^“0,0. 
formed about Pareto long before that Boanerges tsntzen, Demai _ ® , 
tormea aoo 8 , pi;]:„t:nes We have already mentioned Ellsworth 
to use the weapon that dew the Phihstm ^ W y^* of Pennsylvania, 
Faris; let it also be noted that Carl Kelsey 'nd Crawford, to 
studied Pareto m the Italian original «arl7 ln 9 Jra„aphd>y-faragrafh 
whose summaries we so frequency re er, P P . Sorokin’s knowl- 
analysis of the Trattato for his seminar m social theory m 19*9* Sorokln taowl 
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edge of Pareto became generally diffused among American sociologists after the 
publication of Social Mobility in 1927. DeVoto’s childish exhibitionism makes 
this note necessary; he was by no means the first American to acquaint himself 
with Pareto's work, although it must be granted that he is the first sociologically 
naive litterateur to make himself the ballyhoo man for the Trattato in the United 
States. But if we know the litterateurs, he will not be the last. 

59. In the English translation of thz Trattato, which appeared in the fall of 
1934 under the title of The Mind mi Society: A General Sociology, Pareto's 
wishes for the retention of the paragraph numbers have been complied with. 
Similar piety toward the title would have been edifying. 

60. *Max Sylvius Handman, “ The Sociological Method of Vilfredo Pareto,'' 
in Methods in Social Science: A Case Book (Stuart A. Rice, ed., 1931), p. ici. 

61. Ibid., p. 153. ? 

62. Crawford, of. cit. The critique by Filippo Carli is similarly adverse: 
“ Paretos soziologisches System und der Behaviorismus," KVS, iv, 3/4 (1925), 
pp. 273-85, esp. 280 ff. Amoroso and Sensini maybe mentioned as disciples, and in 
1912 one attempt was made to prop up in advance the unstable structure of the 
treatise — Marie Kobalinska wrote a thesis under Pareto entitled Le Circulation 
des elites en France. For summaries, consult the brochure by *Bousquet {of. cit.) ; 
Andrew Bongiorno, “ A Study of Pareto's Treatise of General Sociology," AJS\ 
xxvi, 3 (Nov., 1930), pp. 349-70; *George C. Homans and Carl C. Curtis, Jr.' 
Introduction to Pareto (1934); Talcott Parsons, “ Pareto," in ESS, xi (1933), 
pp. 576-785 review of The Mind md Society, ASR, i, 1 (Feb., 1936), pp. 139- 
48, and *the division on Pareto in Structure of Social Action (1937); *Ells- 
worth Faris, “ An Estimate of Pareto," AJS, xli, 5 (March, 1936), pp. 657-68; 
articles by *McDougall, House, and others in the Pareto issue of the JSP, i, 1 
(I935) 5 E* J- Henderson, Pareto, etc. (1935) ; *Franz Borkenau, Pareto (1936); 
*Max Ascoli, “ Society through Pareto's Mind," SRE, iii, 1 (Feb., 1936), pp. 78- 
89; Pitirim Sorokin, Contemforary Sociological Theories (1928), pp. 37—62; 
Malcolm Cowley, “ A Handbook for Demagogues," The New Republic, lxxx, 
1032 (Sept. 12, 1934) ? Gina Borgatta, L3 Of era sociologica e le feste giubilari di 
Vilfredo Pareto (1917) ; various writers, Festschrift jubile du frofesseur Vilfredo 
Pareto (1920); Umberto Ricci, Politica ed economic (1919) 5 Pareto number of 
the Giornale degli economisti (Jan., 1924); the vehement articles and letters of 
Bernard DeVoto and others in Harfers, Saturday Review of Literature, etc., in 
the nonsensical Pareto controversy of 1933; *Carli, of. cit.; the lengthy summary 
by Sensini in the Rivista Italiana di sociologia, xxi (Mar.-June, 1917), pp. 198- 
258; and Pareto's own summary in Fatti e teorie (1920), pp. 314—26. For a 
bibliography of Pareto's writings see the Giornale degli economisti e rivista di 
statistica, 4th ser., lxiv (1924), pp. 144-53. 

63. Gaetano Mosca, Elementi di scienza folitica (1896; 2nd ed. 1923); 
Michels, of. cit., p. 243* See Mosca's article,cc Church Sects and Parties " (adapted 
from a chapter in his Element e di scienza folitica, 1895), SF, xiv, 1 (Oct., 1935), 
pp. 53-63. 

64. Carmelo Caristia, L3 Analisi odierna del costituzionalismo (1908); Mi¬ 
chels, loc. cit. 

65. Our discussion of Gini is based on Crawford, of. cit. Gini's j ustification 
of Fascism is exemplified in “The Scientific Basis of Fascism," PSQ, xlii, 1, 
pp. 99—115. His population theories are to be found in his Nascita, evoluzione, e 
morte delle nazioni (193°)? and in English in the three lectures cc The Cyclical 
Rise and Fall of Population," delivered on the Harris Foundation at the University 
of Chicago in 1929, forming part of a volume entitled *Pofulation (U. of Ch. 



Press, 1930). He and others have recently produced an important treatise, 
Demografia> antrofometria, statistica sanitaria, dinamica idle fofolazhtti (1930). 

66. H. G. Duncan, quoted in Crawford, of. cit. A less vulnerable Italian stu¬ 
dent of population is M. Boldrini. 

67. Fausto SquiHace, Le Dottrine sociologiche (1902), augmented German 
trans. by Eisler, Die soziologischen Thearten (1911). Some of the classifications 
in Sorokin’s Contemforary Sociological Theories were apparently borrowed from 
Squillace. 68. SquiHace, Dizionario di sociologia (2nd ed., 1911). 

69. Michels, of, cit., p. 244. 70. Letters mentioned in note 1. 71. Ibid, 
72. ^Herbert W. Schneider, “The Social Sciences as Disciplines. V. Italy. II. 

Italy under Fascism,” in ESS, i (1930), pp. 277-79. 
73. Ferdinand Tonnies, “ Der internationale Soziologentag in Rom,” KVS, 

iv, 1/2 (1924), pp. n 8—21; Francesco CosentinI, letter to the present writer, 
and “ Zur Vorgeschi elite des intemationalen soziologischen Instituts in Turin,” 
ibid., pp. 121—22. 

CHAPTER XXVI 

I. As elsewhere, we are here dependent on translations and secondary sources 
in languages we can read. (Unless otherwise noted, titles of books and articles by 
Russian authors given in English are Russian originals.) The source of which we 
have made most use is * Julius F. Hecker’s Russian Sociology: A Contribution to the 
History of Sociological Thought and Theory (1934). This is a complete revision 
of his doctor’s thesis of the same title, published in 1915? and is highly praised in 
a foreword by Sidney Webb. Another useful secondary source has been the ESS; 
its Russian articles are surprisingly numerous and full, and we have made use of 
the introductory chapter, *“ VI. The Social Sciences as Disciplines: Russia,” i 
(1930), pp. 280-291. We have also made use of the fragmentary remarks in 
Ludwig Stein’s Die sociale Frage im Lichte der PhilosofMe (1st ed., 1897), 
pp. 20 if., and Christian Rappoport’s Zur C harakteristik der Methods und Haup- 
richtungen der PhilosofMe der Geschichte (1896), pp. 40 ff. For recent develop¬ 
ments the articles of Mykyta Shapoval have been valuable; these have appeared in 
Czech, and have been abstracted and translated into French for us by Antonin 
Obrdlik, one of the most promising of the younger Czech sociologists. ShapovaPs 
articles appeared in the Sociologickd revue, i, 1/2 (i93®)> PP* 101—106; ii, 2 

(1931), pp. 195—202; 4 (1931)> PP* 492“~975 3/4 (I932)> PP* 293—97> 
iv, 2/3 (1933), PR 189-955 v, 1/3 (1934), PP* 70-75* ShapovaPs writing was 
devoted primarily to the Ukraine, however; for modern, “ Russian ” developments 
in the strictly sociological field our chief prop has been the article by Pitirim 
Sorokin, “ Die russische Soziologie im zwanzigsten Jahrhundert,” JFS, ii (1926), 
pp. 462—83. This is also available in English in the *PASS, xxi (1926), pp. 57“&9* 
Another aid for the modern period has been the chapter by Zdenek UHrich, La 
Doctrine et l’enseignement sociologiques a Petranger,” in Comment juger la so- 
ciologie contemforaine, J. T. Delos and others (n. d., but apparently 1930)? 
pp. 186-243. For general reference see *T. G. Masaryk, Russland uni Euro fa: 
Studien uber die geistigen Stromung&n in Russland (1913), available in English 

translation. 2. Hecker, of. cit., p. 7. , . . 
3. Ibid., p. 9. For Speransky, see V. Miakotin, “ Speransky ,” ESS, nr (i93+)» 

4. Hecker, loc. cit. See also V. Gelesnoff, “ Turgenev, ESS, xv (i 93+)>]?• *3** 
5. *Nikolai Kareyev, “ Danilevsky,” ESS, iv (1931), p. 708. See also Hecker, 
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Of. cit., pp. 33-39. For Soloviev, see Paul Miliukov,C£ Solovyev,” ESS, xiv (1934), 
p. 256. 

6. Oswald Spengler, Untergang des Abendlandes, trans. by Atkinson as The 
Decline of the West, ii, pp. 192-96. The connection between Danilevsky and 
Spengler may have been strengthened by their common knowledge of a predeces¬ 
sor, the German historian Heinrich Riickert, who in his Lehrbuck der Welt- 
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Hecker, of. cit., pp. 16, 5 3 5 5 * Most important among his sociological writings 
are his “ Lettres sur la philosophic de Phistoire,” Works, I. 

10. *Avrahm Yarmolinsky, cc Belinsky,” in ESS, ii (1930), p. 503. 
11. Hecker, of. cit., pp. 15-20. 
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ESS, ix (1933)? p*-20i, and Hecker, of. cit., pp. 75—101. A bibliography of his 
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in Hecker, of. cit.y pp. 75, 304. His ££ Historical Letters” are available in Ger¬ 
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ciological Critique of the Revolutionary Theories of Marx and Lenin (Smith Col- 
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CHAPTER XXVII 

1. Inasmuch as some eight countries are bundled together in this chapter, we 
shall make a separate introductory note for each one. Here only the Czechoslovakian 
materials are listed. Chief among our scanty supply is the article by Innocenc Arnost 
Blaha, “ Die zeitgenossische tschechische Soziologie,” JFS, ii (1926), pp. 441-61, 
translated by ^Mildred Hartsough, <c Contemporary Sociology in Czechoslovakia,” 
SF, ix, 2 (Dec., 1930)5 pp* 167—79- Ow references are to the German original 
throughout. Very useful also has been an article by Vasil K. Skrach, “ Glossen uber 
die tschechische Soziologie,” XFS’, v, 3 (1926), pp. 329-37. For the very recent 
developments, another article by Blaha has helped: “ Der gegenwartige Stand der 
cechischen Soziologie,” SLR, Mar., 1934, pp. 77-86. For those who can read it, 
cf. Blaha’s longer article:<c Vspotezesna socjologja czeska,” Odbitka z Kwartalnika 
Socjologiczego, nos. 2-4, 1931. Valuable information on moot questions has come 
from Profs. Antonin Obrdlik and J. S. Roucek. The ESS has again provided good 
supplementary data. 

2. *Ernest Barnikol, “John Huss,” in ESS, vii (1932), pp. 560-61; Skrach, 
loc. cit. 

3. *Oscar Jaszi, “Anarchism,” in ESS, ii (1930), p. 47; Skrach, loc. cit. 
Chelcicky has been regarded as the “ spiritual father ” of Tolstoi. 

4. *1. L. Kandel, “ Comenius,” in ESS, iii (1930), pp. 674-75; Skrach, loc. cit. 
Cf. the collection of Comenius’s educational writings, esp. “ The Great Didactic,” 
edited by M. W. Keatinge, Comenius (1931). 

5. Ibid., pp. 332—33; ^Joseph Hanus, “ Dobrovsky,” ESS, v (1931), p. 187; 
Emanuel Radi, “ Safarik,” ESS, xiii (1934), p. 503. 

6. *Emanuel Chalupny, “ Kollar,” ESS, viii (1932)^. 588; Skrach, loc. cit. 
7. *Emanuel Radi, “ Palacky,” in ESS, xi (1933), pp. 534-3 5; Skrach, of. cit., 

P* 333- ^ 
8. Blaha, “ Die zeitgenossische tschechische Soziologie,” JFS, ii (1926), p. 

441; Skrach, loc. cit.; ^Helmut Wiese, “ Herbart,” in ESS, vii (1932)^. 325. 
9. This first appeared in German; much later it was translated into Czech by 

J. Krai as Ideje k fsychologii sfolecnosti jakozto zaklad socidlni vedy. Krai has also 
written the best book on Herbartian sociology, Herbartovskd sociologie (1922). 

10. Skrach, of. cit., p. 331. 
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11. Skrach, of. citp. 331; Blaha, of. cit., pp. 444-46. 

12. Masaryk’s works are in Czech and in German; the latter language was used 
for most of what he wrote before the war, and after the war German translations 
were made of some of his important Czech writings. As few of our readers are 
able to read Czech, we shall list the German first: 

Der Selbstmord als soziale Massenersckeinung der mod emeu Zivilisation 
(1881); Versuch einer konkreten Logtk: Klassifikation uni Organisation der Wis- 
senschaften (1887)5 cc Skizze einer soziologischen Analyse der sogenannten 
Griinberger und Koniginhofer Handschrift,” Archiv fur slawische Pkihhgie, x 
(1887); Palackys Idee des bohmischen Volkes (1889) 5 *Die fhilosofhischen und 
soziologischen Grundlagen des Marxismus (1899) > l dealt der Humanitdt, trans. 
by Herbatschek (1902); *Russland und Euro fa: Studien uber die geistigen 
Stromungen in Russland, 2 vols. (1913 — available in English trans.); Das neue 
Euro fa, trans. by Saudek (1922); *Die Weltr evolution: E rin tier un gen und Be- 
trachtungen 1914—18, trans. by Hoffmann (1925). 

Pocet fravdefodobnosti a Humeova skefse (1883 — The Theory of Probabili¬ 
ties and Hume’s Scefticism) ; V biji 0 ndbozensivi (1904— The Struggle over 
Religion); Prehled nejnovejsi filosofie ndbozensivi (1904 — Survey of Recent 
Philosofhy of Religion); Inteligence a ndbozensivi (1907 — Intelligence and Re¬ 
ligion) ; Veda a cirkev {1908 — Science and the Church) ; Ceskd otdzka (1895 — 
The Czech Question); Nose nynejst krise (1895 — Our Present Crisis); Jm Hus 
(1903—John Huss) ; Karel Havlicek (1896); and a number of other Czech 
writings of which the original titles and dates are not accessible to us: a Theory of 
History According to the Principles of T. H. Buckle,” u Man and Nature,” 
cc Handbook of Sociology ” (a collection of sociological articles), and numerous 
reviews, lectures, and shorter articles of sociological import. 

It should not be necessary here to give a bibliography like this; a simple reference 
to the ESS should suffice — but the incredibly shortsighted policy of the editors 
of that publication permitted only articles about dead social scientists. Masaryk, 
although born in 1850, stubbornly insisted on staying alive until the middle of 
1937. Unfortunately, we have not been able to make use of an article forthcoming 
in the ASR, by J. S. Roucek, “ Thomas Garrigue Masaryk as Sociologist.” 

13. Blaha, of. cit., p. 447, trans. by Hartsough, of. cit., p. 170. 
14. Skrach, of. cit., p. 332. 
15. Ibid., p. 334; Blaha, of. cit., p. 450. Foustka’s most important work is 

Slabi v lidske sfolecnosti (1905 — The Weaknesses of Human Society). 
16. Blaha, of. cit., pp. 453-57; Skrach, of. cit., pp. 334-35. Benes’s chief 

works of sociological significance are: Le Probleme autrichien et la question tcheque: 
etudes sur les luttes folitiques des nationalites slaves en Autriche (1908); Stran- 
nictm (1912 — The Nature of Political Parties) ; Vdlka a kultura (1915 — War 
and Culture); and Povaha folitickeho strannictm— (a supplement to the 1912 
treatise). For a more comprehensive bibliography, cf. Blaha, loc. cit. 

17. Skrach, of. cit., p. 335; Blaha, of. cit., p. 457. Blaha’s most important 
writings are : T. G. Masaryk: Philosofhie du synergisme (1924); “ La Sociologie 
tcheque contemporaine,” RIS, xxix (1921); Mesto (1913 — The City); and the 
study of the worker and the peasant mentioned in the text — cf. Skrach, loc. cit. 
Recently Blaha has published an interesting study of the role of the intelligentsia, 

Sociologie inteligence (193 7) • 
18. In addition to Chalupny’s Introduction to Sociology (Czech, 1905) and his 

large systematic work Sociology (Czech, 1915- ), he has written a large num¬ 
ber of books and articles, of which a few of the most important are: Naroint 
fovaha ceska (1907 — The Character of the Czech Peofle); Havltcek (190S}; 
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Ukol ceskeho ndroda (1910—The Task of the Czech People) ; Cesky stat z 
hlediska sociologie (The Czech State from the Standpoint of Sociology); Studium 
sociologie v Americe a u nets (The Study of Sociology in America and in Czecho¬ 

slovakia) ; etc. 
19. Josifek’s chief works of sociological interest are: Sociologie; Spolecenske 

vedomi (The Social Consciousness); Vijvoj charkteruvyvoj spolecnosti (The Evo¬ 
lution of Character — the Evolution of Society); etc. Kunte’s major sociological 
writings are: Sociologie a jeji prackticke pouziti {Sociology and Its Practical Appli¬ 
cations) ; and Socialisace {Socialization). Cf. Blaha, op. cit., pp. 458-61; Skrach, 

op. cit., p. 335- 
20. Blaha, op. cit., pp. 457-58; Skrach, op. cit., p. 336. UhliFs book is entitled 

Sozidlni filosofie {Social Philosophy). 
21. Blaha, “ Der gegenwartige Stand der cechischen Soziologie,” SLR, March, 

1934, P-85- 
22. Studies of a national character,” amalgamation, acculturation, culture con¬ 

flict, and marginal peoples have been made by V. Dvorsky, J. Matiegka, E. Radi, 
J. Kallab, F. Zilka, K. Hoch, A. Stefanek, F. Peroutka, J. Malien, O. Vocadlo, 
F. V. Krejci, V. Mathesius, V. Vohryzek, J. Korcak, J. Husek, Prazak, Chalou- 
pecky, Travnicek, J. Auerhan, and J. Kohn. Research in the natural history 
of the Czechoslovak family, family disorganization, and the like, has been done by 
Friedrich Vasek, Machotka, Vesek, and Blaha. Population problems engage the 
attention of Bohac, C. Horacek, D. Krejci, J. Korcak, and Auerhan. Social stratifi¬ 
cation in its various forms has been studied by Blaha, Mertl, Hodza, Stefanek, 
Herd, Ullrich, Palecek, Cep, Matula, Smetanka, Pohl, Ralis, and Galla. Problems 
of economic life are subjected to sociological analysis by Maiwald, Potuzil, Knizek, 
Stern, Necasova-Poubova, Mertl, Fleischner, J. Macek, Kunte, Spacek, Kucera, 
Modracek, and Zwicker. The sociological foundations of theoretical politics have 
long been a favorite field of Czech sociology, as our discussion of Masaryk, Benes, 
and others made plain; other investigators are Obrdlik, Kallab, Weyr, Zd. Peska, 
J. L. Fischer, Reyl, Uhlir, Mertl, Stocky, and Sedmfk. The sociology of revolution 
has been dealt with by Obrdlik and Ullrich. The function of technics in modern 
social life has been analyzed by Fleischner, Smejkal, and Kroha. The sociology 
of morals and of law finds representatives in Chalupny, Krejci, Blaha, 
Uhlir, Chlup, Machotka, Fajfr, and E. Svoboda. Art as a social product having 
sociological functions is analyzed by Saida, M. Novak, Vaclavek, Gotz, Teige, 
Kroha, and others. The natural history of the newspaper and like problems are 
studied by Butter, Blaha, and Machotka. Regionalism is dealt with from the so¬ 
ciological standpoint by Chalupny, Fischer, and Blaha. Criminology is approached 
from a sociological angle by Prochazka, Lany, and Ralis. Social work theory and 
practice are provinces occupied by Foustka, Kallab, Krejci, V. Vostrebalova, 
Fischerova, Krai, Uhlir, Modracek, Blaha, F. Fajhr, Skrach, Osusky, Ullrich, 
Galla, and Frycek. Finally, the history of Czech sociology is studied by Nejedly, 
Krai, Kozak, Hromadka, Stefanek, Fajfr, §krach, and Blaha. Cf. Skrach, op. cit., 
pp. 335—37, and Blaha, op. cit., pp. 81—83, as well as the articles cited in note 51 
below. 

23. See the excellent articles by Joseph Roucek, “ Sociological Periodicals of 
Czechoslovakia,” ASR, i, 1 (Feb., 1936), pp. 168-70; and Antonin Obrdlik, 
cc Sociological Activities in Czechoslovakia,” ASR, i, 4 (August, 1936), pp. 653— 

56* 
24. For the Ukraine our only sources of information are the articles by M. J. 

■Shapoval (or §apoval), “Soziologie in der Ukraine,” KVS, v, 1/2 (1925), pp. 
187—90, and. “ Contemporary Sociological Thought and Work in the Ukraine ” (in 
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Czech ; abstracted for us in French by Prof. Antonin Obrdlik), Sociologickd revue, 

h 1/2 (1930). pp. 101—106; ii, 2 (1931 )> pp- 195-202; 4 <1931), pp. 492-97; 
iii5 3/4 (1932), pp. 293-97; 2/3 (*933)> PP* 1S9—95; v, 1/3 (i934*)> PP* 
70-75. As the articles in Czech supersede the earlier German article, we cite only 
the latter. We have taken account, however, of the protests against Shapovafs in¬ 
terpretations made by Starosolsky and Botschkovsky in KVS, v, 4 (1926), p. 495* 
Too late to be of use was the article soon to be forthcoming in the ASR, by Yaroslav 
J. Chyz, “ The Development of Ukrainian Sociology.” 

25. The titles of these works (all in Ukrainian) are Genetic Sociology, Theory 
of the Nation, and The State and Socialist Society. 

26. For Poland we have had the advantage of an excellent resume written espe¬ 
cially for us in 1928 by Florian Znaniecki, and of a long article by F. Mirek, 
“ Sociologie v. Polsku,” Parts I and II, Sociologickd revue, i, 1/2 and 3/4 (1930), 
pp. 96-100 and 301—306. Mirek’s article has been translated into French for us 
by Prof. Antonin Obrdlik, whose generous services in connection with this chapter 
have placed sociology in his debt. Obrdlik has also given us valuable information 
about the interval between 1930 and 1935. A few articles in the ESS have also 
been helpful. Further, we have made use of the recent article by E. M. Znaniecka, 
cc Sociology in Poland,” ASR, i, 2 (April, 1936), pp. 296—98. 

27. * Artur Sliwinski, “ Mochnacki,” ESS, x (193 3 ) > P* 5^4- 
28. *Nathan Reich, “ Wronski-Hoene,” ESS, xv (193 5) > PP* 5°4“5°6* 
29. *Francizek Bujak, “ Cieszkowski,” ESS, iii (1930), pp. 469-70. 

30. Mirek, of. cit., Part I. 
31. To state Winiarski’s theory a bit more connectedly: u Man is a pleasure 

machine,” and his pleasure-pain reactions are mathematically measurable. The at¬ 
traction and repulsion (essentially similar to gravitation) that constitute the eco¬ 
nomic and social equilibrium are the work of the two social forces, egoism and 
altruism. These forces subsume all others — sexual, power, and whatnot. Social 
evolution is simply a moving equilibrium of these forces. WiniarskPs chief state¬ 
ments of his theory are: “ La Methode mathematique dans la sociologie et dans 
Peconomie politique,” RSe, Dec., 1894; “ Essai d’une nouvelle interpretation des 
phenomen.es sociologiques,” RSe, Oct., 1896;c< Essai sur la mecanique sociale, RP, 
Apr., 1898; “ LJ£nergie social et ses mensurations,” RP, 1900 (cited in Petre 
Trisca, Prole gomenes d une mecanique sociale, Part II [thesis, Poitiers, 192*2] 
p. 16); and an article in a special issue of the AI IS, “ Mecanique sociale,” vii 
(*1900), pp. 229 if. Trisca’s thesis, cited above, is the best discussion of Winiarski’s 
work. See also Pitirim Sorokin, Contemforary Sociological Theories (1928), 

PP. 23—29. ... . . 
32. *Ludwik Krzywicki, “ Krauz-Kelles,” in ESS, vin (1932)> P- 59®> Mirek, 

of. cit., Part I. \ 
33. *E. and F. Znaniecki, “ Gumplowicz,” in ESS, vn (I932)> P- 227* 
34. Mirek, of. cit.. Part I. See also Mirek’s book, The Sociological System of 

L. Gumflotcicz (Polish; 1930), sponsored by the Polish Institute of Sociology. _ 
35. Mirek, “Sociology in Poland” (in Polish), Part I, Sodotepcko revue, 1, 

I/2 (1930), pp. 96—100. KrusihskPs book is Sociological Sketches (Polish; 1886). 
36. Mirek, of. cit.. Part I. Kulczycki is the author of Prmcifies of General 

Sociology (Polish; 1900, new rev. and enlarged ed., 1923). 
07 Znaniecki, of. cit. Balicki’s chief work is Psychology sfdecna (Soctd Psy- 

cho{0gy _ 1910). He is also the author of a French treatise, L'Etat comma or¬ 

ganisation coercitive ie la societe. 
38. Mirek, of. cit.. Part I; Znaniecki, of. cit. In addition to the German work 

dted in the text, he is also the author of Echo framieku (Echoes from Prehistoric 
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Times— 1910), Nad Renem i nai Wisla (On the Rhine and on the Vistula 
(1913), Postef Ludzkosci (The Progress of Mankind— 1917), and Polska w 
swietle fsychiki wlasnej i obcej (Poland in the Light of Its Own and of Foreign 
Psychology—1920). 39. Znaniecki, of. cit. 

40. Znaniecka, of, cit., p. 296. Krzywicki’s chief works are Ustroje sfoleczne 
w okresie dzikosci i barbarzyhstwa (Social Organization in the Periods of Savagery 
and Barbarism — 1914), and Studja socjologiczne (Sociological Studies — 1923). 

41. Znaniecki, of. cit. We have stated this objection rather more forcibly than 
has Znaniecki. 42. Mirek, of. cit., Part II. 43. Znaniecki, of. cit. 

44. The titles of these works of Znaniecki’s are: Zagadnienie wartosci filozofji 
(The Problem of Values in Philosofhy— 1910); Humanizm i foznanie (Hu¬ 
manism and Knowledge — 1912); Wstef do socjologji (Introduction to Sociology 
— 1922); and Socjologja wychowania (Sociology of Education— 1928). 

45. Znaniecki, special resume already cited. 
46. The writings of these associates of Znaniecki’s are: J. Chafasinski, Wycho- 

wanie w domu obcym (Education in a Stranger's Home) ; W. Adamski, Zarys 
socjologji stosowanej (Outline of Afflied Sociology) ; F. Mirek, Elementy sfo¬ 
leczne farafji rzymsko-katolickieji (Social Elements of the Roman Catholic Par¬ 
ish) ; T. Szczurkiewicz, Sugestja (Suggestion) ; H. Erzepski, Stosunki towarzyskie 
mezczyzh i kobiet (Social Relations of Men and Women) ; and S. Orsini-Rosen- 
berg, Zagadnienia styczne folityki gosfodarczej i technologji sfolecznej (Prob¬ 
lems on the Borderline of Practical Economics and Social Technology). Dobrzyn- 
ska-Rybicka is a Primtdozent in the University of Poznan who is developing a 
system of education for citizenship based on sociology, but none of the exact titles 
of his publications are at present available. AbePs paper, “ The Nature and Scope 
of Sociology,” SF, xi, 2 (Dec., 1932), pp. 176-82, is partially based on Znaniecki’s 
definition of sociology. Other writings by associates of Znaniecki are contained in 
the publication of the Poznan institute, Przeglad socjologiczny, published semi¬ 
annually. 47. Mirek, of. cit., Part II. 

48. The secondary sources on which we have relied for our information about 
Hungary are very scanty indeed: our sole aids have been articles by Leopold von 
Wiese, “ Notizen fiber die gegenwartige Pfiege der Soziologie in Ungarn,” KVS, 
iv, 3/4 (1925), pp. 329—30; and Theo Suranyi-Unger, cc IV. Austria and 
Hungary. II. Hungary,” in ESS, i (1930), pp. 269-73; and scattered articles 
and references by Vambery, Jaszi, Ferriere, Szel, Krisztics, and others in the ESS. 

Unfortunately, Lewis Leopold’s important Prestige (1913) was overlooked by 
every secondary writer consulted, and we became aware of his Hungarian affilia¬ 
tions too late to deal with him. 

For our general evaluation of post-War developments, Wiese’s article (cited 
above) has been determining. 

49. Suranyi-Unger, of. cit., pp. 269—71. 

50. ^Alexander L. Krisztics, “ Bessenyo,” in ESS, ii (1930), pp. 520-21. 
51. *Rusztem Vambery, “ Pulszky,” in ESS, xii (1934), p. 639. 
52. Suranyi-Unger, loc. cit. 

53. *Vambery, “ Giesswein,” in ESS, vi (1931), p. 656. 
54. *Adolphe Ferriere, “Terez Brunswick,” ESS, iii (1930), p. 21. 
55. Wiese, of. cit., pp. 329—30. See E. von Karman, Die Diebstahle der Kinder 

(no. 13 of the collection, Entschiedene Schulreform—c. 1923 or 1924). 
56. Suranyi-Unger, of. cit., pp. 271—72. 

57. ^Theodore Szel, “ Korosy,” in ESS, viii (1932), p. 592-93. 
58. For Yugoslavia our data have come primarily from articles by Mirko M. 

Kosic, C£ Soziologie in Jugoslawien,” KVS, iv, 1/2 (1924), pp. 112-13, and 
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“Star sociologickeho studia u Jiho-Slovanu ” (Sociology in Yugoslavia), Socio- 
logickd revue, ii, 2 (1931), pp. 190—94. As the Czech article supersedes the Ger¬ 

man, we cite only the latter. Prof. Kosic originally wrote this in German, and has 
kindly placed the MS at our disposal. Recently J. S. Roucek has published an 
article on sociology in Yugoslavia to which we later refer. 

59. *C. S. Lobingier, “ Bogisic,” in ESS, ii (1930), p. 618; Kosic, of. cit. 
60. ^Hermann Kantorowicz, “ Puchta,” in ESS, xii (1934), p. 702. 
6x. *See.the ESS article, “Mir,” and also the bibliography furnished by 

Roucek, of, cit., p. 983. 
62. Gjorgj evic has a two-volume work, Nas narodni zimi (1930— The Life 

of the Yugoslav Folk). Cf. this with *Louis Adamic’s The Native's Return 

(1933)- 
63. *Dragoljub Jovanovic, “ Markovic,” in ESS, x (i933)> PP- I++-45- 
64. Knezevic’s works are: The Princifles of History (1898), The Founding 

of History (1898), and The Profortions of History (1901). From Kosic’s MS 
it is impossible to tell whether these are in German or one of the Yugoslav 

languages, 
65. The title of Avramovic’s book is The Economic Activity of the Yugoslav 

Peasantry (in Croatian). 
66. Some of Kosic’s chief works are in German: Moderne Germania (1912), 

Die Sudslavenfrage (1918), “ Der Geburtenriickgang in Ungam,” ASA, 1914, 
and “Die soziologischen Grundlagen der Geburtenbeschrankung,” ibid., 1917- 
18. Others, in Croatian, are Agrarian Policy (1925), Sociology of the Magyar 
Revolution (1920), The Idea of Progress in Current Sociology (1924), and The 

Problem of LeadersMf (1930). 
67. See our chapter on Germanic sociology, p. 949. 
68. ^Arthur W. McMahon, “ Ostrogorsky,” in ESS, xi (1933), pp. 503-504; 

Kosic, of. cit. 
69. See the article by J. S. Roucek, “ The Development of Sociology in Yugo¬ 

slavia,” ASR, i, 6 (Dec., 1936), pp. 981—88. 
70. The fact that a large proportion of Roumanian sociologists write in French 

or have their works translated into that language considerably simplifies our task 
in this section. Our chief secondary sources are articles by Traian Braileanu, 
“Soziologie in Rumanien,” KVS, v, 4 (1926), PP* A9l~~9Sy Yladesco- 
Racoassa (hereafter cited as Vladesco), “ La Sociologie en Roumanie, RIS, 
xxxvii, 1/2 (Jan.-Feb., 1929), pp. 1-22, as well as his as yet unpublished article, 
“ Quelques notes sur la sociologie roumaine depuis 1929.” Vladesco’s brochure, 

Ulnstitut social roumain: xv ans d'activite, 1918-1933 (1933)5 ^as ^een 
useful. There is an article on Roumanian sociology by a writer named Andrassy, 
but we have been unable to trace it. See also ML C. Sandulesco-Godeni, Problem 1 
e realizzazioni sociologiche a Bucarest,” REO (1934-) 5 an(^ ^* Marica, Dorf- 
soziologische Untersuchungen in Rumanien,” KVS, xii, 2 (1933)5 PP* 127—38. 

71. Braileanu, of. cit., p. 491. Cf. G. D. Scraba, Joan Heliade-Rddulescu, 
Incefuturile filosofici si sociologiei romdne (J. H.-R. The Beginnings of Rou¬ 
manian Philosofhy and Sociology —c. 1914); and Marin Stefanescu, Filosofia 

Romdneascd (1922). 72* Vladesco, of. cit., p. 3* 
73. ^Sidney Hook, “ Buchner,” in ESS, iii (1930), p. 30. Buchner s most 

important book is his Kraft und Stojf (18521 st e^* I9°4> trans. by Collmg- 
wood, 1864, 4th English ed. from 15th German ed., 1884). 

74. Vladesco, of. cit., p. 4. Conta’s chief works are: La Theone du fatalisms 
(1877 * Roumanian ed. somewhat earlier); La Theorie de Vondulation universelle 
(wkh an introduction by Biichner, 1895 s Roumanian ed. 1876); Introduction 
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ala metafhysique (1880; Roumanian ed. 1879); Premiers frincifes comfosantle 
monde (1888); Les Fondements de la metafkysique (1890) ; and cc 1/Art de se 
conduire et de conduire dans la societe,” ASSSR, with, notes and commentary by 

Gusti, i, 4 (1919), pp. 619-24. 
75. N. Bagdasar, ££ Conceptia filosofiei istoriei la A.-D. Xenopol ” (Xenopol’s 

Conception of the Philosophy of History), ASSSR, vli, 3/4 (1928), p. 558, cited 
by Vladesco, of. cit., p. 5. See also O. Botez, A l. Xenofol, teoretidan si filosof al 

istoriei, studiu critic (1928). 
76. XenopoPs most important work is Les Princifes fondamentaux de Phistoire 

(1899; second ed. under title of La Theorie de Phistoire \ 1908]). Our discus¬ 
sion is drawn from this and from Braileanu, of. cit., p. 493, and Vladesco, 
of. cit., pp. 4-7. Much that is relevant is to be found in N. Bagdasar, Filosofia 
contimforand a istoriei, i (1930). 

77. *Kurt Breysig,££ Lamprecht,” ESS, ix (1933)5 PP* 27-28; *H. E. Barnes, 
The New History and the Social Sciences (1925), pp. 198—204. 

78. Braileanu, of. cit., p. 493. 
79. Vladesco, of. cit., pp. 9-10; bibliography. Draghicescu’s most recent works 

are La nouvelle cite de Lieu (1929) and Verite et Revelation (1934). 
80. Vladesco, of. cit., p. 10; bibliographies. 
81. A determined assault on Haret and other expounders of ££ social mechanics ” 

is made by Petre Tri§ca, Prole gomenes a une mecanique sociale (thesis: Poitiers, 
1922). Tri§ca5s book is a curious conglomerate; although he calls it a ££ prolegom¬ 
enon to a social mechanics” to be presented in three parts, only two have ap¬ 
peared, of which the first is a miscellaneous collection purporting to be ££ a history 
of economic and social doctrines,” and the second contains an almost pathologically 
savage attack on Haret, who as minister of public education made some rulings 
adverse to Tri§ca, who was then a student. The second part is nevertheless ex¬ 
tremely useful to the historian of sociology, for it deals with Winiarski, Barcelo, 
Ward, Groppali, and other representatives of this obscure trend in sociology. 

82. Vladesco, of. cit., pp. 10-17, and VInstitut social roumain: xv ans d*ac¬ 
tivity, 1918-1933 (1933)5 pp. 3“5; Braileanu, of. cit., pp. 493-94. See also 
the article by Philip E. Mosely, C£ The Sociological School of Dmitrie Gusti,” SR, 

xxviii, 2 (Apr., 1936), pp. 149-65. 
83. Among Gusti’s outstanding sociological writings are: ££ Die soziologischen 

Bestrebungen in der neueren Ethik,” VWPS (1908); “ Sozialwissenschaften, 
Soziologie, Politik und Ethik in ihrem einheitlichen Zusammenhang: Prolego¬ 
mena zu einem System,” ZP (1909—1910) ; Un Seminaire de sociologie, de foli- 
tique et d'ethique d PTJniversite de Jassy (1910) ; Studii Sociologici si etice. Din 
lucrarile Seminarulm de sociologie din Jasi, ed. (Studies in Sociology and Ethics: 
Works of the Jassy Sociological Seminar— 1915); Sociologia razboiului (Soci¬ 
ology of War — 1915); Realitate, stiinta si reforma sociala. Cateva indicatii asufra 
metodei (Reality, Science, and Social Reform: Some Comments on Method — 
1920) ; Partidul folitic. Sociologia unnui sistem al fartidului folitic (The Political 
Party: the Sociology of a System of Political Parties—1923); etc., cited in 
Vladesco, C£ La Sociologie en Roumanie,” RIS, xxxvii, 1/2 (Jan.—Feb., 1929), 
pp. 11—14. Recently he has published a collection of his shorter writings on 
political sociology under the title Sociologia militans. Introducere in sociologia 

folitica (1934). 
84. Vladesco, VInstitut social roumain: xv ans d'activite, 1918—1933 (193 3) ? 

PP- 9-11- 
85. Ibid., p. 13; and Vladesco, a La Sociologie en Roumanie,” RIS, xxxvii, 

1/2 (Jan.—Feb., 1929), p. 14. 
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86. In addition to the book noted in the text, Andrei is the author of Das Pro¬ 
blem der Methods in der Soziologie (1927); Sociologia revolutiei (Sociology of 
Revolution — 1925) 5 Problems de Sociologie (1927)5 etc 

87. See the review of Braileanu’s Sociologia Generda (1926), by Nicolaus 
Petrescu in KVS, v, 4 (1926), p. 458. His other noteworthy writings are Desfre 
conditiunile constiintei si umostint si (Of the Conditions of Consciousness and 
Knowledge — 1912); Die Grundlagen zu einer Wissemehaft der Etkik (1919); 
and Introducere in Sociologie (1923). 

88. Saint-Zeletin’s principal works are: Burghezia Romans* Origina si rolul ei 
istoric (The Roumanian Bourgeoisie: Origin and Historical Significance —1925) ; 
Neoliheralismul. Studii asufra istoriei si foliticei burghesiei romane (N eo-Liberal- 
ism: Studies in the History and Politics of the Roumanian Bourgeoisie— 1927); 
Istoria socials (Social History — 1925)5 Incefuturile indkhdudismtdui: incercare 

de fsichologiesocialaa culturiielene din a dona jamatate a veacului d ve A.C. (The 
Beginnings of Individualism: Essay in the Social Psychology of Hellenic Culture m 
the Second Half of the Fifth Century B.C.); Tormism si marxism (Agrarianism 

and Marxism). Cf. Vladesco, of. cit., p. 16. 
89. Ralea’s significant sociological treatises are: Revolution et socialisms: essm 

de bibliografhie (1923) ; UIdee de revolution dam les doctrines socialist as: etude 
sur revolution de la tactique revolutionnaire (1923); Contributii la stimta sod- 
etatU (Contributions to the Science of Society—1927)5 and Introducere in 

Sociologie (1926). 
90. Radulescu-Motru’s chief books are: Psichologiamortorului (The Psychology 

of Testimony—1916); Persondismul energetic (Energetic Personalism — 
1927) 5 and Culture romana si foliticanismul (Roumanian Culture and a Politi- 
cianism ”— 1912-13). Cf. Vladesco, loc. cit. 

91. Barbat’s noteworthy writings are: Nietzsche: tendances et froblemes 
(1911)5 Imferialismul american: doctrine lui Monroe (1920) 5 and Dinamism 
culturii (1928). Cf. Braileanu, “Soziologie in Rumanian,” KVS, v, 4 (1926), 

pp. 494—95. 
92. Petrescu has written three important books in English: Thoughts cm War 

and Peace (1912), The Princifles of Comfarative Sociology (1924), and The 
Interfrstation of National Differentiations (1929). See the review of the 
second in this list by Leopold von Wiese, KVS, iv, 3/4 (1925), p. 294. 
Roumanian works include Fenomenele socials in Statele Unite (Social Phenomena 
in the United States— 1925)5 Sociologia ca disciflind fihsoficd (Sociology as a 

Philosofhical Discifline — 1933)* 
93. J. C. Filitti, Evolutia claselor socials in trecutul Princifatelor romane 

(1926). 
94. G. Antipa’s noteworthy treatises are: Problemele actuale ale miscarii social¬ 

ists (Current Problems of the Socialist Movement— 1922)5 Lufta de data |f 
transformarea sociala (Class Struggle and Social Transformation *9^3) > ®d 
Marxismul oligarhic (Oligarchic Marxism—1926). 

95. Trigca’s study of social mechanics has already been listed. He is also the 
author of a number of books and brochures on miscellaneous topics, ranging from 
the function of the check in the banking system to the protection of the unmar¬ 

ried mother. N 
96. We may name T. Vianu, N. Bagdasar, M. Vulcanescu, H. H. Stahl, Eugene 

Sperantia, C. Sudeteanu, Ion C. Filitti, Petre D. Toma, George Em. Marica, 
N. N. Matheescu, Alexandra Papacosta, Andre Corteanu, Gromoslav Mladenatz, 
P. Juganaru, P. P. Negulescu, loan Lupti, Al. Claudian, V. V. Pella, Florin Ma- 

noliu, and Trian Herseni. 
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97. Vladesco, DInstitut social roumain: xv ans d'activite, 1918—1933 (1933)? 

PP* 4I“"43j< 
98. Braileanu, of. cit., p. 494; Vladesco, “ La Sociologie en Roumanie,” RIS, 

xxxvii, 1/2 (Jan.-Feb., 1929), p. 21. 99. Braileanu, of. cit., p. 495. 
100. For Greece our sole primary sources are articles and books in German 

(we do not read modern Greek freely), by Eleutheropoulos, Kanellopoulos, and 
others. (Unless cited in languages other than English, everything in the bibliogra¬ 
phies hereafter given is in modern Greek.) Only one secondary source has been 
directly used: a resume especially written for us by Panajotis Kanellopoulos, pro¬ 
fessor of sociology at the University of Athens, “ Die neugriechische Soziologie 55 

(1934)- 
101. Ibid. Papanastasion later entered active politics; he has several times been 

minister and twice ministerial president. He is now leader of the Labor-Agrarian 
party. Other prominent figures in the society were: Th. Koutopis, now a publicist 
on economic topics; A. Delmousos, professor of pedagogy at the University of 
Saloniki; Th. Petimesas, professor of commercial law at the University of Athens; 
P. Aravantinos, until his recent death active in politics and several times minister; 
K. Trian t aphy llopoulos, professor of civil law at the University of Athens, also 
interested in the philosophy of law; and A. Mylonas, now leader of an independ¬ 
ent agrarian party. 

102. This journal is edited by Demosthenes Kalitsounakis, professor of eco¬ 
nomics at the University of Athens. 

103. The chief works of these two writers are: G. Skleros, Our Social Problem 
(1907) ; Joh. Kordatos, The Social Significance of the Greek Revolution (1924), 
and Political History of Modern Greece, vol. i (1925). 

104. Dem. Danielides, Society and Economics in Modern Greece, Bk. I, Part I 

(1934)- 
105. See Kanellopoulos’s article, cc Soziologisches Denken und soziologische 

Wissenschaft,” ZV$, vii, 3 (1928), pp. 277-89. 
106. Most of these have appeared in the AESS, and the others in the APM: 

G. Charitakis, “ Alfred Weber’s Theories of Societal Evolution, Civilization, and 
Culture”; P. Byzonkides, cc Joseph Kohler’s Contribution to Sociology”; Joh. 
Lampiris, “ Emile Durkheim and the French School of Sociology ”; Panoj otis 
Kanellopoulos, “ Ferdinand Tonnies and Sociology ”; u The Sociology of Comte 
and a Critique of His Epistemological Assumptions,” cc Alfred Weber and the 
Idea of Progress,” <c Leopold von Wiese’s Sociological System,” and u Sociology 
as a Science of Reality: the Theory of Hans Freyer ”; Dem. Besanis, cc Economic 
Science According to Franz Oppenheimer ”; P. Zissis, “ Tonnies’s Contribution 
to Sociology ”; Dem. Kalitsounakis, cc Werner Sombart and the Systematization of 
Political Economy ”; and the introductions to the translations of Loria’s Sociologia 
by Ar. Sideris and of Max Weber’s Wissenschaft als Beruf by Joh. Sykoutris. 

107. Al. Svolos, professor of public law at the University of Athens, The New 
Constitution and the foundations of the State (1928); and D. Besanis, Theory of 
the State (1932). 

108. A. Charachristos, Sociological Pedagogy (1928); and G. Sakellarion, pro¬ 
fessor of psychology at the University of Athens, Elements of Sociology (1933). 
Sakellarion has been chiefly influenced by American sociology. 

109. A. Eleutheropoulos taught at Zurich until 1926, when he was called to 
the newly-founded chair of sociology at the University of Saloniki. His chief 
work is Soziologie: ZJntersuchung des menschlichen sozialen Lebens (3rd ed., 
rev. and augmented, 1923). See the review of this work by Alfred Peters, KVS, 
iii, 2/3 (1923), pp. 188—90. See also Eleutheropoulos’s article, “ Einzelmensch 
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und Gesellschaft: Prinzipielle Erorterungen,” KVS, v, 3 (1926), pp. 213-24; 

and his book, Die exakten Grundlagen der Naturfhiloso f Me (1926). 

no. Some of Kanellopoulos’s sociologically noteworthy articles have already 
been listed (see note 106); others are: “The Individual as the Limit of the 
•Social and of Knowledge,” AAS, iii, 2 (1931); “ Besprechung der materia- 

listichen Geschichtsauffassung in Bezug auf Griechenland,” BNJ, v (1926); 

“Die Grundrichtungen der Gesellschaftslehre Lorenz von Steins” AG PS, 

xxxix, 3/4 (1930); and “ Observations historiques sur l’idee de la societe,” RS 
(Jan.—Mar., 1934). His chief books of sociological import are given in the text, 
with the exception of Sociology (brochure: extract from the GGE — 1930), and 

History and Critique of Sociological Theories, vol. i, Part I (1929). See the review 
of the Sociology by Charalambides, KVS, x, 3 (1931). 

Ill* Kanellopoulos, special resume already cited. The other editors are: Joh. 

Theodorakopoulos, professor of philosophy at the University of Saloniki; K. Tsat- 

sos, professor of the philosophy of law at the University of Athens; and M. 
Tsamados, formerly Greek ambassador at Washington, now member of the Greek 
equivalent of the Supreme Court. 

112. Quoted by Kanellopoulos, in the special resume already cited, from Ms 
book Man and His Social Antagonisms (1934). 

113. But compare Kanellopoulos’s article, “ Sozlologisches Denken und soziolo- 

gische Wissenschaft,” KVS, vii, 3 (1928), pp. 277-89. 

114. For sociology in modern Turkey our sole guides are an article by Niyazi 
Berkes, “Sociology in Turkey,” AJS, xlii, 2 (Sept., 1936), pp. 238-46, and 

articles in the ESS, In extenuation we can only say that we decided at the last 
moment to include this section. 

115. David S. Margoliouth, “Farabi,” ESS, vi (1931), pp. 100-iGi. His 
chief work has been translated into German under the title of Der Muster stoat, 

116. Ahmet Emin, “ Shinasi,” ESS, xiv (1934), pp. 23-24; -, “ Zia 

Pasha,” ESS, xv (1935), p. 526;-, “ Kamil,” ESS, viii (1932), pp. 535-36. 
117. See the articles listed in the index of ESS, xv, p. 655, under the headings 

of Pan-Islamism, Pan-Turanism, and Pan-Movements. 

118. Ahmet Emin, “ Gok Alp,” ESS, vi (1931), pp. 687-88. 
119. Berkes, of. cit., p. 246. For a sociological analysis of present-day Turkey 

as a whole, see S. H. Jameson, “ Social Mutation in Turkey,” SF, xiv, 4 (May, 

1936)? pp. 482-96. 

CHAPTER XXVIII 

I. The writer reads Spanish, but haltingly, and has therefore been compelled to 

make much use of secondary sources. For the Spanish section of this chapter, our 

chief secondary source has been an unpublished doctoral dissertation by John Lord, 

The Develofment of Sociology in Sfain (1921: Syracuse University). This con¬ 

tains an abundance of translated passages from the works of nearly all the authors 

quoted, so that the curse of a wholly secondary source is in part lifted. Another aid 

has been the article by ^Fernando de los Rios, “ The Social Sciences as Disciplines. 

VIII. Spain and Portugal,” in ESS, i (1930), pp. 295-300, and of course the 
many excellent articles on individual authors in the same encyclopedia have been 

most useful. For the Latm-Amencan section we have been almost wholly depend¬ 

ent on articles by L. L. Bernard, of which “ The Social Sciences as Disciplines. 

IX. Latin America,” in ESS, i (1930), pp. 301-20, has been most usefd. In a 
few instances, such as Cornejo and DeQuiros, translations into French or English 

are available, and we have made use of them. 
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2. C. E. Chapman, A History of Sfdn (1918), p. 7. 

3. U. R. Burke, A History of Sfain, 2 vols. (1900), i, p. 10, footnote 1. 

4. Chapman, of. cit., pp. 10 ff.; Burke, of. cit., pp. 12 ff.; Lord, of. cit., 

pp. 4-38. 5. Chapman, of. cit., p. 67. 
6. D. J. Costa, Colectivismo Agrario en Esfaha (1912), p. 27. 

7. Ibid.y p. 29. 
8. Fernando de los Rios, of. cit., p. 295; Costa, of. cit., p. 28. 

9. Vives, De subventions fauferum, etc. (1526) trans. by Sherwood as Con¬ 
cerning the Relief of the Poor, iv, p. 9. 

10. Ibid.y p. 39. II. Ibid.) p. 10. 12. Ibid., pp. 11-34, fassim. 
13. Ibid.) p. 52. For comment see Chapman, of. cit., pp. 344-45. 

14. Ibid.) p. 345. 15. Paez de Castro, quoted in ibid. 
16. Fernando de los Rios, loc. cit. 
17. Vitoria, Reflectiones theologiae (1557), quoted in F. Kelly, History of 

Sfanish Literature (1898), pp. 91—93. 
18. F. J. C. Hearnshaw, cc The Development of Social Thought and Institu¬ 

tions. VI. Renaissance and Reformation,55 in ESS, i (1930), pp. 96-97. 

19. Fernando de los Rios, of. cit., pp. 295—96. 

20. ^Robert Flint, The Philosofhy of History in Eurofe. I. The Philosofhy of 
History in France and Germany (1874), p. 475; Fernando de los Rios, of. cit., 
p. 297; Lord, of. cit., p. 81; Adolfo Posada, Literature y Problemas de la Socio¬ 
logy (1902), p. 173; * Francis W. Coker, Organismic Theories of the State 
(1910), references to Krause (use index). 

21. *Coker, “Ahrens,55 in ESS, i (1930), p. 608. 

22. *Ernst von Hippel, “ Von Mohl,55 in ESS, x (1933), pp. 574-75. 

23. Flint, of. cit., pp. 474-75. 

24. Ibid., p. 474. *See also the brief anonymous article on Krause in EB, 
14th ed. 25. Flint, of. cit., p. 490. 

26. Theodor Geiger, £C Gesellschaft,55 HWBS, pp. 207—208. 

27. Flint, of. cit., pp. 480-81. 28. Ibid., p. 485. 

29. Fernando de los Rios, of. cit., p. 297; *C. Bernaldo de Quiros, “ Giner de 

los Rios,55 in ESS, vi (1931)3 pp* 662-63. 
30. Ibid.; Lord, of. cit., pp. 62-65, 83-85, 107, 128—30. 

31. Antonio Portuondo y Barcelo, Afuntes sobres mecanica social (1900); 

Santa Maria de Paredes, El Concefto del Organismo Social (1896), fassim; 

Lord, of. cit., pp. 75—76. 
32. Ibid., p. 65. One might also mention Ricardo Macias Picavea (1847—99). 

See the article by *B. Sanchez Alonso in ESS, x (1933)3 pp. 26—27. 
33. *Fernando de los Rios, “ Azcarate,55 in ESS, ii (1930), pp. 371-72; 

Lord, of. cit., pp. 69-72, 85-87, 151-52. 

34. *Bernaldo de Quiros, 4c Dorado Montero,55 in ESS, v (1931)3 PP- 218- 

19; Lord, of. cit., pp. 77-79, 88-89, 108, 159. 
35. *-5 Las Nuevas Teorias de la Criminalidad (1908), trans. by Alphonso 
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At the last moment, just as these notes were going through the press, there came 
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106.4, 2 “4* 1128-31, 1158 
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Chinese thought, Marxian analysis of 
ancient, 1154 

church, 837, 916 
circulation of the elite, 1014, 1056-57 
civilization, 1036; as defined by Weber, 

1098, noo 
class: bourgeois, 946; conflict, 1093; so¬ 

cial, 916, 942, 944-47 ^ 1007-1008, 
1043-48, 1078, 1097, 1170; society 
without, 972; stratification, 949; 
struggle, 966, 972, 1097-98, 1110 

classless society, 972 
Cluniacs, 1102 
collective: mind, 858, 1129, see also 

group mind, Volksgeist, etc.; psy¬ 
chology, 1171-72; representations, 

860 
collectivism, 806 
Cologne school, 927-28 
common-human relations, 915 
communalism, 1145-46 
commune, 1038, 1041, 1082, 1137-38, 

1139, 1145-46 
communication, 950; natural, 1105 
Communism, 939 et passim 
“communism” as opposed to “social¬ 

ism” (in Tonnies’s sense), 835 
community, village, see commune, 

sangha, etc. 
community, 888; and society, 1170; see 

also Tonnies, Gemeinschaft wad 
Gesellschaft, sacred and secular so¬ 
cieties, etc. 

compathy, 909-912; see also sympathy 
competition, 853-54 
component society, 1116; see also sacred 

society 
conflict, n45; as the “lever of prog¬ 

ress,” 1110; school, 980, 1085, see 
also Gumplowicz, Ratzenhofer, et 
alii; theory of social dynamics, 937, 
966; theory of the state, 944 

conscience, collective, 842; see also con¬ 
straint, social, group mind, etc. 

consciousness: collective, 1066; data of, 
1063, see also sociology as an “ un¬ 
derstanding” science; of kind, 874, 
976-78, 1066, u 29; social, 1047-49, 
1063, see also group mind, Volks- 
geisty etc. 

consensus, 1063, 1161 
constituent society, in6; see also secu¬ 

lar society 
constraint, social, 831-35, 857, 930, 1072, 

1161; see also social control 
contractualism, 870 
cooperation, 1038, 1145, 1161 

cooperatives, producers’, 867 
corporate personality, 805 
corporative state, 904-906; see also to¬ 

talitarianism 
cosmic evolution, see evolution, cosmic 
cosmopolitanism, mo; see also mental 

mobility, humanitarianism, secular 
society, etc. 

creative: man, 851-53; synthesis, 881,964 
criminology, 936—37, 951, 986, 989, 994, 

1000, 1002, 1004, 1005-1006, 1027, 
1054, 1066, 1087, 1113-14, 1125, 1141 

“critical-intellectual individual,” 1035- 
38, 1040; see also subjectivism, pro¬ 
fessional revolutionist, intelligentsia, 
etc. 

crowd, 858; mind, 859, see also group 
mind, social realism, etc.; psychol¬ 
ogy, 1074; sociology, 1008-1009 

Crusades, 1102 
cult, 901 
cultural: change, 913-14, 988; compo¬ 

nent of imitation, 855-57; compul¬ 
sives, 793; lag, 913, 1079; sociology, 
912-14, 988-89 

culture, 1036; case study, 805, 859, 878, 
1142; contact, 804, 878, 937, 1053, 
1103, 1127; interpretation of, 1064; 
in Weber’s sense, 1098-1100 

cyclical theories of social dynamics, 
816, 852, 946, 988,996-97, 1002, 1013- 
23, 1024-26, 1088-90, 1099 

Dark Ages, 1102 
Decembrist movement, 1031 
decentralization, 945 
degeneration, 946, 1007 
Deism, 797 
democracy, 806, 904, 947, 985, 1017, 

1063, 1064, 1086, 1134, see also par¬ 
liamentarism, circulation of the elite, 
etc.; egalitarian, 1084 

demographic metabolism, 1024-26 
demography, 951—977> 995» Ioo8> 

1023-26, 1140-41 
denomination, 901 
density of population as cause of social 

evolution, 823-24 
dependency, 1103 
derivations, 982, 1016-23 
determinism: and volition, 1036; cul¬ 

tural, 820-21; economic, 817, 936- 
37, 948, 957, 9937 1009-1012, 1040, 
1045-49, 1073; geographic, 801; me¬ 
teorological, 798 

development: social, interest-struggle 
theory of, 980; sympodial, 964-65 
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dharma, 846, 904, 1147-48, 1175 
‘‘dialectic, the,” 966-67, 971-72, 997, 

1032, 1037, 1041, 1043-45, 1046-49, 
1093, 1165, ll75 

Diaspora, 1102 
dictatorship of the proletariat, 1044, 

. 1049 . 
differentiation, social, 949, 1129 
diffusionism, 803, 913 
disorganization, social, 994, 1033-34, 

1132, 1145, 1156; see also “ normless- 
ness ” 

distance, social, 915-17, 977 
division of labor, 831-34, 864, 1082, 

1130; social, 1038-39; technical, 
1038-39 

dominance and succession, 1127 
domination, 994; rational, 878 
Dominicans, 1102 
dyad, 852-53, 916 
dynamics, social, 816, 830,852, 946, 967- 

72, 988, 996-97, 1002, 1013-23, 1024- 
26, 1088-90, 1099, 1165 

ecclesia, 900-901 
ecology, human, 872, 928, 982, 985, 992, 

1126-28, 1140-41, 1146-48 
economic determinism, see determin¬ 

ism, economic 
economic liberalism, see liberalism, eco¬ 

nomic 
economics: institutional, 805; of con¬ 

sumption, 974; sociology of, 1066 
educational sociology, 998 
education, sociological importance of, 

970-72 
egalitarian democracy, 1084 
egalitarianism, 845-46 
egoism, 1020 
elite, circulation of the, 1014, 1056- 

57 
emotion, 1074 
emotional “understanding,” 908-912 
“empiricism, raw,” 814 
encyclopedic sociology, 881, 931, 934* 

995-96, 1086, 1087, 1093-94, 1095, 

1131, 11441 ii64 
environmentalism, 817-22 
envisagement of essences (WeseTis- 

schau), 907—908; see also phenom¬ 
enology . - 

epistemology, 997»see a^s0 sociology or 
knowledge 

equality, 904-905; of opportunity, 845 
equilibration, 870-71 . 
equilibrium: cultural, 1127; social, see 

social equilibrium 

essences, envisagement of (Wesens- 
schau), 907-908 

“estate,” 1097 
ethics, phenomenological, 908 

ethnocentrism, 845, 1177 
ethnographized sociology, 956-63 
ethnography, 942, 1051, 1052-53, 1070, 

1073, 1079, 1081-82, 1107, U20, 1153, 

1163 
ethnography and ethnology, relation 

of, 938 
ethnology, 933, 937-38, 949-50,951, 990, 

1073 
eugenics, 802, 812, 823, 962, 995, 1113- 

*4 . 
evolution: cosmic, 1089, 1128; social, 

799, 803, 810, 828, 869, 883, 921, 944, 
955, 957, 993, 99^ IOO4, IO36- 

37, IO47, IO5I, IO79-80, I089, Ill6, 
1129, H42-43, II45, 1157-58, II79; 
social, and the mores, 957; Marxian 
theory of social, 1044; relation be¬ 
tween cosmic and social, 972 

evolutionary biology, see biology, evo¬ 
lutionary 

exploitation, 1048 
exteriority, 831-35, 856, 930; see dso so¬ 

cial constraint and control 

fact-finding, 998; -gathering, 815, 9909 
see also empiricism, systematic-em¬ 
pirical sociology, statistics, social, 
ideal-typical method, etc» 

fallacy, single-factor-, 1012, 1068 
family: budget, 817-19, 842, 1161, 117©* 

joint, 1143; origins, 1052, 1097; rela¬ 
tions, 817-20, 950, 979, 982, 1079, 
1081, 1131 

Fascism, 1012-23; see dso 
ism 

“ felicific calculus,” 803 
feminism, 945-46, 1080 
fictionalism, 1046 
folklore, 1070, 1079, 1171 
folk-psychology, 881, 888,889, 1131 
folk schools, 945 
folk-sociology, 888-89, 9^9» 
folkways, 956-63 
force, 1016—23, 1105; see also conflict 
form and content, 873-74, 890-91 ^ 
“foxes,” 1021-23; see dso circulation of 

the elite 
frame of reference, 918 
Franciscans, 1102 
freedom, 903-906, 920-21, 1044 
“ free will,” “ objective conditions and, 

1036 
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frontiers, 871 
Fuhrerprinzip, 904 
functional: analysis, 93^» 9^4» I<J42».aP'" 

propriateness, inductive evaluations 
of, 898; ethnology, British school 

of, 1082 

Geist, 883-87, 893, 9031 9°4» 1070, 1090 
geisteswissenschaftliche psychology, 

Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft, 861, 
914, 1168; see also sacred and secu¬ 
lar societies, Tonnies, etc. 

generalizability, 921 . 
generalization and individualization, 

887 
genesis, social, 964-66 
genetic sociology, see sociology, ge¬ 

netic 
genos, 1082 
geographic determinism, 801 
geography, human, 798, 801-802, 815, 

817, 819-22, 873, 928, 949, 1081-83, 
1107, 1120, 1124-28, 1171 

Gestalt psychology, see psychology, 
Gestalt 

giving, rules of, 1103-1105 
golden age of past or future, 1175 
government: functions of, 968—73; rep¬ 

resentative, 943 
gravitation, moral, 1105 
group: mind, 840, 850, 858-59, 883, 914, 

1072, 1110, see also collective con¬ 
sciousness, crowd mind, Voiks geist, 
etc.; realism, 840 

guilds, 113^-40 
gynaecocracy, 964 

harmonization the essence of social 
progress, 808 

heredity, social, 1116 
hero-worship, 1072-73 
heterogeneity of purposes, 881-83 
historical: sociology, see sociology, 

historical; causation, theory of, 
1099; materialism, 817, 1041, 1165; 
methodology, 990; relativism, 899, 

1076 . 
historic-analytical method in ethnol- 

ogy, 804 
historicism (Historismus), 1076 
history: and sociology, relation of, 814, 

1080, 1117; cultural, 1081-84; logic 
of, 886-88; “new,” 804, 1104; of so¬ 
cial thought, 1172; philosophy of, 
1053, 1061, 1124, 1153, 1166; posi¬ 
tivist view of, 1117 

homogeneity to heterogeneity, 869, 

1005 , , 
human geography, see geography, hu¬ 

man 
Humanism, 798 
humanitarianism, 1015, 1021, 1034-35, 

iiio, 1118, 1151-52 
human nature: generic element of, 825, 

850, 855; a social product, 943 
hybris, 950 

idealism, impotence of, 806 
ideal-typical method, 878, 893-96, 947, 

1165-66, 1178; see also method 
Id-Ego-Superego, 929 
ideology, 924, 94^“47^ I009> 1024-26, 

1044, 1047-49, 1084-85, 1156, 1167, 
1172; as active element in revolu¬ 
tion, 1048 

idiographic presentation, 886, 1076,1080 
imitation, 805, 816, 836, 850-58, 1008, 

1020, 1038, 1047, 1161; and hypno¬ 
tism, 851-52; as a factor in sociation, 
851; cultural component of, 855- 

57 
immobility, mental, 878, 1022; see also 

vicinal isolation, etc. 
impartiality, impossibility of, 959 
indeterminate sentence, 1114 
individualism, 850-58, 956-63, 1034-35, 

1036-37, 1097, 1100; anti-, 825, 828; 
as a social phenomenon, 831; uni- 
versalism versus, 902-906 

individualization, generalization and, 

887 
individuation, 1038; see also mental mo¬ 

bility, “ normlessness,” disorganiza¬ 
tion, social, etc.; versus genesis, 824 

indoor relief, 1104 
“induction, pure,” 997 
industrialism, 1x38, 1139, 11435 IIS° 
inokpsna, 1082 
insight, 885-86; see also sociology as an 

“ understanding ” science 
instinct, 803, 810, 814, 850, 991-92, 1056, 

1076, 1162, 1172; emotional core of, 
914; see also residue, social attitude, 

etc. 
institution: of private property, 816; 

social, see social institution 
institutional economics, see economics, 

institutional . . 
intellectuals, 925-26; see also 1 critical- 

intellectual individual ” 
intelligentsia, 925-26, 1036 
interactionism, 826, 890-91,913—14* 9l5~~ 

20, 1057, 1165, 1168 
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interest-group, 870; -struggle theory of 
social development, 980, 994-95, 
1043, 1158; see also conflict, cyclical 
theories of social dynamics, etc. 

interests, classification of, 1045 
interleaming, 875 
intermental; processes, 852-54; rela¬ 

tions, 1164 
introjection of social imperatives, 930; 

see also constraint, social 
invention, 851-52; history of, 982; so¬ 

cial, 971 
isolation, 828, 841, 1126; vicinal, 1126, 

jajmani system, 1138-40 
Jesuits, 1105-1106, 1121 
jurisprudence, sociological, 998, 1053- 

54, 1123 
juristic sociology, see sociology, juris¬ 

tic 
justice, 903-904, 1123 
juvenile delinquency, 1114, 1125 

karma, 846 
knowledge, sociology of, 793, 816, 838, 

843, 863, 864, 882-83, 906, 912, 921- 
27, 941-42, 950, 1009, 1037, 1047-49, 
1050, 1066, 1070, 1091, 1093, 1097, 
1133, 1144, 1162, 1167, 1172, 1178 

kula, 840 

laissez faire, 806, 848, 968-73 
language, sociological theory of, 1061, 

1172 
law: canon, 1122-23; civil, 1138; com¬ 

mon, 1081-82; customary, 1081-82; 
international, 1106; natural, 1120-21; 
of parsimony, 965; philosophy of, 
1012-13, 1027, 1122-23, 1124-26; pri¬ 
vate, 1121; provides framework of 
social relations, 936; public, 1012, 
!078-79, 1120-21; singular, 884; so¬ 
ciology of, 1053, 10547-55 

leadership, 1064, 1086; principle of, 904; 
see also totalitarianism 

legislation, attractive, 971 . 
legislators to be trained sociologists, 

970—72 
liberalism: economic, 79^ 806, 1110; 

political, 903, 946, 1031, 1078-8°, 
IO96, IIO8-I2 

libertinism, 1038 
like response to like stimulus, 976-70; 

see also consciousness of kind 
linguistics, sociological, 95° 

“lions” 1021-23 
logico-experimental method, 1015-^3 
logos, 1175 

moat, 1175 
maladjustment, social, 834, 844, 994; sm 

also “ normlessness,” disorganization, 
social, etc. 

mama, 1175 
marginal areas, 1083 
Masonry, 1108 
materialism, historical, 817, 1041, X043- 

49,1057,1073-74, 1096,1165; see dso 
determinism, economic 

matter, 1043 
meaning, subjectively intended, 894- 

96,918-20, 1161 
measurement, 992 
mechanical solidarity, 1130-31 
mechanistic: analogy, 1071, 1085, 1091* 

1093; positivism, 1112 
memory, sociologistic explanation cl, 

843 
Mendicant Friars, 1102 
Menshevik, 1041 
mental immobility, 878; mobility, §78, 

1022, 1057 
mentality: capitalistic, 899-901, 1175; 

Chinese, 1149-53; of peoples, 858; 
preliterate, 849, 878, 883; “ primi¬ 
tive,” 849-50 

Mercantilism, 1107-1108 
method: dialectic, 920-21, 9*S» 1090; 

historical, 990, 1053; ideal-typical, 
see ideal-typical method; Ilastratpe, 
1053, 1073; inductive, 997; logieo- 
experimental, 1015; natural-science, 
991, 997, 1003; ptaeologics*, 
quantitative, 817-18, 982-83, 988-89, 
992, 1055-56, 1131; sociologies, 997 

migration, 937,947,95x> I053* 10Sd» 

mimpathy, 909; me also sympathy 
mind, 1129, 1165; cc&sctive, 107a* mh 

1097, 1129,, 1131; 
914, in sense of 

1043; organic to nature, 885; on 
of, 965; social genesis of, 829; * 
conscious, 859 

CTFOUDS* 004* 

nnshpat, 1175 . e 
mobility, 884,1165; horizontal, 923,928, 

1056; mental, 878, 1022, 1057; social, 
845, 987, 1056; territorial, 819; ver¬ 
tical, 923, 1056 

monarchomachs, 1106 
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monistic polity, 1145; see also totalita¬ 
rianism 

morality: private, 1064; public, 1064 
moral philosophy, 953-54. 979. 99^ 
morals: sociologistic “ science of,” 848- 

49; sociology of, 1064 
mores, 956-63; evolution of the, 1047 
morphological and ecological interpre¬ 

tation of “collective facts,” 860, rc* 
also human ecology 

morphology, social, 1165 
motivation, 1016-23; see also sociology 

as an “ understanding ” science 
mukti, 846 
mutualism, 1146-48 
myth, social, 1020; social utility of, 1074 

Narodnik: movement, 1035, 1041, 1084; 
philosophy, 1034 

nationalism, 949, 1032-36, 1061, 1063, 
1067-68, 1069-77, 1085, 1097, 1124, 
1137; sociological, 1060, 1080 

natural: communication, 1105; law, 
1120—21; science and history, 887; 
society, 1105; rights, 1175 

naturalism, 815-16 
nature: law of, 1105; organic to mind, 

885 
nomenclature as a means of family re¬ 

search, 818 
Nominalism, 921 
nomothetic generalization, 886, 1076- 

77, 1080, 1087 
noological sociology, 893, 1066 
normative: conception of nature, 1175; 

science, sociology not a, 1165; so¬ 
ciology, 934-36, 1036-37 

“normlessness” (anomie), 836; see also 
disorganization, social 

“objective conditions” and “free 
will,” 1036 

objectivism, sociological, 1051, 1055-56 
occupational: representation, 834-35, 

867-73,1145; training, 1114 
opposition, 852-54 
“ ordering-and-forbidding,” 1076, 1118 
organic: solidarity, 832-35, 864, 1130- 

31; theory in sociology, 985; unity, 
society as an, see society as an or¬ 
ganic unity 

organicism, 828, 1159, 1175; anti-, 1115- 
16; spiritual, 1109-11; super-, 1129-30 

organismic analogy, 799, 807, 822, 825, 
875, 929, 943-44, 949. 963. 993. I004. 
1023-26, 1033, 1039, 1062, 1066,1071- 
72, 1086, 1093, 1099, 1109, ii59“63 

origins: family, see > family. origins; re¬ 
ligious, see religious origins; social, 
see social origins, genetic sociology 

outdoor relief, 1104 

pacifism, 1063, 1080 
pair, 852-53, 916 . 
Pan-Germanism, 949; -Islamism, 1099; 

-Slavism, 1032-34; -Turanism, 1100 
parallelism, psycho-physical, 883 
parliamentarism, 1012-14, 1078, 1110- 

12, 1122-23, 1134; see also democ¬ 
racy, circulation of the elite, 
“ foxes,” totalitarianism, etc. 

“ participation,” law of, 849 
pathology, social, 834-36, 861, 984, 994, 

1009-12 
patriarchal relations, 1084 
patriotism, 943 
peasant populism, 1084 
penal reform, 1118 
penology, 1054, 1125; positivistic school 

of, 1006-1007 
personality, 943; and social structure, 

889; typology of, 1097 
phenomenology, 906, 925; emotional, 

1055 
philosophical bases of sociology, 986, 

997-98 
philosophy: moral, 953“54. 979. 996'. of 

history, 1053, 1061, 1124, 1153, 1166; 
of history as sociology, 1080; po¬ 
litical, 799; social, see social philos¬ 
ophy 

physics, social, 1071; see also mechanis¬ 
tic analogy 

Physiocrats, 1107-1108, 1121 
“ Place-Work-Folk,” 817, 1143-44 
pluralism, political, 805 
pluralistic: behavior, 976-78; polity, 

1145 
political: science, 974; parties, sociol¬ 

ogy of, 1013, 1086 
polity: monistic, 1145; pluralistic, 1145 
population: density of, as cause of so¬ 

cial evolution, 823-24, 1052; in¬ 
crease, 833, 845; problems, 995, 1022- 
26, 1130, 1171; theory of, 1008 

populism, peasant, 1084 
positivism, 830, 861, 880, 945, 1003-1004, 

1027, 1034, I03^. I04°. 1071, 
1075, 1085, 1100, 1112, 1123-24, 1128- 
29; biologistic, m2; mechanistic, 
1112; reaction against, 1119 

positivist: school of penology, 1006- 
1007; sociology, 1133; view of his¬ 
tory, 1117 
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potlatch, 840 
preliterate mentality, 849, 878, 883 
prestige, 1038 
“ primitive ” mentality, 848-50 
profane, the, 837 
professional revolutionist, 1036, 1049; 

see also “critical-intellectual indi¬ 
vidual” 

progress, 937,989,1017,1044,1051, 1086, 
1119, 1125, 1129, 1146, 1175; conflict 
as the “ lever ” of, 1110; not synony¬ 
mous with social evolution, 808; 
“ spiral,” 1088-89 

proletarian: culture, 1048; vanguard, 
class-conscious, 1049 

proletariat, dictatorship of the, 1044, 
1049 

promiscuity, 810 
propensity, 914; see also instinct, resi¬ 

due, etc. 
property: institution of private, 816, 

1052, 1104 
prostitution, 1104 
Protestantism: evangelical, 1147; revolt 

of, 1105 
psyche, collective, 1072; see also group 

mind, collective consciousness, 
crowd mind, Volksgeist 

psychiatry, social, see social psychiatry 
“ psychical tensions and relaxations, 

historical process as a sequence of. 

1090 
psychoanalysis, 929-31, 991 . 
psycho-anthropological analysis, 975 
psychologism, 850-54, 991, 1066, 1101- 

62; versus sociologism, 862 
psychology: abnormal, 962; and sociol- 

oey, 975; a concrete, descriptive sci¬ 
ence, 886; a subdivision of sociology, 
1051; a subsidiary and dependent 
science, 826; child, 867; either sub¬ 
jective sociology” or physiology, 
1090; folk, 88i, 888-89, 1131; getstes- 
Jssenschaftliche, 885-86; ^ Gestalt, 
014; place of, in the hierarchy of the 
sciences, 1003; social, 991 ^sociolo¬ 
gistic explanation in, 863; the direct 
foundation of sociology, 1063; vol¬ 
untaristic, 1161 

usvcho-physical parallelism, 083 
psycho-sociology, 79s. 8o3’ 858’ 
P %i, 911-9x2, 939. 947. 979. 98i-85, 

989, 1001, 1008-1009, 1038, 1054 55, 
1062-63, 1073-74. I076. io84. io85’ 
1093, 1141, 11^2, Il63, II71 

punishment, capital, 1114 « 
purposes, heterogeneity of, 881-83 

quantitative method, see method, quan¬ 
titative, and statistics, social 

quantity to quality, transition from, 
1044 

race: relations, 986, 994; u mission ” of, 
1175 

rationalism, 797-98, 815-16; political, 
805 

rationalization, 1015, 1177 
rationally purposeful action, 894-95 
rational man, 894-96 
“raw empiricism” 866, 916 
realism: critical, 1063; group, 840; on¬ 

tological, '906-914; social, 914, 107*7 
1074, mo 

Redpolitik, 1016-23, 1085 
reform: penal, 1118; social, see soci 

reform 
Reformation, 1105; Counter-, 1 
regionalism, 801, 811-12, 818-23, 

1025, 1143, 1144—48, 1170-71 
regularities, merely protable nature of 

social, 1166 
“ relationism,” 925 
relations: common-human, 9*5* family, 

see family relations; interhunwi, 
927, see dso interactional; inter¬ 
mental, 1164; international, 1105; of 
production, 1044; of psycho 
and sociological spheres, 825 

relativism, 925; historical, 899,1076 
release, 930; see dso mdividuatkai 
relief work, 1103 
religio, 1175 . 
religion, 837-38,1063, see dso sock 

of; philosophy of, 1147*, P®6"® 
950; sexual, 1019; wars of, 1106-1107 

religious origins, 1052 
rentier, 1013, 1021—23 
repetition, 852—54 
representation, occupational, 834 35* 

867-73 
representative government, 943 
residues, 982, 1016-23; as both v 

and constants, 1020-22,1033; see also 
instinct, social attitude, and socxMr 
ogy “understanding” science 

responsibility, 841-42 
revisionism, Bolshevik, 1046-48 
revolution, 1003,1021-22,1043-4,5,104», 

1063, 1064, 1086, 1121-22, 1132, 1134; 
counter-, 1122; sociology of, 1048. 
“56, 10V theory of permanent, 

revolutionary tactics, 
revolutionist, professional, 1036, 1049; 
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see also “ critical-intellectual indi- 

vidual ” 
Romanticism, 880-81, 883, 902-906, 911, 

920, 939, 1031, 1071, 1081, X130 
rural sociography, see sociography, 

rural 
Russophilism, 1032-34 

sacred society, 817, 832, 861, 937, 1082 

1135, 1156 
sacredness (in Durkheim’s sense), 837- 

38; (in our sense), 844; see also 
sacred society, Tonnies, mental im- 
mobility, and ideal-typical method 

samsara, 846 
sangha, 1137, 1139* 1*45-46; see also 

commune, and jajmam system 
science not a guide to life, 896-97 

sect, 900-901 
secular society, 817, 844, 861; see also 

mental mobility, cosmopolitanism, 
social disorganization, and urban 

sociology 
secularization, 878, 1033 . 
selection, 961-63, 994; automatic, 961; 

counter-, 962; dysgenic, 822-23; or 
data, 885-88; rational, 961-62; see 
also social Darwinism, conflict, and 

eugenics 
sentiment, 1016-23, 1074; main forces m 

social dynamics, 1016; see also resi¬ 
due, “emotional phenomenology, 
psycho-sociology, and social atti¬ 

tude # f 
sex: discrimination, 1136; sociology or, 

1007 
sexual religion, 1019 
single-factor fallacy, 1012, 1068; see also 

determinism, and functional analysis 

Sinism, 1148-49 
slavery, 954 
Slavophilism, 1032-34, 1061 
social: action, 874-75* * *68; action, den- 

nition of, 894; affinity, 873; anthro- 
pology, 806, 1149-50, 1^53? anthro¬ 
pomorphism, 1109; apostasy, 1097; 
as collective, 825; as cultural, 825; 
attitude, 1076; biology, see biology, 
social; capillarity, law of, 824; case 
work, 1103; change, 913-14, 95$* 
1143, see also social dynamics; con¬ 
duct, extra-, 856; consciousness, 
1047-49, 1063, see also group mind; 
contract, 1031, 1175; control, 930, 
984, 1039, 1138; Darwinism, 803, 
822-24, 846,1004, 1085, 1158, see also 
struggle for existence; definition of 

the, 825; development, interest- 
struggle theory of, 980; differentia¬ 
tion, 949—1129; disorganization, 949* 
1033-34, 1132, 1145, 1156, see also 
“ normlessness distance, 915-17* 
977* dynamics, 830, 967-72, 1165; 
dynamics, conflict theory of, 937* 
944, 966; equilibration, 965-66; equi¬ 
librium, 1017-23, 1071, 1088; evolu¬ 
tion, see evolution, social; facts, 831, 
1072; facts as repeated and general, 
859; facts as things, 830-31; facts 
must always be explained by other 
social facts, 831, 1072; facts, nature 
of, 855-58; facts sui generis, 816, 825; 
forces, 967, 1015-23; genesis, see 
genesis, social; genesis of mind, 829; 
heredity, n 16; institutions, 804, 810, 
988; institutions, development of, 
1079; institutions, state most impor¬ 
tant of, 967—72; invention, 971; kary- 
okinesis, 966; maladjustment, 834, 
844, 994, see also disorganization, so- 
cial; mobility, 84j, 987; morphology, 
841, 860, 1165; myth, 1020; myth, 
social utility of, 1074; organization, 
chieftaincy the primal type of, 1079; 
origins, 1052, 1097, see also evolu¬ 
tion, social; pathology, 834-36, 861, 
984, 994, 1009-12, see also disorgani¬ 
zation, social, and “normlessness”; 

philosophy, 797* 809, 939* *°98* 1147; 
philosophy, Catholic, 934y35‘* Phl~ 
losophy, Christian, 878; philosophy, 
Protestant, 933-35 * philosophy, reli¬ 
gious, 942—43; physics, 1071, see also 
mechanistic analogy; physiology, 
841, see also organismic analogy; 
problems, 955, 1000, 1075, 1077, 1079, 
1126, 1172, see also social pathology; 
process, 873, 915-17* 993* psychiatry, 
989; psychology, see sociology, 
psycho-, psychology (various sub¬ 
heads) , and relations of psychologi¬ 
cal and sociological spheres; realism, 
914, 1072, 1074, mo, see also group 
mind; reform, 806, 952, 955* 959* 9^9* 
iooo, 1031, 1095, 1137-38; regulari¬ 
ties, merely probable nature or, 
1166; relation, 876, 1061, 1*68-69; 
relation, Inoue’s definition of, 1166- 
67; relations, law provides frame¬ 

work of, 1112; science, 954-55* sc*~ 
ences, development of the, 973-76* 
sciences, division of labor in the, 
1144-45; solidarity, 817, see also 
sacredness; space, 915-17* specificity 
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of the, 826; statics, 830, 1065; statis¬ 
tics, see statistics, social; stratifica¬ 
tion, 1064; structure, 915-17; survey, 
1170-71; technology, 939,1163, 1171; 
telesis, see telesis, social; theory, de¬ 
velopment of, linked with theory of 
social development, 1177; thought, 
history of, 986, 1172; work, 1125, 
1152-53; work, principles of, 799 

socialism, 835, 933, 966, II53> Christian, 
1085; guild, 805, 806, 905, see also 
syndicalism; professorial (Kathe- 
dersozialis'mus), 979, 1095,1118; rev- 

• olutionary, 1085 

sociation, 915-17; forn}s 89°“9I; 
imitation as a factor in, 851; see also 
systematic-empirical sociology 

society, 888; as an organic unity, 807, 
903, 1112-16; as totality, 943; a 
whole of higher order, 828-50, 
903—906, see also sociologistic theo¬ 
ries; bonds of, are psychical, 1112- 
16; classless, 972; collectivist, 1047; 
component and constituent, 1116; as 
a reality sui generis, 828-50; natural, 
1105; not an organism, 1112; sacred, 
see sacred society; secular, see 
secular society 

sociocracy, 966-73 
sociography, 928, 938, 940, 952, 9°3* 

1052—53, 1061, 1081, 1086, 1092, 1103* 

1170; rural, 1170-71 
sociological: jurisprudence, 998, 1053- 

54,1075,1123; linguistics, 950; objec¬ 

tivism, 1051 , . 
sociologistic: economics, 865; explana- 

tion in psychology, 8639 explanation 
of memory, 843-44; explanation ot 
religion, 837-38; explanation ot 
genesis of values, 847; interpreta¬ 
tion of contract, 840; interpretation 
of social classes and standards ot 
living, 842-43; linguistics, 86j; sci¬ 
ence of morals,” 848-49; theories, 
824-70, 1072, 1167-68; theory, cnn- 
cfei of, 860I65; theory of insanity 
847; theory of law, 864; theory of 

morals, 827-28 . 
sociologists, legislators to be trained, 

sociolojry: analytic, see sysmmatic- 
em^cal sociology, ideal-typical 
method, Simmel, Tonnies, Weber, 
and Wiese; Andreis definition of, 
1092-93; and history, relation of, 

814, 1089-90, 1117; and psychol<^ 
gisU 850-54J » a term> 79fi* II35, 

, « as “ grammar of the social scienc . 
805; as method, 830; a special social 
science, 1164, 1169; biological, 1071; 
biologized, 822-24, 846, 956, 1158; 
Catholic, 932; classificatory, 869; 
colonial, 860; comparative, 9#©, 
1142; crowd, 928, 1008-1009; cul¬ 
tural, 821, 912-914, 978, 988-89, 995, 
1163, 1167; demographized, 824 
ucational, 998, 1070; encyclop 
881, 931, 934, 995-964 1086, 1087, 
1093-94, 1095, 1131, 1144, 115a, 
ethics and, 1112; ethno-, 931,937“3% 
ethnographized, 841, 956; first use 
of term in book title, 954; folk* 
888-89, 952, 989, 993; general, 861; 
genetic, 1051-52, 1068, 1083; geo¬ 
graphical, 1171; Giddings’s defini¬ 
tion of, 977; Ginsbergs definiiaoa 
of, 813; Gusti’s definition of, 109a; 
historical, 798, 804, 920-21, 947^^, 
996, 1003, 1021, 1050, 105 i~$h 
1163; history of, 1065; laoae'i defi¬ 
nition of, 1166; juristic, 1053, 1054- 
55; “ legalized,5' 934-9^ ^Mante, 
932; Matsnmoto’s definttm of* 
1168-69; mechanistic*. 1066, see 
mechanistic analogy;' 
of, 997, see ®ko method; row* 
sume standpoint of 
see dso sociology,, is ® ^ 
standing ” science; noological, 893* 
1066; ncannaive, : fof-f©#* 934-36, 
1036-37; not a aaiSEil selenee, 
66; not a normative science, 1165; 
of buffer-state, 867-73; of crime 
punishment, k>54t II25» && 
criminology; of democracy, 844"”47* 
see also circulation of the elite; of 
economics, 1066, 1074; of knowl¬ 
edge, 793, 816, 838, 843, 863, 864, 
882-83, 906, 912, 921-27, 941-42* 95°* 
1009, 1037, 1047-49* **50, 10667 l0?°7 
1091, 1093, 1097* I!44* 
1172,1178; of law, 841-42; of locality 

t * ’ _ e _1 I— .I* 

1064; of religion, 837-38, 
png; of revolution, 1048* 10W 
of sex, 1007; of the organized group, 
928; of the stranger, 878, see rnso 
secular society, mental mobility, 
etc^ of war, 947> 1091; phenomeno- 
Iosical, 913; philosophical tees ot. 
98?, 997-98; philosophy of history 
as, 1080; place of, m hierarchy " 
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the sciences, 1065; positivistic, 934" 
35? 11335 precursors of American, 
o73-76; psycho-, 798, 803, 929, 939> 
947, 979, 989, 99IOOI» 1008-1009, 
1038, 1034-55, 1062-63, 1076, 1084, 
1085, 1093,1141, 1162, 1163; psycho-, 
distinction between socio-psychol- 
oey and, 929; psychology a division 
of, 1051; psychology the direct 
foundation off 1063; pure, 1164; re¬ 
gional-ecological, u 44-47; 
of, to natural science method, 887; 

rural, 984, 9«7, 993, ™27, i°5h Io8j; 
scope of, 1089-90; Steinmetzs deh- 
nition of, 937-38; subjectivist, 1035- 
46; synthetic, see sociology, en¬ 
cyclopedic j systematic-empirical, 
888-91, 915-20, 940, 947, 979» 9*4* 
995-96, 1056, 1097, 1132-337 

1163, 1169-70; systematic-empirical, 
criticism of, 1167; systematic- 
empirical, research in, 927-29; the 
study of willed association, 1161, 
1164-65; urban, 928, 9447 9897 992f 
93, 1064, 1143, 1171; Wieses defini¬ 

tion of, 9i5_I7 
socio-physiology, 1055 
sociosophy, 932, 940 
solidarism, 945; Catholic, 1077; Chris¬ 

tian, 934-35 . _ 
solidarity, 1015; organic, 832-35, 864, 

1130-31; mechanistic, 832-357 I]C30- 
31; of nations, 1106 

sovereignty, 805 . . 
space, 849; Durkheim’s. derivation of 

category of, 839; social, 915-17 
specialization, 990 
speculator, 1021-23 
state, 916, 1069, 1170; always tool of a 

minority, 1005; conflict theory of, 
944; corporative, 904-906, see also 
totalitarianism; most important so¬ 
cial institution, 967-72; sociology of, 
1005; sphere of, 968-73 

statistical probability, 1166 
statistics, social, 801, 819, 866, 928, 938, 

948, 970, 977, 984, 992, 1062, 1081 
stratification, social, 9497 1064 
struggle for existence, 846,1005; see also 

selection, social Darwinism, sociol¬ 
ogy of war, and conflict 

subconscious mind, 859 
subject, sociologist must assume stand- 

point of, 894-96; see also sociology 
as an “ understanding ” science 

subjectivism, 1048-49, 1054-55, 1063, 
1066, 1074 

submission, 994 
suggestion, 1008, 1038 # . 
suicide, 844; altruistic, 835; egoistic, 

836; normless, 836 
superorganic environment, 1039; see 

also cultural sociology 
symbiosis, 1146-48 
sympathy, 803, 908-912, 919, 1105; gen¬ 

uine, 909-912 
syndicalism, 835, 867-73 
synergy, 964-73, 1064, 1131 
systematic-empirical sociology, 888-91, 

915-20, 927-29, 940, 947, 979, 9847 
995-96, 1057, 1097, 1132-337 11507 
1163; criticism of, 1167 

tactics, revolutionary, 1048-49 t 

tao, 1175 
tat twam asi, 1148 
technology, social, 939, 1163, 1171 
tectology, 1046 
telesis, social, 807, 809, 964-73, 968, 1037, 

1130; impossibility of, 958-63 
tendency, social, 1076; see also social 

attitude, wish, and sociology as an 
“ understanding ” science 

.theocracy, 1063 
time, 849; Durkheim’s derivation of 

category of, 839 
totalitarianism, 903-906, 1175 
totemism, 860-61 
tradition, 1039 
transformation of motives, 881-83 
transmigration of souls, 1148 
transmission, 961 
transpathy, 909-912; see also sympathy 

truth, 1015-23 
tyrannicide, 1106 

“understanding,” 892-98; emotional, 
908-912; science, sociology as an, see 
sociology as an “ understanding 

science 
unemployment, 1140 
unipathy, 909-912; see also sympathy 
universalism versus individualism, 902— 

906 
untouchables, 1138 # 
urban sociology, see sociology, urban 
utilitarianism, 1136, 1157 
utility, social, and truth, 1015-23 
utopian: socialism, 944; thought, 923- 

27, 996, 1044 

vagabondage, 1007—1008 
value-judgment, 896-98, 9037 906, 9*37 
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922, 978, 1147,1165; abstention from, 
878, io66 

values, 1165; as data, 897; philosophy 
of, 1147; sociologistic explanation of 
genesis of, 847; transvaluation of, 

884 
variation, 961 . 
vicinal: accessibility, 115^ isolation, 

1126; see also mental mobility and 
immobility, culture ^>^#t|is^j:ed 
and secular societies £££. \ 

village community, 1139; see also com¬ 
mune, sangha, sacred? society, Ton2 
mes, etc. 

JL1 

jiH 

.4 
* 

** ^ 

volition and historical materialism, 1036 
Volksgeist, 1061 

war, 937, 1064; “of each against all” 
1176; sociology of, 947 

whole prior to part, 903 
Wissenssoziologie, 793, 816, 838, 843, 

863, 864, 882-83, 906, 912, 921-27, 
941-42, 950,1009,1037,1047-49,1050, 
1066, 1070, 1091, 1093, I097» 1133? 
1144, 1162, 1167,1172, 1178 

zadruga, 1082 
Zwecke, Heterogome der, 881-83 
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